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Summary: 

After Jin Wantang pays a visit, Wu Xie and his friends set out on a rescue 

mission to the Mongolian grasslands. There they encounter strange 

phenomena related to the world’s second most valuable tomb. From 

moving corpses, stampeding horses, strange black things, and ghostly 

satellite messages, will they be able to save Xiao Hua and Black Glasses 

in time?  
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Chapter 0 Celebrating Another New Year 

Time flies, yin and yang change, and it’s time to celebrate the new year 
again. 

A task for the new year has actually been placed on my desk at this time. 

This year’s New Year’s celebration is particularly special. If it was last 
year’s celebration, I would simply feel nervous and unsure about the 
future, but there’s always hope, so I feel that everything will pass. This 
year’s New Year’s celebration is full of more confusion as people begin to 
discuss real human issues. Disasters may be eternal, but there must be a 
way to coexist with them. 

In this era, willfulness has become a luxury. I don’t know why, but when I 
genuinely reflect over the past thirty years, I have a hunch that the things 
I thought should rightfully be mine start to be marked with a price. For 
example, the freedom to breathe, the belief that I should have a 
wonderful life, the joy of traveling and experiencing different things, 
exploring the boundaries of my own life, the pleasure of making quick 
decisions, and even the sense of control of choosing my own death have 
all disappeared this year. 

From the start of this year, I’ve roughly understood that I have no control 
over where I die, how I die, or what the state of my death will be like. The 
so-called wonderful life and different experiences are all just benefits 
given to you by the previous era. They have little to do with your own 
awareness of your abilities. If they’re not given to you, then you won’t 
have them. 

These are all just platitudes, so people with even a little bit of awareness 
should be able to perceive it this year. But like the blue sky after a 
hundred days of haze and strong winds, I also know that humans will 
eventually be able to go out and enjoy that pleasant breath of fresh air 
again. As our memory will slowly start to fade, we’ll go back to that 
arrogant state of being, thinking that the world should treat us favorably. 
All that needs to be done is to endure it and move forward. 
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But it won’t be that fast. The quality of perseverance requires us to 
continue gathering more skill points. Starting this year, there will be some 
hardships that may come in waves. But for now, just be sure to take care 
of your next meal. 

The so-called New Year’s Special this time is more of a thought. I hope 
that I, and those who read the novel, can reach that world and get a 
sense of comfort from the words. 

The New Year’s Special this year will be very long, and since this year’s 
theme is writing, I may have to keep writing it down. This length makes 
me hesitant to start rashly, so before the New Year is up, I’ll write a 
couple of chapters to see if I can get a sense of the text. 
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Chapter 1 Looking for Things 

The art of divination not only has a long history but is also mysterious and 
strange.  

When it comes to divination, if we jump out of the realm of witchcraft 
and rituals and look at its essence, it’s really just one person asking 
questions while another person answers. It’s a very simple encyclopedic 
system, it’s just that this encyclopedia can answer almost all questions, 
and can even tell you the answers to things that haven’t happened yet.  

I came into contact with a branch of divination before that’s called 
“Qimen Dunjia”. It’s what I want to talk about here. 

Qimen Dunjia uses a very small but very practical rotating board to find 
things. You take the board and meditate on what you’ve lost. Then, you 
can look at the board and figure out the location, distance, and whether 
the thing can be recovered or not.    

It’s impossible to give a full logical analysis of the Qimen Dunjia’s board 
with a few words, but I can explain it symbolically. Qimen Dunjia’s system 
gives you a feeling that not only one person is answering your question. 
After you ask the question, “where is this thing”, a department will 
answer on whether it can be retrieved, another department will answer 
on how far or near it is, and the third department will give the location. 
Then, the answers from all three departments will be put in a form and 
sent back to you.   

This form is the rotating board, but it’s encrypted so that ordinary people 
can’t understand it. Just like the 0 and 1 characters in computer coding, it 
needs to be translated by people skilled in divination. This is probably 
what Qimen Dunjia feels like.   

I have tried to find things with Qimen Dunjia several times, and the 
atmosphere was very delicate each time. As a matter of fact, there are 
very few records on the actual effects of this branch of divination, so I 
don’t know whether it’s real or not. But when things are really missing, 
we might as well use it so that we don’t waste time worrying like headless 
flies. It can be said that Qimen Dunjia is actually a way to give you an 
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explanation for something when you don’t have one. Whether it’s mostly 
a psychological effect or whether there’s really such a system in the world 
that can answer any questions you might ask, we just don’t know.   

There are many stories about divination, but what I’m going to talk about 
here is only a short story about finding things with Qimen Dunjia. This 
story warns us not to look for things randomly.    

Jin Wantang became obsessed with Qimen Dunjia the year before last. He 
had devoted his whole life to Taiji1, which meant that he easily became 
addicted to metaphysics. He specialized in finding things using the 
rotating board, so his reputation in the business had also risen in recent 
years. He was said to be extremely accurate and could find anything that 
was missing. He enjoyed this kind of hollow fame again and no one had 
seen him for a whole year. He went everywhere in search of a rich lady 
willing to hire such a master.    

So, when he suddenly came to my shop to find me, I had a bad feeling as 
soon as I saw his face.    

His face didn’t look flushed with success but actually looked gloomy, as if 
he was worried about something.  

When I asked him what was wrong, he finished off four or five snacks 
before saying in an embarrassed tone, “Little Master Three, I’m too 
arrogant and curious. Something has finally happened.”    

I asked him what happened.    

“My master told me that when using Qimen Dunjia to look for something, 
there are three things you’re not supposed to look for,” he said. “You 
don’t look for no-trace corpses, yinshen ghosts, or immeasurable 
calamities.” 

No-trace corpses referred to missing corpses, such as those who drowned 
in the Yellow River or those who were dumped in a murder case. It was 

 
1 The Absolute or Supreme Ultimate, the source of all things according to some interpretations of Chinese 
mythology. Yin and Yang originate from it. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiji_(philosophy)
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obvious why you shouldn’t look for these things for no reason—it was 
easy to bring about misfortune.   

Yinshen ghosts referred to those who had died. Even if you managed to 
find them, they were no longer alive and had become ghosts. They were 
in the underworld, while those alive were in the living world. These 
worlds were separated, so it was best not to disturb the ghosts.2 

The most mysterious one in that group was immeasurable calamities 
because it referred to looking for something that was particularly vague 
in concept. For example, I wanted to find someone who would affect my 
life in the future.    

When you ask Qimen Dunjia these vague questions, the answers will 
usually lead you to find things that are very strange. Since it’s connected 
with numerology, it will change a lot of things and even cause major 
disasters.    

I looked at Jin Wantang and asked him, “What did you find?”    

“No, I wasn’t looking for these three things,” Jin Wantang said. “I was 
looking for something not of this world.”    

There was a special board for finding things that weren’t available in this 
world. In fact, it wasn’t a particularly terrible thing, it just meant that the 
“search engine” was telling you that there weren’t any results.    

“I checked my past life,” Jin Wantang said.    

I looked up at him as our surroundings seemed to quiet down. It was just 
me and him in the room. One was a little creeped out, while the other 
was a little embarrassed.    

If anyone else came in and said that, I would think it was all nonsense. But 
Jin Wantang had a certain degree of discretion whenever he did things. 

 
2 Per Tiffany: In Chinese, Yin is often thought of as something like “darkness/cold”, and Yang is something that 
is alive and bright. In Chinese culture, people who passed away are in the underworld, and it’s best not to 
bother them. 
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Since he came to talk to me about these things, he must’ve had some real 
gains. So, I didn’t laugh at him.    

“Did you find it?”    

“I found something amazing.” Jin Wantang looked at me. “That’s why I 
came to you for help.” 
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Chapter 2 Snakeskin Bag 

Jin Wantang, a Beijinger, naturally thought that his past life should also be 
in Beijing. But his investigation led him to northern Inner Mongolia, so he 
traveled day and night to get there. During this period, he had to rotate 
the board three times in order to correct the direction. 

In fact, he honestly didn’t think that he would find anything, so he was 
surprised when the board told him that he had reached the place. Before 
that, he had been walking on the grassland for at least three days without 
seeing any special sights. 

But on the day when Qimen Dunjia told him to stop, something that 
hadn’t been on that grassland before really appeared. 

It was a small forest. 

There were often small forests on the grasslands, but at this critical time, 
Jin Wantang felt that its appearance was a little strange. He went into the 
small forest to investigate. 

When he entered one end of this small forest, he could see the sunshine 
from the other end. Although the trees were tall, they were sparse and 
their canopies didn’t block the sky. There were also some shrubs on the 
ground. In autumn, some of the leaves turned yellow, and the alternating 
green and yellow made for a beautiful—if common—sight. 

What was a bit strange was that grass covered the whole forest floor. The 
grass here wasn’t knee-deep like the grass outside but actually reached 
up to one’s waist. I had heard that the grass in the grassland was so high 
in the old days that you would only see the cattle and sheep when the 
wind blew the grass. I didn’t know whether it was Inner Mongolia’s 
climate or desertification, but now it seemed like such grasslands were 
rare. 

Why did the grass grow so luxuriously in this small forest? Jin Wantang 
found it more and more suspicious, so he asked some nearby herdsmen 
to help him dig. 
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I don’t know how Jin Wantang found the location. Although the forest 
wasn’t big, it would be a century-long project just to dig it all up. At that 
time, he felt that it was a little absurd. He came to find out about his past 
life and ended up digging in a forest. It was almost as if the information 
about his past life was buried beneath this small forest. What kind of 
person was he before? Was he a man or a woman? 

If he couldn’t dig anything up, then he decided to stop his metaphysical 
research. 

When he dug to a depth of six or seven meters, he thought that he must 
have found nothing. But when he reached a depth of ten meters, he 
really dug something up. 

At this point in the story, Jin Wantang took a sip of tea. I knew that he 
was a grave robber who had a flair for theatrics and liked to be an 
annoying troublemaker. Normally, he’d only tell you the answer after you 
prodded him three, four, five, six, or seven times. But today, he was very 
frank, which was a breath of fresh air. He seemed to really be anxious, so 
I didn’t rush him. 

After drinking the tea, his hands trembled a little and he said, “Little 
Master Three, when I dug up that thing, I knew that I had encountered a 
big disaster. I really didn’t think that was my previous life.” 

Is it a dog? I wondered. People said that there were countless 
connections between this life and your past life. In this life, Jin Wantang 
could neither love nor hate. He only lived in his own antique hall, 
reminiscing over the ancients’ charms. In his past life, he must’ve been a 
historian or at least a blind Hanlin3 who made the memorials to the 
emperor. Since he was so shocked, was it a dog? 

By this point, I really became curious and asked, “Why don’t you just say 
what it is?” 

 
3 Hanlin refers to academics employed as imperial secretaries from the Tang onwards, forming the Hanlin 
Imperial Academy. 
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“There’s no need,” Jin Wantang said. “I’ve brought it with me. Little 
Master Three, you have to help me out and look at it. This thing is very 
unlucky.” 

With that said, he pointed to the front yard. I stood up and looked, only 
to find that there was a big snakeskin bag in the yard. It looked exactly 
the same as the bag that Fatty had bought dried bamboo shoots in. Since 
it was thrown in among the pile of dried bamboo shoots, I didn’t notice it 
in the yard just now. 

All my hair stood on end and I said to myself, Jin Wantang, what did you 
do? 

He and I walked over to the bag, which was bulging. “This is your past 
life?” I asked him. 

“Yes.” Jin Wantang nodded. 

“Oh.” I was a little confused, so I thought it over for a while. “Then, please 
proceed.” 

Jin Wantang picked up the snakeskin bag, went to the middle of the yard, 
and untied it. 
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Chapter 3 Legendary Corpse 

Jin Wantang talked about his past life in such a mysterious way that I was 
really starting to have some expectations. 

There weren’t many things in the world that I would find strange 
anymore, and Jin Wantang knew this. Since he dared to speak so 
mysteriously, he must’ve had some confidence. At that time, I was 
thinking, if whatever is in this sack—whether it be an animal carcass, 
human corpse, or even a monster’s body—isn’t exciting enough…maybe 
it’s not a living thing but some kind of artifact. For example, maybe it’s a 
huge piece of jade or some strange fossil, which made him think that he’s 
the reincarnation of a stone monkey. 

After Jin Wantang spread out the snakeskin bag, I was a little 
disappointed. It was clearly a human skeleton. The person had been 
small-statured and was now completely reduced to bones, so Jin 
Wantang could easily carry them around. Fatty was even more 
disappointed. He had been idle during this period of time and had 
nothing else to do, so he started teasing Jin Wantang, “So you were also a 
person in your previous life. Congratulations! I thought you were a 
cultivating donkey that had accumulated good merits in your previous life 
so that was why you became such a talented person in this life. Your face 
is a bit long and you do look like a donkey, after all.” 

Jin Wantang didn’t bother responding to him and just stared at me, “Little 
Master Three, take a closer look. This is no ordinary person. I wouldn’t 
have bothered you if I had just found some random corpse in the wild.” 

I figured as much. Since he was so emotional when he spoke just now, it 
definitely wasn’t as simple as a pile of bones. Moreover, he had 
transported human bones—based on the color, they didn’t seem that old 
and definitely couldn’t be classified as ancient—from Inner Mongolia to 
Hangzhou. This wasn’t something you could do just by transferring them 
from one car to another car. It required countless channels to be opened 
up, which cost a lot of money. Jin Wantang was so stingy that he wouldn’t 
ever pay a generous sum just to make a joke. So, I squatted down and 
took a closer look. 
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The skeleton was that of a man who appeared to have been about one 
and a half meters tall. The flesh had melted off the bones quickly. In a 
place like Inner Mongolia, there were many insects in the soil that would 
eat up the flesh before it could rot. Logically, the bones should have fallen 
apart at that point. With most corpses, the bones were still connected 
together after ossification, mainly because the skin and flesh had rotted, 
liquefied, and then dried up and stuck to bones, forming something like a 
fascia. If it had rotted very cleanly, then the bones should have scattered, 
but these bones were connected together in many places, which was 
strange. After examining it very carefully, I immediately noticed that 
there were small holes in the bones where the joints were connected 
together. I could also see copper wires running through these holes. The 
copper wires were about as thick as a ballpoint pen’s ink chamber and 
were badly rusted, but it was obvious that they were very tough and of 
good quality. 

I knew of a certain kind of operation where copper wire was used for 
joint fixation, but almost all of this corpse’s major joints had copper wire 
connecting them together. 

“Does Little Master Three see now?” Jin Wantang asked. 

As far as I could remember, there was only one type of person who would 
do this. This kind of person needed to dislocate his joints for a long time 
in order to crawl in narrow tomb passages in such a state. But all of his 
joints would be calcified in his later years, so almost all of them needed 
this kind of operation. 

As long as the operation was done after the founding of the People’s 
Republic, then steel wire would have been used, but this corpse had 
copper wire. Moreover, the nails used to affix the copper wire to the 
bones were made in the shape of a lotus flower and had very small 
traditional Chinese characters engraved on them: Teng Wang is very 
particular about connecting the bones of respected immortals to bind 
and exorcise evil spirits. 

This wasn’t an operation performed in a regular hospital, but a folk 
operation that used Taoist medical techniques. These bone nails were 
used by Taoists to drive away evil spirits. I had read a particularly detailed 
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record in my grandfather’s notes when he went to a Taoist temple that 
specialized in treating bone defects. This kind of operation looked very 
big, but in fact, the Taoist priest used an iron rod as thick as a finger to 
pierce the body. He would then put an iron tube in and start the 
operation. 

Fatty also knew about this information since I had chatted with him about 
it. As a result, both of us looked up at Jin Wantang. 

“This is a big grave robber. The operation should have been done before 
the founding of the People’s Republic. At that time, his joints should have 
been broken. He was probably around fifty years old when he had the 
surgery and was just over sixty when he died. He may have died right 
after the founding of the People’s Republic. The wounds on the bones 
look very old, so they probably healed over a ten-year period,” I said. 
“This is a top expert, so how exactly did he die in Inner Mongolia’s 
wilderness?” 

“Look again. That’s not the important issue,” Jin Wantang said. 

I frowned and thought to myself, you’re still so enthusiastic. Jin Wantang 
couldn’t wait any longer and directed my attention to the corpse’s 
thoracic vertebrae. I let out an exclamation as soon as I saw it. Indeed, it 
really was strange. This guy had less than half the ribs of a normal person. 
Fatty rummaged around in the sack to see if they had fallen off, but I 
already knew as soon as I looked at the bone seams—this guy had been 
born with deformed ribs. 

I thought about it and suddenly felt my hands and feet go numb. I 
immediately grabbed Fatty. I understood now why Jin Wantang had been 
so excited, and I even knew who these bones belonged to. 

There was a great grave robber with deformed ribs who became famous 
during the Republic Era. In Grandpa’s notes, there was only one person 
who fit this description. This person didn’t remain in the shadows, so 
almost everyone in the business knew about him. Nobody knew his real 
name, but he went by the nickname “Guotang Feng”. 4 He was the biggest 
grave robber under Dang Yukun, one of the three head thieves in Shaanxi. 

 
4 Can mean “passing winds” or “draught (of air)” 
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In those days, Dang Yukun was a local warlord in Shaanxi. He had been a 
famous swordsman in his early years, but after becoming successful, he 
took in many grave robbers as his subordinates, all of whom were 
outlaws. This Guotang Feng was one of the most powerful ones. Not to 
mention hating home and country, but when it came to grave robbing, 
this guy really robbed all of the Qin and Han tombs in the Fengxiang area 
that fell within Dang Yukun’s territory. When Dang Yukun was defeated, 
hundreds of boxes of antiques were seized, all of which were bronze 
items and carriages from the Qin and Han Dynasties. In order to prepare 
for the war, Dang Yukun had sold almost all of the antiques for arms. But 
since there had still been hundreds of boxes left, it gave people an idea of 
how much they had stolen at that time. 

It was said that Guotang Feng was such a powerful grave robber because 
he didn’t have any ribs. His ribs had been shorter than others since 
childhood and he had less than half compared to normal people so his 
body couldn’t stand up without the help of bamboo crutches. But this 
body was very useful in tomb passages, especially when it came to the 
drainage channels in tomb passages. Legend had it that he could walk in 
any space where a tabby cat could walk. 

Fatty scratched his head, knelt down, and kowtowed while saying, “This is 
the great ancestor of the Northern School. Although he behaved badly, 
we still need to pay our respects.” After he was done, he went to close 
the door, asked Jin Wantang to sit down, and then bowed to him. 

Jin Wantang had never seen Fatty being so hospitable before, so he 
immediately jumped up and said, “Don’t, Fat Master. You want to mess 
with me again? No, no. I’m not in the mood today. Let’s just get down to 
business.” 

“These bones came to our Wushanju, which is a great blend between the 
Northern and Southern Schools. This is a century of prosperity. I really 
have to thank you.” As Fatty said this, he took the bones to the backyard. 

“Fat Master, what are you doing?” Jin Wantang asked. 

“This is an ancestor of the Northern School. I have to wrap him up.” 
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“This is my past life, why are you wrapping it up?” 

“Is it written anywhere on here that it’s your past life?” 

“Fuck, Fat Master, what you said just now is nonsense. How can you just 
rob people of their past lives?” 

“This is called robbing the rich and helping the poor.” 

“How am I rich? It was only in my past life…” Jin Wantang threw himself 
at Fatty and snatched the body back. I stopped Fatty and told him to quit 
causing trouble. This time, it seemed that Old Jin wasn’t here to fool us. 
His expression was distorted and he seemed very emotional, so it wasn’t 
good to mess around. 

“Even if this is Guotang Feng, it’s still a major event that needs to be 
reported,” I said. “Why did you come to us? We can’t perform an 
autopsy, nor can we give you a letter of approval.” 

“I didn’t just find this body in that place,” Jin Wantang said. “I also found 
six or seven objects held in the body’s arms. Those six or seven objects 
were all grave goods.” 

“Oh?” Fatty said. “It’s normal for such a big grave robber to have a few 
grave goods on him.” 

“The grave goods buried with this body were very large. They’re not the 
old golden seals or ornamental thumb rings that are usually buried with a 
body. At first glance, they look like they’ve been taken out of a tomb.” Jin 
Wantang took out an iPad and handed it to me. The pictures were already 
pulled up so I started looking through them. I was immediately stunned 
when I saw what he was talking about. 

The item in the first picture was very special. For starters, it was so big 
that it would be impossible to carry it with you even if it was disguised as 
luggage. Jin Wantang was right; this thing had definitely been dug up 
from a tomb. But the most shocking thing was that the money on this 
thing looked like it was royal money from the Yuan Dynasty. 
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I frowned and glanced at Jin Wantang, giving him a look that said he 
needed to explain what was going on. “Do you know which ancient tomb 
these grave goods came from?” Jin Wantang asked me. “Do you know 
that in my past life, I died in that small forest after stealing from that 
ancient tomb?” 

“Which tomb was it?” 

“Look carefully at some of those Mongolian characters. Do you really not 
recognize them?” 

I did as he said, but I wasn’t very familiar with Mongolian characters. 
After looking a little closer, however, I knew whose signature it was. I 
couldn’t help but stare at Jin Wantang, “Are you messing with me?” 

“It’s true! This is a funerary object from that unspeakable tomb. Little 
Master Three, I believe that this Guotang Feng—my past life and the 
ancestor of the Northern School—found the world’s second most 
valuable tomb before he died.” 
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Chapter 4 Who Is Number One 

Fatty and I looked at each other; his expression was hard to describe. 

Did I believe in these things that Jin Wantang was talking about? Not at 
all. Using Qimen Dunjia to look for his past life, which just so happened to 
be a grave robber? Based on his tendency to bullshit and talk a big game, 
I figured he made it all up on the spot right before entering the door. 

But this body…I was certain that it was real and that it was Guotang 
Feng’s corpse. Regardless of its origin, the identity of this body was pretty 
obvious. 

If this was the case, then I could guess the purpose of Jin Wantang’s visit 
this time—he wanted to lure us back into the business. Among all the 
ancient tombs Guotang Feng had robbed in the past, this one was 
definitely worth visiting. Jin Wantang hadn’t made a name for himself in 
this business for a long time, but now that he had this body, he had to be 
looking for the most reliable team. 

But why did Fatty and I look at each other? It was because the world’s 
second most valuable tomb was unheard of. It was almost equivalent to a 
myth or legend. In our line of work, only extremely amateur liars would 
spout this kind of nonsense. 

Jin Wantang looked at us and knew we had some doubts, so he quickly 
said, “Fat Master, let me put it this way. I won’t argue with you about the 
authenticity of this matter, but I swear to God that I didn’t come here to 
mess around. I came here to do business. Take it as me being genuine. If 
this whole thing is real, then you can go together and do the big job I 
didn’t manage to finish in my past life. Ok?” 

“There are no marks on the ground indicating that there’s an ancient 
tomb under the grassland. But if we assume that what you said is true, 
then Guotang Feng was injured in the tomb, moved his injured body to 
the grove, and died there. So, the tomb is probably nearby. But if it’s not 
there, then he was injured for some other reason and died long after he 
left the tomb, which means there won’t be any clues. Don’t be too 
optimistic, Master Jin.” 
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“When it comes to supernatural things, Little Master Three tries to abide 
by the three noes first and the four don’ts later.5 But as long as it’s 
something that Little Master Three wants to investigate, it’s never 
impossible to find, right?” Jin Wantang gave a sly smile. “This is my 
unfulfilled, long-cherished wish from my previous life. I know I’ll definitely 
dream of returning to that green grassland. I have an authorization letter 
here. If the two of you participate, in accordance with international 
conventions, you can directly exchange the discovered items for the 
appropriate cash equivalent with relevant divisions.” 

As Jin Wantang spoke, he took out two A4 papers from his bag. 

I picked them up and took a look. The first one was a permit and a reward 
promise given to Jin Wantang by the relevant department. There didn’t 
appear to be a cap on the reward. This kind of thing wasn’t easy to get, 
but it seemed that Jin Wantang had been very close to the relevant 
departments recently. 

The second one was a contract, which stated that Jin Wantang had 
provided the key clue. If the executive team managed to find the ancient 
tomb based on the clue, then there would be a bonus that would be split 
fifty-fifty between the parties. 

I cast a confused glance at Fatty, who took a look at the documents and 
said to Jin Wantang, “I kind of believe you now. You’re definitely not the 
type to joke when it comes to money.” 

At this time, I saw that there was actually a small note attached to the 
back of the second A4 paper. I tore it off and saw that it was a two-digit 
number: 44. 

“What’s this?” 

Jin Wantang smiled, “This is the ranking.” 

 
5 The “three noes” are: no contact, no negotiation and no compromise. More info here. I’m probably wrong, 
but I think the “four don’ts” is a principle applied to accident management: the cause of the accident hasn’t 
been discovered, the responsible personnel won’t be free to go, the rectification measures won’t be ignored, 
and the relevant personnel won’t be free to go if they haven’t been educated. I only found info on Baidu. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Noes
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%9B%9B%E4%B8%8D%E6%94%BE%E8%BF%87/4777408
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“What do you mean?” Fatty gave him a blank look. 

“Well, this is the second most valuable tomb in the world. It’s extremely 
dangerous. Even my past self, the legendary grave robber Guotang Feng, 
came out seriously injured. So, I learned a lesson from the past and didn’t 
put all of my eggs in one basket. This time, I went all the way south and 
visited forty-four groups. You guys are the last one. So, I’m sorry to say 
that your number is forty-three.” 

Fatty immediately became furious, “This is fucking ridiculous! You’re 
using the Northern School’s ancestor as venture capital! Leave the 
ancestor here and hurry up and get out! Although this ancestor was also a 
bastard, he shouldn’t stay in the hands of a profiteer like you!” 

“You two won’t go?” 

“Get out! Whoever wants to go can go!” Fatty was about to lay hands on 
him, but I stopped him. I had noticed that Jin Wantang seemed very 
confident, so he must’ve been absolutely certain that we’d give in. 

“Master Jin, let’s not talk about what’s true and what’s false. Since you’ve 
contacted forty-forty groups, let me be so bold as to ask you who ranks 
number one?” I asked. 

“You don’t need to be so polite about this kind of thing. I’ll directly tell 
you who it is. Group One is already on the road. They’re not strangers. In 
fact, you should know them.” 
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Chapter 5 The World’s Second Most Valuable 
Tomb is a Tomb That Destroys Households 

I saw a photo of him and Xiao Hua on his cell phone, so I knew that Jin 
Wantang had really pulled out all the stops this time. I could even see the 
real grave goods in the photo. It seemed that colleagues in this business 
really were treated differently from one another. He came to dupe me 
into going with these A4 papers, photocopies, and photos, but when it 
came to Xiao Hua, he had to actually bring the grave goods with him. 

Moreover, with Xiao Hua’s character, if he accepted Jin Wantang’s 
commission and took the number one spot, it meant that the Xie family 
had investigated and recognized this matter. This would have a huge 
persuasive effect on the subsequent groups of people Jin Wantang went 
to hire. 

Of course, I was a little upset when I saw this because it was basically a 
zongheng6 manipulation technique. And seeing it used on me made me 
feel like I’d been cheated. 

I still had the backbone to just stand by and watch, but I couldn’t decide 
on this matter myself so I looked to Fatty. 

At this time, I suddenly found that the atmosphere in the room seemed 
off. I turned my head and found that Poker-Face had come out of the 
back room at some point and was squatting on the ground, looking at the 
skeleton. 

I swear, this guy is becoming more and more silent whenever he moves, I 
thought to myself. I noticed that his hair was a little messy and figured 
that he had just woken up. 

“Little Brother, don’t look at it. This Jin Wantang is using it to tempt us. 
This is his fish food and we’re the grass carp in the pond. It’s always like 
this. I don’t want to be a grass carp anymore.” 

 
6 I had to use the pinyin, it didn’t translate over well and I couldn’t think of an English equivalent at the 
moment. It’s where you get a strong person on board so that everyone will follow. And when other people see 
that everyone else is going along with it, they jump on the bandwagon as well. 
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“Fat Master, this is a society run by business. Can’t you show a little 
respect?” 

I snorted. The two of them were just on the verge of arguing when Poker-
Face said, “I know him.” 

We all immediately became quiet. 

No matter how many times this happened, I always found the feeling very 
strange. It was a feeling like your friend saying they knew you in a past 
life. 

“Did you find him in Inner Mongolia?” Poker-Face looked up and asked Jin 
Wantang. 

Although there weren’t any fluctuations in Poker-Face’s eyes, Jin 
Wantang’s knees still went soft and he had to hold onto the nearby table, 
“Yes!” 

Poker-Face turned his head and touched the seams on the skeleton’s 
skull. “Alright. Those who seek benevolence shall gain benevolence.” 

“What do you mean?” Jin Wantang leaned in closer. 

Poker-Face looked at me, “I have to save them.” 

Fatty and I still didn’t react, but based on what I had learned over the 
years, there was a huge amount of information behind Poker-Face’s 
words. I instantly broke out in a cold sweat. The front and back halls of 
our house weren’t very soundproof, so he must have woken up when I 
was talking with Jin Wantang earlier. He definitely knew the purpose of 
Jin Wantang’s visit today. 

In that case, the meaning behind the words “save them” was very clear. 

“Huh? Little Brother, can you clarify?” Jin Wantang was even more 
confused. 

“You mean, the tomb in Inner Mongolia can’t be entered?” I asked. 
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“It can’t be entered. It’s extremely dangerous. If forty-three teams go 
down, forty-three teams will die.” 

“Have you been there before?” 

Poker-Face didn’t say anything but just went into the back room. I 
glanced at Fatty and saw that he was looking at me. The two of us were 
very excited. 

Jin Wantang was still standing there. His previous cockiness was gone and 
had been replaced by a completely stupefied expression on his face. “I’ll 
pack the equipment,” Fatty said to me. “You take care of Old Jin.” 

As Fatty went inside to help, my heart felt like it was going to beat out of 
my throat. This was the first time in recent years that Poker-Face had 
taken the initiative to do something. Plus, he needed our help to do it. 
Finally, I’m not the one pushing us to do something. Instead, I get to play 
a supporting role this time. 

But I still couldn’t take it too easy because Poker-Face had said that it was 
extremely dangerous. But what did that entail? I had experienced what 
Uncle Two and Uncle Three considered “extremely dangerous”, which 
was, in fact, extremely dangerous. None of those words had been 
exaggerated at all. 

So if Poker-Face said that it was extremely dangerous, did that mean that 
it was EXTREMELY dangerous for normal people like us? What kind of 
tomb was it? Was it really the world’s second most valuable tomb? I 
couldn’t even begin to imagine it. 

Before I had time to figure it out, Poker-Face and Fatty had already come 
out with big bags slung over their shoulders. Fatty pushed Jin Wantang, 
“Walk.” 

“I’m an investor. I’ll just sit on the sidelines this time.” 

“Get moving. Fucking investor, my ass. This time you’ve dragged those in 
the Central Plains industry to a dead end,” Fatty scolded him. “Little 
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Brother just said that all of these people will die. This is a tomb that 
destroys households.”7 

We went over to our Jinbei that was parked in the yard. Fatty pulled the 
shade cloth off of it while saying to Jin Wantang, “After we get in the car, 
you’ll tell me the truth. I don’t want to hear any shit about a past life.” He 
suddenly seemed to remember something and took the piece of paper 
with the 44 written on it out of his pocket (I had no idea when he even 
put it in his pocket). He smeared his saliva on it and then stuck it on the 
car’s windshield. 

“Can you persuade them to come back? Just swallow your pride and tell 
them the job is canceled. If you do it early, maybe a few will be 
persuaded to come back.” I got into the driver’s seat. 

Jin Wantang showed an extremely embarrassed expression, “These 
people are all desperadoes and the information I gave is legit. This is the 
world’s second most valuable tomb. Do you honestly think they’re afraid 
of death? Let me tell you right now. As soon as those people enter that 
grassland, they’ll all jam the satellite signals so as not to give others the 
opportunity to track them.” 

“Call Master Hua,” Fatty said. “He’s reasonable.” 

“Master Hua entered the grassland half a month ago and hasn’t been in 
touch,” Jin Wantang said. “The signal on the grassland is particularly poor. 
There’s only one chance a day to contact people.” 

The engine groaned as I started the Jinbei. I shifted the clutch and 
glanced at Poker-Face, who was in his familiar position in the back seat. 

“Go,” he said to me. 

Ok, boss, I said in my heart. 

  

 
7 The characters 绝户 really mean something like “no offspring” or “no descendants”. Fatty is basically saying 

this tomb is going to kill all those people, which will end their families’ bloodlines if they don’t already have 
kids.  
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Chapter 6 Mandula Town’s No Man’s Land 

It took about twenty hours to drive from Hangzhou to Inner Mongolia. 
We went from Yulin to Ordos and then all the way to Baotou, where we 
switched vehicles and left for Mandula Town. 

Alxa League was next to us, and after passing several landforms, I seemed 
to recall the sand sea incident. My whole body was breaking out in 
goosebumps and I had to keep looking back to see if Poker-Face was 
really asleep in the back seat. I was afraid that I was still in the middle of 
the sand sea incident, just rushing to the next location to set up the next 
trap. Maybe the memories of those years were all just a dream and I’d 
wake up once the car stopped to find that the back seat was empty and it 
wasn’t over yet. 

I smoked a cigarette silently on the balcony of our hotel in the middle of 
the night. Although I was afraid when I saw the cigarettes, I had to have 
one as I tried to calm myself down in Baotou’s dry air. At this time, there 
was only emotion left in my heart but I wasn’t in the mood to yell at the 
night. 

The Jinbei got smoother and smoother as we drove since it was the kind 
of vehicle meant for long distances. If you drove well, it would even get 
faster. Fatty’s body was also doing better and better, which was quite 
gratifying, but we still changed to a jeep in Baotou. 

Poker-Face went to the hotel’s rooftop where we were staying and stood 
on the abyss at the edge of the rooftop to watch the sunset. The city here 
wasn’t developed, but it was beautiful. I didn’t know what Poker-Face 
was thinking as he stood under the setting sun, but his long shadow 
seemed particularly lonely, which made me uneasy. 

In Baotou, we had a meeting with the experts from the relevant 
departments and talked about some policy issues. I felt that they were 
thinking this would only be an experimental investigation this time and 
that it would be impossible to find the world’s second most valuable 
tomb. In other words, I keenly felt that they actually knew where the 
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world’s second most valuable tomb was and that we were going in the 
wrong direction. 

But based on Poker-Face’s attitude, I figured he obviously knew more, 
and I definitely believed him over them. 

The experts repeatedly stressed that it was very dangerous to cross the 
border into Mongolia because of the illegal armed forces there, but Fatty 
didn’t care and just kept asking if he could have a gun. 

Of course the answer was no. 

As we continued our journey, we did several things. First, we looked at 
the list of forty-three teams. 

The number one team was Xiao Hua and Black Glasses. When I saw Black 
Glasses’ name, I honestly felt a little relieved. These two people together 
really made a good team, but Xiao Hua had turned off his GPS. This 
obviously meant that there were opponents among the forty-three teams 
that he recognized. 

This whole thing was essentially a grave-robbing battle royale on the 
grasslands, so he definitely wouldn’t reveal his location. 

I didn’t know many of the other teams. There were eleven that went 
through intermediaries, so we didn’t even have any basic information on 
them. I was familiar with a team belonging to Liuli Sun and another team 
made up of Chen Pi Ah Si’s old group, but the older generation had 
basically retired so they were all young people. 

It was almost pure how this group of gangsters was running around 
rampant. There were many rising stars in the business and our experience 
had clearly begun to fail. 

The second thing we did was make Poker-Face tell us about the tomb. 

First of all, Poker-Face hadn’t been down himself, but this tomb was in 
the area monitored by the Zhang family and also appeared in their 
records. 
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The Zhang family had set up a special organization to monitor certain 
special areas, including a cave in the Daxing’anling prefecture area and a 
jungle at the border of Yunnan and Myanmar. There were others. In some 
of these places, it was very obvious that there was something 
underground. Some places simply had nothing at all and the areas were 
very small. I remembered that when I was doing my research, I noticed 
that they were monitoring an old house from the Qing Dynasty that was 
even under a provincial-level cultural relics protection unit. There was 
nothing unusual about it, but it was still under surveillance. 

If the Zhang family attached so much importance to it, then something 
must have obviously happened at these geographical locations. It was 
either that, or something strange was going to happen there soon. But I 
couldn’t take the initiative to explore because I’d definitely die quickly if I 
tried. 

The Zhang family had some clues about the relationship between 
Guotang Feng and this tomb. They had previously contacted him and 
stopped him from going down, but he secretly snuck down after the 
Zhang family fell apart. It was only now that Poker-Face had figured out 
what became of him. 

But since the tomb was monitored by the Zhang family, the degree of 
danger really couldn’t be expressed in words—even those with the 
Zhangs’ abilities couldn’t make it out alive. As a result, the Zhang family 
could only monitor it instead of robbing it. 

Fatty became very angry after he heard this and spit betel nuts at Jin 
Wantang, asking him why he thought even the intermediaries ranked 
higher than us. He wanted to know why Old Jin thought us three legends 
only ranked forty-fourth and whether he thought we were old now. 

Jin Wantang said that it was rumored that Wu Xie was the embodiment 
of continental plates, which would cause geological disasters everywhere. 
You wouldn’t get anything if you cooperated with him. Moreover, if 
people knew that Little Brother was participating in the competition, 
they’d all quit and I’d end up winning in the end. The end result would be 
a wasted effort. 
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I became very angry when I heard that. Jin Wantang wanted to get out of 
the vehicle multiple times the whole journey, but I pressed him down 
hard to keep him from moving. First, I needed him to meet the teams and 
announce that the event was canceled. Otherwise, who would believe it 
when a team ranked forty-fourth said such a thing? Secondly, I just 
wanted to torture him. 

We drove from Baotou to Mandula Town. When Jin Wantang was driving, 
he took us directly along the border for more than a hundred kilometers 
without any hesitation. Then the barbed wire fences disappeared and we 
entered no man’s land. My instincts were telling me that we had illegally 
entered Mongolia, but I couldn’t be sure since there wasn’t a boundary 
marker. The only thing I was sure of was that tall grass half a man’s height 
was starting to appear in the no man’s land. It looked very primitive. 

We camped out on the grassland that night, the setting sun an absolutely 
beautiful sight to behold. The wind was blowing and pressing the grass 
down, which made me realize what it meant when people said that you’d 
only see the cattle and sheep when the wind blew. This was the moment I 
finally knew what the grass in no man’s land looked like. 

That night, the three of us looked up at the bright Milky Way. Little 
Brother was lying on the roof of the jeep, Fatty was stomping out the 
campfire, and I was sitting in front of the jeep. The three of us were very 
quiet. 

“If only Old Jin wasn’t here,” Fatty said to me. “This moment belongs to 
the three of us.” 

“Don’t be so harsh. It’s perfect as long as we get to have this. In this 
world, you can’t have everything exactly as you want it.” 

“Can’t I have it just this once?” 

“It’s often impossible for it to happen like you want. Sometimes it doesn’t 
even happen once.” I sighed with emotion and watched a meteor passing 
through the sky overhead. 

What more do you want? I said to myself. Is this moment not enough?  
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Chapter 7 Ghost in the Woods 

That night in the tent, I slept soundly. 

A long time ago, on my first night in a no man’s land, I was so excited that 
I couldn’t sleep. I thought that I’d sleep well when I was tired, but in fact, 
the first night in the no man’s land was usually my last chance to get a 
good night’s sleep. So now that I had learned my lesson, I knew I had to 
sleep tonight with no distractions. 

When I woke up the next day, I saw that Jin Wantang had two huge bags 
under his eyes. He was using a satellite phone and constantly flipping 
between the channels. 

No one responded to him—which was a little ominous—so his expression 
started to turn grim. 

We set off right away and finally reached the first herders’ station at four 
o’clock in the afternoon the next day—in fact, it was just an area where 
more than a dozen tents were set up. We abandoned the jeep and 
switched to horses. Mongolian horses were short and looked silly. My 
horse was called Meng He, which meant “eternal”. Meng He was 
apparently a blood colt. I heard that when the mother gave birth to the 
second foal ten days after giving birth to the first foal, this second foal 
was called a blood colt. 

The station was full of old people, four or five of whom could speak 
broken Chinese. Some of the others could speak English and Russian. 
Every time I encountered this kind of situation, I always remembered how 
I failed the Spanish CET6 exam.8 Language wasn’t based on educational 
resources at all, but mainly on talent. That was why I didn’t get to go to 
Antoni Gaudí’s city in the end.9 

 
8 I was only finding that CET= College English Test. It’s a national English-as-a-foreign-language test in China. 
There are 2 levels: CET4 and CET6. Info here. China’s National College Entrance Examination (NCEE) has a 
foreign language test and students can choose from English, French, Japanese, Russian, German, and Spanish 
(though it seems like most pick English so maybe they just call the test CET in general). 
9 Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926) was a Catalan architect. Most of his works are in Barcelona. Surprisingly enough, 
I’ve actually been there. Some of his works are trippy but pretty cool lol. More info on him here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College_English_Test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoni_Gaud%C3%AD
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I heard from an old herdsman that all the tour guides had been busy 
recently because the number of tourists was more than ever before. He 
didn’t know why there were suddenly so many tourists, but there weren’t 
any guides currently available because of it. He couldn’t help us because 
he had to keep an eye on his sheep, but he was willing to give us his dog. 
It was more expensive than hiring a person, but the dog was better than 
people. It was called Bankhar, which meant “flat face”. If there was any 
danger, Bankhar could go to the nearest herders’ station and bring 
people to help us. 

I looked at Jin Wantang and said, “Haven’t you been here before? In that 
case, you can be the guide and the dog can be responsible for saving 
lives. It’s perfect.” 

Jin Wantang said that he hired a guide when he came here before. There 
was no difference between coming here once and coming here a hundred 
times. It was impossible to figure out which direction was north, but he 
could use the GPS to take us to the grove where he had found the body. 

We had nothing to say all night. We rested at the herders’ station and 
then set off early the next day. At noon, four people and a dog arrived in 
the grove. 

From a distance, this was an extremely ordinary and unremarkable small 
forest on the Mongolian grassland. It was the kind that often appeared 
suddenly, and each one was almost the exact same as the others. The 
appearance of this forest actually meant that we were at a higher 
altitude, and if we went further, the altitude would continue to increase 
until even mountains would start to appear. 

These trees appearing on the endless grassland actually painted a vivid 
picture. We didn’t even have to dismount when we rode the horses in 
because the forest wasn’t dense, the shrubs inside were sparse, and the 
distance between the trees was very large. 

I had been keeping an eye on Jin Wantang’s expression to see if he had 
really been here before. Even if people could hide it for a while, they 
wouldn’t be able to do it the whole time. But as I continued to look, I 
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found that Jin Wantang had really been here before—he had the look of 
someone who was revisiting an old place. 

The sunlight was dim in the woods and the temperature was low, which 
made the atmosphere very cold and gloomy. There was still a lot of 
stagnant water on the ground, just like a small haizi. The horses 
continued walking further in like they were wading through a swamp, but 
their reflections in the water were still very clear. 

The hole Jin Wantang had dug at that time was still there, sitting on a 
piece of dry land with a lot of rubbish beside it. It must have been the 
things he had left behind at that time. To my surprise, this hole was much 
deeper than I had originally expected. It looked to be about four meters 
deep and six or seven meters wide, and there was a pool of stagnant 
water in it. 

I squeezed Jin Wantang’s arm. He didn’t really have that much muscle 
and some of his muscles were actually kind of shriveled up. Sometimes if 
you knew a person’s muscle content, you could estimate how much 
strength they could use. Based on Jin Wantang’s physical strength, he 
probably wouldn’t even be able to get up out of bed after digging a hole 
for one day. He’d probably lose all the strength in his body and would 
barely feel better even after three days had passed. If he did this three 
more times and didn’t give himself nutrients during that time, he’d 
develop a fever. Plus, he also would’ve had to take enough protein every 
day or he’d quickly lose muscle mass. 

Jin Wantang could never dig that deep, which meant that he had come 
here with other people. Maybe it was the guide he had hired, but I didn’t 
bother asking any questions. 

At this time, Fatty came over and patted me, silently telling me to look to 
the side. I turned my head and saw Poker-Face looking at Bankhar. The 
dog was about ten meters away from us and constantly digging up the 
ground. 

He wasn’t barking or anything, just focused on digging. Fatty and I looked 
at each other, grabbed the shovels from our bags, and rushed over to 
help the dog. 
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We were both quite strong, so it didn’t take long before the end of Fatty’s 
shovel hit something soft. It seemed to be a mass of cloth. After we 
cleared the soil away, we found that it was a person—no, it was actually a 
corpse. 

It wasn’t a skeleton, but the body of a modern man who was still wearing 
a jacket. We wiped more of the soil off and saw that it was a middle-aged 
man in his sixties. There were already some signs that the body was 
starting to decay. As soon as the face appeared, Jin Wantang sat down on 
the ground hard. 

We dragged the body out and saw that it was clinging to a ceramic jar 
with a strange expression on its face. 

This was the kind of expression that meant the man didn’t realize he was 
going to die even right up until his death. He had clearly died instantly, so 
he didn’t even have time to change his expression. He almost looked like 
he was trying to say something. 

After we dragged the body out, we found that something had been 
buried beneath it. We dug for about an hour and discovered three more 
bodies, all in the same state. 

Each corpse had a lot of porcelain on them, and there were no obvious 
signs of trauma. Poker-Face even brushed his fingers over them but didn’t 
find any fatal fractures or injuries to their internal organs. I noticed that 
Jin Wantang’s face was pale, so I asked him what was wrong. He opened 
his mouth to speak but seemed to have trouble getting the words out. 

“This—this—this is the sixteenth team,” he finally stammered out. “It’s 
Liuli Sun’s team. Why are they buried here?” 

I forced the middle-aged man’s hands open, took the porcelain out, and 
gave it a hasty look. It was very strange at first glance, but my intuition 
and Jin Wantang’s previous brainwashing immediately made me realize 
that it was blue and white porcelain from the Song Dynasty. 

I turned it over and looked at the signature, completely amazed. 
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Many scholars believed that blue and white porcelain started in the 
Southern Song Dynasty, but it was an unsolved mystery on whether there 
had been large-scale blue and white porcelain during that time period. At 
first glance, the jar in the corpse’s hand was blue and white porcelain, 
and the signature on the bottom contained the royal seal that should only 
be found on items from the world’s second most valuable tomb. 

As Poker-Face picked up the corpse’s hand, I realized that all of the 
fingernails were cracked, and its fingers were covered in bloody wounds. 
Mud was embedded very deep under the nails. 

“You two, give me some hints,” Jin Wantang said. 

“They dug the holes themselves. They drilled into the soil like groundhogs 
and then suffocated to death inside.” 

In other words, these people discovered the world’s second most 
valuable tomb and went in. But after coming out with the funerary 
objects, they came to this small forest, dug holes in the soil with their 
fingers, and buried themselves alive. 

But why? 

As I was thinking this, I noticed that Ping Lian10 had started digging in 
another place twenty meters away. 

This wasn’t a good sign. 

As Fatty and I headed over, I couldn’t help thinking, don’t tell me there’s 
more. 

By the time it started getting dark out, we had dug up twelve teams and 
thirty bodies, all in the same state. The ground was littered with all kinds 
of porcelain jars and plates that the corpses had been clutching in their 
hands. 

From what we could gather from the documents in their clothes and Jin 
Wantang’s memory, we had a general idea of which rank these teams 

 
10 So Wu Xie has decided Bankhar the dog is now “Ping Lian”, which means “flat face”.  
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belonged to and what their origins were. Their causes of death were all 
the same: they suffocated to death in the soil. 

Fatty looked at the porcelain on the ground and said to me, “Mr. Naïve, 
look at this porcelain. They’re all different in style, but they’re basically 
just large tableware items and wine vessels. Why does it seem like these 
people traveled through time and space, attended an ancient banquet, 
and then were killed after they came back?”  
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Chapter 8 Ghost Banquet 

Fatty sometimes said some absolutely crazy things, but there had been a 
few times when he was very accurate. I was right in the middle of 
thinking that this scene was a little strange, so when he said that, I 
suddenly realized why. 

As I had pried all the porcelain items from the corpses’ hands and put 
them in one place, I had a momentary impression of their quantity and 
style. It really was like a banquet configuration. 

I went over to the place where the porcelain was piled up and started 
grouping them according to the ancient dining etiquette. By the time I 
was done, I had separated them into ten whole sets and three incomplete 
sets, bringing the total to thirteen sets. 

In other words, there were ten complete sets of tableware consisting of 
wine vessels, utensils, and large and small plates. This banquet set had 
four or five dishes and two wine vessels, which indicated that it had been 
for a big, joyous feast. 

All the tableware was made in the same style, which really showed that 
they had come from the same banquet. But there wasn’t any food 
residue on the tableware; they were all just standard funerary objects 
that hadn’t been used. The whole situation was really very strange. 

“It’s weird, Mr. Naïve,” Fatty said to me. “It’s like a huge make-believe 
event where anyone who played became possessed. Then, they came to 
this grove and buried themselves in the holes they dug in the ground.” 

I didn’t know what the specific situation was yet, nor did I know what had 
happened to these grave robbers. Maybe there was a banquet-like burial 
chamber in the world’s second most valuable tomb that they had 
ransacked. But why did they only steal the banquet porcelain? Did that 
tomb only have one dining-themed burial chamber? 

I continued arranging the porcelain sets into groups and placed them in a 
circle until it seemed like there was a banquet being held on the forest 
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floor. Only three sets were incomplete, which meant that either some 
people hadn’t been dug up yet or they weren’t dead. 

I glanced at Ping Lian. The dog was exhausted and laying off to the side in 
a daze, so I knew that it would be impossible to force him to continue. 

But why this forest? What was so special about this place? Why did all 
these people choose to die here? 

I looked at the sky. The light was dimming quickly and it was getting 
darker out, which made the fear in my heart increase. 

Jin Wantang came up to me and asked in a trembling voice, “Little Master 
Three, am I in trouble?” 

“Don’t panic, you only lost a quarter of the people you hired. It’s not the 
time to give up.” I was a little relieved that Xiao Hua wasn’t among them, 
but this was already a high-casualty incident. Jin Wantang’s savings would 
have to act as pensions and be used to compensate these people’s 
families, so he’d basically lose his whole fortune. 

“What do we do now?” Fatty asked me. 

I glanced at Poker-Face, who pointed to the area outside the forest. I 
knew that we couldn’t set up camp among the trees and had to leave 
before it was completely dark, so our group got on our horses and 
temporarily withdrew. 

In order to continue the investigation, Fatty carried one of the corpses 
out. We set up camp a hundred meters away from the forest and lit a fire. 
I continued studying the corpse with the help of a flashlight and the 
firelight. 

This was the first body we had dug up. I stripped its clothes off and saw 
some crappy tattoos, but I still couldn’t find any signs of trauma. I pressed 
my hand against its stomach and found that it was bulging. 

It seemed that this person had eaten his fill before he died, which I found 
surprising. Generally, we didn’t eat very much when we were out in the 
wild. 
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The degree of satiety of this corpse’s stomach was that of someone who 
had eaten at a banquet. In fact, the whole stomach was enlarged. 

When I turned my head and saw Fatty cooking, I hesitated on whether to 
cut the corpse’s stomach open to see what was inside. I briefly wondered 
if this person just happened to be full and the others’ stomachs were 
normal. It still wasn’t completely dark yet, so I called Poker-Face over and 
went back to the grove to check the other bodies. 

If it was before, I would have called Jin Wantang to go with me, but now I 
definitely only did side tasks with Poker-Face. 

The two of us walked back to the forest again and found that it was 
already very dark inside. In fact, I was a little regretful. It got dark too fast 
here and now there was a huge dark pressure that had been generated. 

We turned on our flashlights and walked quickly until we had returned to 
the place where we had stacked the bodies earlier. At this time, all my 
hair suddenly stood on end. 

The bodies were gone. The place where we had left them was completely 
bare. 

Under my flashlight’s glow, I saw that all of the bodies weren’t in their 
original positions and the place was empty. I swept my flashlight around 
to look for them and immediately found them all in another place. 

Somehow, they had all moved to the place where I had set up the 
banquet tableware and were now sitting around it. 

I froze and immediately realized that the banquet was still going on! 

But they all kept their heads down and remained silent in the darkness. 

I hadn’t been that scared for a long time and all the hair on my body was 
standing on end, but it was mainly because I had been caught off guard. 

Damn it, I broke my past record. This time I’ve revived a dozen zombies at 
once. I cursed inwardly and tried to pull Poker-Face back, but he grabbed 
my hand and stopped me. Before I could react, I noticed that he had a 
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solemn expression on his face. He looked around and then turned off his 
flashlight. 

I was just about to ask him what was going on, but he hushed me and 
turned off my flashlight before saying, “Hide.” 

“Huh?” I was taken aback for a moment 

He very carefully dragged me through the trees and walked around the 
outer edge of the corpse banquet. Then, he did something that really 
creeped me out—he found a small table with few people and made me 
sit down. 
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Chapter 9 Wine for the Dead 

At that time, my mind was racing. First of all, Poker-Face had pulled me to 
sit down. The fact that he was the one to make the decision meant that it 
should be the safest course of action at the moment. 

If it were me, I’d definitely run away instead of putting up a fight. Of 
course, that might not be the same for someone who was a bold and 
skilled master. I had heard that people who threw short punches liked to 
fight up close and personal with others. Did that mean that people like 
Poker-Face liked to mix in with groups of ghosts in order to drive the 
other ghosts out? Well, in any case, he didn’t let me go, which seemed to 
indicate that he had the situation under control. 

Secondly, although I had all kinds of doubts, I knew I shouldn’t speak at 
this time. I’d just have to wait and see what would happen. 

After I sat down, I lowered my head and peeked out of the corner of my 
eye at the corpse next to me. I hadn’t noticed immediately when we first 
came up, but at this distance, I saw that the corpse’s murky eyes were 
also glancing at me. (Maybe that was just how they looked when the 
person died) 

The corpse’s eyes had started to rot, so only the shape left over by the 
dissolved pupils could be seen. It was very strange to be glancing at each 
other, so I suppressed my heartbeat and slowly withdrew my gaze. I’m 
sorry, I thought to myself. I was wrong. 

With the way I was sitting, the corpse was almost touching my knees. The 
distance was already too close, but when I realized that it was looking at 
me, the back of my neck began to itch. 

Poker-Face didn’t react, as if he thought the body beside him wasn’t 
important. I secretly looked at him and found that his eyes were focused 
in a certain direction—there was something wrong with the corpse over 
there. 

I followed his gaze. The twilight was already fading, leaving only 
extremely dim visibility. The “corpse” that Poker-Face was looking at also 
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had its head lowered and remained motionless like the others. In fact, a 
large part of it was hidden in the darkness so we hadn’t been able to see 
its outline clearly before we sat down. 

But it was clearly very special. 

I immediately started to feel my hands and feet go numb because this 
corpse was sitting with its back to everyone. And even though “it” was 
sitting, the height of its upper body was beyond that of a normal person. 
It was unbelievably tall. 

This definitely wasn’t one of the bodies we had dug up earlier. But what 
was it? It appeared that something foreign had shown up at this banquet. 

Did Yao Ming11 sneak in? I wondered. 

Soon, the twilight disappeared, and with the exception of some 
moonlight filtering in through the tree canopies, the bottom of the whole 
grove fell into absolute darkness. I was a little confused at this time. 
Based on the height of that thing’s upper body, I speculated that it was 
more than two meters tall overall. People this tall couldn’t be grave 
robbers; they’d probably end up with a herniated disc. 

At this time, I suddenly felt Poker-Face move. When I touched the area 
beside me and found that he was gone, I secretly cursed in my heart, 
what the fuck?! But I immediately felt him lift me up by the back of my 
shirt collar and pull me forward through the darkness. 

I felt overjoyed because I thought that we were going to withdraw, but 
then I realized what direction we were moving in and realized that it 
wasn’t the case at all. He was leading me right to Yao Ming. When we 
finally stopped, I immediately knew that the behemoth was sitting only 
an arm’s length away from me in the darkness. 

Shit, is he going to propose a toast? I wondered.   

 
11 Yao Ming (1980-), retired Chinese basketball player, played for CBA Shanghai Sharks 1997-2002 and for NBA 
Houston Rockets 2002-2011 
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I was feeling really conflicted. First, he didn’t leave me where I was; 
second, he didn’t leave me where I was. But before I could react, he 
wrote on my back: “Turn on the flashlight.” 

I looked at the darkness in front of me and froze for a second. 

But then I felt him take a breath and I realized that all of his muscles were 
beginning to tense up. This was him starting to regulate his breathing so 
that he could prepare to do something. 

I didn’t know what exactly he was planning on doing, but at such a close 
distance, it felt like a sneak attack. 

In that case, I can’t be in a daze. I also tensed up, took a deep breath, and 
then turned on my flashlight. I had already prepared myself to see 
anything and shouted in my heart, “Huzzah!” 

When a light is suddenly turned on in a dark space, there’s a brief 
moment where you’re blinded and can’t see the details in front of you 
clearly. But this didn’t stop Poker-Face, for he almost instantly flew past. 
By the time I reacted, he had already flipped over the thing’s back and 
spun his whole body around. 

Then, I suddenly received a heavy blow to my temple that sent me flying. 
I didn’t know who had kicked or elbowed me, but I instantly regained my 
balance and knelt down on one knee, continuing to help illuminate the 
scene. At this time, I suddenly heard a snap and looked at the behemoth. 
It really seemed to be dead now. 

I immediately looked at Poker-Face and saw him land on the ground. He 
was carrying whatever he had broken off from the behemoth in his 
hands. He didn’t continue to attack but turned on his flashlight and 
looked at my temple. 

I covered my eyes and asked, “What is it?” 

“I don’t know, but it was brought up from the tomb.” 
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As he swept his flashlight over the “tall man”, I started to walk over with a 
puzzled expression on my face. I couldn’t help feeling sick, and a strange 
feeling emerged in my heart, what is this? 
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Chapter 10 Clothes-Seizing Figurine 

It was a ceramic figurine that was usually buried with the dead. Poker-
Face hadn’t quite managed to rip its head off, but he had a strange hat in 
his hand that officials used to wear. The hat was made of wood and had 
been glued to this ceramic figurine’s head. When Poker-Face had 
wrapped his legs around the figure just now and twisted, he ended up 
breaking the hat off. 

I had seen many burial figurines before, so even if the style was different, 
I knew by its skin characteristics that it came from a sealed underground 
environment. The color had almost faded, which seemed to indicate that 
the stage of rapid oxidation after being unearthed had already passed. 
But it only took a single glance to know that this burial figurine was very 
special. 

This was because it was dressed in modern clothes and even its facial 
features had been repainted clearly. It was almost like someone was 
pulling a prank. 

I was certain that someone had put this outfit on it and the paint on its 
face must have been done pretty recently, so the culprits must’ve been 
the people in these teams. But the color of the paint was strange and I 
didn’t know where it had come from. 

The burial figurine was very tall, so after wearing these modern clothes, it 
looked just like a two-meter-tall man who was deliberately exposing his 
navel. But what made me feel sick was that his pockets were full of food 
that had already begun to mildew and rot. 

What the hell is this? There was a strong sense of strangeness in my heart 
and my instincts were telling me that this matter wasn’t all that simple. 

The fact that this ceramic figurine had suddenly appeared here was 
particularly strange. The amount of discomfort I felt right now far 
exceeded the discomfort I felt during all the strange events I had 
experienced before. I figured this was my intuition kicking in, which had 
been honed from many years of conducting expeditions.   
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My subconscious must have found something but my brain couldn’t 
process it. 

I took a few steps back, not even willing to observe it carefully, and said 
to Poker-Face, “Wait for dawn.” 

The corpses had suddenly moved by themselves and this ceramic figurine 
appeared out of nowhere. This forest was unremarkable but there was 
obviously something here. Such a dark environment obviously wasn’t 
suitable for further exploration, so it would be better if we left first. 

Poker-Face glanced at me, his expression proving that my intuition was 
correct. It was obvious that he also cared quite a bit. When he swept his 
flashlight over the corpses, we could see that all of them still had their 
heads lowered and were sitting there motionless. He hesitated before 
saying, “It’s not over yet.” 

“What’s the matter?” I immediately looked around, sweeping my 
flashlight all over the area, but I didn’t see anything. 

“Get the wine.” 

“What?” 

Poker-Face looked at the ceramic figurine, “Wine. For ignition. Get it 
quickly.” 

Immediately understanding, I glanced at the dark forest and took a deep 
breath, alright. 

I hadn’t been afraid of the dark for a long time now, so I didn’t hesitate 
before starting my mad dash through the woods. It really was dark here. 
Dear friends, don’t force me to be serious, I silently thought to the 
darkness. It will be you who suffers when the time comes. 

This time, I smoothly rushed out of the woods and saw that Fatty was 
almost done cooking the food. “Mr. Naïve, tell Little Brother to come out 
for dinner,” he said to me. “Don’t always make me coax and beg.” 
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He usually drank while cooking, so when I saw that he was holding half a 
bottle of wine in his hand, I quickly snatched it and then lifted his wine 
bag up. He cursed me out for stealing, but I just turned and ran back into 
the woods. But I immediately became confused as soon as I entered 
because Poker-Face’s flashlight wasn’t on. It was pitch black in front of 
me and I had lost my sense of direction so I didn’t know where he was. 

If he had turned the flashlight off, then that meant something must have 
happened. I thought about it for a moment and then calmed myself 
down. With a self-deprecating smile, I also turned off my flashlight and 
started walking in the dark woods. At the same time, I intentionally 
amplified my hearing and concentrated on my surroundings. 

It was safer to imitate his actions; plus, I could also hide myself. 

The forest was dark all around, but I soon heard movement coming from 
all directions. After walking for six or seven minutes, I reached the depths 
of the forest and ran into something. When I reached out and touched it, 
I found that the shape of the thing I had bumped into was actually similar 
to the ceramic figurine from earlier. But after touching it a few more 
times, I realized that it actually was the ceramic figurine. The area in front 
of me was dark, so how did I just so happen to bump into it? 

But it was different from before. When I touched it, I immediately found 
that the clothes it was wearing were the same as the hoodie Poker-Face 
had been wearing just now. 

I froze for a moment. I was very familiar with the texture of Poker-Face’s 
clothes since they were different from ordinary jackets. But why did 
Poker-Face put his clothes on this ceramic figurine? Did something 
unexpected happen? 

I took a few steps back and hesitated for a second before turning on my 
flashlight. I had to know what happened. 

But just as soon as the light came on, a person rushed out of the nearby 
trees, swiftly turned off my flashlight, and dragged me into the darkness 
on the side. The two of us ended up rolling, and when I was finally lifted 
up, I heard Poker-Face ask, “Wine?” 
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I immediately handed him Fatty’s wine bottle. It sounded like he broke off 
the lid with his bare hands and took a big mouthful, so I flicked my lighter 
on in a fancy way out of habit and held it out in front of him right as he 
spit the wine out. 

He had a large lung capacity, so a huge flame rushed out. In the bright 
flash of light, I saw that the ceramic figurine’s head had rushed right in 
front of us. I didn’t know what it was, but something like a cobra’s hood 
seemed to be flaring out behind it, expanding into a thin film that looked 
like a fin. 
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Chapter 11 Dead Things that Can Move 

The flame hit its face in an instant, and with the amount of strength 
Poker-Face used, I wouldn’t be surprised if he could cave my face in if he 
decided to spit on me. The thing immediately caught fire but stayed 
where it was. At this time, I suddenly realized that Poker-Face must’ve 
been the one to put his clothes on it because the hoodie would absorb 
the alcohol, which would make it easier to ignite. 

Almost within a quarter of a second after spraying the fire, Poker-Face 
dragged me back and hoisted me up. I reached behind me and pulled out 
my Kukri right as he pulled the wine bag from around my waist. He then 
easily lifted me up so that I could step on the nearby tree trunk, jump into 
the air, and slash at the ceramic figurine’s head. 

I knew that there had to be something wrong with the fin behind it, so I 
only focused on cutting that part of it, but it was like it was made from 
bricks. Sparks went flying everywhere, and by the time I could get a closer 
look at it, the fin was suddenly gone. Almost at the same time, Poker-Face 
stepped on a tree that was almost twice as high as the one he had helped 
me jump on, leaped into the air, and then threw the wine on the figurine, 
which caused the fire to burn even stronger than before. 

The two of us landed on both sides of the ceramic figurine. I knew that 
there would never be a break in Poker-Face’s flurry of movements, and 
sure enough, when he landed, he raised his hand and tossed the wine bag 
to me. I caught it and then rolled behind the ceramic figurine, throwing 
more wine on it so that its back caught on fire. 

The whole ceramic figurine had now turned into a flaming man. I 
stretched my hand back and threw the wine bag back over to Poker-Face 
in a particularly cool manner. Perfect, I said to myself. But as it turned 
out, my eyes were playing tricks on me. When I had looked out of the 
corner of my eye just now, I saw Poker-Face on the left. But when I tossed 
the wine bag to him, I found that he was actually on the right. As a result, 
the wine bag landed in the grass far away from him. 
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I was a little embarrassed, but he obviously wasn’t counting on me for 
much. When I saw him just standing there and looking at the burning 
ceramic figurine without moving, I also stood up and watched. 

Poker-Face hadn’t brought a knife with him this time so I didn’t know 
what his plan was. But without a knife, it would be really difficult to make 
a fatal blow. I tried to give him my Kukri but he didn’t take it. 

As the ceramic figurine continued to burn, I went to look for the fin on its 
head but still couldn’t see it. My knife had already cut into its head and 
some wine had flowed into the cracks and caught fire. It was probably 
very hot inside, but it still remained motionless. 

After burning for six or seven minutes, the ceramic figurine still didn’t 
move. Poker-Face walked to the side of a nearby puddle and kicked the 
water onto the figurine. The mix of hot and cold instantly caused cracks 
to appear everywhere on the ceramic figurine and a popping sound could 
also be heard. Then, the figurine’s left hand fell off. 

“Is it over?” I asked tentatively. 

He didn’t answer but turned on his flashlight and pointed it at the nearby 
puddle. 

I realized that this ceramic figurine may not have been the key and that 
something might have been controlling it. But now that thing had 
escaped into the puddle of water. I asked Poker-Face what it was but he 
just shook his head and said, “I don’t know. This time it’s very different.” 

“What’s the situation?” 

Poker-Face frowned slightly—he rarely looked like this—and then glanced 
up, “This is a dead thing.” 

Dead things, in our vocabulary, had a very precise meaning—that is, they 
shouldn’t move. 

In the past, almost all of the enemies and dangers we had encountered 
were caused by living creatures or their corpses. “Dead things” referred 
to objects, such as a brick, which couldn’t move by themselves. 
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Since Poker-Face was pointing his flashlight into the water, did he 
subconsciously feel that there was a parasitic thing in this ceramic 
figurine? 

But it had to be a subconscious feeling because his eyes were so fast that 
if something really was there, he’d definitely be able to see it. That was 
probably why he was hesitating. In his mind, he must not have found 
anything. 

“You didn’t see that fin?” I made an action that was similar to jug ears in 
hopes that he would understand what I was talking about. But to be 
honest, I wasn’t even sure it was a fin. 

He looked at me and shook his head. 

I paused, recalled the last few minutes, and then started to doubt myself. 
My eyes definitely couldn’t be faster than Poker-Face’s, so if he didn’t see 
it, then did that mean I was wrong? 

Everything had been moving so fast at that time that it was really vague 
now that I was trying to recall it. Could it have been the hood of Poker-
Face’s hoodie? When I thought about it, I couldn’t be sure of anything. 

The two of us approached the ceramic figurine. The fire had gradually 
gone out, so I used the back of my knife to knock off the head and break 
the figurine in half. There was nothing inside, which meant the ceramic 
figurine really was dead. 

I looked around the forest with my flashlight. From this position, the 
corpse banquet couldn’t be seen now. This ceramic figurine really must 
have moved, so did that mean that a dead thing had really moved it this 
time? 

Poker-Face picked up a piece of the ceramic figurine and handed it to me. 
I looked at him to see what he was going to do next and saw him quickly 
start walking in a certain direction. I followed after him, and the two of us 
quickly returned to the corpse banquet where all the corpses were still 
sitting. 
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Poker-Face went straight up to a corpse, lifted it up by its hair, leaned it 
against his body, and then twisted its skull off. I trembled when I heard 
the click of snapping bones. Then, he dragged the corpse behind him, 
pointed his flashlight in the direction of retreat, and quickly left the 
forest. 

I immediately understood that he had decided to withdraw. I ran wildly 
behind him while clutching the ceramic piece he had handed me just 
now. We rushed out of the woods smoothly and only slowed down when 
we saw the smoke from Fatty’s cooking fire. The atmosphere was 
completely different outside the woods, and I couldn’t help taking a deep 
breath when I came out. At this time, I discovered that Poker-Face was 
actually wearing the clothes the ceramic figurine had been wearing 
before. 

For a moment, I immediately became wary and looked into his eyes, 
thinking that something evil had replaced him. He put the corpse down 
and turned to look at me. I stared into his eyes, feeling relieved when I 
was certain that they were very familiar. 

“Where’s my wine?” Fatty asked us. 

“Ask Little Brother,” I said. 

I ignored him and dragged the corpse over to where the previous one 
was. With the two bodies arranged parallel to each other, I whispered, 
“Brothers, since we’re in the same profession, I’ll definitely find an 
explanation for whatever happened to you. If we offend you, please 
forgive us.” I then stretched out my hand to the new corpse’s stomach 
and touched it. 

After the corpse began to rot, it felt sticky and nasty, just like a catfish. I 
pressed it seven or eight times and found that the new corpse’s stomach 
was also bulging, just like the one before. There was obviously something 
inside of it. 

They really died after eating their fill, but what did they eat? Looks like 
we’ll have to cut them open. 
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With the degree of decay like this, vultures would come as soon as the 
corpse’s stomach was cut open. And vultures on the grassland weren’t 
easy to deal with or drive away. You’d have to start a fire and hope the 
smoke got rid of the smell, which was a lot of work. 

I turned to look at the black grove behind us. This forest is too strange. 
The corpse banquet, the bodies with bulging stomachs, the funerary wine 
vessels, the strange ceramic figurine dressed in the clothes of grave 
robbers, and the moving dead thing…. 

Everything seemed illogical, but I was starting to understand what Poker-
Face had meant when he said it was “extremely dangerous”. I figured 
we’d conduct a very detailed investigation tomorrow to see if there were 
any clues. 

It was definitely inappropriate to do it now, though. I was hungry after all 
the trouble we had just gone through, so it was better to eat first. 

I washed my hands and listened to Fatty continue asking about the wine 
as he served us each a bowl of pot noodles. I told him the story of what 
had happened to the wine. Poker-Face focused on eating and only 
interrupted to add that the ceramic figurine moved in the dark. 

In the absence of a light source, this ceramic figurine seemed to be some 
other kind of thing, but he really had a strange feeling this time. He had 
never encountered a similar situation like this before. 

In fact, I felt the same way. 

Fatty had added dried shrimp, shiitake mushrooms, eggs, chopped green 
onions, shredded pork, and peanuts to the noodles he had cooked. I was 
so hungry that I found it very delicious. 

After eating, I planned to go to bed immediately. But before I did, I tied 
the hands and feet of those two corpses and then went some distance 
away to pee. 

Poker-Face was also standing there, which made me think that he had a 
special skill where he could pee for almost ten minutes straight. I went 
about three or four meters away from him and was just about to relieve 
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myself when I saw something in the moonlight up ahead. I didn’t know 
when it had happened, but all of the bodies at the corpse banquet had 
come out from behind the trees at the edge of the forest and were 
standing there stiffly. 

They were right at the junction where the forest met the grassland, 
standing there motionless with all of their heads lowered. In the 
moonlight, they looked deathly pale and extremely gloomy. 

And behind all of their heads seemed to be something like fins spreading 
out. 
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Chapter 12 Putizhang and 
Banquet Attendees 

My whole body went cold as I looked at the corpses, zipped my pants up, 
and walked over to Poker-Face. 

This time, the feeling was too strange. Throughout all my past 
experiences, I had never encountered such a large-scale strange situation 
aboveground. But this time, I could see the fins very clearly, so I 
immediately asked Poker-Face, “Do you see those fins? What are those 
things near their ears?” 

Poker-Face thought for a while and then turned to look at me, “I can’t see 
them.” 

I glanced at him—he wasn’t the type to joke—and then turned to look at 
the corpses again. Sure enough, I could clearly see that there was 
something in their ears. 

I immediately broke out in a cold sweat, but this time, the cold sweat was 
very special—I could smell death in the sweat. 

This was the first time that I had seen more information than Poker-Face. 
I didn’t know what was so special about me, but if Poker-Face couldn’t 
see it and I could, it meant that Poker-Face’s vision was limited. If a 
problem arose and my judgment on the situation was unclear, it might 
cause him trouble. 

Poker-Face would hardly let anyone get hurt if he could control the whole 
situation but I couldn’t do it. In fact, I had never done it. People around 
me kept having accidents, and this time, there was also Jin Wantang, who 
was our core weak link. Although this guy was a bastard, I didn’t want 
anyone around me to die. 

I turned around and called Fatty and Jin Wantang over to see the 
situation for themselves. When Fatty brought the binoculars over, the 
both of them looked pale. We really hadn’t encountered this kind of 
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situation before. It was just like a confrontation. I asked Fatty if he could 
see those fins. 

Fatty also found it strange, “Fins? What fins?” 

I looked at the corpses and strange things in their ears and felt my hands 
start to go numb. Fatty can’t see them either, I thought to myself. It’s over 
this time. 

“Little Master Three, have you recently opened your heavenly eye and 
can see people’s putizhang?” Jin Wantang asked. 

I gave him a look that seemed to say, “I really don’t know what putizhang 
is.” 

“It’s just that some people can see strange things that other people are 
carrying on their bodies. These things are related to a person’s fate. Some 
are inscriptions, some are plates, and some are dead pieces of wood. This 
is called putizhang. People who can see putizhang are the ones whose 
head sutures don’t close.12 You know that a person has two heavenly 
eyes, one of which is on top of your head. Once this heavenly eye is 
opened, you can see spirits. People usually cultivate this eye to see things 
that are outside of the five elements. There is also a heavenly eye near 
the temple, but it can be on the left or right side. This eye lets you see 
putizhang.” 

“Do you understand this?” 

“I understand a little,” he said. 

I looked at the fins on those corpses and suddenly thought to myself, my 
temple was kicked earlier. Was Poker-Face the one who kicked me, which 
caused my heavenly eye to open by accident? It did hurt a little bit when I 
pressed it, but it wasn’t a fracture or anything. 

 
12 Per Tiffany: The spaces between a typical baby’s skull bones are filled with flexible material and called 
sutures. These sutures allow the skull to grow as the baby’s brain grows. Around two years of age, a child’s 
skull bones begin to join together because the sutures become bone. In Chinese culture, some people say that 
babies can see paranormal beings because the bones of their skulls haven’t joined together. That is how one of 
the heavenly eyes is considered to be on the top of the head. Once the bones join, the babies will stop seeing 
paranormal beings. Heavenly eyes can also be called “inner eyes” in some cultures. 
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I made an action that was similar to jug ears and asked Jin Wantang, “You 
know those dinosaurs that have two crests on their necks that can be 
opened like an umbrella? That’s what those fins look like. What’s that 
symbolize?” 

Jin Wantang was puzzled and obviously didn’t know what a 
Dilophosaurus was. “Little Master Three, no one understands putizhang.” 

“Should we pitch camp a little further back?” Fatty asked me. 

I looked at Poker-Face and found that he was looking up at the moon. It 
was very bright tonight—although you couldn’t really tell in the woods—
but there were clouds in the sky. 

If these things moved in the dark, then by the time the moonlight 
reappeared after being obscured by the clouds, these corpses may 
already be beside our sleeping bags. 

Of course, it was also possible that they couldn’t leave the small forest. 
But we couldn’t take any risks, so the four of us finished eating dinner 
and withdrew the camp about a kilometer away. Now, we couldn’t see 
the corpses at the edge of the woods. 

Jin Wantang asked us what we had found, so I hastily explained it to him. 
Since I was on first watch tonight, the others went to sleep quickly. 

China’s rule of law was very good now, so Fatty didn’t get to bring a gun 
with him. I was able to bring a controlled knife with me, but our main 
weapon now was actually Ping Lian, the big dog. This dog was very 
arrogant and apathetic. It went to bed earlier than all of us, so all I could 
do was look at the grassland and keep the bonfire going strong. 

Seeing that everyone was asleep, I took advantage of the silent night and 
went up to the two bodies to observe them carefully. I was extremely 
curious and my experience over the past ten years ensured that I was 
confident enough. I hesitated for a second and then sharpened my knife 
and cut the stomach of the first middle-aged corpse open. 

The smell was extremely strong. I lit a kind of smoked tobacco but it was 
still difficult to cover the smell. I couldn’t help but miss the time when my 
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nose didn’t work very well. I put my hand into the incision I had made in 
the corpse’s stomach and then took the contents out. 

Strangely enough, all I could feel were round beads that were about the 
size of grapes and had an irregular surface to them. I took one of them 
out and held it under the flashlight. I found that his stomach was full of 
these beads, which were made from a strange black stone that I wasn’t 
familiar with. 

I pulled a lot of these beads out, taking out more than half of them. I 
counted them and found that there were more than forty. This many 
beads already filled up the stomach a lot, but there were still more in 
there. 

This kind of thing was absolutely impossible to digest, and it was so heavy 
that it would definitely be hard to eat. 

I cut the other corpse’s stomach open and found the same thing. Were all 
these stones eaten at the banquet? I wondered. I took one and stepped 
aside to clean it. 

The moon was still high in the sky and the clouds seemed to be dense. I 
put the stone grapes next to that ceramic figurine piece, which happened 
to be a part of the face. The paint on it had been blackened by the fire 
earlier. Just as I was carefully thinking about it, Ping Lian suddenly stood 
up and began growling at something in the distance. 

I stood up and looked at the moon again but found that it was still there. 
That’s odd, I thought to myself. I took a few steps and suddenly saw 
several lights appear on the grassland, passing by us slowly. 

Herders? 

I grabbed Fatty’s binoculars from off to the side and saw that it was a 
group of people. I knew at a glance that it was one of Jin Wantang’s 
teams. There were about five unkempt people sitting on horses and 
heading in the direction of the woods. I couldn’t see their ages but their 
rucksacks were bulging. 
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They all had lights on their shoulders, and one of them was probably a 
local guide. 

The bonfire in our camp was very big, but they didn’t seem to have any 
interest in it. Instead, they just continued in the direction of the grove. 
When I adjusted the magnification on the binoculars and zoomed in, I 
saw that they were all holding the banquet porcelain that the other 
corpses had been holding before. 

Are these the last two tables for the banquet? 
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Chapter 13 Southern Grave Robbers 

I turned my head to look at the sleeping Poker-Face but found that his 
eyes were already open. 

He got up, walked over to me, and also took a look. He then pointed to 
Fatty on the other side, so I went over to wake Fatty and Jin Wantang up. 
They had both just fallen asleep and woke up in a daze. Jin Wantang was 
having a breakdown after not sleeping well for several days. “Guys, 
what’s wrong?” 

I handed him the binoculars and asked if he recognized those people. He 
nodded. “Hey, they’re the twenty-first and thirty-second groups. They’re 
the first and second most skilled among the southern grave robbers. I 
heard that they don’t get along with each other so why are they traveling 
together now?” 

They were walking with their lights on and one of them was still smoking 
a pipe, so they at least had to be living people. But there was definitely 
something off about them because we clearly had a bonfire over here so 
they should have come over to check it out. Not only did they not see us, 
but they were also headed directly for the grove. Were they bewitched? 

I quickly got on my horse. Poker-Face went to the left, I went to the right, 
and Fatty grabbed Jin Wantang and went to the middle. We all turned on 
our flashlights and waved them around. Now that we had met an 
acquaintance, Jin Wantang’s role should be brought into full play and he 
should persuade them to quit and leave. 

I was also worried that the other party would shoot first, so I asked Jin 
Wantang to yell at them. Since the leader’s name was Ding Jingen, Jin 
Wantang shouted: “Jingen, Jingen! It’s Old Jin! Don’t shoot! We’re on the 
same side!” 

As it turned out, the other party didn’t even have the intention of raising 
their guns. It didn’t take us long to approach and surround them like 
bandits. When Ding Jingen and his group finally stopped, they all looked 
at us coldly but weren’t nervous. 
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I felt relieved when I looked into their eyes and saw that they were really 
living people. We finally stopped a team. Jin Wantang said to them, “Ding 
Jingen, it’s canceled. This operation has been canceled. There’s 
something wrong with the intelligence. The world’s second most valuable 
tomb isn’t here. I’ll compensate you for any losses you incurred.” 

When Ding Jingen turned to look at Old Jin, I found that he was really a 
model of the phrase “nothing special to look at”. I sighed in my heart, if I 
looked like this, I wouldn’t be able to retain my fame no matter how 
legendary I am. 

“You’ve got to be fucking kidding me,” Ding Jingen said. “Old Jin, is it fun 
to bring this up now? We’ve all gone down and now you say that the 
tomb isn’t here? Then what did we enter?” 

“Did you find it?” Jin Wantang was happy, but after seeing my expression, 
he immediately became serious again. 

“Of course we found it.” Several of them looked at each other and smiled 
meaningfully. 

Ding Jingen’s expression was the strangest. It suddenly blanked out, as if 
he was recalling his previous experience, and then he said, “Old Jin, that 
place is amazing. I’ll give you your share. You guys”—he looked at Poker-
Face—“don’t worry so much.” 

I rode forward, pointed to the porcelain at his waist, and didn’t bother 
being polite as I looked at their sacks. “It’s not like the southern grave 
robbers to enter such a big tomb and only bring up so many small things,” 
I said directly. 

Ding Jingen subconsciously put his hand on the porcelain at his waist and 
said to me, “Uncle, you don’t know anything.” 

“And what do you plan on doing when you reach that grove?” I asked 
coldly. I started to recall what he had just said. Uncle? Are you calling me 
an uncle? 

I looked at his old, dark face and said to myself, I’m not willing to let you 
call me Uncle. 
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Ding Jingen stopped talking and showed an extremely strange expression. 
After looking at the people next to him, he said to me, “Go away.” 

I obviously wasn’t going to leave and gripped my Kukri’s hilt in my hand. 
“You know, the woods are full of dead people who are all holding the 
same porcelain you’ve brought with you. What have you all 
encountered?” 

Ding Jingen laughed a very ugly laugh and looked at me—or at something 
behind my head—and suddenly said, “Why are you pretending? Didn’t 
you also go down there?” 

“What?” I was taken aback for a moment. 

He stared at the back of my head. “You’ve been down there so you 
should know everything.” He looked at Jin Wantang again and said, “Old 
Jin, your friend has been lying to you.” 

I immediately broke out in a cold sweat, because the place he had been 
staring at was almost exactly the same as where I had seen those fins on 
the corpses. 

I immediately touched the back of my head with my hand, thinking that I 
had fins there, but I didn’t feel anything. 

“What do you see?” I asked angrily. “What’s behind my head?” 

It appeared that Ding Jingen was too lazy to deal with me, for he rode 
forward and kept heading directly to the grove. I took a deep breath to 
calm myself down and said to Fatty, “Take them all.” 

We’d just tie them up first and slowly torture them to figure out what 
was going on. 

Fatty roared and immediately rushed forward, throwing himself at Ding 
Jingen, and pushing the other man off his horse. I also rushed over to the 
person behind him. The man wasn’t afraid at all and simply steered his 
horse to the side to avoid me. I jumped to his horse directly, grabbed the 
back of his neck, and the two of us fell off the horse together. 
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The horse was startled by our movements and stomped its hooves right 
next to us, so I hugged my head and tried to avoid them. The man got up 
and moved to hit me, but I caught his fist and twisted his arm back with 
one hand, kicking the back of his joint until it dislocated. 

He screamed, but I quickly lifted my foot again and kicked his carotid 
sinus so that he passed out. 

On the other side, Fatty had knocked Ding Jingen out by headbutting him 
and Poker-Face had used his whip to directly pull the two people on his 
side under their horses. He then circled around, suddenly moved closer, 
and bent slightly upwards to raise his whip, giving each of them a fierce 
whipping to the triangular area near their chins. Saliva exploded from 
their mouths and they immediately fainted. 

But Jin Wantang didn’t do anything, so one of them took advantage of 
the opportunity and urged their horse to speed up. They bypassed Jin 
Wantang and rushed to the small forest. 

Fatty tied the men up while Poker-Face and I mounted our horses, took 
out our whips, and started chasing the man who had escaped. Our speed 
was very fast, and as the two of us quickly began to approach—one from 
the left and one from the right—I stood up in my stirrups. Soon, all three 
horses were close to the grove. 

The other party’s horse was obviously tired and didn’t run as fast as ours, 
so Poker-Face and I were able to catch up on his left and right flanks. At 
this time, we obviously felt the light dim. I looked up and found that the 
dark clouds were covering the moon and the sky was gone in an instant. I 
lit the lantern hanging on my saddle so that there would at least be a 
diffused light source. Soon, it was dark all around us. 

The lantern illuminated an area that was about six or seven meters wide, 
but visibility was still very poor. At this time, the person in front of us 
suddenly stopped his horse. He also had a light on his body, so when the 
light stopped moving, Poker-Face and I both slowed down. Then, the 
man’s light in front of us suddenly went out and he and the horse 
disappeared into the darkness. 
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I moved my horse closer to Poker-Face, two people and two horses 
standing in the huge, dark area. The only light source left was the lantern 
on my saddle. I glanced out of the corner of my eye at the darkness all 
around me and suddenly felt that this complete darkness was very 
unlucky. So, I raised my hand and shot a flare out. 

The green light was very bleak but illuminated a large area. We 
immediately noticed that there were several strange, pale things right 
outside the area my lantern illuminated and they were very, very close to 
us. 
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Chapter 14 The Ancient Tomb’s Huge 
Stone Tablets 

Those pale things turned out to be three huge white stone tablets, each 
of which was as tall as three people. They stood there like a wall and 
were covered in Huihu Mongolian script.13 The stone tablets were very 
badly weathered. 

When we were near this place earlier, we never saw these three huge 
tablets. It was almost like they had appeared out of thin air, and they 
were so big that it was quite shocking. 

I glanced at Poker-Face, relieved when I found that he could also see 
them. Then, the flare went out and our surroundings plunged into 
complete darkness again. 

When I lit another one, the three huge stone tablets were gone and the 
person we’d been chasing had already rushed into the woods. Our pursuit 
had failed. 

Those three huge stone tablets had appeared so suddenly that I 
immediately felt a jolt go through me. I could tell at a glance that they 
were arranged in the same way as the stone tablets in the Imperial Palace 
Square. White stone had been used, but it definitely wasn’t white marble. 
Even though there weren’t any textured decorations carved on them, 
they were still very domineering. 

As a matter of fact, I had also seen some shadows further behind the 
stone tablets that appeared to be some huge buildings. 

These buildings were completely different from those in the Central 
Plains, but they were about a kilometer away so the flare could only 
reveal their dim outline, which looked like the shape of the ground 
covered in fog. If I hadn’t doubted myself so many times before, I 
would’ve still suspected that I was wrong this time. 

 
13 The Huihu is the Tang Dynasty name of an ethnic group corresponding to modern Uighurs. Uighurs are a 
Turkic ethnic group originating from and culturally affiliated with the general region of Central and East Asia. 
More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uyghurs
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Now all of these things had disappeared, leaving only my shock. 

My first instinct was that this was a huge imperial tomb that had suddenly 
appeared and disappeared right in front of me. But when it appeared just 
now, it was so real that I felt as if I was almost at the entrance of the 
imperial tomb. 

What’s going on here? Is it a mirage? There were also rumors that this 
imperial tomb appeared and disappeared randomly on the grasslands. 
That was why no traces had been found even though so many years had 
passed. 

How does it work? Did it become a spirit? 

The flare disappeared again, plunging our surroundings into darkness 
once more. I was eager to see those stone tablets again and wanted to 
light another flare but Poker-Face stopped me. I came back to my senses 
and found that the moon was no longer hidden behind the clouds. Our 
surroundings were brighter now but there was nothing there. 

As I looked at the small grove in front of us, the reality of the situation 
gradually hit me. Poker-Face was wanting me to regain my senses and 
deal with the immediate problem first. 

The person we had been chasing had already entered the forest, and if 
my guess was correct, he would find a way to bury himself in the soil until 
he suffocated to death. 

Were we still going to save him? 

The grove was dark and the situation inside was very dangerous so the 
thought of backing down had already rushed to the forefront of my mind. 
That grave robber was bewitched and anxious to die, plus the situation 
was so dangerous that it was probably better to give up for the sake of 
my own team’s integrity. 

Moreover, our chances of finding this person after entering the dark 
forest weren’t high. 
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I was sleepy and tired and had already saved four of those grave robbers 
so my conscience was clear. 

But after thinking about it, I let out a sigh. This time, I didn’t just come 
here to go grave robbing but to save people. We had to continue. 

After glancing at Poker-Face, the two of us rode our horses towards the 
grove. 

The corpses that had been standing at the edge of the tree line were no 
longer there. 

We used our lanterns and flashlights to light the way, but we didn’t 
encounter any problems this time. There weren’t any traces of the man 
we were chasing, almost as if he had disappeared into thin air. We didn’t 
even see the corpses again, which had me thinking that maybe they had 
all gone back into the soil. 

As we continued moving through the woods, we found the area from 
before. It was surrounded by porcelain and Fatty’s wine bags but 
everything else was gone. 

After searching inside the forest for more than an hour, we finally 
withdrew. 

When we went back to our campsite, we saw Fatty standing far away 
waiting for us. He was obviously very worried. I gave a brief account of 
the situation, but Fatty didn’t understand it for a while. I got off my horse, 
wanting to find a place to rest, but suddenly noticed that a lot of living 
people had been tied up by the corpses near the tent. 

For some reason, I was very tired. I wanted to hold on for a little longer, 
but I somehow fell asleep after drinking a cup of hot tea. I didn’t know 
how the others would handle those people later. 

When I finally woke up, it was four o’clock in the morning and Poker-Face 
was sitting together with the dog, watching the sunrise. I had actually 
only slept about two hours, but I felt as if I had slept all night long. Even 
though my back was sore, the large amount of oxygen on the grassland 
and the clean air made me feel refreshed. 
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Everything was silent as I looked at the magnificent scene formed by the 
sun rising over the grasslands. I also sat down beside the dog and 
watched the morning glow shift between dozens of colors. We were on 
high ground, so we could see the mist flowing in the distance. It was an 
indescribably beautiful sight. 

When I was in Badain Jaran, the sunrise in the desert was also very 
beautiful, but I couldn’t remember it. 

After that, Poker-Face went to rest. He wrapped himself in a sleeping bag 
and fell asleep directly on a lounge chair. The dog liked him a lot and 
huddled in next to him. I knew it was because the dog had fleas, which all 
fled when he leaned in close to Poker-Face. I found two or three on my 
body, so I sprayed some medicine and planned to shave all my hair and 
body hair off later. Otherwise, I’d keep going through the same thing over 
and over again as long as we were on the grassland. 

After catching those three fleas, I decided to wake up our four captives 
and put our loot from last night in front of them. I laid out the ceramic 
figurine’s face fragment, some of those black stone grapes, and the three 
fleas one by one. Then, I was ready to start extracting confessions. 

I won’t talk about the detailed process, but I couldn’t help thinking that 
there was something wrong with Ding Jingen’s mental state. It was 
almost like he had been bewitched by something. As long as I asked 
about key things, he would immediately blank out and stop answering my 
questions. 

Jin Wantang helped me interrogate them after he woke up, but he soon 
let out a gasp. 

When I asked him what was wrong, he said to me, “I know Jingen to some 
extent. You know that I’m someone who knows a lot about human 
nature.” 

“Hmm.” I gave him a look that said he needed to speak quickly. 

“I think this person isn’t Jingen,” he said. 
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I paused. I didn’t recognize Jingen’s face either, but Jin Wantang’s words 
were so convincing. Are you admitting that you made a mistake? I 
wondered. Jin Wantang, you’re too unreliable. 

“No, no,” Jin Wantang immediately said. “I’m not saying that I made a 
mistake. This person has Jingen’s face, but he’s not Jingen.” 

“Why do you say that?” 

“If Little Brother and Fat Master were replaced, you would immediately 
feel it, right?” 

Understanding what he meant, I fell into deep thought. 

Jin Wantang went up and pulled at Jingen’s face, but the other man 
wasn’t wearing a human skin mask. 

“This person doesn’t feel like Jingen.” When Jin Wantang said it again, 
Jingen suddenly fell silent. 

I stared at him, and he suddenly showed a strange smile. 

I was taken aback for a moment. Why did that smile look the same as the 
expression on the ceramic figurine’s face last night?   
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Chapter 15 Summary of the 
Frightening Night 

If it was the old me, I would definitely think that Old Jin was feeling 
disoriented and imagining things. But now I understood that this kind of 
thing could really happen. You just had to trust your senses. 

Was this some kind of evil or was it something else? I looked at Ding 
Jingen’s eyes and knew that something had to be wrong with him. But I 
had never encountered this kind of situation before and couldn’t find the 
right adjectives to describe it. 

His state made me feel that there was some unknown thing hiding behind 
his soul that was coming out from time to time. It not only prevented 
Ding Jingen from answering key questions but also suddenly came out to 
control his actions. 

“Who the hell are you?” I asked him coldly. When Ding Jingen just looked 
at me and smiled, I turned to Old Jin and asked, “Can you speak 
Mongolian?” 

“I can speak two phrases in the eastern dialect.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“How much is it? I love you!” Jin Wantang said these two phrases in 
Chinese and then said them again in Mongolian. 

I narrowed my eyes and looked at him. What were you planning to do 
after learning these two sentences? I thought to myself, but I still 
motioned for Old Jin to speak Mongolian to Ding Jingen. 

I figured Ding Jingen’s strange situation must have been a result of 
getting possessed by something in the world’s second most valuable 
tomb. So, no matter what had attached itself to him, it probably only 
understood Mongolian. Although these two sentences had no practical 
meaning here, maybe hearing Mongolian would make that thing in his 
body react a little. 
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Jin Wantang said to Ding Jingen first, “How much is it?” Then he said, “I 
love you.” 

Ding Jingen didn’t react and just continued to look at us with that smile 
on his face. At this time, a big cloud covered the sun and the whole 
grassland darkened a little bit. Ding Jingen’s eyes began to look in the 
direction of the small forest in the distance. 

I realized that he thought it was going to get dark again. 

“Let’s talk about conditions,” I said to him (or maybe it was to the 
imaginary thing behind him). “I can let you go to that grove, but you have 
to tell me what you’ve experienced.” 

He turned his head to look at me and suddenly said a few words in 
Mongolian. 

I obviously couldn’t understand it, but I saw Jin Wantang’s expression 
change. 

When he saw me looking at him, he said, “I don’t understand.” 

“Bullshit.” 

Jin Wantang hesitated for a moment before saying, “I didn’t lie to you. I 
really don’t understand it, but I know the meaning of some 
pronunciations. This sentence is…he said—he said they’re just on their 
way to their destination.” 

I was puzzled and looked at Jin Wantang again. “This is a Mongolian 
proverb,” he explained. “It means that you think you’ve reached the place 
where the sheep are herded, but you’re really just on the way to your 
destination.” 

This explained the nomadic state of the Mongols and just meant that they 
were always on the road. But at this point in time, I believed it meant 
something different. 

After thinking about it, I took a deep breath. Could it be that we thought 
they had come out of the world’s second most valuable tomb and were 
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cursed to die, but it was actually the opposite? Maybe subjecting 
themselves to this curse was the key to entering the world’s second most 
valuable tomb. 

So had they never reached that tomb and were burying themselves alive 
in order to enter it? 

Ding Jingen looked at me and said one final sentence in Mongolian, which 
nobody understood. I threatened Old Jin into translating those words but 
found that he really didn’t understand them this time. 

Then, Ding Jingen fell completely silent and didn’t say anything else. 

To make a long story short, we were at a stalemate for a long time. I was 
skilled in intimidation, but it was ineffective on a person who was in a 
trance. In the end, I had no choice but to temporarily give up. Of course, I 
didn’t let him go either. It wasn’t that I didn’t intend to honor my 
promise, it was just that he didn’t give me any satisfactory information. 

When I gave up, I pressed Ding Jingen’s stomach and found that it was 
bulging. It must’ve also been full of those stone grapes, so I was worried 
that he might have a perforated stomach or something. 

Fatty woke up at this time, so I told him to make those people vomit the 
stone grapes up. While preparing breakfast, I began to think about our 
current problems. I spread the flatbread out on one side and began 
recording last night’s harvest in my notebook. 

1. First of all, it was obvious that everything in the woods—including dead 
things—could move in the dark. 

2. The bodies dug out from beneath the grove carried porcelain pieces. 
Based on their behavior, Ding Jingen and the others were going to the 
grove to bury themselves alive. It seemed to be some kind of curse. 

It looked like Guotang Feng had died the same way back then. 

3. The moving ceramic figurine had an unknown origin, but it seemed to 
be a kind of evil thing that would attack people. 
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4. The curse was related to the ceramic figurine and porcelain. The 
porcelain items consisted of wine vessels and tableware for a huge 
banquet. The ceramic figurine also appeared at the banquet, wearing a 
corpse’s clothes and seeming to be a key member of the banquet. 

It was a very strange feeling because the ceramic figurine at that time 
was in the host’s position. In other words, the ceramic figurine may have 
played the role of the banquet host and the corpses were all guests. 

It was really weird and gave off an evil aura. 

5. Their stomachs were full of grape-like stones. 

The ancients used to swallow stones to fight off hunger during a famine. 
Many people who died of famine had similar stones in their stomachs 
when their bones were found. There were also many animals that 
swallowed stones to help digestion. I didn’t know what kind of situation 
this incident fell under: were they preparing to digest some kind of 
special food or were the stones the food itself? 

6. All the participants had strange fins growing around their ears, which 
seemed to be a sign of attending the banquet. And this thing was 
currently only visible to me. 

It suddenly occurred to me that Ding Jingen kept looking at my ears 
earlier. 

I unscrewed the gas stove, found Fatty’s small shaving mirror, and took a 
look at myself. I held the mirror the same way Joker from “A Chinese 
Odyssey” did14 and felt relieved when I didn’t see anything in my ears. 

I had been thinking that all of these abnormalities only appeared after 
you came out from the world’s second most valuable tomb, but now I 
was starting to think that it was more likely that they hadn’t entered the 

 
14 Per Tiffany: A Chinese Odyssey is a two-part 1995 Hong Kong fantasy-comedy film starring Stephen Chow. 
The protagonist is named “Joker” (Zhizunbao). Joker was the reincarnation of the Monkey King from “Journey 
to the West”. Basically, there was this scene where Joker looked at the mirror and saw that he was a monkey 
instead of a man. 
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tomb yet. But if that were true, where did they go before and where did 
they get the porcelain from? And what did they experience? 

Which was the correct answer? 

7. There were also those huge stone tablets I saw during that brief 
moment. 

I didn’t know whether it was the world’s second most valuable tomb or 
not, but at that time, it had really been shocking. 

The clouds retreated again, letting the sun shine brightly once more. Jin 
Wantang had been fiddling with the satellite phone for a long time. The 
white noise had been going on for a while, so I didn’t expect him to get in 
contact with anyone. But at this time, I suddenly heard a voice on the 
other end of the line. 

I was particularly familiar with that voice and jumped up when I heard it. 
It was Xie Yuchen’s voice. I rushed over and asked Jin Wantang to turn up 
the volume. Xie Yuchen’s voice sounded very faint as he said, “We’ve 
arrived. This is a one-way communication that broadcasts once every 
satellite cycle. It’s not a real person. Listen to the following content.” 
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Chapter 16 The Final Broadcast Cycle 

I practically pressed the satellite phone up against my ear and focused all 
of my energy on listening. 

The broadcast paused and then continued, “This broadcast is meant for 
only one person. His name is Zhang Qiling. Please pass the following 
information to Zhang Qiling by any means necessary.” 

The broadcast paused again before continuing, “Zhang Qiling, you can’t 
enter here. You definitely can’t enter here.” 

I stared blankly for a moment and Jin Wantang’s face changed drastically. 
The broadcast made a series of white noises that was followed by a long 
speech, but I couldn’t hear it clearly. 

After that, it returned to the start of the broadcast and repeated again. 

I thought it was a problem with the cloud coverage just now, but after the 
first part of the message was finished, that loud white noise appeared 
again and the rest of the message was still inaudible. 

After repeating this three times, I realized that it was a problem with the 
sound source. I didn’t know why, but the last part of Xie Yuchen’s 
message—that last long sentence—seemed to be damaged. 

The satellite passed over the grassland once a day, so that was the only 
time when all of the teams with satellite phones could communicate with 
the outside world. Xie Yuchen used his satellite phone to record a 
message and broadcast it regularly, so the message only played in a loop 
during that time frame. 

My face had turned pale as I tried to figure out what the indistinguishable 
part of the message was from his tone of voice. 

But soon, the satellite phone went silent. I looked up at the sky and 
realized that the satellite had already passed over us. 

“Why don’t you rent a synchronous satellite wave band next time,” I said 
to Jin Wantang. 
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“Synchronous satellites involve the military,” he replied. “This is the 
border. Those kinds of satellites will expose all of the teams’ positions 
and may even attract border defense.” 

I sighed, feeling very uneasy. This kind of thing had never happened 
before. All of the warnings in the past had been sent to me, but this time, 
the warning was sent to Poker-Face. 

Poker-Face couldn’t enter that place, but why? Was there some kind of 
connection between him and this tomb? 

The Zhang family had been monitoring this place back then, so was there 
a deep-seated secret or something? 

Xiao Hua’s work was always airtight, so why did the message become so 
indistinguishable? Did he not check it? Or, did someone come by after 
they left the satellite phone and destroy the message? If they were 
warning Poker-Face not to enter that place, what was their situation like? 

I turned to look at Poker-Face but he was still fast asleep. I’ll just tell him 
later, but will he accept the warning? 

Fatty succeeded in making our captives vomit, leaving several of them 
half-dead in the process. They didn’t tell him anything useful even though 
he had used his underworld methods, so he came to ask for breakfast. 
When he saw Old Jin and I holding the satellite phone with pale faces, he 
asked what was wrong. 

After I told him the situation, he looked at me with a very confused 
expression on his face and said, “Xiao Hua’s warning can’t be ignored.” 

I nodded and he continued, “Or, should we have Little Brother wait for us 
here? Let’s figure out what’s going on first.” 

I took another look at Poker-Face. 

Will he accept it? 

If it was an extremely dangerous area monitored by the Zhang family, 
would he let me and Fatty take the risk? He wouldn’t. 
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I didn’t know why, but I suddenly felt as if this whole thing was a hopeless 
situation directly aimed at him. It made me feel very uncomfortable. 

Should I lie to him? I can make up a lie and use false information to 
distract him. Then Fatty and I can look into this matter and leave him with 
enough clues. 

When I thought of this idea, I suddenly broke out in a cold sweat. 

I suddenly realized that my thoughts just now were the same as what 
Uncle Three used to do to me. 
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Chapter 17 Strange Hole 

There was no use thinking about it. I also knew that I could never follow 
in Uncle Three’s footsteps. Of course, it was a very heavy sacrifice to bear 
someone else’s fate without being able to tell them about it, but I had 
never seen the concerned party actually escape because of it. In most 
cases, it was just like what I had gone through—escape was unsuccessful, 
the situation was unclear, and too many emotions and years had been 
wasted. 

I didn’t want to deny this kind of sacrifice and love, but as a concerned 
party, I had to show myself and say that at this time, the most correct 
choice was to tell the truth and then face the problem together. 

So, I looked at Fatty and then woke Poker-Face up. After hearing the 
whole story, he looked up at me but didn’t give any other reaction. All he 
said was, “Understood.” 

“Do you have any warnings?” I asked him. Since it’s so dangerous, can you 
tell us more? He shook his head and made a gesture that the three of us 
had to act in unison. I nodded and glanced at Fatty, who saluted the sky, 
“May Tengri15 bless us.” 

Since Poker-Face felt that we had to be extremely careful in that place, 
we wouldn’t get to show off how clever and resourceful we were. In 
short, we had to make sure that we were fully prepared. 

After Fatty finished paying his respects, he looked at my determined eyes 
and laughed, “Is Mr. Naïve getting all motivated by himself again? Let me 
ask you a question: where’s the world’s second most valuable tomb? 
Have you found it?” 

I told him that although it didn’t seem like I had made much progress, I 
should be close. Fatty was surprised, “You were staring at the flatbread in 
a daze. I didn’t see you doing any constructive work at all. How are you 

 
15 Per Tiffany: Tengri is one of the names for the primary chief deity of the early Turkic and Mongolic peoples. 
Since they were in the Mongolia area, Fatty prayed to a Mongolian deity. Wiki link here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tengri
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suddenly so confident? Are you really as enlightened as Old Jin said you 
were?” 

I looked at the fragment of the ceramic figurine’s face and asked Jin 
Wantang, “Is there a woman in any of the teams you recruited?” 

Fatty thought it was a strange question to ask. “Mr. Naïve, you have to 
concentrate. Now is not the time to think about this.” 

I pointed to the paint on the fragment, which actually looked like it had 
been made with lipstick. The bodies we had found at the scene were all 
rough men, so the origin of this lipstick was a mystery. Unless one of 
them had a hidden hobby, there must’ve been a woman involved in this 
incident who got away without being possessed by that evil thing. 

Jin Wantang nodded, “Little Master Three, you’re still amazing. There are 
two women. The one who contacted me is called Shen Qianjue but I 
haven’t seen the other one. These two women are very amazing and are 
rising stars in the industry, but they already contacted me before we 
entered the grassland and said that they wanted to withdraw. They 
should have left the grassland by now.” 

I told him to give me their contact information. These two women had to 
know what happened here. We were saving lives, and since they had 
already withdrawn, they should give us any information they had. 

But the satellite had already passed over us by this time so we couldn’t 
contact the outside world until the same time tomorrow. As a result, our 
main job today was to thoroughly investigate the grove. 

I stopped eating, got on my horse again, and went to that strange place 
with Poker-Face and Fatty. 

The forest was still dark and cool. We brought Ping Lian with us and 
searched the whole area, surprised to find that all of the pits we had dug 
up yesterday were filled back in. Ping Lian kept digging up the soil in 
those areas, which made it obvious that all of the bodies must have 
returned underground. And the man we didn’t catch last night…well, we 
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searched for a long time without finding any traces so he must have 
buried himself alive. 

This time, we didn’t dig them out again. First, we didn’t want to waste our 
physical strength since our energy had to be used on the living. Second, 
what was the point of digging them out again? Not only could we not go 
anywhere with so many corpses, but they were more likely to cause 
trouble for us in the end. 

So, we stopped our horses in that area, burned incense to pay our 
respects, and made a mark to inform any teams that came afterwards. 
The three of us took some time to rest in the forest, and every time the 
dark clouds covered the sun, I felt as if I could hear the sounds of plaintive 
wailing surging up from beneath the ground. 

Nothing happened that night. Jin Wantang was able to contact another 
team to come and collect the corpses and people we had captured. It was 
inconvenient for him to join us, so he decided to do logistics work here. 

We got through to Shen Qianjue’s phone the next day. I thought that a 
rising star—moreover, a girl—in this industry would be somewhat 
arrogant. Or, based on my past experiences, maybe I would be talking to 
someone who had lost their mind after experiencing such an event. But I 
was surprised to find that she was actually ok. In fact, she was easy to talk 
to and readily agreed to answer all of my questions. I was a little 
awkward, but she was still amazingly patient. 

“Service personality,” I mouthed at Fatty. 

Fatty nodded and mouthed back, “This is a clear break in the industry. If 
your Uncle Three was like this, I’m afraid you would’ve never ended up 
like this. You’d have finished your journal in three pages.” 

With the help of Shen Qianjue’s extremely detailed explanation, we 
finally knew what exactly had happened before we arrived here. It was as 
clear as the sound of a silver bell, but it still seemed more and more 
strange to us. 
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“You’re right, we didn’t find the world’s second most valuable tomb,” she 
said to us. “There’s something very wrong with that grassland. The key is 
the third night. The third night after you arrive in the woods is the most 
terrible night.” 

“What did you see?” 

“A hole. A burial hole. Everything happened in that hole.” 
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Chapter 18 Double Tomb Hiding a 
Fierce Corpse 

We reminded Shen Qianjue to be as clear and brief as possible because 
we were worried that the satellite phone’s communication time wouldn’t 
be enough for her to finish the whole story. She was very cooperative and 
took a brief moment to organize her thoughts before starting to narrate 
methodically. 

Shen Qianjue and her partner were twenty-five and twenty-six years old, 
respectively. They accepted Jin Wantang’s job purely to experience the 
atmosphere of working with old grave robbers. Since they didn’t want to 
win at all, they constantly focused on observing everything once they 
entered the grassland. They chose to observe Liuli Sun’s team and 
followed them at a distance of two or three kilometers. At night, the two 
girls took advantage of the darkness and walked close to the other team’s 
camp so that they could eavesdrop on their conversations. 

I used to do this all the time, so I couldn’t help but feel a little emotional 
after hearing this. I felt that I had to take good care of this younger 
generation and pass on my cunning way of doing things so that there 
would be fewer unnecessary fights in the business in the future. 

The goal of the two teams in the beginning was very clear: use the 
coordinates that Jin Wantang had provided to reach the grove. After Liuli 
Sun’s team arrived there, they didn’t obtain any more useful information, 
so they began searching the grasslands around the grove. They were full 
of confidence, determined to win, and their logic was very simple. After 
Guotang Feng came out of the world’s second most valuable tomb, he 
was carrying valuable funerary objects on his body so he must have 
headed straight back. The border management at that time was much 
simpler than it was now, so it should have been safer to return to China 
from any location. But why did he go to this grove? 

There were two possibilities. One was that the grove just happened to be 
there as he was heading back to the border. Maybe it was windy when he 
arrived here, so he went into the woods to take shelter from the wind 
and ended up dying for some reason. The second possibility was that this 
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grove was a landmark in this area. GPS didn’t exist at that time and it was 
easy to make errors on cloudy days when you were depending on your 
eyesight to figure out which direction to go in. A forest on the grassland 
was the only way for herders to know which direction to go, so Guotang 
Feng probably had no choice but to return here first and then move on to 
the next landmark. 

The only difference between these two possibilities was whether 
Guotang Feng had a Mongolian guide at the time. Every Mongolian 
herder had about a hundred different ways to figure out directions. Even I 
knew that there was a type of wild lettuce on the grassland—called Guide 
Grass—which had leaves that grew in a north-south direction. So, if 
Guotang Feng hired a Mongolian guide and didn’t need to look for any 
landmarks himself, then it was definitely the first possibility. 

If he didn’t have a Mongolian guide and entered the grassland solely 
based on some clue in a legend or map, then it may be the second 
possibility. But Guotang Feng died in that small forest, which is a detail 
that gives rise to an obvious thought. After they arrived in the forest, did 
the Mongolian guide murder him that night, bury his body together with 
the porcelain that he thought was worthless, and then take the gold, 
silver, and agate away? 

Now it seemed very clear that it should be the second possibility. But the 
first male corpse we had dug up from Liuli Sun’s team—he was called Old 
Bing—was a Henan “ankle” (grave robbers in Henan had different 
nicknames according to their rank in the gang. There were heads, legs, 
and ankles. Ankles were the lowest workers with no skills and most of 
them were desperadoes). For those who were originally at the bottom of 
the totem pole, it would seem very reasonable for a Mongolian guide to 
murder someone for treasure. So, there was no need for me to guess 
anymore. Liuli Sun’s team definitely based their decisions on the first 
possibility. 

There was something metaphysical here, which had been recorded in my 
grandpa’s notes. As long as there wasn’t a huge disparity between the 
team members’ strength, there was a high probability that they would 
turn on each other the first night after leaving the tomb. According to my 
grandpa, such thoughts would start to form when the coffin was opened. 
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Most of them would still need to keep cooperating when in the tomb, but 
after getting out and starting to relax that first night, there would be an 
uneven distribution of spoils. At that time, anything from suspicion, 
greed, and murder could happen. 

When I was a child, I was still very curious, so I asked my grandpa, “Why 
do that? Why not just divide the spoils better?” 

My grandpa said something that I still find sad even to this day. 

“That’s just how people are. They’ll always divide the spoils unevenly.” 

So, Old Bing and the others came up with a plan that seemed completely 
wrong now. They drew a circle on the grassland, keeping the grove at the 
center and making the radius a distance of a day’s ride away. In that 
circle, they conducted their first blanket search of the area. 

Of course, they didn’t find anything, but they didn’t come up completely 
empty either. They found a lot of “sky iron” in the area. 

Sky iron was a very magical item. It was said that when there weren’t any 
clouds in the sky, iron objects would occasionally fall from the sky. When 
people looked up, there was no wind or shadow, so they couldn’t figure 
out where these objects had fallen from. 

Many people said that it was just iron from meteorites. It was undeniable 
that some sky iron really did come from meteorites, but there were also 
many examples of sky iron that were clearly unfinished handicrafts. Some 
of them even had obvious patterns on them. 

In ancient times, it was said that craftsmen in the sky didn’t want these 
unfinished defective products and discarded them. After they landed on 
the grassland, the herders eventually found them and strung them 
together with their agate turquoise to make jewelry. 

Sky iron had another very interesting feature; that is, many of them could 
be dug up from lightning strike pits. If you went to a certain place on the 
grassland that had been struck by lightning and dug for about one or two 
meters, you could basically dig up some sky iron. Sometimes it would be a 
piece of iron, sometimes it would be an iron rod as thick as a finger, and 
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sometimes it would be a strange object that was similar to a horseshoe or 
a ring. Because of this, there was a time when those female bosses in the 
collectors circles who were having marital problems would send their 
husbands sky iron to buy insurance and then let them go to Inner 
Mongolia to relax. 

Of course, sky iron wasn’t necessarily iron. In ancient times, any kind of 
metal was called “iron”. It was called “tuojia” in the Tibetan language and 
“la” in the Mongolian language.16 For a time, sky iron drove up the price 
of Himalayan art, but it was worthless in Mongolia because the 
Mongolians believed that they were just the remnants of ancient arrows 
and soldiers’ armor. 

Old Bing and the others discovered the sky iron using metal detectors, 
and the overwhelming amount quickly attracted their attention. The 
distribution of these metal pieces was very strange, almost like a river 
flowing right beneath the surface of the grassland. Old Bing followed the 
distribution of these sky iron pieces for a while and soon realized that 
they seemed to be marking a path through the grassland. 

This path went past the circle they had marked and stretched out across 
the distant grassland. They followed this “sky iron road” for thirteen days. 
After leaving the small forest far behind, they came to an old river valley 
called Zhuladalai. 

Zhuladalai wasn’t even a place name but a general name for the few 
hundred kilometers around this area. Kind of like the Taklamakan Desert, 
it was just a name people used to describe such a huge region. The 
meaning behind the name Zhuladalai was something like “Sea of Black 
Lights”, but the etymology was said to have existed since the Turkic era so 
its specific meaning wasn’t clear. 

Having said that, I could practically feel the details in Shen Qianjue’s 
narration come to life. She was actually very organized as she narrated 
and she spoke very fast so it wasn’t very difficult to listen. 

 
16 The pinyin of iron in Chinese is “tiě” (铁) 
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After arriving in Zhuladalai, they still had to follow the sky iron road for 
three more days. These three days were what Shen Qianjue had been 
talking about before: they were terrible, especially after night fell. 

In Shen Qianjue’s words, after entering that place, you could immediately 
feel that something strange. And this was especially true at night. 

Because there was no time to explain in detail what happened during 
those three days, Shen Qianjue directly started talking about the third 
night. They continued to follow Old Bing’s team at that time. It was at 
dusk on the third day when they came to a hill with a relatively lush forest 
on it. They could see more than one such place on their way to the hill, 
but the two girls didn’t care too much and just followed the other team 
into the forest. Like usual, they went to eavesdrop on the other team 
during the middle of the night. 

But this time, before they arrived at Old Bing’s camp, they found that 
something was wrong. First, they could tell from a distance that Old Bing 
and the others were looking up at the sky. Second, the night here was so 
cold that they could see their breath. It almost felt as if they had skipped 
a season. They looked up through the gap in the tree canopy and saw an 
incredible sight—there were three Big Dippers in the sky. 

When I heard this, my whole body quivered. 

First-class experts looked at the stars, second-class experts looked at 
water, and third-class experts walked all over the mountains. Looking at 
the stars to find tombs was a very mysterious skill. Although the Big 
Dipper in the sky wasn’t something that could be hidden, even 
underground mountain trends couldn’t be hidden from the eyes of the 
most powerful feng shui master. But I heard Grandpa say that there was a 
type of feng shui acupoint17 that would affect astronomical phenomena 
and make starlight refract because of the earth’s special qi. This kind of 
refraction would form a phenomenon called the “Double Big Dipper”. The 
most exaggerated refraction would even produce three Big Dippers. At 

 
17 The character “穴” can mean cave, hole, or acupuncture point. Considering how they’re discussing feng shui 

stuff, I felt that going with acupoint was better than cave/hole. 
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that time, anyone who tried to find a tomb by looking at the stars would 
fail. 

This situation didn’t mean that it was a great feng shui acupoint, but 
rather an extremely dangerous one. This was the “Double Tomb Hiding a 
Fierce Corpse” acupoint that had been written about in feng shui books. 
Extremely prominent people were often buried in this kind of acupoint in 
order to shock the earth’s qi, but they definitely weren’t emperors. 

So whatever was hidden under this hill wasn’t the world’s second most 
valuable tomb, but was there still a tomb under it? And if so, whose tomb 
was it? What did it have to do with the world’s second most valuable 
tomb? 

That night, Old Bing and his team started digging under the three Big 
Dippers and soon discovered an ancient tomb. This tomb was a huge 
lotus-shaped palace hidden underground. They dug a grave robbers’ 
tunnel overnight, but at this time, Shen Qianjue and her companion 
started to disagree on whether they should continue to follow Old Bing’s 
team into the underground palace. 
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Chapter 19 Octagonal Sandalwood Coffin 

Based on her way of speaking, I could guess that Shen Qianjue was a girl 
who came from an educated background and went to a decent university. 
It was absolutely impossible that someone with this kind of experience 
would put lipstick on cultural relics. No matter what she was doing now, 
this kind of educational experience would definitely leave her with a 
strong sense of awe as soon as she saw such relics. 

But her partner was different. Shen Qianjue didn’t disclose the name of 
her partner, but it was easy to guess from her narrative that this person 
was the one who had used lipstick to play a prank. At that time, this 
partner put forward a suggestion to Shen Qianjue—when Old Bing and 
the others were focused on digging the grave robbers’ tunnel, they 
should directly poison their drinking water. You needed to be hydrated 
when doing a lot of physical activity, so Old Bing and his team could be 
poisoned within two hours. 

The poison they’d use would take effect after dawn, at which point the 
grave robbers’ tunnel should be complete. Shen Qianjue and her partner 
could step over the bodies, go down into the tomb, take whatever they 
wanted, and then leave. 

Shen Qianjue strongly disagreed, but at this time, her partner showed a 
particularly distressed expression. Shen Qianjue immediately had a bad 
feeling. Sure enough, her partner looked at her and said, “Oh, I didn’t 
think you’d disagree. I gave them the medicine a few days ago.” 

Shen Qianjue flew into a rage. It turned out that every time her partner 
went to eavesdrop on Old Bing’s team, she secretly put slow-acting 
poison into their water without telling her. 

“But you don’t have to worry. My poison gives you a quick—if very 
painful—death,” her partner comforted her while painting her nails. 

I’m just here to learn, Shen Qianjue thought to herself. I don’t want to 
bear the weight of someone’s death for the rest of my life. At this time, 
she completely broke down and urged her partner to save those people. 
Her partner told her that the detoxification method for this kind of poison 
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required a few treatment courses, which were very complicated. It was 
impossible to produce a passive detoxification effect in their drinking 
water. The only thing they could do now was pretend to be doctors and 
treat them whenever they showed signs of being poisoned. 

Of course, it wouldn’t take a fool to know what was going on if two 
female doctors suddenly appeared out of thin air when Old Bing and his 
team were poisoned and said that they were very familiar with these 
mysterious poisoning symptoms and just happened to have medicine. 

Shen Qianjue debated with herself at that time, but in the end, her 
integrity overcame all evil thoughts and she made a decision: she would 
take her partner to apologize and find a reason for Old Bing and his team 
to cooperate so that they could detoxify first. Her female partner was 
silent for a while before saying, “Fine, I’ll do as you say.” 

When I heard this, I knew that Shen Qianjue was just like me and must’ve 
been the more responsible one of the two when it came to administrative 
functions. Her partner, who had poisoned others and dared accompany 
her crazy partner to go and apologize, had to be a very capable fighter. 

So, the two women went over to the grave robbers’ tunnel that Old Bing 
and his team had dug. At this time, Old Bing and his team had already 
gone down, so the two women quickly went in after them. To make a 
long story short, it was a very standard grave robbers’ tunnel. It took the 
two women about thirty minutes to crawl to the end, and when they 
reached the exit, they saw the Diamond Wall.18 

Old Bing and his team didn’t have any skills, so they couldn’t find the 
front hall directly. As a result, they ended up entering directly from the 
Diamond Wall. 

In fact, I had never seen a lotus-shaped underground palace before, so 
even I might not be able to locate the front hall. Since this underground 
palace had such a special shape, it was probably a burial system that was 
different from that of the Central Plains. 

 
18 Not actually a wall made of diamonds. It’s a vertical, reinforced load-bearing wall in a tomb. Some people 
call it an impregnable wall. It’s made from a special, man-made soil. I was only finding some limited info on 
baidu but someone wrote an article about tombs here and it mentions a Diamond Wall. 

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E9%87%91%E5%88%9A%E5%A2%99
https://husmarried.wordpress.com/2014/01/04/ming-dynasty-tombs/
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After Shen Qianjue and her partner passed through the Diamond Wall, 
they found themselves in the main hall. This underground palace was 
very strange. Not only was it not designed like a labyrinth, but almost the 
whole tomb was a huge open space. The two women couldn’t see Old 
Bing and his team since it was so dark inside, so they lit a cold firework. 
They were immediately shocked by what they saw. 

Just as we suspected, this space was the scene of a huge banquet. There 
were thousands of stone tables of varying sizes, each with a complete set 
of colorful porcelain wine vessels. There were also a bunch of huge 
bronze containers that were used to chill the wine. Although these things 
were covered in an extremely thick layer of dust, they were stacked on 
top of each other and piled up like mountains. The scale of this banquet 
was simply staggering. 

No matter what dynasty it was, this kind of banquet definitely belonged 
on an extremely luxurious level. The wine vessels, wine jars, stoves for 
warming the wine, and even the fruits and food on the stage were very 
practically piled on top of each other in a complicated manner. All the 
meat had been balmed19, but it was gradually blackening now that air was 
coming into the hall. Despite this, they could still see the bright red gem-
like texture of the marinated meat. The most amazing thing, however, 
was that all of the fruits were made of precious stones. Under the light of 
the cold fireworks, they looked radiant and gorgeous. 

The whole banquet was divided into three levels, much like a huge 
staircase. The bottom level had the most tables while the top level only 
had a coffin bed. A giant black octagonal sandalwood coffin had been 
placed on the coffin bed and was surrounded by funerary objects. They 
couldn’t see it clearly since they were so far away, but they could tell that 
there were a bunch of stone pagodas placed all around it. 

What made them both terrified was that ceramic figurines had been 
placed around every table like they were eating. These figurines had been 
made in such a way that they looked like they were participating in the 
banquet. Each one was different and very lifelike. Their clothes, postures, 

 
19 The raw said “wax” but I thought “balm” was better (I was thinking of the Egyptians embalming meat using a 
special balm/resin from this article here). 

https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/meat-mummy-buried-with-ancient-egyptians-was-lovingly-preserved
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headdresses, and even their expressions were just like living people. The 
color on them was fading, but it was obvious that the previous colors had 
been very bright and gorgeous. Shen Qianjue immediately understood 
that the most valuable things here were these figurines. Their artistic 
value alone couldn’t be estimated. 

Her partner sighed, “Ah, I poisoned them too early. We can’t move these 
things by ourselves.” 

Shen Qianjue came back to her senses at this time. She thought of how 
Old Bing and his team had disappeared and became very worried that 
they had all succumbed to the poison and died. She immediately asked 
her partner to accompany her to find them, but the other woman turned 
on a flashlight and pointed it at one of the tables on the second level. 
“Look. They’re over there.” 

When Shen Qianjue followed the source of light, she saw Old Bing and his 
team sitting awkwardly in front of a stone table in the dark. None of them 
had turned on their lights, no one was speaking, and their bodies were as 
stiff as the ceramic figurines. It’s over, she thought to herself. They’re all 
dead. But at this time, they smelled a strange scent that was filling the air 
around Old Bing. 

The two women leaned over cautiously. Shen Qianjue found that there 
weren’t any gems in the dishes on Old Bing’s table but strange black 
stones that looked just like black sarcomas. The whole table was covered 
in them. There was also a sign next to it that had the name of this food 
written on it.  
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Chapter 20 Shigong’s Mole 

The stone table that Old Bing and his team were sitting around resembled 
a private booth. The area was enclosed by a white stone railing that had a 
gap in it and a group of ceramic figurines was standing nearby. The sign 
stood on the table next to those “black sarcomas”. It was about the size 
of a modern fast food box, made of wood, and its edges were rotten. The 
ancient Mongolian written on it in black ink was faintly discernible. 

A column of large characters about eight centimeters high was on the top 
part of the wooden sign while four columns of small characters the size of 
fingernails were on the bottom part. The big characters could be seen 
clearly but the small characters couldn’t. 

Shen Qianjue knew some ancient Mongolian because she had studied it 
before joining this operation and even brought some information with 
her. She carefully looked at the characters on the sign and figured out 
that the big ones said: Shigong’s mole. 

When I heard this, I had to repeatedly confirm with her: was it really a 
mole? 

If the characters had said “roasted” or “baked”, I would have thought that 
it was normal. But I didn’t think that they would stand for “mole”.20 My 
throat tightened at the somewhat disgusting image. 

The literal meaning was easy to understand. Shen Qianjue told us that 
Shigong Mountain was the name of a sacred mountain in Mongolian 
mythology. Shigong was the mountain god and these black sarcomas 
were literally his moles. 

I looked at the black stone sarcomas I had placed on the lounge chair and 
suddenly realized that the texture really did resemble a mole on the 
human body. Plus, they were the huge kind where you could see the 
blood vessels. Were the moles on this mountain god a delicacy or 
something? What was the logic behind their symbolic meaning? I didn’t 
know much about the secret history of Mongolian shamanism. In fact, I 

 
20 Mole and roast have similar pronunciations in Chinese. Birthmark/Mole= zhì (痣). Broil/roast= zhì (炙) 
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really didn’t have a clue. All I knew was that I felt a little disgusted so I 
couldn’t even look at those black stones directly. 

When Shen Qianjue and her partner got close to Old Bing and his team, 
they found that everyone was still alive, but they were sitting there 
motionless and breathing very slowly. 

At this time, the moles on the table were exuding a strange fragrance. 
Shen Qianjue still felt that things were strange, but she suddenly found 
that there was drool at the corners of her mouth. 

Her revulsion was very strong since the huge moles looked disgusting—
especially since they were all piled up—but for some reason, she found 
herself wanting to eat them. In fact, the desire was difficult to contain for 
a while, which made all of her hair stand on end. 

She glanced at her partner, who was looking at one of the men’s mouth. 
Old Bing’s team member had apparently swallowed something so huge 
that it strained both sides of his mouth. 

The two women looked at each other silently when suddenly, Shen 
Qianjue’s partner picked up a “mole” and put it into her mouth without 
an ounce of hesitation. 

We all felt nauseous when we heard this on the satellite phone. Shen 
Qianjue’s tone was very hesitant as she spoke, making it obvious that she 
was unwilling to recall that moment. She was shocked at that time and 
immediately went over to make her partner vomit the mole up. 

As her partner began retching, Shen Qianjue pulled her further and 
further away from the table. When the fragrance wasn’t so strong, her 
partner vomited even more. Then, Shen Qianjue started arguing with her. 

But after exchanging less than six or seven sentences, her partner 
suddenly covered her mouth and pushed her into the darkness. As it 
turned out, everyone at Old Bing’s table had suddenly stood up. 

They were still silent at first and didn’t even react to Shen Qianjue’s 
flashlight, but slowly, they began moving around again. 
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In Shen Qianjue’s narrative, Old Bing and his team gradually returned to 
normal after being in a complete trance-like state. But when the two 
women’s flashlights first illuminated them, they still looked like corpses 
that were moving very strangely. 

Shen Qianjue didn’t insist on detoxifying them anymore since it was 
obvious that Old Bing and his team had been bewitched. Her partner told 
her to turn off the flashlight and hide in the dark. After coming out of 
their trance-like state, Old Bing and his team turned on their flashlights 
and started talking to each other. Based on their conversation, Shen 
Qianjue was certain that they had no idea what had happened just now. 

The two women hid in the dark until Old Bing and his team left. The 
whole tomb fell into absolute darkness but they still waited for a while. 

It was probably around the twenty-minute mark when Shen Qianjue 
turned on her flashlight again. At that time, they saw that they were 
surrounded by a bunch of pale-faced people. They didn’t know when it 
had happened, but those people were all standing very close to the two 
of them. They were so close, in fact, that they were almost half an arm’s 
length away. 

This feeling of terror was so intense that Shen Qianjue immediately 
screamed. 

It turned out that Old Bing and his men—who they thought had left—not 
only didn’t leave but had also surrounded them in the dark. They were all 
deathly pale and were looking at Shen Qianjue and her partner with 
wooden expressions on their faces. 

At that time, Shen Qianjue immediately realized that there was 
something wrong with these people, but her partner had already jumped 
into action and started fighting them. 

Her flashlight was knocked down in the chaos and her partner told her to 
hide, so Shen Qianjue ran into the dark at that time. By the time she came 
back to her senses, she had already fled to the edge of the giant 
octagonal coffin. She used the spare light source she carried with her—a 
glow stick—to illuminate her surroundings. There was a relief on the giant 
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coffin that depicted a strange group of people with fins on the sides of 
their heads. The title of the tomb owner was written on the front of the 
coffin. 

Shen Qianjue turned pale with fright when she saw it. This title made it 
very clear that no person was buried in this coffin. 

Shen Qianjue’s voice was full of emotion as she spoke, but I felt cold all 
over as soon as I heard it. At this time, however, the satellite phone was 
suddenly full of white noise and her voice became distorted a few times. 
Gradually, we couldn’t even hear her at all. We all looked at each other as 
we realized that the satellite was crossing the border and the signal was 
interrupted. 
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Chapter 21 Ghost Satellite 

We all continued to look at each other. It was just like watching the last 
scene of a movie at the cinema. You’re all tensed up, your nails are 
digging into your thighs, and then suddenly, the movie screen gets lifted 
up. 

At this time, our souls were still beside the octagonal coffin but only the 
wind on the grassland was left in our ears. 

After a long time, I slowly cursed, “Fuck.” 

“You should have given some guidance just now. This girl was too 
detailed. Now where are we at? What was the point? Shit, it’s worse than 
reading a novel.” Fatty complained to me while frantically scratching his 
hair. Then he looked at Jin Wantang, “We’re leaving today. Will we be 
able to get the satellite signal tomorrow?” 

I rubbed my face, “Basically, just don’t eat indiscriminately when you go 
in.” We definitely couldn’t wait any longer. Shen Qianjue’s details worked 
just fine for me. After all, I was the type of person who thought about 
problems from the details. The information she had provided was very 
precious to me. Even though we hadn’t finished talking, we still had more 
than ten days to go after we set off. We could just continue to 
communicate at this time tomorrow. I believed that someone with her 
character would definitely keep their phone close tomorrow if they didn’t 
finish speaking the first time. 

“Do I look like the kind of person who licks people’s moles? That’s too 
unhygienic,” Fatty said angrily. 

“Look at these corpses. They ate these moles until their stomachs were 
filled. There must be a reason why this thing is called a delicacy. You may 
end up bewitched, and afterwards, you might even eat something more 
disgusting than moles.” 

Fatty touched his chin and looked at the pile of Shigong’s moles on the 
lounge chair. I didn’t know why, but now they looked extremely 
repulsive. Although everyone had something like moles on their bodies, 
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they seemed like some kind of very evil spirit now that we had heard this 
story. Fatty picked one up, held it up to his cheek, and put on a charming 
expression, “Master, come and kiss your humble servant’s mole.” 

My whole body broke out in goosebumps. I immediately turned my head, 
threw a backpack to him, and told him to pack everything up quickly. 

Our lounge chairs were made of threaded steel pipes, so we dismantled 
them and packed them back up. Each person had a flare gun and six flares 
and the dry food was still in the Hundred Treasures Bag21 we had brought. 
Since we had come out more often, we would reform the types of dry 
food we brought every time. Now the food wasn’t as monotonous as it 
used to be. 

Then there were ropes, miner’s lamps, and two types of flashlights—one 
with high power and one with low power. We also had a bunch of cold 
fireworks, glow sticks, and even special buttons I had bought that could 
shine for three hours when I pressed them. The miner’s lamps required 
you to hand-crank them to generate electricity. 

When it came to weapons, I had my Kukri while Fatty and Poker-Face 
both had those threaded steel pipes. In terms of tools, we had folding 
shovels, Luoyang shovel heads, binoculars, and a satellite phone. Now we 
were bringing along Shigong’s moles and a piece of that ceramic figurine. 

After inspecting everything, we filled up three waterskins and distributed 
all of the materials across six horses. Then, each of us mounted a horse, 
took the lead reins of the remaining three horses, and hit the road, 
heading towards the coordinates Shen Qianjue had given us. 

It was a journey that relied almost entirely on GPS navigation. There 
weren’t any landmarks along the way—only endless grasslands—but the 
scenery was particularly beautiful. Poker-Face was in the front, I was in 
the middle, and Fatty was in the rear. The three of us still had a few 
conversations in the beginning, but the wind soon got stronger and we 
got tired of talking, so we started walking silently. I began to think 
carefully about the plan. 

 
21 A pocket/bag used by ancient warriors to hold various necessary utensils for “work”. 
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Xiao Hua and the others definitely didn’t enter the place that Shen 
Qianjue had mentioned. Shen Qianjue and the others had escaped 
unscathed, which indicated that there wasn’t much danger in that place 
so there wasn’t a need to warn Poker-Face. Moreover, Xiao Hua didn’t 
know that Poker-Face would be here. When they first set off, Jin Wantang 
hadn’t come to us yet, so Xiao Hua must have known the overall situation 
on the grassland and knew that Poker-Face might appear in this situation. 
That was why he issued that warning. 

This showed that Xiao Hua was already aware that the situation on the 
grassland was abnormal. So, all of his actions would be geared towards 
seeking advantages and avoiding disadvantages. 

I felt a little relieved, but I was afraid we’d need more clues to infer where 
they had gone, where we were going, and what the connection between 
them was. The only thing we could do now was go to the coordinates 
Shen Qianjue had given us. 

There was nothing to say the whole way, and we camped that night. After 
being buffeted by the wind all day, my face felt a little hot and painful. I 
was also a little exhausted physically, so I didn’t want to talk. 

Poker-Face, as always, didn’t talk but his expression seemed to be a little 
more serious than usual. I figured he was thinking about something. I no 
longer insisted on people telling me everything, but I was still worried 
when I saw his expression. 

He hadn’t had this kind of expression for a long time: he knew something, 
but he couldn’t figure out what was going on. 

He was on guard duty all night so that we could rest seriously, but it just 
gave me an ominous feeling. What will happen tonight? He was silently 
grooming his horse, but his attention was always on the darkness around 
us. 

“What kind of place is Shigong Mountain?” Fatty suddenly asked me. 

I wasn’t familiar with Mongolia’s mountains, so I shook my head and told 
him that I didn’t know. “I just thought about it,” Fatty said. “Shigong 
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Mountain is a big mountain, but it’s very white and covered in black 
spots. These black spots are all Shigong’s moles. They have a strange 
fragrance when they’re dug up, which makes people want to eat them.” 

I looked at Fatty and sneered, “It’s also possible that Shigong is a type of 
person who has this kind of mole on his body. Maybe they seize this type 
of person, tie them up, and let people rub their moles every day until 
they’re big, dark, and hard. Then they cut them off and eat them.” I was 
just in an anxious mood, so if he wanted to say disgusting things, then I 
definitely wouldn’t lose. 

“So you’re saying that there’s only one mole in these people’s stomachs, 
and when it’s eaten, the mole will infect them and cause others to grow 
in the stomach?” Fatty countered. 

I thought for a while, eventually coming up with an idea that was enough 
to make me shudder. But I didn’t say it in the end. Fatty continued, “Why 
is this kind of mountain mole called ‘Shigong’s mole’ instead of ‘mountain 
mole’? I think there has to be a reason for it that we just don’t know 
about.” 

I sighed. Mountain mole? Are we going to the Grand Line?22 

After telling Fatty to stop chattering away and go to bed early, something 
in the backpack at my feet suddenly made a “beep” sound. 

The sound was so short that it startled me. 

Fatty and I exchanged a glance. I quickly grabbed the bag and unzipped it, 
only to find that it was the satellite phone. 

I immediately felt nervous. It’s over. Did it just short-circuit and burn the 
speaker? 

Just as I was thinking this, the satellite phone suddenly made another 
noise and a sound came out. This string of sounds was very long and 
rhythmic. 

 
22 The Grand Line is an ocean current in the manga/anime “One Piece” where the majority of the plot takes 
place. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Piece
https://onepiece.fandom.com/wiki/Grand_Line
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I stared at it blankly for a moment. Scientifically speaking, this satellite 
phone would never ring at this time unless we were in a thunderstorm. 

Fatty also found it very strange. After he picked it up and adjusted the 
frequency, I suddenly heard a Chinese sentence come from the satellite 
phone. There was a lot of white noise, but that sentence had probably 
been: It’s so dark, it’s so dark here. 

The voice was very cold, hoarse, and quiet, as if the speaker was in an 
extremely weak condition. 

“Who is this?” Fatty immediately asked. 

The other party seemed unable to hear him and continued, “It’s too dark 
to see.” 

Fatty wanted to ask again, but Poker-Face—who was placating the horses 
on the side—immediately waved his hand and told Fatty not to speak. 

I understood this gesture and immediately broke out in a cold sweat. This 
action wasn’t to tell Fatty not to make any noise so that he could hear 
clearly; it was to tell Fatty not to expose himself. 
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Chapter 22 Obituary 

Fatty dared not speak any more. The three of us stopped moving and 
listened carefully to the voice on the satellite phone. 

After saying “it’s too dark”, the voice paused for a moment and a bunch 
of rhythmic white noise could be heard, as if the speaker was moving. 
Soon, I heard the white noise stop and then there was a string of strange 
sounds. 

These sounds were very similar to the sound of the wind or the sound of 
a door being bolted shut, but I thought that they sounded kind of like a 
human whimper. Or maybe it was the stretched-out sound of someone 
weeping. 

The sound lasted for about three minutes before the white noise started 
up again. But it was shorter this time, and then the voice spoke again. 

This time, he began to say several names: “Bai Jinyou, Laxi Dongribu, 
Wang Shixi, Li Xiangdong.” 

I frowned. I didn’t know if these four names were actually right since I 
was just going off of what I could hear, but I made sure to remember 
them anyways since he had started to list them off. 

Hearing the names of these strangers on the satellite phone was almost 
like we were listening to someone reading an obituary. It was very 
strange and terrifying. 

After saying those four names, the satellite phone went silent. Fatty 
couldn’t wait any longer and gestured at me, telling me to hurry up and 
analyze the situation. 

First of all, I was sure that this was a man, but I couldn’t tell whether he 
was talking to himself or other people. 

But if he was talking to other people around him, then they weren’t 
responding to him. 
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Why would he want to recite people’s names? Was he sane? I didn’t think 
so. 

There was another long string of white noise, followed by a long silence. 
The only sound we could hear now was the wind blowing through the air. 
Fatty was just about to speak when the voice suddenly appeared again. 

The voice continued to say even more names, but there were so many of 
them that I couldn’t remember them all. 

He didn’t repeat them, so these voices went in one ear and out the other. 
He probably listed out six or seven more names before his voice 
disappeared again. 

Fatty was getting a little impatient, but Poker-Face had already come over 
and forced him to put the satellite phone down. As a result, he had to try 
his best to endure not answering. 

Fatty made a few gestures, which meant that if there was a chance to 
communicate now and we didn’t take it, then we may not have the 
opportunity later. It would just be better to ask this person directly. 

Poker-Face shook his head. I actually wanted to respond as well since the 
words were so distorted now that I couldn’t make any sense of them, but 
Poker-Face was very determined. 

Then, we heard the sound of a whimper mixed in with the white noise. At 
this time, I was almost certain that someone was crying. 

After that, the person started talking again, but he was still just listing 
names. 

Only this time, he said one name in particular. 

“Wu Xie.” 

I stared blankly for a moment, but at this time, I suddenly saw that there 
was a fourth person among us. He appeared behind Fatty and was 
looking at me from over Fatty’s shoulder. 
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I swear up and down that he was squatting in a strange position. His face 
was very dark—abnormally so—and his two eyes were bright, just like an 
animal’s eyes at night. 

I was so scared that I fell backwards, but when I looked up again, the man 
was gone. Fatty was startled by my sudden movement and wanted to ask 
what I was doing, but I quickly stood up, picked up my knife from the 
side, and inserted it into the belt at my waist. Then I started looking 
everywhere for that person. 

But within the halo of light cast by the bonfire, there wasn’t a single 
person to be found. 

I was panicked, full of doubt, and gasping for breath as I recalled the last 
few minutes. I was absolutely certain that a man had suddenly appeared 
at that time. But in the few seconds when I had panicked and fell, he 
disappeared just as quickly as he had arrived. It was so fast, in fact, that I 
didn’t even see his face clearly. All I saw was that he was abnormally dark. 

Fatty wanted to ask me what was going on, but Poker-Face put his hand 
on his arm to stop him, silently asking him not to make a sound. I saw 
that Poker-Face’s expression was very serious, so I tried my best to calm 
myself down. 

What was that just now? If it appeared like that, is it a ghost? 

I had heard that it was very easy to encounter paranormal phenomena on 
the grasslands. In fact, one of my friends had gone to the grasslands to 
take photos for a research project. One night, seven people were playing 
Zha Jin Hua in the yurt23 to pass the time. But as they were playing, the 
dealer couldn’t shake the feeling that the number of cards left over was 
wrong. After the game was over, everyone returned the cards to him so 
that he could reshuffle them. As he did so, he suddenly realized that he 
had dealt out eight hands just now. 

But there were only seven people playing, so why did he deal for eight? 
After thinking about it carefully, he remembered that there had always 

 
23 Zha Jin Hua is a card game. Kind of sounds like poker to me. Info here. A yurt is a portable, round tent 
covered with skins or felt. Info here, but if you’ve seen “Long Ballad”, it’s what the Ashile tribe lives in. 

http://www.a1game.net/en_Cardgames-ZJH.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yurt
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been an inconspicuous local who played together with them. But as he 
looked for this person now, he couldn’t find them at all. 

What I found most strange at this time was that things were seriously 
wrong on this grassland. It was only our first day since we had set off and 
we had already encountered something strange again. 

I looked at the darkness around me and suddenly felt that the grassland 
was alive. No, it wasn’t the grassland that was alive, but the darkness. It 
was looking at me, ready to tease us. 

It was a very strange feeling. I couldn’t sense anything in the darkness 
around me, but I felt that something was wrong with the darkness as a 
whole. 

The satellite phone was silent for a while and then the white noise 
appeared again. The same man came on again and said the same words 
from before, “It’s so dark.” This time, his tone had changed and suddenly 
became a little more fierce. 

Poker-Face immediately turned the satellite phone off. Fatty was twice as 
confused as before, but at this time, I heard a voice come from the 
darkness outside of our bonfire’s light, “It’s too dark here.” 

It wasn’t from the satellite phone, but from the darkness nearby. Then we 
heard the white noise again. It was also coming from the darkness, as if a 
satellite phone was over there. 

All three of us immediately looked in that direction. I didn’t even have 
time to react before Poker-Face was already walking over there. 
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Chapter 23 See Out of the Corner of Your Eye 

Fatty and I didn’t dare speak as we followed Poker-Face into the 
darkness. This situation is really abnormal. I guess I won’t be getting any 
sleep tonight. 

Poker-Face made a gesture when we reached the boundary between the 
firelight and the darkness. Fatty and I both nodded in understanding. 

The white noise was probably about ten meters away from us in the 
darkness, but we couldn’t see anything there. Poker-Face wasn’t ready to 
use a flashlight just yet, which meant that he wanted to sneak up on 
whatever was there. He suddenly changed his gesture, and the three of 
us moved at the same time, rushing into the darkness as fast as possible. 

As soon as we entered that dark area, we all crouched in the grass as we 
continued moving forward. 

The white noise continued on in front of us for a while, and then that 
male voice appeared again. 

But this time, the voice sounded so strange that I couldn’t understand 
what he was saying. 

I paused. The tone sounded very urgent now. 

I came to a complete stop as I heard the voice in the grass up ahead say 
something else, but I still couldn’t hear it clearly. 

In the dark, I could see that Poker-Face had also come to a stop and was 
now crouching on my left. I couldn’t actually see him clearly, but I could 
tell from his body shape. 

I continued creeping forward and soon saw something up ahead. There 
was a small red dot flashing about seven or eight meters away from us—
it was the indicator light on a satellite phone. The red dot would flash a 
few times every time there was static, but it wasn’t very bright at all. It 
seemed that the phone just had this indicator light and didn’t actually 
have a lighting function. 
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When I looked at that little red dot, I immediately felt that something was 
wrong. The dot wasn’t in the grass, but up in the air. In other words, 
something was holding this satellite phone up. 

I looked at Poker-Face next to me and found that he hadn’t moved from 
his previous position. As it turned out, I had accidentally taken the lead. 
Now I was only three or four meters away from that little red dot. 

I felt a little flustered. 

I strained my eyes and was finally able to make out a vague figure 
squatting behind the little red dot. It was too dark for me to see clearly, 
but he seemed to be holding a satellite phone and making a gesture like 
he wanted to hand it to me. 

I looked back at Poker-Face to see when he would come up so that we 
could rush over together, but Poker-Face’s shadow just continued to 
squat there, completely motionless. 

I didn’t know what was going on, so I could only stay still. At this time, 
however, the red dot in front of me dimmed and my eyes lost focus. The 
white noise also temporarily disappeared. 

I started to break out in a cold sweat and looked back at Poker-Face 
again. This time, I found that he was finally crawling towards me. 

I breathed a sigh of relief and turned my attention back to the darkness in 
front of me. The red dot didn’t appear again. 

It was at this moment that I suddenly felt that something was wrong. The 
way that Poker-Face was crawling just now was so uncoordinated that it 
wasn’t like him at all. 

I turned my head and looked out of the corner of my eye. Poker-Face’s 
shadow was slowly crawling towards me in the dark, but I really couldn’t 
see it clearly. All I could see was a black patch of color. 

I didn’t know why, but I instinctively felt that it was wrong. 
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As I looked at that vague shape out of the corner of my eye, I couldn’t 
help but feel that the way it was crawling was different from how Poker-
Face would usually move. 

It took me a while to figure it out, so by the time I completely turned 
around, the shadow had already crawled to my feet and was moving into 
a crouch. 

In an instant, all my hair stood on end and I broke out in a cold sweat. I 
immediately decided that this wasn’t Poker-Face because the shadow 
that was crouching in front of me had a big head. 

I took a step back and pulled out my flashlight—I couldn’t adhere to 
Poker-Face’s instructions at this time. I turned on my flashlight and 
pointed it at the shadow. 

But as soon as I looked, I was surprised to find that nothing was there. I 
didn’t see anything illuminated in the flashlight’s beam at all. 

I swept my flashlight around but still didn’t see anything. Even Poker-Face 
and Fatty weren’t around. What’s going on? I immediately stood up and 
looked in the direction of the bonfire. I’ll just run back, I said to myself. 

I started running towards the bonfire, moving so fast that it didn’t take 
me long to reach the boundary between firelight and darkness. But when 
I was near the bonfire, I suddenly heard my own satellite phone—which I 
had placed by the fire—start making noises again. 

The voice was completely incomprehensible, but it seemed to be saying a 
long sentence. 

I went up and picked up the satellite phone, recalling that Poker-Face had 
turned it off earlier. I looked around with my flashlight again, but Poker-
Face and Fatty were nowhere to be seen. I wondered if they were still 
lying in the grass. 

I shined my flashlight on the place where I was just now, but there was 
nothing there. 
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I broke out in a cold sweat as I had a strange flash of inspiration. I turned 
my head and looked out of the corner of my eye at the direction my 
flashlight was shining in. I knew that there were some things I could only 
see if I used my peripheral vision. 

Out of the corner of my eye, I vaguely saw a person standing on the dark 
grassland, right at the edge of the circle of light cast by the bonfire. Based 
on their posture, they seemed to be trying to walk into the range of the 
bonfire’s flames. 

As the night wind blew and the flames flickered, that vague person’s hand 
reached out and actually touched my hair. 
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Chapter 24 Stampede of Wild Horses 

I turned around to see where that thing was standing, but I couldn’t see 
anything at all. 

I immediately took a step back. At that moment, I had actually felt 
something touch my hair. 

Although the shadow in my peripheral vision was very vague, I knew for 
sure that I had seen two fins around its ears. My mind was buzzing as I 
thought to myself, did those corpses with fins start moving last night 
because this strange thing was causing mischief? 

Maybe something like this had been standing behind those corpses, but 
ordinary people couldn’t see it. And maybe the reason I had accidentally 
seen it was because my eyes had become farsighted as I got older. But 
could ordinary people also see these fins out of the corner of their eyes? 

My mind was a complete mess at this time. I looked at the empty 
grassland, turned my eyes away, and peeked out of the corner of my eye 
again. 

That thing was still there. 

It was slowly walking around the halo of light cast by the bonfire, as if it 
were looking for a place where the light was weak. This thing wasn’t 
afraid of flashlights, but it seemed to be afraid of going near the bonfire. 

I slowly retreated until I reached the edge of the bonfire. Then, I began 
adding coal and grass to it. The bonfire actually wasn’t very strong 
anymore, so the flames almost died down whenever the wind blew. 
When this happened, the light was instantly swallowed by the darkness. 

Since the flames were already weak, they basically disappeared as soon 
as I put the coal and grass on them. I cursed in my heart and immediately 
squatted down to blow the flames back to life, trying to make the fire 
flourish again. At this time, however, I suddenly felt a finger poke my hair. 
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I stopped, looked out of the corner of my eye, and found that something 
was wrong. My flashlight was shining in the other direction and I was 
facing the bonfire, so there was an elongated shadow behind me. When 
the bonfire went dark, my shadow became thicker and the darkness 
outside immediately latched onto it. 

That thing stepped onto my shadow, avoided the firelight, and started 
crawling towards me. 

I immediately stepped aside so that the bonfire could directly illuminate 
the area. That fuzzy human figure in my peripheral vision disappeared in 
an instant, but I still pointed my flashlight at my shadow to dilute the 
darkness just in case. 

At this time, the bonfire slowly began to flourish. I took the “eternal” feed 
from the side and threw it directly onto the bonfire. The flames were 
even stronger now, and I couldn’t see that thing when I looked out of the 
corner of my eye. 

But as the fire became stronger, my shadow grew longer. I found that the 
bonfire was located at a very low position, so my shadow would connect 
to the darkness outside. Fortunately, the shadow was very weak 
whenever the bonfire was flourishing. 

But what creeped me out the most was that when I saw that thing at a 
close distance just now, I discovered that it actually had facial features. 
Even though I was looking out of the corner of my eye, I could definitely 
tell that it was a human face. 

I started clapping. This was a signal the three of us had agreed on that 
meant: if you’re not dealing with a highly urgent situation right now, give 
up the original plan and immediately reunite. 

I wanted them both to come back right now. 

After clapping a few more times, I swept my flashlight over the grassland 
but still didn’t see anything. I started to get nervous, please don’t leave 
me alone. My instincts were telling me that the situation this time was 
completely different from our previous grave-robbing experiences. This 
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wasn’t something we had experienced before, nor did it even come close 
to anything we had experienced. 

At this time, I suddenly saw a flare shoot out of the grass and soar into 
the sky, illuminating the surrounding grassland. 

When I looked in front of me, I found that a small forest had appeared. 

I swear to God, we had traveled all day and didn’t see a trace of any 
forests along the way. 

I knew for a fact that I hadn’t seen a second forest on the grassland. Is 
this the grove we camped at before? I wondered. Are we back? 

It was too dark for me to recognize it, but what if we had really gone 
back? 

How did that happen? 

I felt like I was going crazy. 

Then I saw Fatty stand up from a pile of grass. He was also clutching his 
hair and had a look of disbelief on his face. 

I breathed a sigh of relief when I saw him. At least I’m not alone. 

Fatty also turned and started to run back to me. He was very far away 
from where I had been before, which made it obvious that we had quickly 
gotten separated after we entered the darkness. I didn’t know what had 
happened at that time. 

Fatty was rushing right towards me, but then he suddenly stopped after a 
few steps. 

I waved at him—silently telling him not to hesitate—but he pointed at 
something behind me, suddenly took out his cell phone, and started 
taking pictures. 

Completely baffled, I looked back but didn’t see anything behind me. I 
did, however, hear a deafening sound in the darkness behind me, which 
almost sounded like an earthquake. 
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I didn’t know what was going on, but Fatty’s behavior instantly made my 
blood run cold. I immediately started running towards him. Is it possible 
that the thing didn’t leave just now? Is it on my shoulders or something? 

As soon as I left the bonfire’s circle of light, Poker-Face rushed out of the 
darkness on the other side of the camp and jumped onto one of the 
horses. When it leaped over the bonfire and rushed up behind me, Poker-
Face lifted me onto the horse with one hand. Then, two men and one 
horse rushed towards Fatty. 

As soon as Fatty saw us get on the horse, he immediately turned around 
and ran into the woods. I looked back and saw dozens of wild horses 
suddenly rushing out of the darkness. They ran straight through our tents, 
trampling everything including the bonfire. 

Is this a stampede of wild horses? 

There were wild horses on the Mongolian grasslands, and I had heard 
that wild horses in general were very easily frightened. But this was too 
exaggerated. This kind of situation was something that only appeared in 
documentaries. 

We came all this way without seeing a single wild horse, so why were 
there suddenly so many of them on this dark night? 

We arrived at Fatty’s position in an instant, and Poker-Face shouted, “Go 
left!” 

Fatty immediately turned and Poker-Face said to me, “Hold on. We’ll lead 
the horses to the edge of the forest.” He pulled on the reins and urged 
the horse into the woods, leading the other horses away from Fatty. 

The forest was dark, so I immediately lit a cold firework as soon as we 
rushed in. All the wild horses followed us in, so we found a huge tree to 
hide behind and let the stampede rush past us. 

In that brief moment that they ran past, I noticed that a group of them 
had a lot of scars that looked like words. But all too soon, they 
disappeared into the woods.  
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Chapter 25 Chasing Horses 

While I was frozen in shock, Poker-Face urged our horse on without an 
ounce of hesitation. I thought that he was going to rush out of the woods 
again, but as it turned out, he started chasing those wild horses instead. 

Chasing a herd of stampeding horses in the woods was extremely 
exciting. We almost crashed into all kinds of branches and tree trunks in 
our mad dash, but our horse quickly avoided them all. 

Even though the cold firework could only illuminate a limited area around 
us, it was still indispensable. I handed it to Poker-Face, turned on my 
flashlight, and pointed it in front of us. 

We could see the wild horses in the distance, but they were very fast and 
our horse was carrying two people. It wouldn’t take long before we 
wouldn’t even be able to see those horses’ hindquarters. In the end, 
Poker-Face had no choice but to give up the chase. 

As the sound of stampeding hooves quickly disappeared, extreme quiet 
was restored all around. I wanted to look out of the corner of my eye to 
see if there was anything around us, but Poker-Face didn’t even give me 
the chance. He pulled on the reins, turned the horse around, and rushed 
out of the woods. 

As we quickly made it out, the flare fell to the grassland, completely 
extinguished. There was the lingering smell of something burning hanging 
in the air. Poker-Face rode more than a hundred meters away from the 
forest before turning the horse around. My cold firework illuminated the 
area around us, but neither the trees nor our tents could be seen. 

“Fatty!” I shouted. 

We heard someone clapping in the distance, so Poker-Face urged the 
horse over there. Soon, we saw Fatty crouching in the grass. 

After Poker-Face and I dismounted, I immediately asked him what was 
going on. He motioned for me not to ask and then said, “Put your clothes 
on backwards.” 
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I knew this saying. The Lamaism and Shamanism legends said that if you 
encountered malicious spirits on the grasslands, you should wear your 
clothes backwards so that they couldn’t figure out where your front was. 
But in the Lamaism legends, this practice taught lamas how to catch 
ghosts. 

It wasn’t surprising that Poker-Face knew this, but did that mean that he 
wanted to catch ghosts? I was feeling a little uneasy, but I still complied 
anyways. The three of us quickly took off our clothes, put them on 
backwards, and stood up awkwardly. 

“Let’s go,” Poker-Face said. 

As it turned out, he wanted us to make a run for it. I immediately 
breathed a sigh of relief and helped Fatty up. Fatty’s face was pale, and 
he waved his hand but couldn’t speak. He seemed to be out of breath 
after all that running. Poker-Face fired another flare and we rushed back 
to the tents. We found that everything had been trampled and the 
bonfire was very dim. With the help of the flare’s light, we started to 
clean everything up. 

“If it’s not convenient to elaborate, just give me a simple hint,” I said to 
Poker-Face as I cleaned up. 

He glanced around before pointing in a certain direction, “If you can see 
things, look at that spot.” 

I peeked out of the corner of my eye and immediately saw the shadow of 
a man standing there. He was facing us coldly, but he appeared to be very 
far away from us. 

“What are they?” 

“I don’t know, but they’re driving the horses.” Poker-Face told us that 
these horses were gradually being driven to gather into a large group 
nearby and then made to run here. He pointed to a certain spot, “They’re 
driving the horses in that direction.” 
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I felt a chill in my heart and glanced at the small forest. At this time, we 
felt the ground vibrate again and all three of us looked back at the 
darkness on the other side. 

Here we go again. 

“Let’s go!” Fatty shouted. All three of us jumped onto our horses and 
turned on our lanterns. At this time, I saw our satellite phone. 

I no longer cared about figuring out what the strange satellite phone 
sounds on the grassland were. It was our own satellite phone, but there 
was a brief moment where I didn’t want to take it with us. After thinking 
about it, though, I bent down and picked it up. Then, I waved to the other 
two and we quickly set off. 

Soon, another group of wild horses rushed past the place where we had 
just been standing. But this time, there were even more of them. We 
reached a high slope and fired off another flare, revealing a shocking 
sight—tens of thousands of horses were galloping past. 

There were probably less than ten thousand of them, but we couldn’t 
even see their heads since there were so many of them. 

This scene was too unreal. Were there really that many wild horses on 
the grasslands? 

When I used my peripheral vision to look at these wild horses, I could see 
that there were figures riding on the backs of many of them. They really 
did seem to be driving these horses towards the forest. 

The horses ran past quickly and then it became silent all around again. 
But the sounds of the stampeding horses had disappeared too quickly, so 
I was certain that something was wrong. 

Since our clothes were on backwards, it almost looked like we were riding 
our horses backwards, which was a very funny sight. “Are we pretending 
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to be Zhang Guolao24?” Fatty asked. “Isn’t that a bit much if all three of us 
are doing it?” 

I took out the satellite phone’s battery and put it away. The phone didn’t 
ring again, so our surroundings were even more quiet. 

“Do you think those horses are alive? Or are they ghosts?” I asked Fatty 
and Poker-Face. The two of them looked at me, so I added, “I don’t 
believe there are that many wild horses in Mongolia.” 

I had a very vague impression of Mongolian wild horses in my memory 
and seemed to remember that they should be endangered. Of course, 
there were millions of wild horses on the grasslands back then, but that 
must have been thousands of years ago. 

It was said that the tombs of nobles in the Yuan Dynasty were leveled 
with thousands of horses. People used to herd wild horses from nearby 
areas and then keep driving them until they scattered across the 
grasslands. Wasn’t the scene just now like a scene from that time? 

The three of us remained silent. To be honest, there was no easy way to 
draw conclusions from everything that had happened tonight. 

But in any case, this was apparently a road for stampeding horses, which 
was very unsafe. Poker-Face signaled for us to leave, so the three of us 
turned on the GPS, identified the direction we wanted to go in, and 
slowly led the horses into the darkness. 

After taking a few steps, I used my peripheral vision to look back at the 
darkness behind me. When we were in the Seven Star Lu Palace so many 
years ago, Pan Zi had told me not to look back. I couldn’t resist the 
temptation back then and I still couldn’t resist it now. When I peeked out 
of the corner of my eye, I saw the same thing from before. It was even 
repeating the same action. What was so special about this humanoid 
figure that I could only see it out of the corner of my eye? I didn’t see any 

 
24 A Chinese mythological figure and one of the Eight Immortals in the Taoist pantheon (he was actually a real 
historical figure). He was said to be very eccentric. In art pieces, he’s typically shown riding his white mule, 
usually seated facing backwards. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhang_Guolao
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traces of people over there, and even the darkness in that area seemed 
to have returned to normal. 

I suddenly had a strange idea about what had happened just now. Did 
those “people” want us to leave the road that the horses ran on? Were 
they warning us? 

Truthfully, we would’ve already been black and blue if we encountered 
such a situation in a tomb in the past. And although we had been scared 
to death just now, we weren’t injured at all. 

I didn’t think about it any further, because acts of kindness at this time 
were very dangerous. 

We continued to walk on in a daze, not stopping until dawn broke. 

As the haze on the grassland revealed by the morning light started to 
dissipate, we finally dismounted. The horses were so tired that they were 
swaying, and even Ping Lian fell to the ground and started snoring. When 
we looked around, we couldn’t see the forest from yesterday, nor those 
wild horses. Everything was as beautiful as when we had first arrived in 
the grassland. 

It’s all lies, I said to myself. This place is crazy at night and causes all sorts 
of trouble. Last night’s situation was just a ghost hitting a wall.25 

I sat down on the grassland, feeling sleepy. God, I had never felt so sleepy 
before. Last night, there was even a period of time where I felt as if I was 
too old to endure it. Now I was starting to feel like something was 
wrong—this grassland was sucking my energy away. 

It was only a few hours later when we talked to Shen Qianjue on the 
satellite phone again that we finally learned what had happened last 
night. 

Indeed, it was a change I could never imagine.  

 
25 “Ghost hitting a wall” is a Chinese folk phrase that describes a situation where you get lost and end up going 
in circles. The idea is that when traveling in remote areas, a person is obstructed by walls that ghosts have 
placed in front of them, thus forcing that person to wander in endless circles. People also use this term to 
describe problems with no real solution (I feel like Wu Xie was using it in this sense just based on the context). 
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Chapter 26 Ravine Full of Ten 
Thousand Horses 

We lost most of our water in yesterday’s horse stampede so Fatty 
collected the morning dew with plastic wrap and used it to boil tea with a 
small gas stove. 

I felt a little better after drinking the tea, but I couldn’t shake the very 
rare sense of anxiety in my heart as I looked at the grass all around me. I 
felt as if my physical strength was being sucked out of my body by these 
plants. It was a strange feeling, like all of the blades of grass touching my 
body were syringes and my blood was constantly being sucked away by 
all kinds of things. 

This anxiety began to ease after I spread the remaining tent cloth out on 
the grass. We sat on it and then carefully started to discuss what had 
happened last night. 

Fatty said to me, “First of all, it was late when we set up camp last night. 
Let’s recall whether that small forest was already there and we just didn’t 
see it when we arrived because it was completely dark.” 

“Are you losing confidence in yourself as you get older?” I retorted. “That 
forest might be called a ‘small’ forest but it was still a few fucking 
kilometers long. There’s no shelter on the grassland, so you should be 
able to see it from a distance even when the sun is setting. I have a very 
clear memory of it. That grove from last night must have suddenly 
appeared.” 

Fatty clicked his tongue, “Then it’s definitely fucking haunted. We 
encountered the biggest ghost-hitting-a-wall in history yesterday. No, 
with this kind of scale, it should be called ‘ghost hitting the Great Wall’.” 

I didn’t understand the joke, but he continued anyways, “Before coming 
here, I asked some old Mongolian men for some information. They 
secretly told me that it’s very normal to encounter paranormal 
phenomena on the grasslands. Mongolian legends even say that the 
ghosts here like to walk in ravines; that is, the ravines between the 
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sloping hills on the grasslands. We camped in such a place yesterday. 
You’re so lazy, Mr. Naïve. You weren’t even willing to take a few more 
steps up the slope yesterday.” 

The legend of ghosts walking in ravines existed all over Mongolia because 
most of the Mongolian tombs were in ravines. 

In order to avoid resting on the tombs of their ancestors, the Mongolians 
had a legend that ghosts would walk in the ravines at night. That was why 
Mongolians were generally afraid of any obvious signs of ravines on the 
terrain. 

It was true. I really didn’t want to move any more yesterday, because the 
wind on the grassland was too strong and I wanted to take shelter in a 
low-lying area. I said to Fatty, “Don’t dwell on who’s right and who’s 
wrong, just pay attention to the results. If what you said is right, then 
there should be a lot of ancient tombs buried under the ravine from 
yesterday. We camped on it and disturbed those predecessors—which 
was wrong of us—but the first problem is the satellite phone. The 
predecessors here must have diligently and eagerly studied at the 
University of the Underworld. They not only completed animal husbandry 
courses but also learned about satellite communication hardware.” 

“I think you’re just biased,” Fatty said. “Who says that ancient ghosts 
can’t use modern technology? According to you, the ghosts in Henan still 
have to speak the Henan dialect. If that’s the case, then how can they be 
scary?” After saying this, Fatty used the Henan dialect to imitate the 
words and white noise we had heard over the satellite phone yesterday, 
“Zizi…bastard~” 

I was amused. Fatty wanted to pour tea for Poker-Face and ask him what 
he thought, but we found that he seemed to be thinking about 
something. Then, he suddenly got up and started rearranging the 
equipment on the horses. He lightened the load on two of them and then 
pulled out a folding shovel and hung it on his back. 

We looked at him strangely. After he finished packing a bag, he threw it 
to Fatty and said, “Wu Xie rests. The two of us will go back.” 
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What’s going on? I wondered as Poker-Face mounted the horse and took 
off in the direction we had just come from. I glanced at Fatty, who 
immediately mounted the other horse, “Stay here. Don’t move around. 
Just go to sleep for a while. Little Brother heard you say that there are 
ancient tombs under the ravine and got antsy. He wants to go back and 
touch the gold, so I’ll go and help him.” 

I thought about it for a moment. There was no fucking way I was going to 
sit here and wait, so I set the GPS coordinates of this place and told Ping 
Lian to look after the other horses. Then, I also got on a horse and chased 
after Poker-Face. 

We had kept the heavily-loaded horses at a steady trot last night, but we 
had actually only ridden for three or four hours before dawn broke. Now 
that the horses were galloping and all of the equipment had been taken 
off of their backs, it only took about an hour for the three of us to return 
to the ravine where we had camped last night. That small forest was still 
there. Were we really bewitched yesterday? After dismounting, all three 
of us pulled out folding shovels and started digging. 

Three shovels flew up and down, and within half an hour, we managed to 
dig out three pits. What we saw below left us stunned. 

There were horse bones only two or three meters below the soil in the 
ravine where we had camped last night. We moved to a different spot 
and dug again, only to find that these bones were everywhere. 

“They killed all these horses?” My whole body was covered in a cold 
sweat, “Is this a herd of horses that was used to level a tomb?” 

So instead of wild horses, they were actually herded horses. How many 
horses were buried here? Tens of thousands? This was a mass grave for 
horses. 

The tombs of nobles had to be leveled with at least ten thousand horses, 
so were the horses driven to this ravine and then killed and buried here? 
And the soldiers who drove the horses waited until the next year when all 
the grass grew and then silently committed suicide? 
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“This is one of the greatest discoveries of the century. It seems that the 
world’s second most valuable tomb really is in this area,” Fatty said. 

So did that mean we had seen the ghosts of ten thousand horses last 
night? 

Poker-Face took out the satellite phone, put the battery back in it, and 
then turned it on. 

The satellite phone was very quiet during the day. He took the phone and 
began walking into the ravine. We didn’t understand what he was doing, 
so we just silently followed him. After walking for ten minutes, Fatty was 
just about to speak up when we suddenly heard the very slight sound of 
white noise coming from the satellite phone. 

Poker-Face stopped, and we found that we were back near the place 
where the bonfire had been last night. The things we hadn’t had time to 
take with us were still lying off to the side. This was the area where the 
paranormal phenomenon first occurred. 

Poker-Face slowly moved the satellite phone around, and the noise 
became louder and louder. As he took small steps forward and looked for 
the source of the sound, Fatty and I didn’t dare make any noises. 

He eventually seemed to pick a spot and started digging, at which point 
we went over to help. After clearing a few shovelfuls of soil away, we 
found more horse bones. But this time, we also saw a corpse under the 
horse bones. 

It was the corpse of a modern man. 

We dragged the corpse out and found that it had almost been completely 
trampled by horse hooves. He was a young man in his twenties whose 
hands were so deformed that they almost looked like they had been 
stomped into his chest. Even his eyes looked like they had been stomped 
deep into his eye sockets. Fatty pulled the corpse’s hands apart and 
found that he was clutching a satellite phone, which was the same model 
as ours. 
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He was a member of one of Jin Wantang’s teams, but I didn’t know which 
team he belonged to. Fatty and I looked at each other and both 
shuddered. 

“Mr. Naïve, I wanted to ask you this yesterday. When we encountered 
paranormal phenomena before, it was almost always a psychological 
thing. As long as we broke through the illusion, we’d be fine. But this 
time, why does it seem like people can really be trampled to death? Even 
our camp was completely trampled.” 

I shook my head. Was this person really trampled to death by a ghost 
horse? There had to be another explanation. 

“If someone wanted to warn us to leave here, it must have been him. The 
voice on the satellite phone must have been his,” Fatty said to me. “No 
wonder he said it was dark. His eyes have been stomped into his head.” 

I looked at the corpse. Ah, such a tragic sight. If we fell asleep last night, 
we’d have suffered the same fate. 

Was that why he warned us? I put my hands together to express my 
gratitude, I don’t know what’s really going on, but thank you, brother. I’ll 
bring you back. 

“There are vultures here and this body has quickly started to rot. We 
can’t take it with us, so we have to deal with it here,” Fatty said to me. I 
nodded and looked at the grove again. We’d have to cut down a tree and 
burn the body. 

I glanced at Poker-Face—wanting to see what his plan was—but saw that 
he was still at the place where the body had been found. It looked like he 
was still digging. 

I went over and found that he had dug up another body. But this one was 
an ancient corpse that looked both human and inhuman. I recalled what I 
had seen out of the corner of my eye last night and squatted down to 
examine it carefully. 
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Chapter 27 Ancient Python Corpse 

We pulled the skeleton out, put it next to the mound of dirt we had dug 
up, and then looked at it. 

This skeleton was very strange. First of all, it must have been wearing 
armor before. It was probably a soldier, but based on the remaining 
fragments that had become iron lumps on its body, this piece of armor 
was very small. In other words, this corpse was very thin during its 
lifetime. 

In fact, after nearly a thousand years of decay, only some fragments could 
be identified. But the ring-shaped arm guard formed by these fragments 
seemed to indicate that this person’s arm had only been half as thick as 
my arm. They had definitely been pretty thin. 

The strangest thing, however, was its skull. I couldn’t describe it at first 
glance, so I asked Fatty, “Do you feel like this was a human?” 

Fatty touched his chin, “This is a monster.” 

“What makes you say that?” 

“This head is at least half the size of a normal person’s head,” Fatty said. 
“Look at its cervical vertebrae again.” 

When I squatted down and looked at it carefully, I found that this 
corpse’s cervical vertebrae seemed to have hyperplasia26. A lot of 
bifurcations had grown from its cervical vertebrae, much like horns. 

“This person must’ve had a very strong neck. There are nine cervical 
vertebrae27,” I said. 

“This man used to have nine heads,” Fatty said. “But all of them were 
chopped off so he was left with only one head. His head was very small so 
that all nine of them could grow around his neck at the same time.” 

 
26 Hyperplasia is an increase in the amount of organic tissue that results from cell proliferation. In this case, 
more bone grew. 
27 FYI: Humans have 7 cervical vertebrae. 
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Fatty pointed to a “horn” and added, “Look. It’s obvious that there was 
something on this bone spur that was cut off.” 

I touched it. Indeed, it was just as Fatty had said, but it wasn’t necessarily 
a head. I thought about it some more and suddenly remembered what it 
was called. 

“An ancient python corpse?” I asked Fatty. “You mean to say that this is 
the corpse of an ancient python?” 

On the Mongolian grasslands, there was a kind of monster engraved on 
the ethnic groups’ markers here that was called an ancient python 
corpse. It appeared in a large number of myths and legends from various 
tribes in Mongolia, but no one really knew what it looked like. Only one 
characteristic was very clear: it had many heads. 

Fatty nodded. “This is the ancient corpse of a tamed python. Didn’t you 
say that the things you saw had fins around their ears?” 

When I nodded, Fatty pointed to the corpse’s cervical spine, where the 
largest hyperplastic bone spurs could be seen on the left and right sides. 
“If there were still heads on these two bones, wouldn’t it look like 
someone has fins?” 

After looking at them, I suddenly felt a chill. “You mean, I didn’t see fins, 
but two extra faces?” I asked him. 

“The other bone spurs are very small, so even if heads had grown on 
them, they would only be the size of a newborn baby. But if heads had 
grown on these two, then they’d be about the same size as the main 
head.” 

I glanced at Poker-Face—he didn’t say anything—and then carefully 
looked at the bone spurs again. They definitely weren’t normal cervical 
vertebrae, but more like hyperplasia. It was impossible for a human head 
to be on a bone spur, but I could tell that there had to be something else 
on it that had been cut off. 

I had already made some assumptions, but there was a subtle feeling in 
my heart that this thing might have been man-made. Although I didn’t 
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know how someone could produce such bone spurs, a deformed soldier 
reminiscent of an ancient python corpse would be very advantageous in 
inter-tribal wars. 

The corpses here, combined with the scene I had witnessed last night, 
had me asking myself one question: Were those strange ghosts who 
herded the horses last night the ghosts of “ancient python corpses”? 

So you can only see the ancient python corpse out of the corner of your 
eye, but you can see the horses directly? Is there any kind of difference 
between the two ghosts? 

I couldn’t draw any conclusions and I noticed that the other two didn’t 
look like they wanted to continue the discussion, so I figured it would be 
better to send a message later and ask some experts outside the 
grassland for their opinion. I took out my cell phone and started taking a 
few photos. 

Fatty looked at his watch and said to Poker-Face, “Little Brother, the 
satellite will be here soon. If you have anything you need to do, now is 
the time to do it.” 

Poker-Face stepped forward, directly broke off the ancient corpse’s 
cervical vertebra, put it on his horse’s back—this meant that he wanted 
to study it carefully later—and then glanced at the grave robber’s corpse. 

We took our folding shovels and went to the edge of the forest to start 
chopping wood. Now that we were looking at it during the day, we knew 
that this forest wasn’t the previous one, but a new one that was actually 
bigger. I was feeling a little rattled and couldn’t help but think that it was 
really possible that we just didn’t see it when we got here last night. 

After burning the corpse to ashes, we took some with us, mounted our 
horses, and started heading back. As we reached the high slope again, I 
suddenly saw a man wearing a jacket standing in the place where we had 
just burned the body. But the smoke hadn’t dispersed yet, so I couldn’t 
see clearly. 
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My first reaction was that the man’s soul had come to watch us, but 
before I could get a good look at it, a change suddenly occurred. At that 
time, I suddenly saw another figure appear behind the man’s shadow. It 
was very thin and strange and immediately dragged the man into the 
smoke. 

Even though I was completely terrified, I tried to get a closer look but 
couldn’t see anything. 

It felt like a really bad omen. 

A strong sense of despair surged up in my heart as Fatty asked me what 
was wrong. I couldn’t shake the feeling that the people who died on this 
grassland would never be able to return to their hometowns. Instead, 
they would fall into a more terrible state than death. 

“Let’s go,” I said to Fatty. “First of all, we must not die here. Secondly, we 
must try our best to save as many people as possible. In short, death is 
not so terrible, but just don’t die here.” 

** 

We rode back slowly. The satellite was coming soon, but at the rate we 
were going, we wouldn’t be able to get back to camp in time. It appeared 
we could only listen on the road, but there wasn’t anything to worry 
about. 

There was a particularly high hill on the way back that overlooked the 
whole horse graveyard we had camped on before. Everything that had 
happened so far was so strange that everyone was in a delicate mood and 
didn’t bother speaking for a while. 

Fatty looked at the shape of the ravine and eventually asked me, “Do 
Mongolians practice feng shui?” 

“Yes,” I said. 
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Most people’s impressions of Mongolian nobles’ tombs were that they 
were more in line with the worship of Tengri.28 They thought that burying 
corpses didn’t seem to be important to the Mongolians, so there didn’t 
appear to be too many burials with physical bodies. Instead, the burials 
seemed to focus more on burying cenotaphs and the belief in souls. 

But this actually wasn’t the case. The Turkic, Khitan, and Mongolian 
ethnic groups had three types of tombs. One was the ancient tombs of 
the nobles, which were built very deep in the no-man’s lands of the 
mountains. That was why, when you went off the beaten track, you’d feel 
as if you were the first human being in three thousand years to arrive 
there. But in reality, there might be a Khitan king’s tomb under the 
mountain rock beneath your feet. 

The second type of tomb was the ancient tombs in the ravines. Although 
they were all earthen pit tombs, most of the burial objects consisted of 
gilded horse harnesses, ornaments, and a lot of gold. As a result, 
Mongolia’s earthen tombs were seriously damaged by grave robbers in 
the 1980s, and a large number of them were robbed. 

In fact, the horse graveyard in this ravine belonged to this second type of 
tomb. 

The third type of tomb was imperial tombs, which had been leveled by 
ten thousand horses. In fact, these tombs were more of a legend since no 
one had ever actually excavated one. Modern remote sensing technology 
had swept the grassland several times, but nothing had ever been found. 
The only possibility was that this kind of imperial tomb was buried much 
deeper than people thought. 

When it comes to the first type of tomb, it’s necessary to talk about feng 
shui. In fact, the two cultures were mutually compatible, and ethnic 
groups that had some relations with the Central Plains would incorporate 
some feng shui into their customs. 

The second type of tomb was relatively simple. The earthen pit tombs 
were all tombs that were clustered together in what seemed to be a 

 
28 Per Tiffany: Tengri is one of the names for the primary chief deity of the early Turkic and Mongolic peoples. 
Wiki link here. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tengri
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customary practice. But the selection of these locations also had very 
detailed rules that needed to be abided by. 

The last type of tomb…well, I had actually heard a master I wasn’t quite 
familiar with say it before, so I didn’t know whether it was true or not. 
This master said that the Mongolian nomads and other wanderers 
weren’t involved with feng shui, but their natural instincts conformed 
with feng shui’s principles. Their logic was actually very simple in that 
they followed the grass’s growth and the river trends. 

But once death was fixed, the Mongolians actually talked about “ground 
wind”. This so-called wind was underground wind. Some local legends 
believed that the changes aboveground actually came from the 
underground wind, and the direction of this wind came from the stars in 
the sky. It was basically the same logic as that of the Central Plains’ feng 
shui. 

I didn’t know how to look at the feng shui of ground wind, but when I 
looked at the horse graveyard below, I could tell that the shape of this 
ravine was very similar to a lotus petal. 

Shen Qianjue had said before that the underground palace was in the 
shape of a lotus flower, which meant that these two areas had to be 
related. This was clearly a burial pit, so what did that make the strange 
banquet in the underground palace where they had gone down? Was it 
another kind of burial pit, or did it serve some other purpose? I didn’t 
know, but both of these places must’ve had something to do with the 
world’s second most valuable tomb. 

The huge setting of an imperial tomb was clearly used to tell a “story”, so 
what story was the architect at that time telling us? 

There was a strange banquet, a bone pit where horses had been buried, 
and a lotus flower. We had come to this grassland in a hurry and still 
hadn’t figured out the theme, but we were already very exhausted. 

I glanced at Poker-Face, who suddenly looked at me as if he had 
understood something. “You have to be mentally prepared,” he said to 
me. 
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That sounded pretty ominous to me, but at this time, the satellite phone 
rang.  
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Chapter 28 Beginning to Understand 

I didn’t know what Poker-Face meant by that sentence, but I didn’t have 
time to ponder it as I reflexively answered the phone. 

“Sorry,” I said to the person on the opposite end, “We didn’t get to finish 
our conversation yesterday. I’m afraid I’ll have to trouble you again.” 

But as it turned out, I didn’t hear the words I had been expecting to hear. 
Shen Qianjue was a very polite person, so she should have immediately 
said that it didn’t matter. But I didn’t hear those words at all. Instead, I 
heard the sound of someone taking a deep breath and then she said, “Oh 
my God, it’s finally a person talking.” 

I was stunned for a moment before I managed to ask, “What’s wrong?” 

It’s true that I didn’t get to finish talking to you yesterday, but do you 
really have to go so far as to scold me for not being human? 

“What happened to you?” Shen Qianjue asked. At the same time, I heard 
another woman’s voice behind her say, “Don’t ask any more questions. It 
has nothing to do with you.” 

“It’s a senior. You have to be a little more polite,” I heard Shen Qianjue 
say to the woman behind her. 

“I didn’t get to finish hearing your story yesterday,” I replied. “That’s why 
I wanted to call you back today. Nothing happened.” I didn’t want to tell 
her about everything that had happened last night. 

“Between yesterday’s phone call and when you picked up just now, your 
satellite phone called us more than sixty times,” Shen Qianjue said. 
“Every time we answered, there was a terrible voice that kept talking on 
the other end.” 

I paused, “Someone called you back?” 

“There was no satellite, so I don’t know how they managed to call us. It’s 
too scary. Plus, what the voice was saying was also very strange.” 
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I looked at the two beside me and asked, “What did it say? Whose voice 
was it?” 

“I couldn’t tell, but it definitely wasn’t you. It also ignored what I had to 
say and just kept talking.” Shen Qianjue took a deep breath, “He kept 
telling us to go back to the grassland. I recorded it. I’ll play it for you 
now.” 

I heard the sounds of Shen Qianjue turning around, and after a short 
pause, she seemed to start playing the recording with her cell phone. 

I heard a very low, hoarse man’s voice come through the satellite phone’s 
speaker. He seemed to be talking to himself and was saying, “Come back. 
Come to the Sea of Black Lights.” He just kept repeating those words over 
and over without any changes. 

I turned the volume up and looked at Fatty in disbelief. After listening for 
a few minutes, Fatty immediately understood and said, “This grassland is 
evil. It seduces people into coming here and then fucking eats them.” 

“Is it the same man from last night?” I asked him. 

Fatty shook his head, “It’s another one. How many people have died 
here?” He looked around, almost as if he felt like countless souls were 
wandering the area. 

Shen Qianjue turned off the recording and said, “Senior, there must be 
something going on with you there. You should just come back like we 
did.” 

I sighed. If we go back, then what about Xiao Hua?  

“To be on the safe side, block this number after today’s call is finished,” I 
said to her. “Don’t answer such calls again. Can you play that recording 
one more time so that I can record it?” 

Shen Qianjue played it again and I recorded it on my cell phone before 
handing it to Fatty. Shen Qianjue once again suggested that I come back. 
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I looked at the grassland all around me. The sun was shining, but I was 
feeling so much fear in broad daylight that it began to make me 
breathless. I had never felt such a strong sense of strangeness before. It 
was almost as if all of the grass here was laughing at me. 

“Let’s continue with what we were talking about yesterday,” I said to 
Shen Qianjue. “If you can tell us the rest of what happened, it will be a 
huge help.” 

Shen Qianjue sighed, and I heard the woman behind her say, “I told you. 
All of these people will die on that grassland, so what’s the point in 
talking to the dead?” 

“I’m sorry,” Shen Qianjue said to me. “My friend isn’t very normal. I’ll tell 
you all the details.” 

I turned the volume up and listened to Shen Qianjue continue yesterday’s 
narrative as our horses walked on. 

After she retreated to the edge of the coffin and saw the information on 
it, she immediately knew that there wasn’t a human inside of it. 

After grave-robbing for so long, we had come across a lot of so-called 
monster coffins. The ones buried in these coffins weren’t people, but 
animals. There were also many strange things that we had never seen 
before. All of these things were collectively called “monsters”. But as it 
turned out, none of these things were in this coffin. Instead, the thing in it 
was even more bizarre and strange. 

When she looked at what was written on the coffin, she was completely 
blindsided and didn’t believe it at all. 

The thing buried in this coffin turned out to be a dish, but the ingredients 
in this dish were very special. As soon as Shen Qianjue saw it, she 
immediately wanted to vomit. 

She began to realize that this octagonal coffin wasn’t actually a coffin, but 
a food box that was meant to preserve an extremely complex and cruel 
dish. 
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The information said that this dish was called “Wanshi Liuxia”29 and it 
needed to be stored underground for thousands of years before 
achieving its best flavor. The “food box” was full of children and a type of 
strange bird. The picture was indescribable, but when this food box was 
opened, the contents would surely be horrible. 

  

 
29 Can mean something like “Rose-tinted clouds at sunrise/sunset drifting through the ages”. 
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Chapter 29 Demon Monk 

I had actually heard of this dish before, but I didn’t know the specific 
details. I had only heard Uncle Three say that there was a dish called 
“Wanshi Meat”.30 First of all, it could only be eaten after it was buried in 
the ground for a long time. As a result, only one generation could eat it 
after several generations had passed. Not only was it extremely delicious, 
but it was also very good for the body and could treat some diseases, 
which was amazing. Secondly, you would know just by hearing the name 
that it was a meat dish. 

While Shen Qianjue was hiding by the food box, her partner was engaging 
in a chaotic fight with Old Bing and his team. 

Her partner was extremely flexible and lightweight, so from Shen 
Qianjue’s point of view, it almost appeared as if she were floating. Old 
Bing and his team had been flipped around several times, but there were 
still a few of them that had some skills. 

Shen Qianjue couldn’t open the food box by herself, so she pointed her 
flashlight at her partner and started to run over to her. But in the chaos, 
she ended up tripping and falling flat on her back. At this time, she saw a 
statue hanging directly above the food box. 

The statue was attached to the top of the underground palace and looked 
to be carved from one giant piece of wood. It was about as tall as two 
people, and the surface was now cracked and blackened. It was obviously 
a Tibetan Buddhist statue, but the Buddha’s head looked very realistic. It 
must have been carved in the image of a certain senior monk. This 
Buddha statue overlooked the entire banquet area. 

Beside the Buddha statue, there were bas-reliefs of seven or eight nude 
maidens that had been carved around the statue’s dome. They appeared 
to be offering flowers to the Buddha statue. 

This wooden Buddha statue was definitely done in the artistic style of 
Tibetan Buddhism, but Shen Qianjue felt extremely uncomfortable 

 
30 Per Tiffany: “Wanshi” means “tens of thousands of generations” 
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whenever she looked at its expression. The Buddha statue’s face was just 
like a real person's, so its expression looked very realistic. When looking 
at the banquet below, the Buddha statue’s eyes weren’t calm and 
desireless, but actually looked very sinister. 

Based on how this Buddha statue was positioned in regards to the food 
box, it was obvious that the food box belonged to it. Moreover, this 
statue must’ve been the host of the banquet. But with the way the statue 
was overlooking the whole banquet, Shen Qianjue didn’t believe that the 
special Wanshi Liuxia dish was its only food item. In fact, it almost 
seemed as if the whole banquet was its food. 

This whole situation was enough to make people feel very 
uncomfortable. 

Shen Qianjue believed that this Buddha statue was the statue of the 
person who had built this underground palace. But a monk being served 
by naked women and setting up such a luxurious banquet in the 
underground palace was very perverted. 

She asked me to believe her story and said that she had both expertise 
and authority in this field. 

So, this lotus-shaped underground palace was built by a monk. Naked 
women…flowers…demon monk…Yuan Dynasty….. I took a deep breath. Is 
it him? Why is the world’s second most valuable tomb related to him? 

But if it really did have something to do with him, then everything we had 
encountered along the way could finally be explained. 

Fatty had obviously come to the same conclusion as me and opened his 
mouth to ask a question, but I stopped him and told him to wait until 
Shen Qianjue was finished. I was afraid that if we interrupted her, the 
satellite would leave again before we finished hearing the whole story. 

What Shen Qianjue said after that was relatively simple. Her partner 
finally rushed to her side, led her out of the tight encirclement, and took 
advantage of the darkness to leave the underground palace. 
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Old Bing and his team chased them out, so they hid on a hillside. It’s 
worth noting that Old Bing and his team finally turned on their flashlights 
at this time, almost as they didn’t need them when they were in the tomb 
before. 

Old Bing and his men searched for Shen Qianjue and her partner very 
persistently, but the two girls cleverly used the terrain to hide from them. 
In the end, the group of men were finally forced to give up the search. 
When Old Bing and his team gathered together again, the two girls 
actually weren’t that far from them. That was the last time they 
eavesdropped on the group of men and it was also the time when they 
decided to leave the grassland. 

It’s not necessary to record the whole dialogue, but I got the gist of it 
with a few key phrases. 

First, Old Bing asked the others in his team, “You all saw it, right?” 

“Yes, we saw it,” everyone replied. “We saw it after eating that thing.” 

“Are you willing to go?” Old Bing asked them. 

Some of the people hesitated, but others nodded, “We’re going!” 

One person suddenly spoke up, “There aren’t enough people. How can 
we all get there?” 

“Find someone and go together,” Old Bing said. 

One man seemed to be relatively timid and asked, “What if we can’t 
come back?” 

“When we get there, we’ll try to find a way. Someone had to come back 
to write that paragraph, so we’ll definitely make it back,” Old Bing said. 

Everyone remained silent. 

“There are still a lot of people missing,” one person said very calmly. “The 
number of people is very important.” 
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“It’s a pity those two women ran away.” Old Bing said. “Tomorrow, we’ll 
broadcast the news about the underground palace here. When people 
come and eat that thing, someone will surely have the same idea as us.” 

After that, they discussed some information, which seemed to have 
something to do with where they were going. 

It was too difficult for Shen Qianjue and her partner to hear clearly, but 
Shen Qianjue did catch what sounded like “Galabu”. She thought that it 
was the name of the place they were headed to. 

The explanation of Galabu in Mongolian mythology was so complicated 
that Shen Qianjue couldn’t explain it to us clearly, but my attention was 
focused on the logic that after eating “that thing”, you could see “it” and 
decide whether you wanted to go somewhere. I glanced at Fatty, who 
pointed to a mole on his neck as if to ask whether it was Shigong’s mole. 

Would you see something after eating Shigong’s mole? Was it “Galabu”? 
But what the hell was that? 

I asked Shen Qianjue one last question: According to her friend, when 
would the poison kill Old Bing and his team? 

Shen Qianjue told me that it should’ve been within two days, but that 
couldn’t be right. Old Bing’s corpse had been found in the first grove—I’ll 
just call it Past Life Forest31—which would take at least two weeks to get 
back to if they were coming from the Sea of Black Lights Valley. Old Bing 
and his team wouldn’t have been able to arrive at the grove if they were 
poisoned. In other words, the day after they started heading to the grove, 
they would have all been dead. So how exactly did they complete the 
subsequent journey? 

Of course, there were enough strange things going on here without 
taking this one incident into consideration. 

 
31 Wu Xie called it “Past Life” because that was where Old Jin discovered the bones of his “past life”. 
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We thanked Shen Qianjue and agreed not to contact her unless 
absolutely necessary. Things on the grassland were very strange, and now 
that they had left, they should at least be able to go with peace of mind. 

Before hanging up, Shen Qianjue suddenly hesitated as if she wanted to 
say something. But she didn’t end up saying it in the end. 

I hung up the phone as our horses continued moving forward. I glanced at 
Poker-Face and felt my heart settle a little when I saw that his gaze was 
fixed firmly in the distance. He didn’t refute or add anything to the 
information we had just heard, which showed that he either noticed it 
long ago or wasn’t worried about it. But he had just told me to mentally 
prepare myself, so I couldn’t help but feel a little worried. I didn’t even 
know what he had been referring to. 

Was it possible that one day, in the future, we’d have to swallow 
Shigong’s mole in order to truly understand what Old Bing and his team 
had been talking about? 

I was just about to ask him when Fatty suddenly said, “Mr. Naïve, if this 
place has something to do with that monster, then we have to come up 
with a long-term plan.” 

I nodded. There was only one monk in the Yuan Dynasty who would dare 
use naked women to offer flowers to a statue. If this place really was 
related to him, then it wasn’t surprising that the atmosphere seemed so 
sinister. He was a Xixia native32 who became a disciple of Basiba33, a 
national teacher of the Yuan Dynasty. He was the first demon monk in 
Chinese history, and one of the royal feng shui masters of the Yuan 
Dynasty.  

 
32 Western Xia dynasty (1038-1227) of Tangut people occupying modern Ningxia and parts of Gansu and 
Shaanxi. They were overthrown by Mongols. 
33 I wasn’t getting results in English, but when I put the characters (八思巴) into google, Drogön Chogyal 

Phagpa pops up. That guy was one of the Five Sakya patriarchs, the first Imperial Preceptor of the Yuan 
dynasty, and vice-ruler of Tibet. He lived from 1235-1280 (the Yuan Dynasty was from 1279–1368). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drog%C3%B6n_Ch%C3%B6gyal_Phagpa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drog%C3%B6n_Ch%C3%B6gyal_Phagpa
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Chapter 30 Yanglian Zhenjia 

Yanglian Zhenjia, a demon monk in the Yuan Dynasty, was a figure similar 
to Rasputin in the Tsarist era.34 He was a well-known demon monk in 
history who would lie with zombies, commit adultery, rob imperial tombs 
of the Southern Song Dynasty, and drink wine out of a drinking vessel he 
had made from the bones of a Southern Song Dynasty emperor. 

His main purpose was to destroy the feng shui of the Southern Song 
Dynasty in order to consolidate the Yuan Dynasty’s rule. But his practices 
were very abnormal, so it was undeniable that he was mentally ill. 

There were also legends in the Yuan Dynasty that Yanglian Zhenjia wasn’t 
human at all, but an ancient python corpse. That was why he not only 
liked female corpses, but he also liked to desecrate corpses, too. 

Of course, that book was just a dime novel filled with a collection of folk 
tales written by old Mongolians, so I didn’t know whether it could be 
trusted or not. According to the book, anyone whose life span exceeded 
the normal limit—say, for example, 120 years—could be called an ancient 
python corpse. Many people had even said that based on the demon 
monk’s behavior, Grandpa Si was probably Yanglian Zhenjia’s 
reincarnation. But Grandpa Si would like to clarify that he wouldn’t touch 
a female corpse. 

Yanglian Zhenjia’s master was the first national teacher in the Yuan 
Dynasty. Not only was he proficient in astrology, but he was also very 
proficient when it came to the Manchu, Tibetan, and Han cultures. 

Yanglian Zhenjia was talented in feng shui and refined the secret 
techniques of Tantric Buddhism.35 When he was in Jiangnan, he also 
learned the feng shui theory of the Central Plains, which helped him excel 

 
34 Grigori Rasputin (1869-1916) was a Russian mystic and self-proclaimed holy man who befriended the family 
of Nicholas II, the last emperor of Russia, and gained considerable influence in late Imperial Russia. He was 
assassinated by a group of conservative noblemen who thought he had too much influence. More info here. 
There’s a song about him. 
35 Tantric Buddhism is a complex and understudied part of the Buddhist tradition that is of considerable 
importance to the history of Buddhism and Indo-Tibetan cultural relations. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grigori_Rasputin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16y1AkoZkmQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vajrayana
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as he learned from his master. But his master was somehow poisoned 
when he was in his forties. 

After that, Yanglian Zhenjia dug up the six great imperial tombs of the 
Southern Song Dynasty, which provoked the emperor at the time. 
Everyone thought that he was going to die, but then he suddenly 
disappeared. 

And now traces of him had appeared in the Sea of Black Lights. 

Did the emperor secretly choose not to execute him, but to send him to 
guard the tomb? 

At that time, many Han people and scholars in Jiangnan left behind 
information saying that they believed Yanglian Zhenjia had really robbed 
the imperial tombs for two reasons: one was to destroy the Southern 
Song Dynasty’s national support and the other was to find something. 
Since he had hung the Southern Song emperors’ corpses up and drained 
the mercury from them, some said that he was just trying to collect 
money. But in fact, the treasures in the Southern Song Dynasty’s imperial 
tombs were very exaggerated and mercury wasn’t really valuable enough, 
so there was no need to make it so complicated. 

That was why they all believed that he was looking for something that 
could only be in the emperors’ bodies. 

As a matter of fact, I had heard my grandpa chatting with his friends 
about these things before. They all believed that Basiba’s poisoning and 
Yanglian Zhenjia wantonly excavating the Southern Song Dynasty’s 
imperial tombs and searching for something in those emperors’ bodies 
were all related. 

They also felt that Yanglian Zhenjia must have been ordered by someone 
to rob the Southern Song Dynasty’s imperial tombs, but it was his own 
choice to loot them so savagely. 

I couldn’t help but find it all very interesting. When the world’s second 
most valuable tomb was built, Yanglian Zhenjia and the emperor at that 
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time were already alive. This meant that these two periods in history 
overlapped. 

I couldn’t help feeling as if there was some huge hidden secret here that 
caused Yanglian Zhenjia to appear in this place. 

Back in those days, Yanglian Zhenjia and the Central Plains’ grave robbers 
once fought a secret battle to destroy each other’s feng shui. But because 
ground wind feng shui was extremely difficult to understand, it was said 
that the Han people couldn’t figure it out. As a result, the Central Plains’ 
grave robbers didn’t manage to find their opponent’s dragons veins at 
that time. 

When I told Fatty my thoughts, he said to me, “Wait, Mr. Naïve. I think 
I’ve got an idea.” 

“Go ahead.” 

“The tombs of the Yuan Dynasty emperors are very mysterious and have 
hardly been discovered. That’s why the world’s second most valuable 
tomb is called as such. But don’t forget that Yanglian Zhenjia’s boss36, the 
great emperor, was the most mysterious among all the Yuan Dynasty 
emperors. There are at least two sentences in the history books and some 
miscellaneous notes discussing the world’s second most valuable tomb, 
but there’s nothing at all when it comes to Yanglian Zhenjia’s boss.” 

I thought about it and realized that he was right. Since there were no 
records, it almost felt as if the emperor hadn’t been buried. 

I glanced at Fatty, who continued, “Yanglian Zhenjia didn’t come here to 
guard a tomb, he came here to build one. There may be two emperors in 
the world’s second most valuable tomb or there may be two tombs here 
that are both called the world’s second most valuable tomb.” 

I touched my chin. Fatty’s theory was really feasible, but if that were the 
case, did whatever Yanglian Zhenjia was looking for in the Southern Song 
Dynasty’s imperial tombs have something to do with this place? Did that 

 
36 The raw really had “master” (like servant/master relationship) but I didn’t want you all to get confused with 
his monk master (sometimes called “shifu” in the historical novels) so I just said boss. 
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mean he had robbed those imperial tombs in order to learn how to 
create a tomb? 

At this time, I felt as if this journey was just beginning and we had just 
touched the doorway. Moreover, we all knew that Yanglian Zhenjia’s boss 
was an emperor who really liked to eat a lot. Before he died, he was said 
to have weighed more than 150 kilograms.37 

It looked like we suddenly had an explanation for the huge banquet. 

Yanglian Zhenjia had an extremely abnormal psyche and his heart was 
unbearably cruel. If he had set up a mechanism on the grassland, I figured 
that death wasn’t necessarily the end. He wanted to ensure that we’d 
never be able to reincarnate. 

I suddenly felt alarmed. If this was the case, then Xiao Hua was in even 
more danger than I had originally thought. He had said in that broadcast 
that they had arrived, but Old Bing said that you had to eat Shigong’s 
mole in order to go to that place. 

Were they talking about the same place? If so, then did Xiao Hua and 
Black Glasses already eat—? 

I asked Poker-Face if this was what he had been talking about when he 
told me to be mentally prepared. Should we be prepared to stay here 
forever, or should we be prepared to swallow those moles? 

“Be prepared that no one can be saved this time,” Poker-Face said. 

While we were talking, we finally returned to our camp. I felt a little 
suffocated as we stopped, packed up our things, and set off once more. 

I still hadn’t collected my thoughts yet, so I remained silent for a while. 

I knew that there was no time to rest and that I had to move on right 
away. “No matter how powerful Yanglian Zhenjia was, he shouldn’t be 
considered a worthy opponent of the Zhang family, right?” I asked him. 

 
37 About 330 pounds 
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“Why does the Zhang family consider this place so taboo? Is he better 
than you guys?” 

Poker-Face looked at me and said, “Shen Qianjue concealed something. 
Last night was especially crucial. Our bodies are already going through 
changes.”  
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Chapter 31 The Zhang Family’s 
Magical Domain 

I had a hunch just based on the general clues we had seen so far, but 
when Poker-Face put it into words, I suddenly felt my heart clench. 

Fatty and I looked at Poker-Face and I asked, “What changes do you 
mean?” 

“Tired,” he said as he glanced down at my shadow, which looked 
completely worn out and exhausted. 

I glanced at Fatty, who nodded, “Of course I’m tired. Why, I just thought 
that I was the only one who felt this way.” 

“But why didn’t I notice?” I asked him. 

“I thought that I was just getting old, so I had to try and hide it,” Fatty 
said. “But if you felt the same way, Little Brother, then I guess I’m not 
getting old after all.” 

Poker-Face nodded and Fatty and I exchanged a look before giving each 
other a high-five. Great, it’s not a problem with us. But is it really a 
problem with this grassland? Is this grassland really sucking our spirits 
away? 

Poker-Face shook his head and then pointed to his watch. 

“What do you mean?” 

“When the satellite phone rang and we went into the darkness to find the 
sound, about one night passed before we got back on our horses and left 
the area.” Poker-Face phrased this as a statement, but he seemed to be 
asking me a question as he looked up ahead. 

I nodded, but at this time, I suddenly realized something and immediately 
looked at my watch. 
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In fact, we usually didn’t pay any attention to the date and just looked at 
the time. 

I looked at the date and immediately broke out in a cold sweat. “When 
did we enter the grassland?” I asked Fatty. 

“On the third,” he said. “So it should be the seventh. Right?” 

Fatty finally seemed to understand and looked at his watch. 

“Shit!” He swore so loudly that it startled the horses. 

Today should have been the seventh, but the time on my watch showed 
that it was already the tenth. 

I looked at Poker-Face and he nodded. 

“When we camped yesterday, it was the sixth. So today should be the 
seventh, right?” Fatty looked at me. “Why is it suddenly the tenth?” 

I checked Fatty’s watch against mine and found that they were both 
working just fine. I was always quick to accept whatever strange incidents 
occurred, so I turned my focus on analyzing what might have happened. I 
thought of all kinds of possibilities, which had me breaking out in a cold 
sweat. 

At first, I couldn’t believe it. Was it possible that last night, the time we 
had experienced was different from what we had originally thought? So 
instead of twelve hours, it had actually been three whole days? That was 
seventy-two hours. 

So that’s why I’m so tired today! The three of us haven’t slept for seventy-
two hours! 

But was this theory correct? I tried hard not to believe it, but I could tell 
just by looking at Fatty’s expression that this was the most likely 
possibility. 

But as far as I could remember, only one night had passed. 
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After thinking about it, I immediately turned on the GPS and began 
observing the map very carefully. I soon discovered that we were very far 
away from Jin Wantang’s camp. According to how far we had traveled 
yesterday, we should’ve only been a day’s ride away from Jin Wantang’s 
camp. But now that wasn’t the case. This definitely wasn’t a distance you 
could walk in a day. 

I suddenly thought of the small grove that had magically appeared last 
night. 

“That grove didn’t suddenly appear,” I said to Fatty. “When we camped 
and suddenly heard the satellite phone ring, a whole day had passed.” 

“So when we rushed into the grassland, shot the flares, and saw the 
grove, another day had already passed!” Fatty buried his face in his 
hands, “Fuck! Fuck!” 

“As it turns out, we’ve been on the road the whole time but have no 
memory of the middle part of the journey. So when we set up camp, we 
were actually already by the edge of that forest. We thought that only 
one day had passed, but it was actually three days.” I suddenly had some 
doubts and said, “Wait a minute. Let’s not jump to conclusions. Let me 
see if I can figure it out.” 

“Don’t worry about it. What you said is right,” Fatty said. “That’s probably 
exactly what happened.” He then looked at Poker-Face, “Little Brother, is 
this how you felt before? Like your time has been stolen? You woke up 
and thought that it was still the same day, but in fact, a long time had 
passed.” 

Poker-Face didn’t answer. I patted Fatty and sighed in my heart. I 
honestly never imagined that we would be able to feel the same as 
Poker-Face. Of course, our situation couldn’t compare to his since the 
time he had lost was calculated in years. But I never thought that losing 
time would feel so creepy. 

We had lost that huge chunk of time in the middle of our journey. What 
did we do during that time? Did we simply keep moving? Were we being 
controlled or were our memories erased along the way? 
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My whole body was covered in a cold sweat, this whole thing is really 
strange. 

“Shen Qianjue knows,” Poker-Face said. 

Of course she knew. She had contacted us from outside the grassland, 
after all. She must have been unable to contact us and waited for several 
days. When I thought of this, I suddenly had a flash of inspiration and 
turned on my cell phone to listen to the recording from earlier. I listened 
carefully to the strange voice and realized that I couldn’t blame them for 
having reservations. I couldn’t even blame her partner for thinking that I 
was dead. 

That was my fucking voice! 

I hadn’t noticed before because the voice was so hoarse that the tone 
was no longer audible. Moreover, that voice’s pronunciation was 
completely different from mine. Although it sounded like my voice, that 
person’s pronunciation habits weren’t the same as mine. 

During those days that we had lost, I had apparently been hoarsely telling 
Shen Qianjue to go back to the grassland. But the thing was, the speaker 
wasn’t me. 

“We’ve been possessed,” Fatty said. “Damn it, someone’s possessed us.” 

I glanced at Poker-Face. He can get possessed? 

I suddenly understood why the Zhang family had considered this area so 
taboo. The things that had happened here were completely different 
from what we had encountered before. Not only was this a magical 
domain, but it also had something to do with memory. 

Just as I was thinking this, a river valley appeared right in front of us. It 
appeared that we were starting to enter the area where the Sea of Black 
Lights was. 
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Chapter 32 Nameless Snowy Mountain 

At this time, my mind was completely chaotic as I looked at the valley in 
front of me and recalled all of the weak moments I had experienced 
before. 

To be honest, I wasn’t the kind of person who always had a solution to 
everything. In fact, there were many times in the past where I had felt 
powerless. But perseverance was my strength. The flood of fate—which I 
remembered very clearly even now—hadn’t been erased just by living a 
comfortable life. 

But the sense of powerlessness I felt at this time was very special. In our 
previous adventures, we had rarely faced such strange unknowns. 

Had we really been possessed? And after being possessed, did we 
unknowingly continue moving forward for two days and kept using the 
radio to call Shen Qianjue and her partner back to the grassland? This 
reminded me of those stories you’d hear about “evil places”, which were 
certain areas that seemed to be sentient. They would constantly lure 
people to visit and then kill those who entered. 

Of course, I used to think that these stories were just pure fiction, but this 
grassland was giving me the same feeling. 

At this time, I didn’t know what to do or who to turn to for help. 

I was debating on whether I should keep moving forward or not, but 
Poker-Face suddenly rode forward without an ounce of hesitation. Fatty’s 
face was pale as he and I exchanged a look. 

“Little Brother isn’t afraid. It’s alright as long as Little Brother isn’t afraid,” 
Fatty said. 

I went up and asked Poker-Face what he thought. He looked at the area 
in front of us and said, “If we go back, we’ll die.” 
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I immediately understood. There was no point in thinking too much at 
this time. We had to leave the grassland first before we talked about 
what to do since the situation might get better once we got away from it. 

The grassland valley’s terrain was slightly different from that of the 
grassland itself. From here, we could see hills in the distance and trees 
starting to appear sporadically. They stood on the hills in clusters of seven 
or eight. Every time we rode to the top of these hills, it became more and 
more obvious that we were entering a more mountainous area. 

The horses were panting for breath, so we dismounted in order to let 
them and the dog rest for a bit. When we looked ahead, the first thing we 
saw was a bunch of hills. The trees were becoming more and more lush 
and the words “small forest” could no longer be used to describe it. This 
was a forested area on the grassland that could be classified as a vast 
primitive forest. And off in the distance, we could see a snow line appear 
at the edge of our field of vision. 

This seemed to indicate that behind the hill, there was a very high 
mountain range that had snow on its peak that never melted. 

I didn’t see a name for this mountain on the GPS, which meant that it had 
to be a nameless snowy mountain. 

The river valley only contained sporadic pools of water, which dotted the 
grassland all the way up into the hills. The furthest part of the valley 
seemed to stretch deep into the forest. 

When I looked at that forest, I felt a chill in my heart. The trees were 
exactly the same as the ones I had seen before. I didn’t know what was in 
this forest or what was buried underneath, but if that huge underground 
banquet palace was in these woods, then it must’ve been built along the 
mountain. It appeared we’d have to take a look at the feng shui here. 

The pools of water probably came from snowmelt that flowed down from 
the mountains. They were all connected underground, but there wasn’t 
enough water for them to appear aboveground. That was why there were 
only small pools in this valley. It was easy to imagine a big river flowing 
quietly in this place when there was enough snow. 
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I continued examining the topography and figured that there were about 
six or seven similar-sized river valleys stationed along the road to the 
snow-capped mountains. 

Maybe this was why it was called the Sea of Black Lights. 

As we continued looking at our surroundings, we saw a lot of small, 
colorful flowers growing between the mountains. It was very beautiful. 

The source of a river was generally called “the dragon’s mouth”38, and 
since there were a lot of valleys here, that meant that there were 
multiple dragon mouths. This feng shui was actually very complicated, but 
the superficial knowledge I had learned wasn’t enough to make any clear 
judgments on it. But based on how there were only a few pools of 
water—which looked like a dragon vomiting blood—this dragon was 
obviously very sick. 

But what did the words “black” and “light” mean here? They obviously 
had opposite meanings, but they essentially gave people the impression 
that the valley was shrouded in darkness to such an extent that even 
lights couldn’t illuminate it. 

“Something is obviously pressing on this dragon vein,” Fatty said. “It cut 
off the water’s qi and caused the river in this valley to turn into spit.” 

“Are you talking about the underground lotus palace?” I asked him. I 
couldn’t help but think that it was impossible. 

“Of course it’s not that little underground palace,” Fatty replied. “You 
need a huge thing to crush a whole dragon vein. It must be in that snow-
capped mountain.” 

He started drawing a picture on the ground, “Suppose this is our present 
valley and there’s an underground palace beside it, which is in the shape 
of a lotus flower. I guess the feng shui array here is called “water’s qi 
produces a lotus”. In every river valley, there will be a small underground 
palace with burial pits or pits full of grave goods. It represents a lotus 
flower, each of which converges along the final water vein that leads to 

 
38 龙口涎水 directly translates as “dragon mouth saliva”. Just imagine that a river is dragon drool I guess. 
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the huge thing in the snow-capped mountain. That thing is the lotus 
flowers’ root system.” 

I looked into the distance and realized that Fatty was right. Even though 
what he had just said should be pure nonsense, there must’ve been a 
behemoth in the mountain that was crushing the whole dragon vein. 

Fatty continued, “Wait and see. I’m sure that I’m right this time. I’ll even 
call you ‘Dad’ when that happens. Care to take that bet?” 

I suddenly realized that he was sleepy and delirious. We needed to hurry 
and find a safe place to recover our strength before we headed deep into 
the Sea of Black Lights. 

When we re-entered the river valley, the air was fresh. We were used to 
seeing the flat grassland, so now that we had entered the hilly area, the 
landscape was more complicated and our moods were a little calmer. We 
stopped beside a random pool and the dog immediately fell asleep again. 
Even the horses couldn’t stand any longer. 

The bags under both mine and Fatty’s eyes were so big that we could 
practically touch them. As soon as I realized that the situation wasn’t 
good, I proposed that we rest here. It was still early, but neither the 
horses nor the dog could walk anymore. Plus, Fatty and I had actually 
endured for too long. We were almost in a deranged state and would 
soon get sick if this kept up. 

We decided to set up camp at the mouth of the valley. I had originally 
planned on having a detailed discussion before going to bed since I didn’t 
know what would happen after night fell, but I fell asleep before I knew 
it. 

I didn’t wake up until I had physically slept for at least twenty hours.39 I 
looked around in a daze and saw Poker-Face leaning by the horses, 
keeping watch for us. I moved and suddenly found that there was a rope 

 
39 I know that sounds weird, but he means his internal clock woke him up after 20 “normal” hours, not “time 
warp” hours. 
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tied to my leg. When I pulled on it, I saw that the other end was tied to a 
threaded steel pipe that was deeply embedded in the ground. 

I got up and stretched a bit before turning to see that Fatty had the same 
setup on his side. He was still sleeping like a log. 

My mind was very stable at this time, but when I got up and washed my 
face at the edge of the pool, the sense of crisis began to return. As it 
turned out, people who were too tired would deceive themselves. 

When I checked our surroundings and didn’t see any changes, I breathed 
a sigh of relief. Luckily, this was still the same place where we had set up 
camp yesterday. 

When I came back, Poker-Face was already asleep and Fatty still hadn’t 
woken up yet. 

It was late by the time we all woke up and set off again, but we couldn’t 
push it off any longer. After venturing further into the valley, it was some 
time after midnight when we saw a stone tablet lying at the bottom of a 
pool (Fatty had actually seen it when he was peeing). 

The stone tablet was as tall as three horses, made of white marble, and 
engraved with Mongolian characters. There also appeared to be 
countless marks randomly engraved on the side. 

It was the mark of the Zhang family, which indicated that this was the 
boundary of a dangerous area. And the place up ahead was the area 
where the Zhang family felt that there was the most danger. We wanted 
to enter without any hesitation, but Ping Lian and the horses suddenly 
refused to move. Instead, they just stared at the darkness up ahead. 

I followed their line of sight and saw what appeared to be a group of 
people sitting in a circle in the dark. This seemed to be the same situation 
we had encountered in that first grove. 
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Chapter 33 Sea of Black Lights 

We tugged on the horses’ reins, but they refused to move. And when Ping 
Lian saw that Fatty wanted to throw him in, he immediately dodged and 
started running in circles. Fatty cursed, “Damn dog! You have no spirit of 
exploration at all!” 

Based on their expressions, there had to be something in front of them 
that they could see but we couldn’t. 

I tried to look out of the corner of my eye, but the light in front was so 
dim that I couldn’t see clearly. Fatty turned his flashlight up to the 
brightest setting so as to illuminate the maximum distance, but only a few 
very vague outlines could be seen. That place appeared to be some 
distance from the stone tablet. 

We all glanced at each other, gave up on the dog and the horses, and 
walked forward. After about two or three hundred steps, we could smell 
a particularly disgusting burnt odor in front of us. At this time, Fatty saw a 
circle of corpses sitting around a pool of water. 

Every single one of them had been burnt to ashes. 

There was porcelain laid out in front of them, and the ceramic figurine of 
a maid in the middle of the pool. This figurine was half in and half out of 
the pool, and the part that was out seemed to have been covered in oil 
and burned. 

This kind of burned state was something that we were very familiar with 
since we had seen it a few days ago. And now, it seemed that the same 
thing had happened here. Someone had set fire to all of these bodies and 
burned them to ashes. 

When we squatted down to get a closer look, we found that the air was 
filled with the smell of carbon and grease. The fire had caused the 
corpses’ torsos to twist and their mouths to open, which made them look 
especially terrifying. 
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“This is another group of people,” Fatty said. “Is this self-immolation40 or 
did someone burn them?” 

I shook my head. I didn’t know. It was possible that the corpses had been 
sitting in their encirclement in the dark and someone stumbled across 
them. This person might have been so terrified at the time that they set 
the corpses on fire. But it was also possible that someone discovered that 
he was bewitched and used whatever free will he had left to burn the 
people around him before setting fire to himself. It appeared that even 
after Old Bing and his team had died, there were still teams finding and 
entering this place. 

“There aren’t many people left for us to find now,” Fatty said. “The 
people Jin Wantang hired are slowly dying off.” 

I sighed and looked back at Ping Lian. It suddenly occurred to me that he 
had dug up those bodies in the grove before. At that time, Ping Lian 
hadn’t been afraid of those bodies, and neither had the horses. So why 
wouldn’t they dare come over now? It almost seemed like Ping Lian and 
the horses weren’t afraid of these corpses but of something else. 

Was it the ceramic figurine? I used my peripheral vision to look at it, but it 
seemed fine. I even looked straight at it under the flashlight’s glow, but 
nothing seemed to be wrong with it. Fatty said that we should catch the 
dog and bring it over. When I told him to stop being so cruel, he said that 
he would protect it. 

After thinking about it, I didn’t believe that the ceramic figurine was the 
problem. Well, at least not all of it. After all, I had been carrying a piece of 
that other ceramic figurine with me this whole time and Ping Lian had 
been friendly towards me. 

We went back to where the horses were and tried to pull them forward 
again, but they resisted with everything they had. In the end, we were 
left tired and sweaty. It was obviously impossible to force the horses to 
move forward the whole way, so we had to unload the equipment, divvy 
up the loads so that they were lighter, and leave any unnecessary food 
and water behind. We cut open the canned food and gave it to Ping Lian 

 
40 The act of setting fire to oneself with a flammable liquid and willingly burning to death. 
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so that he could eat his fill first. Then, we ordered him to keep an eye on 
the horses and walked inside. 

When we passed by those charred bodies again, Fatty smashed the 
ceramic figurine to pieces to allay some of our fears. But I couldn’t help 
sighing as I wondered if there were any more corpses further inside. 

We continued walking. The path leading to this place was very long, but 
the terrain gradually began to rise. I looked up and finally saw the three 
Big Dippers clearly. 

This was a natural phenomenon caused by the refraction of ice crystals in 
the air and seemed to indicate that the terrain here was very special. This 
kind of situation generally occurred with the sun and the moon and was 
called “mock sun” or “mock moon”.41  

One of the three Big Dippers was clear while the two on the side were 
fuzzy. 

“Mr. Naïve,” Fatty said, “do you think the ancient craftsmen who built 
these tombs used the buildings to tell a story? Do you have any insights?” 

I shook my head. At this time, I was thinking that it had something to do 
with lotus flowers and leaves—which generally referred to paradise—but 
I hadn’t actually seen the shape of the underground palace myself. It was 
only when I saw it that I could really determine what it looked like. 

Fatty had another question, “Then what else will we encounter before we 
enter the underground palace? List some possibilities. That way, I can 
mentally prepare myself.” 

“We won’t encounter anything,” I said. “The journey will be very 
smooth.” Based on Shen Qianjue’s narrative, there weren’t too many 
obstacles along the way. 

 
41 Can also be called “sun dog” or “moon dog”. It’s an atmospheric optical phenomenon that consists of a 
bright spot to one or both sides of the sun or moon. Pic here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun_dog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon_dog
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/image-24.png
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There appeared to be some kind of presence here that wanted us to get 
so far from the boundary of safety that we couldn’t return. And in order 
to do that, it wouldn’t place obstacles in front of us. 

I remembered that there had been a similar long journey to the Snake 
Marsh and that many people were killed along the way. Even to this day, I 
still remembered it all vividly. 

Our journey that night went very smoothly. There were more and more 
trees, the water was clear, and our five senses gradually became clearer. 
Fatty used his flashlight to illuminate the bottom of every pool, but we 
didn’t see any more stone tablets. We did, however, see a lot of agate 
fragments beneath the water’s surface. 

Fatty fished up several pieces, each of which was worth at least tens of 
thousands of yuan in the outside world. Moreover, the quality was 
particularly good, so he started bagging them. 

Agate was a kind of chalcedony42, so it wasn’t unusual to find it in water. 
But the agate here was very good. Fatty sifted through the water and said 
to us, “This river is awesome! I bet we’ll find more when the sun comes 
out tomorrow.” 

Sure enough, when the sun came out the next day and we continued 
moving forward, we found that the whole riverbed was full of agates. 
These agates must have been deliberately placed here, for the sheer 
number of them was astounding. Now that the water flow had been cut 
off and the river had dried up, there was just one pool after another. The 
agates on the dry part of the riverbed in the middle had oxidized and 
were covered in moss and grass, but the agates at the bottom of the 
pools were reflecting the sunlight like crazy. The mottled array of colors 
was just like a huge opal. 

At first, I was rendered speechless by the sheer beauty of it, but by the 
time afternoon came, I felt like I was going blind. Even wearing sunglasses 
didn’t help much. I felt like I was going to have a seizure if it continued, 

 
42 Chalcedony is a generic name given to materials that are composed of microcrystalline quartz. Agate and 
jasper are both varieties of chalcedony. Agate is any type of chalcedony which is translucent, while jasper is 
any type of chalcedony which is opaque. Info here. 

https://rocktumbler.com/blog/what-is-agate-jasper-chalcedony/
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but fortunately, this agate river recovered its mild brilliance when dusk 
came. 

I bet Black Glasses must’ve been in a lot of pain when he was walking 
through here. 

Later that night, Fatty was still determined to stick with his habit of 
checking every pool of water and eventually found more traces of 
humans. 

It wasn’t a stone tablet in the bottom of a pool this time, but a stone 
lantern.43 

This stone lantern was actually just a statue of a strange animal holding a 
bowl full of lantern oil. It kind of reminded me of those kiln monster 
lanterns from the north.44 It was half a person tall—maybe higher 
because the lower half was buried in the soil—and the exposed part was 
severely weathered. 

When Fatty pointed his flashlight at it, we saw that Mongolian characters 
had been engraved on it. I was really starting to regret the fact that I 
didn’t study hard before I came here; I couldn’t even understand these 
important clues at all. 

The stone monster’s mouth was open, the inside seemingly hollow and 
dark. Fatty looked inside, but couldn’t seem to figure anything out even 
after a long time had passed. 

At this time, I was shocked to see Fatty suddenly put his head inside the 
monster’s mouth. “Hey! Are you a dick? Why are you sticking yourself 
into any hole?” I immediately asked him. 

“Shit, I know why this place is called the Sea of Black Lights,” Fatty said. 
“Quick, stick your head inside and see for yourself.”  

 
43 They’re called tōrō in Japan. More info here but here’s a pic of one. 
44 Looks like this. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C5%8Dr%C5%8D#Stone_lanterns
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/image-22.png?w=133&zoom=2
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/image-20.png?w=300
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Chapter 34 Monster Stone Lantern 

I watched as Fatty stuck practically his whole head inside the monster’s 
mouth. The fact that we had been possessed for a few days and weren’t 
able to eat or drink anything during that time was probably why Fatty’s 
chin was slightly smaller. Otherwise, his head definitely wouldn’t have 
been able to fit. 

When he kept urging me to stick my head in, I became angry. “Although I 
have a small face, I’m not a finger! Do you think you’re picking a nose or 
something? Come out first!” 

Fatty came out and rubbed his face. His hair was all messed up and his 
face was flushed as he said, “Well, I was trying to make out with you. Just 
hurry up and come over here.” 

I looked at the hole and wondered if he was messing with me. But when I 
thought about the atmosphere of the past few days, I felt that Fatty 
wouldn’t go that far. If he was messing with me right now, then he 
definitely had to be possessed. 

At that moment, I suddenly felt my body break out in a cold sweat. I 
looked at Fatty carefully, worried that something was controlling him. 
Maybe this thing had come here to make me do something dangerous, 
such as sticking my head inside a thousand-year-old stone monster’s 
mouth. 

Fatty looked at me as I walked over to him. “Give me a quick answer: 
which of your feet has athlete’s foot?” 

Fatty looked at my expression. We had been together for so long that it 
only took him a few seconds to understand my intentions. “I only have 
athlete’s foot when I wear Martin boots, but I don’t usually have it. Mr. 
Naïve, answer quickly: what do you eat to make you fart easily?” 

There was no such thing since my whole family had good stomachs and 
intestines. He laughed at the indignant noise I made and then we both 
glanced at Poker-Face. We had never dared to involve him in this kind of 
game before, so after thinking about it, we decided to just forget about it. 
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If Poker-Face was possessed, then there were only two outcomes: one 
would be like what happened with the “heavenly gift” and he would just 
leave silently; the other was that he would lure us into doing something, 
which we would discover immediately as soon he spoke more than two 
sentences. 

I put my head into the stone monster’s mouth and found that the whole 
thing was actually hollow. It appeared to be the top of a particularly long 
pillar, and when I stuck my head further in, I could see that the area 
underground was pitch black. 

“Fatty, when you say you know why this place is called the Sea of Black 
Lights, is it because it’s pitch-black inside?” I asked angrily. 

“Your eyes aren’t good. Come here.” With that said, he pulled me out, 
grabbed a glow stick, and stuck it into my mouth. Then he put my head 
back inside the stone monster’s mouth and I saw a bronze lamp at the 
bottom of this pipe, which was at least twenty meters below ground. 

I’ll describe it again. The exposed part of the monster stone lantern was 
just a lamp holder, the rest of the stone lantern that was stuck into the 
soil was hollow, this hollow pipe went at least twenty meters into the soil, 
and at the bottom of this hollow pipe was a bronze lamp. 

The sheer depth alone was amazing. I knew that it was impossible to see 
the bottom of this narrow, twenty-meter-long passage with just a glow 
stick, but I could see that the walls of this stone pipe had a few 
particularly smooth surfaces that had been skillfully polished. I could tell 
just by the light of my glow stick that these surfaces seemed to reflect off 
of each other like mirrors. 

But even so, the light was obviously very weak, so I could only see an unlit 
lamp deep underground. 

“This lamp was placed twenty meters underground, which doesn’t make 
any sense. First of all, what would this lamp illuminate? Even if the light 
could penetrate from deep underground, it would be extremely weak. It 
wouldn’t be able to illuminate anything at all. Moreover, it’ll 
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automatically extinguish as soon as carbon dioxide accumulates,” I said as 
I pulled my head out of the stone monster’s mouth. 

“If it’s twenty meters below ground, it’s obviously used to illuminate the 
underground area. Or maybe it’s a feng shui practice? Is that 
underground lamp meant to warm the earth?” Fatty asked. 

As soon as he said that, his expression changed and he said to me, “Do 
you remember that when we saw Old Bing and the others’ bodies, they 
were all stuck in the soil? And based on what happened afterwards, we 
inferred that they had done it themselves?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Look at how dark it is below. Isn’t this lamp showing them the way? It 
guides the souls of the dead into King Yama’s underground palace.” 

“If King Yama’s underground palace is twenty meters below ground, then 
you might as well say it’s in our village’s septic tank,” I retorted. But Fatty 
said that those people had dug their way underground and this light was 
also placed underground. Maybe they were connected after all. 

Fatty had asked me earlier what kind of “story” the ancient architects 
were trying to tell. I didn’t have a clue at the time, but now, I suddenly 
had a bit of inspiration. Unfortunately, it wasn’t clear enough yet. 

But everything seemed to be related to the underground—the banquet 
was underground, people were digging underground, and this lamp 
illuminated the underground. It all seemed to indicate something, but 
what was it? 

I put my head into the stone monster’s mouth again and came up with 
another question: what about the carbon dioxide in this structure? There 
was no way to light the lamp, so was there a tool to light it from above? 
But that felt a little strange. There definitely had to be more than one 
lamp in this place. Plus, lights were usually placed alongside roads, so did 
that mean— 

At the time when the body was to be interred in the coffin, the demon 
monk used some kind of sorcery. There were dead people crawling 
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underground, and the people aboveground went to light these 
underground lamps in order to guide the underground corpses as they 
dug through the soil. 

The speed at which these corpses crawled underground was very slow—
just like earthworms—but there must have been a lot of them. 

This kind of scene was just too strange to imagine. 

I didn’t find any more evidence, so I pulled my head out of the stone 
monster’s mouth. After looking at Fatty and then at Poker-Face, I asked, 
“Little Brother, is this something we learned about before?” 

Poker-Face’s attention had been focused in the direction we were headed 
in, but he turned his head and nodded. 

“What, do you know something that I don’t?” Fatty asked. 

“In the past, there was talk amongst the elders—especially Changsha’s 
Huangtudian45 area—about local grave robbers who used special 
techniques to lead zombies out of the tombs and aboveground,” I said. 
“Some of them would dig a fire pit a hundred meters away and cover it 
with an iron top. They’d lure the zombie aboveground and directly lead it 
into the fire pit. Some were just directly led away. It was a very long 
process since it would take two or three days just to move one meter. 
After the zombie was lured away, these grave robbers would go down 
and rob the tomb. They said that they were taught by Taoist priests.” 

“So you’re telling me that these lights really lead underground corpses all 
the way here? But why?” 

“If we could read Mongolian characters, we might be able to find out. But 
for now, we can only move on and ask a more important question: where 
are these bodies being led to? Are they being led out of the valley or did 
they come from outside and are being led deeper into the valley towards 
that behemoth?” As I spoke, I couldn’t help thinking to myself, even 

 
45 “Huangtu” means loess (the yellow sandy soil typical of north China) and “dian” means inn/shop/store. 
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though Mongolians are nomads, is it possible that they were also able to 
herd corpses? 

This place was called the Sea of Black Lights, so in other words, all the 
lights were there, they just illuminated an underground area. So, even if 
there was a sea of lights, the night here would still be pitch black. 

After that, I put the glow stick in my mouth and stuck my head back into 
the stone monster’s mouth again. But I got distracted and ended up 
dropping the glow stick. I watched as it fell all the way down to the 
bottom of the stone pipe and hit the bronze lamp. 

I pulled my head out and rubbed my cheeks. It’s fine, I said to myself. 
Now I can take a closer look. 

I stuck my head back in, wanting to take a closer look at what was going 
on below and see if I could figure out how the structure dealt with the 
carbon dioxide. But as soon as I stuck my head in, I found that the glow 
stick was gone and the underground area was completely dark. 

I felt my heart tense up and immediately knew that something was 
wrong. This kind of thing won’t go out so quickly. Why is it suddenly gone? 

I pulled my head out once more and looked at Fatty, who said, “Try 
again.” 

I took another glow stick, gripped it in my teeth, and moved my head 
towards the stone monster’s mouth again. But as soon as I straightened 
my head, I saw a black face in the pipe in front of me. It was a palm’s 
width away and seemed to have come up from the depths of the pipe. 

This pipe was twenty meters high, so it was impossible for a human body 
to get in it. How did this face come up?! Did it have a twenty-meter-long 
neck?! And where on earth did it come from?! 

That face had an extremely cold expression as it looked at me. 

I was so scared that I shouted and immediately tried to pull my head out, 
but unfortunately, it got stuck. 
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At this time, that dark face was almost pressed up against my face. 
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Chapter 35 Roman Holiday 

Desperate, I wanted to pull my head out like crazy—my face was arguably 
much smaller than Fatty’s, so there shouldn’t have been any problems—
but at this time, I couldn’t figure out where exactly my head was stuck. 
After shouting, the glow stick fell out of my mouth again and hit the face 
below. The black face rushed towards me without an ounce of hesitation, 
but at this time, a hand reached around my neck and stretched inside the 
stone monster’s mouth. The hand lifted my chin as someone grabbed my 
collar and pulled me out. 

I fell to the ground but immediately got up to look into the stone 
monster’s mouth. I saw half a face looking at me coldly from inside that 
dark hole. The glow stick, which had been pushed out by this face, rolled 
out of the stone monster’s mouth and landed on the ground outside. 

Then, the face quickly shrank back into the darkness. 

I patted my chest to make my heart beat at a more comfortable rhythm 
and then turned to see that Poker-Face was the one who had pulled me 
out. Fatty, who was standing next to him, thought that I was messing 
around, “Is this the grassland version of ‘Roman Holiday’?”46  

“Fuck off! There’s something underground!” I yelled. If I had a knife in my 
hand, I probably wouldn’t have been so afraid. But I only had one face, so 
all I could use to fight back was my tongue and saliva. It was enough to 
scare me to death. 

“You’ve seen the world. What exactly could be underground to scare you 
like this?” Fatty continued to doubt. “You’re such a brat. Is this your 
revenge for me flirting with you earlier?” 

The reason why I had been so afraid was because that face had suddenly 
appeared and I was completely unprepared. All I had was that stupid glow 
stick in my mouth. 

 
46 “Roman Holiday” is a 1935 movie where a princess (Audrey Hepburn) sneaks out to go visit Rome. She meets 
an American reporter and spends the day with him. They visit the Mouth of Truth, where the reporter tricks 
her into thinking that his hand has been bitten off. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Holiday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bocca_della_Verit%C3%A0
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Fatty still didn’t believe it at all and stretched his fingers out to the stone 
monster’s mouth like he wanted to put his head in again. But Poker-Face 
immediately gestured at him, silently telling him to keep away from the 
stone lantern. That was when Fatty finally understood. 

Poker-Face and I explained that it was a corpse. It had begun to rot and 
the vitreous fluid in its eyes was already cloudy. 

If the corpse had climbed up that twenty-meter pipe, then its torso must 
have been shattered into meaty lumps. Or, it had no torso at all and was 
pushed up by something similar to a neck. Whatever the case, it was 
terrifying to imagine. 

I had a faint hunch that our theory was correct and the ground under our 
feet was probably full of dead people. It seemed that anything buried on 
this grassland became evil. 

“If what you said is true, then we have to catch it,” Fatty said. “Instead of 
going into the underground palace and encountering this kind of thing, 
you might as well use your constitution to catch one, Mr. Naïve. That 
way, we’ll be prepared and know what we’re dealing with.” 

“How am I supposed to catch it?” I asked. 

“Come now, all you have to do is repeat what you just did. But pull your 
head out a little slower this time. When you draw it out, we’ll grab it from 
both sides and hold it down. Then you’ll know what it is.” 

I immediately became furious. Like I’d ever dare stick my head in again! 

While we were talking, Poker-Face raised the threaded steel pipe he was 
carrying, inserted it directly into the stone monster’s mouth, folded it in 
half with one hand, and then twisted the other end directly into the 
monster’s mouth. In this way, the threaded steel pipe was stuck in the 
stone monster’s mouth, forming an iron fence that would block anything 
from getting out. 

As I breathed a sigh of relief, I heard Fatty say that he wanted to dig. 
“Digging is fine,” I said. “But our weapons aren’t sophisticated enough, 
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mainly because Little Brother doesn’t have a knife. Maybe we can update 
our weapons before proceeding.” 

Fatty thought for a while and then looked at the steel pipe in his hand. 
“It’s true that we’re really short of weapons this time,” he muttered. I 
glanced at Poker-Face, wanting to know what his thoughts were, but at 
this time, I found that he was looking at the other side of the hill. Then, 
he suddenly dragged me and Fatty to lie down in the grass behind the 
stone lantern, which was just big enough to block us. 

I was surprised and followed his gaze, only to see a group of people 
appear on one side of the hill. There were about three or four of them, 
and they were all looking around. Then, they began to communicate on 
their walkie-talkies. 

“It’s one of Old Jin’s teams,” Fatty said after taking a quick look. “Well, 
let’s go persuade them. Let’s persuade them to go back.” 

How exactly are we supposed to persuade a bunch of desperadoes to go 
back? I asked myself. But after giving it some thought, I said, “Let’s just 
knock them out, tie them up, and have Old Jin send someone here to 
drag them back.” 

Fatty nodded. “I see three, maybe four. We’ll creep up on them from the 
shadow of the hillside. Little Brother gets two. You and I get one each. 
This is it; we’re officially starting to save people.” 

I nodded and was just about to move, but at this time, Poker-Face held 
the both of us down. Then, we saw those three or four people start 
waving their hands, much like a parking lot attendant directing people to 
reverse their cars. Right after that, a line of jeeps came up from the shady 
side of the hill. We counted them and found that there were at least two 
Cruisers and four Jeep Grand Cherokees. 

Then we saw even more people coming up from behind the vehicles. 
After counting them, I found that there were at least seventeen or 
eighteen people. 
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We all looked at each other. “Didn’t Old Jin say that there were only 
about forty teams?” Fatty asked. 

“Maybe some teams have twenty people,” I said. “Or some teams 
merged.” 

“Isn’t that cheating?” Fatty asked. “How are we supposed to save them 
now? Maybe there are more than a hundred people in these teams, and 
the three of us will only be able to perform a crosstalk and return 
unsuccessfully.” 

“We can only save those who want to be saved.” I was no longer worried 
about it.  

I poked my head out again and took another look. I had already locked on 
the person who seemed to be their leader, so I picked up the binoculars 
and carefully observed that person. 

I recognized him with just one glance and turned back to Fatty and said, 
“It’s over.” 

“Don’t worry, there’s a solution for everything,” Fatty said. “Is your Wu 
family here or something?” 

“No, you don’t know this person,” I said. After hesitating a bit, I added, 
“This man is an old enemy of my Uncle Three. He’s an extremely weird 
person. If Jin Wantang was even willing to invite this person, then it’s 
definitely an act of betrayal.” 

Fatty didn’t know who this man was, so he was very confused. I had a 
very deep memory of this man, but I hadn’t seen him since I was eighteen 
years old. I didn’t know why I was meeting him again in this kind of place. 

After thinking about it, I eventually said, “I want to run. I don’t want to 
save this man. It’s best if he dies.” 

With that said, I came up with a plan. I would hide in the grass, crawl to 
the shadow of the other side of the hill, and then squat in the shadows 
until there was a chance of escape. But as soon as I turned my head and 
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started to lay down on my stomach again, I saw that there was something 
more than six or seven steps away from us. 

It was squatting there and looking at us. 
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Chapter 36 Kill the Dog 

When we turned around, we found a dark mass crouching in front of us. I 
felt my heart jolt, but then I quickly realized that it was Ping Lian. Did he 
find this place by following our scent? 

But wasn’t this disloyal dog unwilling to come in with us? Why did he 
appear again now? 

“Are you hungry?” Fatty asked. “Shit, you’re not afraid to die if you’re 
hungry?” 

I looked at Ping Lian. I didn’t know why, but I suddenly felt that he didn’t 
look right, especially because he just continued to squat there and look at 
us. 

I couldn’t tell what exactly was wrong since this dog wasn’t affectionate 
with us in the first place—we weren’t familiar enough with him, after 
all—but he was putting us in a very awkward position. His location meant 
that the people on the hillside could easily see him, so I waved to him and 
tried to get him to come a few more steps in our direction. 

But Ping Lian remained motionless and just continued to look at us like a 
statue. 

I wanted to take a look at the hillside, but Fatty held me down. If the dog 
had been seen, then the attention on the hillside would surely be focused 
here and we’d be discovered as soon as we stuck our heads out. Fatty 
started trying to shoo Ping Lian away. 

“Go play by yourself! Go and play by yourself!” Fatty hissed. 

But Ping Lian still remained motionless. 

“It’s over. Is this dog stupid?” Fatty asked. 

I felt that something wasn’t quite right, but at this time, my heart was 
anxious and my mind was buzzing. So, I took out a piece of dehydrated 
chicken from my pocket—Ping Lian was close to me before because he 
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really liked chicken—and swayed it back and forth in front of the dog’s 
eyes. Sure enough, Ping Lian’s eyes tracked the movement. 

Damn it, you still want food after all! Why are you acting so stoic, you 
stupid dog?! As I cursed in my heart, I located the shadow of a tree in the 
distance. The sun was so bright right now that the people on the hillside 
shouldn’t be able to see if anything was in the shadow. I turned to Fatty 
and said, “When I throw the chicken over there, the dog will run into the 
tree’s shadow. It’ll only take him about thirty seconds to eat the piece of 
chicken, so when he moves, we need to quickly follow and run into the 
shadow as well.” 

Fatty nodded. I took a deep breath, aimed at the shadow of the tree, and 
then handed the chicken to Poker-Face, “You do it.” 

But before Poker-Face could grab it, Ping Lian rushed over and 
aggressively went for the chicken. 

Ping Lian was normally very well-behaved, so none of us had been 
expecting it. But Poker-Face caught Ping Lian’s neck in mid-air and 
slammed him to the ground. 

Ping Lian was a big dog, but he seemed more like a weightless butterfly 
the instant Poker-Face caught him. 

Ping Lian struggled desperately, but his vocal cords were gripped in such a 
way that he couldn’t make any sound. Poker-Face glanced at me. I knew 
that the dog would die as soon as he exerted any force, so I shook my 
head. Fatty went up and held the dog’s hind legs down. The dog 
immediately recognized the absolute power gap and stopped moving. 

But at this time, I heard the sound of an engine coming up from behind 
us. I sighed in my heart as two vehicles rushed out of the grass on both 
sides of our hiding place and completely surrounded us. 

We had been discovered. 

The people who had been on the hillside jumped out of the vehicles one 
right after another. They were all Mongolians who were tanned, very 
strong, and appeared to be well-trained at first sight. The person I didn’t 
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want to save also jumped out of one of the vehicles. He wore an 
expensive ethnic jacket of the Mongolian aristocrats that had a satin belt 
wrapped around it. This belt was about three or four meters long and had 
a knife, a fire striker, a snuffbox, and other accessories hanging from it.47 
Even though he was wearing jeans, his shoes were high-quality 
Mongolian satin boots. And to top it all off, he wore a Mongolian felt hat 
that looked very strange. 

The man was so tall that he looked like a tower when he got out of the 
vehicle. The reason why I had been able to recognize him at a glance was 
because he looked like Bateer.48 Fatty seemed to think the same thing 
and let out an exclamation. 

I couldn’t hide, so I took a deep breath and looked at him with a smile. 

The other party looked at me with a serious expression on his face. When 
he got out of the vehicle, he inhaled some snuff, and said to the people 
around him, “Kill the dog.” His voice sounded very dull and was tinged 
with an extremely heavy local accent. 

The people on the side immediately came towards us, and I saw that one 
of them pulled out a shotgun—these people were armed to the teeth. He 
went up to Fatty and said in blunt Chinese, “Hold it down. I’ll take it out 
with one shot so it won’t feel any pain. It will return to Tengri.” 

I immediately got up and stood in front of the man, “Wait a minute. I 
borrowed this dog. Uncle Jiang, it’s not your style to kill someone’s dog as 
soon as you show up.” 

The man was surprised when he heard me call him uncle. He hadn’t seen 
me for a long time and obviously didn’t recognize me anymore. As he 
looked me up and down, I also gave him a quick once-over. 

My Uncle Three’s rival, called Jiang Siwang, should’ve been past sixty by 
now, but he obviously took good care of himself since he looked to be in 

 
47 A fire striker is a piece of carbon steel from which sparks are struck by the sharp edge of flint, chert or similar 
rock. It’s a specific tool used in making a fire. A snuffbox is a decorative box used to hold snuff (a scented, 
powdered tobacco that you sniff or inhale). 
48 Mengke Bateer, commonly referred to simply as Bateer in China, is a Chinese-Inner Mongolian former 
professional basketball player. Wiki link here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snuff_(tobacco)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mengke_Bateer
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his early forties. Before I turned eighteen, he and my Uncle Three directly 
competed against each other in the business. When they first started out, 
one was in the north and one was in the south, so their nicknames were 
South Wu and North Jiang. But when Jiang Siwang came to the south to 
visit my uncle, he was immediately pressured by Uncle Three. 

He was of Mongolian-Chinese descent and should be regarded as a noble 
in Mongolia. He was always very ambitious, but Uncle Three obviously 
didn’t care about that. After competing with Uncle Three a few times, he 
found it difficult to go south, so he simply went back to Inner Mongolia’s 
border area. As a result, I hadn’t seen him since I was eighteen. 

I remembered him so well because he used to give me a lot of money at 
New Year’s.  

He had a bit of a special past and his personality was a little suffocating, 
which was why I felt that it was unlucky to meet him now. The tomb we 
were going to was very dangerous, after all, and this person was 
extremely unsuitable for it. Moreover, the future we were facing was so 
dangerous that even I couldn’t figure it out. 

He immediately recognized me once he got a good look at my face. I was 
certain that facial features like mine were something that were deeply 
embedded in his memory. 

“I’ve heard of you. Are you Wu Sanxing’s son?” 

“I’m his nephew.” 

“Yes, people like him shouldn’t have any offspring.” Jiang Siwang looked 
at me and then looked at the dog. “There can be no animals in the Sea of 
Black Lights. If these things come in, something happens to them. You 
have to kill it. If you don’t do it now, you’ll have to eventually.” 

I looked at Ping Lian—the Wu family couldn’t kill a dog for this kind of 
reason—and said, “No, this dog isn’t mine. I can’t dispose of it.” 

“The dogs we brought have all been killed,” he said. 

“Then they followed the wrong person,” I shot back. 
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Jiang Siwang looked at Ping Lian, exchanged glances with the people 
around him, and then said, “Fine, it’s your choice. Just don’t let it near 
our tents.” 

I felt like there was some hidden meaning in their eyes, so I looked at Ping 
Lian again. His eyes were moving back and forth, almost like he was 
listening to us. 
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Chapter 37 Jiang Siwang Hesitates to Talk 

Jiang Siwang’s ancestors had a very prestigious history. It was said that 
they once led the “Thirteenth Army of the Prince’s Mansion”, a special 
army in the Northern Song Dynasty that only did two things: gold panning 
and grave robbing. Among the thirteen armies, eleven were gold seekers 
and two were grave robbers. Jiang Siwang’s ancestors were said to be 
from one of these grave robbing armies. At that time, it was said that the 
cavalry was a mix of Mongolian and Han Chinese. You could even tell 
what this division’s style was from its name. In other words, there were a 
lot of people. 

After my Uncle Three disappeared, as the only remaining veteran of that 
generation at that time, Jiang Siwang began to infiltrate the south from 
Inner Mongolia. But right after he passed through Hebei, he met Xiao 
Hua’s group, who used all of their strength to stop him. In the end, he 
was beaten back to Inner Mongolia. 

Truthfully, Jiang Siwang was very a good businessman. He was genuine, 
straightforward, and surprisingly honest. After I heard the story of him 
and my Uncle Three, I personally believed that my Uncle Three was the 
one in the wrong. Uncle Three had promised to give Jiang Siwang some 
goods, but he ultimately forgot and ended up giving them to other 
families. He didn’t sign a contract and had only made a verbal promise, 
but Jiang Siwang also had a problematic character. My Uncle Three finally 
admitted his mistake and compensated Jiang Siwang multiple times, but 
because Uncle Three had broken his trust once, Jiang Siwang was 
unwilling to forgive him. He insisted on targeting our Wu family and said 
that our whole family wasn’t good. 

My Uncle Two said that Jiang Siwang was very honest and opinionated, 
and the reason why he had such a strong opinion of my Uncle Three after 
the incident was because he actually admired him a little bit. He had been 
determined to work with my Uncle Three, but he didn’t think or expect 
that Uncle Three would be so sloppy at that time. Uncle Three had been 
shooting his mouth off and didn’t take the promise seriously, which 
caused Jiang Siwang to suffer a loss. 
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It really wasn’t a big deal, but he just couldn’t understand it. Even after 
my Uncle Three made up for the apology later and my grandma went to 
apologize, Jiang Siwang still wouldn’t accept it. So, in the end, he began to 
hate the Wu family. And after that, he was convinced that all of his losses 
were because of the Wu family secretly working against him. It turned 
into a Wu family persecution delusion, and he started to harass our family 
like crazy. I wasn’t at home during that time, but I knew that Uncle Two 
was the one who dealt with it. In fact, Jiang Siwang’s harassment had 
gone so far that even Uncle Two became angry. 

Jiang Siwang really liked to make money, so although he only had a 
profitable area in Inner Mongolia, his net worth was still amazing. In any 
case, he was much richer than us. I had also heard that to this day, he had 
a considerable desire to make money, so it could be said that he was the 
kind of person who only liked to make money. 

But the things he did were so bothersome that my grandmother had to 
be taken to the hospital several times. Even if this guy was an honest 
person, he was so extremely stubborn and determined that it would be 
impossible for us to persuade him to go back. I really didn’t want to try 
that hard anyways. 

Jiang Siwang inhaled some more snuff as he looked around. Then, he 
waved his hand and his subordinates all stepped back. He looked around 
at the forest in front of him and said, “That thing is inside. Do you want to 
get it, too?” 

This was a dangerous question, so after thinking about it, I decided to 
avoid it. 

“We’re here to save people,” I said. “If you go in, you’ll all die. There’s 
something wrong with Jin Wantang’s intelligence.” 

“Stop spewing nonsense,” Jiang Siwang said. Then he looked at Poker-
Face and spoke to the people around him in Mongolian. After that, he 
said to me, “Let’s go. You can come to my tent and eat something. Wu 
Sanxing should be nearby. Is it time for me to meet him?” 

“He’s missing. He…he should be dead.” 
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Jiang Siwang looked around, sneered, and gave a particularly low but 
foolish-sounding laugh. His voice didn’t sound very intelligent as he said, 
“Come on.” 

I sighed but knew that we couldn’t refuse his invitation at this time. Fatty 
let Ping Lian’s hindlegs go and Poker-Face released his grip, so Ping Lian 
quickly ran off. I threw the chicken off into the distance and watched as 
Ping Lian ran over to it. 

He had been too scared to come in yesterday, so I didn’t know why he 
had suddenly appeared here now. I figured there was something going on 
here, but I didn’t have time to delve into it. 

“Be clear-headed,” I said to him. “Just stay here.” 

Ping Lian ran to the chicken and glanced back at me. I didn’t know why, 
but I couldn’t shake the feeling that he didn’t seem to be a dog anymore. 
If I had to put my finger on it, I’d say that he almost seemed to be 
something else. 

The three of us got into the jeep and rode all the way up to the hill where 
the people in Jiang Siwang’s group were setting up tents. His position was 
very high, so his tent had been set up first. As soon as we walked in, we 
found that it smelled like suutei tsai49 and someone was waiting inside to 
give Jiang Siwang a new belt. When he wrapped it around himself, I saw 
that there were nine bronze mirrors hanging from it. They were all about 
the size of a bowl and looked to be antiques. 

These bronze mirrors had some age on them, so there was a very good 
coating of patina50 on them. Most of the patterns seemed to indicate that 
they were shamanistic instruments, but there were also two or three 
Central Plains patterns. 

Speaking of which, those Mongolians outside were also wearing bronze 
mirrors on their belts. 

 
49 It’s a Mongolian tea with salt, milk, tea leaves, and water. Info here. 
50 A green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suutei_tsai
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“They’re used to ward off evil. They were all given to me after the old 
shaman’s death. They’re very powerful,” Jiang Siwang said. “For us 
Horqin51, these are our Xutegen. They can protect us from the Ghost 
Lord’s harmful tricks here.” 

I didn’t understand the term “Xutegen”, but I had heard that the Ghost 
Lord was a kind of evil spirit that possessed people and caused diseases. 
It especially liked to target women and caused them to develop mental 
illnesses. But in reality, the term “Ghost Lord” really just referred to the 
unclean things on the grassland. 

“Since you have nine, you can sell us a few,” Fatty said. 

“You don’t need it. You have your own Xutegen.” Jiang Siwang glanced at 
Poker-Face and then poured him some tea. “I’ve seen a temple in the 
south. The god inside is very similar to you.” 

Poker-Face took the tea but didn’t drink it. 

Jiang Siwang continued, “We can see the dirt on the grassland through 
the bronze mirror. That’s why every single one of us is carrying one. 
When we go down into the tomb, we put a mirror on our chests and 
shoulders, so that if something appears around us, we’ll be able to see it 
immediately. In my group, people who make special contributions will be 
awarded bronze mirrors. I have nine and the people below me also have 
a lot. Most of them are officers.” 

“Do you know that almost half of Jin Wantang’s teams have died along 
the way?” I was too lazy to listen to his nonsense. 

“That’s because you people are from the Central Plains. We’ve been 
making a living on this grassland for many years and know many things 
that you don’t know.” 

I thought about it. Indeed, there was the language barrier we had 
encountered along the way and our knowledge was very limited. If they 

 
51 Horqin (or Xorchin) is a district in Inner Mongolia. 
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were so experienced, then I should at least ask what the local people 
knew about the things we had encountered so far. 

But when I asked, Jiang Siwang didn’t say anything. Instead, he merely 
said in an indifferent voice, “The Central Plains people think that Tibet is 
mysterious, the rainforests in Yunnan are mysterious, and Xiangxi is 
mysterious. When it comes to the grasslands, however, they think that’s 
it’s vast and clean but monotonous. But in fact, the real mystery is that 
you don’t understand. The Central Plains people are extremely ignorant 
when it comes to Mongolia, so that makes Mongolia the real mystery. Up 
to now, eighty percent of the country is no man’s land.” 

I had to admit that he was right; otherwise, we wouldn’t have been in 
such a mess the whole way here. He stopped me from asking any more 
questions and said, “Can’t you have some self-awareness? I asked you to 
come in for tea because I wanted to talk about what I should do with you, 
not to answer your questions.” 

I looked at him. I wasn’t worried that Jiang Siwang would kill us—with 
Poker-Face around, he couldn’t kill anyone at this distance—but I was 
really worried that he wanted to pester me like he used to do with Uncle 
Three. 

I decided to play nice and said, “Please speak.” 

“Get out of here.” He looked outside the tent. I could detect a trace of 
regret in his expression, but I didn’t know why he had such a regretful 
expression. “If you walk inside for two more days, it really will be too 
late,” he continued. “I’ll find someone to take you guys out of here.” 

“But we want to save people. Our friends have already gone in.” 

“They’ll never get out,” he said. “This grassland…this place…if you die 
here, your soul will never leave.” 

“And you still want to go in?” Fatty taunted him. 

Jiang Siwang’s expression was full of endless regrets. I felt a little touched 
by his expression and asked, “Uncle Jiang, what are you trying to say?” 
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“Go back. The sun will soon set behind the mountain and the sky will get 
dark. How many nights have you been here?” He asked. “This is your last 
chance.”  
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Chapter 38 Strange Ping Lian 

It would be very difficult to understand my mood unless you were there 
at that time because Jiang Siwang’s expression was hard to describe. 

His tone was very light, but his words were very heavy. It had started out 
with me wanting to try and persuade them to leave this place, but 
somehow, it turned into them advising me to leave. 

But in this case, one thing was for certain—like us, he thought that the 
road ahead was extremely dangerous. But he didn’t seem to want to 
leave, so this was a bit of a contradiction which made his words sound 
unconvincing. 

“Can you tell me why we won’t have a chance to leave after the sun sets? 
And you asked us how many days we’ve been here. Does that mean that 
after a certain number of days have passed, you’ll find some special 
changes here?” I asked him. “Your relationship with my family isn’t good 
and you know that we came here to save people. If you don’t give me a 
convincing reason, I can hardly believe you.” 

Jiang Siwang sighed but didn’t say anything else. 

“If it’s so dangerous, why don’t you leave?” I continued asking him. 

His expression suddenly became even more strange, and when he looked 
at me, I couldn’t help but think that he seemed kind of gloomy. But he 
soon turned his head to look at the sunlight outside the tent and said, 
“We have a special reason.” 

I wanted to keep asking questions, but he shook his head and then turned 
to look at Poker-Face. When he saw that Poker-Face was looking back at 
him, Jiang Siwang removed a mirror from his belt and handed it to him. 

After Poker-Face took it, Jiang Siwang turned to me again, “I can’t stop 
you from doing what you insist on doing, but let me tell you something. 
This is the wrong decision.” 
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“Some people we know have already left this place and gone out of the 
grassland,” I said. “How do you explain that?” 

He looked at me without giving an answer, but there was a very strange 
smile on his face. This smile made me feel particularly uncomfortable and 
gave off the sense that something wasn’t quite right. 

I didn’t think he had lied to me—he just told us what he knew of this 
grassland—but his expression also showed that he had a huge secret that 
he couldn’t tell. 

The conversation couldn’t continue, so we left the tent. But after coming 
out, I couldn’t resist saying, “We’re trying to save people and you’re here 
to make a profit. There’s no conflict. If you meet any other teams, can 
you at least use your satellite phone to inform us of their positions? We 
have to go down into the underground palace because I have to know 
where the people we’re trying to save are going. I don’t think you’re 
willing to share this kind of information with us, so we’ll just do it 
ourselves. But if you meet us in the underground palace, please be 
courteous.” 

I was worried that once we separated from him, it would become a 
competitive relationship where every minute counted. They had vehicles 
and a bunch of people, so they would definitely find the underground 
palace before us. And when that happened, they might start to destroy 
any clues, which would be very troublesome. Further ahead in front of 
this underground palace was the behemoth in the mountain, which was 
probably the world’s second most valuable tomb. Erasing any clues would 
at least ensure that no other teams could follow after them, but that also 
meant that we couldn’t get in either. 

If we could come to an agreement or at least be on good terms, then 
maybe they’d at least be willing to help out a little bit. But Jiang Siwang’s 
face didn’t show any emotion as he ignored me and turned to enter the 
tent again. 

The three of us left the camp under everyone’s watchful eyes. Fatty called 
Ping Lian over and then led us forward. “What do you think is wrong with 
Jiang Siwang?” I asked Fatty. “Something’s not right with him.” 
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Fatty looked back at the hillside, and I realized that his face was pale. He 
pulled us forward and said, “Go. Don’t talk. Let’s get away from them.” 

I wanted to keep asking questions, but Fatty wouldn’t have any of it and 
kept pulling me forward. As we walked, he looked at Poker-Face’s waist 
and said to him, “Lose that mirror. Get rid of it quick.” 

I had hardly ever seen Fatty so nervous, so I quietly followed behind him 
for a while. But when we got to a spot where I couldn’t see the camp on 
the hillside anymore, I grabbed him and told him to explain it clearly. 

Fatty was still very nervous and kept looking back as he said, “Didn’t you 
notice? Those people don’t have shadows.” 

I paused. Although I hadn’t really paid much attention earlier, I didn’t 
really notice anything strange like that. And when I tried to recall it now, I 
couldn’t really remember anything. But when Fatty suddenly mentioned 
it, it seemed kind of abrupt to me. 

“You mean, they’re not real people?” I felt a little guilty asking, because 
at this stage, I didn’t know whether I should believe it or not. 

“I don’t know if they’re ghosts or not, but they’re definitely not human. 
Little Brother, we shouldn’t keep that mirror. There must be something 
wrong with it. Quickly get rid of it.” 

Poker-Face pulled out the bronze mirror, which was the best-looking one 
among all of the shaman’s bronze mirrors. It was said that this kind of 
mirror was used in massages and could inject divine power and dispel 
pain. 

Ping Lian suddenly looked at this mirror nervously. 

All three of us found that it had been completely destroyed by fire and 
there were numerous traces of ash on it. Poker-Face wiped it and found 
that there was some kind of special grease on it. I couldn’t remember if 
the mirror had been in this state when he received it just now. 
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Fatty motioned for Poker-Face to ditch it, but Poker-Face shook his head, 
tied the mirror to a rope, and hung it on my backpack. When that was 
done, he signaled for us to keep moving. 

As I continued walking along, I couldn’t help but feel a little confused. If 
Jiang Siwang wasn’t human, then no matter what he was, he should know 
more about this place than us. He had asked us to go back, so should we 
listen? And why were there traces of a fire on that mirror? I suddenly 
thought of the circle of burnt corpses we had stumbled across when we 
first entered this place. 

At this time, Ping Lian suddenly looked behind us. But when I turned my 
head and looked back, there was nothing there. 

“Should we listen to him and get out of here?” I asked Poker-Face. 

He looked in the mirror and said, “Maybe they need us to help them get 
out of here. Maybe they can’t leave on their own.” 

I immediately understood and felt my whole back go cold. 

Poker-Face also looked behind us, as if there was something there 
chasing after us. 

“Then what danger were they referring to?” 

“We’ll know tonight,” Fatty said. “Those two girls made it out, so we can’t 
be worse off than them.” 

This was the only way to comfort ourselves now. 

So, we continued hurrying along with Ping Lian following close behind. 
“Shitty dog, why are you suddenly so loyal now?” Fatty asked several 
times. Of course, Ping Lian couldn’t answer. 

As the sun slowly set, a gloomy haze seemed to rise up from the ground. 
The temperature was particularly low, and the sky was getting darker and 
darker. None of us talked as we continued our serious march forward. 
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We should be able to reach the entrance to the underground palace 
tomorrow, but what will happen tonight? 

As I was thinking this, Fatty suddenly looked at Ping Lian and called out to 
me, “There’s something wrong with this dog! Look!” 
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Chapter 39 Night Comes 

At this time, there were already a lot of trees near us, so it could be said 
that we were almost in the forest. And although the sky was bright, our 
surroundings were already very dark after the setting sun went behind 
the mountain. 

It would be impossible to sleep tonight, so our best bet was to keep 
moving forward. At least, I was planning on doing that, but Fatty’s sudden 
shout immediately made me nervous. 

I could see the outline of Ping Lian’s body, but I couldn’t see the specific 
details very clearly. Fatty’s eyes were special, but mine weren’t as good as 
his so I turned on my flashlight and pointed it at Ping Lian. 

I immediately saw Ping Lian sitting there, but his back was ramrod 
straight. In fact, I couldn’t help but think that he was sitting too straight, 
just like a person. 

And his eyes were completely white like they had rolled into the back of 
his head. 

He just continued to sit there, looking like a serious old man sitting 
ramrod straight. It reminded me of those very serious portraits of 
emperors you’d see in textbooks. 

“Ping Lian, what are you doing?!” Fatty shouted. “Who are you trying to 
scare?” 

Ping Lian didn’t move. 

I had my own way of dealing with dogs and was just about to go over to 
him when Poker-Face suddenly stopped me. 

“Is something wrong?” Fatty asked us. 

I also looked at Poker-Face, “Did something happen?” 

Poker-Face nodded, took the bronze mirror off of my backpack, and 
pointed it towards Ping Lian. 
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I immediately understood and moved to look at Ping Lian out of the 
corner of my eye (after everything we had experienced before, this had 
basically become a conditioned reflex by now). 

But I didn’t see anything. 

There was nothing reflected in Poker-Face’s bronze mirror, but as soon as 
he moved it, Ping Lian stood up and retreated far away. 

It seemed that no matter what it had been used for previously, this 
bronze mirror really was kind of useful. 

At almost the exact same time Ping Lian reacted, Poker-Face suddenly 
launched into motion. He put his other hand to the ground, leaned his 
body forward, and then quickly accelerated, rushing at Ping Lian like an 
arrow shot straight from the bolt. 

Dogs reacted faster than humans, and even if they weren’t prepared for 
an attack, they could still escape from this distance. I definitely wouldn’t 
give chase, but Poker-Face was just too fast. The moment Ping Lian 
reacted and jumped up, Poker-Face moved like a cat and grabbed the fur 
on his back. 

Ping Lian struggled like crazy, but nothing could ever escape from Poker-
Face’s hold if he refused to let go.  

Poker-Face held the bronze mirror up in front of Ping Lian and the dog 
immediately quieted down, his eyes now fixed on the bronze mirror. 
There was still no trace of his pupils, just the whites of his eyes. After a 
brief moment, he began to twitch. Fatty and I rushed over to help hold 
down his neck and hind legs as he began to vomit countless black things 
that gave off a foul odor. 

When I illuminated them with my flashlight, I saw that Ping Lian had 
vomited what appeared to be charred meat. It was completely 
undigested. 

Fatty’s face was pale, “It ate those charred corpses.” 
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I never imagined that someone’s dog would actually eat this kind of thing. 
Then, Ping Lian began projectile vomiting what appeared to be fresh meat 
and skin that was covered in brown hair. 

Fatty lifted up a piece of skin with his dagger and looked at me. 

I couldn’t believe it, but I still had enough common sense to immediately 
recognize it. 

This was horse skin. 

I felt my body go cold all over. As Fatty continued to use his dagger to 
poke through the large pool of things that Ping Lian had spit out, I saw 
brown horse hair on a lot of the meat. 

“Ping Lian, what in the world did you do to them?” Fatty asked him. “We 
told you to watch the horses. Did you eat them all?” 

Poker-Face motioned for me to take over, so I put my flashlight in my 
mouth, moved over, and held the dog with both hands. Poker-Face 
moved his hands up to Ping Lian’s face and stuck the bronze mirror 
closer. 

Ping Lian suddenly put up a fierce struggle and broke free from my hold. 
The fur I had been gripping was ripped out, leaving me with a clump of 
bloody fur in one hand. Almost at the same time, he twisted his head and 
moved to bite my neck. 

It was a very close call, but luckily, I reacted quickly and fell backwards. 
Poker-Face also moved fast and immediately raised his hand and grabbed 
Ping Lian’s mouth. But before the dog could bite down, Poker-Face 
suddenly exerted his strength and dislocated his jaw. 

Ping Lian let out a series of loud whines, ran about three or four meters 
away, and then looked back at us. 

His jaw was hanging down from where it was dislocated, but he became 
desperate when he saw Poker-Face arrive behind him and hold him down 
again. 
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I tossed the bloody fur from my hand and turned back to exchange a 
glance with Fatty, noticing in my peripheral vision that Poker-Face 
suddenly released his hold on Ping Lian. 

I was just thinking that it was a little odd when Poker-Face suddenly 
started rushing right towards me. I quickly turned my head and looked at 
Fatty. 

Fatty was standing just a few centimeters behind me—almost touching 
me—and his eyes had gone completely white. 

At this time, I looked at him out of the corner of my eye and saw that 
there was a black human head behind his head, but it was only showing 
half of its face. 

The distance was so close this time that I could see everything clearly. 
That thing was wearing the same kind of hat that the ceramic figurine 
from before had been wearing but the silk on it was completely rotten. 

Poker-Face arrived in an instant and pulled me away, his strength causing 
me to fall to the ground and roll. When I got up, I found that the bronze 
mirror had been stuffed into my clothes and Poker-Face and Fatty were 
no longer there. I swept my flashlight around and saw Ping Lian. 

I reflexively looked at him out of the corner of my eye, and this time, I 
finally saw the problem—there was something like a black child hanging 
from his belly. Its position had made it really hard to find. 

Ping Lian was about to rush at me again, but then he stopped after only 
one movement and turned and fled into the darkness. 

I turned my head and saw Poker-Face walking over. He was supporting 
Fatty with one hand and holding a black head in the other. 

“You killed one? Great! What is it?” I was just starting to feel overjoyed 
when my flashlight suddenly went out. But instead of instantly being 
shrouded in darkness, it was more like the darkness rushed up from 
behind Poker-Face and enveloped us all at once. 

I couldn’t see anything at all.  
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Chapter 40 Black Python Lotus 

The next thing I knew, I felt a pain in my eyes that penetrated deep into 
my brain. It was just like someone had directly grabbed the nerves in my 
eyes. I squeezed my eyes shut and rushed towards the place where 
Poker-Face had been standing just now. 

I had to reach him quickly because this darkness was the worst state for 
the three of us to be in. 

But when I rushed over and stretched my hands out, all I caught was air. 
As I immediately started to lose consciousness, the last thing I could feel 
was my whole body falling into a sea of black cotton. 

It was so overpowering that I was barely conscious before I knew it. Then, 
I completely blacked out. 

When I woke up again, the sky was already bright. I got up and found that 
I wasn’t in the same place I had been at last night. Instead, I appeared to 
be in a forest on top of a hill. 

Honestly, this hill could be regarded as a mountain. It looked to be about 
two or three hundred meters tall and was completely covered in forest. 
The trees weren’t tall, but most of them were European red pines and 
Mongolian oaks. Sunshine filtered down through the tops of the tree 
canopies, and as I looked between the gaps in the trees, I could see low 
mountains in the distance. I could even see the grassland at the foot of 
the mountain stretching out as far as the eye could see. The mountain 
was very steep, and when I stood up, I found that there was only a 
narrow space to place my feet. Moreover, the ground at the top of the 
mountain was sloped, so it would be easy to slide down if I wasn’t careful. 

This was very common terrain at this latitude. 

I turned my head and saw Fatty lying on a bunch of fallen leaves beside 
me. Poker-Face was leaning against a tree on the side, quietly resting. 

It’s dawn? 
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We’re ok? 

I cautiously stood up, grabbing the roots of a nearby tree since the 
ground was sloped and covered in fallen leaves and mud. Fatty and 
Poker-Face both opened their eyes. 

“What’s going on? What happened to me last night?” 

Fatty took out his cell phone and showed me some photos. I saw that the 
whites of my eyes were showing and I had been tied up. 

I suddenly felt a sharp pain in my eyes. As it turned out, the darkness that 
had suddenly rushed over me at that time was just my own eyeballs 
rolling into the back of my head. 

I rubbed my eyes and found that Poker-Face was covered in mud. “You 
and I were infected last night,” Fatty said. “Little Brother saved me, but it 
was too late to save you. So, we carried you all the way here.” 

“What’s the situation?” I asked Fatty. 

I wanted him to describe what had happened last night, but his face 
turned pale and he shook his head. It seemed like he couldn’t even 
muster up the will to shoot off witty remarks like usual. “You’re better off 
not knowing,” he said. 

“You’re no fun. Uncle Three was like this and now you are, too.” I was 
fuming, but Fatty suddenly got up, grabbed me, and walked to the other 
side of the mountain. 

We had been sitting close to the top of the eastern slope of the mountain 
so it only took a few steps to reach the ridge. In fact, the western slope 
was only about three steps away. 

The trees were sparse on the western slope, so we could easily see the 
mountain on the opposite side. Even though that mountain was a dirt 
mound about the same height as the mountain we were currently on, it 
was very special because there was an amazing spectacle on the side of it. 
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This spectacle turned out to be a giant hole in the dirt that was about four 
or five stories high and surrounded by trees. 

“What do you think of this grave robbers’ tunnel?” Fatty asked me. 

I could tell at a glance that this was a grave robbers’ tunnel, but it was 
just too big. Godzilla must’ve been the one to dig it. But the most amazing 
thing was that there were countless small holes all around this huge hole. 
There were so many of these small holes, in fact, that they formed a huge 
“holey” mountain. 

I didn’t have trypophobia52, but I still shuddered when I saw it. There 
were a lot of trees on the opposite side, but the holes we could see were 
already very big. I was certain that if we went over there, we’d find a lot 
of smaller holes hidden under the tree canopies. Did this mountain 
become a hornet’s nest? 

As I continued to look, I realized that all of the holes formed a clear image 
of a lotus. 

Shen Qianjue’s description wasn’t very good, I thought to myself. This 
thing is different from what she said. It’s certainly uglier and more 
shocking. How many people have come here in hopes of stealing from this 
underground palace? What’s going on with this huge grave robbers’ 
tunnel? 

“We’re in front of the underground palace,” Fatty said. “Don’t worry 
about last night. Let’s just get down to business.” 

I looked at him. Although I was really intrigued by this holey mountain, 
Fatty’s words still upset me. “Are you going to tell me or not?” I asked 
him. “If you don’t tell me, I won’t support you in the future.” 

Fatty continued to hold on to me as he told me to look behind the holey 
mountain. 

When I did, I saw the snow-capped mountain we had seen when we first 
arrived here. Now that it was much closer, its magnitude was even more 

 
52 Fear or disgust of closely-packed holes. 
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spectacular. The snow-capped peaks formed from the central axis behind 
this earthen “lotus” mountain were all black—I only discovered this now 
because the mountain had been so far away before—and the mountain’s 
ridges were very special. One of them looked like a black python that 
pierced right into the “lotus”. 

This wasn’t something that had been carved out; it was just a landform 
that had coincidentally taken that shape after it had been eroded by 
water. 

“In your opinion, what would make the snow on that mountain turn 
black?” When Fatty asked me this, I immediately knew what he meant. 

Almost every single strange thing we had encountered along the way had 
been “black”, which meant that there had to be something very strange 
under that black mountain. 

And whatever that strange thing was, everything that had happened here 
should be related to it.  
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Chapter 41 Last Night 

My eyes returned back to the holey mountain in front of me. It really did 
look ugly. 

The holes must have been grave robbers’ tunnels that had been dug 
during the previous dynasties, but I didn’t understand why there were so 
many of them. If a grave robbers’ tunnel had already been dug, then most 
people would have just used it instead of digging another one. Moreover, 
the grave robbers’ tunnels here were so big that ox carts could fit through 
many of them. 

I glanced at Poker-Face—he was still resting with his eyes closed—and 
then said to Fatty, “Give me your analysis.” 

Fatty looked at the holes and said, “If the leader wants to know, then I 
won’t hold back. These Mongolian grave robbers are short-sighted.” 

I gave him a light smack and he said, “Ok, ok. Jokes aside, I think there’s 
something wrong with the soil here. These grave robbers’ tunnels 
probably collapse right after they’re dug.” 

“There’s another possibility,” I said. “There might not be a tunnel 
connecting the tombs below.” 

Fatty touched his chin and looked at me. “Isn’t this a pile of lunch boxes 
stacked together? What kind of burial method is this?” 

After thinking about it, I felt that there wasn’t a basis for our inference, 
but these holes could at least prove one thing—this underground palace 
should be so different from what we were used to that our previous 
experiences may be useless. 

But why didn’t Shen Qianjue mention this? 

I knew at the time that she was hiding something, but now I was certain 
that she had intentionally withheld information. But was there really 
anything here worth hiding? 
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Generally, people withheld information for two reasons: it would either 
hurt them or make things messy. I just didn’t know which one applied 
here. 

“Up to this point, we know that Shen Qianjue and her partner are the 
only ones who went to this underground palace and made it out of the 
grassland,” I said to Fatty. “So, it must be very dangerous. If I go in and 
have an accident, I’ll never know what happened last night. Do you have 
the heart to let me die not knowing that secret?” 

Fatty looked at me, looked at Poker-Face again, and then shoved some 
nearby dead leaves aside. I immediately found that there was a hole 
under the pile of dead leaves. 

When I squatted down to the entrance of this hole and looked at it, I 
smelled a horrible stench. “Last night, a lot of things happened,” Fatty 
said. “I’ll have to tell you the story in several parts. The first part was 
when we were carrying you away. As we were running, something was 
chasing us underground. We were pretty sure those things were going to 
pop up out of the ground, so when we saw a tree, Little Brother carried 
you over to it.” 

“And then?” I looked at him and asked. 

“Then, those things began climbing the trees. My eyes kept wanting to 
roll into the back of my head, so I had to keep slapping myself to stay 
awake,” Fatty said. “That’s why I didn’t exactly see what those things 
were. But they definitely seemed humanoid. 

“I was climbing slower than Little Brother, so when I saw that you had lost 
consciousness and I felt like I couldn’t do it anymore, I decided to sacrifice 
myself to save you, Mr. Naïve. So, I jumped.” 

I looked at Fatty. He was making a particularly majestic expression as he 
looked at the snow-capped mountain in the distance, “That’s what 
brothers do.” 

“Why didn’t you die?” 
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“Little Brother jumped down, too. But I didn’t make a smooth landing and 
ended up falling through a hole as soon as I hit the ground. After falling 
straight down, I found that the ground here was all hollowed out and I 
landed on a bunch of things.” Fatty continued, “I turned on my flashlight 
and God, what a sight. I had fallen amongst countless bodies wearing 
ancient clothes. They were all a little fat and completely wrapped up in 
moss that was covered in mercury.” 

“Was it a burial pit?” I asked. “Bodies that have been embalmed using 
mercury are usually in such places.” 

“No! These bodies were all crawling! They were moving very slowly, but I 
could definitely tell that they were crawling like insects! Those deathly 
pale bodies and flesh squeezing against flesh were especially strange,” 
Fatty said. “Then, just as I was trying to observe everything carefully and 
gather intelligence, Little Brother jumped down, grabbed me, and ran 
away. But the hole was very deep, so Little Brother couldn’t drag me all 
the way up and ended up having to drag me deeper into the hole.” 

When Poker-Face was dragging Fatty further into the hole, something 
suddenly rushed down from above. Fatty looked back. At this time, his 
flashlight was pointing to the area behind him, so when he looked back, 
he saw all those ancient bodies avoiding a bunch of black figures that had 
just jumped down. 

Those black figures obviously moved much faster and started chasing 
after them, incessantly following them through various passages. Fatty 
was confused and disoriented so he couldn’t remember how many of 
them Poker-Face had killed. He only said that when he finally came out, 
he was on top of the mountain. 

After that, Poker-Face went back, pulled me off of the tree, and dragged 
me here. 

“But this little scene doesn’t seem like such a big deal,” I said to him. 

Fatty sniffed his body and told me to take a whiff. When I did, I suddenly 
smelled a strange scent. 
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“All the soil in the hole has this strange scent,” Fatty said. “I think it may 
be—” 

My eyes widened and I looked back at Poker-Face. He had opened his 
eyes and was looking at Fatty, who immediately said, “Anyways, we spent 
half the night in that smelly mud because of you.” 

I felt sad for a while, but for Poker-Face’s sake, it was really best to just let 
it go. 

On the one hand, I felt very apologetic, but on the other hand, I kind of 
wanted to laugh. 

“But we still learned something,” Fatty said. “I think those black things 
are like sheepdogs. They’re underground and are herding those fat bodies 
in ancient clothes.” 

“They’re really herding corpses?” 

Fatty nodded. “Basically, these fat bodies were buried here like some kind 
of livestock. They must have some uses, but I don’t know what those 
black humanoid things are.” He threw my backpack to me, “Don’t worry 
about it for now. When it gets dark again, let’s go into the underground 
palace.” 
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Chapter 42 Graffitied Warning 

We set off about twenty minutes later. The mountain opposite us looked 
very close, but it actually took us an hour to reach the foot of that huge 
holey slope. 

During that time, there was a thought lingering in my heart that was 
difficult to get rid of—Poker-Face must have only rested for two hours so 
would he be able to endure it? 

I didn’t see any traces of tiredness on his face, but he definitely had to be 
tired since he kept taking naps all the time. I just didn’t know if I should 
ask. 

When we were halfway through our journey, he still looked perfectly fine 
while Fatty and I were panting like dogs. As a result, there really wasn’t a 
need to ask him if he needed a rest. Moreover, we’d have to rest when 
we arrived at our destination anyways. 

At this time, looking up at the mountain was even more frightening, and I 
couldn’t help thinking that it wasn’t a lotus flower at all but a huge 
hornet’s nest. It almost seemed as if countless hornets would come flying 
out of these holes at any moment. 

We went from the foot of the mountain to the huge grave robbers’ 
tunnel on the mountainside. Fatty looked at the dark hole and said to us, 
“Comrade Naïve, it’s time to use your talents. The choice is yours now: 
should we find a hole and go in, or should we dig one ourselves?” 

“Go in and take a look.” After saying this, I took the lead. 

The grave robbers’ tunnel was so big that Godzilla was the only one who 
could have dug it. The inside sloped downward, so it became very dim 
after about six or seven meters. When I turned on my flashlight and 
continued walking further inside, I found that there was water on the 
ground. This stagnant water was very clear, so it must have been 
accumulated rainwater that had filtered down from above. After passing 
the pool of water, I saw a dirt hole that was very dark inside. When I 
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swept my flashlight over it, all I could make out were hard clods of dirt 
inside. 

This didn’t seem to be a stone mountain but a dirt mountain. 

Poker-Face quickly cleaned himself without an ounce of hesitation. Our 
clothes were waterproof, so he washed off the stains on the outside and 
then neatly took off his clothes. After setting them aside, he quickly got 
into the pool of water and wiped himself clean. Fatty only took off his 
jacket and wiped his body with a towel. 

The water was extremely cold, so I wasn’t brave enough to copy them. 

I moved to take a few more steps inside the tunnel, but Fatty told me not 
to move rashly. 

As it turned out, I couldn’t actually move because I found that the path 
ahead was blocked. The hard soil inside had collapsed in such a way that 
the hole was a dead end. 

By this point, Fatty and Poker-Face had already caught up to me. The 
whole bathing process shouldn’t have taken more than two minutes, but 
Poker-Face had even washed his hair. I figured that his hands had moved 
so fast when he was washing up that they left afterimages. 

“Sure enough, as I said, the soil here may be quite special and the grave 
robbers’ tunnels won’t last long,” Fatty said. 

I squatted down, touched the collapsed dirt pile, and found that there 
was a lot of coke in the soil.53 

When I picked one out and illuminated it with my flashlight, I saw that 
there were some metal things stuck inside. They were very small—almost 
like sand—but seemed to have rusted after going through oxidation. 

“What’s the matter?” 

 
53 FYI, not cocaine. In this context, coke is a grey, hard, and porous fuel with a high carbon content and few 
impurities, made by heating coal or oil in the absence of air—a destructive distillation process. It is an 
important industrial product, used mainly in iron ore smelting, but also as a fuel in stoves and forges when air 
pollution is a concern. 
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I shook my head, but at this time, Fatty’s flashlight swept over the tunnel 
wall on our left. We all saw that some graffiti had been painted there. 

I was pretty knowledgeable when it came to murals, but this wasn’t a 
mural at all. Instead, it was more like a child had graffitied something on 
the wall. This person had obviously engraved it with a knife and made 
sure that the cuts were very deep. 

Examining graffiti was one of Fatty’s many talents. 

Based on how the paint was peeling off of the wall, the graffiti must’ve 
been very old. And even some of the lines were so faint that they couldn’t 
be seen at all. But fortunately, the painter had applied toner to these 
lines so that they could be preserved up until this point. 

The graffiti showed an image of a black stick figure, which gave off the 
impression that it was a mural from the Stone Ages. But part of the mural 
had been crushed by the hard mud that had collapsed. 

“Is this a remnant of the ancient Mongolians?” After Fatty asked this, he 
suddenly felt that the pronunciation of the words “ancient Mongolians” 
was very funny and emphasized, “Anncccciiiient Mongolians.”54  

“This is the information left by the predecessors who dug these grave 
robbers’ tunnels,” I said. “Grave robbers generally don’t take the initiative 
to leave messages for others. Can you decipher it?” 

“The illiterate understand the illiterate,” Fatty said. “Let me have a closer 
look. You should go study something else with Little Brother first.” 

It took a long time to examine something like this graffiti, so I followed 
Poker-Face to the other side. 

At the intersection between the collapsed soil block and the tunnel wall 
on the other side, we found a very thin accessible gap where the soil 
hadn’t completely collapsed. 

 
54 Doesn’t translate well. The pinyin for “ancient Mongolians” is Měnggǔ gǔrén, so when Fatty repeated it, he 
said “Měnggǔ gǔ gǔ gǔrén”. 
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Of course, this gap was very long, and when we pointed our flashlights at 
it, we estimated that it was about seventeen or eighteen meters deep. 

Poker-Face started stretching his shoulders and I immediately knew that 
he was about to do bone contraction. I couldn’t bear to watch him do it, 
so I turned my head away. 

But when I did this, I saw Fatty looking at us with a pale face. 

“What’s the matter?” I asked him. 

“The information on this is a little scary.” 

“Don’t be afraid, Daddy’s here,” I teased him. “Just tell me what it says.” 

Fatty turned back towards the graffiti and said, “The meaning of the first 
few pictures is very clear. These are a few people performing Qimen 
Dunjia.” 

He used his flashlight to illuminate several figures on the cave wall, but I 
couldn’t make anything of them. Fatty continued, “The guy who drew this 
picture should be illiterate, but if you look here, this little man is holding a 
flag up. This is the warning sign of the Mongolian cavalry and I think it 
means that these pictures are all warnings. And look at the movements of 
these people. There are seven graffiti figures here all performing Qimen 
Dunjia, but the seasons of the trees behind them are different. There’s 
also a figure here, which is a strange thing that’s clearly not human. But 
this thing is also performing Qimen Dunjia, just like those people.” 

I looked at the figure and also agreed that it looked very strange. It wasn’t 
in the shape of a person at all, but it had eyes and appeared to be in the 
shape of this underground palace. 

“I think what this person is trying to tell us is that all of us come here 
because this underground palace attracts us. This underground palace 
uses Qimen Dunjia to seduce groups of people to come here at regular 
intervals,” Fatty said. 

“What the hell?” 
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“That’s just my interpretation of it.” 

I looked at those pictures but still couldn’t understand how they 
expressed such complicated meanings. 

“How is this possible? It’s not like the underground palace is a person.” 

“We’ve just been assuming that it’s an underground palace, but maybe 
the things below aren’t actually underground palaces,” Fatty said.  
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Chapter 43 Living Inanimate Object 

I didn’t understand what Fatty meant, so he continued explaining, “Look 
at the simple strokes of this pattern. The underground palace has eyes. In 
fact, it has a lot of eyes.” He pointed his flashlight at the pattern, and 
when I looked carefully, I saw that it was true. There were so many eyes 
painted on the lotus-shaped underground palace that it almost looked 
like some kind of creature. 

When I saw that ceramic figurine before, I was surprised that an 
inanimate object could move like that. But now, seeing how this 
underground palace was painted, it almost seemed like it was a living 
thing, too. 

“Have you ever encountered a situation where common sense dictates 
that something is an inanimate object, but it doesn’t actually seem to be 
inanimate?” Fatty asked me. “In ancient times, there were many legends 
where objects had been imbued with some kind of feng shui qi and 
turned into spirits, right?” 

I touched my chin, “Is the underground palace a spirit?” 

If that’s the case, then why the hell can the underground palace turn into 
a spirit? If I fill in all of these holes and restore the underground palace, 
will this spirit appear in my tent when I’m dreaming and say, “After a 
hundred years of cultivating, I’m finally fated to meet you. I have come to 
repay the favor.” 

In the past, people usually met spirits like snail girls55, but the spirit I 
ended up meeting turned out to be an underground palace. And 
compared to the size of the underground palace, I was the “snail” in this 
scenario. I couldn’t even ask a Taoist priest to reveal her original form 
because the Taoist priest and I would both be crushed to death. 

“Why are you smirking?” Fatty thought I was acting strange because I was 
amused all by myself. “You can even smile like a fool thinking about the 

 
55 There’s a legend about a snail girl here. In China today, people used the words “snail girl” for people who 
take care of cooking and other household chores. 

https://chinesemythologypodcast.com/2019/01/04/episode-114-the-snail-girl/
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idea of an underground palace turning into a spirit. As expected of an 
architect, what you find sexy differs from us mortals.” 

I quickly apologized and began thinking about the problem seriously. 

An inanimate object seemed to be alive. 

I soon realized that I had actually heard of something like this before. And 
not only had I heard of it, but it was also quite important. 

“Scorpion tomb.” 

When Poker-Face was “released into the wild” as a child, he went into a 
tomb that resembled a scorpion. A man named Ma Pingchuan uncovered 
and tried to excavate the tomb sometime later, but it wasn’t found in the 
end. All that remained was a two-foot-long iron scorpion. 

The tomb ate the coffins of the nearby tombs and then suddenly 
disappeared. Although it was only a legend, it sounded like a living 
creature. 

Fatty slapped his thigh. We had heard the story so long ago that we had 
both forgotten it, but once I told him, he quickly remembered it. He 
immediately looked back and said, “Let’s ask Little Brother to tell us what 
happened at that time. How could we forget about this?” 

Indeed, too many things had happened before and there were so many 
mysteries—especially dispensable ones—that we had all forgotten. 

But when I looked back, Poker-Face was gone. I looked at the gap in the 
wall but couldn’t see what was inside, so I figured he had already entered 
the gap to look around. 

I didn’t understand what it felt like to contract your bones. It had to be 
very uncomfortable, but I knew that he would come out soon and help us 
find a way in. He wouldn’t let us wander around this place on our own 
and would definitely come out to save us when we were in trouble. 

I turned my head and continued to look at the many-eyed lotus palace, 
but it was completely impossible for me to determine whether Fatty’s 
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inference was correct or not. I just couldn’t understand what these lines 
meant. He was saying that this underground palace was a living thing that 
was using Qimen Dunjia to attract people to this valley. 

It was a bit nonsensical but I still found it a little scary. 

“Lotus and scorpion…” I scratched my head. Lotus flowers and scorpions 
had very concrete meanings in Tibet, so there were some ideas floating 
around in my head that were itching to be connected (I may have also 
just been infested with Ping Lian’s fleas).   

Scorpions had two meanings in Tibet. The first was to exorcise evil spirits. 
Scorpions, especially iron scorpions, were Guru Rinpoche’s56 magical 
weapon. The angry Guru Rinpoche would use iron scorpions to exorcise 
demons and ghosts. The second meaning was “Lu”, which meant dragon. 
Dragons had very strong protective instincts, and since scorpions were a 
type of dragon, they were also used to represent this. 

Lotus flowers also had two meanings in Tibet. One was qualification, 
which was the qualification to start cultivating. The other was that of the 
end, which was the end point of cultivation when you achieved 
enlightenment. 

Tibetan Buddhism prevailed in Mongolia at that time, but I didn’t know 
whether this was far-fetched thinking on my part or if it was really related 
to these two underground palaces. 

Poker-Face’s journey at that time had started from the scorpion tomb 
and now we were facing a lotus tomb. It was giving me an uneasy feeling. 

I didn’t know what his specific situation had been like in the scorpion 
tomb, but now he was facing an underground palace that represented an 
end point—I didn’t like the associations it brought to mind. 

There was more information behind the pile of collapsed mud so Fatty 
tried to pull some of it away, but I quickly stopped him. I had a hunch 
about the mechanics of this structure and knew that the mud here 

 
56 Legendary Indian Buddhist mystic who introduced Tantric Buddhism to Tibet and who is credited with 
establishing the first Buddhist monastery there. Info here and pic here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Padmasambh%C4%81va
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/682118
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shouldn’t be moved. Poker-Face was walking through the gap, so if the 
surrounding mud moved and ended up blocking it, he may be trapped to 
death. 

So, the two of us had nothing to do. I listened to Xiao Hua’s broadcast 
again on the satellite phone, but there weren’t any changes. In fact, the 
hidden anxiety in my heart had reached a critical level. Although I hadn’t 
said anything along the way, I knew in my heart that it had taken us too 
long to get here because we had encountered too many obstacles. Now I 
could only pray that Black Glasses and Xiao Hua were still acting normally. 

Fatty and I didn’t dare leave either since crevice exploration was more 
dangerous than cave diving. I asked him to keep watch while I went to the 
pool outside to clean myself up. 

The water was so cold that I was shivering as I hurriedly washed up, but 
at this time, I suddenly looked up and saw Ping Lian appear above me at 
the mouth of the hole. 

His unhinged jaw was still hanging down, which looked very painful, but 
he seemed to be all right. He rushed at me and shook his jaw, almost like 
he was asking me for help. 

His eyes were normal, and when I looked at his belly, I found that there 
was nothing there. I petted him and said to myself, you’re lucky. I took a 
sip of water, grabbed his jaw, and fiercely sprayed the water on his face. 
As soon as he shrank back, I pressed his jaw back in place. 

He shook fiercely and whimpered a few times, but when he found that he 
was healed, he immediately ran away and began drinking some water. 

I sat by the water’s edge and pointed my flashlight at him, catching a 
glimpse of his reflection in the water. Since it was facing me, I could see in 
the ripples that what was actually reflected back was a human face. It 
wasn’t drinking the water at all and was just looking at me coldly.  
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Chapter 44 Nameless Chapter 

“Fatty!” I shouted as I looked at Ping Lian’s reflection. When I heard 
Fatty’s answering call, I said, “There’s a situation.” 

“You can deal with it,” Fatty’s voice said from further inside the tunnel. “I 
have something to do.” 

I looked at the face in the water and saw those eyes looking at me coldly. 
“Can’t you just come over here?” I called out again. 

“Mr. Naïve, it’s time to grow up. You’ll have to eat and shit by yourself 
sooner or later.” 

“Please, Fatty.” I was a little desperate because I felt that Ping Lian wasn’t 
drinking as much water now and the face in the reflection was starting to 
show a vicious expression. 

Fatty finally came over but paused when he saw Ping Lian. I directed his 
attention to the reflection in the water. 

Fatty squinted at it and then immediately pulled me back. We were both 
feeling a little scared and held onto each other. “Why is your Uncle Two’s 
face appearing on a dog?” Fatty asked. 

That face really did resemble my Uncle Two, but it definitely wasn’t; 
otherwise, it could only be explained as another kind of metaphysics. 
Plus, there was no way that ferocious expression could be made by a 
human’s facial muscles. 

Ping Lian slowly stopped drinking and looked up at me. At this time, the 
face in the water’s reflection was showing an extremely ferocious 
expression. Then, I saw that face’s mouth move and form a word. 

Of course, Ping Lian by the water’s edge didn’t speak and just looked at 
us, but the face and mouth below were moving. We just couldn’t hear 
any sound. Fatty reached for his knife at the same time that I started to 
reach for my own knife with my left hand. 
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I used my right hand to grip Fatty as I stared at that face without showing 
any fear. 

Finally, after the face and I stared at each other for a few minutes, Ping 
Lian turned and left the pool. But when he ran directly out of the hole, I 
noticed a strange sight—Ping Lian had left, but the face in the water’s 
reflection didn’t move at all. In fact, it was still in the same position. 

It was at this time that I realized this thing wasn’t a reflection but a 
human face in the water. It had just so happened to overlap with Ping 
Lian’s reflection. 

But before we could react, that face suddenly came out of the water. It 
had originally been facing the opposite way, but once it came out of the 
water, its head rotated 180 degrees. 

Its body didn’t come out of the water, but in the next second, that face 
retreated back into the pool. There seemed to be a hole under it, and 
when it retreated into the hole, a huge wave of water surged up. 

Fatty and I crouched there frozen in the same spot for a long time before 
we were sure that it wouldn’t pop up again somewhere else. The scene 
just now was absolutely terrifying. It looked as if that face was attached 
to a very long neck, but I wasn’t sure. 

“Do you think this thing is a different type compared to the one you saw 
before?” Fatty asked. 

I nodded. This face was very different compared to the others I had seen. 
The first one I saw was a black person who moved very fast. The other 
was a corpse wearing ancient clothes that was wrapped up in mercury-
covered moss, which was an ancient burial method used to preserve 
corpses. 

It felt as if this was a relationship between grazers and herders. 

Fatty asked if the fat corpses he had seen along the way were actually 
dead cows that could produce milk, but I remembered seeing both males 
and females among those corpses. Since they were so fat, they were 
probably meant to be eaten. 
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Of course, this was all just speculation since no one knew what was 
happening below this grassland. 

But the face I saw just now was definitely different from the two I had 
seen before, which made it the third kind of “thing” that I had seen so far. 
The shape was similar to the others, but for some reason, I felt as if this 
face could think. 

As the surging water gradually calmed down, I saw the pebbles in the 
pool quickly fall back and fill in the place where that head had come out 
of. The hole probably led to an underground area below the pool, but it 
was all covered by the pebbles now. 

That face had looked like it was saying a word to me just now. I knew it 
had to be a language, but I really didn’t understand Mongolian. 

I imitated the pronunciation of the words I thought that face had said and 
came up with the following words that sounded similar: broadcast, beat, 
kindness, and exterminate.57  

Fatty asked me what it meant, but I just shook my head. The frustration in 
my heart had reached its limit: how many obstacles could be caused by 
not understanding a civilization and culture? I couldn’t even conduct 
effective reasoning here. 

After that, I kept watch and thought about all of the clues as I waited for 
Poker-Face to return. Unfortunately, I didn’t make any progress and 
Poker-Face didn’t get anything, either. As it turned out, the gap led to a 
dead end. The rest of the gap had collapsed completely, so he didn’t dare 
go any further. 

After discussing it, we felt that the layers of soil here had been specially 
treated and were prone to collapse. This was especially true for the 
excavated grave robbers’ tunnels, which could only last for a short time. If 
this mountain was really packed earth, then it was probably the most 
annoying situation we could encounter. 

 
57 bō (播)=broadcast; dǎ (打)=hit; cí (慈)=kindness; miè (灭)=exterminate 
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There was a time limit when it came to the structural integrity of these 
grave robbers’ tunnels because the soil here was like sheep intestines. In 
other words, when the grave robbers’ tunnel was excavated halfway, the 
first excavated part would collapse and the exit would be blocked. Your 
only option would be to continue digging down to reach the underground 
palace. 

After arriving at the underground palace, you could then use the air there 
and dig your way back. But it was still the same situation. The grave 
robbers’ tunnel would continue to collapse, so you’d have to keep moving 
forward without stopping. 

This was a very special craft, which enabled the underground palace to 
naturally be closed off after it was robbed. It was also extremely 
demanding for the craftsman making the holes because there could be no 
mistakes when it came to physical strength or positioning ability. 

We had adequate experience, but I wasn’t confident at all. I not only 
understood what those large grave robbers’ tunnels meant, but I also 
knew that there were a lot of corpses in those countless small grave 
robbers’ tunnels nearby. They were the bodies of those who didn’t reach 
the underground palace and died halfway. 

I thought of Shen Qianjue again and began to realize what information 
she had been hiding from us. 
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Chapter 45 Corpse Country Boundary Marker 

I originally suspected that we weren’t following the same route that Shen 
Qianjue had taken. This doubt still existed since there were so many river 
valleys here, and I couldn’t help wondering if we had taken the wrong 
entrance when we came to this place. 

But if we had been walking in the same valley that Shen Qianjue had gone 
through, then her journey with Old Bing definitely wouldn’t have been as 
smooth as she had said. 

This meant that she must have concealed the difficulties they went 
through, as well as their strength. 

But why? I could understand hiding their strength. Her partner sounded 
very powerful, so maybe they didn’t want to get involved in too many 
worldly affairs and decided that it was best not to attract our attention. 
But why conceal the difficulties they went through? 

Logically speaking, the reasons for concealing the difficulties they had 
gone through could be enumerated: 

1. She didn’t want me to know what difficulties and dangers lay on the 
road so that we would underestimate the enemy. (I didn’t think this was a 
plausible reason because she actually gave us a slight hint of the danger 
we could expect. In essence, Shen Qianjue wanted us to leave the 
grassland.) 

2. She didn’t dare say it. 

I was leaning more towards the second one, because in that brief 
moment before she hung up the phone, she seemed like she wanted to 
say something but hesitated. 

I no longer failed to tell the difference between good and bad people, so 
there was no doubt in my mind that Shen Qianjue was a good person. She 
wanted to speak up but didn’t say anything in the end, which meant that 
she was afraid to say it. 
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If so many things hadn’t happened before, I wouldn’t feel so afraid, but 
now I actually felt really scared as I thought about what she was afraid of. 
But she was out of the grassland now and should be absolutely safe. 

There were two possibilities for why she might have been so hesitant to 
talk. First, there was a dangerous thing that could hear us talking. This 
kind of thing could threaten them even if they had made it out of the 
grassland, so she could only provide us with very limited information. 

Or, they didn’t leave the grassland at all. Maybe they had died here and 
we were talking to a pair of ghosts. 

If that were the case, then they were probably under the control of some 
kind of force that was making them tell us all that information. But they 
couldn’t tell us the truth, so that was why she said the journey was so 
uneventful. 

As I thought about it, I began to realize how ridiculous it was that I was 
seriously entertaining the idea that there were ghosts here. Admittedly, I 
did recognize the possibility that ghosts existed, but it was basically 
impossible for ghosts to communicate so freely with people. 

It was more likely to be the first situation, but that just creeped me out 
even more. If Shen Qianjue was still afraid of that force after leaving the 
grassland, then what was it? And why couldn’t she tell us everything that 
had happened on the road? 

Of course, I would know the answer soon enough. 

When we went back to the tunnel, I told Poker-Face about the face in the 
pool. He checked the bottom of the pool and told us that it was very soft 
and there were a lot of holes so we’d have to be very careful. I looked 
everywhere for Ping Lian but didn’t know where he had gone. The sun 
was starting to set, and I knew that when that happened, this place would 
quickly become dark. 

And once night fell, there was a chance we’d face another unknown 
situation. The night here was strange and unusual, so it was time to make 
a quick decision. 
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After the three of us discussed it, we decided to find the strongest grave 
robbers’ tunnel in this place. We would then dig out the collapsed layer, 
cut some branches from the trees outside to make a support structure, 
and move forward carefully. 

We didn’t dare dig another grave robbers’ tunnel like the others because 
I felt that there were too many holes here. The entire structural integrity 
of the soil had been completely compromised, so if we dug any more 
holes, the whole mountain might collapse. 

So, we found a grave robbers’ tunnel that all three of us felt was the 
sturdiest. The hole was about half a person’s height, so we crawled in, 
reached the collapsed section of the tunnel, and then started digging. 

The three of us took turns digging, managing to shovel the soil out quickly 
since we were all veterans. Fatty cut branches outside for our support 
structure so that the tunnel wouldn’t collapse again. 

We soon dug up a stone slab, so I knew that the grave robbers’ tunnel 
turned here. I couldn’t tell what the external structure of the 
underground palace was from this stone slab, but it didn’t have a breach 
so we couldn’t go any further. 

We explored up, down, left, and right before we figured out that the 
tunnel turned to the right. After that, we continued digging to the right 
for a while before we finally bypassed the stone slab. 

It was at this time that I suddenly realized that it wasn’t a stone slab but a 
stone tablet. Moreover, there were Chinese characters on this stone 
tablet. 

I immediately stopped and took a closer look with my flashlight. 

Because we didn’t dare clear out the soil around the top and bottom of 
the stone tablet, we could only see a small bit of text in the space that 
had already been cleared out. The text had been carved vertically, so the 
sentences were cut off pretty badly. As a result, we could only read it 
section by section and guess the meaning of the top and bottom parts. 
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Fatty looked at it and said, “This is a boundary marker. It says that people 
will reach Corpse Country after they go past this boundary marker.” 
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Chapter 46 Corpse Country’s 
Underground Banquet 

The four words “Corpse Country boundary marker” were actually in two 
different columns, but Fatty forced them together when he read them 
aloud so they sounded a little childish. 

The two Chinese characters for “Corpse Country” had obviously been 
engraved on the stone slab, and the sentences before and after them 
were: “dig an opening to the east” and “lead the corpses to surround it so 
that it becomes the Corpse Country’s city”. 

According to my understanding of ancient Chinese writing styles, this 
word was almost never used, so it must not be a specific noun but more 
of an adjective. The former “corpse” character referred to real corpses, 
while there was a certain possibility that the latter “corpse” character 
meant something like “existing but not playing a role”. So, Corpse 
Country was a country that existed but didn’t have any practical 
significance. 

But there had been cases where epitaphs sometimes referred to tombs 
as countries. I vaguely remembered that there had been a tomb owner 
who had the opportunity to become the leader of a vassal state, but his 
ambition wasn’t realized in the end. So, he claimed that the area where 
his tomb was located was a country, which he would enjoy after death. 
We had seen some miniature clay sculptures of a city in that tomb, along 
with clay figurines of common people that were only the size of a thumb. 
The figures in the murals were also very small so that he could paint a 
vast territory on the walls of his small tomb. 

There was a very big secret in that tomb. I had gone down with an 
archaeological team, but I didn’t look inside the coffin when it was 
opened, so I didn’t know who the tomb owner was or what the secret 
was. 

But in any case, a miniature world with a vast territory was just sad. 
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After coming all this way, we had finally encountered some Chinese 
characters, so I figured we should continue digging the stone tablet out. 
Our predecessors may have been obsessed with money, but we were 
more concerned with gathering intelligence and saving our own lives. I 
tried to dig the stone tablet out but found that the soil layers above and 
below were in a very critical state. As a result, I had no choice but to give 
up. 

We continued moving forward, the process almost the same as mine 
clearance. We could fling the soil out whenever we encountered a 
relatively solid place, but when we encountered a place with particularly 
soft soil, we had to gently dig like we were cleaning out the mountain’s 
ears. As soon as we managed to create a passable space, we started 
reinforcing the tunnel with tree branches. 

My attention was so extremely focused at this time that it was like I had 
the professional brilliance of a construction worker. Although my 
knowledge of mechanics could be considered average, when it came to 
simple reinforcements, I could quickly figure out whether our safety was 
guaranteed or not. 

Finally, at around three o’clock in the morning, the entrance to the 
underground palace appeared in front of us. 

The entrance turned out to be a rock wall that had been destroyed at 
some point. We were probably at the core of the mountain, and the 
underground palace was an artificial cave that had been dug out of the 
rock. Now there was a dog hole leading into this cave that was filled with 
soft soil. After we cleared it away, the entrance was fully revealed. It was 
dark inside and the temperature was very low. 

No matter how many times I had gone through this, I still got 
goosebumps. It didn’t even matter that I knew a bunch of people had 
already been in this underground palace before. 

From behind me, Poker-Face lit a flare and tossed it through the 
entrance. The flare ended up falling, which meant that there was a bit of 
a drop from the entrance to the floor of this underground palace. I 
listened to the sound of it landing and figured that it was about six or 
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seven meters, which wasn’t a huge problem. I threw one end of the rope 
to Fatty, watched him tie it around his waist, and then poked my head 
through the hole. 

The first thing I did was look around with my flashlight. This underground 
palace was very big, and I could see a lot of things illuminated in my 
flashlight’s glow. Sure enough, there really were tables full of people, just 
like a banquet. The flare below was still burning, so I could see that the 
ground was made up of slate. 

This was definitely the underground palace that Shen Qianjue had 
mentioned. 

I used the rope to lower myself down. The place where I settled was full 
of murals, so I tried to step on the spots where the murals had already 
fallen off. When I landed on the ground, I immediately turned my 
flashlight to its highest setting and looked around. I saw a very tall 
structure that looked like an archway or hengmen58 standing on the 
central axis of the whole hall. 

The banquet was taking place behind this archway, the scale so large that 
my flashlight’s beam was filled with countless ceramic figurines. 

Even the square area outside the archway was filled with all kinds of 
ceramic maids, dancers, attendants, and hundreds of opera figurines in 
strange outfits. They seemed to be resting as they waited to receive 
orders, which created an extremely vivid scene. If all of these people 
were really living, I was certain that I’d also like to drink in such a good 
atmosphere. 

There was a huge plaque on the archway that had three words carved on 
it: Corpse Country Banquet. 

Fatty copied me and also came down cautiously while Poker-Face just 
jumped down directly. He landed without a sound, so I wasn’t even aware 

 
58 Architectural style from early in the middle of the Spring and Autumn Period (770 BC-476 BC). It’s basically 
two vertical pillars supporting one horizontal beam or slab. Just think of it like a gate: 
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that he had come down yet when he suddenly appeared in my flashlight’s 
glow and scared me. 

This underground palace had a very high ceiling and was surrounded by 
extremely exquisite murals. And just as Shen Qianjue had said, there 
weren’t any other rooms. This entire underground palace was just one 
huge wide-open space. 

I noticed that the murals were well preserved, so I figured they had to 
contain a lot of hidden information. I believed from the bottom of my 
heart that everything we had experienced so far would be unveiled in this 
underground palace. 

We didn’t dare rush to the other side of the archway because I clearly 
sensed a special feeling coming from the other side. Moreover, the 
visibility over there seemed to be slightly lower than where we were 
currently standing. 

I wanted to turn around and look at the murals on our side first, but Fatty 
tapped me on the shoulder and showed me some of the figurines. I 
pointed my flashlight at them and saw that some of those figurines had 
been marked with lipstick. 

The lipstick marks I had seen on that figurine in the grove were 
incomplete, but they should have been the work of Shen Qianjue and her 
partner. And now that the ones I was looking at were complete, I could 
tell that they seemed somewhat similar to the pattern formed by sliding 
three fingers through sand at the same time. 

This appeared to be their own symbol. I didn’t know what it meant, but it 
was probably something simple like “this is valuable”. 

“This is the end point,” I said to Fatty. “All of our clues led to this 
underground palace. So, where did those who are still alive go after they 
entered this underground palace? Whether we can find the clue pointing 
to this information depends on how meticulous we are.” 

Xiao Hua and the others must have been here already. Some moved on 
while most of them died here. 
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I began using my peripheral vision to look at the darkness nearby. When I 
found that it was fine and surprisingly clean, I turned to look at the 
murals I wanted to check out just now. 

I still looked straight at it the first time, but then I immediately looked at 
it out of the corner of my eye. This was an unconscious move on my part, 
but I took a deep breath when I realized that the two images I saw before 
and after I used my peripheral vision had definitely changed. 

Assuming that there were twelve people depicted on the mural when you 
looked straight at it, there appeared to be thirteen when you used your 
peripheral vision. This extra person couldn’t be seen when you looked 
straight at the mural, but his appearance made the meaning of the whole 
thing completely different.  
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Chapter 47 Imperial Tomb Dancers 

The wall where we came down was six meters high, extended out on 
both sides, and was nearly thirty meters wide. Except for the entrance 
blocked by the Diamond Wall that was as big as a giant lunch box, the rest 
of the wall was covered in murals. There wasn’t even an inch of blank 
space on it. 

The oxidation on the murals had stopped, so the colors were still very 
vibrant. And based on the hues, it could be inferred that the colors used 
back then were extremely bold. The painters had picked absolutely 
gorgeous colors and knew how to contrast them well despite the fact that 
huge murals could really put people under a lot of pressure. 

But the paint on murals would always flake off with the passage of time. 
Of course, there were some holes in them that had been made by grave 
robbers who came here in the past. 

The content of the murals could be described with one word: party. There 
was a complete state of revelry all around this huge Corpse Country 
banquet. Unlike the Han people’s Confucian code of ethics, Mongolian 
banquets didn’t have a serious and restrained atmosphere to them. 
Instead, it was more of a frantic state of fully pursuing the senses. In the 
murals, I could see the maids and common people who had come to 
watch, the envoys of various countries who had brought treasures and 
delicacies with them, and all kinds of dancers and musicians. All of these 
people were walking towards the gate that led to this banquet. 

Of course, the murals were divided into sections, so I could see that each 
section had its own theme and there were even some minor scenarios 
taking place in them. Each section had been painted by different 
craftsmen, so some were almost master works of art while others were 
extremely unimaginative. 

When viewed from the front, the mural in front of me had a total of 
twelve figures, eleven of whom were watching a dancer in the middle. 
The dancer was pitch-black all over and her head was drooping as if she 
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was extremely drunk. The eleven people around her were throwing wine 
on her. This wine turned into a rainbow as it fell all around her. 

But when I looked at the mural again using my peripheral vision, I could 
see a thirteenth person. 

This “person” wasn’t like the things you’d usually see in traditional myths 
where something would be hiding behind the dancer and dancing with 
her. Instead, his existence was very creepy. 

He didn’t even show himself in the crowd but mixed in among the people. 
His image didn’t have any details and only appeared as a shadow, but 
when I looked at that outline, I realized that this “person” must have 
been the thing I saw out of the corner of my eye when we were on the 
grassland. I didn’t know how the painters could paint something like this. 

When I looked at the mural directly, everyone’s expressions were in a 
state of pure bliss, but when I looked out of the corner of my eye, I saw 
that the dancer’s expression had changed. She was secretly looking at 
that extra figure in fear. 

She could see it. 

But the most frightening thing was that there were people like this 
everywhere on all of the murals, looking at all the people in various 
inconspicuous corners. On some of the murals, there were some people 
who could see, but on other sections of the murals, no one could see at 
all. 

In this way, the general atmosphere of the whole picture had changed. 
This wasn’t a state of pure bliss but more of a feeling like: I can see ghosts 
in the crowd, but I dare not let them discover it. 

The reason why I described this strange mural in detail is because it’s 
extremely important for what happens later. 

Fatty still couldn’t see it and pulled the corners of his eyes back, thinking 
that his eyelids were too fat so they were blocking his “psychic eyes”. 
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As I continued examining the murals, I found that almost all of the people 
who could see these “supernatural beings” were dancers. I had a puzzled 
expression on my face as I thought to myself, what does this mean? Do 
the dancers and I have a similar constitution that’s special or something? 

Fatty looked at my constipated-like expression and asked me what was 
wrong. I told him my suspicions, knowing that he would mock me for 
ages, but he suddenly hissed and pointed his flashlight at the figurines on 
the side. I also looked over and immediately understood what he meant. 

All of the figurines marked with lipstick were dancing girls—someone had 
noticed the same thing I did. 

“At least one of the people in Shen Qianjue’s group is like you and can see 
those things,” Fatty said. 

Just as I started to think about it, Poker-Face in the distance flashed his 
flashlight twice, telling us to come over. When we looked back, we found 
that he had already passed the archway and entered the banquet. 

Only the unorganized and undisciplined Poker-Face could make me feel 
relieved in this kind of environment. When we walked over, Poker-Face 
was about two or three steps past the archway but didn’t go any further. 
There was an open space in front of him. 

In fact, the whole banquet was on both sides of the steps and the whole 
underground palace was on an incline, just like a huge staircase. Each 
step of the staircase was more than ten meters wide and could hold thirty 
or forty banquet tables. The middle part of the step was used for walking 
while the banquet tables sat on both sides. These steps were probably 
only a palm’s width in height, so the slope was very gentle. 

The open space in front of Poker-Face was actually the first step’s 
walkway. The dust layer on the ground of this underground palace was 
very thick, so we could see a bunch of footprints. We hadn’t started 
exploring this area yet so we weren’t in a hurry, but Poker-Face was 
already staying vigilant. 
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In this open space, we could see two areas with a dense cluster of 
footprints. The footprints formed a complex pattern, as if the owners had 
circled around in a small area. 

“Hey, were these people acting like they were a donkey pulling a 
millstone?” Fatty asked.59  

I squatted down, “This was someone dancing. These are dance steps. 
Besides, these footprints belong to two girls. It should be Shen Qianjue 
and her partner.” 

The owners of these footprints had been barefoot and had small feet. 
One set of dance steps looked very clear—the owner obviously had 
strong control over their body—while the other set was sloppy. 

Why would they dance here? Does it have something to do with the 
dancing girls? 

I looked up towards the end of the walkway and could vaguely see a huge 
coffin lying at the top. 

My mood was complicated as I suddenly had a very bad feeling.  

 
59 Like this. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/image-2.png
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Chapter 48 Living Dancers 

Before I got too absorbed in this bad feeling, Fatty asked me where we 
should go next. The pitifulness of human beings would strongly manifest 
at a certain moment. In a small enclosed tomb, almost everyone had a 
clear mind. Even those who were extremely unwise could tell you what to 
do first and what to do afterwards. This was because there was a narrow 
wall around you forcibly regulating your range of sight. The smaller your 
choices, the more stable you were. 

But in a huge open area—that is, when things became macroscopic—your 
eyes wouldn’t have anywhere to settle on and your mind would become 
confused. Many people would get lost in the vast space, lose their sense 
of security, and keep trying to return to the trapped environment. That 
was why some prisoners who had been in prison for a long time would try 
to return after they were released. 

At this point, I had to admire Poker-Face. There was no place in the world 
where he couldn’t go, and there was no moment in time when he 
couldn’t leave. He lived in a world of extreme macro freedom. 

If I were him, I’d be absolutely terrified. 

If you wanted to feel confident and at ease while not feeling lost, you 
needed to have a firm heart, be satisfied with what you had, and never 
ask for anything more. Or, you simply needed to have the attitude of not 
caring about anything, going with the flow, and leaving it all to fate. 

And now I was encountering this problem. This place was too big. Fatty 
probably wanted to go up and check out the coffin first. Since Shen 
Qianjue didn’t open it at that time, God had given him an opportunity 
which he couldn’t ignore. 

I, on the other hand, wanted to check all of the surrounding areas first, 
explore all the murals, and find the area where Old Bing and his team had 
sat around Shigong’s mole. After studying it carefully, then I would go and 
see where the coffin was. 
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It essentially boiled down to whether you liked eating delicious food 
before the bad food, or whether you liked to save the delicious food for 
last. 

But in the end, the final decision was to follow Poker-Face. Wherever he 
went, we would definitely follow. Fatty and I made a face at each other 
and then moved to follow him. 

When we saw Poker-Face walking towards the coffin, Fatty had a smug 
expression on his face and gestured as if to say, “Little Brother hasn’t 
opened a coffin for a long time. We’re clearly thinking the same thing.” 

I noticed that Poker-Face had been paying attention to the footprints, so I 
knew that he was definitely thinking of something else. 

Soon, Poker-Face had reached the halfway point up the stairs and 
stopped. He directed our attention to the ground, where we saw a third 
set of flower-like footprints. But these looked very special compared to 
the others because they had a wider range and looked very atmospheric. 
Fatty took a moment to imitate the dance steps and found that the 
direction of these footprints was very unusual. “Is it an ethnic dance?” He 
asked, completely baffled. 

I shook my head and glanced at Poker-Face before saying, “These are 
steps from a play.” 

“What play?” 

“What’s it matter?” 

I hadn’t smoked for a long time now, but I subconsciously touched my 
pocket as my whole body broke out in a cold sweat. This was a 
conditioned reflex when I became extremely anxious. 

These were Xiao Hua’s footprints. The steps he had taken here were 
those used in a play, which was essentially the same as dancing. 

All three of us remained silent. Fatty looked at the numerous figurines 
around us, but they were all hidden in the darkness. If you danced in this 
underground palace, then you’d be completely integrated into this 
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banquet. It was a really ghostly feeling, but it also had a special sense of 
beauty to it as well. 

“So they all danced here,” Fatty said. “Do you think it was impromptu?” 

Fatty saw that I was still touching my pocket and grabbed my hand. 

I took a deep breath and said, “Do you suddenly have the urge to dance?” 

Fatty shook his head. “I don’t. Do you?” 

“No.” As I said this, Fatty looked at Poker-Face, who was already shining 
his flashlight in another direction. 

“Little Brother probably doesn’t have the urge either,” Fatty said. “But 
this dancing thing must definitely be a key. If they weren’t suddenly 
affected by the atmosphere of the banquet here, then dancing must have 
a practical use.” 

I thought about the mural and asked myself, were they forced to dance? 
Can Xiao Hua see what I see? 

I noticed that Fatty was still looking at me, so I asked him what he was 
doing. 

“I suddenly have the urge to watch you dance,” he said. 

This was one of the reasons for my discomfort. Although some of those 
dancing girl figurines I had seen were actually male, I already had a 
feeling that I might have to dance later. 

I used to dance when I was a child, and when I was in kindergarten, I put 
sequins on my body and acted as one of the girls’ backup dancers. I was 
probably one of the seven Calabash Brothers.60 I still got goosebumps 
whenever I saw the photos. 

If Fatty wanted me to dance, then I could only perform the kindergarten 
dance, which seemed to be called “Radish Pulling”. But was it even 

 
60 Cartoon characters from the Chinese animation TV series, Calabash Brothers. There are seven of them in the 
animation, and they were born from calabashes (aka bottle gourds). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calabash_Brothers
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possible to perform “Radish Pulling” in the world’s second most valuable 
tomb? All of the demons and ghosts would cringe so hard that they’d 
shake their coffin lids. 

Poker-Face tapped his flashlight with his finger, signaling for us to 
concentrate. He was going to the mural on the left, which meant that he 
had to pass by a lot of banquet tables. After he finished tapping, I saw 
him walk over there and untie an ancient sword from a military officer 
figurine’s waist. The ancient sword’s sheath had disintegrated, revealing 
the blade inside. It was a Mongolian sword called a tuushin ild.61  

The blade had a large area of rust on it but the middle section still looked 
fine, so he broke off the end of the sword and turned it into a short knife. 
He then flipped the knife over and found a grindstone on the handle. He 
took it off and started sharpening the blade as he walked. 

This must be serious, I said to myself as I gripped my own small Kukri in 
hand. 

He was very strong and fast, so sparks were flying everywhere. After he 
roughly sharpened the blade, he hooked it to his belt on his lower back. 
All of his belts had buckles in that spot so he could place a knife there 
horizontally. 

As we walked, Fatty and I started to smell a strange fragrance. I felt 
puzzled because the smell wasn’t coming from the environment but from 
my own bag. 

When I opened it, I saw that Shigong’s mole that I had put there days ago. 
I took it out and found that this originally odorless mole was now exuding 
a strange fragrance, which was making my mouth water. 

  

 
61 Translates as “straight blade”. 
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Chapter 49 Corpse Herding Drawing 

Fatty smelled it, too. We hadn’t eaten for a long time, so the smell was 
enough to make our stomach muscles contract. When he looked at me, I 
handed him Shigong’s mole. 

Fatty took it and sniffed it. At this time, the mole no longer looked as 
disgusting as it did before. Fatty was looking at me as he sniffed it hard, 
almost like he would eat it when I wasn’t paying attention. 

“What are you playing at?” I asked him. “Eat it if you want to. I won’t stop 
you.” 

“It smells like you.” 

“Shit, don’t be so disgusting.” I felt a little creeped out. Fatty’s degree of 
disgusting behavior had really plummeted in recent years. Since we were 
so familiar with each other, it would just make things awkward if we got 
all mushy with each other. 

“No, it’s definitely your scent,” Fatty said. I reached over to take the mole 
back, but he wouldn’t let me, “You certainly wouldn’t notice it, but we 
outsiders can definitely smell it. Of course, the smell coming from this 
mole is very strong—actually, it’s much stronger than the smell coming 
from your body.” 

I thought he was joking, but then I wasn’t sure if he actually was. Fatty 
threw the Shigong’s mole to Poker-Face, who sniffed it and then looked 
at me. 

They looked so sure of themselves that it almost seemed as if I was the 
carrier of some strange body odor. 

“Do you know Xiang Fei?” Fatty made an Er Kang expression.62  

 
62 He’s a character from “My Fair Princess”. This is probably the face Fatty is making: 
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“First it was about dancing girls and now you’re talking about Xiang Fei,”63 
I said. “What are you up to? You want to see me dance? I’ll dance for you 
when we get out of here.” 

“This Shigong’s mole is covered in your scent and it’s even stronger than 
your own,” Fatty said. “You cook less than I do so you probably don’t 
know what it means.” 

At this time, I was sure that Fatty was being serious, so I took the mole 
and smelled it myself. I only felt hungry. 

“You put this mole in your bag and it’s been absorbing your scent,” Fatty 
said. “This is a way to make spices. In other words, you take a big pot of 
flowers or herbs, boil them in water, and then put a hollow stone inside. 
By the time it’s done boiling, the scent will be absorbed into the stone. 
Then you can use this stone to cook a flavorful soup.” 

“But I usually only smell sweat on my body,” I argued. “I’ve never felt like 
I’ve smelled fragrant.” 

“This kind of stone can only absorb fine molecules, so the sweaty odor 
was probably filtered out, leaving your original scent.” Fatty took the 
mole again, smelled it, and added, “This smells like meat.” He suddenly 
took a deep breath and said to Poker-Face, “Little Brother, you’re 
experienced and knowledgeable. In ancient times, people used to eat 
human flesh, right? Was the flesh divided into different grades since the 
taste differs from person to person?” 

Poker-Face looked at me and nodded. 

I shuddered at the look in his eyes as Fatty continued talking, “I heard a 
friend say that eating people is different from eating animals. Animals eat 
grass, so if you eat a bunch of them, the taste won’t be all that different. 
But people eat a mixed variety of things, so each person tastes very 
different. That’s why you need a professional who can smell and figure 
out who will be delicious and who will be unpalatable before you eat 
them. If they’re not delicious, they’ll be killed, air-dried, and then used as 

 
63 Xiang Fei was a concubine in the Qing Dynasty, who was said to have an extraordinary fragrance because she 
had been brought up in flower petals and other spices since she was a child. The Chinese characters for “Xiang 
Fei” mean “Fragrant Concubine”. 
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firewood. I think this Shigong’s mole is used for this purpose.” He smelled 
the mole again and said, “Mr. Naïve, you should be grade A5.”64  

I rolled my eyes at Fatty, but in my heart, I was already convinced. At this 
Corpse Country banquet, it was apparently normal to eat human flesh. 
The ancients were definitely crazy, after all. 

When I thought of the amazing sight of underground corpse herding and 
the Shigong’s moles in Old Bing and his team’s stomachs, I realized that 
this really did have something to do with meat. Ah, Old Bing and his team 
stuffed their stomachs with spices and then buried themselves in the 
ground. Isn’t this called beggar’s chicken? Damn, I probably ruined the 
dish by digging the corpses out. 

“Then why didn’t it smell before?” I asked Fatty. “Why did it suddenly 
start to smell when I arrived in the underground palace?” 

“When we were on the road before, the wind was blowing. And when 
you were sleeping, the bag was far away from you. But after spending so 
long in that narrow grave robbers’ tunnel and sweating a lot, the smell 
became stronger,” Fatty said. “But don’t panic, Fat Master will keep it 
close and cover it for a while. Maybe my scent is better than yours. Let’s 
conduct an experiment.” 

I sighed but didn’t say anything else. I was still hungry, so I took out the 
hardtack in my bag and threw some to Fatty and Poker-Face. After eating 
them quickly, my hunger had somewhat abated a little bit. It’s really 
shameful to be feeling hungry after smelling my own body odor, I thought 
to myself. 

As we continued moving forward, I kept shining my flashlight all around. I 
didn’t know why, but those figurines had me feeling very stressed out. I 
felt like I was a delicious piece of food walking in the midst of gluttony 
and they were all turning their faces towards me. 

But it had to be an illusion because I couldn’t actually see them clearly. 

 
64 If you can’t tell, that’s like top grade meat 
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We soon arrived at the mural on this side, which was more complete than 
the previous one. 

Fatty looked at the picture, glanced at me, and then said to me, “So this is 
what herding corpses is.” I looked up and saw that the entire mural was a 
huge picture depicting corpse herding. Both horse and human corpses 
were all lumped together like a flock of sheep, which seemed to indicate 
that there was some kind of religious significance to it.  
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Chapter 50 Dark Spot 

In terms of cultural symbols, this underground palace was really 
interesting. The mural we saw when we first came down was an 
extension of the whole scene and represented the crowds gathering in 
this place. The mural we were looking at now had the same theme, but it 
wasn’t showing a crowd gathering. Instead, it was showing a crowd 
leaving. 

We could see a lot of people on the mural. They were walking into the 
distance and all had their backs to us. 

It was a long line, but if you looked at what was in the distance, you 
would see that these people and some horse bones were starting to flock 
like sheep on the grassland. These people’s complexions looked blue and 
many of them were incomplete, making it obvious that they were 
corpses. And when we used our peripheral vision to look at the mural, we 
could see human figures on the outskirts of the crowd. They were riding 
around on horses and driving these corpses in one direction. 

The painting was very good, so the meaning could be recognized at a 
glance. 

But what interested me the most was the top part of the mural, which 
showed that these corpses started to dig into the soil after some kind of 
ritual took place. And the things that were driving the corpses also 
entered the soil. They were all dressed up, and after entering the soil, 
they crawled into a circle and surrounded a hole. 

Well, it wasn’t a hole but more of a dark spot. But either way, I didn’t 
know what it was referring to. 

“In the mural from before, all the people were alive. But in this mural, all 
the people are dead. It looks like this is a Hongmen banquet,” Fatty said.65 

 
65 It’s a banquet set up with the aim of murdering a guest. It also refers to a famous episode in 206 BC when 
future Han emperor Liu Bang escaped attempted murder by his rival Xiang Yu. Story of that event is here. 

https://andrewpongco.medium.com/%E9%B8%BF%E9%97%A8%E5%AE%B4-hongmen-banquet-c44bfb80ab5
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I touched my chin and thought to myself, this is obviously a view of life 
and death, but I just don’t understand what it’s supposed to mean. 

I was pretty sure that this huge dark spot definitely existed because I had 
seen those horse bones and the invisible ancient python corpse that kept 
appearing and disappearing on the grassland. 

This may be the scene depicting when these people were buried. After 
eating the delicious food here, maybe they all died of poisoning and 
became strange corpses to be used as burial objects. 

I believed that anyone familiar with Mongolian historical mythology could 
make very detailed inferences after seeing these murals, but I was still 
confused because I hardly had any knowledge of Mongolian culture. The 
anxiety was making me feel nauseous, but it also represented the fear 
that I had been suppressing in my heart finally starting to manifest itself. 

I couldn’t think logically, didn’t know anything, and didn’t understand 
anything. Even though these murals were so detailed, I still couldn’t make 
sense of anything. 

Poker-Face squeezed my shoulder, his strength so powerful that I was 
immediately pulled out of my anxious thoughts. He was now facing the 
opposite side, where there was another mural on the wall. 

I followed closely behind, but I got a little light-headed because my brain 
was running at full speed without getting any results. Veins were already 
bulging on my forehead, so I smacked my head a few times in order to get 
my blood pressure to drop. 

We soon reached the opposite side and raised our flashlights up to take a 
look at the wall. I immediately froze. 

The mural on this wall depicted only one thing. 

It was a huge dark spot that covered almost the whole wall. In fact, the 
dark spot here was a dark red color that had many black patterns inside 
of it. 
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I was so shocked by this thing that I almost tripped. The dark spot looked 
like an extremely evil spirit that had manifested from a soul. I didn’t know 
how the craftsmen could make a color look so evil. 

There were a bunch of kneeling ceramic figurines in front of this mural 
who all seemed to be worshipping this dark spot. 

I patted my face and then slapped myself, which gave Fatty a fright. 

When he asked me what was wrong, I grabbed my hair and said, “I regret 
it. I knew that we were coming to Inner Mongolia but I didn’t study up on 
it. I don’t care about the world’s second most valuable tomb at all. I 
underestimated the enemy and now people will die because of my 
inflated ego.” 

“You really haven’t offered up any useful assumptions, Mr. Naïve. This 
isn’t like you.” 

I looked at Poker-Face. I had never been so insecure in terms of 
intelligence before, so I ended up looking at him out of reflex. 

Poker-Face walked up to the big dark spot, touched the mural with his 
strangely long fingers, and then stared at it blankly for a while. Just when 
I thought all three of us had really been struck dumb this time, Poker-
Face said to me, “I know what this is.” 

I was moved to tears as the words “my benefactor!” got stuck in my 
throat. 
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Chapter 51 Great Demon Black Pool 

Poker-Face looked at the dark spot and said, “This thing is called the 
Great Demon Black Pool.” 

I had never heard of this thing—the four Chinese characters were all in 
my knowledge blind spot—but I still paused before asking, “Which four 
characters are they?” 

After Poker-Face explained it to me, I glanced at Fatty and asked why this 
name sounded a bit like a name from “Journey to the West”. 

Poker-Face certainly wouldn’t explain it to me—he was earnestly 
examining the dark spot on the mural as if there was a pattern on it—so 
Fatty said, “Why does Mongolian culture make people feel that it’s 
magnanimous and brave rather than mysterious? It’s because the 
pronunciation of their names is done in a relatively unrestrained manner. 
For example, Bateer and Hudeer make you feel that people with these 
names are tall and strong, but King Wannu sounds very evil. That’s why 
Mongolian culture’s naming conventions hardly make you think that this 
place is evil. The Great Demon Black Pool is already a very evil name.” 

“What the hell is this, a black pool?” I asked Poker-Face. 

He nodded and gave a brief explanation, “In Mongolian culture, this 
demon is an ancient female python corpse.” 

As the name suggested, the Great Demon Black Pool was the pool where 
the giant ancient female python corpse was located. The Mongolians 
believed that the ancient python corpse lived in a black pool of water. 

The ancient python corpse was the only Mongolian symbol that I was 
familiar with, and in the earliest days, it was said to be a multi-headed 
python spirit. The ancient python corpse not only appeared in a large 
number of Mongolian legends but also in the stories of the Tu ethnic 
group and other nationalities. 

The biggest feature of the ancient python corpse was that unlike most 
snake spirits in other cultures, it basically appeared as a male. And the 
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ancient female python corpse was originally called the Demon Mother 
Corpse. 

“Is this a kind of worship of ancient python corpses?” Fatty asked. He was 
about to keep going, but I quickly stopped him. I actually knew this. 
Mongolians absolutely did not worship ancient python corpses. 

But what did this black pool on the wall mean? Wasn’t this an imperial 
tomb? Why was there a black pool here? 

“It’s said that the black pool can cure diseases and prevent food from 
rotting,” Poker-Face said. “If you kill the ancient python corpse that 
dwells in it, you can use the black pool to benefit the people.” 

I looked at him and sighed to myself. You and I are both illiterate, Fatty. 
Now it looks like we’ve forced Zhang Qiling to open a school. 

“So, this imperial tomb was either built over a certain black pool or 
there’s a black pool near this imperial tomb, right?” Fatty asked. 

Poker-Face shook his head and touched the dark spot with his hand 
again, looking very puzzled. The worshipping ceramic figurines all around 
this mural made it very obvious that they regarded this black pool as a 
sacred existence. 

And judging from the mural on the opposite side, it seemed that the 
corpses were circling around this black pool. 

But I still had no idea what it all meant. 

Fatty and I continued to look at Poker-Face like two fools. Once upon a 
time, I thought everyone in the world would look at me like this. 

But now I could actually start to think logically. 

In this whole underground palace, the first unreasonable place had 
already been identified. 

The mural we saw when we first came down was that of a crowd walking 
into the Corpse Country’s banquet venue while the second mural we saw 
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was that of people leaving after death. They had turned into corpses and 
began circulating the grassland like animals. Logically speaking, these 
murals were all extended scenes of the venue itself. 

So the mural on this side should be an extension of the Corpse Country’s 
banquet venue. 

The worship of this “black pool” should be placed on the wall behind the 
coffin as the coffin’s background wall so that it would be symmetrical. It 
also represented the central position between the coffin owner and the 
gods. 

But that wasn’t the case here. Instead, the black pool appeared on the 
side. 

This kind of godly worship should be very important, but it was only 
placed on the side. So in that case, what was the mural on the wall 
behind the coffin? Did Shen Qianjue describe it to me? 

I couldn’t seem to remember, but my curiosity was piqued. Was it 
something more important than the black pool? 

This asymmetrical setup actually wasn’t very comfortable in terms of 
aesthetics, so what was the reason for it? Did this happen because this 
ethnic group wasn’t very particular about art? Or was it because of some 
profound meaning that I didn’t know about? 

Poker-Face was still staring at the dark spot, so I motioned to him to ask if 
we could go to the coffin. The time had come. 

But Poker-Face shook his head and suddenly pulled me and Fatty back a 
step so that we were further away from the dark spot. 

“What’s the matter?” The atmosphere had suddenly turned very bad. 

“Use your peripheral vision to take a look,” he ordered me. 

I turned my head and looked at the dark spot out of the corner of my eye. 
At this time, I almost peed my pants.  
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Chapter 52 Dancing Together 

I could see out of the corner of my eye that the dark spot had somehow 
become reflective and that smooth black surface was reflecting the three 
of us. 

If it weren’t for my confidence in my ability to visually discern things, I 
would’ve thought that it was something else when I first saw the three 
shadows reflected in the dark spot. But I was all too familiar with the 
silhouettes of these three people, so I knew that it was a reflection of the 
three of us. 

The reflection wasn’t as clear as a mirror, however, because that dark, 
uneven surface made it somewhat blurry. And since our three silhouettes 
looked very strange, I just assumed it was caused by a funhouse mirror 
effect. 

But the reason I was scared enough to almost leap up was because at 
some unknown point, an extremely huge monster had appeared behind 
the three of us. 

It was very tall—probably about two meters high—and had a humanoid 
shape. But nothing had been behind us before, so I was shocked when I 
suddenly saw it. 

Poker-Face must have felt all of my muscles tense up, for he immediately 
grabbed me and Fatty and started retreating, causing the three of us to 
almost fall over. He thought that I had seen some kind of monster in the 
dark spot and immediately dragged us back. 

It’s behind us! I shouted in my heart, but it was already too late. There 
was a loud clanging sound as we crashed into a pile of ceramic figurines.  

I immediately got up and looked back, but like usual, there was nothing 
there. 

I wasn’t using my peripheral vision when I looked back, so the whole 
banquet area still looked like the quiet and cold underground palace. 
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I immediately used my peripheral vision to look at the dark spot and saw 
that there was nothing there this time. 

“Is something there?” Fatty asked me. “What is it?” 

I shook my head, thinking that I had imagined it all. As Fatty swept his 
flashlight around, we briefly saw the huge coffin at the highest point of 
the tomb. He had swept over it quickly, but he immediately pointed the 
flashlight back at it. 

“Hey, how did the coffin open?” He immediately asked. 

I followed the direction of his flashlight and saw that the coffin’s lid really 
was open. I didn’t know when it had happened, but now it was tilted to 
one side. 

We looked at each other and then Fatty asked me, “What did you see just 
now?” 

“I didn’t see it clearly,” I said. 

“Did you activate your passive skills again?” Fatty took a closer look at the 
coffin, clearly wanting to go over and check it out. 

That’s unlikely, I said in my heart. Didn’t they say this wasn’t a coffin but a 
food box? Can this food box transform corpses? 

Based on the size of that thing just now, this corpse was no ordinary 
corpse but a giant creature. 
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Chapter 53 Wanshi Meat 

We searched the underground palace using our flashlights as searchlights, 
looking for the whereabouts of that huge shadow. When we came up 
empty, Fatty asked me to continue using my peripheral vision to look for 
it again as we walked around. 

Everything was really blurred when I looked out of the corner of my eyes. 
I couldn’t see clearly, my eyes were hurting, and I still didn’t find anything 
after looking. But the light here was so dim that if something stuck close 
to the ground between the ceramic figurines and the banquet tables, it 
would be very difficult to find it without looking right at it. 

I wanted to go and check that dark spot again with my peripheral vision. 

“Do you want to find that thing and kill it first before we look for clues?” 
Fatty asked. 

That thing just now was so big and the coffin had clearly been opened, so 
I assumed that some transformed thing inside had arisen. But when this 
kind of thing happened in the past, the opponent would’ve already 
attacked, not appeared and then disappeared right away. 

That was why Fatty asked that question. In the past, we never had time to 
think about whether we should find that thing, kill it, and then continue 
to look for clues, or if we should ignore it, continue to look for clues, and 
then fight it again when we encountered it. 

I looked at the darkness around me and then at Fatty and Poker-Face. The 
three of us barely needed to communicate. Poker-Face bent down, so 
Fatty and I immediately did the same. While I kept a grip on the knife at 
my waist and Fatty did the same with the rod at his waist, we began to 
quietly make our way towards the big coffin at the end of the steps. 

Our movements were almost synchronous with Poker-Face, which was 
the optimal state we had achieved after imitating and learning from him 
for so many years. Of course, he was so much faster than us that it often 
created a kind of illusion. For example, if he went behind a wall, you’d 
think that it would take at least four seconds for him to come out on the 
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other side, but he may appear after only one second. Poker-Face was very 
good at using this kind of illusion to solve problems quickly. 

Currently, he was on the left, Fatty was on the right, and I was in the 
middle. They needed to bypass a lot of ceramic figurines and step on a lot 
of jade banquet tables while I could just go straight up the steps. This was 
our default formation because I wasn’t very skilled at jumping. Within 
four minutes, the three of us had arrived in front of the huge coffin. 

The lid of the coffin was completely open and had been thrown to the 
side. We all paused as we saw the scene Shen Qianjue had described. 
There was a huge Buddha statue hanging there, watching the whole 
banquet. The face of this Buddha statue must have been made in the 
likeness of a real person, but once it was carved, it looked like it had a 
strange evil nature to it. It was enough to make people shudder. 

Now that the lid of the coffin had been opened, it felt more like the 
Buddha statue was looking inside the coffin. Fatty signaled to me with his 
eyes, so I climbed up to the edge of the coffin and supported him as he 
jumped directly onto the coffin’s ledge. 

The coffin was so high that it almost reached my chest. I watched him go 
up and said to myself, we’re well-coordinated, just like moving clouds and 
flowing water. When I glanced back at Poker-Face, I found that he was 
kneeling on one knee and looking down at the whole banquet hall. He 
didn’t bother looking at us at all. 

At this time, I suddenly heard a faint “aiya” come from behind me. When 
I looked back, I saw that Fatty had fallen into the coffin. 

I secretly cursed in my heart before immediately rushing over and 
climbing up with my flashlight to take a look. I saw that Fatty had fallen 
inside with all four limbs raised in the air. The inside of this “coffin” really 
didn’t look like a normal coffin but more like a banquet configuration. 
There were a large number of bronze wine vessels inside that were 
placed on the four sides of the coffin and the bottom was filled with red 
coffin liquid. When I pointed my flashlight at this liquid, I could see all 
kinds of black dregs floating in it. 
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I could tell from the shape that they were all completely oxidized spices 
that had been piled up layer by layer. 

Fatty had fallen to the bottom of the coffin, but he didn’t actually fall into 
the liquid because there were piles of things beneath him. These objects 
resembled beggar’s chicken since they seemed to be wrapped in 
sackcloth that had completely blackened and oxidized. They were also 
half-submerged in the liquid, so they were surrounded by the spices. 

When I saw that whatever was wrapped in that sackcloth was in the 
shape of a child, my whole body started to go numb. 

Fatty looked at me and cursed under his breath, “Shit, are you shooting 
for the basket? You used so much strength that you directly pushed me 
into the coffin. Fortunately, this coffin liquid isn’t poisonous.” As he 
struggled to get up, I stretched out my hand and pulled him out. Once he 
sat down on the edge of the coffin, I was finally able to see that all of the 
sackcloth bags were laid out like a fish. 

I could imagine what this coffin had looked like when it was just buried: 
the spices inside were colorful like gems, the sackcloth bags were dyed in 
a variety of colors, and the dishes were very beautiful and gorgeous in 
their fish-like arrangement. 

“A food arrangement?” Fatty asked. “It’s so strange; this really is a dish. 
Mr. Naïve, what kind of perversion would you call this?” 

“Where’s the head of this fish?” I found it odd that I didn’t see a fish head 
on this fish arrangement. 

When Fatty fell down just now, did he press the sackcloth where the fish 
head should have been down into the coffin liquid? I asked myself. 

Fatty used his flashlight to illuminate the place where the fish head 
should have been, but we found that something was wrong. There were 
obvious signs that a sackcloth had been at the spot where the fish head 
had been, but it appeared to have been bitten off by something. It was 
like the sackcloth bags had been stuck together and were torn off 
abruptly. 
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I looked at Fatty, who immediately became angry, “It wasn’t me! I’m not 
hungry.” 

I gestured at it. “I didn’t say it was you. Is your mouth that big?” The only 
thing that could make a big bite like that was probably a zombie T-Rex. 

By the time I finished speaking, Poker-Face had already climbed to the 
other side of the coffin and turned on his flashlight. He took a quick look 
and then immediately glanced up at the mural behind the coffin. 

I suddenly remembered that I also wanted to know what mural was on 
this wall. But when I looked up, I saw that there was a huge, gaping hole 
on the back wall. 

Fatty frowned and almost fell down again. The mural on the wall became 
difficult to interpret because of this hole. Fatty thought for a while and 
then said to me, “Uh-oh. Looks we made a mistake, Mr. Naïve. This isn’t a 
wall or a mural. Most of what we saw just now weren’t murals, either.” 

“Then what are they?” 

“This is a coffin. What we’re seeing now is one side of a huge coffin. 
These are the patterns painted on the coffin.” 

Because this coffin was too big, we thought it was a wall when we first 
came here. 
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Chapter 54 Into the Coffin? 

Naturally, it was because of Shen Qianjue’s narrative that we thought this 
Corpse Country’s banquet hall was the underground palace itself. Plus, it 
was very normal to have murals on every wall of this underground palace. 

But Fatty was saying that this was all an illusion and we weren’t actually 
in the underground palace at all. In fact, three of the four walls around us 
weren’t walls but the sides of three huge outer coffins. 

It was because these outer coffins were too big that they looked like 
walls. The three coffins were placed according to the positional 
relationship of the “goods” and the edges were joined together 
seamlessly to create an enclosed space, which was the Corpse Country’s 
banquet hall where we were currently located. 

And at the apex of these goods was the area where we and this food box 
coffin were located. There was a mural behind us, or rather, a huge outer 
coffin wall with a big hole in it. We could even see rubble on the ground 
from where it had fallen out from the inside. It was obvious that 
something had come out of the outer coffin. 

“What’s your theory?” I asked Fatty. Truthfully, when I looked at the 
murals here, I couldn’t tell that the walls were actually the sides of huge 
painted coffins. 

“You know that some of the outer coffins in large tombs can weigh up to 
a thousand tons, right? Although these outer coffins are big, it’s not 
unusual,” Fatty said. “And something obviously crawled out from the 
inside and took a bite of this Wanshi Meat. Have you ever heard of a wall 
burial? As far as I know, there’s no such burial system. So, the only 
reasonable explanation I can think of is that this wall is actually a coffin 
and a transformed corpse came from inside of it.” 

I looked at the hole and then up at the height of this banquet hall. If this 
really was an outer coffin, then it must’ve been composed of several 
layers of wood and mud. 
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When was this hole made? Was it after Shen Qianjue left or after we 
entered this place? 

I couldn’t tell because Shen Qianjue didn’t say too much at that time. 

Fatty looked at the hole and then turned around and asked me, “What 
should we do? Do you think A Hua is inside?” 

Definitely not, I said to myself. I doubt even Xiao Hua knew that this 
underground palace is actually made from three giant coffins. But at this 
time, there weren’t any clues as to why there were three huge outer 
coffins in this mountain. Who was buried here? 

I had always secretly thought that there would be a demon monk’s 
corpse in this underground palace. But these outer coffin walls seemed to 
indicate that this wasn’t the case at all. It would be impossible for a 
demon monk to be interred in such a large outer coffin. 

“Is anyone there?” Fatty yelled at the hole. He illuminated it with his 
flashlight and then lit a flare and threw it inside. 

We could see that this outer coffin had been built using layer after layer 
of wooden frames, which had all been ripped apart. It clearly wasn’t easy 
for the thing inside to come out. 

“I know it’s a bad idea, but I still have to go in and take a look,” Fatty 
turned back and said to us. Such a big coffin was usually filled with 
funerary objects, so I knew he couldn’t resist taking a peek. 

“I think there may be another one inside. Maybe you’ll be forced to marry 
it when you go in,” I said, not wanting to rock the boat. If we didn’t find 
any clues, I was going to try and dance like the others to see what would 
happen. 

But at this time, I suddenly noticed that the soles of my shoes were wet. 

I looked down with my flashlight and saw that the ground was covered in 
water. Fatty sighed, “The food box is leaking. It’s a pity to see this Wanshi 
Soup go to waste.” 
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But I didn’t think that was right, because the volume of the coffin liquid in 
the food box didn’t drop and there was also a ripple on the liquid’s 
surface. 

The three of us immediately realized that there was water falling from 
the ceiling and looked up. 

The first thing I saw was that the giant Buddha statue—which had been 
hanging high in the air—had come down. Its mouth was wide open and it 
was looking at me with a strange smile while drooling. 

No, it wasn’t a Buddha statue at all but a humanoid thing crawling on the 
Buddha statue. That thing was dressed very similarly to the Buddha 
statue, but its ancient clothes were rotten and blackened and its face was 
covered in white hair. 

It was drooling so much that there was no doubt that the “water” on the 
ground was its saliva. Fatty looked between it and me and mouthed, “Mr. 
Naïve, you smell so good that it’s coming for you.” 

“Do something!” I mouthed back. 

At this time, the thing suddenly opened its mouth, revealing a row of 
teeth that had bits of cloth and hair stuck in them. 

So, you really did eat the fish head. 

As I backed away from the mouth, I saw that there were two human 
heads near this thing’s ears. 

They looked just like two fins. 
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Chapter 55 

Not only was the corpse like a giant stick insect crawling on the Buddha 
statue above, but it looked just like the Samantabhadri66 statue in Tibetan 
Buddhism since its ornaments and clothing were similar to the Buddha 
statue. I was just wondering why it didn’t launch a continuous attack 
when it suddenly let go and fell off the Buddha statue. 

This corpse was so huge—probably more than two meters high—that it 
must have been a giant before it died. It fell directly into the food box 
coffin, causing all of the coffin liquid to splash into the air and fall like 
rain. The moment I raised my hand to block it, that corpse appeared in 
front of me and directly lunged for my neck. 

I used all of my strength to turn and avoid it, managing to roll to a safe 
position. But it was such a close call this time that I could see one of the 
faces on the side of its head. Shit, this was too scary! As it turned out, the 
faces didn’t naturally grow like this but were the air-dried faces of other 
corpses. They were worn on either side of this thing’s head just like 
armor. 

So, they turned out to be ornaments. 

This time, the giant corpse didn’t pause again but immediately followed 
after me. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw Poker-Face coming over so I 
lay directly on the ground and let the giant corpse throw itself into the 
air. After it sailed over me, it was now face-to-face with Poker-Face. 

But it didn’t seem to have any interest in him at all and immediately 
turned around to chase me. Poker-Face, however, didn’t give it the 
chance to as he got up close to it and leaped onto its body. He then 
turned so that his knees were resting on the corpse’s shoulders. 

By this point, he and the corpse weren’t vertical but were almost at a 
right angle to the ground. But once Poker-Face got his knees up, he 
dropped his upper body, put one hand to the ground to keep his balance, 

 
66 Can also be called “Wisdom Queens”. They’re the female counterparts of Wisdom Kings. Samantabhadri is 
white (the primary symbol of the wisdom aspect of mind) while her consort is sky blue (represents 
limitlessness and formlessness). Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wisdom_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samantabhadr%C4%AB_(tutelary)
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and then twisted his whole body. After exerting the strength in his waist, 
he was able to twist the giant corpse’s head 180 degrees. 

After landing, Poker-Face immediately rolled over to me. I was just about 
to say that the opponent was useless despite looking so impressive when 
Poker-Face suddenly said, “Retreat.” 

At this time, I saw that the giant corpse hadn’t stopped moving at all. Its 
head was twisted at a huge angle, which meant that one of the other 
faces was now facing us. 

The whole giant corpse looked like one completely intact corpse. 

I was just starting to have a bad feeling when that second face suddenly 
opened its eyes and smiled at me. 

Fuck, are you changing shifts or something? 

Then, the giant corpse started quickly crawling towards me like a lizard. I 
swear, you have no idea how fast this thing was crawling. Fatty instantly 
pounced on the giant corpse from behind, raised the threaded steel pipe 
in his hand, and strangled the giant corpse from behind. 

But the giant corpse didn’t feel suffocated at all and just paused. 

I changed the grip on my Kukri so that the blade was now facing forward 
and then jumped up. But just as I was about to stab down, Poker-Face 
grabbed my collar and yanked me through the air, changing my trajectory 
so that I ended up falling into the food box. 

When I got up, I found the giant corpse leaning over the edge of the 
coffin. The face I was looking at was completely different from the one I 
had seen just now and looked even more sinister. Fatty had disappeared 
at some point and was no longer hanging on that thing’s back. 

At this time, a question flashed through my mind, is this a zombie? I’ve 
never seen a zombie like this before. 

But then, that face suddenly trembled and started vomiting. 
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A sackcloth, hair, and even the stumps of a few small hands all came 
gushing out of its mouth. There was no doubt that this was the fish head 
it had just eaten. As a horrible stench reached my nose, that thing rushed 
at me yet again. 

But it only acted like it was rushing at me and didn’t actually come too 
close. I stood up and saw Fatty pulling on it from behind while Poker-Face 
was squatting on the ground on the other side. 

“Get down!” He said to me. 

I found it a little strange because even though that thing was fast and 
didn’t seem like it could be killed in one blow, it still wasn’t strong enough 
to warrant me hiding the whole time. Did Poker-Face not have confidence 
in me? 

“I’m not hiding, let’s get it!” With that said, I pulled out my knife and 
moved to cut off that face. But at this time, Poker-Face pushed the coffin 
lid up and put it back on the coffin. I was startled by this sudden 
movement and instinctively shrank my neck in and crouched down. 

The lid was almost completely covering the food box now, but the giant 
corpse’s head was still stuck in the gap. As a result, the lid couldn’t be 
closed all the way. I instinctively slashed at that face while I squatted 
there, but it was just like cutting bulletproof rubber. Then, Fatty managed 
to drag it away from the edge of the coffin, causing the coffin lid to close 
with a loud bang. 

Everything around me instantly became dark and quiet, and I couldn’t 
hear anything at all. In this enclosed space, the vomit smelled strongly of 
corpses, which almost had me puking. 

I still found this whole situation weird. Poker-Face seemed to be trying to 
protect me, but why? I was now a seasoned fighter so there wasn’t a 
need for me to hide. 

But I still didn’t go out immediately. 

I pushed at the coffin lid. It was very heavy, but it wasn’t like I couldn’t 
open it by myself. But Poker-Face wasn’t the type of person who would 
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discount my strength. He could basically be assured that I could handle 
myself after the recent fights we had been through, so why didn’t he feel 
assured this time? 

I stuck close to the coffin wall and listened to the sounds outside. But at 
this time, I suddenly heard the sound of children’s laughter coming from 
the darkness around me. 

I was stunned for a moment, but then I immediately pulled out my 
windproof lighter, flicked it on, and looked behind me. 

I saw six or seven children squatting in the coffin liquid behind me. They 
were boys and girls dressed in virgin clothes, their hands were clasped 
tightly, and they were all staring at me and drooling. 

Ah, this is bad, I said to myself. This is a fucking large-scale haunting. 

But why? I’ve never encountered this kind of situation before. Have I gone 
crazy? 
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Chapter 56 

This didn’t make any sense. 

My brain couldn’t comprehend what was going on but my hand was still 
holding the lighter up to the group of children. 

Other than drooling, they didn’t move at all, but their faces were all dark 
and ashen and they were clearly looking at me with ill intent. 

I had been so confused ever since I set foot on this grassland. Over the 
past few decades, I had encountered many strange things, but they had 
never been as strange as what I was seeing now. 

I had also encountered paranormal situations, but most of the monsters 
didn’t harass us like this. The final outcome was ambiguous and I couldn’t 
tell what was going on, but at this time, I was definitely certain that these 
children weren’t in the food box just now. If they weren’t ghosts, then 
what were they? 

I suddenly thought of the Wanshi Meat wrapped in those sackcloth bags. 
They had all been in the shape of children, so was it possible that these 
children were made into dishes, their souls were trapped in this box, and 
now they had manifested? 

I stared at the kids as they stared right back at me. Did Poker-Face know 
what I’d face when he locked me in here? I asked myself. Let’s just focus 
on figuring out whether it’s more dangerous inside or outside this food 
box. But when I looked carefully, I found that something was wrong. 

The children’s drool turned out to be coffin liquid. It was hard to see 
clearly with the lighter’s dim light, but I plucked up the courage to look 
closer and then heaved a sigh of relief. 

These children were actually stone statues hanging down from the coffin 
lid. As it turned out, a group of these statues had been carved on the 
underside of the coffin lid. The children’s heads were on the coffin lid, so 
when it was closed, their feet would press down on the Wanshi Meat 
below. 
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It almost looked like a bunch of children sitting on a pile of meat. These 
children might have been carved from stone, but they were wearing 
clothes and appeared so lifelike that it was really scary. 

This whole setup ensured that the meat would be immersed in the spice-
infused coffin liquid as much as possible. Sure enough, this was definitely 
a food box and not a coffin, but I’d probably still call it a coffin because it 
had become a habit by now. 

I moved closer and carefully looked to see whether these children were 
really stone statues. After touching one, I realized that I was right. I was 
certain that these corpse statues had originally been colored, but there 
must have been a chemical reaction in the coffin to make them look like 
corpses. 

I sent up a silent thank you for this blessing. It’s good that it’s not a ghost. 

At this time, I noticed that the eyes of these sculpted meat-stepping 
children were all looking in different directions. 

When I saw them from a distance, I thought that they were all looking at 
me, but when I approached, I found that they weren’t. They had eyeballs 
that must have been painted on, but now these eyeballs could only be 
faintly seen upon closer inspection. They were all looking around in 
different directions. 

I was very familiar with this vividness because it was a concept the Han 
and Western craftsmen used at the time. In Mongolian social division of 
labor, most craftsmen’s artistic styles didn’t have such “small” concepts. 
At that time, Mongolia was fighting two fronts in Europe, so the army 
would take away all the best craftsmen in the region. 

The whole Corpse Country banquet outside was very bold and 
unconstrained, and although the work was exquisite, the content was 
very realistic. It showed that when building this place, the craftsmen 
weren’t ordered to make quick work of it. But why was so much effort 
and careful thinking put into this stone box? 
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Did the stonemason who made this coffin want to further express his 
artistic skills or something? 

Over the years, I had developed an intuition that came out of working in 
this industry all year round, as well as the so-called principle of antique 
identification. I followed the direction a boy statue’s eyes were looking in 
and pointed my flashlight at the coffin wall. 

I went over to it but didn’t find anything there, so I returned to look at 
the boy’s eyes again. I then looked at the stone on the coffin wall and 
scratched it with my fingernails. 

Sure enough, I scraped a layer of lime off with my nails. I flicked my 
lighter off, pulled out the nail clippers I usually carried with me, and then 
scraped hard, only to find that something was engraved under the lime. 

It was a very simple line with very small Chinese characters engraved on 
it. 

Ignoring the stench, I used my fingers to try and clean the words off. 

I won’t talk about ancient Chinese here, but I’ll tell you what the meaning 
of these words was. It was very clear and simple: I was captured and 
ordered to build this place. There are terrible secrets here. Anyone who 
comes here must take the secrets out. 

The rest was cut off, so I immediately went to see where the second 
child’s eyes were looking at. I found another lime-covered coffin wall and 
scraped it clean, revealing the next paragraph of text. 

All the places where this craftsman had recorded information were in the 
exact same spots where the statues were looking. So, as long as the 
statues looked different, that meant that this person had designed them. 
Plus, there was information hidden in their eyes. 

I followed them one by one and counted six paragraphs in total, with four 
paragraphs like this. 

The third paragraph said: There is a thing buried here that cannot be 
disclosed. I don’t know what it is but it doesn’t feel like a human being. 
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Before it was buried, it still lived for a while; it just couldn’t move. After 
the corpse was buried, it affected the atmosphere of this place and 
strange things started to happen. 
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Chapter 57 Finally Have a Clue 

There was no doubt that these words were secretly carved by a craftsman 
who recorded what he saw and heard. This craftsman was a Han who had 
been captured and forced to build this tomb. 

It was a bit like what happened to Wang Zanghai, but Wang Zanghai was 
more capable. And based on how this craftsman’s words were messy and 
lacked focus, he seemed to be an ordinary person. 

I had seen a lot of messages left by craftsmen in many ancient tombs. 
Some were those just saying they missed their families, some wanted to 
settle accounts, and some wrote poems. But all of them were engraved in 
inconspicuous corners next to the tomb owners, left as proof of these 
ordinary people’s vitality. They were all like us, with blood flowing 
through their veins and hearts beating in their chests. 

When you were in a dangerous ancient tomb, you had to remember that 
it was also built by people back in the day. They ate steamed buns and 
drank wine here while also talking about their families and children. 
You’d start to understand why knowing an ancient tomb was equivalent 
to knowing a person. If you could see them, then you could solve the 
traps they had set and also find the escape route they had left for 
themselves. 

There were three more paragraphs of text on the wall, as follows: 

The fourth paragraph said: When the atmosphere here changed, 
something very strange happened. After a long time, the Mongols 
seemed to go crazy. I think they knew something terrible that we didn’t, 
so they went crazy. 

The fifth paragraph said: The Mongols later died. A Tangut person was 
sent here to become the leader, so we continued to build. I find it strange 
that the Mongols knew they would die. Why were they so afraid? Is there 
something more terrible than death here? But the secret is in the 
innermost part of this tomb. It’s said that if you want to see it, you can 
buy off the Tangut. 
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The sixth paragraph said: I secretly went to that place to see it. I 
understand what the Mongols were afraid of now and I’m also very 
afraid. Whoever you are, if you see this record here, you have to repay 
me. You have to save me. You must save me. I will— 

The rest was cut off. 

This last bit of text was very strange. It seemed to be addressed to this 
person’s contemporaries, but any of those craftsmen who built tombs 
should have known that their contemporaries at the time weren’t 
allowed to enter the tombs. I didn’t think this craftsman was a 
particularly smart person. Or, he was scared senseless at that time. 

I carefully examined the stone children and found that the air inside the 
sackcloth bags had been pushed out after the stone children pressed the 
Wanshi Meat down into the coffin liquid. It appeared this was the cause 
of the children’s laughter I had heard just now. I didn’t know if there was 
anything strange in the coffin liquid, so I reached my hand down and felt 
around. I touched a lot of hair and meat scraps (all of which had been 
vomited by the giant corpse just now) but didn’t feel anything else. 

I sighed and looked at the engravings again; the descriptions were giving 
me a bad feeling. These words weren’t carved at the same time but were 
carved bit by bit in batches. And the fonts were different, which showed 
that this guy investigated a little bit and then recorded it here. 

Moreover, that last sentence gave me the sense that he wasn’t unable to 
write what he saw directly, he was just unwilling—he wanted to make a 
deal first. He wanted to be saved before he revealed what the secret was. 

That was troublesome, because based on the current situation, he must 
have died and was probably even among the pieces of rotten flesh in this 
coffin liquid. It was definitely impossible for a transaction to proceed. 

But I was thankful that I was able to find such clues. If it had been in 
Mongolian again, I could only beat myself to death in this coffin. If that 
happened, at least my body would already be interred. 
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But who was this guy? I found it very interesting since this person seemed 
kind of similar to me. But feeling sympathy for a cunning craftsman from 
a thousand years ago… I couldn’t help but think that it was fate. 

I was certain that there were a lot of clues outside because he said that if 
there were any statues with strange eyes, then he was the one who had 
carved them. And just like in this coffin, there were hidden clues where 
the statues were looking. That seemed to indicate that this matter wasn’t 
over, but I had to get out of this coffin first. 

When my hands came out of the coffin liquid, they smelled like rot and 
were slick with oil, which was a little sickening. I couldn’t do much now 
since the oil on my hands meant that I couldn’t even hold onto my 
flashlight, so I wiped my hands on the coffin wall until my palms felt a 
little more comfortable. 

I didn’t know what was going on outside, but since Poker-Face locked me 
in here, I wouldn’t go out and cause any trouble. I pressed my ear up 
against the coffin wall, but it was quiet outside. 

Is it over or is the giant corpse still playing chase with them? Poker-Face’s 
skills are getting rusty. He used to only have to do it once, so is he in bad 
shape today? Ah, maybe it’s because Fatty and I usually mess around too 
much and delay his training. 

I thought of how that giant corpse’s head could rotate and shuddered. 

At this time, I suddenly heard a child’s laughter come from behind me 
again. But this sound was especially like laughter. 

I immediately looked back and thought to myself, the air hasn’t been 
exhausted yet. But under my flashlight’s glow, I saw something swimming 
in the coffin liquid. It left ripples in its wake but then immediately 
disappeared. 

Is it a fish? 

Suddenly realizing why the giant corpse had vomited into the coffin, I 
cursed in my heart, shit! Was there something in its belly that it spit into 
the coffin to deal with me?!  
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Chapter 58 Sadness 

My mind was racing. First of all, this thing was moving in the coffin liquid, 
which only reached my calf. But I was squatting and my butt was 
immersed in the coffin liquid. This meant that my butt was my weakest 
point, so I should stick it against the coffin wall to protect it. If this thing 
could swim in such shallow liquid and barely left a ripple, then it should 
either be something like an eel or something the size of an arm. 

This thing’s method of attack was probably to go for my legs after circling 
underwater or to suddenly leap out of the water and rush towards my 
face. 

I clung to the coffin wall, protecting my face with one hand and preparing 
myself to be bitten on my feet or butt. 

Don’t be poisonous, don’t be poisonous, I thought to myself. If this thing is 
poisonous, I can hardly do anything about it in this situation. 

Wait, there is a way. 

I suddenly saw the children’s statues, which were pressing on the Wanshi 
Meat. I immediately rushed over without an ounce of hesitation and 
climbed onto the pile of Wanshi Meat, gripping the statues so as to 
prevent myself from slipping down. 

That meaty sensation, the thick feeling of grease, and the bubbles that 
appeared as soon as I waded through the coffin liquid had my whole body 
breaking out in goosebumps. 

If it were the old me, I wouldn’t dare risk taking these two or three steps 
for fear of stepping on that monster. But now, I knew very well that the 
biggest risk was inaction. 

Once I was clinging to the statues, I started to quickly sweep the water 
with my flashlight. It was impossible for this thing to attack me from 
under the liquid now, which meant that it could only rush out of the 
liquid. If this thing wasn’t able to jump out of the liquid, then I was safe 
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for the time being. If it could jump, however, then I could at least hide 
behind these statues. 

There were still ripples on the surface of the coffin liquid from where I 
had just rushed over, but I didn’t see any other signs of movement. 

I thought about tapping out a message on the child statue, but then I 
thought about Poker-Face and Fatty still fighting the zombie outside. If 
they suddenly heard me tapping from inside the coffin, would they think I 
was in danger and get distracted? So, I held back. But after carefully 
thinking about it, I reached into the coffin liquid with one hand and 
started splashing water around. 

Come on, little one, I said in my heart. This grandpa will show you a good 
time. I’ll even give you a finger; come and bite it. 

I was splashing all around the child statue when I suddenly heard another 
laugh come from behind me. I immediately looked back and saw a ripple 
in the coffin liquid disappear behind me. 

I suddenly had a bad feeling and immediately retreated in the other 
direction so that the statue was in front of me. 

Just now, I wasn’t really thinking about why it was laughing if it was an 
eel, but it definitely seemed to be deliberately circling around me. This 
thing shouldn’t have a high IQ. 

Just as I thought this, I saw something float out of the coffin liquid where 
the ripple had just appeared. 

It wasn’t an eel or a fish but some strange thing. It didn’t have any skin 
whatsoever, but its flesh was a dark red. When it sat up from the coffin 
liquid, I found that its movements were very familiar. 

I squinted at it. That thing’s eyes were completely white and its “face” 
looked like a monkey without skin. 

I immediately remembered those monkeys that the human-faced birds 
had spat out in the Heavenly Palace. 
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This thing, which had also come out of the mouth of a bigger thing, was 
somewhat similar to those monkeys. I had to admit, I felt a little sense of 
familiarity when I saw that big thing open its mouth earlier. 

Wait, that can’t be right. As I watched this thing’s movements, I 
immediately realized that it wasn’t a monkey. Then, my scalp suddenly 
went numb as I realized what it was. 

It’s Ping Lian! 

This skinless thing was a dog whose skin had been stripped off! But based 
on the way it was sitting, it was definitely Ping Lian. 

Then I saw the skinless Ping Lian grin and let out a clear laugh. 

Was Ping Lian eaten by that thing? What happened? Did he transform 
after being skinned and eaten? Now he could even laugh. 

Ping Lian’s current condition wasn’t like that of a dog but more like a dog 
that was gradually becoming human. It really was like those skinless 
monkeys. 

My back broke out in a cold sweat as I came down from the Wanshi Meat 
pile, pulled out my Kukri, and said to Ping Lian, “Don’t be afraid. I’ll do it 
quick. You’ll be free soon.” 

Ping Lian’s skinless face gradually became sinister, which was an 
expression that was absolutely impossible for dogs to make. This was no 
longer a dog but some unknown thing. 

I held my knife in front of me, took a deep breath, and began reciting the 
Great Compassion Mantra.67 The horror in my heart instantly calmed 
down, leaving only pity. 

At the moment Ping Lian rushed towards me, my whole body was highly 
focused. I turned so that my upper body was close to the coffin liquid’s 
surface, gripped Ping Lian’s neck with one hand, and then shoved him 

 
67 The most popular Mahayana Buddhist mantra (aka dhāraṇī) associated with the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. 
Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C4%ABlaka%E1%B9%87%E1%B9%ADha_Dh%C4%81ra%E1%B9%87%C4%AB
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into the coffin liquid. I then stabbed my Kukri into his neck until I hit bone 
and gave it a hard yank. 

Ping Lian’s legs flailed desperately, but I remained steadfast until he 
finally went limp thirty seconds later. I released the hold on my knife and 
then twisted Ping Lian’s head until it was separated from his body. 

Om, may these prayers be successful.68 It’s not your fault, Ping Lian. Go 
back to your master.  

 
68 This is the last line of the Great Compassion Mantra. I just copied it from the Wikipedia article in Note 1. 
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Chapter 59 Poisoning 

I threw Ping Lian’s head into the coffin liquid and breathed a sigh of relief. 
Ping Lian’s eyes slowly returned to normal as his head sank to the bottom 
of the coffin liquid. 

My hands and armpits were covered in mucus, and a pure black blood 
was gushing out from Ping Lian’s wound. It was giving off an indescribable 
stench as it dyed the coffin liquid a strange black color. 

I sighed. There was no place on my body that was clean now that 
everything was stained with these disgusting things.  

At this time, however, I found that Ping Lian’s blood was too smelly. It 
was so smelly, in fact, that I couldn’t even open my eyes. The whole space 
was filled with an extremely strong ammonia-like smell, so I tried to take 
smaller breaths. But I found that the smell made the air become almost 
like a tangible thing. As it was sucked into my lungs, I could feel my nose 
hairs being corroded. 

I found a corner and squatted down. I wanted to continue holding out for 
as long as I could, but I found that my eyes were starting to blur. Not 
good, I said to myself. This smell is probably poisonous. 

There wasn’t enough time to waste checking on the situation outside, so I 
tilted my head, pushed my shoulders against the coffin lid, and tried 
lifting it up. 

The lid was very heavy—in fact, it was difficult for a single person to open 
it—but I had done special training and knew the secret to uniting the 
strength in your waist and legs so that you could exert more force. 

Face turning red with the effort, I pushed hard on the coffin lid until a gap 
was revealed bit by bit. I immediately put my nose to it and took a deep 
breath of the air outside. But the coffin was so smelly that my skin started 
to itch. I immediately exerted my strength and lifted the coffin lid until I 
could get out. Then, I quickly used one hand to raise my flashlight to my 
cheek and looked around. 
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Fatty, Poker-Face, and the giant corpse were gone. It was quiet all 
around. 

I couldn’t think too much about what was going on and just focused on 
getting out of the coffin first. Then, I immediately pushed the lid back on 
the coffin again. 

The smell faded and the irritating sensation on my body immediately 
began to ease. As expected, there was a problem with the smell. 

I sniffed myself. Although I didn’t feel itchy anymore, I still smelled 
terrible. I figured I was probably covered in a mixture of about seven or 
eight kinds of disgusting things. 

I gripped the knife at my back as I stuck close to the edge of the coffin 
and listened to my surroundings. They might have taken the fight 
somewhere else but I couldn’t hear any sounds, nor could I see anything 
even after sweeping my flashlight around the area. 

Fuck me, what am I supposed to do now? I asked myself. At this time, I 
saw a huge mark on the coffin platform where we had all been standing 
before that giant corpse showed up. 

That thing wasn’t here before and I didn’t know what it was, but the mark 
it left in the dust was almost like a snake had moved through the messy 
pile of footprints. 

Not only was the mark about as thick as an oil drum, but it was so huge 
that I wondered if that was why Poker-Face had ordered me to hide in 
the coffin. 

My whole body suddenly broke out in a cold sweat. This thing was more 
than four times bigger than the giant corpse, and it had crawled here. 
What could it be? 

Well, whatever it was, I was certain that something big had happened 
outside just now. But just as I was starting to worry, I suddenly saw a 
mark on the ground next to the “snake” mark. 

It was Poker-Face’s symbol, which meant: hide yourself and follow slowly. 
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There was also another mark on the side, which was a nose with an X 
drawn on it. Fatty was the one who drew this mark. 

I breathed a sigh of relief and then examined Fatty’s mark again. I 
immediately understood that it was referring to smell and that Fatty 
wanted me to cover up my own scent. 

I sniffed myself again. No ghosts can smell me now. I was originally 
looking for something to wipe all this gunk off, but now I had no choice 
but to keep it on. 

It seemed that Poker-Face didn’t lock me in to protect me, but because 
my scent would cause him trouble. 

I thought about it, opened the coffin lid again, and then fished out some 
of the dog blood-infused coffin liquid from inside. After smearing a little 
on my knees and shoulders, I couldn’t keep my eyes open because of the 
terrible smell. 

Once I was done with that, I closed the coffin lid again, pointed my 
flashlight at the darkest area, and secretly looked at the huge “snake” 
mark. 

I had seen countless snake marks before, so when I saw what direction 
that thing was moving in, I knew it wasn’t a snake at all. It was something 
very similar to a snake, but its movements were different. I didn’t know 
what it was, but it was useless to guess now. Poker-Face and Fatty’s 
footprints seemed to be following this thing, which meant that they were 
probably tracking it. 

I quietly followed the mark and soon saw that it led to the front of the 
mural with the dark spot on it. 

The mark disappeared in front of the mural. 

I stared blankly for a moment and then looked down at Poker-Face and 
Fatty’s footprints. Sure enough, their footprints also disappeared. 

Fuck me. 
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Well, I guess it’s kind of interesting, I said to myself. Did they go into the 
wall? Is this not a dark spot but a black hole? 

I touched it with my hand and found that it was absolutely impossible to 
get in. Then I looked at it with my peripheral vision and found that I 
couldn’t see anything at all. This time, there was nothing in the dark spot. 

The underground palace was very quiet. I looked back and saw that there 
were a lot of figurines, but I couldn’t see everything clearly. Without Fatty 
talking, the surrounding coldness seemed to rush right at me. 

Then my eyes started to hurt and I found that things became blurred. I 
also noticed a coppery taste in my mouth. When I wiped at it, I found that 
I had a nosebleed. 

I kept wiping it with my hands but the bleeding wouldn’t stop. Then I saw 
that my nails had turned black. I touched them and found that they 
seemed to be falling off. 

Poisoned. 

I cursed in my heart as I immediately returned to the coffin. It’s corpse 
poisoning. I took off my clothes as I walked, returning to the edge of the 
coffin completely naked. I dropped to the ground, immediately gathered 
all the dust around me, and then started rubbing it on my body. 
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Chapter 60 Variant 

I leaned against the coffin and put my flashlight aside so that it would 
illuminate my body. Then, I rubbed more dust all over me. There wasn’t 
any water here, so all I could do was cover my body in the dust and then 
rub it off. 

This wasn’t a method of my own making but a technique that had been 
handed down since ancient times. In fact, when I was in the desert so 
long ago, I also had to take a sand bath.   

After the slimy liquid on my body was rubbed off, I began to feel severely 
nauseous. I grabbed my discarded pants, took out some Chinese medicine 
from the back of my belt—it was wrapped in tinfoil and looked a bit like 
donkey-hide gelatin—and started chewing it furiously. 

It was a detoxifier that had a lot of wine and sugar in it to replenish one’s 
energy. I kept six of them in a pouch on my belt. 

After everything was done, I was completely exhausted. The air in this 
place was very cold and felt like it was piercing right into my bones now 
that I was naked. Plus, my heart couldn’t handle my rapid movements 
and was beating extremely fast. I didn’t know whether I would live or die, 
but now all I could do was wait.  

I soon lost consciousness, but I eventually woke up again because of the 
cold. I was shivering and had apparently fallen to the ground at some 
point. 

I raised my hands and looked at my nails. The base of my nails were all 
blackened, which meant that they were dead. I’d have to pull them out at 
some point so that they could regrow, but they were still good for now 
since they weren’t directly falling off. I pressed them a few times and 
figured that I could still use them. 

Fingernails were very important to human beings, especially because 
most hand movements required them. At the very least, I couldn’t live 
without nails right now. 
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I moved around a little bit and found that the medicine had worked. My 
nausea and dizziness had eased and my nosebleed that had flowed all 
over my chest had finally stopped. But I still couldn’t get up. I could only 
lay there and start replaying everything that had happened just now. 

When did Ping Lian come in? When was he swallowed by that giant 
corpse? 

Was it Ping Lian’s blood that had poisoned me? What happened to him? 
Not only did he become like that, but his blood was full of that stinking 
poisonous fluid. 

At this time, an image popped into my head. When he couldn’t find us 
outside, he must have followed our scents into the grave robbers’ tunnel. 
After entering, he saw a giant corpse standing in the dark like a ceramic 
figurine. Tail wagging, he curiously went over to check it out but was 
bitten and swallowed as soon as he walked over. 

Or, maybe he had already been possessed long ago and came in here to 
be swallowed? Didn’t Jiang Siwang say that dogs and cats had to be killed 
when they came to this place? 

Don’t tell me…if you don’t kill them, they’ll become possessed and climb 
into the mouth of that giant corpse all by themselves? 

But then what? Would they shed their skin and turn into some kind of evil 
thing like the one I saw just now? 

I figured that Ping Lian’s skinned state, coupled with that giant corpse, 
was very similar to the Heavenly Palace. It was even a bit like a variant. 
But I had no evidence, so I didn’t dare jump to conclusions. 

Poker-Face and Fatty definitely didn’t fight that snake-like creature, so 
they must have avoided it. Otherwise, their marks wouldn’t have been so 
neat. Based on the current situation, there appeared to be a big 
opponent here that was definitely after my scent. 

But I wasn’t panicking since there were marks here telling me to meet up 
with the two of them. Now I was just worried about whether I could wear 
my clothes or not. 
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As I lay there thinking about these problems, I stared at the ceiling and 
slowly started to relax. But as I was looking, I noticed that the human-
faced Buddha statue was above my head, and there appeared to be a 
fairy above its head. This little fairy was a decoration, but her eyes were 
looking at an oblique angle. 

I quickly got up and followed the direction of her eyes until I reached the 
mural behind the coffin. 

I immediately used my fingernails to scrape the mural away, but my nails 
ended up cracking open during the process. I hit my head against the 
mural to try and suppress the pain. 

At this point, all I could do was take the broken brick fragments on the 
side and use them to scrape away the mural at that spot. Soon, a small bit 
of text appeared. 

It was just a simple hint: The corpse in this outer coffin is a woman. Her 
identity is unknown. She must have been a good dancer before her death 
since there are many reliefs of dancers on the outer coffin. She has been 
dead for a long time before being transported here. The Tangut calls her 
Cai Gudong. 

That giant corpse just now was so big. Didn’t it come out of this coffin? 
Why were dancers being brought up again? Was this a two-meter-tall 
dancer? 

I felt that it was strange, but at this time, I finally noticed the content of 
the mural and paused. 

Even though there was a giant hole in it, I found that I could still 
understand this mural.  

It was related to feng shui, but it had especially in-depth feng shui 
content. How could it appear in a non-Central Plains area? 

There were five black objects painted on the mural, but few people would 
be able to tell what they were now. Fortunately, it was recorded in 
Grandpa’s notes. 
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I pondered over it for a while and then suddenly had an epiphany. I 
looked back at this underground palace and immediately understood 
everything. 
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Chapter 61 The Five Mountain Dragon Gods 

In my grandfather’s notes, there were a lot of technical terms and 
rhetoric that gave it the air of a Chinese folktale. I couldn’t understand 
them at all and Grandpa wasn’t willing to explain them to me. All he 
would say was that the Chinese nowadays basically didn’t know about the 
gods in Chinese folktales. When people back then talked about feng shui, 
their perceptions were quite different from ours. Our generation always 
felt that learning feng shui was like learning a superpower but they just 
saw the true image of China’s landforms. 

The blood of these cultural systems was in their blood, so even illiterate 
people could quickly understand something like feng shui. But nowadays, 
if you didn’t study Taoism for more than three or four years, you wouldn’t 
even have the chance to get started. 

There was nothing to explain if you didn’t even know the gods in Chinese 
folklore, which was a very sad thing if you thought about it. Most of the 
time, when you read stories about Chinese folk gods in ancient books, 
you’d feel like you were reading the “Classics of Mountains and Seas”. I’m 
not exaggerating. You basically couldn’t understand any of the terms at 
all. 

But in fact, all of these gods were really just the greater gods of China.69 
In those days, the old ladies who sold onions on the side of the road knew 
where these gods came from, what they were, and what their status was. 

Among the ancient Chinese gods, these five black patterns on the mural 
were actually the Five Mountain Dragon Gods, who were in charge of the 
mountains. China was a feudal society when religious culture was 
forming, so the land was extremely important. The Five Mountain Dragon 
Gods were five earth dragons that held a very high status, but after being 
personified, everyone thought that they were just a single old man with a 
white beard. Their true appearance, however, was so far from amiable 
that it was enough to make you pee your pants. 

 
69 Examples include: the Jade Emperor, the Queen of the West, the direct ancestors of feudal monarchs, such 
as the Haotian God and the Eastern Emperor Taiyi. 
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All the ancient Chinese gods were from primitive times, so the Chinese 
people named them as they saw them. As a result, these gods’ names 
were basically equated to their image. 

My grandpa said that if you entered the depths of a big mountain, you 
would sometimes see the so-called dragon veins, which were black rock 
bands that were extremely hard. When he was following a group of Taoist 
priests to a big, six-story tomb, one of them showed him a dragon vein 
when they got deeper into the mountain. At that time, he saw the black 
rock band, which turned out to be a residual vein of the Qinling 
Mountains. It was said to be in a deep cave in Mount Mang. 

At that time, they stopped for three days to do the ritual, but the Taoist 
priests refused to go any further. 

Needless to say, Mount Mang held a high status in Chinese tomb culture. 
It was everyone’s dream to be born in Suzhou and Hangzhou and be 
buried in Mount Mang. 

As soon as I looked at this mural, I knew that the person who designed 
this tomb definitely wasn’t a normal person. 

Those five black dragons were coming from five different directions on 
the mural, and that hole in the brick was smack dab in the middle of 
them. I didn’t know what had been painted there, so I tried to put the 
bricks back together one by one. I split two more fingernails in the 
process, but I was so excited that I didn’t even feel the pain. 

After I was finished arranging everything, I figured out what it is. 

It was the snow-capped mountain we saw outside earlier. 

There were a lot of black things on the snow-capped mountain, which 
ordinary people wouldn’t know what they were. I honestly didn’t know 
what they were before, but I did now! 

The Five Mountain Dragon Gods were moving, and their movements 
were causing dragon veins to grow and deplete. In ancient China, there 
were people who could influence the trajectory of the Five Mountain 
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Dragon Gods’ movements. In Taoism, this method was called “moving 
mountains”. 

Many people thought that the term “moving mountains” meant that 
mountains were being moved around, but that wasn’t the case at all. The 
thing that was moved was the dragon vein, which was the representative 
of the Five Mountain Dragon Gods. But the “moving mountains” 
technique required an extremely special feng shui array called: Five 
Dragons Dismembering a Corpse. 

If what I was seeing wasn’t mere superstition, then this snow-capped 
mountain wasn’t here before. This had all originally been grassland, and 
the mountain grew here because of the Five Dragons Dismembering a 
Corpse array formed by the underground palace’s layout. Numerous 
geological changes must have taken place here over the past thousand 
years. 

Every corpse in these giant outer coffins probably weren’t ordinary 
corpses, either. That dog-eater corpse definitely wasn’t a dancer, but I 
still didn’t know what it was. 

Not counting the three corpses here, there was also the one in the snow-
capped mountain. It was the fiercest and probably not even human at all. 

Of course, this was only a part of the dragon god myths in Chinese 
folktales, so it wasn’t like I could prove anything. But there was one thing 
that made me think that I was right. 

That dark spot. 

Was it possible that the huge dark spot was the body of the “dragon”? It 
was proof that dragon veins led here, after all. 

The dark spot on the mural we saw wasn’t painted on, but looked like 
something came up from the ground, grew into the outer coffin over 
there, and then came out from the mural. But there was only one spot, 
which also showed that the corpse-dismemberment array here wasn’t 
complete. 
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No, it wasn’t just one place. The whole snow-capped mountain outside 
was dark. Shit, I knew what was under that heavy snow. A huge black 
spot had corroded the whole mountain. 

I was scratching my head in excitement because this kind of knowledge 
was so rare that I really wanted to show off. If I could show off at this 
time, then there was no way Fatty could surpass me in this year’s show-
off competition. 

But what was the purpose? Why move a mountain here? Did that demon 
monk do it? Was he trying to create a dragon vein? 

I didn’t believe in using feng shui to build mountains, but I did believe 
that there were crazy people who believed in this kind of feng shui array. 

<><><><>  

Author’s note: The knowledge related to ancient Chinese gods has been 
changed to avoid any taboos. If there are any similarities, it’s purely 
coincidental.70   

 
70 I’m gonna go out on a limb and say this is probably a censorship thing. 
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Chapter 62 

I went back to that huge dark spot. I didn’t know if my guess was correct, 
but if it was, then the thing that I was seeing in front of me was what my 
grandfather saw deep in that Mount Mang cave. 

But what about the huge mark on the ground? 

Did the Five Mountain Dragon Gods pass by outside the coffin I was in 
earlier? 

The ancient Chinese gods didn’t really have a likeness, and most of them 
only had an abstract state. Take, for example, the black rock band. After 
the ancients saw it, they called it a dragon and named it the “Five 
Mountain Dragon Gods” (of course, the full name was much longer). After 
that, the name of this god began to represent a higher power and all of 
the offered sacrifices were just sacrifices in name only. 

It was much later when idol worship began to prevail, and many statues 
of ancient gods began to appear. But this was basically caused by 
competition with foreign religions. 

Based on all of the information I had, this power didn’t have a form, so 
this mark couldn’t be the trace of a giant snake or a dragon god. But I still 
didn’t know what it was. Maybe…was it possible that the qi in the dragon 
vein had passed through this underground palace? 

I used my peripheral vision to take a look at it. I was afraid I’d end up 
seeing a dragon—if that actually happened, it probably meant that I was 
completely schizophrenic—but I was relieved to find nothing at all. 

After moving around like this, the poison in my body began to attack 
again, so I lay down and dug out more of that Chinese medicine to eat. 
My throat started to burn since there was too much sugar, but I knew 
that I wouldn’t die. 

I fell asleep again, and when I woke up this time, I felt much better. I 
moved my shoulders and found that the pain I always felt in my deltoid 
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muscles had disappeared. This made it abundantly clear that the poison 
made one lethargic and uninhibited. 

I cleaned myself up and then wrapped band-aids around my remaining 
fingernails to keep them in place. After that, I found a bronze wine vessel 
with half a pot of wine in it and immersed my clothes in it to clean them. 

The wine smell was overwhelming for a while, but I ignored it as I wrung 
my clothes out and hung them up to dry. Then, I tore off a cotton cloth 
bag, immersed it in the wine, and lit it. This makeshift alcohol stove not 
only warmed me up but also provided some lighting. 

Now I could start looking around the “snake” trail for more of Poker-Face 
and Fatty’s marks. 

Fatty’s footprints were easy to recognize, so even though I couldn’t see 
more of his marks, I could still tell which way he went. Sure enough, he 
really did go to the front of that dark spot before his footprints 
disappeared. 

There was no logical explanation for this unless something lifted him to 
the ceiling. I looked up, but there was nothing there. I even looked out of 
the corner of my eye but still didn’t see anything. 

I couldn’t find Poker-Face’s footprints, but that wasn’t surprising since he 
had the skills to move around without leaving a trace. 

I sat in front of the dark spot and tried to imagine the situation they had 
encountered. At this time, I suddenly smacked myself, got up, and went 
back to the coffin to see the big hole in the outer coffin’s mural. 

It was so obvious! The two of them couldn’t go into the dark spot, so they 
must have gone into the outer coffin. No matter what the footprints 
seemed to indicate, the logic wouldn’t fail. 

My clothes were almost dry by this time, so I put them back on and 
warmed my body in front of the makeshift alcohol stove. After checking 
my flashlight and Kukri, I went over to the hole in the outer coffin to take 
a look. Sure enough, Poker-Face’s mark was engraved on the side of a 
brick. 
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But how did Fatty teleport from there to here? 

I stared blankly for a moment but then it hit me. That giant, dragon-like 
mark was formed by something dragging Fatty. 

Fatty must’ve fled to the dark spot but was dragged here directly. 

I couldn’t help feeling amused and slightly worried. So if Poker-Face didn’t 
leave any footprints, did that mean he was riding on it? 

When I pointed my flashlight into the hole, I could see that it was very 
narrow inside and the wood and brick structures intersected. The outer 
coffin’s wall was too thick to see what was at the center of it. 

After climbing in about three or four meters, I saw five of Poker-Face’s 
marks. 

The first three meant: 

Fatty was caught. 
This is that thing’s nest. 
Highly toxic. 

The last two marks, however, left me confused for a moment. 

I didn’t know these last two marks, but they seemed easy enough to 
understand. I figured they must have been newly created. 

The first mark was five black strips with dragon horns on the heads. 

Was this warning me about the Five Mountain Dragon Gods? Sure 
enough, he had also discovered this. 

The second mark was the Chinese character for door.71 

What did this mean? 

 
71 门 (can also mean gate). 
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The first three marks and these two marks were engraved in different 
positions. If I wasn’t certain that I was the only one in this underground 
palace, I would’ve thought they were marks for two different people. 

The first three marks were made very clearly. Fatty must have been 
bitten and dragged into the outer coffin, so Poker-Face gave chase and 
left me a mark. The giant corpse was also very poisonous, which I had 
already learned. 

There was also that last mark that told me to hide my scent. I figured that 
I was now enveloped in the smell of wine and dead things, so I should be 
ok. 

I kept crawling inside and soon saw a lot of tiny teeth embedded 
everywhere on the wooden frame. They must have gotten stuck when 
that giant corpse came out earlier. When I found a space that was a little 
wider, I stopped to take a break and looked back at the entrance. 

I swept my flashlight over, just wanting to confirm the path behind me in 
order to reassure myself. But at this time, I suddenly saw Ping Lian’s 
“skinless” dog head appear. I didn’t know who put it in the hole I had just 
crawled through, but it was an extremely frightening sight in the 
flashlight’s glow.  
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Chapter 63 Ghostly Prank 

I looked back at the dog’s head. The skinned shape of it truly was a 
horrible sight, but its symbolic meaning had my hair standing on end even 
more. 

I stared at the entrance to the hole for about four or five minutes, trying 
to figure out what was going on. 

Ping Lian had to be dead. His head had been cut off, after all. When I had 
used my knife earlier, I directly cut into his cervical vertebra and then 
broke the joint off. This was because all transformed corpses would stop 
moving after the head was removed. 

Plus, he only had one head, which I had thrown into the coffin. I clearly 
remembered closing the coffin lid, so how did his head open the coffin 
and climb to the entrance of this hole? 

This wasn’t Ping Lian’s doing—in fact, I was almost certain that it was 
done by something else that had the ability to move the coffin lid. And if 
that were true, then there was a “person” or “thing” here in this 
underground palace with me. 

But its behavior was very strange. By putting the dog’s head behind me 
like this, it didn’t seem like it wanted to take my life but was playing a 
prank. 

Truthfully, I was feeling really creeped out. 

I suddenly recalled the series of events that happened to us on the 
grassland before. Now that I thought about it, it all seemed to have the 
air of a prank. The satellite phone and even Jiang Siwang’s sudden 
appearance all had a strong mischief-like feeling to them. 

There was also that night when we were running from the horses and I 
saw a man with a black face appear behind Fatty. Then there were the 
things in the stone lantern and the underground corpse herding area that 
also had black faces. 
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I suddenly thought of that black face that appeared in the pool. I didn’t 
know why, but at this time, I began to think of that thing. Why did it 
suddenly appear in the water? I figured that maybe it wanted to see me 
from a close distance. At that time, not only was I certain that it was 
interested in me as I looked at its expression, but it also seemed to say 
something to me.  

This kind of black thing seemed to appear everywhere in this place, so if it 
was playing a prank, was it related to them?72  

There was no basis for this, but my intuition kept pushing me to think in 
that direction. 

My back was soon covered in a cold sweat as I came to a realization in my 
heart: these pranks would only get scarier and more malicious. There 
were many pranks in this world that were executed to hurt people while 
still staying within the moral code.  

Using a skinned dog’s head to play a prank showed that the implementer 
had no concept of cruelty at all and could do horrible things beyond your 
imagination. To it, I was actually more like an animal it was teasing. 

At this time, I suddenly thought of the herding corpses scene from the 
murals. If those corpses were herded, then did that make me wild? Was 
this thing teasing me? 

I heard that headhunters in the past used to tease their prey because 
they thought that the meat would taste more delicious if they had scared 
their prey to a state of extreme fear. 

I quickly reined in these paranoid thoughts. 

At this time, I had two choices: I could either go back and find that thing 
in the underground palace or I could continue moving forward and meet 
up with Poker-Face. 

I thought about it for a second and decided to join up with Poker-Face. 

 
72 He used the characters “它们” which is “they” for inanimate objects. So I think he’s talking about ghosts (just 

a wild guess on my part, though) 
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I took one last look at the dog’s head before pulling a gadget out of my 
belt. It was a whistle, which had a very thin wire that could be pulled out 
of it. I strung this wire up in the passage behind me. 

As long as something passed by, it would definitely touch this wire, which 
would immediately pull the whistle and make a sound. 

This wire was particularly inconspicuous but extremely sensitive; even if 
you barely blew into the whistle, it would immediately make a sound. 

I felt more at ease after setting it up, so I began moving forward again. 
But things developed completely beyond my expectations. 

I had only crawled six or seven steps when I immediately heard the sound 
of a whistle come from behind me. 

I really didn’t expect it to be like this. 

I immediately jumped in fright and spun around with my flashlight in 
hand. The whistle’s wire had been broken and Ping Lian’s head was about 
two or three steps behind me. 

I had no idea how it had moved to this spot. 

I immediately broke out in a cold sweat as I realized that it had only taken 
a brief moment for Ping Lian’s head to move from the entrance to the 
position right by my feet. 

From this distance, the head looked even more sinister and had a strong 
smell to it. 

It had been placed very neatly in the passage, so I could tell at a glance 
that it wasn’t thrown in. Something had clearly crawled in and put it right 
behind me. That thing was obviously very fast and had to be close by, but 
there was nothing behind the dog’s head. 

After thinking about it, I looked at the dog’s head using my peripheral 
vision, but I still didn’t see anything. 
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I knew that something terrible would happen if I continued to crawl 
forward now. This prank was still progressing, so Ping Lian’s head would 
probably end up biting my ankle next. I took a deep breath and looked 
back in front of me to see if I could clench my teeth and quickly crawl 
forward. Maybe I could find a spacious place where I could come up with 
a plan. 

Unfortunately, the tunnel in front of me was still very narrow. 

At this time, I looked back behind me and suddenly saw a black, 
expressionless face appear behind Ping Lian’s head. It crawled over Ping 
Lian’s head as fast as lightning until it was face to face with me. 

This place was too narrow for me to do anything, so that face was almost 
half a palm’s width away from me in an instant.  
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Chapter 64 

I had no way to hide, so I reflexively stretched out my hand to push it 
away. But that black face evaded my hand and met me face to face. That 
action…no creature except a snake could do it. 

I noticed that this black thing had a very long neck, which was very similar 
to a snake. 

But not only its neck, its hands and feet were very long, too. The 
proportions of this thing’s limbs were extremely deformed. 

Moreover, the black color on its body wasn’t from paint but appeared to 
be the natural color of its skin. 

It had a human face, but it wasn’t very normal since it was a bit too small 
and narrow. From the front, it looked like it probably had a small brain 
capacity since there wasn’t a forehead above its eyebrows. 

I looked at it and it looked at me, the distance so close that I could see 
that its eyes were asymmetrical. 

My knife was stuck in my belt at my lower back. This place was too 
narrow, so before I initially crawled in, I calculated whether I could pull it 
out as quickly as possible. I had determined that it would be fine for 
either the front or the back, but I just didn’t expect to find myself in this 
position. The opponent came at me too fast, so I really couldn’t pull it 
out. 

The only thing I could do now was to grip the opponent’s neck with one 
hand, but if I did that, I’d have to drop my flashlight. It was very difficult 
to strangle a person with one hand, so it would be better to hold onto my 
flashlight and use it as a hammer. 

But that thing didn’t attack me and just continued to look at me like this. 

I gradually recovered from my extreme panic and slowly withdrew, trying 
to give myself room to draw my knife. But at this time, that thing opened 
its mouth and repeated the phrase it had said at the pool. 
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Well, it just sounded like gibberish to me, but I thought that it was talking 
to me. Then, it pushed its whole body towards me. This thing is like a 
mollusk, I thought to myself as I immediately moved back. That thing 
squeezed its whole body through the extremely narrow gap between me 
and the tunnel wall. 

No one could physically squeeze through that gap, but that thing 
managed to squeeze through like it didn’t have any bones. 

When it arrived right in front of me, it turned its head, looked back at me, 
and then looked at Poker-Face’s mark. 

I was surprised to find that the way it looked at the mark was almost the 
exact same way I looked at the mark. Even the small details were very 
similar. 

What’s this thing doing? First, why is it looking at the marks? Second, why 
is it trying to be like me? 

Then, I saw a particularly frightening scene—that thing’s facial features 
suddenly twisted and it instantly took on my appearance. 

Although that face had changed immediately, I could tell right away that 
this thing was learning from me. 

The two of us continued to stare at each other. “What the hell are you?” I 
eventually asked it. 

It just smiled at me, which caused all of my hair to stand on end. This 
smile was very true to my essence and looked just like me. 

Then, as if it had melted, it squeezed directly into the gap between the 
outer coffin’s timber on the side and disappeared. 

I sat there completely stupefied for a moment, but after thinking about it, 
I took my flashlight and looked into the gap. Fuck, this thing doesn’t 
follow the rules at all! If it’s in the gap like this, then it must not have a 
single bone in its whole body! 
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When I looked into the gap, I found that the thing’s head was stretched 
into a slender strip and only one eye could face the outside. This eye was 
still looking at me from inside the gap. 

According to physics, this thing’s brain must be in the shape of a 
cucumber right now. 

I finally pulled my knife out, but slowly pointed my flashlight at another 
gap on a whim. 

After a quick glance, I felt all my hair stand on end. 

In this other gap, there was also a “person” who had their whole body 
squeezed into the gap, just like a rag. When I saw it, it rolled its eye at 
me. 

I continued to look around, feeling cold all over as I realized that all of the 
gaps in this outer coffin’s wooden structure were crowded with black 
“people”. These gaps were only about as thick as a palm, but these 
“people” were curled up inside of them. And every single one of them 
had an eye squeezed out from the gap, looking right at me. 
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Chapter 65 Peel the Skin off the Bone 

At this time, I wasn’t scared. 

Granted, if it was the old me, I’d definitely get down on all fours and start 
crawling forward like crazy. I was the kind of person who was either in an 
extremely safe environment or fighting for my life, so this kind of 
situation used to be unbearable for me. This was especially the case when 
I was in close proximity to such a horrible thing while also remaining in a 
stalemate with it. 

I would’ve definitely gone crazy before, but I wasn’t going crazy now. If 
anything, I just felt uncomfortable. 

The environment here was so quiet that if you listened very carefully, you 
could hear all of the grinding sounds from the wood on the outer coffin’s 
frame rubbing together. It was very similar to the sound of someone 
grinding their teeth. 

I analyzed everything in a rational manner as I continued crawling 
forward. At this point, I had almost reached a dead end. For some reason, 
those “people” didn’t attack me, but I knew that I had absolutely no 
chance of surviving as long as a single one of them changed their mind. 

Every time I took a step, I could hear the swelling sound of the wood in 
the gap that the black thing had entered just now. I didn’t dare take a 
look with my flashlight, but I knew that it had to be following me. 

After crawling more than a dozen steps, a hole suddenly appeared in 
front of me. This had to be the inner coffin wall since I was currently in 
the outer coffin. The outer coffin was thickly wrapped around the inner 
coffin, so seeing the coffin wall meant that I was seeing the core position 
of the outer coffin. There was a hole in the coffin wall, through which I 
could see the space inside the coffin. 

There wasn’t any accumulated water, so I could immediately see 
everything. The coffin wasn’t very large, but there were many reflective 
objects inside, which seemed to be funerary objects. They were probably 
gold and precious stones. 
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I calmed down and took a look around. If these black people were placed 
here to protect the outer coffin, then me entering the coffin would 
essentially signal them to attack. I couldn’t take the risk. 

I hesitated for about two or three seconds before I suddenly saw Poker-
Face’s mark by the hole in the coffin wall. It was very simple: go straight 
in. 

There was another mark beside it, but I couldn’t understand it. It was 
painted in a pattern similar to the gatehouse of an ancient building. 

I wondered why there was another mark beside the one Poker-Face had 
left for me. Could someone else have followed him in? 

Did Poker-Face secretly arrange a helper to follow us the whole way? 

I looked back again to see if someone was following me. At this time, I 
couldn’t help thinking that Poker-Face was still leaving marks behind 
because he might not trust me and Fatty. I wasn’t even mad about it as I 
thought to myself, you’re absolutely right not to trust us! Come on, it’s 
time for the helper to show up so that we can face this together! 

When I turned my head to look back, I saw that the black face had 
appeared at my heels. It was lying there looking at me and mimicking my 
current expression. At this point, its face was already very similar to mine. 

My mind buzzed, even more blank than the first time. 

The only times I had encountered this kind of continuous shock were in 
my nightmares. Sometimes I’d see monsters whenever I looked back in 
my dreams, but sometimes I wouldn’t see them at all. The fear was like 
chewing gum stuck to the soles of my feet. 

That black face still didn’t attack me, nor did it come face to face with me 
this time. It just continued to look at me. But no matter what expression 
it had on its face, I was convinced that it was filled with sinister 
intentions. I kept feeling like it was plotting something. 

I faced forward again and then crawled into the coffin without an ounce 
of hesitation. 
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There was a thick layer of cobwebs in the coffin, which was probably 
carbonized cotton. There were generally a lot of quilt or silk layers in 
coffins, and the Mongolians would spread out horse skins as well. I could 
see a lot of funerary objects inside this coffin, among which were many 
precious stones. They were reflecting various colors, but I didn’t have the 
time to look at them carefully. 

I glanced back and saw that the black face had followed me to the mouth 
of the hole in the coffin wall. But instead of coming in, it just looked at me 
coldly. The expression on its face began to change so drastically that it 
almost looked like it was melting, and it became so malevolent that it 
didn’t look like my face anymore. 

This face also slowly started to grow longer, which had me wondering 
what was going on. Maybe it was no longer satisfied with imitation and 
started to process itself? But this process was way too ugly. 

I looked at this particularly long and sinister face and said to myself, it 
doesn’t make any sense. But then I suddenly realized that it wasn’t 
mimicking me. 

I immediately turned my head and saw a huge corpse lying among the 
funerary objects beside me. It was the exact same one that had attacked 
us earlier. The white hair that had been covering its face was gone, 
revealing a strangely long and sinister-looking corpse face. 

The corpse’s whole face was purple, and there was a bronze mirror sitting 
on top of its head. The black person was able to see the corpse’s face 
because of the mirror, so it had started imitating it. 

This corpse’s eyes were so murky that it almost looked like the pupils and 
whites had melted together. But those eyes were still visible and they had 
turned to me. 

It’s looking at me! 

I lay down silently and used my peripheral vision to look at the corpse on 
the side. At this time, it suddenly turned its head and asked, “Why do you 
smell like wine?”  
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Chapter 66 Slave Tube 

As I stared at the giant corpse’s face, I found that the other two faces on 
the side of its head were all withered now, just like apples that had been 
left out for many days. It also looked like the giant corpse’s neck had been 
broken. 

The corpse was completely dead now and I could see a trace of Fatty’s 
face peeking out from the funerary objects beneath its body—it was only 
at this time that I realized that there were a lot of copper coins here. 

I knew Fatty all too well, so I knew that it was his face as soon as I saw it. 
He appeared to be hiding under the giant corpse for some reason. 

I didn’t bother responding to him since I was feeling a mix of anger and 
relief when I saw that he wasn’t dead. Instead, I looked up at the hole in 
the coffin wall and found that the strange face formed by that black 
person was still there. At this time, it remained there completely 
motionless. It seemed that because the giant corpse was motionless, this 
black person was also remaining motionless. 

But that motionless face was even more frightening. 

“Don’t worry,” Fatty whispered to me. “They won’t come in. As long as 
there’s nothing wrong with this giant corpse, they won’t come in.” 

“What’s the matter with you? What are you doing lying down there? 
What about Little Brother?” I asked him. 

“Little Brother is under you,” Fatty said.  

I hummed and felt around for a moment. Sure enough, there seemed to 
be something under the copper coins beneath my body. 

“Sorry,” I whispered to the copper coins under my body. 

“Don’t worry about it,” Fatty responded. “He said that there’s a 
mechanism under this coffin. It goes down very deep and the funerary 
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objects below are more than two meters thick. Just don’t fart. But why 
does your body smell like wine? You stink. What exactly did you eat just 
now?” 

“Is it okay for us to talk like this?” I looked up at the dark face again, 
wondering if it was really ok to ignore it and just chat directly like this. 

“It’s fine. You still haven’t figured out what happened?” 

“Have you fucking figured it out?” 

“Of course,” he said. “They forced you in here to feed this giant corpse; 
otherwise, do you really think you could make it in here alive? These 
black things are taking care of the corpses here, so that one will keep 
watching until you’ve been eaten. If the giant corpse doesn’t eat you, it 
won’t leave.” 

“What kind of things do zombies even eat?” Weren’t zombies just corpses 
that never decomposed all the way? 

“I’m afraid the corpse here isn’t a zombie,” Fatty said. “But I can’t 
elaborate right now. The situation here is beyond your expectations. 
Don’t worry about the black thing for now. As long as it doesn’t discover 
that Little Brother and I twisted the corpse I’m hiding under into a pretzel, 
it won’t come in. It already thinks I’ve been eaten, so you just lie down 
and wait to be eaten as well. When Little Brother is done with whatever 
he’s doing below, we’ll run away.” 

Can we even run away at this point? I asked myself. All the crevices here 
were full of these things, and they moved very fast. But I trusted Poker-
Face. 

I looked up at the black face again and found that it was still the same. It 
didn’t even move after I pointed my flashlight at it several times. That 
sinister face was exactly the same as the giant corpse’s face and looked so 
terrifying that my heart immediately felt uncomfortable every time I saw 
it. 

I lay down again and listened as Fatty continued, “Ok, calm down. Now 
look at the coffin lid up there.” 
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I pointed my flashlight at it and saw lacquer paintings on the coffin lid 
that had been done in a very complicated pattern. I took one look and 
realized what Fatty meant by telling me to calm down. There was a 
reason for his strange behavior just now. 

This wasn’t a joke; he knew that my mood would be very complicated. 

There was a black male slave on the lacquer paintings. He was 
surrounded by scholars who were using a tool to remove all of his bones. 
Once that was done, they smashed his skull to pieces. 

But the man didn’t die. 

Instead, he became a mollusk-like thing. I didn’t know what kind of 
technique they used to keep him from dying, but with the exception of 
his spine, all of the bones used to support the shape of his body were 
basically broken. Some were taken out while some were still left in his 
body. 

Once the whole process was done, they put the slave into a bamboo tube 
until even his whole face was distorted. 

It was obvious from the paintings that the slave was in extreme pain.  
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Chapter 67 In the Great Wilderness, There is 
a Mountain Called Great 
Wilderness Mountain 

Was this the truth behind the black people outside? 

“Look at the slave who was deboned,” Fatty said from the side. “He 
appears to be very dark. Do you think he’s a Kunlun slave?” 

Kunlun slaves were mainly Southeast Asian islanders who had brownish-
black skin, and only a few of them were actually Africans who came over 
with the Arabians. Since the Tang Dynasty, nobles widely used them as 
servants and guards. This place was built during the Yuan Dynasty, which 
was a time when such dark-colored people were very common. 

But that wasn’t what I was focused on right now. First of all, I couldn’t 
help wondering why such contents were depicted on this coffin lid. 

This was the coffin of this giant corpse, so its contents should be related 
to this giant corpse’s life. 

I moved my flashlight and looked at the patterns on the side, discovering 
that it was only a small part of a huge lacquer painting. There was a full 
picture painted on the back of the coffin, but I don’t even know how to 
begin to describe it. 

To be honest, I’m very good at describing things, but I really can’t do it in 
regards to this image. Out of all the coffins I had viewed in the past, this 
position on the coffin always depicted the tomb owner’s life in the 
immortal realm. I was quite certain that this coffin wasn’t depicting the 
immortal realm, but it wasn’t a completely fictional world, either. I even 
had the sense that the elements within this panting were familiar to me. 

This was the first time I had seen such a wonderful and clear depiction of 
the three-faced weirdo that I could only see with my peripheral vision 
before. The person was in the middle of the lacquer painting and was 
wearing an official uniform from ancient times. He appeared to have 
three faces looking in three different directions. 
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It was probably the giant corpse himself. 

Each of these three faces had three different expressions, and one of the 
faces was facing a banquet. This banquet was just like a fairyland, with 
cranes and phoenixes depicted in it. I could tell from the decorations that 
it was the banquet outside. 

The expression on this face was very indifferent, just like the Buddha 
statue I saw earlier that was hanging on the ceiling and watching the 
whole banquet. 

The slave I just saw being tortured, deboned, and stuffed into the 
bamboo tube was in front of another face. This was apparently 
documenting how the funerary objects were made. I looked around and 
saw many funerary objects such as livestock, sacrificial maids, and 
numerous horses being prepared. 

The expression on this particular face was very sinister, just like the 
expression this giant corpse was wearing now. 

I was surprised when I saw what was in front of the last face. 

It was a magnificent building, in front of which were three stone tablets. 

The style of this ancient building was like that of a complex full of stone 
houses. Some of them even appeared to have been cut right out of the 
mountain. It definitely wasn’t done in the style of imperial tombs from 
the Central Plains, but the scale was very large. In the middle of this 
ancient building complex, I saw something like a black spot. 

This last face had its eyes closed and its head lowered, as if it were 
respectfully listening to something. 

Murals sometimes required you to make far-fetched guesses, but I felt as 
if these three faces divided the lacquer painting into three areas. 

One was the area for funerary objects, the other was the area for 
sacrifices—i.e., the banquet—and the last was the area where the world’s 
second most valuable tomb was. 
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The three stone tablets had me feeling very concerned because I seemed 
to have seen them in some kind of hallucination before. 

To be honest, I was even more confused after examining the lacquer 
painting, because it didn’t seem to follow any rules. 

If you were a painter from the Central Plains, then a vertical composition 
should have the funerary object and sacrificial areas on both sides while 
the face in the middle was looking at the world’s second most valuable 
tomb. 

But that wasn’t the case here. The world’s second most valuable tomb 
was on the left, the funerary object area was seen from the front, and the 
sacrificial area was on the right. 

Based on that face’s solemn expression, it was obvious that the world’s 
second most valuable tomb was the most important and should be on the 
central axis of this composition—it was simple human aesthetics, after 
all—but it wasn’t. 

This was causing my obsessive-compulsive mind to constantly churn. 

Although the content of this lacquer painting was very serious, it almost 
seemed as if was randomly created without any sort of design. I didn’t 
know why that would be, unless there was some kind of hidden logic 
within the painting that I hadn’t discovered yet. 

But the three-faced person had really been painted very well, which 
reminded me of an excerpt from “The Classic of Mountains and Seas”: 

In the great wilderness, there is a mountain called Great Wilderness 
Mountain, where the sun and the moon fall. There are some people there 
who have three faces. They are the children of Zhuanxu and have three 
faces and one arm. These three-faced people do not die. This place is the 
so-called Great Wilderness.73  

 
73 Out of the 18 chapters of “The Classic of Mountains and Seas”, I believe this excerpt is from “Chapter 16—
Classic of the Great Wilderness: West”. Zhuanxu is one of the Five Legendary Emperors and the grandson of 
the Yellow Emperor (reigned 2513-2435 BC). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classic_of_Mountains_and_Seas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhuanxu
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I needed to study this corpse very carefully if I had the chance. 

I took a moment to think about it before asking Fatty, “Do you have any 
clues? I don’t understand this thing. Maybe you’ll be able to resonate 
with it since you’re so poorly educated.” 

“It’s actually hard for people to pick out the details in this lacquer 
painting,” Fatty said. “You have to look very carefully. There are some 
things in it, which are very amazing. In fact, the whole thing is absolutely 
symmetrical. Those three faces are actually looking at three things, which 
are all hidden in the composition.”  
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Chapter 68 Decrypt 

I looked up at the hole in the coffin wall again and found that the black 
person was still there, just like a statue. 

I silently lay down again and asked myself, what’s Poker-Face doing right 
now? Since this layer of copper coins is so thick and heavy, will he 
encounter any problems down there? 

I looked at the lacquer painting in front of me again. Fatty had asked me 
to look at the composition very carefully, but my eyes weren’t as good as 
his in this kind of environment. I didn’t understand why his eyesight was 
so good even though he was so old. I squinted at the strange picture on 
the coffin but couldn’t see what he was talking about. 

“Shocking, isn’t it?” Fatty was fanning the flames on the side. 

I looked up at the black person again and whispered to him, “Don’t keep 
me in suspense. Just fucking tell me what the hell it is.” 

“You have to use your imagination,” Fatty said. “First, use your mind to 
erase the three-faced thing in the middle.” 

I immediately understood and squinted at the painting again, letting the 
three-faced weirdo gradually disappear from the composition. 

I dabbled in photography so it was very easy for me to understand Fatty’s 
statement and act accordingly. 

When the three-faced weirdo disappeared from the middle of the 
composition, the three areas were connected together and I could even 
see some lines. I had originally thought that they were meaningless, but 
now I found that they all extended to the blank area in the middle. 

If I followed the trajectory of these lines, it seemed that they could be 
linked. 

I zoned out for a second, and when I saw the three-faced weirdo again, I 
discovered that it was no longer a three-faced weirdo but more of a 
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pattern. I found that the lines of this three-sided composition were all 
connected with the pattern of this three-faced figure. 

It’s hard to describe it clearly, but I can say that this painted three-faced 
weirdo wasn’t actually a painting. It had a line in it that connected the 
three compositions. If I was guessing correctly, then it was a road. 

In other words, there was a line hidden inside the composition part full of 
funerary objects. This line could clearly be seen leading from a small 
forest, through the sacrificial horses and maids, and into the slave tube 
area. After that, it connected to the pattern that made up the three-faced 
weirdo and became a part of the weirdo’s composition. The line then 
wrapped around the three-faced weirdo and came out again on the 
sacrificial banquet side. After it connected to a part of the banquet, it 
went back to the weirdo’s body and then headed for the world’s second 
most valuable tomb. 

This line kept going until it reached the black spot in the center of the 
building complex. 

This was how we would get to the world’s second most valuable tomb 
from that small grove. 

“This is a map,” I said to Fatty. 

He didn’t answer me, but it seemed that he was quite proud of himself. I 
looked at the three faces again and found that this line passed through 
their eyes many times. 

This wasn’t done illogically, but for an extremely clever purpose. I 
carefully looked at the banquet part of the composition to see what 
direction this line was going in. The line bypassed all the patterns and 
entered the body of a single dancer. 

The line was well hidden, so it was extremely difficult to find it if you 
didn’t use Fatty’s method. 

This should be a dancing girl figurine, I said to myself. There must be a 
tunnel under her. 
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“Ah, it’s just the usual routine,” I whispered. “You see here? It seems like 
the passage under that stone beast lantern we saw on the grassland leads 
to this underground palace banquet. And then there’s another secret 
passage in this underground palace where you can enter the world’s 
second most valuable tomb.” I touched the lacquer painting with my 
hand. This underground palace was too big, so it would really be too 
difficult for us to find the secret passage. If it was a small underground 
palace, then Poker-Face would know where the opening was just by 
touching it. 

Fatty still didn’t answer me, which I found a little surprising. I looked 
under the giant corpse and saw that he had shrunk under the copper 
coins and wasn’t moving. 

At this time, I found that the giant corpse’s head didn’t seem to be in the 
same position it was in just now. I had apparently been too excited and 
bumped it with my elbow. 

I reflexively looked up at the hole and found that the black person was no 
longer there. 

I suddenly had a bad feeling and immediately turned my head, only to 
find that the black person had crawled behind me, climbed over my 
chest, and squeezed on top of the giant corpse to check its head. 

It must have immediately noticed that the giant corpse’s head and torso 
were no longer connected, for it let out a very slight wail and began to 
tremble all over. 

Then, it turned its head and looked at me directly as its face immediately 
distorted and turned into Ping Lian’s skinned face. Then, it rushed right at 
me. 

I didn’t know how it was going to attack, but I figured it was going for my 
mouth, so I immediately shrank my neck back and sealed my lips. At this 
time, Fatty suddenly leaped up from copper coins and kicked me directly 
in the face. 
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Chapter 69 Decrypt 2 

Fatty’s kick was the true unity of waist and leg strength, as the power 
from his waist was exerted directly to the sole of his foot. This kick 
knocked me over, enabling me to avoid that black face which had been 
rushing towards me. But the black face immediately discovered Fatty 
after its failed attack and made a noise that sounded like it was cursing. 

Fatty held the giant corpse’s head up as a shield and said to me, “Mr. 
Naïve, don’t be fooled by the fact that this thing doesn’t have any bones. 
When I kicked it just now, I found that its body is very hard. You have to 
be careful.” 

I got up, felt my swollen cheek, and then rolled my eyes as I thought to 
myself, that’s because I was the one you kicked. But I had no time to 
argue with him as that black face raised its neck up and looked at Fatty 
coldly with that skinned dog’s face. Fatty motioned for me to come over 
to his side. 

This coffin was so small that the three of us were almost on top of each 
other, so I secretly protected my face with my knife and crawled until I 
reached Fatty’s back. 

Almost at the same time, we watched as that thing’s face began to 
change yet again. That skinned dog’s face had now turned into a 
stranger’s face. 

I had never seen this face before and didn’t know who it was, but it 
looked very similar to the ceramic figurines outside. 
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Chapter 70 Return 

Fatty and I were completely puzzled. What kind of conjuring is this? 

“It’s better to attack first,” Fatty said. “I’ll go up and grab his head and 
you can cut it.” 

I was just about to tell him to wait, but Fatty had already thrown the giant 
corpse’s head over and hit that black person directly in the face. Then, he 
immediately rushed over. 

What I had wanted to say was, “You have to tell me what its method of 
attack is first”, but it was too late now, so I could only follow after him. As 
Fatty bear-hugged the black face and then pushed it into the copper 
coins, I rushed forward and used the Tibetans’ knife-cutting method, 
which was to press the blade on the opponent’s neck and then press 
down hard. This kind of precision could prevent me from accidentally 
hurting Fatty since I didn’t swing the knife at all. 

At this time, I could fully analyze the details of this creature, so I was 
certain that it was definitely a zombie. It had white eyes, very long nails, 
and was probably the corpse of a foreign slave that had been processed. I 
could even see that a lot of copper coins and patterned ironwork had 
been sewn onto its skin. 

This was a coffin-padding corpse. In other words, layer upon layer of 
sacrificial slaves were placed into the gaps of the outer coffin. These 
things would eventually be crushed by the mounds of dirt that were used 
to seal the coffin and outer coffin, so there shouldn’t have been the 
possibility of them transforming. But how was this corpse able to change? 
Moreover, it looked like it still had some intelligence. 

At this time, I pressed my knife down to cut the black thing’s neck and 
found that my knife had encountered a hard object. I could feel that 
copper coins had been embedded in its skin, so I couldn’t cut it. Then, the 
black thing began to tremble violently. Fatty exerted more force, but I 
suddenly felt its throat bulge and then it began to vomit violently from its 
mouth. The ejected liquid smelled exactly the same as Ping Lian’s blood 
had smelled. 
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That stuff was poisonous, so I immediately told Fatty to be careful. Fatty 
let go and turned around, only to be sprayed on his back. The black thing 
then turned around and tried to scrape me with its nails, but I held it back 
with my knife and shouted at Fatty to take his clothes off. Fatty turned 
back around and covered the black thing’s face with his clothes while 
yelling at me, “Use some strength!” 

At this time, that thing used its nails to put pressure on my knife and 
actually ended up lifting my whole body up. I hit the coffin plate directly 
and felt my internal organs shift. Then, my knife got stuck in its nails. As it 
moved to swing me around, I had no other choice but to let go of my 
knife and let my body hit the other side of the coffin. 

This isn’t the order of magnitude, I said to myself. I had thought it looked 
like a mollusk just now, but its strength basically made it the 
Schwarzenegger among snails. 

I fell on the giant corpse’s body and immediately got up, only to hear 
Fatty shout, “Take the corpse and put it at the entrance up top!” 

My flashlight was in the corner, but we had been able to use its dim 
reflection off of the coffin wall to see as we fought. I picked it up, pointed 
it towards the breach in the coffin wall, and saw a bunch of those black 
people crawling out of the passage one by one. These “people” were 
more obviously zombies than the one we had been facing so far, and 
many of them even had hair. Their hair was styled in top buns that were 
covered in Mongolian headdresses. 

I rolled over and dragged the giant corpse’s body to block the hole in the 
coffin wall, but it wasn’t like the corpse was a pile of bricks. A hand 
suddenly reached into the gap that hadn’t been sealed, its curled nails 
looking like snakes because it didn’t have any bones. 

That thing almost immediately grabbed my junk, so I put my back against 
the giant corpse to block the breach and clamped my legs shut while 
saying to myself, I’m this old yet I still have to play this kind of game?! 

I used my flashlight to look at Fatty again and saw him kneeling there, his 
eyes already starting to turn white. 
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The black thing was hiding behind Fatty and I didn’t know what had 
happened, but I assumed that Fatty had been defeated. 

But Fatty’s eyes hadn’t completely rolled into the back of his head and his 
eyelids were trembling like crazy. 

The black zombie’s face was indescribable now, but it definitely didn’t 
look human anymore. At this time, it suddenly began to stretch one of its 
hands towards my mouth. 

That hand could stretch very long, just like a tentacle. 

My mind was spinning fast—what to do, what to do—when the copper 
coins under Fatty’s body suddenly loosened and he fell down directly. 

Then, the copper coins under my feet also loosened and everything 
instantly fell down like we were in a funnel. The area below us appeared 
to be a secret vertical tunnel, and once the secret door was opened, the 
whole bottom section of the coffin fell down. 

I didn’t have time to respond at all and just waved my hands around, 
trying to grab onto something. The whole area around me was empty, 
but at this time, something suddenly grabbed my cuff. 

I hit the edge of a hard wall and thought to myself, Poker-Face! Wait, 
that’s not right! What about Fatty?! 

But when I looked up, what I saw wasn’t Poker-Face. My flashlight was 
falling, but when it was spinning in the air, the beam illuminated my 
rescuer several times. As a result, I was able to see that it was the black 
zombie who was pulling me. This thing had apparently reacted fast 
enough to hang onto the side of the wall in an instant. 

But with this reaction speed, it was unlikely to be a zombie. What is this 
thing? I asked myself, feeling more and more confused. 

It was dark all around, but I already knew that this tunnel wasn’t spacious 
and was probably just a vertical well. I found that I could place both feet 
on either side of the wall, so I immediately did so and tried to break free 
from the zombie’s hold. 
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At this time, I suddenly heard Poker-Face’s voice come from the darkness. 
He instantly appeared behind me, his entire body hot all over as he put 
his hands under my armpits and said, “Jump!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he pulled me back hard, almost like he 
was trying to use our body weight as leverage to break free. I 
immediately dropped my feet from the sides of the wall, and as the 
weight of two people fell, my cuff split and we fell down directly. 

After falling for only two or three seconds, I landed on what turned out to 
be sand. Poker-Face immediately pushed me about two or three meters 
away, causing me to eat a mouthful of sand. 

I turned around, not even trying to spit it out as I immediately set off the 
cold firework that was tied to my leg. 

As the pink light instantly lit up the space, I saw that the black zombie had 
also fallen down with us. But I also noticed that all of the tattoos on 
Poker-Face’s body were showing. 

The moment the zombie landed, Poker-Face immediately flipped behind 
it, leaped up, and cut its neck from behind. 

The speed at which he moved was definitely at his limits, so I barely even 
saw how he accomplished it. I couldn’t even see his shadow. But there 
had to be copper coins or armor under the zombie’s skin because there 
was a loud clanking sound and sparks flew as the knife connected with 
the zombie’s neck. 

Now that the zombie’s head was cut half off, I found that it was looking at 
me askew. But at this time, I saw an amazing scene—a red tattoo 
appeared on the black zombie’s body. It was very similar to the position 
of Poker-Face’s tattoo and was slowly being revealed all over its body. 

But the pattern of this tattoo was so strange that I couldn’t tell whether it 
was actually a pattern or just some random lines. 
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Chapter 71 Old Friend 

It was an amazing sight, but in the next second, Poker-Face jumped out 
from behind it, put his knees on its shoulders, and then stuck two fingers 
into the half-sliced neck wound. With his fingers acting as the center of 
gravity, he then used his weight to twist his body. 

This time, instead of using the strength in his waist like usual, he used the 
inertia to throw himself to one side of the wall. He then stepped on the 
wall, leaped up, and turned 360 degrees while pulling at the wound. 
When he returned back to that black-faced thing’s shoulders, he gave a 
hard yank and separated the head from its neck. 

This all happened very quickly, and Poker-Face didn’t hesitate at all. After 
he landed, I pointed to the skin that was still crawling with that tattoo 
and was just about to speak, but Poker-Face raised the head directly and 
walked to the middle of the well. 

I noticed that the head was dripping a black, blood-like substance. If it 
had been a human head, the blood would have sprayed everywhere, but 
this head just dripped. Poker-Face looked up at the top of the well and 
then used the bloody head to draw a circle on the copper coins and 
funerary objects that had fallen to the bottom of the well. Once that was 
done, he put the head in the middle of the circle. 

I walked over and held the cold firework up. The well was already full of 
those black weirdos, but now they were slowly retreating. 

Poker-Face reached into the pile of copper coins below, pushed them 
aside, and then lifted Fatty to his feet. Truthfully, Fatty didn’t fall at a 
good angle, but the wellhead at least had a little slope to it. Otherwise, he 
would’ve definitely died. Poker-Face handed me one of Fatty’s arms, so I 
took the chance to check on Fatty’s breathing as I helped hold him up. 

“Little Brother helped me in the middle of all of that,” Fatty said weakly. 
“I’m fine.” 

I felt the weight of the stone in my heart lift. Poker-Face glanced at me 
and then immediately started to move. I put out the cold firework, dug 
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out my flashlight, and then the two of us supported Fatty on both sides as 
we continued moving deeper into this underground passage. 

This was a stone tunnel that didn’t have any relief murals. There were 
some places where we could stand up straight and some places where we 
had to walk with our heads bowed. We walked for half an hour without 
saying a word before we finally stopped. The tunnel ahead and behind us 
was very quiet the whole time. I completely forgot which direction we 
were going in just now and my waist was hurting a little bit, so I stopped 
and signaled to Poker-Face that we should rest against the wall for a 
while. 

Poker-Face looked down the tunnel behind us. The temperature here was 
so low that I was already starting to get goosebumps. He looked at the 
darkness for a long time before eventually nodding. 

I put Fatty down and saw that his eyes had completely rolled into the 
back of his head. I touched his neck and realized that he had been 
poisoned, so I immediately gave him the Chinese medicine I kept in my 
belt. I slapped him until he woke up dazed and said to me, “Brother Li, I 
must apologize to you. Sister-in-law didn’t say that she was married. Let 
this flower act as my apology for not coming to the wedding.” 

“Old Wang, Old Wang.” I pressed on his philtrum so hard that his nostrils 
were almost squeezed.74 Then, he was fully awake. 

“Fuck me, I just dreamed that Sister-in-Law Li kissed me. As we kept 
kissing, she turned into an eel that bit me on the philtrum. It was so 
strange. Now, hurry up and leave me alone. I have to continue sleeping 
for a while so I can finish my dream.” 

“Then Sister-in-Law Li is just playing with your feelings,” I said. “Did you 
forget? She and Brother Li were married for almost fifty years. Did you 

 
74 Per Tiffany: “Old Wang” in Chinese can also mean “male homewrecker”. The philtrum, or medial cleft, is a 
vertical indentation in the middle area of the upper lip. Wiki link here. In Chinese medicine, pressing people’s 
philtrum can save those who have passed out. Don’t think it’s scientifically proven, though. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philtrum
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really believe her when she told you that she had been single since she 
was born?”75  

“Where are we?” Fatty looked at our surroundings and finally came back 
to his senses. 

At this time, I found that there was a bronze lamp on the wall beside us 
and there was a passage above the bronze lamp. It seemed to be a flue 
pipe.76 

I looked up at it and realized that this was probably the bottom of the 
stone beast lantern that I had seen on the grassland before. We had 
reached the underground part. 

I glanced at Poker-Face, who was looking at his fingers. They still had 
some of that black-faced weirdo’s blood on them. 

“Do you have any ideas on what that thing was? I saw that it had a tattoo 
pattern that looked similar to the one on your body—” 

Poker-Face shook his head and didn’t answer me, but I felt like he had 
already made some inferences so I didn’t bother asking anymore. It had 
already become a habit by now. 

I actually wanted to keep resting for a while, but after about thirty 
seconds, we set off again. After walking in the darkness, we soon reached 
the end of the passage and saw some steps leading up. We followed 
them all the way up and then pushed open a secret door. After peeking 
through it, I found that the three of us had returned to the underground 
palace banquet from before. 

We all climbed out and looked at each other. The secret door we had 
opened just so happened to be in front of Shen Qianjue and the others’ 

 
75 Brother Li and Sister-in-Law Li are from “Golden Marriage”, a 2010 TV Show that was 51 episodes. It’s about 
the lives of an ordinary Beijing couple. It starts when they get married and goes to their Golden Wedding (50 
year anniversary). Each episode covers a year in their lives. Chinese wiki page here. Fun fact, the husband is 
played by the guy that played Uncle Two in “Sound of the Providence”. 
76 A duct, pipe, or opening in a chimney for conveying exhaust gases from a fireplace, furnace, water heater, 
boiler, or generator to the outdoors. 

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E9%87%91%E5%A9%9A_(%E7%94%B5%E8%A7%86%E5%89%A7)
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dancing footprints. When the three of us closed the door, we found that 
it had really been set up very well since it was especially difficult to find. 

Fatty and I sat down, completely exhausted. Poker-Face glanced up and 
looked in the direction of the sarcophagus in the distance. 

“Remember those dancing figurines we saw that had lipstick on them?” 
Fatty asked. “I know what happened in this underground palace before.” 

I didn’t bother answering him as I thought to myself, what’s the big deal? 
I also know.  
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Chapter 72 Inferences 

We made some casual inferences by throwing out some details that 
weren’t imperative to our investigation. 

First, there was the lacquer painting on the back of the coffin lid that 
drew a very exquisite map. Among the patterns, a secret path leading to 
the world’s second most valuable tomb was clearly marked out. And in 
that place, there were two dancing girl figurines that acted as markers. 

I remembered the poses that these two dancing girls were in very clearly. 

Shen Qianjue and her partner had marked all of the male and female 
dancing figurines in this underground palace with lipstick. Was this a 
coincidence? I didn’t think so. They must have also learned this 
information and were looking for the dancing girls as well. 

Whenever they found a dancing figurine, they must have looked to see if 
there was a tunnel under its feet. If there wasn’t one, then they would 
mark it off. That was what these marks were for. 

So, did they really leave here and give up on continuing forward? Or 
maybe they failed to find the dancing girl figurines and returned empty-
handed? Or maybe there was something else they didn’t mention to us? 
When we were talking on the satellite phone, were they really thousands 
of kilometers away in an apartment in the city? Or was there something 
else going on? 

Speaking of which, marks were actually really amazing. These kinds of 
small notches sometimes contained a lot of information, but they could 
still accurately be delivered to a certain person. 

To the one who knew the mark. 

I suddenly remembered something and asked Poker-Face, “Those marks I 
don’t understand, who are they for?” 

Poker-Face, who was still looking in the direction of the coffin, turned his 
head slightly when he heard my question but didn’t answer me. 
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I stared blankly for a moment. “If someone from the Zhang family is 
following us, they can just come out and join us. I know this trip is very 
dangerous, so I can accept this arrangement.” 

Poker-Face fully turned to look at me this time and shook his head. 

“Then what does this mark mean?” I asked. 

I thought that I had learned to recognize all of the Zhang family’s marks. 

Poker-Face zipped his jacket all the way up to his neck, flipped his knife 
over, and then sharpened the blade with the grindstone several times. He 
then hooked it to his belt on his lower back and said indifferently, “This is 
a mark left for future generations of my clan explaining my 
whereabouts.” 

This is a symbol relaying one’s last words?! I cried out in my heart. Then 
it’s no surprise that I really haven’t learned it. I don’t have any messages 
that I want to leave behind for the Zhang family. 

Is this all because he thinks he might not be able to make it back? 

Our surroundings remained deathly quiet as Poker-Face continued to look 
at the darkness over by the coffin. At this time, I suddenly found that his 
expression was different from before. 

It wasn’t fear—the indifference was still there, after all—but there was 
something more difficult to describe in his eyes. 

The only time I had seen those kinds of eyes was on the stone statue in 
Motuo. 

I wanted to keep pestering him a bit, but he suddenly walked over to the 
two pairs of dancing footprints and squatted down. 

These footprints were very strange. If they had searched all of the 
dancing figurines, then they must have found the entrance. So why dance 
here? What was the point? 
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I felt as if there was a very logical explanation for this—in other words, 
there weren’t any secret passages under any of the dancers, but two 
people were dancing on the map, so they had both danced as well. 

And Xiao Hua had also danced in another spot. 

Dancing was obviously a clue, so according to the general situation, we’d 
have to dance and see what happened next. 

Poker-Face looked at me and I immediately knew what he meant. “If 
someone has to dance, then the three of us should do it together,” I said 
to him while thinking to myself, you can cut ghosts, can’t you dance? 

Fatty suddenly spoke up from the side, “No, I can’t dance without a pole.” 

At this time, Poker-Face stood up, moved to Shen Qianjue’s footprints, 
and squatted down again. 

I stared blankly for a moment, seriously? Then I made a move like I was 
pulling radishes. 

After I was finished, I was very surprised at the fact that I still 
remembered the move. I must have taken kindergarten very seriously 
back in the day. 
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Chapter 73 Inferences 2 

Poker-Face squatted and watched me do the initial move. Later, I 
remembered that I was too tired and my self-control had declined, so I 
thought that I had only done the initial move when I was actually already 
dancing. I personally felt that the essence of this dance was the action of 
the old man struggling to pull out the radish while breaking a sweat. 
When I first performed this dance, I was three years old and wearing a 
beard, which must have been very cute. As a result, my family wanted me 
to perform every holiday, which ensured that this move was deeply 
engraved in my DNA. 

Of course, I stopped once I came to my senses. When I saw that Poker-
Face didn’t want to dance at all, I coughed and said, “Waist—my waist 
hurts. I’m just moving around a bit.” 

At this time, Fatty stood up. He was looking much better than before and 
also stretched his waist a little before coming up behind us. “So, your 
conclusion is that the hint on the map isn’t to find the tunnel under the 
dancing girl figurines, but to be the dancing figurines yourself?” 

After speaking, he suddenly twisted his hips enchantingly, made a samba 
shuffle, and circled around three times. 

He looked down at his feet, but there weren’t any changes nor any 
hidden tunnels revealed. 

“You guys are fucking crazy. There’s absolutely no logic to this. The 
entrance is drawn on the map. It’s under the dancing girl figurines. Let’s 
look again,” he said. 

“No one would dance in the underground palace on a whim. There must 
be a special reason for these footprints. It’s very critical,” I argued. We 
had all looked very carefully just now, so it must not be down below. 

“I don’t think so. They were probably just in a hurry to pee. I bet they 
were stamping their feet while trying to dig wet wipes out of their bags.” 

“Then what about Xiao Hua dancing?” 
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“Can’t Xiao Hua have the urge to pee? Or are you trying to say good-
looking people don’t go to the bathroom?” 

“Who the fuck performs opera when they have to pee urgently?” I 
scolded him. 

These footprints were definitely formed by someone dancing, and Xiao 
Hua’s footprints gave off the sense that they had a strong foundation. 
One of the owners of these two sets of footprints could definitely dance, 
and Xiao Hua had very strong control over his body. 

So, this dance was definitely done with serious intentions. 

Xiao Hua sometimes joked, but his jokes were very logical and not 
whimsical at all. Not only did this not seem like a joke, but I had never 
seen Xiao Hua use elements related to opera singing to make a joke. 

All of these thoughts were giving me a headache, so I made a determined 
effort and did the “Radish Pulling” dance a few more times. 
Unfortunately, nothing happened. 

I sat down again, feeling cold, hungry, and tired. It seemed I had really 
reached my limit. Fatty told me not to worry and that we would go out 
first. Once we were back aboveground, we could take a break before we 
continued our discussion. 

I shook my head. The Sea of Black Lights aboveground was even scarier 
after dark. The black things in the ground came out from below as soon 
as it was dark and I didn’t know what they would do under the cover of 
darkness. On the contrary, we already had control of the situation in this 
underground palace (relatively speaking). Those black things should be in 
the outer coffin above, so as long as we didn’t disturb them, we could 
stay here for a while. 

I thought we could move on quickly, but I didn’t expect to get stuck again. 
I even felt that Shen Qianjue and the others had seen both Xiao Hua’s 
footprints and the murals when they came here. By putting the two clues 
together, they probably theorized that dancing was the key. So, they 
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danced in the underground palace to see if any mechanism would be 
activated. 

In this way, they also found nothing, so it was reasonable to believe that 
they had headed back. 

I carefully walked up to Xiao Hua’s footprints and squatted down to 
examine them carefully. That was when I suddenly found some problems. 

I was probably the only one who would notice this kind of problem, 
because whenever I cleaned the shop, I often saw people’s bare 
footprints tracking through the dusty layer on the masonry floor. 

Wang Meng and Fatty would often take naps in the shop, but they always 
took their shoes off because they both liked to be barefoot. Whenever 
they got up and went to the toilet, they never bothered to put their shoes 
back on since they just went back to sleep again when they were done. As 
a result, the soles of their feet would be completely black, which ended 
up dirtying my blankets. I repeatedly told them to put their shoes on, but 
I kept finding that nothing had changed. 

Sometimes, I couldn’t catch them in the act, so all I could do was look at 
the footprints on the ground to see who did it. 

Fatty was heavier and Wang Meng was lighter, so their footprints were 
different. This difference mainly depended on the small traces left around 
the footprints in the dust. 

I looked at Xiao Hua’s footprints and came to the conclusion that he 
weighed a lot, but Xiao Hua was actually very light. So, this meant that 
when he was dancing, he was carrying something heavy on his back! 
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Chapter 74 Why? 

At my current age, I always seemed to have some inauspicious instincts. 

I sat down next to the footprints and carefully examined the details I had 
noticed just now. I once again confirmed that when Xiao Hua took these 
steps, he weighed so much that the dust spread out from each step more 
than usual. In this way, a circle of dust marks similar to ripples appeared 
on the edge of his footprints. 

Xiao Hua wasn’t good at carrying weight. First of all, it definitely wasn’t 
the weight from equipment because he was used to traveling lightly. I 
intuitively felt that he was carrying someone on his back, so the first 
person who came to mind was obviously Black Glasses. 

If they were partners and Xiao Hua had to carry someone on his back in 
order to do something, then the person should be Black Glasses. But the 
question was: why was Black Glasses on Xiao Hua’s back? The theories I 
came up with by following this line of thinking were a bit ominous. 

Fatty patted me, “Even though Xiao Hua isn’t good at carrying weight, it 
doesn’t mean that he can’t do it. Don’t worry.” 

He knew how I could detect footprints, so he probably knew what I was 
doing. 

“If Xiao Hua doesn’t want Little Brother to enter the world’s second most 
valuable tomb, then he definitely won’t leave us any effective clues. If we 
keep wandering around here like this, I’m afraid we won’t be able to do 
anything.” I took a deep breath and continued, “With his brain, he won’t 
necessarily leave traces behind for us to draw inferences from, so it’s 
possible that these footprints are irrelevant.” 

“If they aren’t important, then would Xiao Hua leave them here? Is he 
really that kind of a person?” Fatty asked. 

I pouted. Yes, that’s right. If he left traces behind, then it probably meant 
that he didn’t have time to take care of them. 
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“You’re looking for a secret passage now, but to be honest, the things 
that happened in this place are completely illogical. So, these dancing 
footprints probably have nothing to do with the secret passage at all.” 

I gave a wry smile and sighed. It was true that I had been thinking that 
there was a connection between dancing and the secret passage, but 
there were just too many threads to this matter. I was used to gathering 
all of the threads in one direction, because based on my past experiences, 
strange things happening in one place were always connected. And at 
some point, all of the details would form a whole, enabling you to start 
seeing who the creator was. 

The creator’s thoughts formed an extremely concentrated and 
meticulous plan that ultimately gave rise to a lot of scattered details. 
When we first entered the mausoleum and saw these details, it was 
actually the beginning of us competing against the creator. 

This time, there were numerous instances where I thought that I had 
found a pattern and could do some in-depth reasoning, but every time I 
reached this point, there would always be a lot of isolated details that 
made my previous reasoning seem a bit problematic. 

“What if they really do matter?” I still didn’t give up. 

“If we follow your line of thinking, then it may be a problem of weight 
and Xiao Hua’s weight wasn’t enough to dance here,” Fatty said. “Maybe 
a heavier weight is needed to activate the mechanism or something.” 

If that was the case, then Black Glasses must’ve been the one below since 
he was better at bearing weight. 

But looking back, all of these speculations were groundless and I felt 
ridiculous. 

I lay down directly on the steps, but they weren’t that big so I had to hug 
my shoulders while lying down. 

To be honest, I started to let my mind wander at this time. After thinking 
about it, I suddenly turned over, sat up, and asked Poker-Face, “I used to 
be so intelligent when we went to tombs in the past, so why do I seem so 
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dumb now?” Even in the beginning, I wasn’t as helpless as I was now. I 
couldn’t even come up with any theories at the moment. In a physical 
sense, as long as I could reason, I would instinctively realize that all of 
these things were groundless. 

I could form a logical connection between the things that had happened 
here, but I instinctively knew that I was wrong. This made me feel more 
anxious than all of those times in the past where I just made wild guesses. 
Was it possible to create such a dilemma just by not knowing the 
background culture? 

Fatty looked at me, then at Poker-Face, and stopped talking. At this time, 
I suddenly felt like something was wrong. 

What secrets are you two hiding? 

I looked at Fatty and made an expression as if to say, “What else are you 
going to do?” 

Fatty said to me, “Mr. Naïve, you were taught by your Uncle Three since 
you were young. Plus, the things in your grandpa’s notes all trained you 
to go in that direction. As a result, you thought that you were a 
newcomer when you went to those tombs back then, but in fact, you 
knew a lot more than others. Have you ever thought about how many 
years and lives your Uncle Three and the whole Nine Gates—including the 
Zhang family—devoted to that problem before you solved it?” 

When I looked at him, he pulled out a cigarette and lit it, “This was the 
situation your grandfather and the others encountered when they first 
came into contact with that mystery. Now, this is our first time 
encountering a new mystery completely naked.” 

“You mean, I used to be a rich second-generation and now I’m starting a 
new business from scratch?” 

“You’re a second-generation mystery,” Fatty said. “There will be a single, 
unified explanation for whatever happened here. I believe you can feel it, 
but we haven’t found the main clue yet.” 
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I looked at Fatty and made one of our unique gestures at him: Don’t 
pretend. He gestured back at me before saying earnestly, “Mr. Naïve, let’s 
go over it again. There must be some key piece of information missing, 
and it must have been missing from the very beginning.” 

I nodded, suddenly realizing that I was anxious, but I had probably been 
like this for a while now. So, I took a deep breath and thought back to the 
start of all of this. 

In the beginning, Jin Wantang came to us. 
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Chapter 75 Dragon Vein Swallows the Corpse 

The atmosphere was very solemn as I pinched my brow and tried to recall 
everything. Even though it wasn’t that long ago, the memory was a little 
fuzzy. I couldn’t help but wonder if my memory was deteriorating. 

In fact, the whole process could be divided into three stages. In the first 
stage, we realized that this incident was a simple rescue mission. Not only 
was Jin Wantang’s goal very big and dangerous this time, but Poker-Face 
thought that it might involve the Zhang family’s restricted area. So, we 
started a rescue mission. 

The end of the first stage was in that small grove where we found that a 
bunch of people in Jin Wantang’s team had died. But the way they had 
died was very strange. It seemed as if they had arrived at this small grove 
alive, buried themselves alive, and then died. But after they died, their 
bodies changed. 

This mutation was very strange since they all sat around in a circle at a so-
called banquet and used the wine cups and tableware they had brought 
out from this Corpse Country banquet. Then, the host of this banquet 
turned out to be a ceramic figurine. 

In other words, this whole scene seemed to indicate that these people 
were controlled by the ceramic figurine after they died. It was almost like 
they were continuing the banquet. 

Moreover, there was a strange stone in these corpses’ stomachs that was 
called “Shigong’s mole”. 

I already knew that this stone’s function was to absorb the scent of 
human flesh since such a scent was usually very weak. And once the smell 
of human flesh was absorbed into this stone, it would then become highly 
concentrated. 

Based on this, I also knew that I had a very fragrant scent, but I didn’t 
know if I should feel happy about it. 
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That small grove was also the first time I saw something that seemed to 
have either fins or two faces on the side of its head. But I was the only 
one who could see it. 

What I could basically infer from this first stage was that the moving 
corpses and ceramic figurine were the work of a kind of strange figure 
that only I could see with my peripheral vision. 

At this point, things were actually very simple. In other words, these 
invisible things—I didn’t know what they were, so let’s just call them 
ghosts for the time being—liked playing with corpses and ceramic 
figurines and setting them up like they were enjoying a banquet. If we 
take that theory one step further, it was possible to believe that when 
these corpses entered the grove and buried themselves alive, they were 
already possessed. 

This theory had no basis, but it could help fill in a big gap and enable us to 
simulate what had happened during that period of time. 

First of all, we didn’t see the peripheral vision monsters in the Corpse 
Country banquet’s underground palace. 

But on the night we discovered the horse burial pit, we saw them driving 
things that appeared to be horse spirits. So, that kind of monster should 
exist on the grassland, especially in the area between the small grove and 
the Sea of Black Lights. 

This brings up a very interesting idea. 

When Old Bing and his team came out of the Corpse Country banquet 
with the things they had stolen and passed through the grassland, they 
were discovered by the monsters on the grassland. These monsters took 
control of them, ordered them to come to the grove, and then made 
them bury themselves alive—or at least go underground. 

After they were dug up again, the monsters set them up like they were 
participating in a banquet. 

Maybe it went like this: 
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Under the grove, there was an underground passage that led back to the 
Corpse Country banquet’s underground palace. Those monsters roamed 
the grasslands, looking for people carrying funerary objects. Once they 
found them, they would control them and order them to come to the 
grove. After the people went underground, the monsters would carry 
them back to the underground palace and arrange them at the banquet. 

But there was an accident in the middle of this process—we dug up the 
bodies during the day. This seemed to cause a program error in which the 
monsters still arranged the bodies into a banquet setting. 

If that were the case, then the monster’s IQ was pretty low. 

I touched my chin. I felt that my logic was reasonable, but there were still 
many problematic points considering how many other strange things we 
had encountered after entering the grassland. 

But these strange things belonged to the second stage because they were 
completely different from the previous things. 

Fatty suddenly spoke up at this time, “I would like to add that when we 
were walking on the grassland, you took that Shigong’s mole with you. Is 
this the reason why we were bewitched so many times?” 

I nodded. That might be the case. Maybe the monsters recognized both 
Shigong’s mole and that fragment of the ceramic figurine’s face. 

Fatty continued, “I would like to also add that it’s not the peripheral 
vision monsters that transported the corpses underground but those 
black people. Think about it. When we fell into that underground tunnel, 
those black people were the ones driving the corpses inside. We were in 
such a hurry when we fell down and it was too dark down there, so we 
thought that those bodies were moving by themselves. But maybe it was 
those black people who were moving them.” 

We also didn’t know whether they were messing around with the satellite 
phones on the grassland. Was there something out there with the power 
to control a living person? If so, it was definitely teasing us. 
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So, there were two kinds of monsters: one was the monster I could see 
with my peripheral vision and the other was the black people 
underground. Was the former responsible for things aboveground while 
the latter was responsible for underground transportation? 

This was what made me the most uncomfortable, because neither of 
these two monsters could be explained. What were they? Was the thing 
underground really a zombie and the thing aboveground a ghost? Were 
there two things trying to eat one corpse? 

When I thought of this, I suddenly shivered. 

Then, I had an idea. 

Two things trying to eat one corpse was ridiculous. 

But was it possible that what I saw out of the corner of my eye and the 
black people underground weren’t two kinds of monsters but the same 
thing? 

Maybe they manifested differently in different places, just like in 
“Journey to the West”. In the novel, ghosts were invisible, but you could 
see them clearly when you reached the underworld. 

Although I still didn’t know what these things were, I suddenly had a long-
lost feeling of empowerment. So, do they transport the corpses back to 
protect the funerary objects? 

No, that can’t be it. I rubbed my face and then stated my conclusion, 
“Fatty, the world’s second most valuable tomb is a cover. All the grave 
robbers who come to steal will be killed in the end and then they’ll be 
transported back by these things through the underground passage. But 
did you see the bodies? No, we didn’t see the bodies here at all. So where 
exactly did those bodies go?” 

“Where do you think they went?” Fatty asked me. 

“They went to feed the dragon vein,” I said. “In other words, the Five 
Mountain Dragon Gods use corpses to create dragon veins. They attract 
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grave robbers here and then feed them to the dragon veins. That’s the 
overall situation.” 

“But weren’t there some burnt ones outside?” 

“Those are people who know what’s going on. They don’t want their 
bodies to be fed to the dragon vein so they burn themselves,” I said. 

Fatty looked at me, “Are you serious?” 

“Yes.” 

“Then let me tell you a little bug in your theory, see if you can circle back 
around.” Fatty spit. “If the bodies are transported back, then why was Jin 
Wantang able to dig up Guotang Feng’s body? Did they forget to deliver 
the food that time?” 

After thinking about it, I remembered one of my earliest doubts. 

I felt that Jin Wantang’s story was all nonsense, but I didn’t think that he 
was someone who could set up such a scheme. So, he probably wasn’t 
the one who came up with this idea. 

There had to be another person who created this story and used Jin 
Wantang to attract so many people to the grassland to feed this dragon 
vein. But for what purpose? 

If this dragon vein matured, what would happen? 

I looked at Poker-Face and found that he still hadn’t moved. At this time, I 
suddenly felt cold all over. Xiao Hua wouldn’t let Poker-Face enter the 
world’s second most valuable tomb and this was the Zhang family’s 
forbidden area. What would happen if Poker-Face died inside and was fed 
to this dragon vein? 

Was this all a scheme to kill those in the Zhang family, or was it just a case 
of the Zhang family making up for a deficiency and the dragon vein would 
change as soon as they entered? 

Also, who was behind this? Was my reasoning even correct?  
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Chapter 76 Entrance 

While I was thinking, Poker-Face tapped his flashlight twice to tell me to 
come over. I glanced at him and found that he must have discovered a 
clue. 

“Have you found the trick?” I asked as I walked over to him. When he 
nodded, I asked, “How?” 

Poker-Face used his flashlight to illuminate a nearby dancing girl figurine’s 
foot, which was poised in the middle of a dance move. Then, he pointed 
to another dancing girl figurine. 

These figurines all had Shen Qianjue’s mark on them. When I followed the 
flashlight and looked at the seventh one, I realized that these figurines’ 
dance steps had a continuous flow to them. 

This was a kind of dance. 

I tried to imitate these dancers’ footwork and found that their 
movements were very precise. Although I didn’t know what kind of dance 
it was, it had to be a fusion of at least two or three kinds of ethnic dances. 

Poker-Face used his fingers to tap the floor hard a few times and then 
asked me to listen. I put my ear to the ground, but I couldn’t hear 
anything at first. I kept listening until I became so absorbed that I was 
almost in a trance-like state. That was when I finally heard the sound of a 
ball moving under the floor every time he knocked. 

It was extremely slight—like the flick of a fingernail—but it went on for a 
very long time. 

“Eighteen Bridge Lotus Frame,” he said to me. 

I touched my face. I had heard some of the old men in the industry talk 
about this before. It was an extremely sensitive mechanism that would 
start to rotate as long as the stone slab or secret door where it was 
located vibrated slightly. You could make the gold beads fall by tapping 
out a pattern, and every time you tapped, one gold bead would drop. 
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But the whole lotus frame was always rotating, so the gold beads would 
fall in different positions. As a result, the rhythm of your tapping had to 
be very accurate. 

As long as all eighteen gold beads fell into different positions according to 
the correct rhythm, then the mechanism below would be activated. It 
would then hook the mechanism’s counterweight and open the secret 
door or release the trap. 

If your rhythm was wrong, then the gold beads would circle back around 
after the lotus frame slowly stopped rotating. This way, the mechanism 
could still be used continuously. 

This kind of thing was essentially just a folk trick; in other words, it was a 
mechanism used to do magic tricks. It was basically the exam question 
carpenters faced when they entered the imperial palace. It was rarely 
used in real projects, mainly because gold beads had to be used. This was 
because gold beads were heavy and corrosion-resistant. 

This mechanism was very sensitive, so logically speaking, dancing 
anywhere in this underground palace could activate it. 

I looked at the dancers and immediately understood why Shen Qianjue 
and the others had failed while Xiao Hua had succeeded. Xiao Hua had 
studied dance. The order of the dancers here was very chaotic, but Xiao 
Hua sang opera. He knew the logic of going from one move to the next, as 
well as the ancient intention behind it. As a result, he knew the correct 
sequence to these dancing figurines. 

But Shen Qianjue and the others didn’t know, so they marked all of the 
dancing figurines according to their own understanding. And that wasn’t 
even mentioning the fact that Old Bing had taken some of the figurines 
away, so even their order might not have been correct. 

Shen Qianjue’s partner could force herself to move even with the wrong 
dance steps since she was so strong, but Shen Qianjue couldn’t do a lot of 
the moves because of the mistakes in her logic. This in turn led to very 
sloppy dance steps. 
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Xiao Hua had stepped down very hard in order to determine the rhythm, 
which created the illusion that he was carrying someone on his back. 
Well, I at least hoped so. 

At most, there were only eighteen gold balls on the Eighteen Bridge Lotus 
Frame, so only eighteen dance moves were needed. But compared to 
Shen Qianjue, my dancing abilities were so abysmal that they were 
probably netherworldly. I rubbed my face and said to Fatty, “Fatty, have 
you done any research on folk dancing? I feel like you’re usually watching 
dance videos when you’re scrolling on your phone.” 

Fatty, who was lying on the ground, grinned at me and said in an 
extremely bored tone, “Forget about it. The three of us know jack shit 
about dancing. We just have to go out, get the equipment, and blow it 
up.” 

But before he had finished speaking, Poker-Face moved the flashlight 
away from the dancing girl figurines, pointed it towards the ground, and 
suddenly tapped on the ground with his fingers eighteen times. 

That sense of rhythm sounded just like a drum melody. Plus, he was 
tapping the ground so hard that I knew I’d probably vomit blood if he hit 
me. 

At this time, I suddenly heard a series of clanging sounds coming from 
under my feet—it appeared the mechanism had finally activated. As the 
clanging sound continued for another minute, it began to move more 
than ten meters away to the stairs in front of us. Then, we saw that the 
lower steps turned over to reveal a huge entrance. 

This method works too? I looked at Poker-Face but he didn’t look at me. 

When we went up, Poker-Face illuminated the entrance with his 
flashlight. We saw a staircase made of black stone leading straight 
underground. 

Fatty didn’t even stand up and just looked at it from the side with a little 
despair on his face. In the past, he always used to be the first to jump up 
and look, but now he was obviously really tired. 
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The black stone stairs were flat and exquisitely made, which was a stark 
contrast to the stone slabs outside. I sighed in my heart, the entrance to 
the world’s second most valuable tomb has finally appeared. 
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Chapter 77 Door to the World’s Second Most 
Valuable Tomb 

After hesitating at the entrance for about ten minutes, Fatty finally stood 
up. 

He was physically exhausted and limped a little when he walked, but after 
he got up, he slapped himself hard three times and then came up behind 
us and patted me, “Let’s go. It’s time to save those people.” 

Those three slaps sounded very hard, so I knew that he was very tired. In 
fact, my willpower was the only thing keeping me going at this point. If 
we hadn’t been so focused on coming up with a logical theory just now, 
Fatty and I would’ve definitely been unable to lift our feet. 

I followed Fatty inside, but Poker-Face quickly bypassed us and moved to 
take the lead. Fatty shivered as he lit another cigarette, but he was so 
exhausted that he didn’t have the energy to exhale the smoke and ended 
up coughing. 

We had only been walking for about a minute before I started wondering 
if Poker-Face shouldn’t be the first to go in. I was worried that it would be 
harmful to him if we rushed in, but I no longer had the luxury of acting 
pretentious. Well, I actually didn’t have any strength left to act 
pretentious anymore. I knew that he wouldn’t let the two of us explore 
the path up ahead, and I also knew that we’d follow close behind him 
even if we were exhausted. 

We walked silently through the very long passage until it became wider 
and taller. Then, a huge white stone door appeared in front of us. The 
stone was made of a snow-white material that contrasted starkly with the 
black passage all around us. 

The door had been carved from a single piece of stone and had 
Mongolian patterns on it, but its shape had been done in the Han style. 
The door was very huge—about six stories high—and had a plaque at the 
top with ancient Mongolian characters on it. I couldn’t understand what 
the characters said, though. 
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The stone door had already been opened and there were a bunch of 
messy footprints on the ground. I estimated that in addition to Xiao Hua 
and the others, several other teams had also gone in. We shined the 
flashlight into the stone door and found another tunnel inside that 
continued all the way down. It was very wide and had figurines on both 
sides of the tunnel. The style of these ceramic figurines was similar to the 
ones outside, but the ones here were all warriors. All of them looked very 
majestic with their glowering eyes and bowed heads. 

But the things that attracted our attention the most were the guardian 
deity statues on both sides of the door. They each had three faces, but I 
recognized them at a glance—they looked like the huge corpse that had 
attacked us before. 

They had been carved out of wood, which was still well preserved. 
Although the color had faded, you could still see the differences between 
the different shades that had originally been used. From where they 
stood on both sides of the door, we could see that they were three 
stories high and looked like they had been carved out of whole pieces of 
wood. But the weirdest thing was, I could see a face in each of the 
guardian deities’ mouths that was looking at us gloomily. 

Fatty pointed his flashlight at one of the statues and made a face before 
saying to me, “Mr. Naïve, don’t you think it looks like those human-faced 
birds from the Heavenly Palace?” 

I nodded. In fact, when that giant corpse had vomited Ping Lian into the 
coffin, Ping Lian didn’t have any skin, which was very similar to those 
monkeys that were in the human-faced birds’ mouths. Those skinless 
monkeys needed to live in the birds’ mouths in order to avoid infection. 
At that time, I had theorized that the birds’ saliva probably had a strong 
antibacterial agent, which created a harsh symbiotic relationship 
between the birds and the monkeys. 

I didn’t know whether Jiang Siwang was a person or a ghost, but he 
wouldn’t allow cats or dogs to enter here. Did this kind of corpse eat cats 
and dogs and turn them into puppets in its mouth? 
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“I think this giant corpse is even more evil than those birds from the 
Heavenly Palace,” I said as I looked at the statues. “Or, it’s more 
primitive.” 

There wasn’t a realistic basis for this statement, but it was what I 
instinctively felt: the things in the Heavenly Palace had an evil aura 
around them, but they still gave off the feeling that they were from the 
Bronze Age and their overall setup was complete. 

This giant corpse’s outfit and state gave off a strong sense that it was 
from the tribal period. And based on how heavily witchcraft seemed to 
factor in, I believed that the giant corpse was more primitive, almost 
along the lines of the Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors period.77  

But it was just a feeling, and I was too embarrassed to discuss it further, 
so I planned on entering the huge door without saying anything else. The 
tunnel behind the door already looked like the main tomb passage, so the 
world’s second most valuable tomb should be at the end of it. 

The three of us went in and found that the tunnel was about three 

hundred meters long. When we reached the end, we came to a large 

circular tomb chamber. It had a huge spirit screen78 in the middle of it 

that was blocking the back exit. 

A very exquisite relief sculpture had been carved out of the brick above 
the spirit screen, and when I illuminated it with my flashlight, I found that 
it was actually a group of relief sculptures created with a Tibetan 
Buddhist theme. There was either a god or a Buddha statue set up in the 
middle upper part while countless guardian deities and other figures 
were on the sides. 

These extraneous figures were so densely packed together that we 
couldn’t even begin to count them, but the three of us were very familiar 

 
77 The Bronze Age is approximately 3300 BC to 1200 BC while the Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors period is 
from 2852 BC to 2205 BC. The Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors were mythological rulers of China. The 
Three Sovereigns were: Fuxi, Nüwa, and Shennong. The Five Emperors were: The Yellow Emperor, Zhuanxu, 
Emperor Ku, Emperor Yao, and Emperor Shun. More info here. 
78 Also called a spirit wall or screen wall. It’s used to prevent spirits from entering the entrance gate in 
traditional Chinese architecture. Spirit screens can either be positioned on the outside or inside of the gate 

they are protecting, but this one is a zhaobi (照壁) which is only on the outside. More info here. 

https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Three_Sovereigns_and_Five_Emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirit_screen
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with Tibetan Buddhism (for special reasons of course). I could tell at a 
glance that the idol in the middle wasn’t any Buddha or god in existence. 
It was completely made up, almost like someone had assembled a bunch 
of different characters into one statue. Its face was very similar to the 
Buddha statue outside, which made me think that this was the tomb 
owner. 

In Tibetan Buddhism, there were so many complex gods and Buddhas 
that people who didn’t know the tricks wouldn’t be able to recognize 
them all. But I happened to know the trick. 

I continued examining the relief sculpture and noticed that there were a 
lot of black figures among the middle idol’s entourage. I touched my chin 
and fell deep in thought. 

Along the way, I always felt that what happened in this place was very 
chaotic, but when I saw this relief sculpture, I suddenly realized that it 
wasn’t chaotic at all. This relief sculpture was actually the answer. 

The idea behind the ancient tomb architect’s design had finally appeared: 
it simulated the state of the tomb owner after he became a Buddha. 
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Chapter 78 Treasure God 

I took a few steps back, unscrewed the flashlight to enlarge the aperture, 
and looked at the whole relief sculpture on the spirit screen. 

Among the various depictions of gods and Buddhas in Tibet, thangkas79 
were the most classic. The creative contents of thangka came from strict 
religious classics, which had very detailed records of the deities. Some of 
these gods and Buddhas came from religions in Nepal and India, some 
were mountain gods native to Tibet, and a large number of gods came 
from a culture that we were all unfamiliar with. 

Bonism.80  

This kind of culture originated from the Stone Age. A large number of 
rituals involving killing and offering sacrifices spread in the primitive Bon 
religion, which had a profound impact on the secret practices of using 
flesh, blood, and human bones. 

I won’t give an in-depth introduction to Bonism here, but just know that it 
began to emerge in the Stone Age. While the ancient Xiangxiong Kingdom 
developed here, countless branches of the Bon religion were evolving in 
Tibet. Before the emergence of New Bon, the primitive Bon religion 
embraced the various primitive tribes’ customs of killing and offering 
sacrifices and worshiping countless ancient gods. There were so many 
kinds of ancient gods that a complex system was formed, which resulted 
in a full range of pan-god worship such as the sky, the earth, the sun, the 
moon, the stars, thunder and lightning, hail, mountains and rivers, soil 
and rocks, vegetation, animals, etc. And since the primitive people 
believed so strongly in witchcraft, Bonism had extremely mysterious 
rituals and secret techniques. You could still see some of the most 
primitive Bon murals on the rock walls in many caves in Tibet today. The 
ancient Bon texts were called “A Hundred Thousand Dragon Scriptures”, 
which were very amazing. 

 
79 Tibetan Buddhist scroll painting on cotton, silk appliqué, usually depicting a Buddhist deity, scene, or 
mandala. Info here. 
80 Bon, also spelled Bön is considered to be the native pre-Buddhist religious tradition of Tibet. It consisted of 
shamanistic and animistic practices performed by priests called shen. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thangka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bon
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Later, these ancient gods were mixed in with various religions, and many 
of them appeared in thangka patterns and murals. But the Bon gods 
weren’t solitary gods, and each of the main ones had a huge system of 
accompanying gods that included concubines, guardians, and servants, all 
of whom numbered in the tens of thousands. 

I’d probably need around thirty thousand words to explain the logic 
behind it, so I’ll just stop here and focus on talking about the relief 
sculpture. 

First of all, I had never seen this particular deity before so I didn’t know 
whether it was a god or a Buddha statue. All of the gods and Buddhas 
were later integrated into one being, but the one here was clearly 
fictitious. The owner of the tomb put his own visage on the head god’s 
face, which symbolized that he had become a god.81  

But the design of this head god was very interesting. Many Tibetan deities 
rode lions, elephants, and malevolent spirits, but the most impressive one 
I had seen so far was King Yama riding a female corpse. 

This god, however, had an ugly expression on its face that was full of 
anger. It also had three faces and a black Qilin under its feet. 

In fact, this god wasn’t riding the Qilin, but trampling it into submission. It 
was the exact same logic as stepping on a malevolent spirit. The head god 
was usually in one of two positions: trampling things in conquest or 
riding. Based on what I was seeing here, this one had to be conquering. 

From a detailed perspective, it seemed as if the details in this relief 
sculpture all came from the Tibetan Treasure God (there’s no need for 
you to understand). The Treasure God usually rode a lion, but the one 
here was replaced with a Qilin. 

There was another clear feature next to this head god that could prove 
my theory. There were eight people herding horses, all of whom were 

 
81 The main god (or head god) is also known as the king of the gods. As polytheistic systems evolved, there was 
a tendency for one deity to achieve preeminence as king of the gods. There was also a tendency for the kings 
of the gods to assume more and more importance, syncretistically assuming the attributes and functions of 
lesser divinities, who come to be seen as aspects of the single supreme deity. Info here. This is basically what 
Wu Xie was talking about when he said the Bon gods/Buddhas merged into one. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_of_the_gods
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three-faced weirdos. This was also a characteristic feature of the Treasure 
God. This showed the famous eight horse owners’ evolution to the eight 
companion gods of the head god. 

There were a lot of corpses eating human flesh on the portion of the 
relief sculpture under the Qilin. The whole scene was a huge human flesh 
banquet. I could also see three skeletons sitting in three different 
directions. They all had fins in their ears and were watching the whole 
banquet. 

This was a prototype of the Tibetan tomb god “Lord Shituolin”.82 
Although the image was terrifying, it was considered a great god, but the 
one here had changed from two to three. It was obvious from this relief 
sculpture that they had been portrayed as evil gods. 

Traditionally, the Tibetan people called the celestial burial site Corpse 
Country, Corpse City, or Corpse Forest. So, the place where the corpses 
were densely located was called the “land of practicing Dharma”, which 
was also the place where the head god lived. 

This all meant that the Corpse Country banquet we were in just now had 
no place in the Taoist system, but the relief was alluding to a primitive 
concept of “Corpse Forest”. It was the habitat of the gods and the place 
where mortals went after they shed their impure flesh after death. In 
order to understand that the human body was only a material thing, the 
ancients expressed their inner essence by eating human flesh. 

There were also countless black servants behind these companion gods, 
which was very common to see in Tibetan murals. They were servants of 
the head god and usually numbered around twenty to thirty thousand 
people. 

Fatty and I exchanged a look. In the ancient Bon books and complicated 
religious archives, all of the gods had detailed records that recorded the 
configuration of their whole system. When I first saw it, I felt that the 
ancients were casual in their estimates. And since there were a billion 

 
82 Shituolin (尸陀林) is also known as “Cool Grove”. It’s a forest burial method that leaves the corpse exposed 

on like a steep bank in the woods (I think). 
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servants of many great gods, I basically thought that they were just 
boasting. 

But for believers, these numbers couldn’t be lost, and it was obvious that 
this fictional god had clearly inherited this style. 

But the most frightening thing was that this wasn’t just a symbol on the 
relief sculpture. I believed that the designer of this mausoleum had 
designed the representation on this relief to match that of reality. 

The three-faced corpse and the shadow with fins in its ears were two 
different kinds of things, which was something that I really hadn’t 
expected. But at this time, the confusion in my heart had finally cleared 
away.  

I couldn’t help but yawn as I said to Fatty, “You know that there’s 
definitely one more thing in the next part of the process. Do you know 
what it is?” 

“What is it?” 

“Corpses,” I said. “This is primitive Bonism worship. Corpses are used as 
raw materials for all the secret methods, so the next thing we’ll be seeing 
is countless corpses.”  
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Chapter 79 Vast as the Open Sea 

There was no simple way for us to understand the cultural system formed 
by the combination of Bonism and many foreign religions. It was difficult 
to standardize it for every region, every period, and every key religious 
figure, especially the primitive Bon religion which had a history of nearly 
eight thousand years. 

This was the ultimate collision of primitive beliefs and culture, which 
created a cultural system so vast that it couldn’t even be verified. 

I took out my cell phone—it was almost dead, but I could charge it using 
the electricity generated by shaking the z-shaped handle of my 
flashlight—and then took a picture of the relief sculpture. 

I was especially grateful to this relief sculpture for enabling me to finally 
feel relieved. The fact that it was here meant that neither the designer 
nor the tomb owner wanted to hide anything. Indeed, we had come to a 
place that couldn’t be explored deeply at all. 

After bypassing the spirit screen, we continued moving forward. There 
were ceramic figurines on both sides of the tunnel and various small 
niches full of human bones began to appear on the walls. But the most 
amazing thing was that there were clothes fragments on these things, 
which all had ancient Mongolian writing on them. 

If you looked closely, you could see that many of these corpses were 
unusual and came from various ethnic groups. There was a large number 
of them, but I could tell at a glance that many of them were zombies that 
had decayed into bones. Some were simply zombies that had been stuck 
in a niche when they were in a half-transformed state while others 
weren’t even human. These last ones only looked like humans, but I 
didn’t know what they were. 

“What are these things? Are they the scraps from the food that was used 
as material for sacrifices?” Fatty asked. “Is this an ancient supermarket 
where you can get fresh human meat?” 
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I shook my head and pointed my flashlight forward, but I couldn’t see the 
end of the tunnel at all. There seemed to be tens of thousands of corpses 
here, each one covered in those scraps of cloth with the writing on it. I 
couldn’t help but take a deep breath. This kind of setup was obviously 
very similar to a museum. Not only did each of the ceramic figurines and 
bones in the wall have a name and history, but they were even arranged 
according to their size and rank. 

I assumed that these corpses had all been dug up from various places. 
And based on the clothing, they were bestowed the status of gods to act 
as the head god’s companions and protectors since they had inhuman 
features. It really wasn’t easy to collect tens of thousands of human 
bodies, so I could tell by looking at the bones that they had made up the 
numbers by using baboons. 

It seemed that someone was helping the tomb owner fully realize the 
companion system of the ancient gods in the Bon religion. To put it 
bluntly, someone drew a picture of himself becoming a Buddha, and then 
people began to use various techniques to make this picture a reality. 

“We’ve all seen the black people and some of the god’s companions on 
that relief sculpture, so does this mean that the Bon gods are real?” Fatty 
asked me. “You said that there are five earth dragon gods here, but does 
this Bon religion really have anything to do with our ancient feng shui 
gods?” 

Of course it was related. One of the most important texts in the Bon 
religion was called “A Hundred Thousand Dragon Scriptures”. We lived on 
a continent, so our ancestors’ earliest forms of worship were actually 
related. Whether it was Taoism or Bonism, the whole system basically 
stemmed from the foot of the Kunlun Mountains, which was our ancestor 
dragon. 

It was said that dragons were a kind of creature that didn’t exist in reality 
outside of the zodiac, but my grandfather said that they did exist and they 
had a certain breath of life to them. But what we could see was actually 
the black rock bands in the veins of the earth. 

It was just that this relationship could no longer be verified. 
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I didn’t know what those strange black people we saw along the way 
were or what the three-faced giant corpse was, but there were so many 
strange corpses collected here that they had to be connected somehow. 
It almost felt like these various zombies were made in response to this 
fictional head god, but truthfully, when comparing these things with the 
relief sculpture, they just looked similar rather than godlike. 

“Then this ancient god…does it also exist? Will it pop out like the previous 
ones?” 

I sighed. I didn’t know and we shouldn’t speculate on how the original 
Bon system would achieve this. Our imaginations definitely weren’t good 
enough. 

Primitive religion was closer to the essence of religion, but that was the 
essence at the beginning of the Stone Age. I couldn’t guess what people 
were thinking at that time, so I didn’t know what would happen in the 
future. 

But that Qilin— 

I glanced at Poker-Face, who had stopped in front of us. There was a big 
ceramic figurine blocking the middle of the tunnel. At first glance, it 
looked like it had King Yama’s face, but when we walked over, we saw 
that it was actually covered in human skin and had a Qilin tattooed on it. 

This companion god was clearly no ordinary companion god considering 
how it was bigger and placed in the middle of the tunnel like this. It 
looked more like an official with King Yama’s identity. 

There was no doubt. This was the skin from a Zhang family member. 

Even in this system, the Zhang family was still a rare breed set apart from 
the others. 

Poker-Face went up behind the ceramic figurine, where I saw a black 
knife hanging on its back. He took the black knife, pulled it out of its 
sheath, and examined it. It turned out to be a black Tibetan knife. He 
discarded his broken knife and stuck the Tibetan knife on the belt at his 
lower back. 
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It was obvious to see that he had finally found some peace of mind. 

At this time, he touched the human skin on the ceramic figurine. I didn’t 
know if he had done something to it or if it had just oxidized, but I saw 
that Qilin tattoo begin to fade from the skin. 
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Chapter 80 Long-Faced, Thousand-
Handed Corpse 

There was an indescribable smell in the air that had a bit of a salty 
flavoring to it. Fatty said that this place was a bit like a dried ham cellar. I 
didn’t know if the ancients used salt when processing corpses, but I only 
felt a little physical discomfort. 

All three of us had already adapted to the flashlights’ dim glow, but it was 
very quiet here. Whenever we walked, the sound of rustling clothes and 
footsteps produced a faint echo that was a bit ethereal. 

As we continued moving forward for another two kilometers, we were 
shocked by what we saw. Many of the niches up ahead were empty, so 
Fatty said that the zombies in them didn’t decay completely and climbed 
out of the niches. They were probably still moving here and we’d come 
across them later. 

All along the way, I had seen just how diverse the corpses here were. I 
really hadn’t imagined that so many different kinds of things were buried 
underground. People thought that after a corpse was buried in the 
ground, it had reached its end and all changes had stopped, but that 
didn’t seem to be the case at all. 

I decided to give this tunnel a name and went with “Corpse God Way” 
since these strange corpses were already gods according to the original 
deifying customs. Plus, they were under the tomb owner’s control. 

Before we knew it, we finally reached the end of Corpse God Way and 
were met with an even bigger tomb door than the previous one. Fatty 
was surprised that not a single zombie had popped out like he originally 
predicted. I said that maybe the bodies in those niches had simply turned 
to dust. These bodies were all strange corpses that had been dug up from 
all over the world and they all had very different ages. It was possible that 
some of them were already close to turning into dust when they were 
moved here, and when the humidity and temperature changed, they 
disappeared completely in two or three years. 
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If the tomb door we saw before was the entrance to the tomb, then this 
door here should be the entrance to the tomb chamber itself. So, did that 
mean that the tomb chamber was right behind this door? I thought the 
world’s second most valuable tomb would have many levels to it, but 
after entering through the back, the scale seemed much smaller than I 
was expecting. 

Even though my thinking had been wrong, it definitely wasn’t smaller 
than the previous Corpse Country banquet. This tomb door was about 
twenty meters high, which was as tall as a seven-story building. But only 
the middle part was actually the door, while the rest was just carved to 
look like a door. It was obvious to see that only this six- or seven-meter-
high door in the middle could be opened and the rest had just been 
carved out of a stone slab. But on the whole, it looked like a big door. 

This door was also full of niches, but the bodies in these were very 
ornately dressed. They were covered in gold ornaments and tourmaline 
gems, which made it obvious at a glance that their identities were very 
special. I knew after looking around that these were all normal female 
corpses that must have been concubines who were burial sacrifices. 

The reason I noticed them was because there was a huge niche on the 
door, the contents of which were just too eye-catching. 

There was a human skeleton in that niche that was at least three meters 
tall. It was sitting in the niche, wearing colorful armor. Although the 
oxidation had dimmed the colors somewhat and there were many things 
like cobwebs coiled around it, it was still particularly elegant at first 
glance. This skeleton’s skull was very long, so it clearly wasn’t normal at 
first sight, but it also had a lot of hands like a spider. 

It was also decorated with a lot of human skulls. If you had ever read any 
information on the Indian god system, you would probably know what 
kind of complicated aesthetic corpse this was. 

At this time, Fatty said weakly from the side, “Mr. Naïve, if I’m not 
mistaken, isn’t that King Wannu?” 
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I shook my head. This thing was very similar to King Wannu, but it was 
different. I used my flashlight to take a look at it. Truthfully, I could feel 
that this skeleton had long been fossilized. In fact, this multi-handed 
corpse was so old that I couldn’t even being to imagine its age. 

I didn’t believe that this thing had nothing to do with King Wannu, but it 
definitely wasn’t the kind of thing we had seen before. I felt like this long-
faced, thousand-handed corpse was more primitive than King Wannu, 
and the fact that it was sitting in front of the tomb seemed to indicate 
that it was of a higher rank than the Zhang family. 

The whole door had a wild, unruly nature of primitive worship about it. 

I took a look at Fatty. Normally, he’d be starry-eyed and forget all of his 
pain as soon as he saw precious stones and gold. But this time, he 
seemed quite serious. I glanced at his face and found that he looked 
extremely tired and haggard. 

“Are you sure it’s not?” His nose was running, but it was like he couldn’t 
feel it. 

“What’s wrong with you?” 

He looked at me for a long time before saying, “Mr. Naïve, I can’t see 
anything clearly. The time here must be messed up again. I feel too tired. 
It’s like I haven’t slept for three days.” 

I looked at my fingernails and saw that they were getting better, which 
made me think that what Fatty was saying was plausible. 

While we were talking, Poker-Face jumped to the middle of the door, 
reached the long-faced skeleton, and put his strangely long fingers into its 
mouth. After groping around for a while, he twisted his wrist hard. I 
didn’t know what he did, but that long-faced, thousand-handed corpse’s 
bones sank down into the door panel. Then, the real door in the middle 
slowly opened, revealing an entrance 

At this time, Fatty suddenly fell to the ground. I quickly grabbed him and 
tried to pull him up, but I found that he was too sleepy to move anymore. 
I pressed his philtrum and heard him murmur, “Save people…” 
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I continued to press on his philtrum and smacked him a few times, but he 
fell into such a deep sleep that he immediately started to snore. I dragged 
him over to the side, leaned him up against the wall, and then looked at 
Poker-Face. Instead of entering the real door right away, he jumped down 
and walked back over to us. 

“This place is fascinating,” I said to him. I couldn’t shake the feeling that 
everything here seemed to have something to do with the Heavenly 
Palace, but it was much older and more primitive than that place. I even 
felt that we might be able to find the origin of those monsters we saw in 
the Heavenly Palace. But I couldn’t let Fatty sleep here by himself. Even if 
I wanted to know, I had to stop and take care of him first. 

“I know you’re in a hurry, so you can go in first and have a look. I’ll take 
care of him here,” I said. 

He looked at me, “No. I’ll stay with you.” 

I didn’t see a trace of eagerness in his expression, which made me feel 
more at ease. 

I couldn’t help but smile as he also leaned against the wall. Now all three 
of us were leaning in a row. I handed him some dry food and he handed 
me some water. 

We didn’t say much. I wrapped my clothes tightly around Fatty while 
Poker-Face put his hoodie on. 

“You should also get some sleep,” I said to him. “This time, I’ll keep watch 
for a while.” He had been on high alert for a long time, but he shouldn’t 
keep going like this even though he was practically immortal. 

I didn’t know why—maybe it was because I actually slept for a long time 
when I was poisoned and unconscious earlier—but I was actually in good 
spirits. 

He didn’t object and I soon felt his breath even out as he fell asleep. 

I looked at the dark hole on the other side of the recently opened door. I 
had originally thought that the world’s second most valuable tomb was a 
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huge building complex with rigorous standards and a mixture of skills 
from craftsmen of various civilizations. But now it seemed that this was a 
very primitive mausoleum, which was something I couldn’t understand. 

I stared at the doorway and slowly got a little distracted. I suddenly 
wanted to smoke, but I didn’t have any cigarettes on me. As I sat there in 
a daze, I saw Jiang Siwang suddenly appear in front of me. He was 
standing upright, but the strange thing was, he didn’t have a lower body 
this time. His lower body had been replaced with a strange, intestine-like 
thing that was supporting him like a snake. 
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Chapter 81 Black Pool 

I was in a daze as I watched him slowly approach me. At that time, I must 
have fallen into a state similar to dozing off for a few seconds while 
driving, so I didn’t give an immediate warning. 

As he gradually approached me, he slowly pointed to his intestines and I 
felt as if I could smell their fishy odor. At this time, a very weak instinct in 
my heart shouted: Don’t sleep! 

I immediately woke up and looked directly in front of me, only to find 
that Jiang Siwang was gone. 

Just like dozing off for a few seconds while driving, I first felt a huge sense 
of panic. But I wasn’t fully awake yet, so I looked around with my 
flashlight. Without Jiang Siwang standing there, it was just an open space 
in front of the tomb door. But for some reason, I found my whole body 
covered in sweat. 

Was it a dream? 

I looked at my watch (it showed a normal time, so there shouldn’t have 
been a time skip like before; Fatty was just really tired) and found that I 
had just dozed off for about a second. I wiped my face and looked around 
again. 

At this time, I was still a layer away from reality and felt that kind of daze 
you normally feel just after waking up. But the constant psychological 
hints instantly woke me up and I found that there was really nothing 
there. 

I dared not be negligent in this place and figured I’d have to be at least a 
little superstitious. I started to wonder if this was my subconscious mind 
reacting to this place. Was Jiang Siwang warning me about something? He 
was pointing to his intestines, but what did that mean? 

His upper body was human while his lower body was intestines. I kept 
feeling like I had heard this story somewhere before. 
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This one-second nap had me feeling more energetic, so I stood up and 
thought about where I had seen this symbol before. But at this age, the 
more I felt that I knew it, the more I couldn’t remember it. I kept thinking 
about it—sometimes sitting, sometimes doing push-ups, sometimes lying 
flat on my back—but I just couldn’t seem to remember it. Fatty and 
Poker-Face slept very soundly, and before I knew it, more than an hour 
had passed. 

When I got bored, I watched the door. To be honest, this observation 
habit came from my fear of the door, because I was worried that 
something would come out of it. But after watching it more than a dozen 
times, nothing came out. 

After a while, the more I looked at it, the less I paid attention to it. At 
least, that was the case until the last time I looked at it. I didn’t see 
anything in the doorway this time, but after a quick glance, I suddenly felt 
that something was wrong. I turned to look at it carefully and found that 
there was nothing in the doorway, but it still seemed different from 
before. 

I couldn’t figure out what exactly was different, but I instinctively felt that 
it was. It was like the darkness in the doorway had become deeper, but 
my flashlight couldn’t reach it since it was at a higher spot. After thinking 
about it, I stepped on the niches in the fake door and began to climb up. 

It didn’t take me long to climb to the place where Poker-Face had been 
before. Since the darkness was so strange, I leaned in the doorway, held 
my flashlight up, and shined it inside. 

A strange wind blew out from the doorway. It was very weak—almost like 
a breath—and had a musty smell that was mixed in with the cough-
inducing stench of rotting viscera. It was very dark inside, but unusually 
so. I climbed up, squatted down at the entrance, and touched the wall of 
the tunnel. I found that the stone had been soaked in a black substance, 
which meant that it must have been specially treated. 

This black substance seemed to absorb light, making it impossible for my 
flashlight to shine as far as before. But to be honest, when I saw this 
doorway earlier, I didn’t think that it was like this. After touching the 
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tunnel wall, I found that this black substance came from a bunch of black 
spots on the stone. 

Were these black spots that came out of the stone the same as the black 
spot we had seen before? 

I looked into the depths of the doorway and found that it was another 
deep tunnel, but the deepest part was a dark, primal chaos. 

I stared at this chaos carefully, hoping to see a clue, but there weren’t any 
details at all. The end was just like a void in the universe. I didn’t know 
why, but as I watched it, I suddenly found that I wanted to go in. 

This kind of desire was so strong that it surged up from my heart and I 
almost immediately moved forward a few steps. But I quickly held onto 
the tunnel wall to prevent myself from moving. 

The rational part of my mind knew that this was bad, so I tried to turn my 
face away from the front. But at this time, I found that I couldn’t turn my 
neck or eyes away. The void was like a huge vacuum, and my 
consciousness began to wander. 

For about two or three seconds, I realized that I hadn’t been slacking off 
when I dozed off before. Since I was in the same situation now, I knew 
that it had all been because of this hole. But this reasoning only 
supported me for two or three seconds before I began to lose my sense 
of autonomy. 

I don’t have any memory of what happened next; I only felt that the 
darkness in front of me was endlessly deep, but at the same time, it was 
like a kaleidoscope. 

When I came back to my senses, I didn’t know how far I had gone. It was 
actually the extreme cold that woke me up. I found that I had come to a 
very dark space that was surrounded by endless darkness on all sides, but 
there were three huge stone tablets in front of me. 

There was ancient Mongolian script on the middle stone tablet, but 
Chinese on the left stone tablet. I illuminated it with my flashlight and 
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found that there were several very large Chinese characters on it: 
Shilongyishan Heichitian.83  

This should be the self-proclaimed name of the god who was buried here. 

My toes were numb, so I pointed my flashlight at my feet and touched 
them. I found that the ground under my feet was covered in ice and I 
could even see my breath when I exhaled. 

I looked around with my flashlight and found that it didn’t reflect off of 
anything, which meant that this space was huge. 

I then looked behind me but didn’t see any footprints; I had no idea 
which direction I had come from. 

I glanced at my watch and felt my heart freeze—I had been walking for 
almost three hours. Those two would surely be frantic when they woke 
up and found that I had disappeared. I wanted to go back immediately, 
but after thinking about it, I realized that I might get lost. I hesitated again 
and then looked back at the three stone tablets in front of me. 

I took out my flares and shot one into the air. 

The light catapulted into the sky and lit up the surrounding area. The light 
wasn’t that strong, but it still showed a vague outline of the area I was in. 
I found that this was a cave hall, at least the size of a stadium. There were 
countless stone houses behind the three stone tablets that looked very 
primitive, but all of them were built like temples. They were so densely 
packed into the cave walls that the walls were almost completely 
covered. These stone houses surrounded a huge stone building that 
looked kind of like a stone temple without any doors or windows. 

It really was a stone mountain. This scene was about ten times the size of 
the Corpse Country banquet. The huge stone building was something that 
humans couldn’t build from scratch, so they had chosen a natural cave to 

 
83 Characters are “尸龙移山黑池天”. I think it can mean something like “black pool corpse dragon moves the 

mountains under heaven”. 
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use. But the most shocking thing was that there was a huge mountain 
wall behind the whole tomb chamber. 

And on that mountain wall, there was a huge black spot like some kind of 
ancient virus that had infected the cave wall hundreds of meters up. Its 
tentacles extended all around like some kind of creature, forming one 
mark after another on the cave wall. 

Black sun. This was a black sun. 

I took a deep breath. This was the black pool that had been painted on 
the mural, so did that mean that this was a dragon vein? 

My God, the world’s second most valuable tomb was built directly inside 
of a dragon vein. This is as pure as you can get it.  
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Chapter 82 I am Special 

This was undoubtedly an extremely primitive mausoleum, but the 
craftsmanship was extremely civilized and one could see that it had been 
deliberately built like this. 

Each of these stone houses probably acted as a sort of shrine and 
contained a special corpse while the huge, temple-like stone building in 
the middle probably contained the tomb owner. 

There was a clear saying in the Bon religion that corpses become gods. 
Taoism had similar concepts, which showed that these kinds of concepts 
definitely came from the earliest primitive religions in this land. To tell 
you the truth, although I was very surprised that this place was a relic of 
the primitive Bon religion, I could also understand the charm of such a 
religion. 

All primitive religions were very direct in that they all pointed to a specific 
force, which was really a specific god. When the ancients started to build 
civilizations here with stone tools, they explored all the mountains and 
abysses. At that time, they saw magical phenomena, which eventually 
turned into the worship of ancient gods in primitive religions. 

Even now, upon seeing such a huge black spot, I knew that it was growing 
from the rock strata like a living ore vein. I really wanted to know why the 
earliest people called it a dragon. How did they know that these black 
veins were all connected and led to the source of ten thousand 
mountains? 

And what was at the end of the dragon vein? 

At this time, I was trembling from the cold since I was hardly wearing 
anything and the only things I could see were the three stone tablets in 
front of me. But I couldn’t understand the words on the tablets at all. 

After a few breaths, I turned my head and thought about how I got here. 
When I looked down, I noticed a thin black vein in the ice under my feet. I 
looked along the vein and figured that I might have followed it here. 
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I thought of the black stuff that suddenly appeared in the tunnel and 
started to break out in a cold sweat. It was a huge leap in logic, but for 
some reason, I felt as if this black thing had brought me here. 

Just like an invitation, it brought me here while Poker-Face and Fatty 
were asleep. 

This wasn’t the first time during this adventure that I felt like I was 
special. 

But why? 

My cold sweat was pouring out like crazy as I looked back at the darkness 
behind the stone tablets. Was it possible that this dragon vein wanted to 
see me? 

With this kind of thinking, the darkness behind the stone tablets suddenly 
looked terrifying. I even felt like that black spot in the darkness stuck out 
from the wall’s surface and pressed up against me. 

I immediately fired another flare into the sky. 

Fortunately, that black spot hadn’t moved. As the space was illuminated 
once more, I looked at the huge black spot and feared the gods for the 
first time in my life. I had this strong sense that it was alive, and when I 
stared at it, I began to feel a great pull. 

I felt like it was calling me. 

At that moment, my sense of wariness disappeared and I began to walk 
towards the huge black spot. By the time the flare fell and went out, I had 
already entered the world’s second most valuable tomb. 

It was very difficult to walk since the ground was covered in blocks of ice 
that were full of skeletons, bones, and corpses. 

It was obvious that life and death were meaningless in this place since 
almost all of the bodies were rammed into the soil and used as building 
materials here. 
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When I came under the shadow of the huge stone temple, I saw a row of 
corpses lying in a tangled mess. Among these corpses, I could see many 
people from Jin Wantang’s team, along with Old Bing’s body. 

I put the flashlight in my mouth and started climbing the huge stone 
temple. It took me about six hours to climb to the top, at which point I 
stood up and lit a cold firework. 

I couldn’t control my actions at all. 

The black spot looked very fuzzy since the light of the cold firework barely 
illuminated it, but I felt as if it was looking right at me. But the thing that 
really made my hair stand on end was that I felt like this black spot was 
getting closer to the stone temple. 

It was like the black spot was surging out of the mountain and 
approaching me. 

“Y-y-you, h-hello, G-Grandpa Dragon Vein,” I stammered. 
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Chapter 83 Signal Flare 

The light of my cold firework was too weak, which caused my sense of 
distance to be distorted. I didn’t know if that black spot was actually 
moving closer to me, but if it was, then it was moving very slowly. 

My witty remark didn’t get a response, but I gradually saw a mirror image 
of myself appear in the dark spot. 

Just like the one at the Corpse Country banquet, this black spot also had a 
mirror effect. 

Because I was too small compared to that huge spot, my mirror image 
was just a small spot of light in the darkness. I was just like a little match 
boy, waiting to be swallowed up by the darkness that covered the whole 
sky. 

I had never been so scared in my life. Well, it wasn’t fear exactly. I had 
faced death countless times before—even the absolute unknown—so I 
was used to this kind of situation. 

This was an emotion I had never experienced before. It was so strong that 
I was trembling all over and felt as if my internal organs were about to 
tear my body apart—the thing in front of me, this huge darkness, was 
something older than any civilization I knew. I didn’t know what it was, 
what its purpose was, or whether it had intelligence and purpose. 

I felt this strange emotion from the depths of my soul. It was like the 
ancestors of the earliest generation with intelligence had written this 
emotion into my very genes, but it took thousands of years before I could 
feel it again. 

At this time, I saw the light from a flare reflect in the black spot as it 
soared into the air behind me. 

One, two, three. 

Now that the whole space was illuminated brightly, I found that the black 
spot really did seem to be approaching me, along with the cliff. 
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I had become so close to it. 

Then, four, five, six more flares shot up into the air. 

I knew that this was Fatty’s style. He was clearly anxious, but I couldn’t 
look back at all. That black spot wouldn’t let me turn back, so I could only 
continue to stare at it. I thought it was spinning, and I even started to feel 
like it would swallow me up quickly. It seemed like it had something to 
tell me, and I could even hear all kinds of voices coming from it that 
sounded natural and human. Some were crying while some were 
laughing. 

But I didn’t look back, so Fatty was anxious. 

He must have seen me up here, but why did he shoot so many flares? 

He wasn’t stingy with flashbangs anymore even if the ammunition was 
precious, so maybe he had found more flares on Old Bing and his team’s 
bodies. But still, he didn’t have to fire so many off at once. Was he really 
that frantic? But why? 

No, something must have happened behind me to make him so nervous. 
Fatty wasn’t the impulsive type, so there had to be some inevitable 
reason for him to act like this. 

I suddenly felt that something major had happened behind me, or— 

Ah, he was opening the way. He was showing Poker-Face a clear picture 
of the surroundings. 

The six flares were like six suns, and under their dazzling light, that black 
spot pressed towards me like a gaping mouth. 

During those few minutes, I felt as if time became extremely slow and I 
seemed to hear music like you would in the movies. I could also see 
someone running towards me in the black spot’s reflection. 

At this time, I suddenly felt a gust of wind come up behind me and 
someone squeezed my shoulder. 
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As soon as it happened, I found that I was suddenly able to move. I 
immediately turned my head and saw that it was Poker-Face. He quickly 
moved in front of me and faced that big black spot. 

As if it could sense him, that black, mirror-like surface suddenly became 
turbid and the huge oppressive aura paused. In that brief moment when 
it was still a reflective surface, I saw that countless shadows had followed 
Poker-Face up to the top of the stone temple. 

********* 

End of Part I: Looking for the Dead in the Sea of Lights 
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Part II: Ten Thousand Mountains in the 
Extreme Night 
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Introduction 1: Notes on Ten Thousand 
Mountains in the Extreme Night 

The so-called “Ten Thousand Mountains in the Extreme Night” is to trace 
the source in the underground rock strata along the dragon vein to find 
the secret at the bottom of the Kunlun Mountains. It requires an 
extremely long cave exploration expedition, and with the exception of a 
few special areas close to the surface, the whole process is done in 
darkness most of the time. 

The long dark night lasts so long that it became known as “extreme 
night”. It’s said that the only rays of sunshine seen during the whole 
journey are basically only as wide as a bowl, and they shine down from 
the top of the black cave like a ray of light shooting into the darkness. If 
it’s nighttime when you arrive at such a spot during your journey, you 
should leave immediately, because those places are said to be even more 
dangerous to enter at nightfall. 

Therefore, arriving on time can be regarded as a kind of relief for people 
in the extreme night. If you miss it, you can only continue to suffer in 
endless darkness. 

There’s an ancient legend on Mt. Gangdisê that comes from a very 
ancient custom in which people who chose to become sacrifices 
voluntarily entered the crevices at the bottom of the mountain and 
explored all the way to the end of the black vein in the rock stratum. 

It’s said that you have to pass through the bottom of ten thousand 
mountains to reach the source of the Kunlun Mountains. It’s also said 
that the crevices at the bottom of the mountain can lead to another 
world, where there are ten thousand giant mountains underground. 

So, this is bound to be a depressing story. 

Social relationships in the world give people a lot of thoughts and 
opportunities to become enlightened, but this seemingly eternal darkness 
and loneliness will remove all traces of humanity and leave you to truly 
face yourself. 
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Poker-Face said that such a trip can make people understand rocks and 
light, as well as see the true nature of time. 

I don’t know or understand it, but I think I’ll be enlightened eventually. 

This is a journey to the end of everything, and I look forward to seeing 
what’s at the end. 
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Introduction 2 

In 1935, in the mountains of Maolan, Guizhou, a Russian geological 
survey team took a photo in the depths of a karst cave. 

The photo showed the fossil of a huge black tree that was embedded in 
the cave floor. It was about two kilometers long and looked very 
threatening. 

The karst cave had a very high ceiling, so there was a place where the 
team could take a panoramic view of the whole fossilized tree. But since 
the photographic pixel technology was inferior at that time, it looked like 
only a huge pattern similar to black rock paintings showed up on the 
photo. They almost looked like Nazca Lines.84  

The shamans of the Yi people called this tree the Ancestor of Trees. The 
location of the cave was later lost, and it’s not known whether it even still 
exists today. This matter was recorded on the tusi’s grass scrolls in the 
local tusi museum. 

The veins in the black rock were just like dragon veins, which had me 
wondering if dragon veins were also fossilized things. 

There was also a strange incident recorded on the grass scrolls. It was 
said that the shape of the huge fossilized tree was very special, and after 
the shaman came back, he could see the shadow of the tree outside of 
his window suddenly take on this giant’s tree’s shape in the long night. 

But every time he opened the window, he found that there wasn’t a 
single big tree outside that could form this kind of shadow. It was like the 
giant tree was sentient and had been peeping on him ever since he came 
out of the cave. 

 
84 The Nazca Lines in southern Peru are a group of pre-Columbian geoglyphs etched into desert sands. They 
were created between 500 BC and AD 500. Covering an area of nearly 1,000 sq. kilometers, there are about 
300 different figures, including animals and plants. Composed of over 10,000 lines, some of which measure 30 
meters wide and stretch more than 9 kilometers, the figures are most visible from the air or nearby hilltops. 
More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazca_Lines
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One time, he didn’t immediately push the window open after he saw the 
shadow of that tree appear. Instead, he looked at it directly and found 
that the shadow of the tree would twist slightly, almost like an animal. 

The shaman was so frightened that he took the people from his tribe and 
went back to the cave to worship it. It was already spring at this time, and 
the shaman discovered that there were many small black protrusions on 
the giant black fossilized tree that looked similar to fossilized buds. 

These things definitely weren’t there before, so it seemed that this dead, 
stone-like tree could still send out fossilized buds. 

The shaman killed ten sheep there as a sacrifice, but later, when he 
returned to the village, he saw the shadow of the tree appear again at 
night. This time, the tree seemed to be very close. The shaman pushed 
open the window without catching sight of the tree, but he found that all 
of his sheep were dead. He realized that the number of sacrifices seemed 
insufficient, so he joined with other tribes and went to offer sacrifices 
again. 

At this time, a feng shui master was passing by the area and happened to 
hear about the incident. After following the tribes over to take a look, he 
said that it wasn’t a tree, but a big fossilized bug from ancient times. So, 
he put a spirit tablet in the cave that stated that it was a god. 

That night, the shadow appeared outside of the window again, but this 
time, it was in the shape of a person. This person, however, looked very 
strange because they had a big head, a long slender neck, and a huge 
beard. 

The shaman still didn’t dare to go out, but he saw that the shadow was 
very close to the window this time. It even reached its hand out and 
started to open the window. As the shaman huddled in the corner with 
fright, he saw that the window was opened by a hand that seemed to 
have a lot of fingers and no bones. In fact, it almost looked like it had at 
least a dozen fingers. 

The shaman only saw the person’s face when the window was opened all 
the way. The person’s face wasn’t human at all, but the shaman didn’t 
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know what it was. Then, the person began to crawl into the room. At this 
time, the shaman saw that the person’s face was actually covered in that 
feng shui master’s skin. 

Later, it was said that because that big bug was originally a god, it felt 
offended by the feng shui master’s tablet and killed him. But the reason 
why it kept coming to the shaman was because it wasn’t a male god, but 
a female god. And this female god was looking for the shaman for a 
special purpose.  
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Chapter 1 Night Rush 

I was confused for about a minute and just looked at him, but Poker-Face 
didn’t stop at all. He grabbed my neck, pushed me to the side to avoid a 
claw, and then used the knife in his other hand to slash at the things 
behind him. 

When compared to an ordinary knife, that black-gold knife was like a 
completely different weapon in his hands. I saw a black person get their 
entire shoulder cut off, the stench of blood instantly exploding in the air. 
But more black figures immediately surged up and I woke up from my 
confused state. The black figures were rushing up from under the stone 
temple like a black tide, and the first batch was already piling up in front 
of me like black waves. A dozen claws with long nails reached up to 
scratch my face. 

Since the light was dim and they were very dark, it was hard to make out 
their human-like forms. But their claws were white, so at first glance, it 
seemed as if countless claws were scrambling to grab me. 

But I had finally come to my senses at this time, so I quickly retreated 
backwards. This retreat was basically done by leaning back and twisting 
from side to side, but the black tide rushed to the top of the temple like 
countless exploding claws. I used up all of my strength to avoid them, but 
they were barely a millimeter away from me. I turned to the edge of the 
temple’s rooftop right as that black tide surged over it. 

Poker-Face pulled me over, and the two of us leaped into the air. As we 
jumped from the top of the temple, we ended up jumping right towards 
that black spot and the void. 

Fatty’s flares were still high up in the air, and it was at that moment that I 
knew why he had set so many of them off. 

It seemed that everything in the world’s second most valuable tomb had 
woken up, including the corpses. Poker-Face must have rushed to my side 
through the gaps in these surging black waves and countless claws. There 
was absolutely no room for mistakes, and even a moment’s hesitation 
would have found him swallowed up by the black tide. It didn’t matter 
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whether he was highly skilled or the best of the best, with such a large 
number of opponents, he’d absolutely end up dead.85  

That was why there was a need for so much light. 

This temple was so tall that I couldn’t see the bottom of it, but I could 
sense that the darkness below was full of those figures and claws. Black 
Glasses had told me that when people were extremely nervous, time 
seemed to slow down, and that was exactly what was happening to me 
right now. 

I looked at Poker-Face with what I knew was a crazy expression on my 
face, but he was still indifferent and focused despite being so high up in 
the air. All he did was look at that giant black spot in front of him. 

In that slowed-down situation, the black spot was particularly clear, and I 
found that we were very close to it. 

But even though it was close, it wasn’t enough to jump over and grab 
onto anything, and I quickly felt myself starting to fall. I didn’t know about 
Poker-Face, but if I fell here, I’d probably end up seriously injured and 
paralyzed. 

At this time, Poker-Face gave me a really hard push from behind, which 
launched me directly towards the black spot. Everything sped back up 
again as I rushed towards the black spot at a very fast speed. Then, I hit it. 

My hands and feet scrambled for purchase as I fell down six or seven 
meters, but in the end, I finally managed to grab hold of a gap. The cost of 
this great perseverance, however, was that I dislocated my wrist. 

I immediately looked back at Poker-Face and saw a flaming man rushing 
through the darkness below us. It was Fatty. I didn’t know what that 
flaming thing tied to his body was, but I saw him break away from those 
human figures and rush to meet Poker-Face. 

 
85 I had to take some liberties with this one because Wu Xie makes a pun on Poker-Face’s nickname. The raw 
said something like “whether he was a stuffy oil bottle or a top-grade stuffy oil bottle”, so I used “whether he 
was highly skilled or the best of the best” instead. 
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Yes! They’ve planned everything out. 

Since the light enabled me to better perceive how high up we were, I felt 
that Poker-Face should be able to land safely. Feeling a little relieved 
now, I turned my head to look at my own situation and suddenly felt a 
sharp pain. I looked at the black spot’s dark surface and found that I was 
so close to it that there wasn’t any distance at all. 

I looked at that black surface reflecting my face and suddenly saw my 
expression twist. 

At this time, I heard some strange sounds coming from the dark spot as if 
someone was muttering to himself. 
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Chapter 2 Ghost Satellite 2 

I tried to find protrusions on the rock wall with my feet, but the black 
spot seemed to have seeped out from the natural rock wall, which caused 
the rock’s surface to be smooth. There were still many cracks in the rock 
despite this, so I was able to stabilize my feet and reluctantly squat there. 
Fortunately, my hands were sticky from sweating so much, so I was able 
to use the palm of my free hand to make a suction cup on the smooth 
rock wall to maintain my balance. 

At this time, all of the flares finally fell to the ground and plunged our 
surroundings into darkness once more. 

In the dark, I could tell that the gap my foot was in was only about a 
centimeter wide, so I’d probably slip down again if I so much as 
hiccupped. And the main thing keeping me stable right now was my 
dislocated wrist that was stuck in the big gap. 

At this time, I heard the sound of someone muttering coming from inside 
the rock wall. In fact, many strange voices had started to filter in through 
my ears when I first saw this black spot, but I couldn’t hear anything even 
if I listened very carefully. It was almost like the voices were coming from 
inside my head. 

But what I was hearing now was definitely different from those earlier 
voices because it was a precise human voice. I put my ear up to the black 
spot and heard someone talking inside. It took me a second before I 
realized that it was a voice I was familiar with. 

This was Xiao Hua’s external broadcast that he had sent via satellite 
phone. But why was it coming from inside the black spot? 

This kind of external broadcast was a special function that was only 
available on very expensive satellite equipment. It not only had a long 
battery life, but it could continuously broadcast three bands of satellite 
voice and radio to the outside world. It was a distress module that could 
be used during wilderness exploration. 
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But I couldn’t get to it at this time, so I looked down below. It was pitch 
black; Fatty’s flame had been completely extinguished. Crap, I said to 
myself. Were they overwhelmed by that tide? 

If that’s the case, then I’ll just have to cut off my hand and go down to die 
with them. At least that way, we’ll start on the path to the underworld at 
the same time. 

But just as I was thinking this, another flare suddenly shot up right next to 
me. 

As I flinched back from that hot wave of air, I saw that my surroundings 
were illuminated once more. I glanced down and saw that both Fatty and 
Poker-Face had already started climbing up the rock wall. That dark tide 
seemed unable to get close to the black spot, so it gathered below, trying 
to stack itself up in order to reach Fatty and Poker-Face. 

In addition to a lot of black corpses, I noticed that there were countless 
strange things inside. I didn’t know what they were, but Fatty and Poker-
Face had climbed high enough that they shouldn’t be able to catch them. 

As I breathed a sigh of relief, I suddenly felt the pain in my wrist again. I 
hissed through clenched teeth before shouting, “What’s the situation?” 

“What’s your situation?! You were supposed to fucking keep watch! A 
fucking donkey can do better than you!” Fatty yelled back. I noticed that 
he had a gun on his back, and I wondered if he had found it on one of the 
bodies below. 

“I was led here by this black spot,” I immediately explained. “Do you 
really fucking think I’m so unreliable?” 

“The older you fucking get, the more you start acting like Wu Sanxing! I 
think your family has character problems; ones that flare up as you age! 
I’m so goddamn pissed right now! Fuck your uncle! You’re such a fucking 
bastard, Mr. Naïve! I’ll be a two-headed bird if I’m ever stupid enough to 
let you keep watch in the future!” 

I immediately became hungry when he said that, but the rock wall was so 
steep and the black spot so smooth that they couldn’t climb up. There 
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was a brief moment where Fatty was almost caught by that surging wave 
of things, but he quickly shot them back down. 

I secretly cursed in my heart, it looks like I’m going to be stuck up here for 
a while. Luckily, this black spot isn’t that scary when looking at it from this 
position. 

As I took a few deep breaths to try and fight off the pain in my wrist, I 
heard Xiao Hua’s voice come from inside the rock wall again. 

I tried to look into the black spot and thought I saw a huge piece of amber 
for a brief moment—maybe Xiao Hua and the others were sealed inside—
but it really was just a slab of stone in the end. 

I knocked on it and then pressed my ear up against it to listen. I was 
certain that it was the message Xiao Hua’s satellite equipment had 
broadcast when we were on the grassland. Xiao Hua had originally 
planned to give me a set for my birthday next year (my return gift had 
been three hundred sheets of calligraphy) but now I didn’t even know if 
I’d live to see my next birthday. 

At this time, an extreme sense of insecurity emerged in my heart as I 
wondered if the black spot ate corpses. Was it possible that Xiao Hua and 
the others were already—did Xiao Hua turn on the equipment when he 
was at death’s door? But we were inside a cave, so it should be 
impossible for satellite signals to transmit. What was the point of turning 
the equipment on? 

No, no. They’re tough. I’m sure they’re fine, I said to myself. At this time, I 
suddenly heard Fatty call out from below, “Mr. Naïve, look!” 

I looked down and saw Fatty pointing to the top of the stone temple 
where I had originally jumped from. When I looked up at it, I saw that a 
huge black iron-clad cow horn sarcophagus had appeared up there at 
some point. It must have been pushed up from the bottom of the stone 
temple by a mechanism. 
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Chapter 3 Strange Corpse 1 

Although it had always been called the world’s second most valuable 
tomb, it was still inconclusive as to who was actually buried in it. I only 
knew that it was an emperor from the Yuan Dynasty, but I had come up 
with a very bold theory during our journey here. If this black spot was the 
Five Mountain Dragon Gods and the black lines in the rock were dragon 
veins that stemmed from the Kunlun Mountains, then the mountains 
here must not have existed before. The person who built this tomb must 
have used special corpses to attract the dragon veins to this place. 

The oldest techniques used strange corpses to lure dragons to a place, 
and then groups of corpses were used to raise the dragons. Although we 
had seen too many strange corpses along the way, those things had 
basically just been cheap decorations that were used to build this tomb as 
a dwelling place for the gods. At best, it could be considered self-
entertainment. 

None of those corpses could attract this dragon vein, and it wasn’t like an 
emperor’s body could be regarded as a strange corpse. Otherwise, there 
would always be tall mountains wherever they were buried, which would 
negate the need to search for the dragon vein. So, there had to be a 
special corpse that was used to lure the dragon. 

At present, a giant coffin had risen up from the bottom of the stone 
temple and appeared before the black spot. In such a strange and frantic 
situation, I couldn’t help but wonder if this was where the strange corpse 
was. Did we trigger something? What’s going to happen next? 

At this time, Fatty suddenly shouted from below, “Mr. Naïve, pop quiz: 
What the hell is up with the corpse in there? This black spot is standing 
here and looking at it, so is the corpse really attractive?” 

“Dragon veins tend to have some relation to the stars,” I shouted back. 
“Is it a star?” 

I was considered highly educated, so even I couldn’t believe the words 
that had just come out of my mouth. If a star fell out of the sky, then the 
earth would be wiped out. 
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“You said that dragons follow pearls, so maybe it’s a dragon pearl?” 

The dragon pearl was actually the moon, and the double dragons playing 
with the pearl was really just a single evolution of the moving planetary 
chart in Chinese astronomy.86  

Just as I was thinking this, Fatty suddenly shouted, “Look, look, look! Here 
it comes!” 

I glanced up and saw that the coffin’s lid had moved an inch. 

At this time, the flare went out again, and I shouted to Fatty, “Fire 
another one!” 

“Shit, do you think I’m a wholesaler?” Fatty shot back. “There aren’t any 
more.” 

With that said, a flashlight suddenly appeared from Fatty’s position and 
pointed towards the top of the sarcophagus on the stone temple. From 
this angle, the light just barely revealed the vague outline of it, but I could 
see that a slender object appeared to be sticking out of the huge 
sarcophagus. I didn’t know if it was an arm, or if the corpse itself was 
elongated like that. 

But Fatty didn’t give up at all. Just like those jerks who catcalled and 
pointed their flashlights at couples making out in the bushes at school, his 
flashlight didn’t waver and just kept pointing in that direction. 

Unfortunately, the light was really weak. I watched the thing coming out 
of the coffin grow longer and longer and realized that the corpse wasn’t 
human at all. But what exactly was it? 

At this time, my hand was aching badly from the severe pain and a huge 
burning sensation was spreading from the joints to my forearm. I 
adjusted my posture and told myself that I had to find a way to pull my 

 
86 The pearl (or ball) you often see Chinese dragons with is said to be associated with spiritual energy, wisdom, 
prosperity, power, immortality, thunder, or the moon. The double dragons playing with the pearl is a 
manifestation of two dragons playing (or snatching) a fire ball/pearl. Its origin comes from the planetary 
diagram in Chinese astronomy, and the fire ball is said to have evolved from the moon. Pic here.  

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/image.png
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hand out. But at this time, I suddenly heard a human voice coming from 
the coffin across the way. 

I was stunned for a moment. The voice wasn’t quiet, and as I listened 
attentively, I found that it was Xiao Hua’s satellite recording again. 

I put my ear up against the black spot again and found that the sound was 
no longer coming from inside. 

What’s going on? 

After thinking about it, I felt that the satellite recording equipment had 
been taken out from inside the black spot and placed in front of the 
coffin. 

Could the underside of the coffin be connected to the inside of the black 
spot? 

I stared at the coffin and found that the thing sticking out seemed to be 
an especially slender, strange corpse that stood at least four meters high. 
The sound from Xiao Hua’s satellite recording seemed to be coming from 
its body. As Fatty’s flashlight swept past, I noticed that the strange corpse 
seemed to be following the movement of the light.  
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Chapter 4 Schemer 

I was above Fatty, so I had a clear view as that thing stretched towards us 
and then its head suddenly lit up. 

I froze for a moment, thinking that the zombie was like a fucking 
anglerfish that was sticking its lantern out. But then I realized that it was 
actually a lamp that was shining. 

It appeared to be an electric lantern that was tied to something like a 
bamboo pole. There were a lot of ribbons tied around the pole, which 
made it look like a corpse’s neck in the dim light. 

The lantern slowly moved towards Fatty as if to illuminate his face. At this 
time, I suddenly realized that this was a scene I had witnessed at Crescent 
Hotel so many years ago when the servant had hung up the sky lantern. 
But the lantern pole back then wasn’t like this one. This pole had 
countless colored strips of cloth on it like flags. 

Then, the pole was lifted up and the electric lantern slid back down it, 
rolled over the colored cloth strips, and fell back to the base of the pole. 
Even though the light wasn’t very strong, it was still enough to illuminate 
the top of the stone temple. 

I saw that a very young man was standing on the big coffin. He appeared 
to be alone and was carrying an electric lantern in one hand and a 
bamboo pole in the other. The long bamboo pole was slung over his 
shoulder like a fishing rod, which caused the colored ribbons on it to 
gradually spread out until they looked like the kind of flags shepherds 
used. There was also a huqin87 slung over his other shoulder. 

He was wearing a white T-shirt and Mongolian breeches, and I could even 
see that he had earrings in his ears. He had painted something like a 
totem on his face and was looking at us with a smile. 

 
87 A family of Chinese two-stringed fiddles, with snakeskin covered wooden soundbox and bamboo bow with 
horsehair bowstring. Pic here. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/image-3.png?w=73&zoom=2
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He clearly hadn’t cut his hair for a long time since it seemed a little long, 
but overall, he didn’t look wild at all. He was also extremely white, which 
made me think that he had lived underground for a long time. 

“I’ll be damned,” Fatty said. “Brother, who are you?” 

The other party just looked at me, so I stared back at him as well. Then, 
he pulled something out from behind him and put it on the coffin—it was 
Xiao Hua’s satellite phone. 

After that was done, he made three gestures at me. They seemed to be a 
kind of religious gesture, but I didn’t know what they meant. 

Then, the lantern was turned off and he completely disappeared into the 
darkness. Fatty’s flashlight swept over that area again, but there was no 
one there. 

“Mr. Naïve, do you know each other?” Fatty shouted to me. “Is this white 
face in your gigolo circle or something?” 

“He’s much younger than me,” I said. This man was twenty years old at 
most, so I couldn’t help but feel utterly shocked. Who is this man? I asked 
myself. He doesn’t seem afraid of this situation at all. 

I didn’t know why, but at this time, a thought suddenly popped into my 
head. 

It wasn’t a completely intuitive thought, but his smile had seemed almost 
mocking, which gave me some inspiration. 

I had always felt that Jin Wantang didn’t have the energy and courage to 
organize this whole affair, so there had to be someone behind him pulling 
the strings. 

Could it be that this person—  
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Chapter 5 Ebb Tide 

This man had integrated with the darkness here. He obviously wasn’t a 
Mongolian herder who had strayed here by mistake, nor was he a 
member of an expedition team that Jin Wantang had found. The reason I 
say this is because neither of these two people could smile in a place like 
this. 

That was the kind of smile that only people who had everything under 
control would display. 

Could this man be the one behind Jin Wantang? Was he the one who set 
up this scheme to lure us here? 

But this person was quite young. Now, I wasn’t the kind of person who 
judged someone’s intelligence based on their age—I was quite smart 
when I was younger, after all—but young people often didn’t have such 
big obsessions where they wanted to destroy so many things at once. 

I heard Fatty keep calling out to me, so I looked down at the tide of 
corpses below. They had started to recede, and it wasn’t long before the 
corpses had completely retreated into the darkness. 

Did that person leave and drive the corpses away at the same time? Was 
there any connection between them? 

Fatty and Poker-Face made it back down to the ground first, at which 
point I saw Poker-Face light a temporary stove that could be used for 
lighting. Then, he climbed back up again and carried me down. 

The whole process was very difficult since you needed to be very familiar 
with the distribution of cracks. Plus, my hand was completely swollen and 
I couldn’t help at all, so I had to completely rely on him. 

When we finally made it back to the ground, I found that the gravel below 
the black spot was covered in body parts from where Fatty had shot the 
corpses earlier. We cleared away a small area and then I lay down on a 
huge rock. My whole body was weak and I was extremely tired as I 
dazedly stared at the black spot above. 
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I could see that there was actually a crack in the center of the black spot. 
It was very wide—probably big enough to fly an airplane through—but it 
was hard to see clearly because it was also black. 

At this time, I suddenly felt a sharp pain in my hand—Poker-Face was 
resetting my wrist. My back arched and then I curled in on myself for a 
long time as I tried to suppress the pain. Fatty had already snagged Xiao 
Hua’s satellite phone from the coffin and brought it over. 

When I sat up, Fatty looked at Poker-Face and asked, “Who the hell was 
that man, Little Brother? Mr. Naïve doesn’t know him, but he looked so 
awesome. Is he a Zhang family member?” 

Poker-Face shook his head and then looked up at the crack in the black 
spot. When I told them my doubts, Fatty handed me Xiao Hua’s satellite 
phone and said, “I saw those three gestures. I can repeat them for you.” 

When Fatty did those three movements, I couldn’t help but think that 
they really were religious gestures since they were so similar to some 
religious gestures I had seen before. 

“Do these movements mean: I love you?” Fatty asked me. 

I shook my head. This was obviously a blessing since there weren’t any 
curses in religious gestures. Or it was a spell. But that man had looked at 
me and made this gesture, so what did it mean? 

I was so tired that I couldn’t think. I looked at Xiao Hua’s satellite phone 
and then glanced at the sky. This was most definitely a cave, so the signal 
couldn’t get out. But how was the satellite signal reaching the grassland? 
This phone clearly had a top-grade battery since it was repeatedly 
sending messages out after such a long time had passed. 

I turned off the phone’s automatic broadcasting function and then 
pressed the receive button. This phone was very expensive and 
comfortable to hold in my hand, so I couldn’t help but look around for a 
moment and want to keep it for ourselves. 

But as soon as I clicked “accept”, I heard someone talking. 
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Fatty almost sat up in shock. We both exchanged a look before I pressed 
the receive button again and tuned the frequency. I heard someone’s 
voice coming from the satellite phone, “People in the mountains pay 
attention. Those black rock veins can transmit signals without having to 
pass through satellites. Just use wireless frequencies.” 

I knew as soon as I heard it that it was Black Glasses’ voice. I was so 
overjoyed that I ended up high-fiving Fatty with my injured hand. 

I curled up again because of the pain, but Fatty ignored me and said into 
the satellite phone, “Black Glasses, where are you?!” 
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Chapter 6 Riddles 

As Fatty and I looked at each other again, I found that Poker-Face didn’t 
seem surprised at all. He just continued to look up at the black gap. 

“Where are you?” Fatty asked again. 

“It’s dark here,” Black Glasses said. “We don’t know how far we’ve gone. 
But even if we did, it’s not like you’d know the location. But you…where 
are you?” 

Fatty looked up at the huge black spot and said, “In front of the black 
spot.” 

The satellite phone was silent for a while, which I found a bit strange. For 
Black Glasses, this darkness was actually an advantage. As long as he had 
a match, it was just like he was living somewhere near the equator on a 
summer morning 

I heard Black Glasses sigh, “Where’s Mute?” 

“Right next to us,” Fatty responded. 

“Do you two have the confidence to knock him out and drag him out of 
this place right now?” Black Glasses asked. 

Fatty looked at me, then at Little Brother, touched the gun in his hand—
this gun looked a little strange; it seemed that the herdsmen here had 
modified it many times—and then said, “I can’t bear to hit my darling.” 

Black Glasses chuckled and said, “Apprentice, why don’t you listen to your 
childhood friend?” 

“Why?” I asked. “Where the hell are you guys? What’s the danger to 
Little Brother here? Can’t you share any information with us?” 

Black Glasses was silent for a while, but I could hear the sound of a 
chocolate bar wrapper being peeled off and then something was put in 
his mouth, “You see that gap? We’re inside of it. But we should be more 
than a hundred kilometers away from you. The gap and the black spot 
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seem to follow the same path. We’ve been moving forward for a long 
time.” 

“What exactly did Xiao Hua come here to do? He has enough money, so 
did Jin Wantang drug him or something?” I complained. “And why are you 
here? What are you doing in that gap? You guys aren’t me.” 

“Aw, would you look at that? My apprentice is all grown up. I wanted to 
tell you this before.” Black Glasses took another bite of the chocolate bar, 
“This gap follows the dragon veins to the bottom of the Kunlun 
Mountains. The whole route is spread out across the rock stratum in such 
a way that it passes under ten thousand mountains. Aren’t you 
interested?” 

“If I had so much money, I definitely wouldn’t be interested.” 

“Yes, but he also has his own obsession. It’s not my place to tell you what 
it is, but you should know.” 

I don’t know, I said in my heart. Only old gangsters tell their childhood 
friends about their obsessions. What kind of decent person talks about 
their obsessions? 

“Now, listen to me. When you enter this gap in a few minutes, there are a 
few points you must pay attention to. First, you must protect Mute. The 
gap is a dragon’s mouth. After Mute comes in, you guys should find a safe 
place to rest fully. But don’t go deep into the gap. Second, there’s nothing 
in this gap, so you need to move as fast as possible and collect as much 
food and equipment outside as you can. Third, your satellite phone can 
be used wherever there’s a dragon vein. This black part can transmit 
signals, but if you leave the dragon vein, you’ll end up completely lost. 
The structure inside this gap is very complicated.” 

Fatty looked at me and then asked Black Glasses, “Why are we going in 
just like that? Can’t we go out and call for a rescue team to send ten 
thousand people over?” 
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“You’re in front of the black spot, correct? Then you can’t get out,” Black 
Glasses said. “If the black spot didn’t want it, then you wouldn’t have 
seen it. One of you must have been invited.” 

“Me.” 

Black Glasses laughed, “I know.” 

“Why can’t we get out? Have you tried?” 

“Look at that gap. After looking at it carefully, don’t you find that you 
really want to go in?” Black Glasses asked. 

I looked up at the gap. It was so huge and deep that it reminded me of 
the darkness I saw in the tomb door when I was lured here earlier. 

I didn’t dare look at it anymore as I asked myself, will we all feel a huge 
impulse to enter this gap after a while? 

“Black Glasses, we saw a young man just now who was as white as an ox 
aorta(1) and holding something like a spirit flag. Do you know him?” Fatty 
asked. 

Black Glasses let out an exclamation, “So you saw him. We saw him, too. 
But it was only a quick glance.” 

I wanted to keep asking questions, but Poker-Face suddenly came over, 
took the satellite phone, and asked, “Who are you?” 

I heard Black Glasses laugh on the other end of the line, which left me 
stunned for a moment. I was familiar with Black Glasses’ laugh. When I 
spoke with him just now, it was his normal laughter, but when Poker-Face 
asked, it wasn’t normal at all. 

But this really was Black Glasses’ voice, so what did Poker-Face mean by 
asking that?   

 
(1) Ox aorta is a popular hotpot ingredient in Sichuan cuisine. It looks like a piece of smooth white jade. 
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Chapter 7 Riddle 2 

We were all sitting there, waiting to see how things would develop, but 
the Black Glasses on the satellite phone just laughed and laughed. After 
laughing for a few minutes, he hung up. 

There was silence all around. 

As we all looked at each other, Fatty asked me, “So that wasn’t Black 
Glasses? But I was listening. It had to be him.” 

I was familiar with Black Glasses, so I had a sense of his typical vocabulary 
and the rhythm of his speech. The person on the phone had to be Black 
Glasses, but why did Poker-Face question him? And why did he hang up? 

I asked Poker-Face what was going, but Poker-Face just looked at the 
black gap and said, “It’s not him.” 

“This… is there any basis for this?” Although I absolutely believed in 
Poker-Face, I also believed in my own senses. 

Poker-Face looked at me. “He was talking, but the one talking wasn’t 
him.” 

Fatty and I both frowned and looked at each other. Both of our brows 
were scrunched up as we tried hard to understand what he was talking 
about. “Has Little Brother been learning rap recently?” Fatty whispered. 

I thought about it. Poker-Face and Black Glasses had done a lot of things 
together, so if he thought that this Black Glasses was a fake, then I should 
believe it. He said that Black Glasses was talking, but the one talking 
wasn’t him. This was actually very accurate; there was only one meaning 
in Chinese. 

“You mean, he was being controlled by something?” I bit my lip. When 
Shen Qianjue was talking to us before, I also felt the same way. It was 
almost like she was being controlled by some kind of power. 

I had a strong feeling that if I died here on the grassland, even my soul 
wouldn’t be able to escape. 
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Was there some kind of power or sentient thing that was leading us here 
by using other people’s voices on the satellite phones? 

I raised my head and also looked up at the dragon vein. It looked like an 
inanimate object, but maybe it actually wasn’t? 

Maybe anyone who entered it would be swallowed up by it and become a 
part of it that would be used. But if that was the case, then what state 
were Shen Qianjue, Black Glasses, and Xiao Hua in? 

I dared not think about it anymore. 

At this time, Poker-Face suddenly stood up and walked to the area behind 
us. Fatty and I immediately followed and found him near the pile of 
corpses in front of the stone temple. He had already started rifling 
through the corpses’ backpacks. 

The bodies here were all fresh and all belonged to Jin Wantang’s team. I 
honestly didn’t expect that they would be reunited here in the end. 

Fatty and I exchanged a glance before we also started collecting the 
items, and it wasn’t long before we had collected a hefty pile of dry food 
and equipment. There were many people among the pile of corpses who 
had guns, which meant that Fatty really had taken his gun from one of 
them. I picked out a short submachine gun and prepared thirteen 
magazines full of bullets while Fatty focused on gathering the detonators 
and flares. 

“So, if this Black Glasses is a fake, then why should we listen to him and 
collect these things?” Fatty asked. “Why don’t we just leave now?” 

I had a very bad feeling, and sure enough, the satellite phone rang again 
when we were taking our gathered items back to the black spot. 

It was Xiao Hua’s voice this time, but instead of a real person, it was the 
broadcast loop we had heard before. But the section being broadcast was 
the one warning Poker-Face not to enter. 
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It was full of white noise and the voice was much sharper than before, 
which gave it the air of a provocation. I was a little startled since the 
sound was so harsh in the quiet environment. 

I turned off the satellite phone and found that my palms had started to 
sweat. “It’s coming,” Poker-Face said to me. 

What? 

I looked up at the gap and found that it had suddenly become very deep. I 
didn’t know why, but I felt a strong desire to enter it. 
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Chapter 8 Riddle 3 

It’s hard for me to describe the feeling at that time. If I had to say it, then 
a more accurate description would be that when we were resting and 
discussing things just now, this black spot was just a black rock. But now, 
it was like I could see more things, more details. 

When I could only see a black rock wall, it was just a formless mass with 
nothing strange about it. But now, it was like I could see the whole black 
spot spreading out in front of me. This kind of panoramic vision was 
actually an illusion—I think it was all in my head—but it produced a huge 
irresistible attraction. 

None of us raised any rational doubts. Instead, we just picked up our 
equipment without saying anything to each other and began climbing 
towards that gap. The voice in the satellite phone reappeared after a 
while, disappeared, and then reappeared again but we just ignored it. 

The gap was at the very center of the black spot, but I didn’t find it 
peculiar at all and just endured the pain in my wrist as I climbed up. 

When we reached the opening and looked in, we found that the gap was 
actually very tall. It was at least several stories high and the black rock 
inside was the blackest color I had ever seen. As we pointed our 
flashlights inside, it almost seemed as if the darkness inside was spinning. 

“Whatever happens here should surpass everything we’ve experienced 
before,” I said. But I regretted it as soon as the words left my mouth. I 
couldn’t say for sure whether it would surpass Poker-Face’s experience 
behind the bronze door. 

This was different from when I was walking down the underground river 
before. At that time, I had predicted that the end of the underground 
river should be an extremely magical place, a space that was inaccessible 
to humans. But I could still guess what would be there: a temple, an 
ancient tomb, an underground city where people lived, or unspeakable 
relics. Or maybe even a magnificent crystal quartzite cave. 
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But this time, I honestly didn’t know what I would see. I didn’t have any 
knowledge of this civilization to support my theories. 

I looked back at the gap we had just entered and saw a lot of those black 
corpses looking at us from the top of the stone temple across the way. 
But they didn’t seem willing to approach this black spot at all. 

Poker-Face walked further inside the gap, which was littered with gravel 
that made it very difficult to walk. I swept my flashlight over the black 
rocks and said to him, “Get behind me. This time, you’re the special one. 
Fatty and I will protect you.” 

Poker-Face looked at me and then started carving a mark on the stone 
wall. That mark wasn’t for me but for the Zhang family. 
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Chapter 9 A Brief Account of 
Moving Forward 

Instead of moving forward immediately, we decided to rest where Poker-
Face had engraved his mark. 

At this time, Fatty put forward a valid question: if this dragon vein went 
straight to the dragon ancestor, then would bad things happen if we went 
to the bathroom inside of it? 

That shouldn’t be the case, I said to myself. With such a huge amount of 
energy, do you really think you can destroy it with just a small pile of 
poop? But it really did feel weird. Fortunately, I ate and drank very little 
along the way. 

As I looked around at the darkness, I found that the huge impulse I felt to 
enter it had weakened yet again. The three of us ate something quickly 
and then prepared to doze off without hesitation. I wanted to volunteer 
for first watch again, but Poker-Face patted me and climbed onto a big 
rock, indicating that I should get some sleep. 

I sighed heavily in my heart. I knew that I had lost their confidence, but I 
couldn’t argue. So, I wrapped myself in a sleeping bag I had taken from 
one of the corpse’s backpacks and prepared to take a quick nap. But 
before I knew it, I was sleeping like the dead. 

People never seem to realize how tired they truly are. I woke up twice in 
the middle of the night but only stayed awake for about three seconds 
each time before I fell asleep again. When I woke up again, I found that 
the corners of my mouth were covered in drool. 

I turned to look around and saw that Fatty was keeping watch and Poker-
Face was sleeping next to me. 

I didn’t dare wake him up, so I got up carefully and then went to Fatty’s 
side. I found that Fatty was staring at the depths of the gap. 

“My dear friend, you shouldn’t keep watching that,” I said to him. 
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Fatty glanced at me and asked, “Do you know what I saw just now?” 

When I shook my head, Fatty said, “Something bad is definitely going to 
happen when we go in.” 

“What did you see?” 

“I saw Yun Cai.” Fatty lit a cigarette and motioned for me to go away. I 
stared blankly for a moment before I also looked at the darkness in front 
of me. 

“Is it a hallucination?” 

“I’ve never hallucinated Yun Cai before. This is the usual part of the movie 
where something is trying to tempt us.” 

“What did Yun Cai do?” I asked. “Did she wave at you or something?” 

Fatty didn’t speak, but his face twitched and he opened his hand to show 
me something. 

There was a rusty bullet in the palm of his hand. 

I looked at him and felt my throat tighten as I realized that Fatty might 
not just be seeing things. 

“She came to me and handed me this.” Fatty’s face was pale as he spoke. 
“Then she walked into the darkness and disappeared.” 

I took the bullet and found that it really was a bullet. What does this 
mean? 

Fatty looked at me and said, “Despite all of this, I didn’t follow. You see, 
Mr. Naïve? This is what it means to keep watch.” 

I looked at him. He was obviously in a bad mood and trying to suppress it, 
so I went over and gave him a hug. 

“Can this dragon vein resurrect people?” I didn’t believe so since all of the 
similar situations we had encountered in the past ended up being 
illusions or conspiracies. 
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Or some other kind of nonsense. But I couldn’t remember it clearly. 

Fatty took a hard drag of his cigarette and said to me, “Yun Cai is dead. 
Even if a vivid image of her walks in front of me, it’s definitely not her. 
You have a special constitution, so I hope you can understand that you 
may encounter the same situation in the future. Don’t get emotional.” 

I looked into the depths of the gap and then at Fatty’s expression. I knew 
that he was hiding something and that he had definitely seen more than 
what he had just told me. 
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Chapter 10 A Brief Account of Moving 
Forward 2 

Fatty wasn’t the type of person who could hide things, so if he wasn’t 
willing to tell me now, he must have something on his mind. I didn’t 
pursue the matter any further and just continued to look ahead. 

Fatty’s eyes never left the darkness in front of him, and I even felt his 
hands shaking slightly until Poker-Face woke up. 

I didn’t even notice him waking up and moving around. He was still 
sleeping there the last time I saw him, but when I looked again, he was 
already dressed and ready to go. I went over and hastily packed my 
backpack. When that was done, I glanced at my watch and felt my jaw 
drop. 

It seemed that I had slept for two whole days. Was there a problem with 
the time again? When I checked my watch against Fatty’s, he patted me 
with an ashen face and said, “At least we got enough sleep.” 

We took one last look at the space outside the gap. Although it was dark, 
I at least knew that there was a way to get back aboveground from there. 
If we continued walking into the gap, I was afraid I wouldn’t be able to 
see the sky for a long time. 

But at this time, I didn’t think of turning back at all and just continued 
walking further inside. I found that Fatty was obviously in a bad state. He 
was very nervous and didn’t lower his gun at all. I also saw that he had 
made the bullet into a pendant and hung it around his neck. Poker-Face 
also seemed very focused. In fact, both of them kept looking into the 
depths of the gap from time to time, which was very abnormal. I couldn’t 
help but wonder if Poker-Face had also seen something when he was 
keeping watch. 

The path was very difficult to walk, so I didn’t bother saying anything as I 
continued to move forward. That first day and night were peaceful and 
there weren’t any accidents. 
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We had already entered the middle of nowhere by this point, so the three 
of us stopped by a pile of rocks to rest. We found that there were various 
stacks of large and small stones here, which created gaps everywhere. 
Some of the stacked shapes could even be used as recliners. I took out 
the satellite phone again, but there wasn’t any sound coming from it at 
this time. 

When I suggested that I should take the first watch tonight, Poker-Face 
and Fatty just looked at me. Then, Fatty threw me a hand-crank charger 
and told me to fully charge all of my electrical devices such as my 
flashlight and cell phone and then go to sleep. From now on, I wasn’t 
allowed to keep watch at night. 

Unwilling to accept it, I narrowed my eyes at him and said, “It was an 
accident before.” 

Fatty didn’t argue with me at all and just stood up and went to a high 
place to smoke. Poker-Face, who was still looking at the depths in the gap 
and seemed to be thinking about something, completely ignored me. 

We were so familiar with each other that we didn’t talk at this time. I 
already knew in my heart that whatever happened during their watch 
tonight, they wouldn’t tell me about it. 

I charged all of the flashlights fully, which wasn’t an easy job. I soon got 
tired and felt my shoulders start to ache. I thought about secretly 
sneaking over and taking a look in the middle of the night, so I decided to 
lay down first and take a nap. That night, I had a dream that I slept for a 
whole year. 

I was also worried that I wouldn’t be able to wake up, so I came up with 
an idea to keep an eye on things. I put my cell phone in the crevice of a 
stone pile on the side and secretly took a few photos of myself. The angle 
was just right to capture a video of the place where Fatty was keeping 
watch. 

As it turned out, I really didn’t wake up in the middle of the night, but I 
did feel refreshed when I got up. When I was trying to clear my foggy 
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mind, I saw Poker-Face keeping watch and Fatty sleeping next to me, so I 
took out my cell phone and opened the video file from last night. 

Nothing happened at first. I just saw myself snoring in the dim light with a 
stupid expression on my face. I pulled up the video’s progress bar and 
skipped past the first three hours. When I hit play again, Fatty was 
motionless and Poker-Face was sleeping beside me. 

I was just about to skip ahead when I noticed that Poker-Face suddenly 
woke up and Fatty had climbed down from where he was keeping watch. 
But instead of changing shifts, both of them went up to me and stared 
straight at me. Then, I also opened my eyes and sat up. 

But the thing was, I didn’t remember waking up in the middle of the night 
at all. 
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Chapter 11 Peach Banquet 

I couldn’t help but duck my head and narrow my eyes as I kept watching 
myself. It almost felt like I was watching an illicit film or something. 

In the video, I sat up silently, but the light was so dim that I couldn’t see 
my expression clearly. The three of us looked at each other for a while 
without speaking. 

Then, I stood up and the three of us left the screen. 

I leaned back against a stone, took a deep breath, and pinched my brow 
as I tried to recall if such a thing had really happened last night. Did I 
wake up last night to pee and the three of us just went together? 

But I had no memory of it at all. Granted, it wasn’t uncommon since I 
often didn’t remember what happened when I was half-awake in the 
middle of the night. 

I continued to stare at the screen and found that it took about an hour 
before I came back to lie down. Now I was completely puzzled. I could 
understand if it was just a muddleheaded pee break, but that kind of 
thing wouldn’t take an hour. Plus, there was no way I would forget about 
it. 

I looked at the sleeping Fatty beside me, feeling at a total loss. 

The rest of the video was completely normal. I soon fell asleep and then 
Fatty came back after a while. He cleaned himself up and fell asleep while 
Poker-Face moved to keep watch. 

In the middle of the night, it took the three of us about an hour to do 
something, which I didn’t remember at all. 

Was this a fucking fit of hysteria or something? 

I got up carefully without waking Fatty up, climbed to the edge of the 
boulder where Poker-Face was keeping watch, and sat opposite him. 
There were three electro-luminescent lamps sitting on the side, their light 
almost making him look like a stone statue. I could also see a pile of 
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stones in front of him that looked like a mani stone pile. People who 
didn’t know him would think that he got bored and started playing with 
the stones here, but only I knew that these were actually deadly 
weapons. 

I unwrapped a chocolate bar, broke a piece off, and asked him where we 
went last night as I ate it. 

Poker-Face looked at me like he didn’t know what I was talking about. I 
handed him my cell phone and let him watch the video. He was a little 
surprised and watched it several more times. At this time, Fatty got up 
and asked what was going on (as it turned out, I had actually woken him 
up earlier). I handed him my phone and he fell silent after watching it for 
a while. 

“Don’t you remember?” I asked. 

Looking at how agile they were in the video, they definitely weren’t 
sleepwalking at the time. 

“Did you edit the video?” Fatty wondered. “This absolutely did not 
happen last night.” 

I shook my head. Fatty scratched his scalp, looking very confused. I 
glanced at Poker-Face, who was looking at himself on the screen 
thoughtfully. 

I watched the video again and made the screen brighter. I was almost 
certain that all three of us were awake. 

“Were we possessed?” Fatty asked.(1)  

I glanced at the darkness around me as Poker-Face shook his head. He 
looked at the darkness deep in the gap and asked, “Sound?” 

I immediately came back to my senses. I had definitely recorded the video 
with sound last night, but I was afraid of waking Fatty up and had turned 

 
(1) The actual term used is “walk-in”, which is a New Age concept of a person whose original soul has departed 
their body and has been replaced with a new, different soul. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walk-in
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it off. I quickly turned it back on and pulled the video’s progress bar to 
that particular section. 

I heard the three of us talking. 

There were a few words I couldn’t hear very clearly, but I definitely heard 
Fatty say, “Hurry up. We’re going to be late and miss our turn.” 

What do you mean? Are we going to the Peach Banquet?(2)  

I turned to look at Fatty, but he immediately shook his head, “I didn’t say 
this. We were definitely possessed.” 

Poker-Face stopped the phone at this time and zoomed in on the screen. 
We saw that Fatty was carrying an empty backpack with him when he 
left. Poker-Face quickly skipped to the part of the video when Fatty came 
back, and we found that the backpack was full and very heavy. 

We immediately turned our heads and looked at Fatty’s backpack. I 
remembered that there originally hadn’t been much in it, but now it was 
bulging. I didn’t know what it contained. 

“Smartphones were designed for long fingers,” Fatty murmured. “You’ve 
adapted well.” 

“Quit joking,” I said. “What did you bring back?” 

  

 
(2) The Peach Banquet was a yearly banquet the Queen Mother of the West (the Jade Emperor’s wife) held in 
“Journey to the West”. The peaches were consumed by immortals due to their mystic virtue of conferring 
longevity on all who ate them. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peaches_of_Immortality
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Chapter 12 It’s Over 

I looked at the backpack and then at Poker-Face. I couldn’t believe that 
he didn’t seem to have any knowledge here. “You…are you sure you’re 
like us and don’t know anything?” I asked him. 

Poker-Face glanced into the depths of the gap again as Fatty looked at 
him. Their eye contact made me narrow my eyes in suspicion. Damn it, I 
think Poker-Face knows more information than I do. 

But there was also doubt in his eyes, which meant that he probably 
wasn’t lying to me. The information he knew had something to do with 
the strange things happening to us, but this connection made him feel 
confused. 

I turned to Fatty and said, “Don’t hide it from me. We’ve been wearing 
the same underwear for so many years.” 

“If it was related to you, I’d definitely tell you.” With that said, Fatty 
jumped over to the backpack and kicked it. 

I grabbed my gun and took aim as Fatty bent down, untied the backpack, 
and poured the contents out. 

In an instant, countless mummified severed hands poured out from the 
inside and fell all over the floor. Startled, Fatty threw the backpack away 
and retreated to the other side of a nearby stone. 

I took a deep breath as the musty smell of corpses permeated the air. 

When Poker-Face squatted down and picked one up, I could see that 
most of these hands had very long fingers. 

These were the hands of Zhang family members. 

After death, the Zhang family tended to bring their hands back to the 
Zhang family’s ancient building for burial. On the one hand, it could 
prevent such corpse characteristics from appearing in the world too 
much; on the other hand, it also had the meaning of returning. No matter 
how the last generation of the Zhang family collapsed or how chaotic the 
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ideological trend was, the Zhang family’s huge drive to keep moving 
forward was a habit that still affected all of the Zhang family members. It 
was very similar to how we always put up red paper during the Chinese 
New Year. No one forced us to do this, but we couldn’t resist the inertia 
ourselves. 

After looking at the hands, I found that they all appeared to have been 
cut off. This was because someone was unable to bring all of the corpses 
back after a large number of Zhang family members had died, so they cut 
off their hands instead. 

Off to the side, Fatty paid his respects and said, “Little Brother, this bag is 
your ancestral grave.” 

So what did this mean? Last night, the three of us sleepwalked to a place 
where there were a bunch of Zhang family members’ hands? Or were 
there a bunch of Zhang family members’ bodies and we were the ones to 
chop the hands off? 

We had been away for an hour, but the path here wasn’t easy to walk so 
we couldn’t have gone far in that time. In fact, it was actually half an 
hour’s journey both ways. Both sides of this passage were very narrow 
and we hadn’t seen anything strange along the way. The only possibility 
was that we had continued walking further into the gap and then turned 
back after walking for half an hour. 

So, these hands were cut off somewhere in the passage up ahead. 

But this was illogical. I picked up my phone and looked at the video again, 
feeling a little creeped out as I watched our smooth movements. Those 
little actions of ours actually proved that we weren’t possessed but were 
moving of our own volition. It was exactly how we moved when woke up 
clear-headed in the middle of the night. 

But why didn’t I have any memory of it at all? 

No memory, no memory, possessed, no memory… 
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I glanced at Poker-Face, looked into his eyes, and broke out in a cold 
sweat as I had a sudden epiphany. This cold sweat surpassed all of the 
horror I had felt the whole way here. 

I suddenly realized what Poker-Face’s meaningful expression meant and 
why he didn’t seem so superior in this place. Even with his god-like 
physique, he was the same as a mortal here. 

I wanted to say something, but I was so scared that I finally just yelled to 
calm myself down. 

“Heavenly gift.” I was shaking all over as I looked at Fatty, who was 
startled by my sudden shout. “We were bestowed a heavenly gift last 
night!” 

“What do you mean?” Fatty was completely baffled. “Prolonged life? 
Little Brother doesn’t need it.”(1)  

I looked at Poker-Face, “Am I right?!” 

As Poker-Face nodded, there was a very faint but uneasy emotion in his 
eyes. He didn’t say it directly because he was so surprised that that 
familiar terrible feeling had reappeared. 

I couldn’t seem to stop my trembling at all. Poker-Face had been tortured 
by his memory being split into countless fragments during those years 
that stretched on like a river. It was something we outsiders only felt a 
kind of empathy for after seeing it in literature and art. You felt a great 
sadness, but it was all just arrogance and grandeur. This time, however, I 
had experienced this feeling for myself. The sense of fear and despair was 
completely different from what I had previously imagined. 

In fact, we had already experienced it once on the grassland, it was just 
that I didn’t think in this direction at the time. It appeared our sudden 
advance in those few days was also because of this heavenly gift. 

 
(1) Per Tiffany: “Heavenly gift 天授” and “prolonged life 添壽” sound exactly the same in Chinese. They are 

both pronounced as “Tian Shou”. That’s why Fatty was confused at first.  
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So this is how it feels. This is what Poker-Face was feeling all those times 
before. I was myself last night, but he was another person. In other words, 
the horror of this heavenly gift is that my life becomes that of countless 
independent people. 

“Go!” I picked up my backpack and looked at Poker-Face, “Let’s go! Come 
with me! We’re all leaving!” 

Fuck! I should’ve listened to Xiao Hua, I should’ve listened to Xiao Hua! 
Poker-Face can never receive another heavenly gift again! 

This definitely has to end! It’s over! Don’t give me any more drama! 

Poker-Face grabbed me. My hands were trembling uncontrollably as I 
shouted at him, “Go! Get out of here! I’ll cover you, just go!” 

You can’t forget everything you’ve experienced these past few years. 

If he moved at full speed, he could get out of here quickly. 

Fatty also reacted at the same time and started cursing as he looked 
around at the tunnel walls, “Fuck you! So you’re not done with your evil 
tricks?!” 

Then he turned to me and asked, “Is this because Little Brother got away 
from the heavenly gift, so some higher power used you as a guide to 
bring him back? Fuck, what power is that? Is it at the bottom of the 
Kunlun Mountains? Can it not work without Little Brother or something?” 

I didn’t know, but what did it matter? I knew I wasn’t a key person. 

Poker-Face looked at me and shook his head, “It’s too late.” 

“There’s still time!” I argued back. “I have logic and a lot of details about 
the grassland. Plus, we haven’t gone that far in. We still have time.” 

Poker-Face held up my digital watch and pressed the interface that 
displayed the month. I took a look and found that the time had changed. 

I rubbed my eyes, unable to believe it at first. I looked at the time 
carefully and then checked Fatty’s watch to make sure. 
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Our watches showed that we had been in here for a month. I felt cold all 
over as I took out my cell phone again. I had definitely confirmed the time 
before going to bed last night. Didn’t I even make a video? Wait, don’t tell 
me! 

I watched the video carefully and was horrified to find that my video file 
folder on my phone was full of videos from the same angle—I had filmed 
the three of us almost every night. That other me had recorded videos 
every single night for a month. 

So what I saw just now wasn’t actually the first recording like I had 
originally thought. There were similar videos on my phone for every 
single night spanning a whole month. I wanted to see the video from 
thirty days ago but ended up watching the one from last night. 

I couldn’t describe the logic and my mind was a mess, but that wasn’t 
important right now. 

So basically, after I fell asleep last night and woke up, a whole month had 
passed instead of a single night. But I had no idea what I did during this 
month at all. 

I didn’t even know how far we had gone. 

But there was no doubt that we had gone deep, which would explain why 
Poker-Face had been looking at the darkness deep in the gap. 

He had discovered at that time that the darkness was different from the 
darkness we saw before going to bed, and even our resting place had 
changed. 

Fatty lit a cold firework to illuminate our surroundings. The environment 
here was very similar, so I couldn’t tell a difference from where we were 
last night. Fatty climbed to a spot high up and threw the cold firework 
into the darkness ahead. I saw that there were countless mummified 
corpses without hands in this place. And in the middle of these corpses 
was a very small earthen temple with a mummy’s head on it. It almost 
seemed to be mocking us.  
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Chapter 13 Want to smoke 

We walked over to the small earthen temple and found that it was a 
small building the size of a dresser. It was made of packed loess and 
appeared to be very old based on the patterns on the eaves tiles.(1)  

“This thing at least goes as far back as the Warring States period.” In a 
sense, Fatty was considered an expert on eaves tiles, so he only needed a 
quick glance to know. 

A shriveled human head had been placed on top of the roof tiles of this 
small earthen temple. But the roof was covered with herringbone eaves, 
so the head couldn’t be laid flat. It was placed very casually, almost like a 
joke. 

There weren’t any statues in the small earthen temple, and it appeared to 
be empty. Fatty’s flashlight scanned our surroundings, but we didn’t find 
any Tudiye(2) remnants. 

“These corpses are from the Zhang family. I don’t know if they were a 
team that came in together and all died here, or if they came in one by 
one and all died when they arrived here.” Fatty looked at the severed 
hands and asked, “Is this a provocation? If it’s really the heavenly gift, 
then why did it let us wake up at this time?” 

I looked at the corpses’ empty eye sockets, slowly sat down on a nearby 
rock, and started to laugh. 

 
(1) Also known as “wadang”, it refers to the round tile at the front of the eaves, located in front of the tube tile. 
It’s mainly used to protect the wooden cornice (by draining water away from it) and beautify the roof porch. 
Info here (lots of pics) and here. 

 
(2) Tudiye (also known as Tudigong) is the “Lord of the Soil and the Ground”. He’s a righteous god who is in 
charge of land in ancient Chinese legends. He lives underground, relies on incense from worshippers, and 
absorbs energy. He’s the lowest level among the gods. Info here. 

https://buffaloah.com/a/virtual/china/xian_tile/xian_tile.html
http://en.chinaculture.org/library/2008-01/16/content_68615.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tudigong
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I couldn’t control this laughter at all. It’s been a month. Fuck, it’s actually 
been a month. What should we do? Are we even able to make it back? But 
what happened on the way here? What if there was a fork in the path? 

I didn’t know why, but I thought my line of thinking was particularly 
funny. And the more I laughed, the harder it was to restrain myself. 

My subconscious mind was very shrewd. My brain wasn’t actively 
thinking carefully about everything that had happened, but my 
subconscious mind was already feeling despair. This was my subconscious 
laughing at me. 

A heavenly gift will be bestowed right here, brother. There’s no point in 
thinking about it. 

The so-called heavenly gift occurred when people received thoughts that 
weren’t their own. But the most terrible thing was when they were given 
desires that didn’t belong to them. I wanted to send Poker-Face out of 
here; he needed to get out of here. In fact, he needed to be millions of 
miles away from this place. We’d go to America, Mauritius, Iceland, just 
anywhere away from here! This was my desire at this very moment. 
Maybe it would disappear after a few minutes and be replaced with a 
desire to send him to the source of the ancient Kunlun Mountains. At that 
time, the two of us will probably be very happy, just like we’re going on a 
spring outing. 

Could I resist this heavenly gift? I had to. But could I actually resist it? 

I laughed even harder. When it came to desires, people were incredibly 
flimsy. Whether you had countless thoughts full of hate, want, or love, 
you never really thought about where these thoughts came from. 

In fact, most of your thoughts were given to you by others through 
various details. In the end, people were a species that were very easy to 
“grant desires” to. How many people in this world actually took the time 
to think about the origin of their desires? Very few, because it was too 
troublesome. This was especially the case when it came to strong desires 
like love and hate. Once it surged up, humans would go straight to the 
result. 
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The heavenly gift here was truly devastating. If we were bestowed 
heavenly gifts at any time, then it was equivalent to my current state—
any plans made or wisdom gained were absolutely meaningless. In the 
next second, I may not even be me. 

It was only at this time that I truly understood why even the word 
“meaning” was meaningless. 

But I only remained in this confused state for a few minutes before I 
raised my head and suddenly calmed down. I patted my clothes, looking 
for cigarettes, but remembered that I had quit smoking. 

This wasn’t me rallying my strength but the calm that came from utter 
despair. But I was thankful for the keen rationality I had developed when 
dealing with the Wang family back then. 

I looked at Poker-Face, “What’s the most common occurrence when a 
heavenly gift is bestowed? Do you have to be asleep or can it happen at 
any time?” 

“Any time.” Poker-Face didn’t look at me as he answered. Instead, he just 
continued to look at that shriveled head. 

“After receiving a heavenly gift, you’ll find that you have another purpose 
in mind, right? People who are given heavenly gifts will do something, 
and when that thing is done, all memories will disappear. You start from 
scratch, no matter what you’ve experienced. So many moving stories and 
magnificent experiences are all just directly erased like a scrapped 
manuscript.” I looked at him. “Is that correct?” 

Poker-Face finally turned his head and met my gaze before saying, “There 
will be some left, but very few.” 

This was the state he was in when I first met him. But when he went to a 
place he had been to before, he would gradually recall something. 

The things you had done in the past all became a huge mystery. What 
would your frame of mind even be like after this? 
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I pretended to light a cigarette and laughed again. Even my heart was still 
laughing at my persistence and rationality. 

I was going to tell them my conclusions, but I looked at Poker-Face for a 
long time before I spoke. I couldn’t help but wonder if all three of us 
would become other people in addition to our selves the second I opened 
my mouth. 
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Chapter 14 Suicide Temple 

After waiting for a while and confirming that we were still us, I said to 
them, “Let’s analyze it. Why did the heavenly gift bring us here and let us 
wake up? Over the past month, the three of us obviously did a lot of 
things and walked a lot. If there’s a sentient being—which we’ll call “it” 
for now—that wants us to go deep into this gap and reach the end of the 
dragon vein, then it could’ve kept us under control with the heavenly gift 
and done it all in one go. So why did the heavenly gift suddenly disappear 
when we got here? Moreover, the heavenly gift this time is different from 
Little Brother’s since none of us have amnesia.” 

Fatty, who didn’t appear to be as shocked as I was, also sat down. He 
looked at my hands and then at Poker-Face again. 

My hands were still shaking. 

“To answer your question,” he said, “you need to answer a preliminary 
question: Is this a normal sentient being? That is to say, is this thing a 
person or something that’s similar to a person? If it’s the latter, then its 
purpose is understandable. At present, it seems that it wants to lead us to 
the bottom of the Kunlun Mountains.” He stacked some small stones on 
the ground into a pile, “This is Shen Qianjue.” Another pile of stones was 
stacked right next to it, “This is Black Glasses. If the two of them were 
being controlled when they were talking to us, then those conversations 
were actually fake. In other words, we were constantly being led to the 
black spot.” 

I remained silent as Fatty continued, “Let’s go in and meet Black Glasses 
and Xiao Hua. But we need to be careful. They may not be them.” 

“They’ll have to be careful with us, too,” I interrupted him. 

“If it’s not a person, then I don’t know,” Fatty continued. “I think its 
behavior is unpredictable. It may just be a coincidence that it led us 
here.” He lit a cigarette, “First, let’s start with the question of whether it’s 
a sentient being or not. If it is, then I think this thing is worth pondering 
over. You said that it’s a dragon vein—an ancient dragon god—that’s very 
cunning. But don’t you think the crafty plots, machinations, and step-by-
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step process in which the ancient god has entrenched itself are all a bit 
humble for an ancient god?” 

“What do you mean?” I asked. 

“You’re the five fucking mountain dragon gods,” Fatty said. “One of the 
ancient gods of China. And yet you’re doing things in a Jin Wantang-like 
manner? Why don’t you just work some magic and come to us in a 
dream? But instead, you have to go through so many steps, which is a 
very humble approach. I think this conspirator can win a model worker 
medal.” 

“Maybe it’s a god of mischief?” I mocked him in my heart but didn’t say it 
aloud. But after hearing what Fatty said, I suddenly felt a little better. He 
was right. We had come all this way, but that thing didn’t show any 
overwhelming power at all. 

Could it be that young man from before? Was he a dragon vein that had 
transformed into a human? 

If it was that kid, then I would skin him alive. But if he had the ability to 
bestow a heavenly gift, then he would be like Professor X(1) and my whole 
worldview would collapse. 

“We also suffered from a heavenly gift on the grassland, but eventually 
came back to our senses. And neither of these two heavenly gifts robbed 
us of our memories. We also haven’t gotten to our destination in one go. 
Either it doesn’t want us to become disabled, or it can’t do it.” Fatty took 
a puff of his cigarette, “I think it’s probably the latter. It can only bestow 
the heavenly gift on us in a fixed area.” 

Fatty looked at our surroundings, which were full of those Zhang corpses. 
“This place…it’s very special. But as for how special it is, we’ll have to ask 
Little Brother. Based on your expression, you should already have an 
answer. Isn’t that, Little Brother?” 

 
(1) Professor X is a character from the super famous comics “The X-Men”. He’s a mutant who’s an 
exceptionally-powerful telepath. He can read and control the minds of others. More info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-Men
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professor_X
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Poker-Face was still looking at that shriveled head, but when I glanced at 
him, he turned to look at me, “They all committed suicide. They died here 
voluntarily.” 

Fatty and I exchanged a look as Poker-Face continued, “They sacrificed 
themselves and made a partition here. There should be a very crucial 
thing in this small shrine that can compete against the power here.” 

“But it’s empty now. Where’s the thing?” 

“It must be nearby. If that’s not the case, then the effectiveness of this 
place will disappear. This thing and these corpses must have interacted 
with each other, which enabled us to recover.” 
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Chapter 15 Transformed Backpack 

I walked over and squatted in front of the Tudigong-like shrine while 
holding my chin. 

You know, there’s a moment when you’re overwhelmed by absolute 
despair that you suddenly see a glimmer of hope and light. Although it’s 
just a glimmer, all the logic and rationality in your heart begins to return 
based on this tiny base point. 

In other words, it was safe here. Although this was a cemetery of the 
Zhang family and smelled strange, it was probably safe right? 

Actually, I didn’t dare say it aloud since I didn’t know what the basis for 
Poker-Face’s determination was. But the anxiety-like convulsions and 
contractions in my heart faded a little and my hands had finally stopped 
shaking. 

“In other words, this gives off the feeling of a miniature Zhang family’s 
ancient building,” I said. Did these Zhang family members pile their 
corpses up and put them in the building in order to have a temporary 
shelter under the great shadow of the heavenly gift? Could these 
accumulated corpses even resist the heavenly gift? 

I never figured out what was hidden at the core of the Zhang family’s 
ancient building since there were too many things inside of it. 

What was the logic behind it? So far, these ideas were just pure 
speculation. 

Poker-Face didn’t continue to explain, but at this time, I suddenly thought 
of something. The food we had prepared before we came in wasn’t 
enough to last that long, so what were we eating for so many days? It 
wasn’t like there was anything here in this passage. 

“Let’s check the supplies,” I said to Fatty. 

“Didn’t we just check them?” 
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“My dear friend, did we not just receive a heavenly gift?” I tried to inhale 
Fatty’s second-hand smoke but he wouldn’t let me. He quickly dispersed 
the smoke, put the cigarette butt in front of the shrine as incense, and 
then began to count our supplies. 

As soon as he was done, he lay there and couldn’t get up. There were a 
few detonators and bullets, but all of the food was gone. Not only did I 
not see any substitutes like game or wild vegetables, but there wasn’t 
even enough toilet paper. But the most important thing was that there 
wasn’t any water. Fatty was like a nouveau riche who suddenly 
discovered that his home had been emptied by a nanny. He clutched his 
chest and said, “We’re screwed.” 

Other than that, everything else was still relatively complete. Even the 
hand-cranked chargers had developed a patina.(1) It seemed that my 
heavenly gift persona also had a cautious personality. 

I felt my muscles and found that I had lost a lot of weight, but I wasn’t on 
the brink of collapse. Confused, I couldn’t help but ask myself, our 
supplies were enough to last for twenty days, so does that mean we just 
finished them off? Did we wake up from the heavenly gift because we 
were hungry? 

Amazing! How much do I love to eat that I can resist a god’s power? 

Fatty and I suddenly looked behind us at the same time to where the bag 
of mummified hands was. 

Fuck, what did this mean? When we came out here last night to chop 
those hands off, was it because we weren’t respecting the Zhang family 
ancestors but looking for food?! 

“Can those things also be eaten like bear paws? Sure enough, northerners 
probably lick their hands while they sleep.” Fatty looked at Poker-Face, 
“Are hands with long fingers nutritious?” 

After he said that, he walked to the corner and tried to make himself 
vomit. When I asked him what he was doing, he said that he wanted to 

 
(1) Per Tiffany: It means that Wu Xie used the chargers a lot during those 30 days 
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see if he had gone crazy under the influence of the heavenly gift and 
already ate some. 

With Fatty, not only had the atmosphere improved a lot, but our 
judgment of the situation was starting to become clearer. I turned to 
Poker-Face and said, “Then we can’t leave this place for the time being. 
After leaving here, is it right to assume that we’ll be given the heavenly 
gift again?” 

When Poker-Face nodded, I looked deep into the darkness. To be honest, 
I was a little confused about where we had come from. Xiao Hua and 
Black Glasses were probably in a deeper place, but were they awake or 
being controlled? There were too many things to think about carefully. 

Grandpa said that any and all attributes should be attributed to people’s 
motives, but how could we determine the motives of this unknown force? 

What exactly did it want? 

“The Zhang family finds unexplained areas and explores them. There are 
so many Zhang family members here, which means that they should have 
worked hard here for a long time,” Poker-Face said faintly. “But they all 
failed and couldn’t leave, so they did this here.” 

So that’s why this area is forbidden. If the Zhang family doesn’t 
understand it, they’ll just mark it out. And this isn’t the only place. 
Without a doubt, there are so many secrets hidden beneath the earth. 

I took a deep breath, feeling completely free from anxiety at this time. It 
wasn’t because I was feeling energetic, but because I felt ready to 
collapse. 

I looked at the darkness on both sides, spread the equipment out on the 
floor, and told myself that the dire straits we were in now were as bad as 
it got. The only thing that made me feel like I needed to put some serious 
thought into it was the question of why the three of us didn’t lose our 
memories. Was it because the heavenly gift was forcibly interrupted, or 
was it because the force that gave us the heavenly gift had other plans for 
us? 
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Just as I was thinking this, Poker-Face turned on his flashlight and started 
searching through the cracks in the stones. I knew he was looking for that 
thing that was supposed to be in the shrine, so I also turned on my 
flashlight and joined him. 

“Stop looking,” Fatty called out to us. 

When we looked back, we saw that the bag we had dumped out before 
was now standing on the stone behind us. There appeared to be 
something in it, and this thing seemed to be alive. 

“What brand is this bag? If it’s transformed, I want to return it,” Fatty 
said. 
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Chapter 16 Sneer 

Before Fatty had finished speaking, Poker-Face had already rushed over. I 
didn’t even have time to react at all as he instantly arrived in front of the 
backpack, grabbed its strap, and yanked it hard. The contents fell out, 
rolled all the way down the stones, and landed at our feet. Fatty and I 
immediately jumped back and picked up our guns. 

Fatty stepped on that thing and tried to smash it with the butt of his gun, 
but I quickly stopped him. At this time, I could see clearly that it was a 
simple piece of metal that was the color of rusted bronze. I didn’t know 
what kind of household utensil it came from, but it was covered in 
detailed and complex patterns. 

Just now, the bag had suddenly moved by itself and stood up. I thought 
there was a living thing inside of it, so I honestly didn’t expect to find a 
piece of metal. 

Poker-Face directly held the backpack down in case there was something 
inside of it, but after pressing on it, he shook his head at us. This meant 
that the bag was empty. 

I wondered what exactly was going on with this bag. It wasn’t there just 
now, so how did it move? Fatty looked at the bronze piece and asked, 
“What is this thing?” 

When I pointed my flashlight at it, I couldn’t help but gasp. 

Whether it was the material or patterns on it, I knew this thing like the 
back of my hand. I was certain that it had come from the bronze 
meteorite I had seen before. 

I picked it up and rushed back over to the shrine. There was a mark at the 
bottom of the shrine that had been left by something sitting there for a 
long time. When I placed this bronze piece on it, I could see that the mark 
was consistent with the bottom of the bronze piece. 

This meteorite fragment had originally been placed in the shrine. 
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I threw the fragment to Poker-Face, who caught it with one hand and 
started examining it. 

I glanced at my watch. Poker-Face had moved so fast just now that even if 
there was a living thing in the bag, it couldn’t have run away. But there 
wasn’t a living thing inside the bag at all. Still, the fact that the bag had 
suddenly moved was very strange. 

I looked at the time on my watch and broke out in a cold sweat. 

It seemed that we were missing a few minutes. Were we bestowed a 
heavenly gift again? But the time was so short. In these few minutes 
when we had been heavenly gifted, one of us had taken this bag and put 
it on the stone. 

But I couldn’t remember the exact time—it was hard to understand the 
difference in a few minutes—so I couldn’t be sure if my guess was 
correct. 

In any case, this didn’t alleviate my apprehension. If my theory was 
correct, then that meant that it absolutely wasn’t safe here. The 
mysterious force here was still trying to bestow that heavenly gift on us, 
but its energy was intermittent in this area, which made it difficult to 
have any effect. In fact, just a few minutes ago, it was interrupted again. 

But even so, it was too hard to defend against. After thinking about it, I 
immediately said to Fatty, “Put all the hands back.” 

“What’s wrong? I’m thinking about making some sauce and dipping the 
Zhang family’s treasured palms into it tonight before eating them.” 

“When we were under the influence of the heavenly gift, we took both 
the hands and this bronze piece. This is because that force wanted us to 
destroy this place. But the heavenly gift was interrupted before the 
destruction was complete. We have to restore everything here. I think 
the protection here seems to be weakening.” 

“Are you making up stories now?” 
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“In any case, it’s unlikely that something bad will happen if we restore it,” 
I said. I really was making up stories, but the logic was definitely sound. 

Fatty didn’t understand it the first time, so I repeated it again until he 
finally got it. After that, the two of us quickly began to put the hands back 
in place. 

Since the corpses were mummified, we could put their hands back in 
place with a toothpick, so it wasn’t long before all of the hands were 
reset. 

Is this a spell or some kind of array? I asked myself. Is it a feng shui array? 
I didn’t quite understand why these corpses and meteorite were able to 
ward off the heavenly gift. 

I straightened the meteorite in the shrine, let go of these stray thoughts, 
and patted my clothes again for cigarettes. 

I was a little startled by this behavior. I sniffed my fingers and realized 
that I had been smoking while under the influence of the heavenly gift. 

It seemed that over this past month, I had picked up my smoking habit 
again, which hadn’t disappeared even though the heavenly gift had been 
lifted. 

Not only did this habit not disappear, but it even passed on to me. 

I had a special dent in my hand, a callus formed by smoking too many 
cigarettes over the course of my life. But after not smoking for so many 
years, there was only a vague outline now. I was now staring at that callus 
in a daze. 

During those extremely difficult years, I always felt that I was fighting 
against the gods. In those long days and nights when there was no chance 
of winning at all and I didn’t even know if the other party saw through my 
tricks, the only thing I could do most of the time was to look at this callus. 
This was also a very strong habit of mine. 

At this time, I suddenly saw a possibility of winning and sneered.  
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Chapter 17 The Present Comes First 

That night, I used all of the plastic film from our equipment to set up a 
water collecting device to collect water vapor from the air. 

Back when I was in Alxa Leauge, I became quite skillful at guessing how 
much water we could collect the next day just from the feel of the air 
around me. At this time, I reached out and touched the air. It was still 
quite humid here, so I wasn’t worried about our water supply. 

The three of us huddled in front of that little shrine, hungry. The food 
problem could only be solved tomorrow, so it was best that we have a 
good night’s sleep tonight. 

Poker-Face decided to take the first watch. I saw Fatty looking at the top 
of the crevice in the rock with a thoughtful expression on his face. I 
couldn’t guess what he was thinking, but his hand kept touching the 
bullet around his neck. 

I leaned against the shrine and glanced at the bronze meteorite fragment. 
I used to find this thing absolutely terrifying before, but now it seemed to 
be the key to solving the heavenly gift problem. 

To be honest, when I looked at it carefully now, I couldn’t help but think 
that the shape of this bronze piece was a bit like that god I saw in the 
Heavenly Palace that looked like a wooden club you’d use to beat clothes 
while washing.(1) This shape wasn’t formed naturally and had been 
carved, which meant that this bronze piece may really be an idol. 

At that time, I thought it was an ancient god, but as I looked at the extent 
of the twisting patterns on the bronze, I couldn’t help but think that it 
was evil. I was hoping that this evil aura was more powerful than the 
heavenly gift and could protect us from it. 

This kind of mood was very complicated. The mystery here ran very deep, 
so I dared not think too deeply about it before I had enough information. 
I could only vaguely feel that this was a kind of contradiction between 

 
(1) In “Palace of Doom”, it was said to be a spiral that looked like a worm. Tiffany said Wu Xie made this 
comparison because both things stood tall and looked like a stick.   
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something that came from the sky and something that was buried deep 
underground. 

Now that I was relaxed, I turned on my cell phone and started watching 
the other thirty videos from the past month. The flash of inspiration I just 
had came from a theory. 

Maybe this battle was hard to win with the three of us alone, but if my 
reflexive smoking habit could continue, then it meant that no matter how 
powerful the heavenly gift was, there was still a strong link between me 
and my heavenly gifted self. In other words, even if I received a heavenly 
gift, my body still had Wu Xie’s characteristics. 

If that were true, then could I trick the “me” who was heavenly gifted into 
seeing a mystery? Based on my nature, would “I” go back to the source? 
During this process, I had to come up with a subtle plan to let “me” 
discover my existence so as to help myself. 

The key to this idea was that I needed to know what kind of person “I” 
was. 

Those thirty videos were like a nightmare to me, because I could clearly 
see in the videos that there was a certain tacit understanding between 
the three “people”. Compared to now, “I” seemed to be livelier and a 
little more naïve. Although “we” didn’t communicate much in the video 
clips taken before we went to sleep, I could sense a relaxed and curious 
atmosphere around us. 

At that time, they must have felt that their journey would continue 
brilliantly instead of stopping abruptly in front of a small shrine. 

I looked at the me in the video with his clear, bright eyes and felt such a 
chill in my heart that it made my hair stand on end. 

I even felt a little envious of the “me” in the video. 

But what I wanted to do now was to plot against him, have him follow my 
plan step by step until he came to a crossroads, and then let him know 
that all of his memories were false. At that time, he would have to face a 
choice: accept the heavenly gift and live according to the desire given to 
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him so that he and his friends would still go along according to the 
relationship they understood, or destroy everything and deny all of his 
memories so as to help me succeed. 

This seemed to require my cooperation in two different times and 
spaces—I didn’t expect there to be the possibility of parallel versions of 
myself actually interacting. 

Of course, this all relied on the premise that I would receive the heavenly 
gift when we left here and turn back into the person in the video. 

But if this thing was crazy and I was given a third personality after leaving 
here—like Kim Kardashian(2)—then the game was over. The actual 
operation was very risky, so this idea only remained an idea. 

I ran through it all twice but finally gave up in the end. I glanced at Poker-
Face, who was keeping watch, and Fatty, who was sleeping soundly. I 
found that I couldn’t bear to take the risk. I had become a man who 
couldn’t put all of his eggs in one basket. 

So, I emptied my mind, said a quick prayer for tomorrow, and tried to fall 
asleep. 

After laying there for about four minutes, however, I suddenly sat up and 
pulled the video up on my phone again. When I was on the brink of sleep, 
I suddenly remembered the details I had seen when watching the video 
just now. 

I was wrong. In the video just now, I seemed to have seen an additional 
person. I opened the video and quickly searched for the right clip. Sure 
enough, I saw a hand flashing at the edge of the screen, and Fatty also 
seemed to be saying a few words in that direction. 

Fuck me. The team in this video isn’t three people but four!  

 
(2) An American media personality, socialite, model, businesswoman, producer, and actress. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Kardashian
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Chapter 18 Trap 

Even though Fatty had just gone to sleep, I woke him up again. He never 
had any problems sleeping and had actually managed to fall asleep after 
only a few seconds just now. When he woke up, he shouted in a daze, 
“Fuck, is it the heavenly gift again? Have we received the heavenly gift 
again? 

I asked him to watch the video on my phone, but he ended up falling 
asleep in the middle of it. I had to shake him awake again before he fully 
woke up. After watching the clip, he remained very silent for a while. I 
also showed it to Poker-Face again, just like an elementary schooler 
showing their classmate a good comic they saw. 

After watching it, we were all very quiet. Fatty looked at me, but I noticed 
that something in his gaze was off. “What’s wrong?” I asked him. “Don’t 
you find it strange?” 

“I don’t think it’s strange,” Fatty said. “There were four of us from the 
beginning. Mr. Naïve, did something happen to you?” 

I gave Fatty a questioning look while saying to myself, what? Have you 
been heavenly gifted? Only three of us came in here. 

“Are you still half-asleep?” He asked. “It’s been the four of us this whole 
time. Look!” He tilted his chin in a certain direction. 

I turned my head and suddenly found that there was a person sleeping by 
the pile of corpses on the other side. 

I instantly broke out in a cold sweat and glanced at Poker-Face, but he 
didn’t seem to care at all. It appeared I really was making a fuss over 
nothing. I crawled over to see who the person in the sleeping bag was, 
but at this time, I found that the person had a skinless dog face. Startled 
by my actions, they sat up and said, “You forgot me again!” 

I woke up with a start. I was still watching the videos on my phone, Fatty 
was fast asleep beside me, and Poker-Face was sitting up on a high rock. 
It was all just a nightmare. 
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I raised my hand and looked at my phone. The video clip with that fourth 
suspected person was still there. I remembered that I had shown it to 
Fatty and Poker-Face last night, but we couldn’t come up with any 
conclusions. This whole heavenly gift incident had a great impact on us, 
and we were all exhausted. I kept watching that video clip over and over 
again and must have fallen asleep before I knew it. 

It had been a long time since I had this kind of strange dream. Was it the 
remnants of my consciousness from when I had been under the heavenly 
gift’s influence? I looked at Poker-Face and wondered if he ever dreamed 
of those bits of memory from the countless heavenly gifts he had 
received before. 

I rubbed my eyes and found that I couldn’t sleep anymore, so I stood up 
and found a stone to sit down on. 

The person in that video wasn’t actually in the frame, and all I could see 
was their shadow. Was it possible that this person was the young man in 
the strange Mongolian outfit? 

If there really was a fourth person, did they leave as soon as the heavenly 
gift controlling us was interrupted? We didn’t have this guy’s equipment 
here, so he must have taken it with him. And if that were the case, then 
he should still be near us. 

Following that train of thought, if he left because of the heavenly gift 
getting interrupted, then it meant that he knew what state we were in. 
So, he was deliberately staying with our heavenly gifted selves but 
unwilling to meet with us now. At this time, his best choice was to wait 
nearby for us to receive the heavenly gift again. 

I was almost certain that this person was the young man from before 
since there wasn’t another living person around. But this person’s 
appearance was originally very bizarre. If it weren’t for him, there would 
be a lot of people hiding here. I looked at the darkness on both sides and 
silently asked myself, where is he? 

I found a high place, stood up, and shouted into the darkness, “Come 
out!” 
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The sound echoed in this space, the words “come out” reverberating for a 
long time before they finally disappeared. I decided to bluff and said, “I 
know everything about you and Jin Wantang. What do you want to do? 
You can just come out and talk directly.” 

There was no response from the darkness, so I thought for a moment and 
then said, “Are your mom and dad close relatives? I bet your eyes are 
spaced quite far apart. Did your mother eat too many crabs when she 
gave birth to you?”(1)  

Insulting one’s parents was the easiest way to get a rise out of someone, 
but there was still no response. 

I sighed, but at this time, the satellite phone next to Fatty suddenly made 
a harsh beep. Then, it forcibly came on and I heard a strange, accented 
voice start talking. I didn’t know what it was saying, but it seemed to be a 
kind of chant. 

After listening carefully, I realized that it was Jin Wantang’s voice. He 
seemed to be chanting in a language I didn’t understand, but his tone 
sounded very scared. 

“Tang Tang?”(2) I asked. 

The chanting on the other end of the line instantly stopped, as if the 
person was shocked. Then, he immediately shouted, “Little Master Three! 
Save me, save me!” 

“Where are you, Tang Tang? Shouldn’t you be eating mutton on the 
grassland and watching over the destruction you’ve caused?” Fatty, who 
had also woken up, started scolding him. 

“I don’t know where I am. It’s very dark here.” Jin Wantang’s voice 
sounded like he was on the verge of tears, and even his fear could be 
heard over the satellite phone, which made the whole situation seem less 
funny. “I’m crushed under a stone. My ribs are broken.” 

 
(1) He’s pretty much just insulting this person by saying they’re inbred. 
(2) Tang Tang is Jin Wantang’s nickname. 
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“Then do you have any last words to say? Give me your bank card 
password and your mistress’s phone number. This Fat Master will live for 
a hundred years, so you can feel at ease leaving them to me.” 

“Fat Master, are you Oboi trying to ransack my home?(3) I’ll give it all to 
you, just save me! Save me quickly!” 

“Where the hell are you?” Fatty rubbed his stomach. “Is there any food 
around you?” 

“I don’t know. I just woke up here. It’s dark and I can’t see anything. All I 
have is this satellite phone. But I heard you call me just now, so I prayed 
that the heavens would drop Zhang Qiling down here to save me.” 

Why do you hear my voice and pray for Zhang Qiling? It’s not like I’m 
some useless chess piece, I said to myself. But still, my heart was a little 
moved. I did call his name just now, so was he near us? 

I looked at the rocks on the side. It was impossible for us to receive any 
satellite signals here, but Jin Wantang could still contact us, which meant 
that he must be somewhere in this black rock vein. How did he get in? 

“Turn off the satellite phone first and then knock on the stone next to 
you,” I said to him. 

“Why?” 

“If you ask again, then consider this goodbye,” I replied. “Just do it.” 

Jin Wantang obediently turned the satellite phone off, so I told Fatty not 
to talk and just listen carefully. Sure enough, I heard the sound of 
something tapping on a stone coming from a gap about a hundred meters 
away from us. 

Fatty glanced at me with a puzzled expression on his face, “How did he 
get in there?” 

 
(3) Oboi was a prominent Manchu military commander and courtier who served in various military and 
administrative posts under three successive emperors of the early Qing dynasty. In the wuxia novel, “The Deer 
and the Cauldron”, he was a cruel and power-hungry aristocrat who plotted to usurp the Kangxi Emperor’s 
throne. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oboi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Deer_and_the_Cauldron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Deer_and_the_Cauldron
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The satellite phone rang again, and Jin Wantang’s voice cried out, “Blood! 
Shit, I lost a lot of blood! Fat Master, I’ll be your servant. Is Little Brother 
there? I’ll build a temple for you! I’ll be your servant, too! Just save me!” 

I looked at the distance, shined my flashlight over there, and saw a messy 
pile of stones. I cleared my throat and said, “This is to lead us away from 
here.” 

Then I heard the sound of coughing. Jin Wantang must have coughed up a 
lot of blood, for this coughing almost sounded like he was on the verge of 
death. I didn’t know if Jin Wantang had also received the heavenly gift, 
but he was definitely there and he most definitely had internal bleeding. 

Fatty was a little anxious—he still had some warm feelings for Jin 
Wantang—so he pulled out the rope and tied it around his waist while 
saying to me, “Mr. Naïve, I’ll go. If I wind up getting the heavenly gift, 
then you’ll have to pull me back. Don’t worry about anything I might say. 
I’ll tie a knot so that you can pull me back.” 

I moved to stop him, but Fatty acted so fast that he rushed out before I 
could do anything. I looked at my hand and found that it was empty. That 
fucking bastard had taken the other end of the rope and ran away! 
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Chapter 19 Just One Smoke 

Poker-Face and I took off almost at the same time and tackled him to the 
ground, which was covered in very sharp rocks. We had pressed Fatty 
down so suddenly that he probably ended up with a lot of cuts. But 
Poker-Face and I had come to the same determination— it was useless to 
leave here now. 

Fatty’s whole face was covered in blood and he was irritated now that we 
had injured him. As we started dragging him back, he cursed at us, “Was 
it really necessary for the two of you to fucking gang up on me at the 
same time?” 

I bandaged him to stop the bleeding and said, “Old Jin is different from 
you. Do you want to increase the opponent’s bargaining chip?” 

“Mr. Naïve, are you giving up on Old Jin?” Fatty looked at me in shock. “I 
can’t give up on him. He still fucking owes me sixty thousand yuan!” 

Jin Wantang had lost sixty thousand yuan playing mahjong one night and 
never transferred the money. Although we were just playing for fun, Fatty 
still felt highly aggrieved over it. 

I sighed heavily. If Jin Wantang knew that he was finally saved because of 
his shamelessness, it would be even harder to cooperate with him in the 
future. I looked at my watch and then patted Fatty, “Since last night, I’m 
not your Mr. Naïve anymore. I’ll find a way, so don’t be impulsive. We’ll 
have to push ourselves to the limit this time.” 

As I spoke, I looked at Poker-Face. During those long, painful years, there 
were many times where I thought about how much trouble could’ve been 
saved if only I had been able to complete those plans with him. Maybe I 
wouldn’t have needed so many expendable worker ants to carry out the 
minute details. 

Thank God, now I can realize my dream. 

At this time, I pulled a cigarette out of Fatty’s pocket. He looked at me in 
surprise but I just stood up, looked at the darkness in the distance, and 
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covered the lighter with my hand to light the cigarette. Although I knew it 
might kill me, it was so damn comforting when the smoke filled my lungs. 

I hadn’t smoked for a long time, so the nicotine quickly rushed to my 
head. If I didn’t have this thing, I really wouldn’t be able to pull my 
thoughts back from that time. 

“Just one.” Fatty calmed down and laughed when he saw me smoking. 
“Little Brother can testify that Mr. Naïve is only allowed to smoke one 
during this extraordinary period.” 

I turned back with a smile on my face and glanced at Poker-Face. He 
threw me the satellite phone and then looked into the darkness, very 
focused. 

What should I do? Was there really no way to prevent Jin Wantang from 
drawing his last breath here? I inhaled a mouthful of smoke and slowly 
released it, feeling a little more clarity now. “Are you still alive?” I asked 
Jin Wantang. 

“There’s still a little breath left in me, Little Master Three. That sixty 
thousand yuan…I’ll pay it as soon as I get out of here. I’ll even add fifty 
percent interest. Ouch!” He hissed in pain, “I’ve spit up a lot of blood.” 

His voice was clear, but it was already very weak. 

“What part of your body is stuck?” 

“My legs and a lot of my ribs are broken. I can’t use any strength.” 

“That’s because your ribs pierced your lungs, but it’s not deep. You won’t 
die as long as you don’t cause your lungs to collapse.” 

“How do I prevent that from happening?” 

“Can you find a gap to stick your hand out of?” I asked him, completely 
ignoring his inquiry as I beckoned Fatty and Poker-Face over. 

“I’ll try,” he said. “I, I can’t see a gap.” 
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Fatty took out a signal flare as I spoke into the satellite phone, “In a few 
seconds, a light will shoot down from the gap. You have to hold out your 
hand so that we can correctly determine your location.” 

“What are you planning?” Fatty asked me. 

I took a pair of binoculars out of my backpack and asked Fatty, “Do you 
know Hooke’s Law?” 

“I know Hook and Vegeta. They’re two mice.” 

“That’s Shuke and Beita,”(1) I said. “You only need to know the basics of 
Hooke’s Law. As long as you conform to the laws of physics, you can drill 
holes in solid materials in order to quickly reduce their load-bearing 
capacity. The rocks here can be destroyed using Hooke’s law. Let’s take a 
closer look at those rocks holding him down and find a weak one so that 
we can perforate it and destroy it in order to free his feet.” 

“How are we supposed to make a hole? Do you have a hundred-meter 
drill bit with you?” 

I looked at Fatty’s gun, took a puff of my cigarette, and looked at my hand 
that was holding the cigarette. This gun probably had a range of more 
than a hundred meters, so the question was: could I keep my hand steady 
or not?  

 
(1) The characters sound the same. Hook (虎克) sounds like Huke, which sounds like Shuke (舒克). Vegeta 

(贝吉塔) sounds like Beijita, which sounds like Beita (贝塔). Shuke and Beita are two mice from the popular 

Chinese children’s tale “The Adventures of Shuke and Beita”. They don’t want to steal food like the others, so 
the two friends co-found the Shuke & Beita Airlines to help other animals. 
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Chapter 20 Run, Tang Tang! 

Fatty lit the signal flare and calculated the angle so that the whole top of 
the mountain gap was illuminated like there was a small sun. I continued 
smoking my cigarette as I used the binoculars to look down. Soon, I saw 
Jin Wantang’s blood-covered hand sticking out of the gap. 

He was under several large rocks with a big one pinning his legs down. 

As soon as I saw this, I already knew in my heart that his legs weren’t 
completely crushed. The rocks didn’t look particularly heavy, so with the 
three of us using our strength, we could actually free him. 

Jin Wantang couldn’t move because of his ribs, and he was in so much 
pain that he couldn’t muster up the strength to push hard against the 
rocks pinning him down. 

If the heavenly gift had the power to move the human body and spur the 
rocks to collapse, then there would be no need for the Zhang family to 
travel around the world and interfere with its development. The heavenly 
gift was a very passive force, so there was absolutely no way that it 
magically moved Jin Wantang here and moved the stones from a distance 
to hold him down. 

This was a man-made trap, and human strength was limited. This meant 
that all of the rocks where Jin Wantang was located could be moved by 
one person. Someone had obviously broken Jin Wantang’s ribs and made 
him unable to move, because he could have actually broken free on his 
own if he was in good condition. 

The person who set this trap up had to be nearby. I cleared my throat and 
began to speak to Jin Wantang in English. He was used to fooling 
foreigners in Beijing all day, so his English should at least be adequate. 

I kept the explanation very brief just in case, but Jin Wantang was so 
weak that all he could do was hum. I didn’t know if he understood me or 
not. 

“Why did you start speaking in a foreign language?” Fatty asked me. 
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I made a gesture to indicate that the walls had ears. The signal flare went 
out at this time, so I said to Poker-Face, “I need a cold firework to land 
under the pile of stones pinning Tang Tang down.” 

A hundred meters was close to the farthest record a human had thrown 
something, so Poker-Face would probably need to calculate the bounce if 
he wanted the cold firework to land accurately. 

But as soon as Fatty set off another signal flare and the area around us lit 
up again, Poker-Face lit a cold firework and threw it out. 

I was familiar with his accuracy. The cold firework hit a rock about eighty 
meters away, directly bounced off of it, flew for more than twenty 
meters, and then landed directly under Jin Wantang’s hand. 

Now that the area was very bright, I could see that a few rocks had been 
stacked into a triangular shape. The purpose of this was to prevent him 
from seeing the outside situation clearly. After looking at those rocks and 
determining the basic mechanics, I instinctively felt that the basic 
structure wouldn’t collapse no matter which stones were broken. 

But there was also a lot of risk here. On the off chance that the vibration 
caused any unexpected changes, then the rocks would completely fall. 
Although ordinary people wouldn’t die, Jin Wantang’s ribs would skewer 
his lungs. 

“Do you have anything else to say?” I asked Jin Wantang. “What comes 
next is very risky. I’ll try my best, but you have to be prepared.” 

“Sorry, Little Master Three,” Jin Wantang said weakly. “I shouldn’t have 
brought that paper copy to you.” 

“Isn’t it a bit late to apologize now?” I began to check the bullets, looking 
for the extremely standard ones that could be shot accurately. When it 
came to shooting, my hands were steadier than Fatty’s now. 

Jin Wantang laughed, “Even if I’m old, I have to be sensational at the last 
moment.” 
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I had burned through a third of my cigarette by this point. I took a puff, 
feeling a bit emotional. “Tell me the truth.” 

“Really? If I don’t die this time, Little Master Three, I’ll definitely tell you a 
secret. It will subvert some of your previous judgments, hahaha.” Jin 
Wantang laughed. 

My face instantly changed and I was just about to ask him what he meant, 
but Jin Wantang suddenly began to cough violently. Fatty gripped my 
hand holding the satellite phone; there was no time to ask questions. 

I was cold all over and my hands were shaking before I finally managed to 
pull myself together. I took a look at Poker-Face. Per my instructions just 
now, he had used a rope to make a sling that could easily send a round 
stone flying more than a hundred meters out. We pulled some nylon 
strips from our clothes and tied them around the rough stone in the sling. 

I held my breath, took aim, and picked out a rock as my target. I figured it 
was the least likely to be a weight-bearing stone, so I started shooting at 
it steadily. Although it was impossible for me to hit the same bullet hole 
with every shot, I could still concentrate the bullet holes in as tight a 
cluster as possible. 

From that first shot, my attention wasn’t on Jin Wantang’s safety, only on 
my own breathing. I shot a row of holes according to Hooke’s Law and 
then took out a bullet, made a cut in the top of it(1), and shot it towards 
the middle of these clustered holes. 

The whole rock collapsed completely, just like a house that was 
demolished using directional blasting. 

At this time, I came back to my senses. I felt a little nervous, but the 
rubble didn’t collapse onto Jin Wantang completely and just fell a little 
inside. 

I immediately saw Jin Wantang’s face and realized that the opening was 
only big enough for one person. It was obvious that Jin Wantang’s 

 
(1) Cutting an X into the top of a bullet guarantees that it’ll fragment upon striking the body, thereby creating 
more severe wounds. Wu Xie wanted to shatter the rock so that’s why he cut the top of the bullet. 
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consciousness was already a little fuzzy, so I said into the satellite phone, 
“It’s up to you now.” 

It took Jin Wantang forty seconds to stick his hand out of the hole. 

Poker-Face threw a lot of debris over at first in order to find the perfect 
trajectory, but when he confirmed the right one, he quickly threw a rock 
out. 

That rock accurately shot into Jin Wantang’s hole, which gave Jin 
Wantang a small burst of energy. He touched the nylon strip on the rock 
and began to pull on it. 

The other end of the nylon strip was connected to a hundred-meter-long 
standard rescue rope that had a knotted loop on it. It took him fifteen 
minutes to pull the rope over and put the knotted loop around his hand. 

Everything went well and he remained conscious as we started to 
carefully pull him over. After a little cooperation, we finally managed to 
pull him completely out of the pile of rocks. 

Just as I had expected, his feet weren’t crushed at all. 

He lay on his back as we gradually pulled him towards us bit by bit. There 
was a lot of gravel in the middle, each piece enough to burst his internal 
organs if they managed to hit a vulnerable spot. As a result, we could only 
rely on his will. 

After pulling him about ten meters out, another person suddenly crawled 
out of the stone cave where Jin Wantang had been lying just now. The 
person quickly went over to Jin Wantang, lifted him up, and put a 
Mongolian knife against his neck. 

It was the young man with the white T-shirt. 

He and I looked at each other and smiled. Seeing that he was about to 
slide the Mongolian knife across Jin Wantang’s throat—the trap had 
failed, so he didn’t hesitate to dispose of the bait—I immediately lifted 
my gun up. But when I did, I found that he was completely blocked by Jin 
Wantang’s body. The knife pierced Jin Wantang’s neck, but before it 
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could actually slit his throat, Jin Wantang suddenly took something out 
and sprayed it in the man’s face. 

The man immediately turned and covered his eyes, dropping Jin Wantang 
to the ground in the process. I didn’t hesitate and quickly shot the guy in 
the head with a “bang”. Fatty immediately quickened his pace to pull Jin 
Wantang over to us. 

This was what I had said in English before. Poker-Face didn’t actually need 
to measure the distance at all, so his test throws were really just a cover 
for him to accurately throw something into Jin Wantang’s hand. It was a 
can of pepper spray. This kind of bait trap was obviously a traditional 
hunter’s trick. They stayed on the other side, so if the prey didn’t take the 
bait, they wouldn’t let the bait go at all. 

The man fell into the stone crevice and disappeared. At this distance, I 
clearly felt that the other person had turned his head just now, which 
meant that I had missed the shot. 

This kind of reaction speed wasn’t uncommon among ethnic minorities. 

I didn’t know where he found the strength, but Jin Wantang suddenly 
stood up and stumbled over while gripping his neck. As he rushed 
towards us, we finally managed to drag him over at an extremely fast 
speed. 

He started to fall down, but Poker-Face grabbed the back of his shirt 
collar to keep him from colliding with the rocks. Fatty and I immediately 
went up to stop the bleeding while Poker-Face looked at the cold 
firework in the distance. I also turned my head to take a look. 

Sure enough, that man wasn’t dead. 

I saw his hand suddenly come out of the gap, grab the cold firework, and 
drag it into the gap.  
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Chapter 21 He’s Gone 

At that moment, I felt as if I were a rescue team member. After saving 
someone from the rubble, I had to give them first aid immediately. 

As it turned out, Jin Wantang’s neck was fine. The wound was bleeding, 
but fortunately, his artery hadn’t been nicked. 

We cut his clothes off and saw that his ribs were dented on both sides 
and there were black bruises under his skin. His lungs must have been 
bleeding, which was why he had been coughing and spitting up blood. He 
eventually lost consciousness, so I had to keep slapping him to stay awake 
as I tried to ask him about his breathing. If he was suffering from lung 
contusions and bleeding, then I needed to fix his ribs. But if his lungs had 
collapsed, then we could only leave him lying here without moving him. 
But no matter how many times I asked, he was unable to answer me. 

Poker-Face came over and used both hands to feel Jin Wantang’s ribs one 
by one. There were probably a large number of fractured ribs on both 
sides, which meant that the thing stuck in his lungs wasn’t the end of a 
broken rib but a section of his fractured ribs. Poker-Face glanced at me 
and then used a standard rope to tie one of the severed Zhang family 
member’s hands against Jin Wantang’s chest to act as a brace. 

This was something we couldn’t deal with, so we could only do the best 
we could to maintain the status quo and hope that the internal bleeding 
wasn’t too serious. 

I turned to look at the darkness in the distance. The cold firework over 
there had been extinguished once it was completely out of sight, so that 
guy was probably either looking at us from the darkness or had run away 
directly. 

As I flicked my cigarette butt into the darkness, it emitted a small spark. 
But at this time, I was shocked to find that the spark had actually hit 
something. I quickly took out my flashlight and turned it on, only to see 
that young man from before. He was crouched down about six or seven 
meters in front of me and holding a knife in his hand. 
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This guy was actually using the cover of darkness to move right towards 
us, which showed that he was definitely a ruthless character. 

“Sneak attack!” I immediately shouted. 

As Fatty and I dropped down and raised our guns up to defend ourselves, 
we saw that the young man no longer bothered hiding and just rushed 
over directly. He threw the knife in his hand straight at Jin Wantang, 
aiming to kill. 

That knife throw had been done without an ounce of hesitation, 
indicating that it was a skill that had been learned since childhood. But 
Fatty fired his gun at almost the exact same time that the knife flew out. 
He was holding a submachine gun, so the kid dodged to the side, rolled 
into a nearby gap, and disappeared. As a result, Fatty’s bullets all missed 
their target. 

In the ensuing rain of fire, the knife went straight towards Jin Wantang. 
Poker-Face pulled Jin Wantang about half a palm’s distance to the side so 
that he just barely avoided the blade. The knife hit the stone in a shower 
of sparks and then bounced into the nearby gap. 

“Brother!” Fatty shouted, “Is there some kind of misunderstanding here?” 

Seeing that there was no movement in the gap, Fatty pulled a glow stick 
out, but I immediately stopped him. We couldn’t abuse our lighting 
resources any more. At this time, however, a face suddenly appeared in 
the stone gap behind Fatty and smiled at me. Then, he stretched out a 
hand and grabbed the pin on one of the tactical detonators hanging from 
Fatty’s body. After quickly grabbing three more, he immediately pulled 
the pins. 

Fatty was shocked when the detonator fuses suddenly started smoking, 
and shouted, “Fuck, he’s in a crack in the rock!” At the same time, he 
tried to unhook the belt that the detonators were hanging on, but he 
wasn’t wearing the belt like normal so he couldn’t figure it out. 
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The leads on these detonators were all short, so when we usually used 
them, we had to calculate the time before connecting them to a longer 
lead. These short ones would explode in less than six or seven seconds. 

Fatty and I looked at each other. 

I knew that he was about to run away, so I rushed over, held him down, 
and pulled the three detonators from his belt. I held two of them in my 
mouth so that I could suck out the ignition while I pulled the fuse out of 
the last one. 

The fuse burned out directly in my hand, but I didn’t feel the burning 
sensation through my cold sweat. 

Fatty and I immediately moved away from the gap. All of these gaps 
seemed to be connected, and the kid was able to move around inside of 
them. 

I spit out a mouthful of gunpowder-coated saliva and said to Fatty, “In the 
future, put the detonators upside down.” Fatty nodded, his eyes a little 
red as he stared at the gap and aimed at it with his gun. He was obviously 
very angry. 

“He’s gone,” Poker-Face said. Sure enough, we heard someone gasping 
for breath in the darkness outside. Then, the young man seemed to start 
playing the morin khuur(1) in the dark, the sounds becoming more and 
more distant. 

I slowly relaxed but felt a lingering fear in my heart. If I hadn’t flicked my 
cigarette butt just now, the consequences would’ve been unimaginable. 

Whoever this man was, his mobility was amazing. 

About half an hour later, a star-like dot of light appeared in the darkness 
far away from us. When I looked up, I saw that young man standing on a 
tall black stone hundreds of meters away. There was a sun-wheel behind 
him made of woven branches that was covered in ribbons, just like a 

 
(1) It’s a traditional Mongolian bowed stringed instrument also known as the horsehead fiddle. It looks like that 
one picture I posted a lot of chapters ago. 
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Buddha statue. He was carrying a lamp and had a morin khuur on his 
back. 

The knife had also returned to him. I used the binoculars to look at his 
expression and found that he didn’t seem to regret his failure. Instead, he 
seemed extremely composed, as if everything was going according to his 
plan. 

But the most frightening thing was what I saw behind him. There was a 
huge outline, which seemed to be a huge stone building. But the light was 
very weak, so I couldn’t see it clearly. 

At this time, Jin Wantang let out a moan and finally woke up.  
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Chapter 22 Past Events 

Fatty continued looking over towards the young man, whose lamp 
remained on this time. It seemed he had sat down over there. 

We all remained silent, and even the whole gap was very quiet. 

I sat down opposite Jin Wantang, looked at him, and asked how he was 
doing. 

After a long time, he barely nodded his head. He seemed to have 
recovered a little bit, but he was obviously confused when he looked 
down at himself. 

“You may have to wear this brace for the next several months,” I said to 
him. 

“What’s your plan, Little Master Three? I’ll cooperate,” he said faintly. 

“I have to at least save Master Hua and Black Glasses,” I responded. 
“Then we’ll head back together.” 

This was a particularly fierce battle, so I immediately saw Jin Wantang’s 
face turn pale. But after a long time, he seemed to accept the reality of 
the situation and nodded. 

“How did you get down here?” I asked him. 

He shook his head weakly and said he didn’t know, “The last time I was 
conscious, I was still on the grassland, getting ready to go to bed. I was 
holding that Shigong’s mole to study it and then I woke up here.” 

I sighed, looked at the stone beside me, and suddenly wondered if those 
Shigong’s moles were like the black stone here. When ordinary rocks 
were first eroded by the dragon vein, were the small black spots that 
formed actually Shigong’s moles? 

Was this the reason why we were heavenly gifted? After all, only Zhang 
family members were bestowed the heavenly gift before. 
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We brought it with us the whole way, so we’d definitely have to ditch it 
later. 

I thought that there seemed to be four people in our group as we 
journeyed through this passage, but I didn’t know if the fourth person 
was Jin Wantang or not. If he was, then he shouldn’t have any memory 
right now. 

“You just said that you have a secret to tell me if you didn’t die.” I looked 
at him, “Can you tell me now?” 

Jin Wantang smiled and said, “Little Master Three, I just said that because 
I wanted you to save me. There is no secret.” 

I looked into Jin Wantang’s eyes and knew that this old guy was trying to 
retract his words right now. But what he said before had to be true, so all 
I said was, “You know, the probability of you living isn’t that high. If you 
have something to tell me, you’d better say it now.” 

Jin Wantang looked at me, thought for a while, and finally said, “Do you 
still remember that no matter how you asked your Uncle Three for 
answers, he’d never tell you the truth and would always lie to you in 
various ways? Have you ever wondered why he refused to tell you the 
truth even though he was so good to you?” 

“It was because the only way I could stir up the waters was to enter the 
plan completely unaware,” I said. “The Wang family had to think that I 
was innocent.” 

Jin Wantang looked at me, “Little Master Three, the truth doesn’t stop 
there. But it doesn’t matter anymore since it’s over. It has nothing to do 
with you and Little Brother. You’ve won. There’s only one thing I can tell 
you now.” 

I looked at Jin Wantang and saw him pat his chest and make a special 
gesture. 

This gesture was very similar to the one that youth had made before, so I 
was a little puzzled. Jin Wantang continued to look at me, “There should 
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be several times throughout your past experiences that you did 
something when you passed out that you still can’t explain.” 

I looked at Jin Wantang. I didn’t know why, but I suddenly felt as if I could 
see a huge emotion in his eyes. If it was before, I would have definitely 
beat him, but now I couldn’t do anything since he was gasping for breath 
as he talked. 

Jin Wantang was right. I dreamed of Qi Yu and wrote some strange 
numbers underground, but I never really understood why I dreamed of 
such things. 

“I know why,” Jin Wantang said. 
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Chapter 23 Qi Yu 

I had my own theories about those things. At the time, I thought that 
some Wang family members had tested whether I was sensitive to snake 
venom when I was in a coma. And for a while, I even doubted whether 
everything I had experienced at the Qinling Mountains was real. 

Jin Wantang was a little excited, as if he was about to tell some great 
secret. He calmed himself down before saying, “One day—I remember it 
was a rainy day—Master Hua came to me. He imitated someone’s 
posture in front of me and asked me to investigate who in the old Mystic 
Nine’s circle was like this.” 

I watched Jin Wantang quietly. His condition was bad right now, so I knew 
it would probably increase his fatigue if I interrupted him and asked some 
questions. As a result, I planned to wait for him to finish. 

“Many people in that circle had moved to Taiwan and the United States, 
but most of them had already passed away by this point. When they left 
China at that time, they all took antiques with them. After their 
descendants gradually declined, these antiques flowed into the market. 
Since there were a large number of overseas sellers, I bought most of 
them and ended up meeting with a lot of the old bigwigs’ children, who 
were all grown up now. I was looking for them to see if any of them 
remembered seeing someone with this posture back when they 
interacted with the Mystic Nine.” 

Because Xiao Hua offered a high price, Jin Wantang actually found the key 
person very quickly. The woman was probably in her seventies, and when 
she saw Xiao Hua’s posture, she immediately recalled who the person 
was. 

The person with that posture was named Qi Yu, and he was a descendant 
of the Qi family. 

There was very little information about this person. Jin Wantang kept 
asking Xiao Hua why he wanted to find information on this person, but 
Xiao Hua wouldn’t tell him. He just made a gesture at Jin Wantang and 
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said, “I’ll give you enough of a budget to check. No matter what you find 
out, as long as you see this gesture, you’ll tell him the information.” 

That gesture was the very same gesture he showed me just now. 

Later, Jin Wantang gradually realized that many people in the industry 
were checking Qi Yu’s affairs for Xiao Hua, but none of them knew each 
other. The only thing they had in common was this gesture. 

The only remaining clues about Qi Yu were related to Xisha and my Uncle 
Three. But after Xisha, there were very few clues about Qi Yu, and even 
photos couldn’t be found. But even if there were photos, they were all 
side profiles. Then, Jin Wantang heard a bit of gossip that Qi Yu was very 
resistant to having his photo taken most of the time. 

As it turned out, Jin Wantang wasn’t so idle while we experienced so 
many adventures. He also had his own life. He worked tirelessly for Xiao 
Hua’s bonus and slowly began to discover a strange setup. 

It’ll take a long time to list out the specific evidentiary details here, so I’ll 
just give a simple conclusion. 

Jin Wantang later discovered that no one knew what Qi Yu was like, and 
after a certain point in time, all the clues about Qi Yu’s existence seemed 
to have problems. 

In other words, after a certain year, all traces of Qi Yu’s life seemed to be 
artificially forged. 

In other words, there was a high probability that Qi Yu had died, but 
some people didn’t want the world to think that, so they kept creating 
evidence to show that he was alive. 

There were several possibilities for this. One possibility was that someone 
hoped that the situation would become sufficiently complicated. Another 
possibility was that Qi Yu was very powerful and could act as a strong 
deterrent, so the signs that he was still alive could increase a certain 
party’s false strength. 
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Jin Wantang looked at me and said, “During the whole investigation 
process, I found a clue that didn’t seem to be tied to anything. I found 
that someone had bought an empty tomb at a high price, but it wasn’t a 
cover to bury mines. Instead, it was to restore the inside of an ancient 
underwater tomb. This happened when you were a child. The person who 
made the fake tomb chamber was your Uncle Three, and you followed 
him to the tomb to play.” 

I frowned as Jin Wantang continued, “You may have forgotten, but you 
played a game while you were in that tomb. At that time, you played as 
an archaeological team member whose name was Qi Yu.” 
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Chapter 24 Gushan Road’s Famous Detective 

I had no memory of this at all. Of course, the bond between me and my 
Uncle Three was very complicated. He took me to do too many strange 
things, so not only did I not have any memory of this matter, but I also 
only had a general theme in my memories of many other things that had 
happened. For example, those many summers of catching all kinds of 
bugs were eventually unified into catching crickets in my mind. 

As Jin Wantang spoke, I didn’t interrupt and just looked at him quietly. To 
be honest, I had trained myself to maintain an indifferent attitude 
towards such secrets and clues because I dared not cling to them so 
easily. 

He went on talking about what happened back then. 

At that time, the game was very similar to playing house. Everyone 
pretended to be an archaeological team member, just like those kids who 
picked their favorite One Piece character to play fight. But because I was 
too young back then, I had little memory of it. 

Jin Wantang believed that Uncle Three was trying to recreate what really 
happened at the Xisha underwater tomb at that time. Qi Yu wasn’t 
important to the whole story, so Uncle Three took me to make up the 
numbers. 

When they replayed the series of events that time, they actually 
discovered a very important clue. It was because I had participated in the 
whole process that I was able to stir up some of their fragmented 
memories. 

That important clue was related to Qi Yu—the person I was playing—and 
all of my Qi Yu-related training started after that game. 

Jin Wantang’s reasoning process wasn’t rigorous, so there’s no need to 
repeat it here. I’ll only record what his conclusions were. 
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First, some people had hoped that Qi Yu was still alive, so they trained me 
to learn his handwriting. In essence, did these people want to believe that 
Qi Yu was me? 

But I was a child, so even if the handwriting was the same, why would 
they push themselves to believe that Qi Yu was me? 

Unless it was possible that others might believe it. In other words, did 
many people think that Qi Yu might become a child? 

But why would anyone believe that a person could become a child? 

Considering the experiments they did at that time, I couldn’t discount the 
possibility that in addition to immortality, they might have desired to 
regain their youth. 

In other words, did they come up with a ridiculous plan at that time? 
Uncle Three might have lied to others by saying that Qi Yu had taken too 
much medicine and rejuvenated himself. Since he couldn’t reveal the fact 
that he had lied, he began to secretly train me to have traces of Qi Yu’s 
characteristics so as to make others think that I might be a childlike Qi Yu. 

Fatty looked at me and said, “Mr. Naïve, I can’t believe you’re Edogawa 
Conan. You look like a child, but you’re actually a famous detective on 
Gushan Road.”(1)  

I thought this statement was pretty funny, but it seemed to be possible. 
“In this case, Qi Yu should have died,” I said to Jin Wantang. “Why would 
Xiao Hua look for him?” 

“The key question is: where did Qi Yu really go? Xiao Hua definitely 
wasn’t looking for you, the person acting as a scapegoat. What he was 
looking for was the real Qi Yu. So does this mean that Master Hua 
believed that Qi Yu wasn’t actually dead?” 

What does that mean?  

 
(1) The main character in Detective Conan is Kudo Shinichi. He gets turned into a child after ingesting some 
lethal poison, so he adopts the pseudonym Edogawa Conan to hide from those who poisoned him. (Fun fact, 
family names traditionally come first in Japanese so I just stuck with it here). Gushan Road is in Hangzhou 
where Wu Xie lived/lives. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Kudo
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I couldn’t seem to find any logic to it, but Jin Wantang continued talking, 
“I don’t know if Master Hua finally found the answer in the end, but there 
is a problem that we can think about.” 

He coughed a few times, leaving some traces of blood on his mouth that 
gave me a bad feeling. 

He didn’t seem to notice and just kept talking, “Did those individuals your 
Uncle Three wanted to lie to actually believe in this?” 

“Only a fool would believe it,” Fatty said. 

I didn’t think so. First of all, there was a period of time when I had 
wondered why I had some strange memories and why my handwriting 
was the same as that of my predecessor. If this kind of thing wasn’t 
directly explained by the person involved, then all the secrecy was 
actually quite scary and convincing. 

This matter had always existed in Jin Wantang’s heart, but it was only 
recently that a man came to him and told him that he was very good at 
Qimen Dunjia. As that man had stood in Jin Wantang’s shop at the time, 
Jin Wantang felt that his posture was very familiar. 
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Chapter 25 Future Self 

There was no doubt that Jin Wantang believed this person to be Qi Yu. 
Moreover, this person was similar in age to my Uncle Two, it was just that 
there was a lack of information regarding Qi Yu’s appearance, so it wasn’t 
easy to determine right away. 

Jin Wantang didn’t have time to immediately report this matter to Xiao 
Hua because this Qi Yu—we’ll call him Qi Yu for the time being even 
though the name he gave Jin Wantang was Xia Wen—had brought several 
grave goods with him that all had amazing origins. Jin Wantang was 
shocked to find that among these grave goods were two bronze swords 
that were of very high quality. 

This Xia Wen told him that he was a master of Qimen Dunjia and he had 
done a prediction for himself using the Qimen Dunjia board to see what 
he was going to do in his later years. But the board had suddenly told him 
to come to Jin Wantang. 

He lived in Malaysia and didn’t have much contact with China, but the 
board gave him the feeling that something big was going to happen. As a 
result, he came here. But he himself didn’t have a clue, so he asked Jin 
Wantang for his thoughts on the matter. These bronze swords—both of 
which had been painted with lacquer—were just a meeting gift he gave to 
Jin Wantang. 

The man spoke very sincerely, and the two soon began to talk about 
Qimen Dunjia. After that, Jin Wantang asked Xia Wen to use his Qimen 
Dunjia board to figure out which of his goods was actually undervalued. 

Xia Wen used his board and picked out a few “Tianjuan Tongbao” folded 
two regular script coins from the Jin Dynasty.(1) Out of a pile of ancient 
rotten coins, he managed to pick out seven that were worth more than 

 
(1) Tianjuan Tongbao can mean “treasures of heaven”. Regular script is a Chinese calligraphic style. The bronze 
coins might look like this: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_script
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two million yuan. If it weren’t for that, Jin Wantang would have directly 
sold the sack to the insects at Panjiayuan Antique Market for fifty-six 
yuan a catty. 

Needless to say, Jin Wantang was completely impressed. After Xia Wen 
left, Jin Wantang thought about the other man’s posture and fell into a 
huge ideological struggle as he looked at those Jin Dynasty coins. 

First, he knew that when it came to the Qi Yu incident, the water on the 
other end was extremely deep. Second, determining whether someone 
was a specific person by their posture was a very subtle process. Jin 
Wantang looked at the ancient coins, his mentality obviously affected. 
The more he recalled it, the more he felt that there were some 
differences in Xia Wen’s posture. He thought that he should get a good, 
nonarbitrary look tomorrow. Otherwise, he’d miss the God of Wealth. 

The next day, he took Xia Wen to Panjiayuan. According to the Qimen 
Dunjia board’s calculation, Xia Wen found an ivory Buddha in a pile of 
fake ivory products in the northeast corner. Although it wasn’t very 
valuable, it wasn’t easy to buy this kind of product in Panjiayuan now. 

At this time, Jin Wantang also knew that there were some things that 
couldn’t be calculated using Qimen Dunjia. Somehow, whether 
intentionally or unintentionally, the two of them started talking about 
past lives. 

Xia Wen was having a drink with Jin Wantang that evening and ended up 
talking about it. Despite his ancestors’ dissuasion, he used his Qimen 
Dunjia board to look at his past life and was surprised to find that he 
might have been a particularly famous feng shui master during the Ming 
Dynasty. 

He didn’t believe it at first, so he began to investigate. And the more he 
looked into it, the more accurate he felt it was. Moreover, he suddenly 
realized that this past version of himself wasn’t ordinary and seemed to 
have done their own calculation, which stated that a day would come 
when his reincarnation would connect with his past life. 
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At that time, Xia Wen had believed there wouldn’t be an answer at all 
and the board would just be stuck. 

If that were to happen, he was ready to just forget all about it. But if his 
past life knew that he would be reincarnated, did that person leave any 
information for his future self? 

As it turned out, the result wasn’t a stuck board but an extremely 
accurate direction. 

Xia Wen followed the direction of the board all the way to a large 
mountain tomb in Jilin. There he found an empty tomb with nothing 
inside of it. It had been robbed as early as the Ming Dynasty, but during 
that time, someone had left a long passage on the curtain wall of the 
tomb chamber. 

“If my future self comes here, then you should be familiar with Qimen. I 
have reached the end of my years, yet my long-cherished wish has not 
been fulfilled. There are treasures and money seventeen feet 
underground, which I have left for my future self. Among these items is a 
gold board on which my eternal plan has been engraved.” 

In other words, his previous self knew that he would find this place after 
being reborn, so he left behind a lot of treasures and a plan. He then 
asked his future self to continue carrying out this plan after seeing it and 
to be sure to complete it. 

Xia Wen thought it was amazing and started digging down, eventually 
digging up a gold board. After hearing what the contents engraved on this 
gold board were, Jin Wantang felt cold all over and was so scared that he 
almost passed out. 
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Chapter 26 What Will You Say to Your 
Future Self? 

What kind of plan took two lifetimes to carry out? 

A chisel had been used to engrave the words that had been densely 
written on that gold board stroke by stroke. 

First of all, the person who left these things behind wasn’t certain that he 
would be reincarnated at all and even had doubts about the concept of a 
next life. As a result, he actually had more sophisticated and effective 
alternative methods to ensure that his plan was completed. 

This gift package for his future self was just a joke. But this person was 
proficient in arithmancy, so when he saw this result, he decided to make 
some preparations. 

This whole matter came about because he experienced quite the 
adventure during the current dynasty and ended up learning a method as 
a result of it. 

His original intention, in modern terms, was that if you had an enemy 
powerful enough to be stronger than a country, then you needed enough 
time to win the final victory. 

And this kind of time was often much longer than a single lifetime. 

It was extremely difficult for human beings to do things when they 
couldn’t see the results. For example, if you needed several hundred 
years to complete something, you’d finally be able to see the results after 
a few thousand years. 

But there were countless possibilities that might crop up during those 
centuries that could ruin your plans. Under such circumstances, you’d 
have to rely on humans’ unchanging qualities as the cornerstone of all 
your plans. 

And the one quality that human beings had that would never change with 
the passage of time was their voracious greed. 
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This person had that kind of an enemy, who would take a very long time 
to defeat. So, he came up with a plan to fight against this enemy by taking 
advantage of human greed. When this gold board was discovered, maybe 
his plan would have already succeeded or maybe it was still progressing. 

But now that Xia Wen was here, it would take just one simple thing to tell 
you which step the plan was currently at. 

This thing was to spread a message to the world. 

And that message was about the world’s second most valuable tomb. 

If there was no response to this message being spread, then it meant that 
the world’s second most valuable tomb had already appeared and his 
plan had been completely successful. 

If the world’s second most valuable tomb hadn’t appeared, then his plan 
was still in progress. 

Jin Wantang knew my story, so when he heard this, he felt his blood run 
cold. This was because, in my story, it was all over. 

Xia Wen was obviously implying that he was Wang Zanghai’s future self. 

The world’s second most valuable tomb had not appeared in my story, 
but according to Xia Wen, if this was the case, then it meant that Wang 
Zanghai’s plan had not come to fruition and things were still ongoing. 

When it comes to such an extremely complicated conspiracy, such a 
situation often means that the previous logic may have been completely 
wrong. 

The logic in the past may have just been superficial while the real logic 
was still incessantly going on in secret. 

I was so astonished when I heard this that the fear had me breaking out 
in a cold sweat. 

But my reasoning for why this matter had been concluded wasn’t some 
impetuous superficial thing that I had glossed over. I had spent more than 
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ten years working on it and had even exhausted my brain trying to come 
up with a solution. In fact, I was so rigorous that I even reviewed 
everything I had done not that long ago and firmly believed that I had 
won completely. This was because, at the end of that difficult and 
remarkable decade, there was a short period of time when I had gained 
the advantage. Once that happened, I didn’t leave any possibility for 
them to make a comeback. 

So, the only way I would believe it was if I was told that the battlefield I 
was facing wasn’t a frontal battlefield but just a part of countless 
skirmishes. If I didn’t even see all the mysteries, then I really couldn’t 
perceive all of Wang Zanghai’s magnificent work. 

But even so, I had won all the battles on my battlefield and wasn’t going 
to fight any others. I didn’t have the time or ability to face a struggle of 
that level again. 

I also didn’t believe that there would be more complicated conspiracies 
like that, so I just ignored those two or three sentences from Jin Wantang 
that tried to overthrow my past. 

I had experienced the real world, so at this stage, my experiences 
couldn’t be overthrown just like that. 

But there was just one problem during this whole incident that I was 
never able to solve—whether my Uncle Three was alive or dead. If he had 
died, then this whole affair should be closed. But if he didn’t die, then 
what exactly was he doing? This was a problem that had secretly plagued 
my heart for years. 

Did he have a reason for not reuniting with me? 

Jin Wantang wasn’t a fool either. After listening to Xia Wen’s words, he 
immediately realized that this story about a past life had to be a pretext 
since it was too fantastical and lacked details. This person must have used 
this story as a pretext for laying the groundwork for his clever scheme. 
What he really wanted to talk about was the world’s second most 
valuable tomb. 
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But this man dared to say that Wang Zanghai’s plan wasn’t finished, 
which wasn’t something that ordinary people would dare say. 

So what did this Qi Yu want to do? Why did Uncle Three start training me 
to act like Qi Yu after he made that deduction about Xisha? Who did 
Uncle Three want to lie to? Did he want them to think that Qi Yu wasn’t 
dead? Why did Qi Yu suddenly appear again and tell Jin Wantang about 
the world’s second most valuable tomb? 

After their talk, Jin Wantang couldn’t help himself and sent the news of Qi 
Yu’s appearance directly to Xiao Hua. Then, he asked Xia Wen directly in 
person, “Do you know a person named Qi Yu? You two have a very similar 
posture.” 

Instead of acting surprised, Xia Wen just said, “Ah, I know him. There’s a 
reason we have the same posture. In fact, he’s not a real person, just like 
me.” 

When Xia Wen said this, he glanced at Jin Wantang with a coy look in his 
eyes. As Jin Wantang broke out in a cold sweat, he suddenly felt that this 
Xia Wen was strange and abnormal. If he wasn’t a real person, then what 
was he? 
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Chapter 27 Human 

Seeing Jin Wantang’s face pale, Xia Wen immediately waved his hand and 
explained, “Don’t be afraid, don’t be afraid. Although I say I’m not a real 
person, I’m not some monster either.” 

The atmosphere had been relaxed as they talked about metaphysics the 
whole time, so when it got to this point, Jin Wantang should have found 
such words funny and ridiculous. But now, they actually sounded very 
real. And this Xia Wen didn’t seem like the joking type at all. 

“We’re different from you people,” he said to Jin Wantang, “so the way 
we walk looks somewhat peculiar.” 

“Then, if I may ask… are you an immortal?” Jin Wantang couldn’t 
understand what was going on. Maybe it was all just in his head, but 
when he looked into Xia Wen’s eyes, it almost seemed as if the other 
man’s pupils were getting smaller and smaller and the scleras were 
getting bigger and bigger. He immediately wanted to run away. 

These were clearly the eyes of some kind of animal. 

Xia Wen approached him at this time and said, “We are a kind of thing 
called “shigou diao”, but there’s really nothing special to it. People are 
normally born with seven souls, but sometimes there are those who are 
born without all seven. The second of these seven souls is called the 
shigou soul. I was born without this soul, so I can’t be classified as a 
human being.”(1)  

Jin Wantang froze for a moment and then breathed a sigh of relief. “If the 
seven souls are incomplete,” Xia Wen continued, “it inconveniences our 
movements and we can’t walk like normal people. We have to 
concentrate when we walk because the shigou soul is located in the ear, 
which contains organs that help us maintain our balance. The organs 

 
(1) Shigou diao can mean something like “dead dog hanging”, “hanged dead dog”, or “hanged dog corpse”. 
Take your pick. Shigou specifically means “dead dog” or “dog corpse”. According to Daoism, a person’s soul is 

comprised of seven mortal souls (known as po “魄”) and three immortal souls (known as hun “魂”). The seven 

mortal souls represent carnal life and desires while the three immortal souls represent spirit and intellect. 
According to this website here, the seven mortal souls are: stinking lung, remover of filth, flying poison, thief 
swallower, yin sparrow, hidden arrow, and dead dog. 

https://daoistgate.com/understanding-the-human-soul/
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themselves are fine, it’s just that they’re useless. As a result, we can only 
rely on our eyes to maintain our balance.” 

If you’re disabled, just come out and say that you’re disabled, Jin Wantang 
thought to himself. Why are you making up names? Why can’t you be 
counted as a human being just because you’re missing a piece of your 
soul? You look like an ordinary man, don’t you? 

But Xia Wen’s eyes that were looking at Jin Wantang really did seem to be 
different from how they looked during the day, which made Jin Wantang 
feel very uncomfortable. “Is there anything special about these ‘shigou 
diao’?” He asked Xia Wen. 

“They’re very different,” Xia Wen replied. “There’s an upper limit to 
learning anything, but we’re not human, so there’s no such thing. But I 
can’t tell you the specifics. You only need to know one thing: my body is 
lacking something, so I have to fill it with other things. As for what to fill it 
with, I absolutely can’t say.” 

When Jin Wantang looked at Xia Wen, he couldn’t help thinking that the 
other man looked more and more like an animal. But he calmed himself 
down and started to relax after seeing Xia Wen’s reaction, because he 
really felt that the other man wasn’t Qi Yu. 

But if he wasn’t Qi Yu, then he must be the God of Wealth. 

Just to be sure, Jin Wantang asked, “Then… is Qi Yu also one of these 
‘shigou diao’?” 

“He’s more than that. When he was born, he was lacking many things,” 
Xia Wen said. “When people like us die and get cremated, we can’t let 
other people watch. This is because the contents of our bodies are 
different from other people. If you see the skin burn away, something big 
will happen in the future. Moreover, if we have any children, only one of 
them will be like us.” 

Jin Wantang wanted to keep asking questions, but Xia Wen waved his 
hand and suddenly lost his temper, “Brother Jin, I think you don’t believe 
what I’ve said at all.” 
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Jin Wantang had already thrown caution to the wind at this point and 
said to him, “You suddenly appear, toss out all kinds of rhetoric, and then 
say you’re Wang Zanghai’s reincarnation. And to top it all off, you say 
you’re not human and that you have information on the world’s second 
most valuable tomb. You obviously have a purpose, so how can I believe 
you?” 

Xia Wen, who was feeling particularly aggrieved at this time, said to him, 
“I was sent here by fate; my motives are pure. I thought you would 
believe me, so I told you the truth, but I didn’t expect you to be so 
guarded. My family is rich beyond belief and has unique knowledge, so 
what good is it for me to lie to you? Since you don’t believe me, I’ll take 
my leave now.” 

With that said, Xia Wen turned and walked away. But the way his body 
moved was very strange. His body turned first while his head seemed to 
be half a beat behind. As a result, his head didn’t fully turn until his body 
was already facing the other way. 

But there was no way Jin Wantang would let him go. At this time, another 
God of Wealth popped into his head. He thought that since he couldn’t 
take advantage of this God of Wealth right in front of him, he definitely 
couldn’t lose out on Xie Yuhua’s financial offer. So, he quickly moved 
forward to stop him. “In fact, I don’t completely disbelieve you,” he said. 
“Can you wait and tell me your information on the gold board? I don’t 
want to lie to you. I also have something in my hand that’s related to your 
experience!”  
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Chapter 28 Shigou Diao 

As Jin Wantang spoke, his voice became quieter and quieter and some of 
the words that followed were intermittent. Then, he fell into a coma. 

Although his story was very confusing, the context was still very clear. 

From those intermittent words, I knew that he had delayed Xia Wen until 
Xiao Hua finally arrived. After Xiao Hua had a long talk with Xia Wen, he 
told Jin Wantang that this person wasn’t Qi Yu, but he did have some 
skills. 

When Xiao Hua said this, Jin Wantang fully believed what Xia Wen had 
told him earlier. After that, Xia Wen showed him a picture of the gold 
board that he had on his cell phone. 

It was definitely an old gold board that was very big, and the words on it 
were covered in patina. Jin Wantang had taken a look at it and knew right 
away that it was very likely genuine, which was something that rarely 
happened. 

I pulled Old Jin’s cell phone from his pocket and spent fifteen minutes 
trying to figure out what his password was—old-school people were very 
practical, so it was probably the same as his Wi-Fi password. Once that 
was done, I opened his photo album and started looking through the 
photos. 

The album was full of all kinds of unsightly photos of him and young girls. 
I frowned and continued scrolling as Fatty looked on in amazement. He 
felt that Old Jin looked like a weasel, so why did so many young girls seem 
to like him? 

I quickly scrolled to the photo of the gold board. At this time, Old Jin had 
fallen into a coma, but his vitals were relatively stable. I figured that he 
had talked too much after losing all that blood. 

In my opinion, the gold board in the photo appeared to be a genuine 
article, but I could tell at a glance that it wasn’t an engraving done by 
Wang Zanghai. This was because Wang Zanghai’s works were very 
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gorgeous, which gave off the feeling that he was so talented, he had to 
leave his own style everywhere. 

But this gold board was extremely pragmatic, so based on my 
understanding of everything and the place where the gold board was 
discovered, I could probably guess this thing’s origin. It belonged to the 
Zhang family. They probably used the old gold board to engrave some 
copied text onto it a long time ago, almost like some kind of experiment. 
The era this text belonged to should be later than the Ming Dynasty, so it 
was probably engraved at the end of the Ming Dynasty and the beginning 
of the Qing Dynasty. Truthfully, it was hard to tell just by looking at a 
photo, so I was using logic to make my speculations. 

If it was before, I would definitely have reservations about my own 
guesses, but now I usually regarded these initial theories as facts, because 
I was very familiar with the various forces involved. 

They might have been testing how the text engraved on gold corroded 
over time in order to determine the extent of the impact of Wang 
Zanghai’s plan on future generations. 

There was probably more than one such gold board out there because 
the water and soil in the north, west, and south of China were all 
different. This in turn meant that there were probably similar 
experimental tombs everywhere. 

Since the tomb was fake, what Xia Wen had said should also be false. But 
why did Xiao Hua come to such a conclusion and then tell it to Jin 
Wantang? 

I fell deep into thought. 

There was a detail on the gold board that had me very worried—it didn’t 
mention the world’s second most valuable tomb. This text used very 
vague expressions, but insiders could guess what it was referring to with 
only a single glance. 

I tried to put myself in the shoes of the Zhang family member who made 
this gold board back then. Did he engrave the information casually, or did 
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the information represent some of his thoughts? It seemed like he was 
hoping this gold board would influence insiders, so he had a specific 
purpose for carving these words. 

In this way, a very simple inference could be made. If you knew that 
Wang Zanghai had laid mines for you in ancient tombs all over the 
country and it was very difficult for you to find them, what else could you 
do? 

If it were me, I’d bury fake mines in even more ancient tombs and then 
lure grave robbers to a tomb that destroyed households. In this way, a 
legend would appear in the business that whoever found some special 
clues in ancient tombs and actually believed in them would disappear 
from this world. 

By doing this, everyone would be afraid of any special clues they found in 
ancient tombs and Wang Zanghai’s plan would ultimately fail. 

This gold board probably also played such a role, but they obviously had 
to ensure that this tomb which destroyed households could be entered, 
but those who did could never find a way out. 

So, it really wasn’t surprising that this was the Zhang family’s restricted 
area. But was this restricted area used as a trap by the Zhang family? 

Couldn’t Xiao Hua have inferred this? His thoughts ran so deep that I 
could never seem to touch them, so was there something in his past that 
prompted him to come here? 

I looked at the darkness around me, feeling more and more confused. 

Xia Wen must have later deceived Jin Wantang into searching for his past 
life, which was when they dug up Guotang Feng’s corpse. Jin Wantang 
realized that he was starting to touch upon the world’s second most 
valuable tomb, so he organized all the good players in the business to go 
to this trap. 

Truthfully, Jin Wantang was an extremely difficult person to deceive, but 
when it came to this matter, it was just like he had been ensnared by the 
devil. In the end, he completely fell for Xia Wen’s scheme. 
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This actually didn’t surprise me at all, because when I heard the words 
“shigou diao”, I was pretty sure that Xia Wen was a liar and he was very 
patiently brainwashing Jin Wantang. 

This was because there was a very detailed record of shigou diao in my 
grandfather’s notes. It was an evil cult among grave robbers. Their so-
called “seven souls lacking one soul” was essentially an excuse for them 
to eat human flesh. 

They said they ate human flesh to make up for the soul they were lacking, 
but in fact, it was to prevent them from disturbing the dead when they 
went into tombs. 

The so-called “heavy corpse qi” referred to such a person. 

In fact, I believed that my grandfather once joined this cult; otherwise, his 
record of Shigou Diao wouldn’t be so accurate and detailed. Plus, my 
whole family wouldn’t have heard him mention that he frequently ate 
corpse flesh since childhood. 

Eating the flesh of ancient corpses could cause joint diseases and affect 
the way you walked. 

So, this Xia Wen’s purpose was to take advantage of the Zhang family’s 
trap and either kill all the experts in the business or kill the three of us. 

Those in Shigou Diao were very good at brainwashing people, especially 
when it came to those in our line of work. They were able to wrap these 
people around their fingers. 

Of course, this cult had long since disappeared and lacked organization. 

In Grandpa’s notes, that was an extremely dark period in his life and it 
was difficult to have the courage to write it down. 
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Chapter 29 Doll 

Fatty checked to see if Jin Wantang was still breathing and then asked 
me, “Didn’t you say you were lured here? What’s the connection 
between this Xia Wen and the dragon vein?” 

I didn’t know, but now that we had already fallen this far into the trap, 
there was no way to go out and check it. 

That young man was still far away from us, the building behind him like a 
beacon tower on the Great Wall of China. It seemed to be a checkpoint of 
some sort, but I didn’t know what for. 

Although we had successfully rescued Jin Wantang, we were still at an 
impasse. We had to move on, but now it seemed unlikely that we could. 
At present, I could infer the following outcome: Jin Wantang would die of 
infection and we’d receive the heavenly gift again after we left this area 
in search of food. 

By the time the three of us regained consciousness again, I wouldn’t 
know how much time had passed. 

In fact, there might be a way to try to move forward. Like a snail, we 
could move this whole area by shifting the shrine and corpses bit by bit so 
that the conditions here remained unchanged. 

But there were only three of us, so the traveling speed would be very 
slow and these corpses were already very fragile and easily damaged. 

There must be a way, I thought to myself. 

We settled down to rest for a bit, so I leaned up against a stone to 
meditate. Among the things Jin Wantang had mentioned, I always felt 
that there was a secret he wanted to say, but he stopped himself. He had 
said so much but he didn’t dare talk about the most crucial step. 

In this context, he told me that Uncle Three took me to a fake Xisha tomb 
when I was a child and asked me to play Qi Yu. 
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But when I thought about it, this kind of incident wasn’t logical at all. 
What kind of performance could I put on at such a young age? Moreover, 
Uncle Three had so many friends, so couldn’t he find someone else to fill 
that role? 

The only way it made sense was if I had to be the one to act. 

I didn’t have any memory of this incident, but I assumed that what Jin 
Wantang said was true because he really didn’t have to mention it at all. 

He must’ve had a momentary flare-up of kindness if he was willing to talk 
about it. 

If this were true, there must’ve been something meaningful about me 
playing as Qi Yu. Yet for some reason, I didn’t have any memory of it? 

Was it possible that at that time, I entered a situation similar to when I 
was under the influence of the heavenly gift? In other words, was I 
possessed by Qi Yu at the time? 

But I was certain that it had happened in a very short period of time and I 
soon returned to normal. 

Because if I wasn’t the original me, then that meant that I wasn’t the only 
one God wanted to bestow the heavenly gift upon. This seemed to 
indicate that it was a huge system. For so many years, it had to bestow 
the heavenly gift upon so many people to keep me in the dark. But if its 
power was so great, then why did it need the Zhang family? All it had to 
do was change the memories of anyone from “The Hundred Family 
Surnames”.(1)  

The original me could be recognized as long as there were enough people 
in the address book. 

 
(1) “The Hundred Family Surnames” is an official record of the common Chinese surnames and prefectures of all 
the noble families. It lists 438 surnames. Each noble family had the names, official positions, and blood 

relations of its members listed in detail. According to that Wikepedia article, Zhang (张) and Wu (吳) are in 

there. Sidenote from Tiffany: Wu Xie was thinking about the possibility of his memory being altered, but if it 
was so powerful, it could just change anyone’s memories, and they didn’t necessarily have to be someone 
from the Zhang family. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hundred_Family_Surnames
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As soon I thought this, I shook my head. No, this wasn’t right either. It 
was only at this time that I discovered that ordinary people could be 
heavenly gifted. This must be a very special situation that couldn’t 
happen outside the grassland. Based on our present situation, it should 
happen in the area where the dragon vein was located. 

At this time, I thought of another possibility—think about it in reverse. 

I had no memory of that incident, so maybe I didn’t actually go there. But 
Uncle Three was seen with a child, so maybe he lied and said that it was 
me. 

But who was that child? 

As I thought through the above analysis, I immediately broke out in a cold 
sweat. 

Fuck, is that kid really Qi Yu? 

At this time, I suddenly remembered a distant memory. When I was very 
young, I saw a strange doll in Uncle Three’s room. The doll could move 
and its head looked absolutely terrifying, just like a monster. I was so 
scared that I started crying, but Uncle Three said that it was just a prank 
to scare me. 

Later, I never saw that thing again, so I just assumed that it was lost. 

The memory was very vague, but I remember telling my mother with 
certainty that the doll’s eyes could move. 
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Chapter 30 Feathered Ghost Doll 

It was so scary that I couldn’t help but shiver. I rubbed my face and then 
tried to recall the situation at that time. 

My memory was too vague since I was so young, but I did remember 
feeling wronged at the time. I definitely remembered that the doll was 
moving, but my family insisted that I was wrong. But at that age, I forgot 
all about it after taking a nap. 

Don’t tell me…was that doll what happened to Qi Yu in Xisha? Did he also 
take the pill but suffer some side effects? 

Did he become a small monster that was dressed like a doll and living in 
Uncle Three’s room? 

The more I thought about it, the more terrible things started to come to 
mind. I remembered that there had been a bulging sackcloth outside my 
study that was very strange. It appeared for a while and then disappeared 
for a while, but when it was there, it had been just outside the window, 
facing my desk. 

At that time, I always felt that this sackcloth was very strange. When I was 
doing my homework at the desk that was placed against the window, this 
sackcloth would be right outside the window. There were even times 
when I would smell a strange scent. 

I also remembered that because there were lights in the corridor outside, 
I could see the sackcloth’s shadow on my window when I went to sleep at 
night. I always felt that there was something inside that bulging sackcloth. 

Maybe my intuition was correct and Qi Yu was in that sackcloth? 

I couldn’t remember whether I was in middle school, high school, or just 
elementary school at the time, but what was he doing outside my 
window? 

Fatty looked at my pale face and asked me what was wrong, so I told him 
my thoughts. 
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“You should probably draw a picture of it,” Fatty said. “You remember it 
now, but you probably won’t when you fall asleep. These kinds of 
memories are very fragile.” 

I took out my notebook and began to doodle on it. My memory was 
extremely abstract, so when I drew the picture, I found that I had drawn a 
strange thing. 

The doll had been terrifying, but once I drew it, I realized that I had also 
drawn a morin khuur behind him. 

I couldn’t figure out what had happened. Was I confusing what I saw 
earlier with what I saw in the past? Or, when I saw the doll in the past, 
was there actually a morin khuur behind it? 

I immediately closed my notebook and looked at where the young man 
was. The light was still there. 

Fatty was baffled by my behavior, “What’s wrong with you?” 

I shook my head and took a deep breath right as Poker-Face looked back 
at me. “I think I’m going crazy,” I said to them. 

I couldn’t think about it anymore, so I stood up, took out my binoculars, 
and looked at the young man over there. 

I adjusted the focus to the max, but all I could see was the vague outline 
of a person. Fatty became more and more confused, but I just carefully 
looked at the young man to see if there was anything about him that 
looked like that doll. 

As I looked, however, I suddenly found that the young man sitting there 
seemed a bit strange. It was like his body had actually shriveled up. 

Only a dead man would sit like that. 

Dead? Did my shot just now actually hit an artery in his brain? 

I wiped my eyes and kept looking. Indeed, this seemed to be the case. 
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At this time, I suddenly heard Fatty shout, “Tang Tang, what’s that thing 
on you?!” 

I immediately turned my head and saw a very small figure slip off of Jin 
Wantang’s body. 

Blood was pouring out of Jin Wantang’s neck, but when I went up and 
pressed on it to stop the flow, I knew right away that the artery had been 
cut. 

As the shadow instantly entered the gap in the stone behind us, a strange 
feeling flooded my body. “Little Brother! The statue!” I shouted to Poker-
Face. 

I thought it was going to steal the statue, but that was impossible. If the 
statue could be stolen, this checkpoint would’ve been destroyed long 
ago. Sure enough, the little black shadow sounded like it was crawling in 
the opposite direction. Poker-Face didn’t move and just listened to the 
direction it was moving in the gap. 

It was a very small shadow—just like a doll—so the sounds it made were 
also very quiet. 

Fatty came over to help me press down on Jin Wantang’s artery, but the 
blood couldn’t be stopped. 

I looked at the gap in the nearby stone, then at the youth in the distance, 
and then at the black sky above. I entered a kind of possessed state as a 
series of thoughts suddenly flashed through my head. 

Strange posture? 

Was it possible that Xia Wen was just an empty shell and someone was 
hiding in that empty shell? If so, that would explain why his movements 
and posture were so strange. 

Was that young man also an empty shell? He was sitting there like he 
was. 

But what was that little black shadow? 
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“I’ve been thinking in leaps and bounds,” I said to the black stone above, 
“and I suddenly recalled a memory from a long time ago. I’ve had a 
sudden flash of inspiration. Do you have something to do with this?” 

You can’t do anything about the heavenly gift, so you’re giving me a hint? 
You’re in my head, giving me inspiration? What do you want me to know? 

“Qi Yu!” I shouted at the stone crack. “Come out!” 

At this time, a deformed face faintly poked its head out of the gap in the 
stone in front of me. It looked just like a strange doll and it was giving me 
a vicious glare. 

I took a deep breath. That was definitely the thing I saw when I was a 
child. 

This couldn’t be a coincidence; there was no way I would remember such 
a thing by accident. This was something the force here reminded me of. 

But why? 

“Tang Tang’s dying!” Fatty shouted. 

I glanced at Poker-Face, who had already come up beside Jin Wantang 
and was also pressing down on the artery. 

The little doll disappeared from the shadows. It wanted to kill Jin 
Wantang, and it would stop at nothing to do it. 
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Chapter 31 Goodbye 

I rushed to check on Jin Wantang’s condition. 

Poker-Face and Fatty had blood all over their hands, and as I looked at 
the amount of blood, I knew right away that it was over. 

Even if we were in the ICU, they may not be able to save him. 

Jin Wantang looked at me with his eyes wide open, completely 
speechless. 

My mind was spinning fast as I wondered if there was any way to boost 
morale, any glimmer of hope. But no, there wasn’t. 

At this time, Jin Wantang smiled, grabbed Fatty, and pointed to his 
crotch. 

“Tang Tang!” Fatty cried. “This isn’t the time for any of your 
shenanigans!” 

Jin Wantang reached into his crotch himself, pulled out a string of 
Buddhist prayer beads, and then handed them to me. 

As I took the prayer beads, I noticed that they were very expensive, 
probably valued at more than three hundred thousand yuan. Jin Wantang 
must’ve usually worn them, but after being tied up, he secretly tucked 
them into his crotch to hide them. 

I knew he wasn’t giving me an inheritance. 

“Little Master Three, send me off.” The light in Jin Wantang’s eyes was 
fading. He knew that I had studied this kind of thing in Tibet, and we even 
used to joke that when any of us were about to depart this world, I could 
use this to collect the last fee. 

I took his hand and began to chant a Buddhist scripture. 

I had learned a lot of scriptures when I was in Tibet, including some that 
were used when someone was on their deathbed. I was completely 
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focused as I chanted, watching as the light in his eyes slowly dimmed and 
then completely disappeared. 

He kept whispering these words, “I am not content.” 

After three minutes, he completely lost consciousness, and I knew that in 
another three or four minutes, he would be brain dead. But in those few 
seconds, he suddenly came to his senses, sat up, and then gave the shrine 
a fierce look. 

Jin Wantang’s revival only lasted a few seconds, but his expression was 
extremely confused during that time. Based on the way he was looking at 
the shrine, he seemed to notice something appear in the direction of the 
shrine. 

Eventually, he lay back down and soon stopped breathing altogether. 

I ignored his strange behavior and just kept chanting the scripture before 
letting go. Fatty’s face was ashen as he wiped the blood off of his hands 
and lit himself a cigarette. 

I glanced at Poker-Face. He neatly arranged Jin Wantang’s hands and feet 
and then closed his eyes. 

At this time, I began to smell the pungent scent of blood hanging in the 
air. Poker-Face looked back at the gap in the stone below and said, 
“Retreat to the edge of the shrine.” 

The three of us dragged Jin Wantang’s body to the edge of the shrine and 
then Poker-Face squatted down to look at the gap with his flashlight. 
Fatty finally spoke up at this time, “Little Brother couldn’t even hear this 
person coming, which means that this person is very powerful.” 

“It’s not a person.” When I said this, Poker-Face nodded and then 
continued looking into the gap. 

At this time, he suddenly made a series of strange noises that were 
similar to the sounds bugs made. The sound penetrated deep into the gap 
and resonated within. 
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After doing this a few more times, we heard a response come from deep 
within the gap. 

Gegegegegege. 

Fatty rolled over and sat up but Poker-Face raised his hand in a silent 
gesture for him not to move. 

He was testing to see whether there was a corpse-eater king inside the 
bodies. 

The response came a few more times and then slowly faded away. 

“Stay within three feet of me,” he said. “This thing is very powerful.” 

As Fatty and I exchanged a glance, I couldn’t help wondering if this was 
what Qi Yu was. Poker-Face looked at me and said, “It’s very similar to 
me.” 

I looked at him and suddenly realized what he meant. 

Qi Yu had the characteristics of someone who had undergone too many 
experiments back then. Did he withstand all those experiments only to 
fail right before achieving success? So, although he had become a 
monster, he was very similar to Poker-Face. 

“But this thing’s still not as good as you, right?” I asked. 

Poker-Face looked at the gap and stopped answering me, but I noticed 
that his expression had a kind of gravity to it that I hadn’t seen for a long 
time. “Don’t worry,” Fatty said from the side. “At most, this little monster 
can be regarded as an original knock-off while Little Brother is the 
platinum name brand.” 

I went over to keep watch with Poker-Face, but he immediately shook his 
head and told me to rest. 

I leaned back against a stone and looked at him. I didn’t know what he 
was looking at, but he seemed very concerned about the gap. 
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I still couldn’t seem to come to terms with the fact that Jin Wantang was 
really gone. There were many people in our lives whom we couldn’t really 
determine just how important they were to us, but they were like 
landmarks in our lives, ones that had huge significance. When they left, it 
felt like you had lost a huge piece of your life. 

I glanced at Old Jin’s corpse and said to him, “You go find the way first. 
You know I’ll always come in the end.” 

Fatty also looked over at him, the corners of his lips curling up a bit. He 
communicated with Jin Wantang more than I did, so I figured he was 
feeling a little uncomfortable right now. 

At this time, Poker-Face suddenly raised his hand. 

We all straightened up and held our breath. 

We couldn’t hear anything, but Poker-Face obviously heard something 
that required him to focus all of his attention. He looked at the gap and 
pointed to the gun beside him. 

Fatty and I both grabbed our guns in unison, Fatty settling himself into a 
standard wide stance while holding the gun level with both hands. This 
was a posture used when you were preparing to shoot for more than a 
minute. 
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Chapter 32 Take A Risk Out of Desperation 

Without any hesitation, Poker-Face suddenly dropped his hand and 
instructed us to shoot. Fatty and I fired at the same time, quickly 
emptying two magazines. 

A tongue of flame spewed out of each muzzle as we shot into the gap. If 
there was something in there, it definitely would’ve been hit. 

When we were in the middle of reloading, Poker-Face raised his hand 
again. As a result, we didn’t continue shooting after we reloaded but just 
stayed on the alert. He looked into the gap and stood at a stalemate for a 
long time before he suddenly heard something else and jumped onto a 
tall rock. 

Fatty and I also climbed up and saw a small figure crawling out of a stone 
crevice in the distance. It had obviously been shot but was moving very 
quickly to the place where the young man looked like he was meditating. 

Fatty lifted his head and shot at it again. He definitely hit it, but that thing 
stood up and went behind a big rock until it was out of sight. 

“As long as it’s a living thing, it definitely won’t live for long,” Fatty said. 

That thing definitely wasn’t a living thing considering how it didn’t slow 
down even though it had obviously been hit, but I didn’t know what it 
was. 

One thing I did know, however, was that it was very vengeful. If we hit it, 
it would definitely cause trouble for us, just like how it was so persistent 
in killing Jin Wantang. 

When I was in Hainan before, I clashed with a monkey on Monkey Island. 
I still remember the look in that monkey’s eyes. After that, it followed me 
the whole time and suddenly attacked me when I wasn’t looking. Later, I 
got angry and chased it for four hours with a stick, but I ended up getting 
lectured by the security guards. 
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I turned to Fatty and Poker-Face and said, “I’ve noticed a little problem 
here. To be honest, I originally couldn’t remember Qi Yu at all since it was 
so long ago, but I suddenly remembered just now and then this Qi Yu 
suddenly appeared. I think the stones here are warning me of 
something.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“The stones know that Qi Yu is here, hiding somewhere close by, so they 
warned me. If I had realized it earlier, Jin Wantang wouldn’t have died,” I 
explained to them. “It can’t give us the heavenly gift so it’s giving me 
inspiration.” 

Fatty looked at the surrounding rocks and squinted at me. “You mean to 
say that these stones are warning you? But wait, aren’t these stones 
supposed to be the villain here?” 

I was puzzled. Indeed, this was all very confusing. 

I had always thought that the heavenly gift was very evil, but if the stones 
here were warning me of the impending disaster, was my understanding 
of the heavenly gift too one-sided? Maybe there was actually a good side 
to this heavenly gift? 

I looked at the sky and thought to myself, if there’s anything else you 
want to warn me about, now is the time to tell me. Any other insights? 
How about what the hell is going on here? Just give me a hint! 

After thinking about it, I said to Fatty, “We’re trapped here and Jin 
Wantang wasn’t saved. There’s still some food, but we can’t wait around 
here and only take action once the food runs out. If we want to take 
action, we have to do it now.” 

I picked up the rope from where it was laying off to one side. When Fatty 
asked me what I was doing, I said to him, “Little Brother can’t receive any 
more heavenly gifts, so I have no choice but to take some risks. If these 
stones are really trying to warn me of something, then I want to go to the 
edge of this area where the signal is strong. I want to see if there can be 
more exchanges or maybe we can negotiate.” 
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Since the light barely reached the edge of the area, it looked very hazy 
over there. I would have to walk forward very slowly so that the two of 
them could pull me back quickly if I carelessly went too far. 

Poker-Face looked at me, “The heavenly gift did not warn you.” 

“But the inspiration just now was so sudden.” 

I had suddenly remembered Qi Yu and then that thing appeared. 
Moreover, the whole process was very jumpy as my mind leaped from 
one thought to another. If it weren’t for something guiding me, I 
would’ve never connected the doll from that time to Qi Yu. 

“Mr. Naïve, don’t mistakenly place your bets on the enemy,” Fatty said. 
“If Little Brother said no, then that’s that. If you want to talk about 
inspiration, then I had a flash of inspiration just now. Maybe the thing 
inspiring you was this stone here?” 

“Which stone?” 

“It’s this stone here.” He pointed to the shrine and continued, “Maybe 
this thing was warning you. After all, it’s protecting us, so it should be 
decent.” 

I looked at the shrine and walked over to it. 

When Jin Wantang was dying just now, didn’t it seem like he saw 
something in this direction? I thought about it and realized that it had 
been a long time since I had used my peripheral vision to look at things. 
So, I turned my head and looked at the bronze piece out of the corner of 
my eye. 
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Chapter 33 Radiation Range 

I didn’t know whether this idea of looking at things out of the corner of 
my eye was also inspiration given to me by someone else, but when I 
looked, I didn’t see anything in the shrine. I did, however, notice that 
something was wrong with the area around us. 

I stood up and used my peripheral vision to scan our surroundings, finding 
that a lot of dark, black things had vaguely gathered in the darkness 
around us. I couldn’t see the edges of these black things with my 
peripheral vision, but I could sense their existence. In fact, the densest 
cluster of them was in the direction of Jin Wantang’s body. 

In the darkness, something seemed to be coveting his corpse. 

I remembered that strange idea I had before where I felt as if the people 
who died in this place couldn’t leave, even as souls. 

But I could see that these black things surrounded us very neatly, with the 
bronze piece clearly in the center of their encirclement. 

When I picked up the bronze piece and took a few steps forward, I found 
that the black things over there also retreated a few steps back. 

As I walked left and right, I became almost certain that this bronze piece 
had the power to disperse these black things and keep a ten-meter-wide 
buffer around it. 

But this power seemed to diminish the farther the bronze piece moved 
away from the corpses on one side. 

In other words, when I moved the bronze to one side of the area where 
the corpses were, the power it held on the other side weakened. These 
corpses were like amplifiers. 

Once I told the other two what I had discovered, the three of us 
approached each other and tried to leave while carrying the bronze piece. 
But as it turned out, its powers became weaker and weaker, and I found 
that it weighed almost nothing when I moved it. It was only when Poker-
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Face held the bronze piece that the dispelling force worked a little bit, but 
the area was only a little more than two meters wide. 

In other words, the radiation range of this stone may be as wide as ten 
meters so long as it remained in the center of this geometric area that the 
corpses had formed. But if we held onto it, the range would be reduced 
to about two meters. 

“What the hell are those black things you’re seeing?” Fatty asked me. 

I shook my head. I didn’t know, but they were definitely real. I just wasn’t 
sure if they were a physical manifestation of the heavenly gift. 

Or maybe they were all just an illusion. After all, we had been under a lot 
of pressure in such a dark environment for too long. 

The three of us were silent as we looked at the darkness hovering on the 
periphery. At present, we couldn’t move forward or backward, so I knew 
in my heart that there was only one choice now. 

“Let me try it,” I said again. 

“Why don’t I try it?” Fatty argued. 

“You’re too heavy. If you receive the heavenly gift and Little Brother 
knocks you out, I won’t be able to drag you back.” 

Poker-Face was an even worse option, so that left only me. 

I looked at the bronze piece. I didn’t know if it gave me that burst of 
inspiration just now, but if it really was warning me, then I figured it 
might be trying to save us. 

If it didn’t give me that burst of inspiration, however, then that meant 
that the heavenly gift gave it to me. And if that were true, then maybe 
there really was something good about the heavenly gift. Either way, it 
wouldn’t hurt to test it out. 

“Mr. Naïve,” Fatty said to me, “this is actually the only way. If this method 
doesn’t work, we’ll just have to go out and automatically receive the 
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heavenly gift. When that happens, all we can do is hope that we’ll break 
free again in the future. In short, we can’t starve to death here, so it’s 
better to have the three of us go together.” 

In this case, the three of us may become strangers who will never know 
each other again in this lifetime. 

I normally wouldn’t agree based on our previous experience—I figured 
that three people meant that there were at least three opportunities, 
which shouldn’t be used all at once—but when Fatty said this, I quickly 
nodded in agreement. 

This was because I had found a bug—if I moved the bronze piece away, 
the two of them would be screwed. So, this so-called “experiment” only 
meant that my thoughts were a little confused under such extreme 
anxiety. 

As the three of us packed our things, Fatty glanced at Jin Wantang and 
then put the corpse on his back. 

I felt that something here was interested in his corpse, so we should take 
it with us. 

“Old Jin, let’s keep going,” Fatty said. “Be sure not to start smelling too 
quickly.” 

The three of us looked at each other again. I gave the bronze piece to 
Poker-Face and then we huddled together and began walking out of the 
area. 

I was using my peripheral vision to keep a lookout as we left without any 
hesitation or sentimentality. I immediately felt the darkness around me 
closing in only one meter away. 

One step, two steps, three steps…. 

We had gone about sixty or seventy meters, but it was like our flashlight 
beams were tightly compressed as they tried to illuminate the area in 
front of us. There was a black fog all around us, but we hadn’t received 
the heavenly gift yet. At least, I didn’t think so. 
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But many details around me began to disappear, and I slowly felt as if the 
three of us were walking in a pure black one-dimensional world. 
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Chapter 34 Denser Darkness 

I didn’t know how long I had been walking before Fatty asked me softly, 
“Mr. Naïve, how do you feel?” 

Numbed by the darkness, I said to him, “I feel like we’re walking in a black 
hole. How do you feel?” 

“I feel like a sperm that’s heading towards a deep and mysterious 
destination,” Fatty said. 

I found it a bit funny. This metaphor wasn’t considered obscene in today’s 
society, but Fatty’s tone definitely made it sound obscene. 

While talking, we arrived at the place where Jin Wantang had been 
crushed by the rocks. We found his backpack there, which contained a lot 
of food, so Fatty took all of it and patted Old Jin on the shoulder to 
express his gratitude. I felt a twinge of sadness in my heart when I 
thought of Old Jin lying here before. He must have been quite desperate 
since the possibility of being rescued was very low, but at least he was 
saved in the end. 

Even though things had turned out like this. 

Poker-Face was very careful as we stopped to reorganize our equipment, 
making sure that the little monster wasn’t nearby before moving on. 

I was already well aware of the fact that our food wasn’t enough to 
survive here and that the journey would be extremely difficult, but we 
would surely die if we tried to go back now. I knew I had to think of a way 
to replenish our food stores before they ran out. I at least didn’t have to 
worry about water, but there probably wouldn’t be any food here at all. 

By this time, the light that had been shining from the place where the 
young man had been sitting was extinguished and the only light sources 
were our flashlights. Even though they were illuminating the path in front 
of us, it was still extremely dark all around. 
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After walking for a while, we finally arrived in front of the building I had 
vaguely seen just now. It was a rough-hewn stone wall that had a 
doorway carved out of it. 

This wall was so tall that it almost blocked the gap. I couldn’t even see the 
top of it so I couldn’t tell if it was sealed or not. I had no idea who might 
have built this thing, but there wasn’t a door in the doorway, so the area 
behind it was just a gaping black hole. 

“Is this the gate to hell?” Fatty asked. 

I used my peripheral vision to look inside the door and felt as if the 
darkness inside was denser than the darkness surrounding us. Fatty was 
sweaty and exhausted after carrying Jin Wantang’s corpse on his back the 
whole time, so we put our things down at the door and observed. 

The young man was no longer here, but the gaps in the surrounding 
stones were very small and felt safer, so I was a little relieved. 

After resting for a while, the three of us walked through the doorway. I 
could tell right away that the bronze piece’s energy had obviously 
diminished since the surrounding darkness seemed to be hovering right 
over my skin. I felt like we were similar to those very affectionate 
elementary school girls who would always cling together. 

The darkness inside the doorway was so deep that our flashlights couldn’t 
seem to penetrate it. We couldn’t see any details no matter where we 
shined them and all we saw was nothingness. I felt like I was floating all 
alone in this place, as if I were floating in the deep sea. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if a huge fish eye suddenly opened somewhere in the darkness 
around us. 

It was a very strange feeling because it was like there was a strong sense 
of magic in the air, but also a huge fear similar to a fear of the deep sea. I 
could feel my whole body breaking out in goose bumps as I asked myself, 
what will happen next? What’s at the end of this road? Is that little thing 
dead? What’s Xiao Hua and the others’ current situation like now? 
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We moved forward very carefully in this dense darkness, starting a blind 
journey through the extreme night. I waited for any new accidents, sneak 
attacks, monsters, or strange events every day, but after passing through 
that door, everything was calm and nothing happened. 

We had less and less food as the days went by, the weight in our 
backpacks almost reduced by half after about two weeks. The thing I 
gradually came to fear the most was that such a journey would never 
end. 

Jin Wantang soon started to smell strongly, but Fatty didn’t want to leave 
him so we wrapped him tightly in the sleeping bags and tarps from our 
equipment. But I soon discovered that Jin Wantang’s body had quickly 
stopped decaying. 
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Chapter 35 Saved 

His body was starting to dry out and became lighter and lighter. 

Fatty didn’t ask me what was going on since we barely spoke to each 
other at this point. I did, however, have a hunch that bacteria couldn’t 
multiply on a large scale in this dragon vein, so living creatures probably 
always became mummified corpses when they died here. 

Two weeks later, we finally came to a place full of rubbish. 

Among the piles of stones in this area were all kinds of bones, rubbish, 
sky iron(1), and ribbons that had all been piled into a mound. We had been 
moving along mindlessly for a long time now, but it wasn’t like I ever 
understood why this was happening anyways. 

After resting for a few hours, a light suddenly appeared above our heads. 

It was sunlight.  

When we looked up, we saw that there was a hole to the outside world 
set at an extremely high place. The sunlight was shining down from that 
hole, creating a Tyndall effect. 

As a beam of light enveloped the three of us, I realized that I hadn’t seen 
the sun for a long time now. We all remained silent, but Fatty held up his 
hands and knelt deeply. 

This was what so-called miracles were like, when people felt that there 
was a god. In other words, they were suddenly saved from the burden of 
that extreme pain they had experienced. 

The sunlight was really restrained in this place—there was only a small 
sliver of it—but if it weren’t for my firm heart, I might have started crying 
immediately. 

As the sunshine swept away the surrounding darkness, I found that this 
place appeared to be a kind of living area. These bones seemed to be 

 
(1) Sky iron was mentioned back in Part 3: “Looking for the Dead in the Sea of Lights” chapter 18. Old Bing and 
the gang dug some up and followed a “sky iron road” to that lotus tomb.   

https://merebear474765851.wordpress.com/2021/06/09/chapter-18-double-tomb-hiding-a-fierce-corpse/
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leftovers, so someone probably lived here. I could even see a small area 
on a flat stone that was draped in human skin, which seemed to be a bed. 

Not only did we see a lot of blackened blood nearby, but Fatty noticed a 
lot of bullets mixed in with the blood that was by the bedside. The bullets 
had probably been dug out of that thing’s body, which meant that it was 
badly injured but didn’t die. 

This was where Qi Yu lived, but he wasn’t here. 

“Where did this food come from?” Fatty asked while looking up above his 
head. I figured he really wanted to go outside. 

I looked down at the bones on the ground, many of which were human 
bones. I picked one up and found that it had knife marks on it. After 
looking closely, I noticed that almost every bone had these kinds of marks 
on them. 

“There may be a sky burial platform on the other side of this hole,” I said 
to them. “The bodies probably roll down occasionally.” This kind of knife 
mark had been made with a sky burial knife. 

Since this was an iconic area and I was familiar with Xiao Hua’s usual 
thought process, I knew he’d definitely leave us a message here. 

I told Fatty and Poker-Face to look for any hints Xiao Hua might have left 
for us. After searching carefully in the crevices of the surrounding rocks, 
Fatty soon found something and pulled me towards him. 

The three of us had been staying very close to each other—it had become 
habit by now—so he easily pulled me over. As soon as he did, a mass of 
things fell directly from above, hitting the place where I had been 
standing just seconds before. 

I turned my head and saw that it was a fresh corpse. We looked up and 
immediately began to dodge as more body parts fell from the sky. 

As these corpses tumbled all around us, I quickly noticed that the ones 
stuck to the rocks quickly dried out. I immediately used my peripheral 
vision to see what was going on.  
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Chapter 36 That Inch of Sunlight 

The surrounding darkness enveloped these broken bodies almost like it 
was alive. I know it’s ridiculous to say this, but the darkness really seemed 
like it was a tangible, living thing. 

And it was sucking the essence out of these bodies. 

I looked above my head. If there really was a sky burial platform up there, 
then corpses would be falling down every day. There was barely any rest 
for people who practiced a burial method like shituolin(1), but it seemed 
that the bodies here were pushed directly into the cave instead of being 
fed to the vultures. 

Had this shituolin been supporting the dragon vein here the whole time? 

Fatty glanced at me, “Mr. Naïve, if we pass this opportunity up, we 
definitely won’t have anything to eat later.” 

This corpse was a middle-aged woman with a large body. I squatted down 
and rubbed my face, “Are you serious?” 

“Do we have any other choice?” 

I actually hesitated for a while—the darkness here had forced me into a 
situation where I no longer resembled a human—before shouting to the 
top, “Is anyone there?” 

The light hole in the sky was very high and my voice echoed, so I 
wondered if the person at the top could even hear it. 

“We’re hungry, throw some food down!” After I shouted this, Fatty fired 
a shot at the sky. 

There was no response from above. 

 
(1) Shituolin (尸陀林) is also known as “Cool Grove”. It’s a forest burial method that leaves the corpse exposed 

on like a steep bank in the woods. It can also be called shmashana or śmaśāna in Hindu. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shmashana
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I glanced at Poker-Face. At this height, we could parachute down, so 
maybe we could climb up now, go out for some supplies, and then come 
back down again? I also really wanted to bathe my whole body in 
sunlight. 

Poker-Face took his flashlight and went around to check for a climbing 
route, but the more I watched him, the more heartbroken I felt. 

Not only was this a free solo climbing(2) route without any insurance 
measures, but when you climbed more than ten meters up, you’d start to 
see an inverted angle. If you weren’t a professional climber, then climbing 
up would basically be suicide. 

But Poker-Face soon discovered a safety anchor in the crevice of a rock. 

“Xiao Hua,” I said. 

Xiao Hua had climbed here. He was the cautious type, so he would’ve 
definitely climbed here and tried to set up an outpost. 

But the question was, did he succeed? 

I had seen Xiao Hua’s rock-climbing skills many times before, so I knew he 
wouldn’t have failed unless there was some kind of special danger. 

He wouldn’t even use these safety anchors, so they must have been used 
by his teammates after he paved the way. In other words, Xiao Hua must 
have set up safety anchors all the way up to the hole. 

We immediately went to find our own standard rope. I glanced at Poker-
Face before handing him the carabiner on the other end of my rope. 

He buckled it onto his mountaineering belt so that he and I became 
grasshoppers on the same rope. Then, he attached Fatty’s rope to his belt 
as well. 

 
(2) I used the rock-climbing term “free solo climbing” since they wouldn’t be using any ropes or protective 
equipment. It’s just them climbing the rock with their hands and feet. Info on different rock-climbing terms 
here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_solo_climbing
https://www.yosemite.com/alex-honnold-and-climbing-el-capitan/
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He was the only one who could hold the bronze piece, so he had to stay 
in between Fatty and me. If not for that, he would’ve been the one 
leading. 

Jin Wantang’s body was very light now, so Fatty also buckled him with a 
safety rope and dragged him behind us. With that done, we started 
climbing using Xiao Hua’s safety anchors. 

The three of us could only stick very close to each other, so we often 
needed to add safety anchors to ensure that the three of us had enough 
pivot room. The three of us hardly spoke, but the only thing in my heart 
at this time was that one inch of light overhead. 

The process was very difficult, but the narration of such a cumbersome 
activity would be too boring so I’ll skip over it. It took us five hours to 
climb only a tenth of the way, but I was already sweating all over. I looked 
down but couldn’t see anything besides complete darkness. When I 
looked up, however, I saw a dead body buckled to a safety anchor about 
six or seven meters away. 

The body hung there, wearing a modern jacket. I didn’t know how this 
person had died, but I was shocked by the sight and thought to myself, 
please, please, please don’t be an acquaintance. 

That inch of sunlight was still out of reach and didn’t seem close at all. 
When we climbed up, I shined my flashlight on the corpse’s face.  
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Chapter 37 Strange Situation 

With the three of us dragging Jin Wantang’s body behind us, we 
approached the hanging corpse. This corpse was also severely dehydrated 
and light, but I felt a little calmer when I didn’t see any pink on it. It did 
have Xiao Hua’s company logo on its clothes, however. 

When I climbed up next to the body, I saw that it was a withered female 
corpse hanging there with a rope around her neck. She appeared to be 
Mongolian, so she was probably a local guide. 

Fatty, seeing that I was silent, also remained silent. He probably didn’t 
want to hear the bad news. “It’s a stranger. A woman,” I said. “She was in 
Xiao Hua’s team.” 

I climbed up so that they could come up and see for themselves. The 
safety anchor here was occupied by the corpse, so I found a gap and 
made a temporary movable anchor. 

Fatty quickly passed the corpse and said, “This was a suicide.” 

The probability was high, because if it was an accident, the rope would 
have been around her waist instead of her neck. 

There was a question lingering in my heart: What happened? But I no 
longer had the energy to ask. The three of us were silent for a while as 
Poker-Face searched the body. He ended up finding a notebook, a cell 
phone, a flashlight, ammunition, and a pack of high-calorie hardtack. 
Then, he used his knife to cut the rope off of the corpse. 

When the body fell, he buckled his own carabiner on the anchor the 
corpse had just been occupying. 

“Signal flare.” When he said this, he threw the flare he had found on the 
body to Fatty. 

“Don’t you want to save it?” Fatty asked. 

Poker-Face looked up. He must have seen something, and I only hoped 
that we could see it too. 
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Fatty set the flare off and illuminated the area above us. We could see 
that there were a lot of anchors on the cave wall above, but there were 
six or seven bodies hanging from the ones further ahead. 

There was a particularly ominous feeling in my heart as I realized that 
these bodies looked the same as the one we saw just now—they had all 
hanged themselves. 

Why did they commit suicide while climbing? 

What was going to happen next? 

But a moment later, I saw a strange situation. The signal flare kept going 
up and then slowly fell back down. I looked down and saw the flare kept 
falling and falling until it eventually disappeared into the darkness. 

“Mr. Naïve, have we really climbed that high?” Fatty asked. 

I picked up a glow stick and threw it down. I had a general idea of how 
high we had climbed, so we should have definitely been able to see the 
glow stick land on the ground. But the glow stick also fell completely into 
the darkness and then disappeared without a trace. 

I looked up again and saw that that inch of sunshine was still out of reach. 
It was like we weren’t any closer to it at all. 

“Something’s wrong,” I said faintly and looked at Poker-Face. 

“Check all the bodies first,” he said to me. I nodded. 

We continued climbing up and quickly checked all the hanging bodies. 
They were all members of Xiao Hua’s team, but I didn’t see Black Glasses 
or Xiao Hua among them. 

Every time I looked at a face, my poor heart felt like it was gutted. 

Fatty emptied their pockets while chanting some prayers and it wasn’t 
long before we saw a hanging tent bed beside the topmost body. 
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The bed was very professional and sturdy, so I climbed onto it. There 
were also a lot of hanging chairs beside the bed so that I could rest for a 
bit. 

The three of us looked for comfortable positions. I felt a terrible pain in 
my back when I sat down, but Fatty found a chair and fell asleep 
immediately. 

The journey up here had been exhausting. 

Poker-Face came over to me and handed me the notebook. 

I took it, turned on the light that came with the tent, and glanced at the 
huge black nothingness in front of me. As I began reading the notes, 
Poker-Face lay down and began to doze. The atmosphere was very silent. 

In fact, there was more than one notebook since Xiao Hua’s team were all 
well trained and everyone carried a notebook with them. But this girl’s 
notes were a little more detailed. 

When I opened it and flipped to the first page, I saw a sketch of Xiao Hua, 
along with some words written in the margins: The boss is really good-
looking. 

The second page was a sketch of Black Glasses, along with the words: The 
second boss is also good-looking. 

I smiled bitterly. They were all lovely people, but all of them had died 
after encountering a desperate situation in this God-forsaken place. This 
business was so cruel. 

It took me an hour to read through this notebook, which recorded in 
detail everything Xiao Hua’s team had experienced. After reading it, I had 
a somewhat confused understanding of the whole thing. 
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Chapter 38 Master Hua 

The woman was a Mongolian citizen, but she was born in Inner Mongolia. 
She was educated in Inner Mongolia before the age of twelve and spoke 
very good Chinese. She was probably married to someone in Mongolia 
and became the team’s guide because her Chinese was good. 

Based on a photo I saw in the notebook, she must have been a very fit 
woman before she died and became a dehydrated corpse. I figured she 
could’ve easily incapacitated me by putting me in a chokehold. 

When she applied for the job, Xiao Hua and the others flew directly to 
Ulaanbaatar to meet her, and Xiao Hua talked with her seriously for 
several hours. 

The pay was very high and she had rich experience in cave exploration 
since she had taken people to explore several caves in the Tavan Bogd 
Mountains in the Mongolia-Altai region. 

In her notes, she kept marveling at the fact that the pay was so high. Her 
contract should have ended when she brought them to the Sea of Black 
Lights, so I didn’t know why she had followed Xiao Hua and the others so 
far. 

After entering the grassland, most of the pages were dedicated to the 
two bosses, whose physical fitness was quite amazing. It was because of 
this that I was able to get a general understanding of Xiao Hua’s state. 

Xiao Hua was very reticent during the whole journey, which was very 
abnormal considering how he usually got along with people on the 
surface and rarely gave people such a gloomy feeling. Moreover, he had 
been using a kind of Chinese divination tool known as Qimen Dunjia, but 
the woman didn’t know what he was looking for. 

Secondly, there was a subgroup in Xiao Hua’s team that had been 
carrying an iron cage the whole way. This cage wasn’t very tall and was 
completely wrapped in black cloth, but this Mongolian woman knew that 
there had to be a living thing in it. She thought that it was a big dog. 
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The second boss had constantly been trying to get the big boss to relax a 
bit, and the Mongolian woman kept hearing the following sentences 
come up in their conversation: “What was predicted at that time may not 
have necessarily happened. After all, we haven’t seen it with our own 
eyes.” 

I couldn’t even begin to guess what these sentences meant now, but it 
didn’t sound particularly good. 

When they arrived at that first grove, the other teams hadn’t arrived yet, 
but their goal was very clear so they moved on without hesitation. But in 
the few days before and after Past Life Forest, Xiao Hua had been 
directing his people to use Luoyang shovels to dig holes in the grassland. 
It seemed like he was persistently looking for something underground. 

These were just details in a notebook, so I needed to use them to piece 
together Xiao Hua’s thought process in the future. 

The Mongolian woman once talked with Xiao Hua and asked him what he 
was looking for when he entered the grassland, but Xiao Hua just gave 
her a vague answer: 

A long time ago, his master predicted the possibility of something 
happening, but it didn’t occur even after many years had passed. He 
originally thought that it wouldn’t happen, but just a few weeks ago, he 
met someone whose appearance meant that the possibility his master 
had predicted actually did happen. 

Since that was the case, he had to handle this matter properly according 
to his master’s last wishes. That was why he came here. 

Xiao Hua’s master was Er Yuehong, one of the core figures of the Nine 
Gates. 

Er Yuehong had predicted the possibility of something happening, but 
what exactly was it? My grandpa’s records of Er Ye were far less than 
those of Fo Ye, so I had no way of figuring it out. 

Moreover, was the person Xiao Hua met a few weeks ago Xia Wen? 
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Was Xia Wen also just a sack of skin that Qi Yu was hiding in? 

And the iron cage? I found it strange. What was in the iron cage? Was it 
Qi Yu? 

Did Xiao Hua bring Qi Yu here? 

But why put him in an iron cage? Did they catch Qi Yu or was the iron 
cage originally empty and they brought it here in order to catch Qi Yu and 
bring him back? 

It seemed that Jin Wantang really did introduce Xia Wen to Xiao Hua at 
that time, but what happened afterwards was beyond anything I could 
imagine. 

I flipped a page of notes over and saw a sketch on the back of it. It was 
Xiao Hua wearing Peking Opera clothes and dancing at the Corpse 
Country’s underground banquet. 

He was all alone and wearing a strange crown on his head, which I had 
never seen before. 

His whole costume looked like it was very heavy, but I just couldn’t seem 
to figure out which role he was playing. He was probably either playing a 
new role or a self-created one. 

Everyone else was watching from a distance and I could even see the 
cage that was covered with a black cloth. 

This scene surprised me, because based on my previous analysis of Xiao 
Hua’s footprints, I knew that he had been carrying a heavy load. I just 
thought that he was dancing with Black Glasses on his back, but as it 
turned out, he was wearing a large set of equipment. 

This was a very unusual thing to bring on an expedition, so I couldn’t help 
but think that Xiao Hua knew early on that there was such a connection 
and prepared accordingly. 

Bringing such troublesome clothes could only be an orthodox ritual to 
entertain the gods. 
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When I turned to the next page, I saw the corridor we had walked down 
before, which contained tens of thousands of strange corpses that were 
bestowed the status of gods. The Mongolian woman had sketched many 
of the bodies, but the focus of the drawing on this page was a particular 
body in one of the niches. 

It was a well-preserved ancient corpse of a young man with earrings. All 
of his limbs were fixed in a cocoon-like shape with a hemp rope and there 
was a big, empty hole in his chest. There was also a ring-shaped sun-
wheel decoration on his back, which must have been a special decoration 
signifying his rank. 

I was a little shocked when I saw this because I remembered that some of 
the niches in that corridor had been empty. Was something like this 
sitting in those niches before? Were they taken away by Qi Yu? 

It was impossible for this corpse to transform since the chest was 
hollowed out, but did that mean Qi Yu had burrowed into it? 

Since this was an ancient corpse, there wouldn’t be any mechanisms 
inside of it, so if Qi Yu was a monster wearing a human shell, how did he 
do it? Either he made the mechanisms himself and controlled it all on his 
own—maybe as long as there was human skin, he could make a skin suit 
out of it—or we just didn’t know what his real physiological structure 
was. 

In the margins of these sketches, the Mongolian woman wrote: “That 
subgroup’s iron cage got stuck at the entrance of the corridor, making it 
difficult to enter.” She didn’t see the cage after that, so it appeared that 
they had left it outside. 

This seemed to indicate that they weren’t here to catch Qi Yu. In fact, it 
looked like Xiao Hua may have actually brought Qi Yu here, because there 
was no way he could abandon the cage if he wanted to catch something. 

So did this mean that after entering this corridor, Qi Yu was free? Did he 
escape and find himself a new body? 

Was he a hermit crab? 
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Where is he now? I asked myself. I couldn’t shake the feeling that he 
wouldn’t be too far away from us. 

The records became more and more illegible after that, and when I saw 
Xiao Hua’s sketch before the big black spot, I suddenly felt like this was a 
send-off procession. 

It was just too similar. 

This was a team sending off a sacrifice to marry an ancient god; it was just 
that the bride in this case was a man. There were still many desperadoes 
in the team, and I finally saw a lot of weapons in the sketch. 

Are you going to kill Yamata no Orochi?(1) I asked in my heart. Then what 
are we? Dessert? 

I checked to make sure that Fatty and Poker-Face had both fallen asleep 
before I secretly pulled out a cigarette, lit it, and took a few puffs. Then, I 
lay down and switched positions so that my head was by Poker-Face’s 
feet before using my peripheral vision to look at the darkness around us. 

A splendidly dressed bride acted as a sacrifice, brought along an armed 
team and a monster, and went deep into the realm of the ancient gods. 
They must be doing this to kill a god. 

What did Er Yuehong predict? What vengeance did he seek against the 
ancient gods? 

As I continued to read the notebook, I saw the following text: “I insisted 
on coming in. I couldn’t resist my curiosity. After coming in, the boss told 
us the truth about this expedition.”  

 
(1) Yamata no Orochi, or simply Orochi, is a legendary eight-headed and eight-tailed Japanese dragon/serpent. 
Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yamata_no_Orochi
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Chapter 39 The Nine Gates and the 
Zhang family 

Here is a figurative discussion of Er Yuehong’s prediction from that time. 
If you don’t understand it, you can skip this section directly since not all 
situations need to be understood in order to make sense of this matter. 

Poker-Face and the Nine Gates came to an agreement back then, but in 
the end, the Nine Gates didn’t abide by this agreement and Poker-Face 
did. This breach of trust eventually led Poker-Face to entering the bronze 
door. I always felt that if I hadn’t used the remaining power of the Nine 
Gates over the past ten years to finally honor this agreement in another 
way, Poker-Face might have been forced to serve as a gatekeeper for 
generations. 

With his character, he might have really borne that burden for eternity. 

In the Nine Gates, Er Ye was a relatively soft person while the women 
were very tough. In fact, Er Ye’s character was far different from others. 
Even Xiao Hua had been influenced when he studied under Er Ye, because 
his style was also geared more towards self-sacrifice and heavy 
commitment. 

Er Ye’s heavy commitment was an excellent story, so during those ten 
years, I wasn’t the only one who worked hard. It’s very difficult for me to 
describe exactly how much Xiao Hua had helped me during that time, but 
he never hesitated even though he always had a pessimistic attitude 
during the whole process. This was all because Xiao Hua also 
acknowledged the promise made with the Zhang family at that time. 

But I didn’t blame the other families, either. The relationship between the 
previous generation of the Mystic Nine and the Zhang family brought 
about a nightmarish experience. Zhang Qiling’s great power didn’t protect 
them, so it was understandable that they felt differently than I did and 
came to a different decision than I did. 

At that time, it was speculated that the Zhang family maintained the 
world order through some strange mechanism, and the Wang Family 
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destroyed the Zhang family through artificial means so as to return free 
will to the world. 

After that, people from the Wang family tried to replace the Zhang family, 
but they didn’t achieve great success. I felt like the last thing the Wang 
family did was more like playing house. They deceived themselves into 
thinking that they were interfering with everyone’s fate, but in fact, I 
personally felt that a sense of freedom had returned to the world. 

But no one had ever addressed a certain question: if, like elementary 
particles(1) being destroyed, both the Wang and Zhang families 
disappeared and Wang Zanghai’s dream came true, what would happen 
next? 

To put it simply, what would happen when no one guarded the door 
anymore? 

At that time, I honestly never thought about the problem of what came 
next; I only focused my attention on that first level. After all, the biggest 
problem was obviously the Wang family, so after they were taken care of, 
Poker-Face didn’t have to go inside the door. 

In any case, Poker-Face’s attitude seemed to be the same and I hadn’t 
noticed anything strange happen after so many years had passed. 

But Er Yuehong believed that there must be a huge and unknown 
mechanism behind the relationship between the Zhang family’s magical 
mechanism and the bronze door. 

This was also the reason why the Zhang family’s archives mechanism was 
so strong back then. The Southern and Western Archives, along with the 
overseas Zhang family system, still operated for many years even after 
the main branch of the Zhang family disappeared completely. Even Zhang 
Da Fo Ye, who originally left the Zhang family, assumed responsibility for 
his lineage and took over the Central Archives, which showed that the 

 
(1) In particle physics, an elementary particle is a subatomic particle with no substructure, i.e. it’s not composed 
of other particles. It’s as basic as you get. 
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Zhang family members knew in their hearts that something would 
happen. 

The mission of these Archives was to indiscriminately wipe out all the 
bizarre events in the world, which was obviously an attempt to prevent 
something from happening. 

As a result, Er Yuehong believed that there might be one final event. 

Not only did this whole matter have something to do with the Zhang 
family’s origins, but it also had something to do with the bronze door. But 
it happened so long ago—probably at least 3,500 years ago—that no one 
could describe it clearly. 

It could be said that the whole story had an absolute cause, and when 
everything fell silent, this cause would slowly appear. In fact, the first 
signs of it could appear in any situation. Every single one of the Zhang 
family’s Archives were still operating during that period of time when the 
Wang family completely destroyed them because they were monitoring 
any situation in the world that might be a sign of this cause. 

As a matter of fact, it should have already begun by now. 

Xiao Hua told the Mongolian woman that he had been using Qimen 
Dunjia to look for the “location of the cause” and discovered that it was in 
the world’s second most valuable tomb. 

At that time, three of the nine families thought that the Nine Gates 
should set up an early warning system for this matter, and the key player 
would be the Qi family. But the situation was extremely confusing at that 
time, the Zhang family seemed invincible, and the Wang family was only a 
concept. As a result, this matter wasn’t discussed too much. 

Those three families—led by Er Ye, Ba Ye, and Jiuye—were the gentlest 
families in the Mystic Nine. As a matter of fact, only Jiuye and Xiao Hua 
were the talents of their generation and the last person in Ba Ye’s family 
line had long lived overseas, so this alliance should exist in name only. 

But did the alliance from that time still play a role today? Was this the 
reason why Qi Yu came back? What did they foresee? 
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I figured Qi Yu was the one who knew the most, so did he come back to 
solve this problem? Or, did he want to use this problem to achieve his 
own goals? 

What was the final event? Why did Xiao Hua have to wear gorgeous 
clothes like he was in a bridal procession or about to be interred? And 
why did he use a primitive religious ritual for sacrificing to the gods in 
order to send himself to the depths of the mountain? The primitive Bon 
religion entertained gods in an extremely bloody way—internal organs 
and human heads were the main sacrifices—so was that gorgeous 
costume what the shaman used to wear? 

If we followed the classification of the primitive Bon religion, this ancient 
god related to mountains was called Nyian in Tibet. 

For example, Nyainqentanglha Shan.(2)  

Was sacrificing yourself the only way to come face-to-face with this Nyian 
god? 

What about the three of us? 

There were many questions floating around in my head, but in the end, 
this Mongolian woman who was just an outsider to this whole thing 
clearly wrote the answers in her notes, which made me feel very at ease. 

If it were my Uncle Three, I figured I’d be even more confused after 
reading it. 

Anyway, I really hoped that my friends would turn out to be fine. I 
actually felt a little relieved since Xiao Hua and the others were so well 
prepared, but with such a direct way of offering sacrifices to the head 
god, I couldn’t help but think that Xiao Hua had made a desperate move. 
Black Glasses, this is your absolute domain. According to you, your ability 
surpasses Poker-Face in this kind of place. I hope you weren’t lying. 

 
(2) What I have is the Chinese spelling for it but it can also be “Nyenchen Tanglha Shan”. In the Tibetan 
language, Nyenchen means “big god” and Tanglha means “mountain on the highland”. “Shan” in Chinese just 
means mountain by the way. 
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Then, Xiao Hua and his team went deep into the gap and began to move 
forward in the dark. Xiao Hua left that walkie-talkie behind with the 
recording on it, but the woman didn’t know why. Shortly after that, they 
entered the dragon vein and encountered something extremely strange. 

When the woman was keeping watch, she always saw her feet hanging in 
the air, floating in one place. 

It seemed as if the darkness under her feet was a deep abyss. 

She would find herself in this state when she was absent-minded, but she 
would quickly recover when she came back to her senses. 

She thought that it was too dark here, which made her feel like she was 
flying. 

Only someone who read this notebook now would know that that wasn’t 
the case. In fact, I believed that what she was seeing was the situation 
that would happen after she was hanged.  
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Chapter 40 Can’t Go Up or Down 

They continued moving forward, but I was surprised to find that they split 
into two teams during the subsequent journey. Xiao Hua, Black Glasses, 
and their team continued to move forward while their second team was 
responsible for setting up outposts. 

Some of Xiao Hua’s men were waiting aboveground, so Xiao Hua said that 
if he found any chance to reach the surface, he would use any means 
necessary to leave this world below the mountain, even if it was in the 
middle of the journey. Then, he would use his GPS to notify the team on 
the surface. After that, a large reserve team would gather from all over 
the country and enter from the middle entrance instead of entering 
through the world’s second most valuable tomb. 

This was also Xiao Hua’s backup plan since he knew from the very 
beginning that there would be a shortage of supplies in the middle of this 
adventure. 

I looked at the light above my head. It was already starting to fade, which 
meant that the sun was going down. 

This was the spot. This was where Xiao Hua had to get out by any means 
necessary. 

But it had been a long time since Xiao Hua had entered and they hadn’t 
received any GPS signals. This either meant that there wasn’t a way 
aboveground or an accident had occurred. 

As they waited outside, they received a satellite call from Black Glasses, 
just like we did. They also thought it was amazing, but they didn’t have 
my natural awareness of strange things. That call immediately prompted 
them to enter the depths of the dragon vein to support Xiao Hua. 

So, they set out immediately and traveled the whole way. But after going 
so far, almost everyone began to have visions of being suspended in the 
air. They quickly reached the spot below, but by that time—with the 
exception of the Mongolian woman—everyone’s mental fortitude had 
collapsed. 
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They all had the skills to climb, so everyone was determined to return to 
the surface from here. And just like us, they all began to climb up. 

The first five hours of climbing were fine, but after they stopped to rest 
for the first time, they also discovered that it seemed as if they weren’t 
any closer to the sunlight even though they had climbed for so long. 

At this time, a very strange thing happened between them. 

The Mongolian girl was essentially the only one to discover it while the 
others didn’t notice at all, which was also the weirdest part of it. 

I need to take some time to explain this weirdness. 

First of all, when they took a break from climbing for the first time, the 
Mongolian girl drew a group portrait of all the team members. It was a 
sketch of about seven people hanging on the cliff, and each person’s 
name was accurately marked below the sketch. Based on this, we could 
rule out any possibility that there were more than seven people in this 
team. 

There were four similar group sketches behind this first sketch, but if you 
looked carefully from the second one on, you would find that there were 
now eight people in the group portrait. 

If there wasn’t a final record in the notebook, I would have simply 
thought that someone was missing from the last sketch. But in the last 
passage, the Mongolian girl suddenly discovered the problem herself and 
wrote a few words in her notes. 

“I think there seems to be one more person in our team. I’m fully aware 
of this person and know everything about him, but I can’t find him in my 
previous sketches nor can I find him in the photos we took along the way. 
It’s as if he joined us after we climbed the cliff, but how is that possible? 
Where did he come from? Did he come out of the stone crevices in the 
cliff?” 

“I asked the others, but no one else found it odd. I was the only one who 
found it odd.” 
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“I keep feeling like this person wasn’t in our team before we climbed the 
cliff, and the feeling is only increasing. I feel like I didn’t know him at all 
before our team climbed up. He definitely wasn’t in the team, but now 
I’m very familiar with him. Why is this happening? When did he appear?” 

“I remember that there’s a type of bee that can mix in with other species 
of bees. It secretes a hormone that makes the other bees think it’s the 
same species as them and then it feeds on them. It kills the original queen 
bee, replaces the queen, and begins to destroy the whole bee colony little 
by little from the inside out.” 

“I told Old Liu that I thought this person wasn’t a member of our team, 
but he just made fun of me. Before we took a break today, I saw this 
person secretly giving me a vicious look.” 

After this sentence, there was a sketch of an extremely inconspicuous 
man—the resentment on his face could almost be felt through the 
pages—along with the words: bee man. 

I touched my chin. The Mongolian woman’s writing style was very clear. 
In fact, most people wouldn’t understand it, but she enabled me to 
understand it very simply. 

I looked at the crevices in the nearby stone. I had thought that the climb 
here was a vertical “ghost hitting the wall” at most, but I didn’t expect it 
to be so bizarre. 

As I flipped through the rest of the notebook, I didn’t see any more notes. 
The rest of the pages were all blank, as if the Mongolian woman had 
stopped writing from that night on. The last bit of information was that 
sketch of a strange man with an average face. 
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Chapter 41 Keep Going Up 

I spent some time reading several other people’s notebooks, which 
contained some photos and professional data records. There were 
geologists and folklore researchers among the team members, so there 
was a lot of data and theories about the world’s second most valuable 
tomb and the strange black rocks here. But since they were too technical, 
I won’t repeat them here. 

I could see the bee man in the photos, all of which had been taken when 
the team was on the cliff. And sure enough, this man couldn’t be seen in 
any of the photos taken before they had started climbing. 

In the photo, this person looked a little dark, was very unremarkable, had 
some Mongolian traits, and wasn’t very tall. But he looked as if he had an 
unspeakable cunningness about him. 

Under such circumstances, I had to fully believe the Mongolian woman’s 
words in the notebook. We didn’t know what had happened after her 
notes suddenly stopped, but I did know that all of them were hanged 
here. 

After Fatty woke up, I asked him and Poker-Face to study this notebook 
carefully while I slept for a while. After waking up, I found that the spot of 
light in the sky had completely disappeared and it was now night outside. 

Fatty came up with a plan and asked me, “Should we set up a 
mechanism? For example, we give ourselves a note with the following 
guidelines written on it: if we meet any strangers while climbing, we’ll 
shoot them directly, regardless of whether we’re familiar with them or 
not. In this way, if the other party really is a bee man, it’s useless to 
confuse us because we’ll just kill it when we see the note.” 

“What should we do if there are people in Xiao Hua’s team on the cliff?” I 
countered. “We’ll end up killing good people by mistake.” 

“Isn’t there a photo? Can the photo help us?” 
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I shook my head. My instincts were telling me that the bee man in the 
photo should have a different face every time it appeared. 

If its face was the same, then it would be easy to use Fatty’s method. All 
we’d have to do is carry a picture of it on our bodies with the following 
words written on the margins: Kill if you see it. 

Since the three of us had such a tacit understanding, we’d be likely to kill 
it as soon as we encountered it, but if it had a different face, then that 
meant that there were many other possibilities. 

“Then what can we do to determine whether he’s Xiao Hua’s man or the 
bee man?” Fatty asked. 

“The notebook says that the bee man makes people feel that it was 
originally among them,” I said. “So, is it more likely to become a fourth 
person who’s been following us instead of becoming a member of Xiao 
Hua’s team?” 

Fatty thought about it for a while and then looked at Poker-Face, “Little 
Brother, what do you think?” 

Poker-Face just sniffed the notebook and handed it to Fatty, who also 
sniffed it and looked at me, “Did you smoke?” 

I sighed and raised my hands in surrender. Fortunately, Fatty didn’t 
pursue the matter any further and just heaved a big sigh. 

In the end, Fatty wrote on our faces: It’s just the three of us. If a fourth 
person appears, it’s a monster who’s mixed in among us. Kill the bastard. 

We looked absolutely ridiculous since there were so many words, but 
once that was done, the three of us kept climbing. Fatty still didn’t think it 
was any good since it looked like a joke, so he wiped the word bastard off 
and wrote on his neck: This is not a joke. 

After thinking about it, I secretly set an alarm on my phone for two hours 
later and even wrote a special reminder on the alarm. 
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As we continued to climb up, nobody spoke the whole way. The area 
above us was dark and it was impossible to judge the distance, so I just 
kept climbing while periodically looking up and down to see if any strange 
people had appeared. 

After about an hour, our strength was exhausted again so we stopped to 
rest. I counted the number of people and found that it was still just the 
three of us. I couldn’t help but wonder if nothing strange had happened 
because there were too few of us. 
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Chapter 42 Third Installment 

None of us spoke as we rested there, but after a while, Fatty eventually 
asked, “Where’s the little bee?” 

I wiped the sweat off of my face and found that the ink on Fatty’s face 
was soaked with sweat and had smeared into a big mess that made it 
look like his face was painted. I figured I was probably in the same 
situation, so I took out my pen and tried to write the words again. But 
when I did, I found that the oil-based pen couldn’t write on my greasy 
face. 

“Is it possible that we’re too greasy, so it doesn’t want to mess with us?” I 
asked Fatty. 

“I don’t think so. I think it’s more likely that our specs are high, so they’ll 
want to dispatch their queen bee,” Fatty responded. 

Rationally speaking, I didn’t think it was possible. 

“Maybe bringing that bronze piece with us is keeping this strange 
situation in check?” Fatty continued. “I think this whole thing is just a 
massive hallucination. And in the hallucination, I came to this dragon vein 
and endured many experiences.” 

We were in a very tense situation right now, so emotionally speaking, I 
figured that it was possible. But in many stories, this kind of thing was 
usually 

the embodiment of some ancient power’s consciousness. I forgot which 
movie I saw it in, though. 

This kind of power would make people hang themselves, so it was 
probably extremely evil. 

As we were talking, Poker-Face suddenly made a “pi” sound and directed 
our attention to the place he was looking at. When we turned to look, we 
saw that a row of flashlight beams had appeared above us. 
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“It’s here!” Fatty said. “The little bee is here.” As he spoke, he grabbed his 
gun. “Fat daddy is here to collect some honey.” 

I held his gun down and carefully looked up. 

I was amazingly familiar with Xiao Hua and the others, so just by looking 
at the arrangement of those flashlights, I could tell right away that this 
should be his team. 

“Xie Yuhua!” I yelled while waving my flashlight in the air. “It’s me!” 

But as soon as my voice fell, a bullet came flying down from above and 
scraped the side of my neck. I immediately shrank my neck back as Poker-
Face pulled on my safety rope and lifted me up. “Turn off the flashlight 
and move!” He whispered. 

We immediately turned off our flashlights, let go of the rock wall, and let 
ourselves swing down. Each of our safety buckles pulled taut and ground 
us to an abrupt halt just as the firepower from above let fly and a dense 
cluster of bullets rained down on our previous position. 

When we looked up, we found that all of the flashlights had been turned 
off. “Mr. Naïve, do you see their tacit understanding?!” Fatty said. 

“I told you that something would happen!” I said to him before shouting 
above, “Xie Yuhua, don’t you want the third installment?!” 

There were some things that only he and I would know. The firepower 
from above immediately stopped and I heard Xiao Hua’s voice say, “Why 
are you pretending to be Wu Xie? We’ve already joined up with Wu Xie.” 

I was stunned for a moment, and then I heard a strange, hoarse voice(1) 
with an accent shout from above, “I’m Little Master Three. I already 
joined up with them a long time ago, so save it! You’re just a mountain 
spirit that transformed into a monster.” 

 
(1) I used hoarse, but the direct translation is “drake throat”. It’s a derogatory description of a low-pitched, 
husky voice that sounds like a quacking duck. 
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Stunned yet again, all I could think was, where the fuck did you get this 
hoarse voice from? Why are you pretending to be me? 

Poker-Face and I looked at each other, and then I said, “Xie Yuhua, what 
the fuck? Did you forget what your childhood friend looks like?” 

“Then turn on your flashlight and let me have a look,” Xiao Hua said. 

I looked at Poker-Face again and saw that he was already making a 
gesture that meant that we should follow him up and launch a sneak 
attack. We’d have to take the initiative first; otherwise, I was afraid that 
we’d be stuck in a stalemate for a long time and it would be easy for the 
other party to come down and attack us. 

The other party could divide themselves up, but we could only act 
together because of the bronze piece, so we began to climb up slowly. 

Xiao Hua, seeing that we didn’t say anything, continued talking, “Don’t 
play any more tricks; it doesn’t work on us anymore. Our team won’t be 
parasitized again.” 

We climbed up quickly, but since it was almost pitch black here, we could 
only find the drop point and position of the safety anchors according to 
Poker-Face’s quiet prompts. 

But as we closed the distance and I began to hear the breathing sounds of 
their team, I realized that there were many people.  
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Chapter 43 Parasites 

My mind was racing because the scent of gunpowder in the air was so 
heavy. It was obvious that these guys had brought a lot of weapons with 
them, so how could we communicate with them peacefully? They were 
now like a group of frightened birds who wanted to destroy anyone who 
stirred up trouble. 

Moreover, there was this hoarse voice in Xiao Hua’s team who was calling 
himself Wu Xie. If they had been parasitized and already acknowledged 
that this person was Wu Xie, then my identity and social status were 
clearly in a terrible state. 

What should I do? 

In my mind, I tried to come up with a realistic plan. Xiao Hua had very 
high academic qualifications, although I didn’t know whether he went to 
school formally or did it by other means. In any case, he could remember 
most of the things he had learned, unlike me. 

Did he remember calculus? 

Assuming an extra person suddenly showed up for some unknown 
reason, what was his origin? Did the dragon vein conjure him up? If so, 
would he know how to do calculus? 

It didn’t matter whether this was an illusion, a human conspiracy, or a 
freak born out of the treasures of heaven and earth. There was no way it 
could do calculus. 

As a college graduate, you should apply what you learned. 

I slowly retreated to one side, found the curvature of the mountain, and 
hid myself. Fatty pressed my hand with his hand as if to say, “What are 
you doing?” 

We stopped here because we were afraid that the other party would 
launch a sneak attack against us. At present, the other party didn’t seem 
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to have this plan, but it would be dangerous if we got any closer. As a 
result, it was better for us to carry out any activities at this distance. 

At this time, I suddenly said, “Xie Yuhua! If you think I’m a fucking fake, 
then answer one of my questions first. You can make a decision after 
that.” 

The other side was completely shocked when they suddenly heard my 
voice coming from so close, but I immediately threw my question out, 
“Can you tell me about the concept and nature of the infinite series of 
constant terms?” 

The other party was silent, so I shouted, “You said I was a fake! In that 
case, you have to first prove that you’re real!” 

The risk was very high if both sides fired directly at this distance, so the 
other side also hesitated and didn’t dare move rashly. 

After a while, Xiao Hua’s voice floated through the darkness, “Then recite 
Green’s theorem.”(1)  

Who can recite that thing? I only had a vague shape of it in my mind, so I 
said, “There are two symbols in front of it that look like a ruyi scepter(2) 

and the back is very thick and solid.” 

As soon as I said this, I heard the other side stand down and assumed 
Xiao Hua must have given them instructions. Then he said, “Although 
what you said is nonsense, you give a very vivid description.” Then the 
flashlight on his side turned on. 

I carefully poked my head out to take a look and immediately shrank 
back. In that brief moment, I saw Xiao Hua and his team, all of whom 
were half-hanging on the cave wall. 

 
(1) Info on the theorem is here. Here’s a pic of the formula: 

 
(2) The ruyi scepter is a Chinese curved decorative object that serves as either a ceremonial scepter in Chinese 
Buddhism or a talisman symbolizing power and good fortune in Chinese folklore. A traditional ruyi has a long S-
shaped handle and a head fashioned like a fist, cloud, or lingzhi mushroom. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green%27s_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruyi_(scepter)
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I then stuck my head out again and took a careful look at Xiao Hua. He 
wore a tight mountaineering suit and his coat was tied around his waist. 
He didn’t have any safety equipment, his hair was very long, and his 
beard had grown out. He was holding onto a crevice with one hand and 
using his other hand to hold his flashlight. 

It was him alright. 

Xiao Hua also looked at me and said, “The addition of all items in the 
infinite series becomes the infinite series of constant terms. The sum of 
the first n terms of the infinite series of constant terms is called the 
partial sum. Whether the nth term in a partial sum sequence has a limit 
when it approaches infinity or not can be determined by whether the 
infinite series converges or not. In other words, if the limit of the partial 
sum sequence exists, the series is said to converge. Otherwise, it 
diverges.”(3)  

I gave a thumbs up and finally relaxed before sweeping my gaze over his 
team, looking for the Wu Xie with the hoarse voice. 

“He’s not here,” Xiao Hua said. “It was just someone from our team 
disguised as you to confuse whatever’s here.” 

A little man behind him finally spoke up, “Little Master Three, I’m sorry. 
We found that as long as we have a real and a fake identity, the 
probability of strange phenomena occurring here is small. As a result, we 
have people here with two sets of identities.” 

I didn’t understand the logic and couldn’t make sense of what I was 
hearing but decided to just forget about it. Xiao Hua was here, so what 
more could I ask for? 

We climbed over, but I noticed that Xiao Hua’s face changed as soon as 
Poker-Face appeared. “Don’t get angry,” I said to him. “This at least 
shows that we’re loyal enough.” 

 
(3) Last time I took calculus was 11 years ago so I probably butchered this. Just look at this pdf doc if you need 
to. 

http://mathserver.neu.edu/~king_don/mth1125/series_notes.pdf
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I discovered that Black Glasses wasn’t in their team and asked, “Where’s 
Black Glasses?” 

Xiao Hua looked at Poker-Face with a very complicated expression on his 
face and said to me, “Let’s talk about it later. We need to count the 
number of people first.” 

As someone in their team started counting, he asked me, “How many 
people are in your group?” 

“Three,” I said. 

“Are you sure it’s three people?” He looked at me with piercing eyes. 

“It’s always been the three of us,” I said to him. 

“Master Hua, there’s no problem with the number of people,” one of his 
subordinates said. “But they’re carrying a body.” 

Before he finished speaking, everyone suddenly became nervous. Fatty, 
who was still behind me, hid Jin Wantang’s body behind his back, “Don’t 
worry. Tang Tang won’t transform into a zombie.” 

“It’s not a matter of turning into a zombie,” Xiao Hua said.  
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Chapter 44 Strange Thing About Corpses 

I asked Xiao Hua what he meant as Fatty protected Jin Wantang’s corpse 
for fear of it being taken from him. 

“Have you opened it?” Xiao Hua asked me. 

Generally speaking, after a body is wrapped up, it won’t be opened for 
viewing and will be cremated as soon as you could make it outside. And 
judging from the weight of the dehydrated corpse right now, it was 
almost mummified and should look relatively scary. 

When I shook my head, Xiao Hua said, “I know you don’t want to accept 
it, but if the body stays in this place for a long time, strange things will 
happen. I hope you’ll get rid of it.” 

I glanced at Fatty, who shook his head. “Tell me about the situation and 
I’ll consider it at my own discretion,” I said. “Generally, I won’t consider 
discarding the body of one of my companions.” 

Xiao Hua used his flashlight to take a look at the body on Fatty’s back. “I 
can’t tell what the situation is. The corpses here change without any 
rhyme or reason.” He looked at the surrounding rocks and added, “This is 
where the dragon vein is located. According to ancient theories, different 
dragon veins will cause corpses to change in different ways. This is 
something you ought to be aware of.” 

When I nodded, he continued, “This is because the energy and 
surrounding mountains change as you move along the dragon vein. There 
are good and bad areas along the dragon, but you’re now in the dragon 
vein itself. There’s no way to know the shape of the feng shui array for 
each area like you can if you’re up top. Plus, the energy below is very 
chaotic so the changes in the corpses here are totally incomprehensible.” 

He leveled me with a look, “The bodies of those who came before us 
were opened for some reason and they turned into a lot of strange things 
that are very dangerous.” 
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I looked at Fatty again, but he just shook his head. “A Hua, I know you’re 
the level-headed type, but if I abandon Tang Tang in this place, I don’t 
think he can make it back.” 

Xiao Hua sighed, “Then I suggest you open it and make your own decision 
after taking a look. If the corpse has dried up, you can take it with you. 
But if the body has changed, you have to make a choice.” 

Xiao Hua’s people didn’t lower their guard at all, so I knew they must 
have suffered a loss before. I gave Fatty a look and he made an OK sign, 
which meant that he would check later. 

Xiao Hua continued to look at Poker-Face as he said to me, “You all made 
a huge mistake in coming here. The final outcome is that you’ll receive 
the heavenly gift.” 

“We’ve found a solution,” I said. 

“That’s what you think,” Xiao Hua said. “Do you really believe your enemy 
is as logical as you?” 

Xiao Hua and I were both very intelligent, but we did things in very 
different ways. I looked at him and signaled that I was willing to listen to 
him. He looked at Poker-Face’s bag and asked me, “Did you bring that 
stone in?” 

When I nodded, he said, “We also brought two in. At that time, there 
were a total of six stones in there. Did you give it much thought? These 
stones should have been something the Zhang family members brought 
with them to help themselves. They knew that they could only walk inside 
with this thing, but did you ever wonder why they committed suicide in 
that place?” 

“Why?” I asked. 

“I don’t know, either. Didn’t you investigate when you came across this 
doubt?” 
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At that time, I thought it was for the purpose of setting up a magical array 
or something, but now that I thought about it, the idea seemed a little 
stupid. 

Xiao Hua looked at the people in his team, “I have a theory. I don’t know 
what these stones are, but I don’t think the Zhang family brought them in 
from the outside. Instead, I think they brought them out from the 
deepest part of this dragon vein.” Xiao Hua turned and looked me in the 
eye, “When they were returning from inside the dragon vein, they 
suddenly decided not to take the stones out, but they chose to commit 
suicide.” 

They didn’t abandon these stones because they knew that they’d be 
heavenly gifted without them, but they also didn’t dare to take the stones 
outside. 

If that were true, then they could only live in endless darkness for the rest 
of their lives. Maybe they struggled for a long time before deciding to end 
this never-ending torture at that spot. 

But why didn’t they dare take the stones out? 

According to Xiao Hua’s theory, these stones had their own terrible 
problems. 

I knew Xiao Hua wouldn’t tell me just one of his theories, so I asked him 
“What’s your conclusion?” 

“My conclusion is that this is something only the Zhang family member 
behind you knows.” Xiao Hua looked at Poker-Face, “I don’t know why, 
but you have a very deep relationship with the bronze door. This whole 
incident—this place—is full of a primitive atmosphere, but many of the 
details are related to the Heavenly Palace. Does what happened here 
have anything to do with the bronze door?” 

Poker-Face looked at Xiao Hua and remained silent. “Is that huge black 
spot the same thing as the huge bronze door?” Xiao Hua continued to 
ask. 
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Chapter 45 Answer 

Xiao Hua had always been a very gentle person, so even though this 
question was asked very calmly, I was a little surprised to find that it 
seemed a bit aggressive. My emotions were very complicated as I turned 
to look at Poker-Face. I didn’t like him being questioned, but what Xiao 
Hua said really was something I cared about. 

Anyone who entered this place should be full of doubts, so if Poker-Face 
could give an explanation and clear up these doubts, it would 
undoubtedly be like suddenly throwing a ray of sunlight in this place. 

Poker-Face looked at Xiao Hua and still didn’t answer. 

It seemed like he never had any intentions of mentioning this issue. Xiao 
Hua had probably figured it out at an earlier time and just sighed. 

Eventually, Poker-Face said, “It’s different from what you think.” 

“But does this have anything to do with what you said about the 
Ultimate?” Xiao Hua continued to ask. 

When Poker-Face nodded, Fatty and I both froze in shock and then 
looked at each other in dismay. 

Fuck me, they’re really related? 

Poker-Face didn’t explain any further, but he also had a doubtful 
expression on his face. 

What I was wondering was, if the black spot and the bronze door were 
the same thing, then was it possible that an ancient civilization built a 
giant door over the black spot in order to cut off its growth and prevent it 
from advancing any further? 

Was there also a crevice behind the bronze door that led to the bottom of 
the Kunlun Mountains? 

So what did Poker-Face do when he entered the bronze door? Was there 
anything at the bottom of the Kunlun Mountains? I had already prepared 
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myself to never know what was behind that bronze door, but who would 
have thought I’d get a clue now. 

“Is there anyone in front of you?” Poker-Face asked. 

He was asking Xiao Hua if there was an advance team that had gone 
deeper into this place. 

“Black Glasses is still up ahead,” Xiao Hua answered. 

“You go out first. The three of us will find him,” Poker-Face said. 

“He’s already having problems,” Xiao Hua said. “It’s obvious his behavior 
isn’t under his control.” Xiao Hua looked around. “The stones here seem 
to be controlling him. You won’t be able to find him and I can’t find him 
either. If there’s no way to figure out what’s going on here, I’m afraid we 
may not even be able to get down from this cliff.” 

“What the hell is going on? Why did you even come here? ” I asked him. 

Xiao Hua looked at me—I had never seen a sign of him hiding something 
from me before, but I saw it on his face just now—before turning to his 
team and saying, “Bring me one of the bronze pieces. You should clean up 
first and watch closely as Fat Master examines the corpse.” 

Someone handed a bag to Xiao Hua, who immediately threw it to me, 
“You take it. Let’s go up so we can chat privately.” 

I took the bag and glanced at Poker-Face. When he nodded at me, I began 
climbing up after Xiao Hua. 

We climbed all the way up to a spot three stories higher than our 
previous position and found a gap to place a safety anchor in. Xiao Hua 
then hung the bag on another safety anchor before heaving a big sigh. 

The lights below were very hazy, almost like a dream. 

“Go ahead,” I said to him. 

Xiao Hua silently made a gesture at me, which was the exact same 
gesture Jin Wantang had showed me before. I didn’t know what it meant, 
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but it seemed to represent something: the breaking of a pledge of 
confidentiality. 

“When your grandfather was cremated, you should remember very 
clearly that no one was allowed to watch or be near the incinerator,” Xiao 
Hua said. “Your grandfather’s cremation took three times longer than 
ordinary cremations.” 

Well, I knew that, but I didn’t know what Xiao Hua was getting at by 
mentioning it. 

“Shigou Diao is an organization. When they die, they follow these rules. 
But not every family will abide by it. I bought a video of a Shigou Diao 
cremation. Do you want to see it? After you do, you can empathize with 
what I’m going to say later.” 
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Chapter 46 Cremation Video 

Xiao Hua took out his cell phone and pulled up a video to show me. 

It was a video of an old man’s cremation. There were a lot of wreaths 
with inscribed streamers(1) on them that could be seen at the beginning of 
the video. Based on the text inscribed on those streamers, it appeared to 
be a memorial service for an old man who had simply died of old age. I 
could hear people in the background speaking in a dialect I wasn’t familiar 
with. I could only guess the meaning of their words occasionally, so I 
won’t emphasize the contents of these background noises in the 
following narrative. 

I didn’t know the context behind the filming of this video; maybe naughty 
children and grandchildren were hunting for strange things, or maybe it 
was some kind of bizarre local custom. The reason I say this is because 
this memorial service’s setup was very chaotic and everyone mostly 
spoke in a dialect, which gave off the feeling that it was in a county town. 
After all, some funeral homes in county towns offered many strange 
funeral services in order to charge more. 

But when old people in the county passed away and held a memorial 
service, their descendants should belong to the more well-off or 
bureaucratic local families. 

And based on the different camera angles and the way it was filmed, I felt 
that this may have been a kind of service the funeral home provided. It 
was very similar to when amusement parks took your photos and then 
tried to get you to buy them at the exit. They filmed first without getting 
the consent of the ones being recorded. 

The video had been edited, so it was soon time for the cremation. The old 
man’s body looked normal, except for the extremely dense cluster of age 
spots on his face. 

 
(1) Pinyin is wanlian (挽联). It’s a pair of parallel verses inscribed on streamers, used as funeral decoration. 
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In fact, these age spots gave me the sense that something was wrong, 
because there were just too many of them. 

The body was pushed into the incinerator—it was a new one with a small 
window through which you could see the cremation process—and then 
the relatives all retreated (not many people liked to watch corpses burn, 
after all). Then, someone started filming the little window. 

I watched attentively as the flames rose up. The video definition wasn’t 
high, so it must have been taken with an older cell phone. The 
temperature was very hot, so the body began to burn all at once and the 
clothes also burned away. 

But at this time, I saw an amazing scene. 

The corpse quickly and suddenly turned around until it was half-lying up 
on its stomach and then looked through the small window.  

At that moment, I could see clearly that this corpse’s eyes were opened, 
but there wasn’t any sign of its pupils. All I could see were the whites of 
its eyes. That face wasn’t the face of a living person—it was obviously a 
dead thing—but its movements were very swift and violent, as if it were 
stimulated by something. 

But its facial expression was extremely cold and detached. Anyone who 
had ever seen a zombie would have a deep impression of its expression, 
because the expression on the face of a corpse was what one would call 
extremely “lifeless”. 

That was why I was so shocked, because this corpse suddenly got up on 
its stomach and moved way too fast. 

Its outer layer of skin completely burnt up, quickly followed by the inner 
layer, which caused the flesh in many places to be exposed. 

Most people have seen the anatomical map of the human body and know 
what a person looks like without their skin, so although it was scary, it 
honestly didn’t give off a sinister feeling because it was something 
everyone had seen too often. 
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But after the old man’s skin was scorched off, his muscles were exposed, 
which was extremely scary. 

The facial features formed by the muscles under the old man’s skin were 
all out of proportion, which definitely wasn’t the kind of face you’d see on 
an anatomical map. In the light of the fire, it was like I was seeing some 
other creature wearing human skin, but the human skin had been burned 
off at this time, revealing this creature’s true face. I can’t describe it, but 
it definitely wasn’t a human face. If I had to say it, though, I thought it 
looked a bit like an animal’s face. But it was some kind of extremely evil 
animal. 

This part of the recording all happened very fast because the temperature 
of the flames was very high and all of the muscles were burnt black and 
became indistinguishable. 

The cameraman finally reacted and started screaming loudly, but at this 
time, a voice spoke in Mandarin, “Don’t panic. It’s normal for it to move. 
The muscles aren’t dead yet, so they’ll curl up naturally when it’s hot.” 

At this time, the camera happened to be pointing directly at the 
incinerator and recorded a blackened mass hitting the small window. 

The cameraman was truly frightened this time and immediately moved 
away. 

The recording stopped here because the camera started to shake, 
indicating that the cameraman was obviously frightened. The background 
sounds were very chaotic. 

Xiao Hua rewound the video and showed me the burnt face. After looking 
at it carefully, there was no doubt that it was extremely scary. The 
uncanny valley effect had really reached its peak.(2)  

The face looked human for the most part, but there was something about 
it that looked almost animalistic. Since I had studied drawing and 

 
(2) The uncanny valley is a hypothesized relation between an object’s degree of resemblance to a human being 
and the emotional response to the object. The concept suggests that humanoid objects that imperfectly 
resemble actual human beings provoke uncanny or strangely familiar feelings of eeriness and revulsion in 
observers. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncanny_valley
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painting, however, I could directly figure out the logic behind it. Just like a 
baby’s forehead, if you were to draw a person’s forehead wider, it would 
give off a cute feeling. The principle behind this was that the proportions 
were close to the baby. 

So the reason why this face looked like an animal’s face was because the 
position of the eye sockets had obviously moved up and the face had 
elongated. After the old man’s skin was burned off, it seemed like the 
muscles that controlled his facial features had all been dislocated by the 
abnormally long skull. 

It was obvious that the old man’s body had started a strange 
metamorphosis before he died. 

I looked at Xiao Hua and asked myself, did this also happen to my 
grandfather? 

Xiao Hua said, “Shigou Diao was a special group of grave robbers at first. 
In order not to disturb the dead, they would eat the flesh of corpses 
before excavating a tomb in hopes of concealing their vital energy. Your 
grandfather was able to make a quick start in the Mystic Nine at a young 
age because he walked a crooked path. This strange energy was 
discovered later and had a magical effect.” 
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Chapter 47 

The practice of eating ancient corpses to cover up one’s vital energy could 
currently be attributed to mere superstition—at least, there wasn’t 
anything to support it theoretically—but it was said that grave robbers 
back in the day really believed in it. In fact, the survival rate of Shigou 
Diao grave robbers was much higher than that of ordinary treasure 
hunters. 

Out of those in the Mystic Nine who could be verified as having been a 
member of Shigou Diao, there was no doubt that Chen Pi Ah Si should be 
one of them. He specialized in robbing fierce tombs and wasn’t the type 
to be deterred by such behavior. The controversial one, however, was 
Huo Xiangu. There were many people who believed that this was just a 
rumor spread to discredit her. 

Many people believed that smearing a woman’s reputation would do 
more harm to her than it would to a man. This came from the stereotype 
that women were bound to be easily hurt by rumors. But Huo Xiangu 
didn’t care about this rumor and never paid attention to it, so there 
wasn’t any information to prove whether it was true or not. 

After liberation happened and life became better, the number of Shigou 
Diao members became less and less and tomb-robbing gradually 
decreased. At that time, a rumor began to spread among the Shigou Diao 
members. 

This rumor was about “living flesh”, which was an occurrence where you 
felt as if your flesh was alive and out of your control. After you fell asleep 
or lost consciousness, you would experience a situation similar to 
sleepwalking. But you would also have a very strange expression on your 
face. 

In fact, sleepwalking itself wasn’t scary, but it definitely was if you 
unconsciously made some strange expression while you were doing it. 

Say, for example, after falling asleep, a man’s wife notices him sit up in 
the middle of the night and make a strange expression. This expression 
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looks very vivid, almost like the little man’s expression on a Wangzai milk 
can.(1)  

The cartoon character looks cute, but if a real person were to do this in 
the middle of the night, it would definitely be terrifying. 

This phenomenon had been studied by many intelligent people who 
eventually came to the conclusion that the flesh was alive. 

In other words, these people’s flesh seemed to have become another 
creature. 

This conclusion was definitely inaccurate, but the emergence of such a 
disease spurred the Shigou Diao members to gather. Through 
communication, these old desperadoes not only hoped to find what 
caused this disease, but also to see if there was a cure for it. But after 
operating for so many years, the gap between people had become very 
large and several groups throughout the whole country were dealing with 
this matter. For some high-ranking people, the Health Bureau contacted 
experts from all across the country for consultations, but the local people 
could only find their own solutions. 

In the end, the rules they set were nothing more than the ones our family 
followed. The most important thing was that they had to be cremated 
and no one could watch. 

Among these various organizations, there was one that my grandfather 
joined. They created some code words and secret hand signs, including 
the gestures that Xiao Hua and Jin Wantang had shown me before. But 
don’t get me wrong, it didn’t mean that they also ate human flesh. 

In the second generation of the Mystic Nine, there was a man named Qi 
Yu who was the only Shigou Diao member among his peers. 

 
(1) Here’s a pic: 
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The reason for this is unknown, but it was said that Qi Yu was very 
proficient in a number of skills, so no one knew whether he was merely 
experimenting or not. After Qi Yu took that pill in the Xisha undersea 
tomb, his body’s special physique seemed to show signs of a successful 
experiment at first. 

Although it failed in the end, Qi Yu’s efforts led future experiments to 
focus in a certain direction. 

The Shigou Diao organization immediately ushered in a disaster, but 
these old dogs were very cunning and instantly disappeared among the 
masses without a trace. The only sign they left was that kind of gesture. 

But that gesture was also based on a special rule, which changed every 
year based on the special arrangement of the Twelve Sovereign 
Hexagrams.(2) They continued to search for a way to cure themselves, but 
they remained completely hidden while doing it. And the most amazing 
thing was that no one could seem to find them after they hid. 

It seemed that eating ancient corpses really did give them a special buff. 
These people’s disappearance wasn’t a true disappearance, it was just 
that they had become extremely difficult to notice. 

First, I want to explain that there’s no theoretical basis for this; it’s almost 
all just superstition. 

But this strange bodily sensation was indeed very obvious, so my grandpa 
was able to figure out that only those who were in Shigou Diao could be 
contacted by Shigou Diao. These people were the real “living dead” and 
the real invisible power. 

In many schemes after liberation, people who were in Shigou Diao played 
a key role. It was a little overrated to say that Shigou Diao was an 
organization since it was actually just a group of old grave robbers. In 
order to connect with this organization, you needed to know the right 
gestures at that time. 

 
(2) From the “Book of Changes” (aka “The I Ching”). More info on the Twelve Sovereign Hexagrams here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Ching
https://www.taoistiching.org/twelve_sovereign.html
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Of course, in later years, some people joined them who weren’t in Shigou 
Diao. No one knew what the Shigou Diao organization was like after the 
Mystic Nine declined, but their basic functions still existed, the most 
important of which was passing on messages. 

They had a very amazing service that involved many missing people. As 
long as it was related to the Mystic Nine, if you believed that someone 
wasn’t dead but you couldn’t find them no matter what you tried, then 
you could try to find a Shigou Diao member and give them a letter to 
bring to the missing person. 

After that, you would almost certainly receive a reply from the missing 
person. For the Mystic Nine, missing often just meant that you had 
become a Shigou Diao and were hiding. 

The relationship between Xiao Hua and this organization started when he 
deliberately contacted a member of Shigou Diao and sent a letter to Xie 
Lianhuan at that time. 
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Chapter 48 The Impossible Thing Happened 

It’s not important whether this Xie Lianhuan was the real Xie Lianhuan or 
Schrodinger’s Wu Sanxing, but since it was Xiao Hua’s narrative, I’ll just 
refer to him as Xie Lianhuan. 

There was no clear evidence of what happened to him before, but I still 
recognized him as a “person”. 

Of course, Xiao Hua used Shigou Diao many times before but we’ll be 
focusing on this time in particular. Initially, he simply felt that it was 
strange: if the incident had been resolved and Xie Lianhuan was still alive, 
then why didn’t he show up? I was also very concerned about this 
problem. It was also the reason I had set up a memorial shrine for Uncle 
Three at home, because if there really wasn’t a reason for him to not 
show up, then there was a high probability that he was already dead. It 
was a consequence I was willing to face. 

The way I saw it, it was better to light some incense first in case he really 
was dead. That way, he at least wouldn’t go hungry. 

Xiao Hua was very clever, so he spent a long time thinking about how to 
write this letter in a way that would make the other party reply to him. I 
don’t know what kind of mental journey he went through to get there, 
but his letter didn’t mention anything about wanting to meet or wanting 
to know the truth. All he did was express his own doubts and talk about 
the changes that had taken place in the external environment. He was, 
however, very casual and made an offhand remark in the text: If you need 
me to do anything else, just let me know. 

This was a very clever move. He was betting that the reason the other 
party didn’t show themselves for a long time was because there were still 
events that needed to be resolved. If someone was under pressure, there 
was a chance that they’d encounter urgent difficulties. And if Xiao Hua’s 
letter was delivered at such a time, the other party might be willing to 
turn to just about anyone for help. 

After all, humans were known for doing this kind of thing. In an 
emergency situation, the people around you who usually didn’t look 
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promising now looked capable and the people you didn’t trust were now 
trusted. 

About half a year later, he really did receive a reply. According to him, he 
took several Valium before opening the letter. But after opening it, he 
found that the particularly thick letter actually didn’t contain a single 
word. Instead, there was a piece of dried flesh wrapped in the paper that 
had been sealed in the envelope. 

The meaning was very clear: If you want to help, become one of us. 

Xiao Hua was very cautious by nature while I was more impulsive about 
such things. If it were me, I’d just rinse it off, boil it in some water, dip it 
in soy sauce, and then eat it. I didn’t believe that it would taste that bad 
anyway. 

Xiao Hua, on the other hand, thought about it for a long time. He looked 
up some information and then called Black Glasses to discuss it. I’m not 
exactly sure what happened, but in the end, Black Glasses ate it while 
Xiao Hua wasn’t paying attention. 

An image suddenly popped into my head of the two of them researching. 
Xiao Hua probably went to get some information, and when he looked 
back, he saw that there was nothing left. Black Glasses looked at him and 
hiccupped. 

Xiao Hua quickly skipped over the ensuing events, but the matter came to 
an end when the Shigou Diao members who later joined up with him only 
recognized him as one of their own. Xiao Hua was very upset, but Black 
Glasses had his own considerations. Soon, Black Glasses disappeared. 

He seemed to have disappeared for about four months, but when he 
appeared again, he said to Xiao Hua, “That thing your master told you 
about—that impossible thing—may have already happened.” 

The plans those three families made back then needed to be put in 
action. There was no way for Xiao Hua to tell what exactly Shigou Diao 
was doing, but soon, those three families who had disappeared would 
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appear again. You had to pay attention to anyone who made that 
gesture, as they could blend into the crowd to help you. 

When I heard this, I suddenly made a strange association. 

Qi Yu appeared and enticed Jin Wantang to start this expedition to the 
world’s second most valuable tomb and Xiao Hua went on this adventure 
without an ounce of hesitation because he knew what it meant. 

But the Hong family had normally stayed far away from these dubious 
affairs, so were they actually participating? 

Or, was Black Glasses actually a member of the Hong family? Then why 
did people call him Mr. Qi instead of Mr. Hong? 

Maybe the character for Qi was different than the one I was thinking of? 
Maybe he came up with the pseudonym by thinking along the lines of 
“Hongqi”?(1) Was he bullshitting us when he said he was a bannerman?(2)  

  

 
(1) The “Qi” Wu Xie was originally thinking of was “齐” which can mean neat/even/level 

with/identical/simultaneous/all together. Now he’s wondering if it’s “旗” which can mean banner/flag. Hong 

(红) can mean red so Hongqi (红旗) means red banner. 

(2) Per Tiffany: “旗人” means “Bannerman”. In China, this refers to a man who belonged to the Eight Banners of 

the Qing Dynasty. The Eight Banners were administrative and military divisions under the Later Jin and the 
Qing dynasty of China into which all Manchu households were placed. In war, the Eight Banners functioned as 
armies, but the banner system was also the basic organizational framework of all of Manchu society. Wiki Link 
here. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eight_Banners
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Chapter 49 What is the Impossible Thing 
that Happened 

Of course, these were all just my own subjective thoughts. In fact, even 
though Qi Yu had appeared, Black Glasses should also represent the Qi 
family, even though I didn’t know what the real relationship between him 
and the Qi family was.(1) Moreover, Xiao Hua actually represented both 
the Hong and the Xie families. 

Qi Yu, who provoked Jin Wantang into action, had no feelings for this 
industry, so he was able to take advantage of Jin Wantang’s high prestige 
and lure many teams in. A lot of Shigou Diao members snuck into these 
teams and went to the world’s second most valuable tomb in order to 
resolve the matter of the impossible thing that had happened. 

When Qi Yu and Xiao Hua met, Qi Yu certainly encouraged Xiao Hua to 
complete the “plan” the elders had come up with at that time so that 
they could resolve the “strange thing” that would happen after Zhang 
Qiling stopped guarding the bronze door. This so-called impossible thing 
was considered impossible because it was believed that no one could 
defeat the Wang family. 

When I heard this, I wanted to sigh and say, “I’m really sorry,” but I still 
couldn’t help feeling a little proud of myself. 

Pitifully speaking, between what I was given and what Xiao Hua was 
given, I couldn’t figure out which was more ridiculous: the mission to 
defeat the Wang family or the mission to destroy the unknown disaster 
that might happen in the post-Zhang Qiling era. I couldn’t help but want 
to cry with him. 

Xiao Hua looked at Qi Yu at that time. Since he couldn’t understand Qi 
Yu’s true thoughts from his facial expressions, Xiao Hua took more than 
ten minutes to carefully listen to what Qi Yu had to say. That was when 
he realized that the other man had lied. 

 
(1) Just FYI, Wu Xie’s back to using the “齐” Qi character. 
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Xiao Hua immediately felt that if the so-called impossible thing had 
happened, then it was all a scheme created by Qi Yu—this was just a big 
scam and he needed to use them for something. 

Or maybe this thing was real and Qi Yu had his own goal to accomplish 
which was mixed in with everything. 

At this time, the hearing slave next to Xiao Hua discovered that the 
person in front of him had two heartbeats, one of which was very special. 
While Xia Wen was still talking, Xiao Hua suddenly ripped the other man’s 
clothes and found that Xia Wen was extremely thin and hiding a strange 
little monster in his arms. 

Because of time constraints, let’s briefly talk about the relationship 
between Xia Wen and the little monster. 

First of all, it was clear that the little monster was Qi Yu and Xia Wen was 
actually the one who initiated the expedition to the world’s second most 
valuable tomb. How Xia Wen discovered Qi Yu and raised him is another 
story that won’t be told here. All you need to know is that there was a 
problem with Qi Yu’s mind. He was very sensitive, narrow-minded, and 
showed a kind of shrewdness similar to that of a beast. 

Qi Yu would occasionally talk, so Xia Wen heard a lot of information 
during their association with each other. As it turned out, Xia Wen 
initiated this adventure to the world’s second most valuable tomb for 
personal gain. 

He usually put Qi Yu on his body, but that made his body look deformed. 
If Qi Yu hugged him, however, then his body would look normal. His 
strange movements were actually a result of him carrying this little 
monster. 

He and Qi Yu were both Shigou Diao members, so it was easy to gain each 
other’s trust. 

Xiao Hua immediately caught Xia Wen, but in order to save his own life, 
Xia Wen warned Xiao Hua that the impossible thing had really happened. 
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Logically speaking, Xiao Hua knew that it was impossible for Xia Wen to 
know if that thing had really happened. So, the reason why he kept calling 
it “that thing” was because even if many things had happened, you 
wouldn’t think it was related to Zhang Qiling’s failure to guard the bronze 
door. 

There was no way to know which “thing” was being referred to. 

But Xia Wen used Qimen Dunjia in front of Xiao Hua to make a prediction, 
the result of which made Xiao Hua’s hair stand on end. 
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Chapter 50 Qimen Eight Calculations Method 

Interpreting divinatory diagrams was a very abstract concept since they 
wouldn’t directly give you a readable answer like search engines would. 
As a result, there were many possible interpretations for the results you’d 
end up getting. 

But because the abstract interpretation here was related to the things we 
had experienced before, it may seem abstract to Xia Wen but very 
specific to Xiao Hua. 

The divinatory diagram’s meaning was very clear: something came out of 
the door, but this thing was neither dead nor alive. Something extremely 
bad was going to happen. 

I didn’t think it was necessary to guess too much about what kind of door 
this divinatory diagram was talking about; I’d bet my life it was the bronze 
door. Legend had it that King Wannu came out of the bronze door, but 
we had already killed one Wannu so I figured it wouldn’t be that big of a 
deal if another monster had come out.  

In fact, there could have been another interpretation of what this “thing” 
the divinatory diagram was referring to was. Divination didn’t only focus 
on real things, so it was possible for anything to show up while you were 
doing your calculations. This even included things like pieces of 
information or secrets, which were all things that could be classified as 
neither living nor dead. 

I asked Xiao Hua for more details about this point. 

The so-called Qimen Dunjia that Xia Wen used wasn’t the traditional 
divination method. I only realized now that the Qimen Dunjia they had 
been talking about was actually a special divination method of the Qi 
family called the Qimen Eight Calculations Method. 

Qi Tiezui had been living in seclusion in the mountains after experiencing 
all those events at that time. When he was feeling down, he decided to 
calculate the future, but what he saw must have been terrible. Reeling 
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with the shock of it, he broke the rules set by his ancestors and passed on 
all of his crafts to a child who wasn’t related to him by blood. 

It was impossible to determine what exactly he saw, but on that day, Qi 
Tiezui had already seen the whole thing clearly. 

Although Er Yuehong didn’t have any divination skills, he had also 
foreseen a certain possibility. Those two people, together with the Xie 
family, came up with a plan, a large part of which was said to have been 
determined using the Qimen Eight Calculations Method. 

This plan accurately pointed out that the world’s second most valuable 
tomb was the key. Xiao Hua believed that the “thing” that came out of 
the bronze door was probably a monster, a piece of information, or a 
secret, any of which would be found in the world’s second most valuable 
tomb. Otherwise, the plan those three came up with at that time 
wouldn’t point to this tomb. 

There was also a very precise rule stipulated in the plan at that time: 
when implementing the plan, all three families—the Qi, Hong, and Xie 
families—had to be present. Such a strange rule was probably also set by 
the divinatory diagram. 

Xiao Hua put Xia Wen under house arrest and brought Qi Yu with him on 
this adventure, but he didn’t know if he counted as a Hong family 
member. The relationship between the Hong and Xie families was 
actually very strange. The Hong family’s elders still had a good 
relationship with Xiao Hua, and they could even be seen as equals if we 
wanted to get specific—after all, Xiao Hua was Er Ye’s last disciple—but 
there was almost no communication with the younger generation. 

It was said that the Hong family member in our generation was a girl, but 
no other information could be found. Xiao Hua passed the news on to the 
Hong family, but they didn’t respond so he figured that they no longer 
cared about these kinds of things. 

Now that I finally understood the whole story, there was only one 
question lingering in my mind. Jin Wantang had shown me a gesture 
before he died. I didn’t know whether he had been a member of Shigou 
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Diao, whether he had been bewitched by Xia Wen, or whether this 
gesture was to make his communication with me seem more meaningful. 

Whatever the case, I didn’t want to delve into these details now; Xiao 
Hua’s purpose was very clear. Back in those days, Ba Ye’s divination was 
considered nothing more than feudal superstition and Er Ye’s worries 
were regarded as an event with a very small probability of happening. But 
all of these things seemed to have come true, so now I was really curious 
as to what the Qimen Eight Calculations Method came up with back then. 
Was it completely accurate or was it just a mere coincidence or even a 
hoax? 

Black Glasses started having problems after they came in to this place, 
but I told Xiao Hua to give me the details later. Right now, I wanted to 
discuss with him what to do next. 

“Let me tell you what’s going on with this cliff first,” Xiao Hua said. 
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Chapter 51 There is No Retreat 

In order to try and get to the exit where that tiny sliver of light was 
shining through, Xiao Hua’s group had divided into two teams and 
climbed up the cliff from two different directions. All of the members in 
one of the teams had died, and Xiao Hua had also encountered the same 
situation as them—one extra person somehow appeared in the team 
without anyone noticing. 

They had been trapped on the cliff for more than a week. They continued 
climbing up during those first three days, but they never managed to 
reach the top. Based on how long they had been climbing, the height of 
this cliff definitely exceeded the height of a normal cliff. They had also 
spent two days trying to climb back to the ground, but as long as they 
tried that, some people in their team would end up dying. It seemed as if 
this cliff was forcing them to climb to the top, and in the end, they had to 
stop. 

“Could it be some kind of vertical ‘ghost hitting a wall’?” I asked him. 

He shook his head and then tilted it back to look up before saying to me, 
“If that were the case, we’d keep passing by the same rocks on this cliff. 
But we could clearly see the changes in the rock strata at different 
heights as we continued climbing. We weren’t going around in circles, so 
it’s obvious that this cliff is just that high.” 

“So if this cliff is really high, have we still not reached the top yet?” 

Xiao Hua, who was still looking at the pitch-black area above his head, 
nodded at me. 

“But if it’s so high, we shouldn’t be able to see any sunlight from below,” I 
argued. 

“This will only work if it’s truly sunlight up there,” Xiao Hua said. “But I 
think the light above us isn’t sunlight.” 
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Xiao Hua believed that there was an opening at the top because the sky 
burial corpses had fallen down, but this light may not necessarily be 
sunlight. 

For people in the dark, this light was like a deadly trap. 

“If it’s not the sun, then is it an anglerfish?” 

Anglerfish were a kind of deep-sea fish that had a lamp in front of its 
head. They would hunt by using the light from this lamp to attract and 
lure small fish that were swimming in the deep sea. Was it possible that 
the light above was a trap used by monsters to lure us in? 

“I don’t know what it is. I only know that the only way to go down now is 
to jump. Otherwise, you’ll either die on the way down or be trapped 
here.” 

As he silently looked at the darkness under his feet, I noticed that his eyes 
were calm and there were no signs of fanaticism; he would never jump 
down in a fit of madness. I was certain that whatever evil thing was in this 
abyss would also have a headache when facing such a person. 

“I don’t believe the dragon vein would trap me in this place since it was 
the one who invited me here,” I said, and then proceeded to explain why 
I thought so. 

He leaned back against the cliff wall and sighed, “I wasn’t invited, and 
neither was Black Glasses.” 

“Well, maybe I can go down.” 

Xiao Hua looked at me but didn’t answer. After a while, he said, “I need 
to rest for a bit. Can you do two things for me?” 

When I looked at him, I couldn’t tell that he was tired at all. It appeared 
that even though I was a very perceptive person, I couldn’t tell what his 
real condition was. 

Once I nodded, he continued, “Please help me ask Little Brother some 
questions. He should at least disclose some clues about the bronze door. 
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He’s the only one among us who has been in there. I don’t know why he 
can’t say it, but I need these answers. Otherwise, we’ll be stuck acting 
passively like this.” 

I didn’t promise him immediately, but he continued anyways, “There’s a 
problem with my team. Help me figure out what it is.” 

“What’s the problem?” 

Xiao Hua looked at me and shook his head before saying, “I don’t know; I 
just think there’s something wrong.” 

He handed me a copy of their team manual. I wanted to keep asking 
questions, but he suddenly said to me again, “Thank you for coming to 
save me.” 

After that, I saw him fall asleep in almost a second. 

His face was buried in his long hair and it was only at this time that I saw a 
wave of exhaustion seem to spread out from his whole body. 

I sighed. 

At this moment, a flashlight suddenly flashed from below. I knew right 
away that Fatty was calling me down. I didn’t know if something 
unexpected had happened while he was examining the body, but the 
flashlight seemed frantic so he was obviously hoping that I could hurry 
down and help him. 

But Xiao Hua couldn’t sleep here alone, so I used my flashlight to signal 
the people down below to come up. Not long after, a short man came up. 
He and I looked at each other. I didn’t know why, but I suddenly felt very 
uneasy, so I told him to go down again and signaled for Poker-Face to 
come up. 

Poker-Face looked at me and then looked at Xiao Hua. He signaled me to 
go down and conveyed that he would keep an eye on Xiao Hua. 

________________________________________ 
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Author’s note: I’ve been traveling on business recently and the traffic 
situation in Beijing is too complicated. These three or four chapters were 
all updated in a hurry, which caused some problems with the writing. You 
may feel a little confused when reading them, but these issues will be 
resolved when they’re published. 
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Chapter 52 Open the Sleeping Bag 

Before going down, I especially looked for Fatty’s position. I didn’t want 
to pass by any member of Xiao Hua’s team, so I climbed straight down 
towards Fatty. 

Once I reached him, he asked me how my chat with Xiao Hua went. When 
I told him that Xiao Hua fell asleep while talking, Fatty sighed deeply and 
said to me, “It’s not easy. Do you think there’s an easy mode for life?”(1)  

I experienced it once before, but I didn’t regret losing it. In any case, it 
wasn’t like there was a “regret option” in life, so there was no point in 
thinking about it. “How’s Tang Tang?” I asked him. 

“There really are changes. Take a look at them.” He pointed to Xiao Hua’s 
team members on the side—everyone looked like they were facing a big 
enemy—and then pointed his flashlight at the body. 

I really wasn’t ready to see what Jin Wantang looked like now, but I could 
see his severely dehydrated and shriveled hands exposed by the half-
opened sleeping bag. 

I first checked to see if his nails had grown longer, but Fatty just shook his 
head and held Jin Wantang’s withered hand up for me to see. I found that 
on some parts of his hand, the muscles looked like they were pulsating. 
These pulsations were very strange, almost like bugs were moving 
through his veins. 

If this were a fresh corpse, it wouldn’t be surprising to see such a 
neurological reflex, but Jin Wantang’s body was almost mummified. The 
cells should almost be dead, so why were his muscles still pulsating? 

“We have to look at the face. Are you ready?” Fatty asked me. 

I nodded and took a deep breath just as Fatty pulled the rest of the 
sleeping bag away, revealing Jin Wantang’s face. 

 
(1) He means like a game. Easy mode, normal mode, hard mode. 
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In an instant, all my hair stood on end. Jin Wantang’s face was completely 
shriveled up and his hair was almost falling out, but his skull had 
somehow become very elongated. It distorted his facial features by 
pulling his eyes all the way up to where his forehead was supposed to be. 

But his eyes were still looking down, as if he was looking down at us. It 
would have been reasonable to assume that his eyeballs had shrunk into 
his eye sockets by now, but instead, they were still there. Plus, they had 
turned a grayish-green color. 

It was too scary. I had never seen this kind of facelift affect someone’s 
facial features so much before. 

I was so dizzy from the sudden shock of it that I had to take a deep 
breath. A member of Xiao Hua’s team suddenly spoke up at this time, 
“His body has already started to change.” 

I looked at Jin Wantang’s face and realized that this might also be what a 
Shigou Diao’s corpse would look like. But I didn’t quite believe that Old Jin 
was a Shigou Diao member. There’s no way this extravagant guy would 
ever eat corpse flesh. 

Old Jin, ah, Old Jin, what happened to you? Do you have secrets, too? Or 
were you coerced? 

“What’s your name?” I asked the speaker. 

“Little Master Three, my name is Jin Xingsan.” The other man 
immediately nodded and bowed. He seemed like the type of person who 
knew how to get around. 

“Korean?” 

“Yes.” 

I looked him in the eye. “What will happen if this corpse isn’t disposed 
of?” 
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Jin Xingsan hesitated for a moment before looking at the others around 
him. “What? Do you still engage in mysticism even at this time?” I asked 
him. 

“The head will become longer and the skin will tear from the upper lip, 
revealing another face,” he responded. 

“What do you mean?” 

“Little Master Three, every corpse here is different. But in this situation, 
the skin on this corpse’s face will definitely tear all the way up to the head 
during the corpse transformation process. The skin can be lifted away 
from the upper lip to reveal the whole skinless face below—it’s actually 
how many cosmetic surgeries are done—and then the corpse will come 
alive.” 

“What should I do?” 

“People can’t be resurrected after death. You have to throw it down.” 

I looked at Jin Wantang, but I didn’t recognize him anymore. My fingers 
were shaking as I asked Fatty to close the sleeping bag back up. I wasn’t a 
man who couldn’t make a decision about this kind of thing, but if Old Jin’s 
body was thrown down the cliff, would he be trapped here forever? 

I knew that it had all been in my head, but I couldn’t brush off that scene I 
had witnessed on the grassland before. 

“How long do we have?” 

“There should still be a few days left,” he said. 

I breathed a sigh of relief, but at this time, I suddenly saw Poker-Face 
resting behind Fatty with his eyes closed. 

I stared blankly for a moment. Shit, isn’t Poker-Face keeping an eye on 
Xiao Hua above us? But after looking at Poker-Face, it seemed that he 
had never moved from his position. 
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“Little Brother?” I called out. He opened his eyes and gave me a 
questioning look. 

I thought about it for a moment and then broke out in a cold sweat. This 
is bad, I said to myself before I immediately started climbing up.  
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Chapter 53 Shoot 

After climbing a few steps, I frowned and quickly asked myself a question. 

Although it had all happened very fast just now, would I really mistake 
someone else for Poker-Face? 

I had absolute confidence in my reaction speed—after so many years, I 
had beast-like instincts when it came to abnormal situations—but I was 
familiar with the Poker-Face who came up just now and didn’t notice any 
abnormalities at all. 

Fatty was following behind me, with the Poker-Face below trailing behind 
him. I turned my head to look at Fatty, but I was actually watching Poker-
Face. 

Based on what I had read in the notebook before, I knew that if 
something had mixed in among our team, no one would notice it. The 
Mongolian woman only discovered the abnormality because she was in 
the habit of drawing sketches. Then, she realized what the problem was 
by doing a logical analysis. 

This seemed to indicate that there there was a situation in which the bee 
man who appeared had the ability to confuse people. The whole bee man 
phenomenon was like a mystery wrapped up in another mystery. To be 
honest, I didn’t believe that this kind of thing could happen even just a 
few minutes ago. But now, not only did it seem to have happened, but a 
new situation had arisen at this time. 

I stared at the Poker-Face below and immediately found that something 
was wrong—he didn’t look at me. 

I called out to him, “Little Brother?” 

He looked at me again and I saw that his eyes were as indifferent as 
usual, but I realized that it wasn’t him. 

I couldn’t explain this kind of gut feeling at all. This Zhang Qiling…I 
thought that he was almost exactly the same as the real one. There were 
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no problems that I could see, but I just knew right away that this guy 
wasn’t him. 

I wasn’t the only one, either. Fatty also noticed it immediately. He 
glanced at me and looked back at Poker-Face. 

This Poker-Face didn’t ask us what was wrong but just looked at us. 

“Can you only imitate to this extent?” I asked him. 

He didn’t answer, which meant that this was the correct response. I 
figured there was some kind of power at work here, but it couldn’t read 
our minds to learn how to deceive us. If it pretended to be Poker-Face, 
then it was probably making our brains immune to any strange feelings 
we had and making us extremely insensitive to lies. No matter what the 
other person said, our brains would just automatically believe it. 

So maybe every single one of this Poker-Face’s actions wasn’t normal, but 
we all seemed to think that they were. 

I actually didn’t believe that this Poker-Face was a fake. In fact, I figured 
he was totally real, but I just thought that he wasn’t our Poker-Face. 

This determination was almost pure intuition and came from the part of 
my brain that was far beyond rational thought. 

We looked at each other for a while before he finally answered me, 
“What do you mean—” But before the words fell, I raised my hand and 
fired my gun one shot at a time. 

The bullet grazed Fatty’s ear as it headed for the imposter behind him, 
but that guy dodged it and then slipped behind a rock. 

I grabbed the climbing rope directly in one hand, swung past Fatty, and 
shined my flashlight behind the rock. It was completely empty. No one 
was there. 

I bumped into the cliff and took a closer look. It was true. I couldn’t help 
but frown as I kicked off the cliff and swung back to my original spot. 
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When Fatty looked at me with questioning eyes, I shook my head and 
said, “It’s gone.” 

That person had either fallen down the cliff or gone into the rock. I had 
definitely moved fast, so it wasn’t like he could climb away leisurely. 

All of Xiao Hua’s people had picked up their guns and pointed them at 
me, but I ignored them. I asked Fatty to carry both Jin Wantang and the 
stone, and then we started climbing in the direction where Xiao Hua and I 
had been talking before. 

“Little Master Three, why are you guys fighting each other?” Jin Xingsan 
suddenly asked. 

Fatty also spoke up, “You moved too fast. I was still hesitating when you 
fired. So, is Little Brother a fake?” 

“Yes,” I said to him. 

When I climbed up, I found that Xiao Hua and Poker-Face were no longer 
there. 
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Chapter 54 Mental Defense 

I looked at the empty cliff and saw some lingering fire. Fortunately, I was 
immediately able to recover my calm since I was quite experienced. 

The people in Xiao Hua’s team had all followed behind us, so I waved 
them back while saying to them, “Everything’s fine. They’ve gone 
somewhere else to implement the plan.” 

“What plan?” Jin Xingsan asked. 

How should I know? I asked myself. I was just saying those words on a 
whim to stabilize the troops’ morale, but I also knew that it wouldn’t 
work if I didn’t do a good job lying, so I said to them, “If you want to get 
out of here, don’t ask any questions. The stones here can understand 
people’s words.” 

This sentence was also complete nonsense, so Jin Xingsan and the others 
all looked at each other. Xiao Hua’s people were not idiots and were 
clearly skeptical, but they were helpless in the face of my great 
reputation. When I looked back at Jin Xingsan, he didn’t dare ask any 
more questions. 

I turned and pointed my flashlight at the cliff where Xiao Hua had been 
resting just now and discovered that the bronze piece had also been 
taken away. I felt a little relieved since this indicated that they had left 
voluntarily. Or it meant that Poker-Face at least had time to take the 
bronze piece with them when they left. I just didn’t know what exactly 
had happened. 

As long as they hadn’t received the heavenly gift, then it should be the 
opponent’s bad luck with these two people together. The only thing was, 
they hadn’t worked together before, so I didn’t know what the situation 
would be like. 

I checked up and down carefully but didn’t see them around. Fatty also 
climbed up and looked everywhere, but there was nothing at all. 
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I recalled that it took no more than ten minutes from the time Xiao Hua 
fell asleep to the time I went down to see Fatty and then discovered that 
something was wrong and shot the imposter, only to climb back up here. 

When it came to climbing in this place, you couldn’t go very far in ten 
minutes so you’d definitely appear in our flashlights’ glow. Unless the two 
of them had also jumped or were eaten by the rocks here. 

We would have definitely felt it if they had jumped, so did that mean that 
they were eaten by the rocks? 

It was only when I asked everyone to go back below that I finally 
understood the setup here. This appeared to be a vertical campsite that 
Xiao Hua had carefully designed. There was no need for complicated 
hanging beds and tents; everyone simply found a rock protrusion and 
rested on it. The rock crevices were filled with safety buckles, snack 
wrappers, and portable mountaineering lamps—this kind of lamp had a 
clamp on the bottom so that it could be inserted into the rock crevices 
and become a kind of street lamp. 

There were a lot of bags hanging up around the area, all of which 
contained bronze pieces that had been taken from the Zhang family’s 
suicide temple. 

These bronze pieces must have formed a magnetic field that protected 
everyone in this area. 

“Little Master Three, what should we do next?” Jin Xingsan asked me. 
“What part do we play in your plan?” 

I told him not to talk and then swept my eyes over everyone’s faces, my 
mind calculating quickly. 

Honestly, my way of thinking was very simple because what was 
happening here was just so strange. A person would suddenly come out 
of the darkness around the cliff and make us feel as if he had been with 
us the whole time. 

Based on what had happened just now, he could even take on any 
appearance, including ours. 
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So, the first thing I needed to be sure of was who was my enemy. 

If this bee man was just an illusion, then that meant that my enemy was 
myself. If there was a power here that was affecting my mind, then I had 
to overcome it by myself. But if this bee man was really a person, then I 
just couldn’t understand what was going on. But if it was human, it also 
meant that we should be able to kill it. 

There were some details I wanted to verify, so I asked Jin Xingsan, “How 
do you know about the bee man?” 

He gave me a blank look, “What bee man?” 

“When we first appeared, didn’t you fire at us directly to keep us from 
approaching? Someone was even pretending to be me. Who was it? 
Didn’t you fire because of the bee man?” I looked at everyone in the 
group. 

Jin Xingsan gave me a puzzled look. He obviously didn’t know what a bee 
man was, so I had to explain it to him, “Have you never experienced an 
extra person suddenly appearing in your team? You all feel like you know 
each other, but in fact, this person suddenly mixed into the team while 
you were on the cliff? You don’t know where they came from and it’s like 
they appeared out of thin air?” 

Jin Xingsan was still very confused, so I continued, “Master Hua and I only 
recognized each other when we mentioned the calculus problem. Don’t 
you remember?” 

Jin Xingsan nodded and said, “Everything we do is by Master Hua’s 
orders. We don’t know the logic behind it, we just do it. We don’t know 
what a bee man is, but Master Hua said that we must have two sets of 
identities in order to keep the strange phenomenon from happening 
here. In fact, we don’t even know what the phenomenon is.” 

“So Master Hua told you that something strange will happen here and 
ordered you to do this?” 

Jin Xingsan nodded again. “We each have two identities: one is our own 
and the other is fictitious. We use celebrities from the business that 
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we’ve encountered in our day-to-day lives. For example, this guy is you, 
Little Master Three.” 

He pointed to a person in the team, who greeted me and nodded. 

I thought about it and realized that Xiao Hua’s method was called 
information blocking. 

“If I’ve guessed it right, Xiao Hua is the one who gave all of you your 
second celebrity names, right?” I asked him. 

When Jin Xingsan nodded, I looked at Fatty. Fatty’s mind also worked 
very fast, so he immediately winked at me to show that he understood. 

There had to be some hidden logic to the way Xiao Hua chose their 
names, but this logic was only known to him and would be something 
very insignificant. As long as the power here was unable to read his mind, 
it wouldn’t know what logic he used. 

Xiao Hua had taught me this mental defense exercise, which was used to 
fight against hallucinations, so I knew that there was a limit to the 
number of celebrity names you could utilize with this logic. 

So, if something showed up and this thing needed two identities, then it 
must also have a celebrity nickname. 

Suppose the initial logic behind the nicknames was: all twelve people owe 
me money. 

He lent money to twelve people in total, so he used all the names of 
people who owed him money. If that weirdo wanted to mix in with the 
group, then he needed to create a person and make Xiao Hua think that 
this person owed him money. 

This could hardly be done, because if the weirdo had that kind of ability, 
then it could prevent us from finding its words suspicious. 

But I knew that the logic behind Xiao Hua’s actions would be very 
complicated, with more than one level. For example, the second level 
might be: people who owe me money who I met before 2007, went to 
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Hangzhou together in 2012 and 2013, and paid back some of the money 
in 2015 and 2016. 

The third level might arrange these people by taking their age differences 
from youngest to oldest and then subtracting the number of the youngest 
from the oldest. This would be consistent with the unpopular finite 
mathematical sequence. 

The fourth level…. 

When this weirdo wanted Xiao Hua to believe that he had been with the 
team from the start, he’d have to create an extremely detailed lie. Every 
level of this logic-based blockade had a special direction at which the 
blockade was set up so Xiao Hua’s illusion maker would need to be widely 
read and study both the arts and sciences. 

For example, with the third level, there was a special number sequence. 
You couldn’t insert another number in the middle, so all you could do was 
put one more in the front or one more in the back. 

But because the number sequence had its own logic to it, if you put one 
in front, then the number would have to be very small. You couldn’t say 
that you were three years old, so you could only put this other number at 
the back. But that meant that the number would be very large, and you’d 
probably end up admitting that you were over two hundred years old. 

I’m not sure if I’m making much sense, but in short, many hallucinations 
in horror films could be ruined through the use of psychological traps. 

Mathematics could destroy any drama’s plot device. 

Moreover, Xiao Hua could quickly come up with a bunch of these things 
in no time at all. 

So, after utilizing such a complicated method, they didn’t encounter the 
bee man here. 

There was no way for the bee man to show up. Xiao Hua may not have 
found it strange initially if some dumbass reported an age that didn’t 
conform to the sequence when everyone was reporting the age of their 
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second celebrity persona every time before going to bed, but he would 
realize that this person didn’t conform to the sequence and would 
wonder why he didn’t put this person in the sequence. 

As long as he thought like this from the beginning, then the weirdo 
couldn’t run away. Plus, even if the opponent really was so powerful that 
he could give an age that was in line with the sequence—whether it was 
three years old or two hundred years old—he would still immediately 
expose himself. 

At this time, we could all determine that the other party was incapable of 
directly confusing us into forgetting our own plans, so Xiao Hua’s mental 
trap was clearly a great deterrent. 

But now Xiao Hua was missing, and as I looked at his team, I couldn’t help 
but feel that the number of people had been wrong since just a moment 
ago. 

The bee man had appeared. 
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Chapter 55 A Puzzle 

My eyes swept over everyone’s faces; they were all very inconspicuous. 
Without knowing Xiao Hua’s logic, I knew that I would never figure out if 
there was an extra person or not. 

Jin Xingsan was still looking at me eagerly, so I asked him softly, “Did you 
take a group photo before you set off?” 

Jin Xingsan took out his cell phone and showed it to me. I saw that they 
did have a group photo, but there were too many people in the team and 
their heads were densely packed together. Moreover, these people had 
changed after experiencing so many hardships, so I asked Jin Xingsan to 
mark where everyone was in the group photo. 

As he went to do this and communicate with his men, Fatty squatted 
down next to me and looked at my cigarettes. I pulled one out for him 
and watched as he lit it, took a puff, and exhaled the smoke into the void, 
“Mr. Naïve, if I was replaced, would you be able to tell right away?” 

Instead of answering him, I just gave him a pat. “What the hell is going on 
here?” He continued to ask. “What’s this bee man’s purpose? Is this thing 
a ghost or an evil spirit?” 

“Fatty, you can’t automatically assume that the Little Brother who just 
appeared is the bee man,” I said to him. “What the Mongolian sister 
wrote in her notes is different from what happened just now.” 

“You mean, that fake Little Brother wasn’t a bee man?” 

I wasn’t sure, but my intuition seemed to think so. I honestly didn’t 
believe that things here were so simple. As I looked at the void in front of 
me, there seemed to be some power in the darkness that was making me 
feel cold all over. 

When Jin Xingsan handed me the marked photo and I compared the faces 
in front of me with those in the photo, I knew that it was useless. 
Everyone had identified themselves, but the correlation between the 
people in the photo and those in front of me wasn’t so absolute. The 
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number of people in the team here was only a fraction of the people in 
the group photo. If the bee man found someone with a relatively similar 
appearance to himself, then it would be difficult for me to see through it. 

I asked some basic questions, such as how many people were in the 
team, and they all stuck out their arms, revealing a number “13” that had 
been written on them. Obviously, Xiao Hua’s measures were very 
comprehensive, so I was a little relieved. 

I looked up again but still didn’t see any signs of anyone coming back. At 
this time, Jin Xingsan handed me a radio, which everyone in their team 
was apparently equipped with. 

“Why didn’t you take it out just now?” When I asked him this, everyone’s 
expressions immediately changed. 

“You’ll know when you use it,” Jin Xingsan said. 

I turned the radio on and tried calling Xiao Hua. 

Everyone was looking at me; the cliff was very quiet. 

I called several times, but there was no response. 

As I looked at Jin Xingsan, hoping that he would explain what was going 
on, I noticed that everyone’s expressions were a little scared. At this time, 
a response suddenly came from the radio. 

“This is Urmei. Where are you?” It was the voice of a woman with an 
accent. 

I stared blankly for a moment—who’s Urmei? —and then asked into the 
radio, “Xiao Hua?” 

“I’m from the Urmei team. I need to return to the team. Where are you? 
Can you use your flashlight to show me the way?” That same voice came 
over the radio again. 

I looked back at Jin Xingsan, but he was staring blankly at the radio 
without explaining anything. 
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“It’s dark here. I really think I can float when I jump,” the voice on the 
radio suddenly said. 

“Don’t worry about this voice,” Jin Xingsan said. “This is the channel we 
used to communicate with the other teams before. The transmission has 
been playing in a loop here. Even if you call Master Hua directly, the 
transmissions can be superimposed.” 

As I looked at Jin Xingsan in wonder, a man with thick glasses behind him 
said, “The cliff here seems to have trapped the radio signals, which causes 
them to play in a loop.” 

“Are you serious?” I asked. 

At this time, a strange voice came from the radio again. It was the same 
woman. “There is one more person in our team. Jin Xingsan, do you 
copy? It’s really strange. He said you sent him here. He followed you into 
the team in Ulaanbaatar. His name is Deng Pujing. Is that true? I need to 
verify it.” 
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Chapter 56 Papapapa 

With all this noise, it was really difficult for me to call Xiao Hua. 

The radio finally fell into a brief silence after the woman’s last words fell, 
so I called Xiao Hua’s name again. 

There was no response, but Urmei’s voice rang out again, “Jin Xingsan, 
why aren’t you responding? What are you doing?” 

“Did you not reply at that time?” I asked Jin Xingsan. 

“I did,” Jin Xingsan said. “But she couldn’t hear me over there. It seemed 
as if my transmitter signal was being blocked.” 

Fatty exhaled a smoke ring and began shouting into the darkness, 
“Saipan! Where are you?”(1)  

I held him down. At this time, the radio in my hand came on and the 
other party said another sentence, “Jin Xingsan, stop being so petty and 
answer me.” After a pause, I heard a strange noise coming from the 
background on the other person’s end. 

That noise was similar to the sound bugs made when they opened and 
closed their mouths. 

“Papapapapapapapa.” 

Urmei must not have loosened her grip on the transmit button, so we 
could all hear the sounds. Then, she said a sentence which was obviously 
addressed to someone in her team, “Slow down. It’s not that I don’t 
believe you, it’s just obvious that you’ve snuck into the team. We didn’t 
receive any notification of this, so I definitely want to verify that this is Jin 
Xingsan’s doing. But either way, I definitely don’t agree with it.” 

Then, there came that “papapapapapa” sound again. 

 
(1) It’s a TikTok thing. Per Tiffany, the women in these super short videos here and here are frantically yelling 
and looking for someone named “Saipan”. It just blew up. 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1b741127aH/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXbt-iUE-pQ
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“I drew a sketch that day and you weren’t in it,” Urmei’s voice said again. 
“You definitely weren’t there that day and didn’t join the team at that 
time. Don’t try to pull one over on me.” 

Then, there was another series of those “papapapapa” sounds. 

Fatty and I looked at each other, and Fatty asked, “Is this papapapa noise 
a taunt or something?” 

I shook my head. I couldn’t hear anyone talking to Urmei in the 
background, but the papapapapa sound was very clear. 

But whatever was making the papapapa sound didn’t seem like it was 
close to Urmei, so it was probably a little distance away. 

If the radio could pick up the papapapa sound at a distance, then we 
should also be able to hear the voice of the person talking to Urmei. 

But Urmei was the only one talking on the radio, which was very strange. 

Plus, what was that papapapa sound we kept hearing? 

Jin Xingsan suddenly spoke up at this time, “We’ve listened to it many 
times, so you should know that the next bit of dialogue is very 
unpleasant. You should mentally prepare yourself. But it’s useless to 
listen to it, so if you’re not all that curious, you’d better not listen.” 

I ignored him and continued listening, only to hear Urmei continue 
talking, “It’s really dark here. If you jump from here, you’ll keep falling 
forever without reaching the bottom. It’s a bit like floating. I don’t know 
what’s going on, but I really want to float in this blackness.” 

Then came a series of slower papapapa sounds. 

“Suspend myself?” Urmei continued, “Others will treat me like an idiot.” 

There was another series of papapapa sounds. 

“Stop messing with me,” Urmei said. “When Jin Xingsan gets in touch and 
verifies your identity, you’d better explain when you snuck in and what 
your purpose is.” 
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The frequency of her words and the papapapa sounds corresponded to 
each other, as if they were talking. 

When I heard this, I turned to Fatty and said, “This papapa sound seems 
to be answering Urmei’s words? Is this the bee man…talking?” 

“So this is a conversation?” 

I nodded. Based on the frequency of this back-and-forth between both 
sides, it was definitely a conversation. But the bee man definitely wasn’t 
human and was making weird sounds. Plus, to make matters even more 
strange, Urmei could understand it and could even maintain this back-
and-forth exchange. 

It kind of reminded me of someone with a mental illness. 

When you said one thing, they’d hear another. It was a problem where 
their brain couldn’t translate the sound waves they heard into the correct 
meanings. But the brain had the ability to forcibly make the information 
seem logical, so it would compile these pieces of information and make 
itself think that it was reasonable. 

So, no matter what you said, the things the mental patient heard would 
be something completely different but somehow reasonable to them. 

That was why schizophrenia seemed like completely abnormal behavior 
in the eyes of normal people. But in the eyes of the patients themselves, 
they were completely normal. 

Urmei’s performance on the walkie-talkie was exactly like a schizophrenic 
patient. 

I didn’t expect this kind of logic and felt my back go cold. 

Then, I broke out in a cold sweat as I heard what happened next over the 
radio. 

This strange conversation lasted for four or five more sentences, during 
which time Urmei’s words were suddenly mixed in with the sound of 
teeth clicking together. 
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“We won’t climb tonight. Jin Xingsan, if you don’t reply, we’ll— 
gegegegegege—test the humidity. I don’t think the humidity is—
gegegege.” 

Urmei was obviously in the middle of talking when this sound of teeth 
clicking together suddenly appeared, but she didn’t seem to notice it. 

Pale and tense as I continued to listen, I began to anticipate that things 
were going in an extremely bizarre direction. 

It must have been half an hour later when Urmei called Jin Xingsan again, 
but this time, it was a regular call. 

But when I listened carefully, I found that there were more and more of 
those teeth clicking sounds interspersed with Urmei’s words, while there 
were fewer and fewer normal words. 

And the papapapapa sound was still there. It appeared to have been by 
her side and occasionally spoke. 

This regular call lasted at least a dozen more cycles. Fatty and I listened 
attentively, but the others had probably already heard it, so they all 
started to rest. All of their faces were pale, making it obvious that the 
subsequent development had an impact on them. 

The regular call said almost the exact same thing, but the more I listened 
to it, the more creeped out I felt. 

This was because Urmei’s normal voice appeared less and less and the 
sound of teeth clicking together appeared more and more. 

By the thirteenth regular call, the sound of teeth clicking together was 
almost the only thing I could hear when the radio sounded. 

Gegegegegege. 

Urmei never uttered a complete sentence again. If I were at the scene, I’d 
probably see her turning on the walkie-talkie and clicking her teeth 
together, thinking that she was talking. 
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There were only a few gaps between these “gegege” sounds where other 
sporadic words could be heard. They sounded similar to the 
pronunciation of the word “float”, but I didn’t know what she was saying. 

In the darkness, the noises sounded extremely strange. 

Fatty’s cigarette burned his fingers and fell directly into the darkness 
below. 

“Assimilated.” Fatty looked at me. 

I pinched the bridge of my nose and fell into an indescribable mood. 

First of all, after hearing what happened to Urmei, it seemed as if she had 
been slowly eaten away by something in the darkness here, but she was 
obviously completely unaware of it. 

Secondly, I realized another very serious problem.  
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Chapter 57 Jin Xingsan 

As I stared blankly at the darkness in front of me, Jin Xingsan was still 
waiting beside me. I didn’t need to look at his face to know that he was 
still looking at me. 

There were a lot of puzzling bits of information in my mind, but at this 
time, the links began to appear. 

Jin Xingsan had handed me the walkie-talkie and asked me to call Xiao 
Hua. If he was acting in good faith, then his behavior seemed to indicate 
that the walkie-talkie could communicate both ways. 

But why did the walkie-talkie seem to be malfunctioning when Urmei 
called Jin Xingsan and only Urmei’s voice could be heard? 

To explain it in detail, the story probably went something like this: when 
Urmei called, her radio was only transmitting signals instead of receiving 
them, so she couldn’t hear how they answered. But this malfunction 
didn’t happen to the radios that Jin Xingsan’s team had. 

If Jin Xingsan hadn’t been by my side and paying attention to me the 
whole time, I probably would have thought about the problem in this 
way. But he kept staring at me so intently, which I felt was a bit abnormal. 

If I were to speculate on him from a malicious viewpoint, then the 
smoothest logic I could come up with was that he deliberately didn’t reply 
when Urmei called. I knew many people in the team had radios on them, 
so Jin Xingsan definitely wouldn’t be the only one who could respond to 
Urmei. That meant that even if Jin Xingsan didn’t respond, other people 
should have been able to. 

But why didn’t anyone respond, and why didn’t Xiao Hua force Jin 
Xingsan to respond? 

At this time, I had a strong feeling: Jin Xingsan’s prestige in this team 
seemed to be very high. If the whole team didn’t respond to Urmei, then 
there had to be a powerful person who shut everyone up. 
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If it weren’t for the strange feeling that Jin Xingsan gave me, I definitely 
would’ve thought that he was Xiao Hua, and I would have wondered why 
Xiao Hua didn’t give orders to respond to Urmei. 

But now, I generally felt that this person wasn’t Xiao Hua. 

Up to now, no one else had taken the initiative to talk to me and almost 
everyone was behind Jin Xingsan. He was the representative of the whole 
team who was communicating with me, but I didn’t know exactly where 
this guy came from. 

When we first appeared, Xiao Hua showed a sense of alienation from the 
team while Jin Xingsan showed a strong bond with and control over the 
team. 

I suddenly felt that Jin Xingsan was the most powerful person in this 
team. 

In other words, ever since I joined up with Xiao Hua, the whole team’s 
situation was different from what I had originally thought. Xiao Hua may 
have been in a very unfavorable situation, so did that mean that his 
power had been usurped? 

This was one possibility. Another possibility was that Jin Xingsan knew 
that the radio couldn’t call Xiao Hua, but he gave it to me anyways so that 
I could hear this looped transmission. But this option didn’t make much 
sense, because he could just tell me to listen directly. There was no need 
for him to pretend to let me call Xiao Hua. 

The real situation was still unclear right now, but Jin Xingsan had 
remained by my side and was watching me the whole time, which was 
starting to make me feel extremely uncomfortable. When I had been 
chatting with Xiao Hua up there before, he didn’t tell me this information, 
so did that mean that Jin Xingsan had a way to listen to our conversation? 

Or, was I putting too much thought into it? 

“Little Master Three?” 
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Just as I was thinking about my next course of action, Jin Xingsan started 
talking to me again, “What should we do next?” 

I looked at him. If I really was right about this team’s situation, then why 
would he be so polite to me? 

I put myself in his shoes and realized that it was because of Poker-Face. 

Although there were more than a dozen of them, the combination of me, 
Xiao Hua, Fatty, and Poker-Face—especially Poker-Face’s presence—had 
actually broken the balance. This guy had attacked us directly when we 
approached, but the bullets didn’t kill us and we were still able to 
approach them. 

I didn’t know what Jin Xingsan was using to control the team, but after 
the three of us appeared, it was obviously difficult for him to directly 
order his men to fight with us since we were very famous in the business. 
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Chapter 58 Bee Man 

I crossed over Jin Xingsan and looked at the people behind him, only to 
find that all of these guys had very strange expressions. They were 
looking at me expectantly but didn’t dare cross the invisible boundary Jin 
Xingsan had set up. 

It felt so strange. I was considered a master when it came to reading 
people, so I could easily tell by their postures that they were very afraid 
of Jin Xingsan even though they were depending on him. Moreover, they 
seemed to be expecting me to do something. 

“I want to do an experiment,” I said to Jin Xingsan as I turned off the 
walkie-talkie and tried not to look him in the eye. I was worried that my 
eyes looked very cold right now and might startle him. “Now that Master 
Hua isn’t in the team, his insurance measures have expired and 
something strange might happen at any time.” 

Jin Xingsan continued maintaining his very humble attitude and nodded. 
“Master Hua’s measures were to prevent a stranger from suddenly 
appearing in this team like what happened in Urmei’s team,” I said. 
“Urmei called this person a bee man and thought that it was a monster 
born on this cliff. Master Hua’s plan was probably to ignore this strange 
phenomenon and quickly climb out of that skylight above, but I do things 
quite differently.” 

As I spoke, I made a gesture to Fatty. This was a secret code which 
indicated that I thought there was something wrong with the 
environment and people around me and that I needed a deterrence. 

Fatty pulled out the detonator belt, hung it around his neck, climbed 
directly over my head, placed himself above the team, and then tied the 
fuses to the safety anchor. As long as he fell down, they would explode 
immediately. “Little Master Three’s style is more dangerous, but you guys 
have been trapped here for so long that you’re probably going crazy. You 
should believe in Little Master Three’s luck. Fat Master can attest to it.” 

Fatty’s behavior was so illogical. I always asked him to have a little 
conviction when he was acting, but he never listened to me. Fortunately, 
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his deterrence would be very effective (even I felt deterred when I looked 
at the detonators). 

Jin Xingsan clicked his tongue. I noticed that his eyes seemed to darken, 
but he quickly returned to normal. This seemed to confirm my previous 
theory a bit and I immediately narrowed my eyes and looked him up and 
down. “I want to catch the bee man,” I said to him. 

“Masters, you really shouldn’t,” Jin Xingsan immediately replied. “None of 
the people here are desperadoes in the industry. They are experts hired 
by Master Hua. They have children and elderly people in their families 
that they have to take care of. They aren’t willing to take such risks. 
Moreover, they don’t have your experience and can’t cooperate 
properly.” 

When he said this, he moved to go up and drag Fatty down, but Fatty just 
pointed at him at said, “Don’t mess around. If you drag me down, 
something bad will happen. Why don’t you shut up first and listen to 
Little Master Three’s words? We’ve indulged you guys enough.” 

I saw everyone’s faces change and knew right away that they definitely 
knew about the bee man! The people here had just been playing dumb 
the whole time. 

Jin Xingsan smiled and said, “Little Master Three, stop joking. As a matter 
of fact, this isn’t your Wu family’s Pankou Faction where everyone has a 
tacit understanding. You’re playing around with everyone’s lives!” 

I looked at him, “Do you disagree with my method?” 

“No one will agree. We won’t cooperate with you.” 

I looked at Jin Xingsan. No one else said anything and Jin Xingsan was the 
only one doing the talking. He obviously wasn’t worried about anyone in 
the team disagreeing with him. 

This team was completely under his control. 
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What’s going on? With Xiao Hua’s charisma, he’d never make a mistake 
when it came to something like dominance. How did this guy come to 
power? 

“You’re just going to let Jin Xingsan speak for all of you? Nobody 
disagrees?” I looked at the man behind him. 

Jin Xingsan looked back at his own team. At this time, I saw that everyone 
was shaking all over and their bodies appeared to be covered in goose 
bumps. 

That was fear. 

No one dared to speak. Jin Xingsan turned to look at me—still with a very 
polite expression on his face—and said, “Everyone’s scared to death, 
Little Master Three. You know, they’re still willing to call you Little Master 
Three because they think there’s a chance you can take us out of here. 
But now you’re acting recklessly and talking about something called a bee 
man. Don’t you think it’s a bit ridiculous?” 

I looked at everyone in bewilderment. At this time, the sense of 
confrontation could no longer be concealed and Jin Xingsan had clearly 
expressed his stance: if it doesn’t conform to my way of thinking, then 
these people won’t listen to you. 

I turned on the walkie-talkie again, only to hear those strange sounds of 
teeth clicking together again. 

“How do you explain this?” 

“I think it’s too dark here and she’s a schizophrenic.” 

I looked at Jin Xingsan’s expression and then assessed his muscles. I knew 
for a fact that half the people in this team were stronger than him, and 
they were all men. In fact, being strong gave men more confidence than 
the average person could ever know. So what was it about this guy that 
made other people so afraid of him? 

This was too abnormal. 
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At this time, I had a flash of inspiration, which was similar to the strange 
flash of inspiration I had before. 

I pulled out a cigarette and lit it before looking at Jin Xingsan and saying, 
“If you have the courage, say what you just said again.” 

“Little Master Three, it’s not that I’m disobeying you, it’s just that none of 
us agree with you taking risks.” He spoke this sentence without an ounce 
of hesitation. 

While he was talking, I put the cigarette in front of his mouth and saw 
that the stream of smoke hit by his breath was very regular. But the 
strange thing was, the fluctuation of this stream of smoke was completely 
even. 

His sentences had a cadence and rhythm to them, so there should have 
been irregular fluctuations in the stream of smoke as he breathed out. 

But I saw that the smoke fluctuated very evenly, as if the frequency 
between each word he spoke was the same and the speed was very fast. 

I watched the fluctuating stream of smoke and the shape of his mouth 
and realized that the two didn’t match up at all. 

I immediately broke out in a cold sweat. 

He wasn’t talking. 

In fact, the sound Jin Xingsan was making wasn’t a complete sentence but 
an extremely strange noise: papapapapapa. 

He was the bee man. 
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Chapter 59 Bee Man 2 

Jin Xingsan was confused by my act of holding the cigarette in front of his 
mouth, so I quickly flipped it between my fingers and held it up, turning it 
into a friendly gesture of passing a cigarette over. 

Thinking I was softening up, he took the cigarette and said to me, “Let’s 
think of another way.” 

The bee man had never appeared in their team before. It wasn’t that Xiao 
Hua’s measures were effective, but that the bee man had already mixed 
in among them long ago. 

Didn’t Xiao Hua consider this possibility? It was impossible that he didn’t. 
Not even Wang Meng would make such a mistake, so what was Xiao Hua 
thinking? 

Jin Xingsan looked at me attentively, but in my eyes, “it” was no longer a 
person. I didn’t know what this thing was, but it definitely wasn’t a 
person. 

“Let’s think of another way.” 

It didn’t actually say this sentence at all since it was really just making 
those “papapa” sounds, but why did it sound like a completely logical 
conversation? There could only be one possibility—I was bewitched by 
this thing and my own brain was making up this dialogue between the 
two of us. It was my brain that was listening to his papapa sounds and 
rationalizing them as a human voice. 

I was actually talking to myself. 

So what did this thing look like? Was it really different from what it 
looked like now? 

Whatever the case, the truth was that there was actually a strange 
monster in front of me, which was completely different from a human 
being. It could only make those papapapapa sounds with its mouth, but I 
had called it a comrade and couldn’t detect anything at all. 
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I looked at the people behind Jin Xingsan and broke out in a cold sweat 
once more. Based on their terrified expressions, I couldn’t help but 
wonder if maybe they were seeing something different than what I was 
seeing. Maybe they could actually see the monster and that was why they 
were so scared? 

So, had they seen a monster talking to me this whole time? 

There was indeed a certain expectation in their eyes, but I didn’t know 
what they were expecting. Were they hoping that I would see through it 
all? But why didn’t they warn me about what was going on? 

My thoughts were racing and all kinds of ideas flashed through my head 
like a revolving lantern, but my mind couldn’t sort them out at all. 

It was understandable for ordinary people to be intimidated for whatever 
reason, but Xiao Hua wouldn’t. So why didn’t he give me a hint regarding 
this matter when we first met up? Was he being manipulated? He had 
designed the perfect plan, so didn’t he check it before it was carried out? 

If he did check it but deliberately failed to reveal the flaw, did that mean 
that he had to accompany the bee man and continue the act? But why? 

Could it be—Black Glasses was in Jin Xingsan’s hands? 

I sighed again as I realized that it was absolutely possible. Just now, Xiao 
Hua didn’t even talk to me about Black Glasses in order to avoid 
suspicion. 

This is really troublesome. I can’t even act rashly. 

At this time, various scenarios started popping into my head. Was there 
something around my neck that I couldn’t see, which would kill me as 
soon as I was warned? Or was there something in all of them that was 
connected to this bee man, and once they warned me, they’d all die? 

I needed to see the truth; otherwise, I couldn’t do anything. I also needed 
to know the whole story or I wouldn’t be able to help Xiao Hua. 
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Fatty and I looked at each other. Fatty didn’t know what to do next, but 
when I looked at his expression, I knew that he must have felt that the 
atmosphere was wrong even though he couldn’t quite figure it out. 

This was something that only I could handle. 

I subtly made a few small gestures, telling Fatty that Jin Xingsan wasn’t 
human. Unfortunately, this was the extent of the information that could 
be relayed using these gestures. 

Then I stared at Jin Xingsan and asked myself, what should I do to find out 
how you’re affecting my brain? Is it visual or auditory? 

At this time, I suddenly remembered something. 

After I came here, I started to forget that I had been able to see things 
out of the corner of my eye before. And it was only at this moment that I 
suddenly remembered that I could use my peripheral vision to see things. 

Although there was no logic to it, I suddenly felt that I should try it here. 

I looked at Fatty’s backpack, which had the bronze piece in it, and 
wondered if this flash of inspiration was another kind of heavenly gift. 

Then I took a deep breath and glanced at Jin Xingsan slowly out of the 
corner of my eye. 

In those few seconds, even people like me had a faster heartbeat. Slowly, 
Jin Xingsan’s fuzzy outline began to appear, and when I looked at it, my 
brain buzzed. 

First of all, compared to what I was seeing just now, the light here was 
particularly dim when using my peripheral vision. I need to emphasize 
that it was very dim. 

It was already very dark on the cliff to begin with, but the light in the 
peripheral vision world was much weaker. The oppressive feeling of 
blackness was extremely strong, but it was basically in an invisible state. 
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In my hazy peripheral vision, I saw Jin Xingsan sitting in a strange position. 
He had a very long face that had definitely grown out of the range a 
normal person’s face would. In fact, it looked exactly like Jin Wantang’s 
corpse had when I examined it earlier. With his skull grown to such an 
extreme length, Jin Xingsan’s face was distorted into a monster-like 
appearance and his eyes ended up very close to his forehead, which was 
extremely strange. 

This was a corpse that had undergone a transformation, just like Jin 
Wantang. Even the eyes had become very slender because of the way the 
skull had elongated. 

“Little Master Three, what’s wrong with you? Why aren’t you saying 
anything?” He probably asked me this because my expression was very 
strange. 

Out of the corner of my eye, I could see that the skin on his chin was 
pulled too tight to open his mouth properly, so he could only make that 
“papapapapa” sound. It appeared to be some kind of vibration, but all I 
was hearing was human words. 

I shifted my peripheral vision to the people behind him and saw that they 
were all huddled in the misty darkness. I didn’t know what they were 
doing, but I saw one of them make three simple gestures with his hands. 

It was a bit like someone’s fingers twitching involuntarily when they were 
nervous, but I immediately recognized that it was a Shigou Diao gesture. 
That meant that there were Shigou Diao members in the team. 

I used my hands to carefully mimic that gesture and saw the other party 
make a very subtle movement telling me to look above. 

I faced Jin Xingsan head-on and said to him, “Let’s take a break first. After 
a while, we’ll divide into two teams. Those who are willing to catch the 
bee man will go with me and Fatty.” 

“Little Master Three, it’s not appropriate to act separately. Being 
unreasonable like this is going to drive a wedge between the team.” 
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Pretending that my neck hurt, I impatiently turned my head and used my 
peripheral vision to look at the area above our heads. 

With my peripheral vision, I actually discovered that I could see the top of 
the cliff. As it turned out, our campsite was actually more than ten meters 
below the top of the mountain. 

In fact, we were very close to the top instead of halfway up like I had 
originally thought. But when I looked at it straight on, there was a 
hopeless void above my head, which seemed endless. 

At the same time, I saw a bronze censer(1) hanging at the top of the cliff in 
the extremely dim light. There were several rusty bronze chains hanging 
on the censer, which looked extremely old. Based on the thousands of 
layers of rust on it, I figured it was made before the Zhanhan period.(2)  

This thing was hung here three thousand years ago. 

At the top of the cave above the bronze censer were many depressions, 
which were filled with strange corpses that looked just like Jin Xingsan. 
There was layer upon layer of them, which really made them look like 
bees in a beehive. But these bodies were all shriveled up like mummies, 
indicating that they were just as old as the censer. I didn’t know why they 
hadn’t fallen down, but I assumed there were many hooks on the rocks 
above that kept them suspended up there. 

It suddenly dawned on me that this was a corpse barrier. Not only could 
the bee man make us feel that it was human, but it also made us feel that 
this place was dark. 

These corpses above had affected our minds and made us think that the 
area above us was empty whenever we looked up. 

I looked down at the Shigou Diao guy again and saw him secretly make 
another gesture. I didn’t quite understand it, but I knew that there was 

 
(1) Pinyin is luding (炉鼎). It’s a tripod stove/furnace ancient Chinese alchemists used so I thought censer was a 

better fit since the author later refers to it as such. Pics can be found here. 
(2) I kept the pinyin since it’s apparently an abbreviation for the time period from the Warring States Period to 

Emperor Wu’s reign during the Han Dynasty. The characters are “战汉” and can mean something like “War of 

the Han” I think. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=china+luding+tripod+furnace&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj14L7s_I7zAhWFY98KHVYgAV4Q_AUoAXoECAEQAw&biw=1536&bih=722&dpr=1.25
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something strange in that censer, which was why they couldn’t make a 
move.  
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Chapter 60 Bee Man 3 

I assumed that this Shigou Diao guy was able to see what I could see. Did 
that mean that I had inherited my grandfather’s constitution and that was 
why I could see such things? 

But my name was Wu Xie, so logically speaking, my grandfather must 
have thought that I was a very clean child.(1)  

If I had to inherit something from my family, then I honestly would have 
preferred some real estate instead. 

I once again faced Jin Xingsan head-on. He was a weird, evil thing which 
made it difficult to speculate on his thought process, but he was still 
easier to deal with than a “human”. But even if he was half as bad as a 
person, I was still in a precarious situation since I could be discovered as 
soon as my expression changed. 

This bee man shouldn’t be all that smart…right? I thought to myself. I 
didn’t know how this bee man was related to the bronze censer above, 
but I couldn’t help but wonder what it would do if I hid now and then 
snuck up to deal with the problems above. I always felt that this bee man 
wouldn’t be able to anything, but Xiao Hua had kept playing along with it. 
This meant that things weren’t all that simple; it must be a dead end to 
trap Xiao Hua. 

The safest course of action right now was to continue playing along with 
this thing and collect information slowly. I at least needed to know why I 
couldn’t kill it directly—would the censer explode when I killed it or 
something? 

I lit another cigarette and said to it, “Sorry, I was thinking about a lot of 
things and got a little distracted. What did you say just now? By the way, 
you seem to be objecting to everything I say. Why don’t you tell me what 
you think?” 

 
(1) Remember, Wu Xie’s name means “no evil” so he’s saying his grandpa thought he was pure/not influenced 
by ghosts and bad juju and stuff. 
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“First, we have to wait for Master Hua to come back. After all, he’s in 
charge, right? Secondly, we still have enough food. This place is too 
strange and we don’t know what will happen if we keep going. If Master 
Hua comes back, we’ll still need to find a way out of here. In short, we 
shouldn’t use dangerous methods. We simply can’t afford to.” 

“Then Fat Master and I won’t accompany you.” As I spoke, I exhaled a 
smoke ring. “I’m not used to sitting and waiting for death. We’ll just go 
and catch it ourselves.” 

Noticing that Jin Xingsan’s expression didn’t change at all, I continued, 
“I’m going to keep climbing up. What about you guys?” 

I motioned for Fatty to start climbing up, but Jin Xingsan suddenly 
grabbed me. 

“Don’t, Little Master Three. If you leave, we’ll be leaderless. And if Master 
Hua doesn’t come back, you’ll have to lead us.” 

“You’re in charge.” I looked at it with a smile. 

“I’m not leadership material,” it said. “Master Hua told us that we should 
never rush up. I’m just one of Master Hua’s soldiers, so if you want to go 
up, I have to stop you.” 

“But I’m not one of Master Hua’s soldiers, am I?” I continued to look at it 
with a smile. 

“I can’t watch you die. Please understand,” it said to me. 

I tried to break free from its grip, but that hand was like an iron clamp. I 
was a little surprised that it wouldn’t let me go up. 

“You’re not going to use force, are you?” I asked while thinking to myself, 
now this is definitely how I talk. It seemed that I still had some of my 
usual cunningness, so I couldn’t help but wonder what would happen if I 
kept snapping at him. 

In this world, there was a type of person who liked to approach others 
and act all buddy-buddy with them. People who were traditionally 
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educated normally found it difficult to talk to this kind of person, because 
he politely forced you to accept his ideas and plans. When I was a child, I 
suffered a lot from people like this before I finally learned how to snap at 
them. To deal with this kind of overly-familiar person, you had to 
confront them head-on. So, when the other party was stunned for a 
moment, I asked him, “Are you planning on having the people behind you 
threaten me with their guns so that I won’t go up?” 

“You’re putting words in my mouth.” 

I deliberately leaned closer to him and said, “Answer me. I’m going to 
count to three, and if the answer still isn’t clear, I’m going to turn 
hostile.” As I spoke, I began to observe his back carefully with my 
peripheral vision. 

There was nothing on this thing’s back, and I only realized at this time 
that it was wearing ethnic minority clothing, which was severely 
decomposed. It must have been here for quite a few years. 

“Little Master Three, are you bullying the younger generation?” 

“Three,” I said to him. “By the way, Little Master Three isn’t a title you 
can call just because you want to.” 

I kept smiling the whole time as I used my peripheral vision to see where 
he was grabbing my hand. I found that the hand holding onto me was 
completely mummified and the fingernails were very long. 

Jin Xingsan laughed and said, “My only goal is to ensure Little Master 
Three’s safety. I’m sure you’ll understand me in the future.” 

With that said, he suddenly looked behind him and asked the others, 
“Right?” 

The people behind him didn’t speak, but I found that they had actually 
started touching their guns. “Two,” I said. 

I saw that he wasn’t panicking at all, so I told myself to retreat a little bit. 
Then I glanced at the Shigou Diao guy behind him. The guy was still 
quietly giving me hints, but I couldn’t understand them at all. 
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At this time, I noticed that Jin Xingsan suddenly tilted his head and 
glanced at where I was looking at. I immediately reached out and grabbed 
his ears so that he couldn’t turn around completely. 

“One,” I said smoothly, trying to cover up my strange behavior of 
suddenly grabbing his ears. “Answer me.” 

He didn’t answer me this time, but when I looked at his expression, I 
found that he was looking right at me. 

The expression on his face was as vicious as the one in Urmei’s 
sketchbook. 

I narrowed my eyes. His change in attitude was too obvious, so I knew 
right away that something was wrong. 

Did this bee man realize that he had exposed himself? 

I was very confused and subconsciously looked behind him. The Shigou 
Diao guy behind him shivered and made a quick gesture: Run! 

When I directed my gaze back to Jin Xingsan, I suddenly saw him lunging 
towards my neck. 

I instinctively dodged and let go, causing him to just barely miss my neck. 
It wasn’t easy to fight on the cliff, so I swung back in order to put some 
space between us. But Jin Xingsan grabbed the rock protrusion between 
the crevices on the cliff and climbed towards me like he was on flat 
ground. He moved so fast that he jumped on me and began to choke me 
before I could escape. 

The force of the impact slammed me against the cliff, but I still managed 
to wrap my safety rope around his neck at the same time he started 
choking me. 

Jin Xingsan was so strong that I immediately started to suffocate. But 
rather than strangling me, it seemed more like he was trying to break my 
neck. I clenched my teeth, quickly unfastened my nearest safety buckle, 
and let my whole body fall through the air. 
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In addition to the strong gravitational force, there was a lot of grime and 
sweat on my body since I hadn’t been able to bathe for a long time. As a 
result, Jin Xingsan tried to grab my neck again, but I slipped right through 
his fingers. 

Even though I had unfastened one safety buckle, I still had another one 
set up farther away, so my safety rope tightened around his neck and 
started to strangle him. 

He was so strong that he could still cling to the cliff even in this state, but 
my suspended weight managed to keep him immobile. In the end, he 
could only hold onto the rock protrusion while being strangled.  

I yelled at Fatty. He immediately jumped out of the darkness above and 
grabbed me in a bear hug. 

His increased weight caused the rope to tighten even more and I heard 
the resounding crack of Jin Xingsan’s neck snapping. I looked up and saw 
that the angle of his neck and body had changed. 

But even so, Jin Xingsan’s hands and feet were still moving. Fatty and I 
looked at each other. As soon as the two of us swung to the edge of the 
cliff and climbed two or three steps up, we found that Jin Xingsan’s neck 
didn’t look like it had been snapped at all. He immediately moved, but 
Fatty and I jumped off of the cliff at the same time. 

We fell through the air and strangled his neck until we heard it snap once 
more. This time, the connection between his neck and body had been 
completely broken. 

Jin Xingsan’s hands and feet were still moving, but it didn’t look like there 
was any intent behind these movements. Now he really didn’t look like a 
humanoid creature. 

As Fatty and I hit the cliff again, I heard a sizzling sound. I looked at the 
belt full of detonators hanging around his neck and asked, “Did you 
remove the fuses just now?” 
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“Oh, I forgot!” As Fatty said this, I saw that a spark had burned along the 
fuse from the back of his neck to the front, heading right towards the first 
detonator under his chin.  
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Chapter 61 Endless 

Fatty was in a hurry to put the fuse out, but the burning fuse was driven 
by gunpowder, so it was extremely difficult to extinguish. Seeing that he 
was nervous and disorganized, I stretched my head out and bit the 
burning point directly, trying to bite off the fuse head. 

The fuse didn’t go out even when it encountered my saliva and just ended 
up burning my mouth instead. I spit it out, along with a big mouthful of 
sparks. My mouth was now full of blisters, but when I looked at the fuse 
again, I saw that it was still burning. 

The top layer of my tongue tasted a little burnt and Fatty’s face was 
looking pale. The fuse I had just tried to snuff out with my mouth was 
almost to the detonator, so it was too late to bite it again. In an instant, 
the fuse burned all the way to the detonator. 

Fatty let go—he still had a safety anchor higher up on the cliff— and 
kicked off of the cliff wall as he fell straight down, “Mr. Naïve, take care of 
Little Brother! You know your Fat Master’s love for you is like a firework! 
It shines brightly and then disappears in an instant!” 

As his whole body swung out and away from me, I saw him turn around 
so that his back was to me. He was planning on using his body to block 
the direct blast from the explosion in order to keep me from being 
injured by the flying shrapnel. 

My heart surged up like it was trying to claw its way out of my chest, 
adrenaline rushed through my body, and my hair stood on end. 

At that moment, my throat tightened as I thought I saw him explode into 
pieces. It’s over! Fatty’s gone! I thought to myself. 

But as it turned out, Fatty hit the cliff below, bounced off, turned around, 
hit it again, and then spun around once more. 

The detonator was still smoking. 
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I felt my heart clench. Every time he hit the cliff, my heart twitched as I 
kept thinking that he was going to blow up. But in the end, he hit the cliff 
six or seven times before his whole body stabilized and the smoke slowly 
disappeared without anything exploding. 

I looked at him and he looked at me; I spit out a mouthful of blood. 

I touched my mouth, unable to believe it. It seemed that people really 
could vomit blood out of thin air. Fatty looked at the detonator and said 
to me, “Mr. Naïve, it’s a dud! Mr. Naïve, it’s a dud!!! Fuck me, my luck is 
amazing! It’s as awesome as my dick!” 

“Get rid of it!” I shouted at him. 

“But this is my lucky detonator!” Fatty said. “I’ll keep it as a good luck 
charm!” 

“Lose it! Fucking get rid of it right now!” Feeling a huge wave of anxiety in 
my heart, I unfastened my safety buckle, climbed over the gap to Fatty’s 
side, and then headbutted him on the nose. As he sat there stunned, I 
pulled the detonator out and threw it directly below. It crashed into the 
rocks and then rolled down the cliff. 

When I was growing up and would set off firecrackers, my dad took 
special care to teach me that duds were the most dangerous thing in the 
world, because you didn’t know what state the sparks inside were in. 

Almost at the same time, Jin Xingsan was freed from my rope’s 
stranglehold because I had unfastened my safety buckle. When we 
looked up, we found that all of the light around us had suddenly dimmed 
and we couldn’t see anything above our heads. 

“Is the light around here much darker than we originally thought?” Fatty 
asked me. I could barely see his face, but we were used to moving around 
in extremely dim light anyways. 

I nodded and went to grab my flashlight, only to find that it wasn’t on my 
equipment belt. Did it get stuck in a crevice just now? 

“Why did you spit up blood?” Fatty asked me. 
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“I—” I didn’t know how to explain it. My heart hurt so much that I felt 
numb as I thought to myself, it’s over. I just killed the bee man. Is there 
going to be some kind of chain reaction or something? 

“What’s the matter with you?” I asked Fatty. “Why are you doing things 
so roughly? If it weren’t for that dud just now, you would’ve definitely 
died. Do you understand that? It’s such a low-level mistake to make.” 

This kind of low-level mistake was way too scary, and just thinking about 
it was enough to make me want to vomit blood again. I wanted to quickly 
go up and see what Xiao Hua’s people had to say, but at this time, 
something down below suddenly exploded. 

A loud noise erupted about thirty meters below our feet, and a huge 
explosion of light flashed for a moment. The detonator wasn’t a dud after 
all! It was just slow to explode! 

My mouth dropped open and my frightened mind buzzed, but in that 
brief flash of light from the explosion, I saw a strange face with eyes 
stretched thin by an elongated skull appear behind Fatty. It was peeking 
out directly from behind Fatty’s ear and was almost pressed up against 
my forehead. 

Fatty, who was completely unaware of this, turned his pale face towards 
me and said, “Mr. Naïve, thank you.” 

I immediately retreated, raised my gun to take aim, and fired three shots 
in an instant. The loud crack of gunfire reverberated with a huge echo as 
the thing was instantly pushed back four or five steps. Then, it 
immediately disappeared into the darkness. 

Fatty was almost deafened by my actions, but I turned and shouted to 
Xiao Hua’s team above us, “Give me a hint! It’s already like this, so say 
something!” 

There was no response. 

I forgot that I didn’t have a safety buckle and jumped up against a rock 
protrusion, thinking that I could swing myself up. As a result, I almost fell 
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down the cliff, but Fatty managed to grab me and stuck me back on the 
cliff. 

I looked up again and saw that face come out of the darkness and appear 
beside Fatty’s head once more. Fatty felt it this time, but he couldn’t let 
go of me. 

It was only at this time that I remembered how horrible dealing with 
zombie-like things was. 

Fatty finally let go as I climbed the cliff on one side. The light was too dim 
here, so I could only vaguely see that weird face beside Fatty’s head from 
this distance. As a result, I didn’t dare shoot again. 

The two of us remained silent as I strained my eyes to see. This thing’s 
mouth doesn’t open very much, so how does it attack people? I silently 
asked myself. 

At this time, I suddenly heard a “papapapa” sound coming from the 
darkness on the other side. 

Seeing that the strange face was immediately attracted by that sound, I 
couldn’t help but wonder, is there another one? 

As I listened to that “papapapa” sound getting closer and closer, I slowly 
saw Poker-Face’s face appear from the darkness. It was very hard to 
make out since I couldn’t see anything clearly, but I saw Poker-Face 
shaking his jaw quickly and making that “papapapa” sound. 

The bee corpse slowly climbed towards Poker-Face, who didn’t even look 
at me once as he slowly retreated into the darkness, the bee corpse 
following closely behind. 

I was afraid to disturb the atmosphere, but it wasn’t long before the 
“papapapa” sound finally disappeared. “What’s going on with Little 
Brother?” Fatty asked me. 

“That’s not Little Brother,” I said. 

“It’s so hard to see anything clearly. Are you sure?” 
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I nodded—my instincts were giving me a strong warning—and then 
started climbing back up to the place where I had unfastened my safety 
buckle before. Once we made it, I motioned to Fatty that we should climb 
up quickly. 

As I crawled on my stomach and looked at the light shining down from 
above, I felt that the ambient light seemed a little brighter. We finally 
climbed back to the campsite, but as soon as I was about to speak, Fatty 
pressed my shoulder and motioned for me to look carefully. 

I looked at Xiao Hua’s camp and felt as if my brain exploded. Jin Xingsan 
was standing on a protruding rock as if nothing had happened. He looked 
at us and asked, “Little Master Three, what’s going on? What was that 
explosion just now?” 

Fatty and I looked at each other before I turned to look at Jin Xingsan and 
the people behind him. I found that nothing had happened here except 
that the light was much dimmer than before. The crowd behind him all 
had wooden expressions on their faces. 

“What kind of haunted circle is this?” Fatty murmured. 

I looked at Jin Xingsan out of the corner of my eye. It was still the same 
kind of corpse, but with my peripheral vision, I could tell that its clothes 
were different. 

This was another bee man. In just those few minutes we had been gone 
fighting, it had filled in the gap. 

As I pushed Fatty slowly back into the darkness, Jin Xingsan looked at us 
in confusion. My heart was full of despair; I really didn’t expect this kind 
of situation. 

I suddenly understood Xiao Hua’s tiredness. How many of these fucking 
bee men did he kill? So that Shigou Diao guy’s gestures didn’t mean that 
this thing had anything to do with the censer above, he just meant that 
this thing was endless. If you killed one, then did another one appear 
immediately? 
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At this time, Jin Xingsan quickly climbed over to us. “Little Master Three, 
it’s dangerous. You should hurry up and join us.” 

My hands were trembling as I saw it climb over quickly, full of so much 
energy. My tired heart was aching and a huge wave of nausea hit me as I 
looked at his affectionate smile. 
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Chapter 62 Tired 

This was the time when people were the most tired. 

When Jin Xingsan climbed over, Fatty and I took a few steps back, 
thinking about whether we should just go ahead and fight him. 

But at that moment, a wave of dizziness hit me, my eyes blurred, and my 
hands could barely support my body. I was just about to fall but Fatty 
quickly held me up. 

Jin Xingsan arrived in front of me in an instant, face full of concern, “Little 
Master Three, come and drink some water.” 

My vision went dark and I completely lost consciousness for the next few 
minutes. When I woke up again, I found that I had returned to my original 
position and was leaning against Fatty. I glanced at him and he whispered 
to me, “Endure it. I couldn’t feel your pulse just now.” 

I looked at the other side using my peripheral vision and saw that Jin 
Xingsan was still sitting in his original position, looking at me like an owl. 
Out of the corner of my eye, I found that this one’s expression looked 
even more bizarre—its face was even more slender than the other one’s, 
which made it look very sinister. 

“What the hell is that thing? I didn’t have time to ask just now,” Fatty 
asked. “Is it a bee man?” 

I nodded, “Don’t ask.” Fatty nodded and also tried to use his peripheral 
vision to take a look, but it seemed like he couldn’t see anything. 

That mouthful of blood just now made me feel like my chest cavity was 
empty. I couldn’t move anymore, so I rubbed my chest for about ten 
minutes before I finally felt it warm up a bit. Just now, it felt as if I had a 
lot of ice shards lodged in my chest. 

I propped myself up and looked behind Jin Xingsan, only to find that the 
Shigou Diao guy’s spot behind him was now empty. 
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As I looked for him carefully, I felt my heart thump. This is bad, I said to 
myself. I looked at Jin Xingsan again and saw that he had a playful 
expression on his face. That was when I realized that he seemed to know 
what I was looking for. 

Brother, if you’re dead, I will avenge you, I silently vowed to myself. I 
didn’t want to look at Jin Xingsan any longer, so I closed my eyes, relaxed, 
and started to think. 

Wu Xie, Wu Xie, Wu Xie. Do you think you can handle what Xiao Hua 
couldn’t? What are your strengths? What are Xiao Hua’s weaknesses? 
Where is the breach? 

I spent about ten minutes trying to find any flaws, but none jumped out 
at me. I did, however, repeatedly think of a strange incident that didn’t 
seem to fit with anything else. 

“Fatty, let me ask you a question,” I said as I opened my eyes. “What did 
you see on that first night you kept watch?” 

Fatty’s face immediately changed and he whispered to me, “Why are you 
asking about this? I can’t remember clearly.” 

“We saw that fake Little Brother twice, right?” I asked him. “Help me sort 
out my thoughts. First of all, it seems like this thing and that thing can’t 
be killed. If we kill one, another one will immediately show up. I don’t 
know how long Xiao Hua has been trapped here, but he must have tried 
countless times and ended up with the same results every single time. 
Throughout this whole incident, this thing has stayed here, as if its 
purpose is to keep us from getting close to the top.” 

When Fatty nodded, I continued, “But we saw that fake Little Brother 
twice. What do you think its purpose is?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Don’t you think that this fake Little Brother’s appearance doesn’t fit in 
with everything else that’s going on?” 
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Fatty looked at me, so I continued with another question, “Did you see 
Yun Cai when you were keeping watch that first day?”  

“Does this question have anything to do with what you’re thinking 
about?” Fatty shot back. 

“No matter how much I think about it, this strange incident keeps 
popping up and interfering with my thoughts,” I said to him. “If you saw 
Yun Cai that first day you were keeping watch and I saw Little Brother 
here—both of whom are people we’re familiar with and have the same 
nature—does that mean this matter has nothing to do with the bee men? 
Is it another strange thing that’s happening here?” 

Fatty looked at me with a very complicated expression on his face, 
opened his mouth like he was about to speak, and then hesitated. 
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Chapter 63 Confrontation 

I stared at Fatty until he eventually sighed and said, “Yes, I saw Yun Cai. 
She told me not to go in, but I didn’t respond to her. This place is evil. I 
know that people can’t come back to life. You just have to rationalize 
your inner pain.” 

“Then why didn’t you mention it?” 

Fatty touched the memento hanging around his neck, “I thought I had 
gotten over it, but when I saw her, I realized that I wasn’t over it at all. 
This place is quite sinister. It picks out things from your past that you 
haven’t come to terms with and uses them to provoke you. Plus, you 
should be asking Little Brother why he didn’t mention it as well. It’s two 
against one, so that’s why we didn’t bother saying anything.” 

I looked into the darkness. What did Poker-Face see? 

Was there anything from his past he hadn’t come to terms with? 

I looked at Fatty again and knew why he was so hesitant to talk. He felt 
that the things he saw were things that he hadn’t been able to come to 
terms with. But I saw Poker-Face, so did that mean that I wasn’t over 
everything that had happened during those ten years? 

I didn’t think it was a matter of coming to terms with it. After all, I had no 
intention of putting that decade of my life behind me. With my character, 
I actually hoped that the wound would always hurt so that I could stay 
alert. But I felt that Fatty’s statement had some truth to it even though it 
was useless. 

“Then what’s your final opinion on the matter?” I asked him. 

“Remember the sound that fake Little Brother made just now? I heard the 
same kind of sound during the first half of my shift when I was keeping 
watch that night. I think the Yun Cai that I saw was also one of these 
transformed things. But if there really is such a thing as these bee men 
here, is there something like a queen bee that has even more 
capabilities?” 
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I looked at Fatty, thought about it for a moment, and immediately 
understood what he meant. He was thinking that if the bee men could 
turn into human beings, then maybe the queen bee was more powerful 
and could turn into someone who was close to our hearts. 

I gave a wry smile. The term “bee man” was just a code name; it wasn’t a 
real bee. 

I lay down and continued to think, but slowly discovered a strange thing. 
Whenever I was about to fall asleep, Jin Xingsan would immediately come 
over and talk to me. After a few conversations, my drowsiness 
disappeared, but when this happened a few more times, my fatigue was 
beyond words. I looked at his constantly energetic expression again. This 
oppressive atmosphere was enough to make people feel an 
overwhelming sense of despair. 

But I dared not confront it directly because I knew that it was difficult to 
deal with. Although we could kill it, such an act required a lot of physical 
strength and another one may immediately fill its spot. So, I tried to keep 
the current state of affairs stable, but I could barely get any rest like this. 

In the end, I couldn’t help but start making some deductions. If this state 
lasted for seven to ten days, what would happen to me? 

I looked at the endless abyss below and figured that I would have the 
strong urge to jump, and may even fall asleep before landing. 

My mind was becoming more and more chaotic, and the real fatigue was 
preventing me from thinking. I knew that as long as I could sleep for five 
minutes, I could recover a little bit, but Jin Xingsan was staring at me and 
wouldn’t let me fall asleep. 

“Xiao Hua and Little Brother must have escaped,” Fatty suddenly said 
from beside me. “Should we endure it for a while and wait for them to 
save us?” 

I did some calculations and felt that it was impossible. The risk was too 
great. We didn’t know what they were facing right now, and they may 
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even need our help if the problem they were facing was even more 
serious than ours. 

I took out a cigarette. I guess this could be considered a relapse, but I 
needed the nicotine to get my brain working at full capacity. 

Compared to ordinary people, cigarettes helped me a lot, but the 
effective time was very short so I’d basically feel even more fatigued right 
after smoking. I looked at Jin Xingsan, lit the cigarette, and took the 
initiative to get up. 

Fatty’s voice came from behind me, “What are you doing? Let me warm 
up first.” 

“Just watch,” I said to him. “I’m going to trick it.” 

Ignoring the fact that it was influencing my mind, it was essentially 
keeping me from climbing, so the way to fight it was to make it think that 
I was still in the same position. 
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Chapter 64 Separation 

My logic was very simple. It was very important for me to understand 
what I was dealing with. 

Was it looking at me with its eyes, smelling me with its nose, or listening 
to me with its ears? Basically, how did it know that I was falling asleep? 

Also, was it really an “it”? 

I had considerable experience with this kind of thing. Grandpa’s notes 
often mentioned a need to rely on your own experiences, but when it 
came to the actual process, it was easy for people to forget the things 
they had previously learned and fall into a fearful state. 

The zombies I had encountered before weren’t like this because they 
were more of a dead thing with conditioned reflexes. The thing currently 
in front of me, however, seemed to have a strange, evil nature. According 
to my grandpa’s theory, the situation I was facing wasn’t consistent with 
my past experiences, so I needed to think in reverse. 

What happened here? Was it really a zombie? 

You might say that this thing in front of me was extremely intelligent, but 
that actually wasn’t the case. In fact, its behavior had a certain pattern to 
it that wasn’t all that complicated—it just wouldn’t let me continue 
climbing up. It had an extremely oppressive presence, which it seemed to 
be using to deliberately cause me to have a mental breakdown and jump 
from here. But you couldn’t say that it didn’t have any intelligence at all, 
because it didn’t attack me like a beast or make me have a violent 
hallucination. Instead, it used a kind of depressing method. 

If everything that happened here was an attempt to lure me to jump off 
the cliff, then I wouldn’t find it so strange. After all, I had experienced 
some evil things before, and this kind of strange thing would happen in 
some places. Plus, the evil presence here had a tendency to make people 
try their best to commit suicide. There were many parasites in the natural 
environment that would make the people they parasitized have strong 
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suicidal thoughts. Those who witnessed such behavior would think that 
the people were possessed by evil spirits. 

But I wasn’t allowed to climb up any more, which didn’t fit in line with 
this behavior. As I was thinking, I looked up at the void overhead, which 
was actually where the censer was hanging. 

In fact, what would we do if we were able to climb to the top? Was there 
a hole for us to get out of here? Or maybe there was some kind of force 
that wouldn’t let us out? It was also possible that there was something in 
the censer that I wasn’t allowed to see, so this power sent a zombie down 
to stall us. If so, this Mr. Power was quite weak and powerless since it 
seemed like he didn’t have many methods at his disposal. 

Following that line of thinking, if these zombies weren’t intelligent and 
were just dead things—which was in line with my past experiences—then 
what enabled them to have behavioral patterns? 

To be honest, if I thought about it this way, I couldn’t help but think that 
the thing in front of me was actually more like a paranormal 
phenomenon, or— 

I exhaled a big mouthful of smoke and said to myself, or there’s 
something inside these zombies that’s alive and intelligent. 

But this intelligence was limited. It was just like those snakes in the Snake 
Marsh’s ancient city that were more intelligent than I had originally 
thought. Or maybe it was similar to getting close to the nest of a large 
animal out in nature. Take bears for example. If there were cubs in the 
nest, the mother bear would stop you from far away. 

When I thought of this, that strange sense of disharmony I kept feeling in 
my heart weakened a little bit. 

The next step was to try. 

Ok, I said to myself. I went over and sat down in front of Jin Xingsan 
without saying anything. It looked at me as if it were waiting for me to 
speak. 
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If there really was something alive in this thing, then there were several 
ways that it could tell that I was falling asleep. After all, animals’ senses 
were much stronger than humans’ senses. Infrared rays, heat, hearing, 
and smell were all senses that could detect such a thing. I knew for a fact 
that there were some bats that could accurately sense whether animals 
were asleep or not. 

Smoking would affect my smell, but ordinary cigarette smoke would 
hardly cover up any changes in the hormone levels in my body. If I 
wanted to forcibly cover up my smell, I may need more cigarettes. 

Hehehe. 

When I touched my pack of cigarettes, however, I suddenly remembered 
the past and couldn’t bring myself to do it. 

“Little Master Three, what are you planning?” Jin Xingsan asked me. 
“You’ve been smiling there for a while. What are you so happy about?” 

I calmed my mind, patted him, and realized that my expression must have 
looked like Tang Bohu when he was fantasizing on the roof in the movie 
“Flirting Scholar”.(1)  

“Help me ask the people in your team,” I said to him. “I want a bottle of 
cologne.” 

“What’s going on? You still need such a thing at a time like this?” 

“The smell of sweat is too strong and is making me uncomfortable,” I said 
to him. Someone behind him immediately threw a bottle of cologne to 
me, which I caught in midair. I looked behind Jin Xingsan but couldn’t 
figure out who had thrown it. 

“Is this why you were smiling for so long?” 

“I thought of something happy,” I said while patting it again. “You smell 
pretty strongly, too. Here, have some.” 

 
(1) The “Flirting Scholar” is a 1993 Stephen Chow movie. Info here. The main character is based on Tang Bohu 
(1470-1523), a Ming painter and poet, one of the four great southern talents of the Ming. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flirting_Scholar
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I sprayed a lot of cologne directly on him. Jin Xingsan was obviously 
greatly discomforted by this and stepped back. 

I went back over to Fatty, had him block me from view so Jin Xingsan 
couldn’t see my actions, and then immediately started spraying the 
cologne on myself. The smell was really pungent, so after spraying a lot 
on myself, I felt as if my nose was completely blocked. Then, I 
immediately lay down and tried to go to sleep. 

But just as I was on the brink of sleep, Jin Xingsan came over and nudged 
me awake while saying, “You can’t sleep now, Little Master Three. I heard 
something moving around.” 

I got up, the anger in my heart from falling asleep and then quickly being 
woken up going straight to my head. 

But at the same time, I also understood that it wasn’t detecting me 
through smell. 

After that, I turned on my cell phone, played a clip of a speaker’s low, 
static, thrumming sound, put it over my heart, and tried to continue 
sleeping. 

But it still wasn’t working. 

Jin Xingsan came over again and woke me up once more. I was starting to 
feel uneasy in my heart, but I didn’t interrupt its nonsense and just let it 
finish before persuading it to leave. My body was feeling kind of weak 
now. 

In the eyes of those who hadn’t been bewitched, this was a situation 
where that thing was coming over as soon as I was sleepy and making a 
high-frequency papapapa sound beside me, which would wake me up. 
This was obviously a hunting method used by a group of predators to 
consume a large prey’s physical strength. They would constantly interfere 
with the large prey’s rest until it was finally exhausted. 

I sat up and patted my face. Is it heat? I figured that was the most unlikely 
thing since I was hiding behind Fatty, whose body heat should be masking 
my own. If Jin Xingsan could detect heat from his position, then he should 
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only be able to see a mass of white light. Was there some other sensory 
ability I didn’t know about? 

Most of my knowledge came from what I knew of the animal world. I 
didn’t have a systematic memory, so now I was racking my brain without 
coming up with anything 

“Pheromones,” Fatty suddenly whispered to me from the side. 

When I looked at him, he continued, “People must secrete hormones 
when they sleep. That kind of thing is so precise that you can’t cover it 
up.” 

I narrowed my eyes. It made sense. So did that mean that there were 
black-haired snakes in these corpses? It was true that this thing behaved 
a bit like those hei feizi.(2)  

But I had never met a black-haired snake with the hallucinogenic ability 
we had been experiencing here. 

Forget it, we’re in such a desperate situation that we should just keep 
trying everything. But even if it is pheromones, how does it work? If it can 
sense the hormones I secrete when I sleep…then my movements are more 
obvious. And if it really senses me like this, then it can find me wherever I 
hide. 

But there was a way. 

I could completely wrap myself up in some way and hold my breath. Of 
course, like this, I couldn’t monitor whether this idea was effective by 
falling asleep, so I could only take the risk and just leave directly. If I 
ended up being discovered, then I could just kill this one. 

I took a deep breath. My exhaustion was making me turn to extreme 
measures and I wanted this to end quickly, so I gave Fatty a look, silently 
telling him to get ready to do it. 

 
(2) If you don’t remember, the term “hei feizi” first appeared in Sand Sea Part 4 Chapter 201 when those black 
snakes crawled down people’s throats and took over their bodies. Hei feizi just means something like “black 
flying thing”. 
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Fatty was also very tired and kept closing and opening his eyes as he tried 
to rest just now. After repeating this over and over again for a while, his 
eyes looked a little dark. “You’d better be sure,” his eyes seemed to be 
saying to me. 

I nodded and then began whispering my plans to him.  
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Chapter 65 Conferring Dragons 

After telling him my plans, I took out the liquid bandage spray(1) and 
plastic tape from my bag and began sealing all the skin on my body. 

Once I was finished, I told Fatty to continue blocking me from view and 
prepare for a struggle if I was discovered. Then, I secretly retreated into 
the darkness. This time, I was delighted to find that the bee man didn’t 
move and didn’t seem to notice me at all. 

Fatty continued to help block me from view, and when he was almost out 
of sight, he made a gesture at me which meant: It’s up to you. 

Holding my breath, I finally retreated completely into the darkness and 
started climbing the cliff bit by bit. 

The tape sealing my nose and mouth had a small gap through which a 
little air could come through, but I barely breathed as I tried to get as far 
away as possible. 

Once I climbed to the spot where Xiao Hua and I had been chatting 
before, I looked down and saw the lights below. I pulled my nose free 
from the tape and took a deep breath. 

Fatty immediately coughed below, and I knew that Jin Xingsan must have 
reacted. 

I quickly held my breath again, stopped observing the area, and 
continued to climb up for about four or five meters. I found a crevice in 
the rock, stuck my head in, and released the mouthful of air I had been 
holding. 

Fatty’s cough didn’t come from below, so I knew that I had basically 
escaped. A refreshing feeling of regaining my freedom suddenly spread 
throughout my whole body. 

 
(1) It’s a topical skin treatment for minor cuts and sores. The mixture of chemicals create a polymeric layer 
which binds to the skin (like a spray on band-aid). Could also be called “pflaster-spray”. 
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The release of this pressure cleared away a lot of the fatigue I was feeling, 
so I adjusted my breathing, loaded my gun with ammo, and continued to 
climb. 

The area was getting darker and darker, so I turned on a very dim light 
that sat at my neckline. It normally looked like a button, but it was 
actually a small light that ran on a button battery. 

The light could only illuminate up to a distance of about one meter, but in 
fact, all I could see were the shadows within that range. Any details 
pertaining to those shadows were completely incomprehensible. It felt 
more like using the indicator light on a walkie-talkie to illuminate your 
way. 

I climbed all the way up until the darkness above was like a real entity. 
That was when I knew that I had finally reached the top. The area above 
actually contained a pile of corpses, so I made my light a little brighter 
and looked at it using my peripheral vision. I saw that the pile of corpses 
almost reached the top and the ones that were embedded in the cracks 
and depressions in the rock were all ancient. 

There were bronze chains everywhere at the top and the bronze censer 
was located at the center of them. I reached out and cautiously touched a 
bronze chain; it seemed like I could climb on it. 

In this position, I listened carefully to see if I could hear any signs of Xiao 
Hua and Poker-Face. When I didn’t hear any sounds at all, I felt a trace of 
anxiety surge up in my heart. 

But I had made it this far, so I couldn’t retreat now. I put a safety anchor 
in one of the crevices on the cliff, unfastened my safety buckle, and 
hooked it to the new anchor. Once that was done, I climbed onto the 
bronze chain and began crawling cautiously towards the censer. 

This was a very strange experience because I couldn’t actually see what I 
was holding. I was completely blind in this area so close to the top, but I 
could use my peripheral vision to tell that I was crawling along the chain. 
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At this distance, I could reach out and touch the corpses at the top, but 
they all seemed to have dried out and weren’t reacting to my presence. 

It wasn’t long before I climbed to the edge of the bronze censer. Based on 
its appearance, I was now completely certain that it was from the pre-
Zhanhan period. It was a miracle that it had been preserved like this. 

Since I could only hang upside down on the chain, I tried to hook my foot 
on another chain nearby, flip myself upright, and hold onto the two 
chains at the same time so that I could lie on them like a gecko. That way, 
I could look at the surface of the censer more comfortably. 

There were many inscriptions on it that were faintly discernible, so I used 
my peripheral vision to read them word by word. 

I soon discovered that it was a bronze censer for conferment. It probably 
meant that there was a cave here and the emperor knew that there was a 
dragon god living in it. The dragon god probably ate tens of thousands of 
people when it left the cave and almost drove the local people to 
extinction, so the emperor hung the bronze censer up to suppress it. He 
would allow the local people to offer sacrifices to it twice a year and 
ordered the dragon god not to willfully hurt people. If it could do that, 
then he would confer upon it the title of mountain god and let it take 
charge of the area. 

At that time, bronze was as expensive as gold, so probably the only 
reason such sacrificial measures could be taken was because the emperor 
himself had intervened. 

I looked up along the censer using my peripheral vision and really did see 
a hole in it. This should be the place where the sun was shining through. It 
probably led aboveground, but it was still dark now, which meant that 
the sky outside was still dark. 

Dragon God? If this beast ate people every time it left the cave and ended 
up eating tens of thousands of people, then that really is a huge natural 
disaster. 
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This method of suppression using huge metal objects was very common 
during floods and the objects were usually iron and bronze cauldrons. In 
many places where the water system was developed and prone to floods, 
an unusually sharp iron sword would be hung under the bridge at the 
core waterway. It was believed that the flood was a result of the dragon 
passing through the river system, so the sword was affixed under the 
bridge with its blade drawn right on the water’s surface. This would warn 
the Dragon King that the water level shouldn’t be too high when he 
passed through; otherwise, the sword would cut his back. 

What does this all mean? 

I tried to lift my upper body. This censer was extremely old, and when I 
used my peripheral vision to take a look, it even seemed to be filled with 
a demonic aura. To put it bluntly, this was a magical tool left here 
thousands of years ago to suppress evil spirits. It should have made me 
feel a little creeped out, but it was the only man-made thing I had seen 
during this period of time. 

In the huge expanse of darkness, these ancient words appeared at the 
end of my strange climbing journey. It’s difficult to express the feeling in 
my heart at that time, because if it weren’t for this thing, my self-esteem 
as a human felt like it was going to be swallowed up by the huge ancient 
god that existed here in the darkness. 

But my heart felt a little more stable now that I could see that the 
ancients had arrived in this place and tried to contend with the power in 
the darkness. 

I looked down again and noticed that the darkness below really did look 
like it was alive. When it came to this area, the fear in your heart made 
you hope that there really was a god here. That was why you had such a 
huge need for faith. 

I climbed to the top of the bronze censer and carefully climbed on top of 
its body, but it started shaking, which immediately caused the chains to 
make a rattling sound. 
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I tried my best to keep the shaking to a minimum as I slowly climbed to 
the area directly above the bronze censer’s opening and used my 
peripheral vision to look inside. 

I found that the censer was filled with a liquid that was completely black. 
There was an ancient corpse soaking in it that was completely 
leatherized, but its skin was still white, unlike other leatherized corpses 
which were generally purple. 

This ancient corpse had originally been wearing an outfit made of gold-
threaded silk, but now all the silk was rotten and looked blackened, which 
made it hard to see what it originally looked like. 

The corpse also wore a black, purple, and gold crown with gems on it that 
reflected the light in bright pink, yellow, green, and blue colors. It was 
probably the local colored quartz here. 

This was a female corpse, which must have been a sacrifice to the dragon 
god at that time. I couldn’t believe that a corpse from thousands of years 
ago was so well preserved. 

I turned my button light up to its maximum setting, looked carefully, and 
saw that this female corpse’s fingers were very long. There was a 
possibility that she was related to the Zhang family. I also noticed that her 
chest under the water looked like it was still moving up and down, but 
the way it was moving didn’t seem like she was breathing. 

I touched my flashlight, thought about it for a second, and then turned it 
on, immediately illuminating the whole underwater situation. The female 
corpse was pale and scary, and when the flashlight came on, I saw the 
body suddenly twist. 

At the same time, I also saw that two pipa locks(2) had been inserted into 
the corpse’s shoulders, locking it in the bronze censer. The corpse’s skin 
still had a lot of spots that were decaying, so I could see that metal rods 
had been pierced through the corpse’s skin. 

 
(2) Pipa locks usually refer to having meat hooks inserted into the shoulder blade area. Could look something 
like this. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/11/image-3.png?w=300
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This was a protective cage that was made with a living person. The so-
called “protective cage” was something that was usually used to catch 
snakes and fish, and there were barbs at the entrance so that the prey 
couldn’t get out once it went in. Based on the corpse’s pained expression, 
the metal rods in her body interspersed to form a kind of hidden cage 
under her skin. They had pierced her with these metal rods when she was 
alive, put the pipa locks in her, locked her in the bronze censer, and put 
her inside this cave, using her body to catch something. 

Her stomach was now moving up and down, so did that mean she was 
still holding onto whatever she had caught? Did this cage still work?  
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Chapter 66 Primitive Snake Monster 

I looked around again and was a little surprised to find that Poker-Face 
and Xiao Hua weren’t here. When I was down below, I assumed that they 
had used some kind of trick to break away and go up to the top to solve 
the problem. 

But as it turned out, they weren’t here. Where did they go? 

I looked at the white female corpse in the censer. I didn’t know what to 
do, but I was certain that those bee corpses didn’t want me to see this 
thing. 

I squinted at the female corpse’s stomach, the contents of which didn’t 
look all that small. Every time the thing inside her body moved, the 
female corpse would twist. This was an extremely cruel sorcery technique 
that used the human body as a kind of trap. 

Since Jin Xingsan wouldn’t let me come up to see this thing, it meant that 
it was very important to them. Should I just blow it up? I asked myself 
while searching my body. But Fatty was the one with all the detonators 
and he had already finished them off, so I took out my short submachine 
gun and aimed it at the female corpse. 

I believed that if she was alive in heaven, my actions would definitely be a 
form of relief for her. 

But after staring at it for a while, I found that my hands were shaking and 
I was covered in a cold sweat. I put the gun down, not daring to do it. 
After all, when it came to fights, I wasn’t as daring as Fatty was. 

Moreover, if destroying this thing could solve the problem, then why 
didn’t Xiao Hua come up and do it? This was a very simple solution to the 
problem but they weren’t here. Wasn’t this censer the root of the 
problem? If it wasn’t, then what was? 

I looked at the hole above—Fatty couldn’t hold on much longer down 
there—and knew that I had to solve the problem. Was leaving this place 
the answer? 
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I swallowed a mouthful of saliva; the concept of leaving this place was 
really tempting. I carefully stood up and thrust my upper body into the 
hole above. 

I immediately smelled a breath of fresh air coming from the surface. The 
air smelled of grass and dew. After listening carefully, I even heard the 
sound of the wind blowing through the bushes. 

Looking out, I could vaguely see faint starlight in the darkness above the 
hole. As it turned out, I was actually very close to the surface. 

At that moment, I went into a frenzied state and started clawing at the 
edge of the hole involuntarily, wanting to go up. 

My need to get out of this place was too much. I was too depressed. I 
wanted to see the sky, white clouds, sunshine, and green grass. I wanted 
to see the endless sky. 

I was in such a trance that I slipped, lost my footing on the edge of the 
censer, and fell into the abyss. Fortunately, I was quick to stretch my 
hand out and managed to catch a nearby bronze chain. 

At this time, the censer and the bronze chains made a very loud rattling 
sound as they shook with my movements. I quickly hooked my legs on the 
chain again and tried to stay still so that my weight would make the 
sound die down as soon as possible. 

As the sounds of the bronze chains gradually calmed down again, I found 
that I was now clear-headed and covered in a cold sweat. 

But at this time, I noticed that the chains hadn’t completely stopped 
shaking and I could even feel the censer shaking slightly. That’s odd, I 
thought to myself. After thinking about it for a moment, I immediately 
realized that something was crawling along the bronze chain towards the 
censer. 

I used my peripheral vision to look at the far end of the chain and saw a 
black shadow crawling towards me. 
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I knew at a glance that this thing definitely wasn’t a person but a bee 
corpse, because it had a very elongated head. I picked up my gun, 
wondering what to do, when I suddenly heard a familiar voice come out 
of the darkness, “Little Master Three, why are you here?” 

Shit, it’s Jin Xingsan. 

As I slowly retreated, I saw that the shadow was getting closer and closer. 
I used my peripheral vision to look over there and gradually saw its face. 
This Jin Xingsan wasn’t the one from below, but the one whose neck I had 
broken. His neck could no longer support the weight of his head, so his 
whole head was drooping down. 

“Little Master Three?” 

I crawled around to the other side of the censer in hopes of using it as a 
cover and then looked at Jin Xingsan out of the corner of my eye. His 
figure was still very vague, but I found that something wasn’t quite right 
with him. It seemed like there was a hole in his neck and something was 
sticking out of it. 

As I strained to get a good look at it, I found that it was a white snake 
head about the size of a fist. This thing was very white and conspicuous, 
so I could see it clearly even using my peripheral vision. 

I had witnessed a scene like this before; it really was a hei feizi. Hei feizi 
were a special kind of snake that parasitized the human body, dissolved 
the human spine, and then took its place. Five black snakes—usually one 
female and four males—would control a person’s spine and limbs. Both 
living and dead people could become parasitized and turn into sacks of 
skin controlled by these snakes. 

Hei feizi could imitate people and even had a certain degree of 
intelligence, which could be used for training. There was a type of dog in 
our old Wu family which was specially used to deal with this kind of hei 
feizi. It appeared that this corpse’s spine had been replaced with a snake, 
and now that its neck was broken, the snake had stretched its head out. 
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Hei feizi had to lie dormant for a long time, and most wouldn’t mature 
until the host body had died of old age. Many supposed corpse 
transformations were actually a result of this process. The ancients didn’t 
understand that the corpses were moving because they were parasitized 
and instead thought that it was because of an influx of yang energy. 

But this particular snake was very different from the hei feizi I had seen 
before. Hei feizi were completely black with highly venomous black hairs 
on their body, but this snake didn’t have any scales and was white all 
over. It looked very demonic, almost like a very old creature in a 
textbook. The most obvious thing that I saw, however, was that its eyes 
weren’t very noticeable. In other words, it didn’t have the obvious facial 
structure of a snake. At this very moment, the snake’s head was 
protruding more and more and becoming more distinct. It looked 
unspeakably strange. 

I had seen many murals before that had a bunch of very primitive 
depictions that were similar to the human-faced birds. Now, seeing how 
this snake also seemed to be in a primitive state, I felt that the things 
here pointed to some primitive civilization. In fact, this primitive existence 
strongly pointed to the concept of symbiosis. This place seemed to be the 
origin of everything I had experienced before. 

The snake head bee corpse was getting closer and closer, but the only 
way to take out a hei feizi was to break its spine so that its limbs couldn’t 
move properly. But it was very difficult to shoot it while using my 
peripheral vision. 

I held my breath, practically squinting as I looked out of the corner of my 
eye. But just when I was about to shoot, a loud gurgling sound suddenly 
came from the bronze censer. 

It almost sounded like someone had farted inside. Then, I saw the white 
female corpse sit up out of the water. 

Her head was completely drooping down, but it could still move, and at 
this time, she turned her head and looked at me directly. I was still lying 
on the edge of the bronze censer, so she was almost half an arm’s length 
away from me. Then, she suddenly twisted her whole body and the 
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darkness in front of me immediately began to fade and everything around 
me began to appear normally. 

She immediately stood up, but the two pipa locks straightened, 
preventing her from climbing out of the bronze censer. 

Snake head Jin Xingsan, who had already crawled halfway behind her, 
came to an abrupt stop. When I glanced at him head-on, I found that he 
looked exactly like a corpse now. 

Then, a series of gegegege sounds came from the female corpse’s 
abdominal cavity. At this time, I discovered that there was something like 
a metal collar attached inside her throat that seemed to be a kind of 
mechanism. I saw snake head Jin Xingsan crawl over and climb up beside 
the female corpse. Then, the snake head began spitting a black liquid into 
the female corpse’s mouth. 

If the snake head hadn’t been sticking out of Jin Xingsan’s broken neck, it 
would’ve looked like two corpses were kissing. 

It was obviously a kind of feeding. The mechanism in the female corpse’s 
throat blocked the contents of her belly from getting out, so snake head 
Jin Xingsan had to spit out whatever it had digested and pour it down the 
gap in her throat in order to feed whatever was in her belly. 
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Chapter 67 Snake Head 

I was right behind them, the hand holding my gun trembling as they 
continued feeding like nobody else was around. 

I wasn’t afraid but I was extremely hesitant. Should I shoot these two 
things directly in the intestines and destroy them? But if I didn’t manage 
to kill whatever was in the female corpse’s stomach, then the cage would 
be broken and the contents would come out. There was no telling what 
would happen after that. 

If this female corpse was put here to catch this thing when she was still 
alive, did that mean that it had lived in her belly for three thousand years 
ever since it was caught? 

Based on how snake head Jin Xingsan was feeding it, the thing in this 
female corpse probably had a high status in this snake group. I suddenly 
remembered that the cockscomb snakes and black-haired snakes in the 
Queen of the West’s country and Gutongjing had become a national-level 
disaster that wiped out everything. Even the inscription on the censer 
here had said that the dragon god had killed tens of thousands of people 
nearby, so it had to be very scary. 

In fact, on a cliff environment like this, if the thing was as venomous as a 
cockscomb or black-haired snake, then I would die ten times over. 

But if I didn’t shoot now when they were so engrossed with each other, 
would I get another chance to hit snake head Jin Xingsan? 

My thoughts were racing as I looked at snake head Jin Xingsan and saw 
that he was almost done feeding. A bad idea suddenly popped into my 
head and I immediately aimed my gun at his thoracic vertebra and pulled 
the trigger. 

—Bang, bang, bang! 

Three shots went off with a deafening sound and all three bullets 
penetrated the body. 
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Not only did the bullets pack a big punch from this distance, but snake 
head Jin Xingsan was also caught off guard. He fell back, rolled down the 
bronze censer, and made a sharp papapapa sound, but still didn’t fall 
down. With a swipe of his claws, he managed to grab onto the bronze 
chain and save himself. At the same time, the white female corpse turned 
and looked at me directly. 

The female corpse’s neck appeared to be broken and her head was lying 
on her shoulder with an indescribably evil smirk on her face. I crawled 
back a few steps as she tried to force her way over to me, her hands and 
waist twisting in an inhuman manner. 

But as soon as she leaned out of the bronze censer, she was immediately 
stopped by the two pipa locks and began struggling to get out. 

I was about half an arm’s length away from this female corpse’s head, so I 
was relieved to see that she couldn’t break free from the pipa locks. As I 
continued to hang upside down on the chain, I looked at snake head Jin 
Xingsan hanging on the chain opposite me. I must have killed the female 
snake, but the male snakes that controlled the limbs could still move. As a 
result, his hands were still clinging to the chain and he was about to swing 
towards me. 

I immediately fired and hit his hands, causing him to fall into the abyss 
below. 

I breathed a sigh of relief, pulled myself back on top of the chain again, 
and suddenly made direct eye contact with the female corpse. Her eyes 
were actually open, and I could see that they were murky. Not knowing 
what was going on, I immediately backed away but suddenly bumped into 
something. 

Looking back, I saw that another bee corpse had crawled up behind me at 
some unknown point. I quickly raised my gun, but the bee corpse grabbed 
me by the neck and then pushed me into the bronze censer. 

The female corpse was still in the same position, so I ended up being 
pushed under her body. She immediately turned her head and stared 
straight at my mouth. 
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I couldn’t seal my mouth shut since my neck was being strangled, but I 
had a feeling that something was going to happen. Sure enough, the 
female corpse opened her mouth and vomited a lot of small white snakes 
from her throat directly into my throat. In an instant, the little snakes 
made it into my esophagus. 

They tasted like sour noodles. 

During the struggle, I somehow managed to pull the trigger of my gun. I 
didn’t know where the bullet hit, but I managed to shake the bee corpse 
off. Unfortunately, I didn’t have time to reach out and grasp any of the 
chains, so as soon as the bee man released me, I slid down the side of the 
censure and into the abyss below. 

But I still had my safety rope, which had been wound around the bronze 
chain several times. I fell three or four meters before coming to an abrupt 
stop in the air, bouncing up and down like a yo-yo before slowly starting 
to stabilize. 

Without hesitation, I immediately stuck my finger down my throat and 
forced myself to vomit. There actually wasn’t anything in my stomach, so 
I vomited a lot of yellow liquid, but I could obviously feel something 
writhing in the yellow liquid. 

I vomited until I couldn’t vomit anymore and then looked up. The bee 
corpses in the crevices had started to move and were coming down onto 
the chains one right after another. 

I’m in trouble now, I thought to myself. 

At this time, I couldn’t even remember what I came up here to do. Oh 
yeah, I wanted to save the people below. But when I go down, how am I 
supposed to explain to them that I’ve created dozens of Jin Xingsan? 

I calculated the height of this place, looked at how many bullets I had left, 
and then fired directly at the chains above, breaking three of them as 
quickly as possible. 

My original intention was to break the chains directly and let the bronze 
censer fall from this height. 
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I don’t care if you’re a dragon god or a weird snake. If you fall from this 
height, you’ll definitely turn into a flat pancake. 

But when the three chains broke, the bronze censer’s center of gravity 
was off and the censer tipped over. Black liquid spilled everywhere and 
then the female corpse fell out, those pipa locks the only things keeping 
her from plunging into the abyss below. 

She and I were hanging at the same height, with only about thirty 
centimeters separating us. I grabbed my rope and climbed up 
desperately, trying to get away from her. 
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Chapter 68 Escaping Trouble 

My efforts were quite effective, and I managed to climb more than a 
meter up until the female corpse was hanging below my feet. “Fatty, let’s 
kill something!” I started shouting. “Run! I got into some trouble at the 
top!” 

But as it turned out, I couldn’t say anything at all. Instead, all that came 
out of my mouth was a “gegegege” sound. When I touched my chin, I 
found that my whole mouth was numb. 

That kind of numbness was exactly like taking an anesthetic after 
dislocating an appendage. I squeezed my mouth hard and pinched my 
tongue to see what was going on, only to find that something was moving 
on my tongue. I could feel my hands touching my tongue, but I couldn’t 
feel my tongue touching my hands. 

I immediately realized that the thing on my tongue was one of those little 
white snakes. Since I couldn’t feel my entire chin, did that mean that this 
thing was poisonous?(1)  

I shouted as hard as I could, but my tongue was completely out of my 
control. All I could do was make that “gegegege” sound as saliva 
involuntarily flowed from the corners of my mouth. 

Almost at the same time, all the bee corpses above responded with a 
“papapapa” sound. I would “gegegege” and they would “papapapapapa”, 
which was starting to make me angry. What, are you pretending to be 
velociraptors or something? I thought to myself. 

I raised my gun to break the other chains, telling myself that I would 
destroy at least half of them first, but at this time, something suddenly 
grabbed my hand. I turned my head and saw that it was the female 
corpse’s hand. She had climbed up the pipa chain and was practically 
crawling on top of me, the strong smell of rancid water hitting me directly 
in the face. 

 
(1) I know snakes are usually referred to as “venomous” but in this context, the author used poisonous and I 
feel like it fits (since Wu Xie ingested it rather than got bit). 
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When I turned and faced her directly, I saw that her face had gradually 
changed from that sinister expression to a more normal one, and the 
smell had disappeared. 

But her head was completely unsupported and was lying horizontally 
across her shoulders. This kind of movement wasn’t something that 
people with normal necks could do. Plus, the female corpse’s face was 
pale and appeared even more bizarre. 

I figured it was because there was a one-way metal lock in her neck and 
some kind of special snake—maybe the king snake here—had entered 
this human body cage and couldn’t get out. When the other snakes 
controlled corpses, their heads were usually just attached to the cervical 
vertebrae. Since their necks were hard, the snakes could even control the 
rotation of the corpses’ heads. But this king snake could only attach itself 
to the part of the spine in the middle of the neck and shoulder blades. 
Plus, there was a mechanism in this female corpse’s neck, so it was the 
only thing supporting her neck. The spine had weakened after the 
cartilage decayed, making it difficult to support the neck, but it seemed 
that this snake still had a way to open and close the female corpse’s 
mouth and eyes. 

The female corpse didn’t make any kind of noise, but I could feel a 
vibration coming from her stomach. Then, I saw her eyes slowly glance at 
the pipa lock chain behind her. 

If it was a zombie movie before, then it was most definitely a ghost movie 
now. The female corpse’s eyes were pale and murky like the inside of a 
lychee fruit(2) and all of her hair was stuck to her face. 

 
(2) Tropical fruit native to the Guangdong and Fujian provinces of southeastern China. 
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A bee corpse started to climb down, disturbing the safety rope that I was 
hanging on, but the female corpse abruptly jerked and made an 
extremely unpleasant sound. 

All of the bee corpses immediately retreated. The female corpse didn’t 
attack me but continued to glance at the pipa chain. 

It still had a firm grasp on my hand so I couldn’t move at all, but it wasn’t 
moving either. Instead, it just continued to look at me and kept “glancing” 
behind it. 

I couldn’t say anything. Any time I tried, all that came out of my mouth 
was that “gegegege” sound. It almost sounded like the mating call of a 
long-horned grasshopper. I was wondering what this female corpse was 
trying to do, but there was nothing I could do besides maintain this state. 

After about six or seven minutes of this, I suddenly realized that it wanted 
me to break its chain. 

Fuck! 

I looked at it and said to myself, this thing has a very high IQ, at least on 
the level of a border collie. 

I quickly analyzed the situation. According to the common practice in 
novels, I felt that I definitely shouldn’t let this evildoer live even if it 
meant that I’d die here with it. It would be better to let this stand-off 
continue. If she was patient, then I could be patient too; maybe I could 
just wait until Poker-Face came to fish me up. But if she was impatient, 
then she’d surely kill me after a while. Or, if it was a situation where all 
three of us were patient, Poker-Face might come to find me and discover 
that I had turned into a Jin Xingsan. 

But I definitely wasn’t that kind of person. After thinking about it, I 
decided that as long as this female corpse could understand what I meant 
and let go of my hand, then I could shoot. After that, I could quickly break 
the two pipa locks and kick it down into the abyss. 

So, I also used my eyes to glance at my hand that was holding the gun. 
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With it glancing at the pipa lock and me glancing at my hand, one person 
and one corpse began to silently communicate with our eyes. 

If others were to witness this scene at this time, they definitely wouldn’t 
believe that I was looking for a way out. But there were many things that 
occurred on the surface which were completely different from what was 
actually going on below. 

At this time, it suddenly let go and my gun hand could finally move. I took 
a deep breath and, without giving it a chance to react, immediately gave 
it a hard kick and raised my gun to break one of the pipa locks. In an 
instant, its center of gravity tilted and its whole body began to spin. I 
raised my gun and directly broke the rope-entwined chain that was 
attached to the censer. 

I fell straight down and crashed into the cliff. The censer was even more 
tilted now, so the female corpse was spinning like a top, revolving around 
and around in a small orbit. The two of us passed each other like flying 
trapeze artists as I drew a huge arc, hit the cliff again, and spun three or 
four times before stopping. I looked up and saw the female corpse 
spinning like a yo-yo while many of the bee corpses above it were shaken 
off the chain. Then, the bee corpses began to climb down the cliff on my 
side, heading right towards me. 

I raised my gun and fired again. It wasn’t so easy to hit the pipa lock chain 
at this distance, but I finally managed to break it after finishing off my 
remaining bullets. 

The female corpse quickly plunged into the darkness below, but at this 
time, at least three or four bee corpses had already descended upon me. 

Not willing to give up, I clenched my teeth and started reloading my 
ammo. But those three or four bee corpses completely bypassed me and 
jumped into the void. 

I looked up again and found that all of the bee corpses had jumped into 
the void, heading in the direction that the female corpse had fallen in. 
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Ah, love makes people do pitiful things, I said to myself before 
immediately taking out my cell phone and using it to look at my tongue. 
Fuck, there’s obviously a little snake on my tongue and it’s still fucking 
moving! 

At this time, I was at a loss as to what to do and felt completely 
miserable. After Mute Zhang, there may be a Mute Wu. 

Wushanju can live off subsidies in the future. 

I rearranged my climbing rope, climbed back down to Xiao Hua’s camp, 
and saw everyone looking at the bottom of the cliff. Jin Xingsan was no 
longer there. 

When I climbed over to Fatty’s side, he looked at me and said, “Shit, that 
guy jumped down.” 

I nodded and tried not to make a “gegege” sound, lest Fatty think I was 
another Jin Xingsan and kill me directly. In the end, I could only make an 
“aba aba” sound and have Fatty look at my tongue. 

Fatty turned on his flashlight to take a look and then shouted to Xiao 
Hua’s team, “Doctor!” 

When someone came up, Fatty had me lean against his knees. I lay down 
on my back, opened my mouth, and heard a burst of exclamations. 

I looked up at the top of the cave and found that the morning sun was 
shining down. It was dawn outside, but I was so sleepy that I soon drifted 
off. 

When I woke up, I saw that Fatty was alone in the camp and the sunlight 
was shining down brightly from the top of the cave. It was so bright, in 
fact, that I immediately started crying. 

We had been oppressed for so long. 

There had to be a god behind this light. 
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Fatty told me that I had slept for more than an hour, by which time the 
sun was completely up outside. Everyone else became crazed and 
immediately went outside. My tongue had been treated and I could 
speak, but it was better if I kept it to a minimum. There also shouldn’t be 
any residual effects. The snake on my tongue had been taken out, and 
since the tongue was considered epithelial tissue, it had a very fast 
metabolism. As a result, it should be almost fully healed in about three 
days. 

I asked him about Little Brother and Xiao Hua, but Fatty just shook his 
head and said that there was no one to help investigate since everyone 
had gone up and never came back down. He also had to look after me, so 
he couldn’t check himself. 

The two of us began to climb up the cliff, being very cautious during the 
last stretch. We searched carefully along the way but didn’t see any clues 
pertaining to Xiao Hua and Poker-Face. 

Finally, we climbed to the entrance of the hole, the fresh air outside 
enough to make me feel drunk. Fatty and I finally crawled into the hole 
and climbed up. 

The moment I left the hole, I felt as if a huge wave of bright colors 
smacked me in the face. There was the blue sky, the highly saturated 
sunlight shining down, yellow grass, and green trees as far as the eye 
could see. I knelt at the entrance of the hole and started laughing 
uncontrollably. With these colors hovering before my eyes, I stood up and 
walked a few steps, fell down, walked a few more steps, and fell down 
again. 

Finally, I stopped getting up and just lay there stroking the grass on the 
ground, hearing nothing and smelling it all greedily. 
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Chapter 69 Kunlun Mountains 

In a daze, I was lifted up and helped to a temporary camp someone had 
set up nearby. Once I was settled on a patch of grass, someone came up 
to disinfect me. 

I saw a lot of people sleeping or making phone calls, and even some locals 
had come. 

I was completely dumbfounded as I sat there on the grass, not daring to 
close my eyes. I was afraid that if I did, I’d open them again and find that 
it had all just been a dream. 

I didn’t doze off, either. Although I had only slept for a short period of 
time and the exhaustion kept surging up, I couldn’t sleep. Poker-Face and 
Xiao Hua were missing. I couldn’t be in a daze right now. 

After a while, I looked at my watch and found that I had been sitting 
there for half an hour. The smell of food was what finally brought me 
back to reality. It seemed that someone had contacted the villagers 
nearby and had them bring food over. 

When I took a few of the proffered naan, I saw the villagers’ outfits and 
realized that I might have arrived in Xinjiang. Looking into the distance, I 
found that we were in a river valley with bare mountains on both sides. 
The sunshine was truly amazing. 

This kind of intense sunlight probably couldn’t be seen in plain river 
valleys but more in alpine river valleys. In other words, we were probably 
at a very high altitude. The mountains on both sides didn’t look all that 
high and actually seemed closer to hilltops than mountain peaks. 

In the distance, I could see towering snow-capped mountains that went 
on as far as the eye could see. They were supposedly far away, but they 
didn’t feel all that far. In fact, it almost seemed like you could reach them 
in just a few hours if you rode a horse. I had seen a lot of mountains in my 
day, so I could tell right away that some were divine. The magnificence of 
the snow-capped mountains in the distance, as well as those endless 
peaks as far as the eye could see, all revealed a huge mystery. 
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“What mountain is this?” I asked a man beside me as I chewed my naan. 

He also looked at the mountains and said faintly, “This is the Kunlun 
Mountain range, fool.” 

I looked at him in surprise, but he just continued to look in that direction, 
“We’re now in the Kunlun Mountains, so that’s why the snow-capped 
mountains don’t look so huge.” 

I nodded. It was just as I had expected. I didn’t know who this jerk was, 
but I had more important things to do right now. 

After eating a few bites of my naan, I began to clap my hands in order to 
find the temporary person in charge here. Xiao Hua’s enterprise was big, 
but he had the perfect management system. A guy soon came out, but he 
was still on the phone. Once I finally got him to put the phone down, he 
sighed and rubbed his face. He was obviously very tired. He looked at me 
and nodded before asking, “Little Master Three?” 

“Call me something else. Hearing that makes me want to vomit,” I said to 
him. After hearing Jin Xingsan call me that over and over again, hearing it 
now made me feel nauseous. I didn’t want to hear it again for the next 
several days. 

He nodded, “Boss Wu.” 

This person was very delicate and pretty with very gender-neutral 
features. I initially felt that he was a girl, but his outfit was completely 
masculine. Not wanting to delve into this matter right now, I asked him, 
“What should I do now? Did Xiao Hua set up a backup plan before?” 

“The original plan was to build a command post at the spot where we 
came up,” he said. “But this is the local people’s sky burial ground. There 
are a group of Tibetan villages forty kilometers away, with the nearest 
village belonging to the Keriya people. We can’t camp here directly, but 
we can probably set up over there—” he pointed to a spot in the river 
valley that was about one kilometer downstream. “There’s a flat slope 
over there where we can set up camp. The cost has already been 
discussed. The second team will arrive soon with supplies. We have to 
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use horses to transport the core supplies, so it will take them three days 
to arrive, but the people and their personal equipment will arrive here at 
midnight. A helicopter is coming in from Kashgar.” 

“A helicopter?” I murmured. 

“Well, it should belong to Master Hua’s friends from various civilian 
rescue teams.” 

“Never mind, it’s none of my business if he bought it himself. I’m not 
envious,” I said. “What happened to the second team?” 

“In the original plan, other than the core group, each staff member would 
only make one trip. Master Hua believed that there would be hidden 
dangers when walking in the dark for a long time, so whenever there was 
an opportunity, he would come up and replace the team members. He 
expected to come up about five or six times, so six teams were 
prepared.” 

This familiar sense of thoughtfulness felt nice. 

Usually, in stories, thoughtful people acted like housekeepers. And if you 
ever fought in a battle, you would know that such thoughtful and 
meticulous people were like father figures. 

This temporary commander was named Wen Binghui. I still wasn’t very 
clear on whether he was a man or a woman, but he was very capable and 
responsible. I had a ton of questions to ask him, but he said that he 
needed to coordinate everything first and that I should ask his colleagues 
instead. 

I felt like a useless extra. 

Wen Binghui asked me to go to the biggest tent to find Director Tie, and 
when I did, I saw Fatty sleeping inside. After reaching the surface, he was 
so tired that he left me alone. 

The people in Xiao Hua’s team were completely different from those in 
my previous team. Director Tie was a middle-aged man who didn’t look 
like an insider at first glance. He was short, lean, and had an unkempt 
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beard. People in the industry normally introduced themselves when 
meeting others, but the people here were very secretive about their 
origins. Director Tie took out some tobacco leaves and rolled them into a 
cigarette while saying to me, “I won’t go down again.” 

Of course you can, I said to myself before starting to ask him for the 
details of what happened before I showed up. When Director Tie 
explained it in great detail, I found that many of my previous speculations 
had been correct. For example, they had killed a total of six Jin Xingsans, 
but people in their team ended up dying every time. Also, there was 
something wrong with Black Glasses. His team was further ahead than 
theirs, but they didn’t know what the specific problem was because Xiao 
Hua was the one who had been in contact with Black Glasses the whole 
time. 

Basically, those Jin Xingsan things used mental torture as a hunting 
method. They wouldn’t let the creatures on the cliff sleep, but they didn’t 
kill their prey immediately either. They just kept wearing down their 
prey’s mental state the whole time. After their prey had a mental 
breakdown, they’d either eat it or parasitize it. 

But humans were different from ordinary animals. In the dark, people 
were particularly prone to collapse when they lacked sleep for a long 
time. And if you were on a cliff, it was particularly easy to jump off once 
you had a mental breakdown. So, based on their hunting method, their 
prey would commit suicide due to mental torture. 

After we arrived, everyone was hoping that I could find a way to break 
this endless loop. But when Jin Xingsan “spoke”, everyone heard 
something completely different from what I had heard. Then, they saw 
me talking incoherently and knew that I didn’t notice anything wrong. In 
the end, that Shigou Diao member took the risk and sent me a message. 

I asked him what Xiao Hua’s plan was if I hadn’t shown up. 

After all, Xiao Hua and Poker-Face obviously wouldn’t do something on 
the spur of the moment. Xiao Hua must’ve had his own plan which he 
implemented even though my arrival made things very difficult for him. 
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Thinking of this, I became very concerned about one thing in particular. 
When Xiao Hua was talking with me, he didn’t mention that Jin Xingsan 
was a bee man at all. I had always thought that he was afraid of Jin 
Xingsan hearing him, but now I was basically certain that Jin Xingsan 
couldn’t understand people’s words. That meant that Xiao Hua could’ve 
just told me by using some ambiguous words. 

Why didn’t he mention it at all? 

Director Tie asked me if I wanted to smoke but I shook my head and 
continued thinking carefully. I felt that this point was very important to 
figuring out their whereabouts. 

My theory was that he was guarding against another person who could 
understand what he was saying. 

That person was in the team, at least close enough to us to hear what we 
were talking about. And that person didn’t want me to know about the 
bee man. 

As a result, Xiao Hua couldn’t say anything. 

I narrowed my eyes. Generally, things that happened naturally wouldn’t 
be too complicated, so I didn’t believe that the person keeping Xiao Hua 
in check was in the team. After all, with Jin Xingsan there, why would they 
still be plotting internal strife? Were they too idle? 

So, this meant that it had to be someone outside the team. But the whole 
area had been covered in darkness and no one could move in the dark. 

Ah, my fingers trembled. Director Tie handed me a cigarette again but I 
shook my head. 

It’s not that there’s no one. In fact, there’s actually one person who can. 

Black Glasses. 

So many things had happened last night, was he really nearby? Did he 
have something in his hand to control Xiao Hua and keep him from telling 
me the truth? 
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That must’ve been why Poker-Face also disappeared. In order to get Black 
Glasses in this kind of environment, Poker-Face had to take action. 
Otherwise, it would be absolutely impossible. 
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Chapter 70 Turnover 

Thinking up to this point, I finally calmed down a little bit. If Xiao Hua and 
Poker-Face’s sudden disappearance before wasn’t forced, then that was 
essentially saying that they had left me to deal with such a mess without 
telling me. This didn’t make any sense. But if my analysis was done from 
the perspective that they had been forced, and it was related to Black 
Glasses, then that meant that they really had no other way. 

It could at least prove that they were acting autonomously rather than 
falling off the cliff and dying without me ever knowing what happened to 
them. 

In my early years, I never trusted all the inferences I made, so they rarely 
affected my behavior except for extreme situations. But later, I found 
that my inferences were basically accurate most of the time. I believed in 
the principles of causality and reasoning and could prove what I had 
inferred by seeing it with my own eyes. 

Director Tie saw how anxious I was and told me that a team would lower 
the “fisheye ring catch” equipment into the cave in another fifteen 
minutes in order to scan the area and render a 3D model of it. This was 
the software special effects companies used now, and many map 
companies installed it in cars that drove all over the city. Everything 
scanned by the cars’ radar would be calculated together with the cameras 
to generate three-dimensional data in real time. 

If the equipment scanned all the way down, it could sweep the whole 
cliff, including every fine crevice. And if Xiao Hua and Poker-Face were 
still on the cliff, we definitely wouldn’t miss them. 

I nodded while thinking to myself that this was an era of the musket being 
replaced by the cannon.(1) It was so different from the equipment I used 
to use back in the day. 

Later, I watched the whole process on the computer. This equipment 
really was amazing. Wen Binghui had set up a satellite antenna, so as the 

 
(1) Musket being replaced by the cannon is an idiom that basically means equipment has improved enormously. 
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equipment scanned the area in circles, the data was directly sent to the 
server and then transmitted back to the computer for display. Anyway, it 
was all high-tech stuff. 

As the cliff was rendered in clear detail layer by layer, we all found that 
there were many things on the cliff that we couldn’t see before. First, 
there were extremely deep crevices, all of which were inlaid with 
mummies that looked similar to Jin Xingsan. When we passed by them 
before, we merely thought that they were shadows, but those crevices 
were actually very deep. It was impossible to determine whether they led 
into the mountain, but there definitely wasn’t any problem hiding four or 
five people in them. 

In addition, there were very primitive rock paintings in many places on 
the cliff, but the color was black so it was very difficult to notice them 
with the naked eye if you didn’t have electronic equipment. 

I asked for a copy of the screenshots that had been taken of these rock 
paintings because I wanted to take a closer look at them, but at this time, 
my exhaustion hit me like an avalanche and my mind couldn’t seem to 
function. 

Wen Binghui’s new camp had been set up in a sparse forest nearby, so I 
walked over to it, hung up a hammock, and then wrapped myself in my 
clothes. As I lay there in the sunshine, listening to the noises of the 
others, I fell asleep within seconds. 

When I woke up, I was met with the magnificent sight of dusk in the 
Kunlun Mountains. The light here made everything look like it was under 
a filter, and I sat there in a daze before I realized that I had been woken 
up by the loud noise of a helicopter. 

I still felt a little dizzy. In fact, I couldn’t remember the last time I had 
woken up and felt clear-headed. When I climbed out of the hammock, I 
walked towards the white helicopter with red stripes on it and saw a 
woman getting out. She was wearing a jacket and had her hair tied up. 

It was Xiuxiu. It had been a long time since I had seen her, but she had 
become a mature woman. 
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I crossed my arms and put my hands in the opposite sleeves of my 
jacket—the temperature in the Kunlun Mountains dropped rapidly at 
night—before casually wandering over to look at her. Xiuxiu walked past 
me and gave me a look, but didn’t seem to recognize me. After 
communicating with Wen Binghui for a while and watching me staring at 
her, she looked at me again and finally recognized me. 

“Big Brother?” 

Am I really that hard to recognize? I wondered. 

As I looked at her and she looked at me, my heart was filled with all kinds 
of emotions. 

Xiuxiu had brought in some new team members and introduced them to 
the old ones. Fatty hadn’t woken up yet. Xiuxiu was capable and mature, 
but still full of energy even though she was completely devoid of the 
youthfulness of the past. I watched the whole process from the sidelines 
at first, but then I went to the edge of the camp where there were some 
chairs the locals had brought. I sat and watched the sun set over the river 
valley and the distant Kunlun Mountains. 

I was sitting there in a daze, holding an enamel mug with medicated hot 
milk tea that Director Tie had given to me, when Xiuxiu came over and sat 
down next to me, “Don’t you want to shave your beard?” 

I touched my chin and gave a wry smile, “I’ll shave tomorrow morning.” 

“Do you want to go back to the city to get a thorough checkup? I heard 
that you were in close contact with that snake. Are you sure that only 
your tongue was parasitized?” She asked me. 

I wasn’t sure, but I didn’t want to go. I heaved a big sigh, “Fatty and I can’t 
go back like this.” 

“Then you can cooperate with Director Tie tonight and the helicopter will 
send you to the city hospital in the morning. You can come back after you 
get a CT scan.” 
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Dusk was drawing to a close and night was coming again. The people here 
seemed to fear the darkness to a certain extent, so the camp was 
illuminated with very bright lights. 

I shook my head and said to her, “You’re busy. Just call me when the 
evening meeting starts. I’ll get it checked out myself. Also, help me 
contact the crematorium in the city. When Fatty wakes up, we’ll send Jin 
Wantang off.” 

Fatty had been carrying Jin Wantang’s corpse on his back when he came 
out of the cave and it was still sitting in a pile of luggage. 

She sighed and handed me something before turning and leaving. I took a 
look at it and found that it was a toothbrush and toothpaste. 

To make a long story short, I smelled myself, but it was hard to tell if I had 
bad breath or not. I eventually squatted by the stream to brush my teeth 
and wash my face, the water so cold that it made my teeth tremble. I also 
shaved my beard while I was at it. 

In addition to Director Tie and Wen Binghui, there was another person 
from the old team who was willing to stay. That person was called Zhao 
Qiao, and he was a middleman in the business. People called him Colonel 
Qiao because he looked like a colonel from an anti-Japanese film. This 
was a man whom Xiao Hua had used a lot in recent years. He left home to 
become a Taoist priest when he was younger and had been helping Xiao 
Hua deal with the special guqin(2) business ever since he returned to a 
secular life. I didn’t really know the specific details. 

Since the other teams were going back at this time, Wen Binghui had to 
deal with reporting the deaths. But I won’t discuss that here. The new 
team had two women and six men. 

One of the two women was a team leader and doctor while the other one 
was a climbing expert. The doctor was about thirty-four or thirty-five 
years old and her name was Xiao Ling Guan. The expert’s name was Ming 
Er Nagqu. I didn’t know which ethnic group they belonged to. All six men 

 
(2) Guqin or qin, is a long zither with seven strings that are plucked with the fingers. 
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were in the business, but I’ll introduce them one by one later when I have 
the chance. 

Xiao Ling Guan gave me a checkup. The little snake that had been 
removed from my tongue before was put in a bottle. When she picked it 
up and looked at it carefully, she was amazed, “This snake doesn’t have 
any eyes. It must have been living in the depths of the cave where there’s 
no light all year round so the eyes degraded.” 

“You also know a thing or two about snakes?” 

“Things in the depths of caves are generally isolated from the outside 
world and evolve independently. If the ecosystem is stable, they’ll look 
similar to how they looked hundreds of millions of years ago. Do you 
know what living fossils are?” 

Listening to her tone, I figured that this elder sister might be the 
argumentative type, so I didn’t bother saying anything. She continued, 
“According to the others’ testimonies and what you’ve told us, I think 
that it’s a multi-body parasite and you should still have it in your body. 
This one might be a female. It enters through the tongue and then 
develops little by little, working its way down the throat from the tongue 
to the spine. Since it’s parasitic, there should still be some snakes in your 
body.” 

“She spit into my mouth. If there were any in my stomach, I’d already 
have a perforated stomach by now.” 

“Open your mouth,” she said to me. I opened my mouth and she stuck a 
pair of tweezers deep into my throat. “If there are wounds behind the 
tonsils, it means that other snakes have entered your body from behind 
your tonsils. At most, you’ll feel a bit of a sore throat.” 

After digging for a while, she said to me, “There are multiple snakes still 
stuck in the holes behind your tonsils.” 

When I looked at her, she said, “Don’t move, I’ll use the tweezers to pull 
them out.” 
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No, what if they’re poisonous? I said to myself, but she had already 
started. I suddenly felt something twitch in my throat and then she pulled 
out a white, worm-like snake.  
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Chapter 71 Turnover 2 

Everyone came to stand in a circle and watch as she pulled out three or 
four small white snakes from my throat and packed them all into a glass 
bottle. They looked like worms. 

She handed the bottle to me like she was showing off an internal organ 
she’d cut out. “Come and see your good friends.” 

I felt a burning pain in my throat. The snakes really did look primitive. I 
had seen a lot of strange things along the way, but these things really did 
look like they had come from the Stone Age. To be honest, I could still 
bluff my way through the Yin Shang Dynasty, but the Stone Age was 
basically beyond the scope of my knowledge.(1)  

That field was where anthropology and archaeology coexisted. It was 
basically closer to science and had weak cultural attributes. 

“Don’t worry. Even if you still have more in your body, it’ll take quite a 
while for this thing to fool your immune system and get into your spine.” 

“Why?” I asked. 

“This thing lacks the muscle mass to produce enough strength to move 
quickly in your body,” she said. “It has to move little by little. Plus, people 
aren’t stupid. If something grows quickly in your body, you’ll immediately 
feel pain. That’s why the adult snake’s parasitizing method is different 
from this small snake’s method. The adult snake uses more of a hunting 
method to parasitize its prey, so the host is basically half dead. But the 
small snake can coexist with the host for a long time. Even after the host 
dies, the little snake can mature in the corpse.” 

When I looked at her, she added, “Even if it’s not taken care of right 
away, it’s won’t be a big problem. You can even get it checked out in the 
next year or two as long as you aren’t grossed out by the thought of it.” 

 
(1) The Yin Shang Dynasty is the final name of the Shang dynasty after their move to Yinxu (so probably around 
1200 BC). FYI, the Shang Dynasty was the second dynasty of China and was founded in 1600 BC. More info 
here. 

https://www.worldhistory.org/Shang_Dynasty/
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“I am grossed out,” I said to her. 

“I’m sorry, this is all I can do.” 

Wen Binghui suddenly spoke up from the side, “Won’t the snake go up 
into his brain? The throat is very close to the brain after all.” 

Xiao Ling Guan pulled out a thin cigarette and looked at me, “Based on 
Boss Wu’s explanation, there’s no record of that happening. It’s 
theoretically possible from a biological standpoint, but it still depends on 
how the final case turns out. If Boss Wu has never seen such a thing, then 
I’ll assume that there’s no possibility of it happening.” 

“So basically what you’re saying is that your judgment is based on my 
explanation and you’re not responsible for any incidents that happen 
outside of the scope of my explanation,” I said. 

She nodded. “The human brain is very delicate. If something goes in, 
you’ll more than likely die. Although this snake is like a worm, it’s not 
small compared to real parasites. It’ll bore into your brain, and even if it 
doesn’t hurt, you’ll probably die.” 

I looked up and saw Xiuxiu looking at me; I didn’t know when she had 
joined the crowd. For some reason, I felt both close and distant to her at 
this time. 

After that, the wound was stitched up and the onlookers dispersed. Fatty 
just now woke up and was already looking at the 3D model of the cave. 
Wen Binghui, who could finally take some time to rest, said to me, “Boss 
Wu, I’m going to get some sleep. If there’s an emergency, I’ll have to ask 
you to deal with it. I’ll probably sleep for a long time.” 

I nodded and sat down beside Fatty; the two of us were the only ones 
awake in the whole camp. 

The sky was completely dark now, but there was still a big difference 
between the black here and the black down below. The Milky Way was 
extremely bright, so I put on my coat and tilted my head back to look up 
at the sky, which was a purple and red color. 
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“Did you notice anything?” I asked Fatty. 

He sighed heavily, “No, but this cliff looks disgusting.” 

“Should we stay up here for a few days?” I asked a little guiltily. In fact, 
my mind was telling me to go down immediately, but if I really had the 
courage to enter that cave again, I needed to mentally prepare myself to 
the fullest extent. 

We came out, but Xiao Hua and Poker-Face were still down there. Their 
extreme night was still ongoing. 

Fatty looked at the bonfire, “When we wake up tomorrow morning, we’ll 
come up with a plan and then go check out the temple. In the afternoon, 
we’ll send Tang Tang off. In the evening, we’ll go back down.” 

“That’s basically what I was thinking,” I said to him. “Wait, what temple? 
Why would we go to a temple? To burn incense?” 

“There’s an ancient temple near here. They said that the statues and 
murals inside are related to this cave, so they want us to take a look,” 
Fatty said.  
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Chapter 72 Ancient Temple 

When I was young, I slept a lot during the day but couldn’t sleep at night. 
But now, at this age, I didn’t have such concerns. While we examined the 
3D modeling of the cave more than a dozen times, someone lowered a 
camera into the cave to carry out 24-hour surveillance. 

After not finding anything, Fatty said that Xiao Hua and Poker-Face must 
have gone into one of the crevices. We didn’t notice the crevices when 
we were feeling our way around and there was no way to see them with 
our eyes, so we might have been bewitched by that corpse. That was 
probably why we didn’t notice them at all when we were climbing up 
before. 

I disagreed. To be honest, the light was so dim when we were climbing 
that we couldn’t see anything at all. 

We leaned back in our lounge chairs in a daze and then went back to the 
tent to rest. I slept very well that night and when I woke up, I put on a 
cotton-padded jacket and left the tent. Xiuxiu was sitting in front of the 
helicopter, waiting for us. 

Fatty woke up early, so I assumed they already had a chat. He was sitting 
on Xiuxiu’s other side with a cup of coffee in hand and said to me, “Xiuxiu 
agrees with us. The team will go down tonight, increase the number of 
rappelling ropes, build a lifting platform below, and then lower the mule 
down.” 

“Is it reliable? Plus, if Xiao Hua and Poker-Face really did enter the 
crevices, then it’s possible that we don’t have to go down and can move 
on instead.” 

“What Xiuxiu means to say is that we shouldn’t look for them. We should 
just keep moving forward.” 

I looked at her in surprise, “Why?” 

“Because the two of them aren’t ordinary people. They can solve any 
problems by themselves and will continue to move forward. If we believe 
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in them, then we should wait for them at a certain point up ahead,” 
Xiuxiu said. 

I was a little hesitant, but at the same time, I was also surprised that 
Xiuxiu could make such a decision. When I looked at her, she said, “Of 
course, if you don’t feel reassured, you can search here with Fat Master 
for a while. In fact, I suggest you don’t go down again.” 

I touched my chin, looked at Xiuxiu, and took a moment to think. “Xiuxiu, 
ah no, Boss Xiu, it appears you’ve been corrupted by Master Hua. You 
weren’t like this before.” 

Xiuxiu smiled and made an expression as if to say, “I’m not a child 
anymore.” Then she looked at me provocatively as if to see if I could 
persuade her. 

“What’s the reason for your suggestion?” I asked her, already determined 
to win. Someone handed me breakfast, so I took it and started eating. It 
tasted strange. 

“First of all, we don’t recommend you getting involved in this messy 
affair. This is a mission given to the other families; you’ve already 
completed your mission. You don’t owe us anything. So, when Little 
Brother helps us take care of whatever is going on with Master Black, you 
should take Little Brother back to Fujian immediately. Moreover, the 
situation down there is complicated. We don’t have many of those 
bronze pieces and we don’t know how they work either. Now that you’ve 
come out, there will be a lot of unexpected situations if you go down 
again. It’s better to wait here.” 

Xiuxiu was right. After all, the whole heavenly gift situation was too 
complicated. It was true that people like us were too skilled and had too 
many responsibilities, so if we went down again and unexpectedly 
received the heavenly gift, it would have a great impact. 

But this was really Xiao Hua’s usual method of doing things, not mine. I 
was never afraid of screwing things up as long as they were in my hands. 
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When I walked over, Xiuxiu immediately said, “Of course, I know I can’t 
persuade you, so just act like I didn’t say anything.” 

She let out an exclamation as I gave her a light smack on the head. 

“When I die, you can call the shots again. But for now, you have to listen 
to me,” I said. 

I wanted to leave right away without brushing my teeth, but Xiuxiu 
looked at me and shook her head. I brushed my teeth and washed my 
face quickly, and then the three of us got on the helicopter and took off 
for the ancient temple. 

Nobody spoke the whole way. The ancient temple really did have to be 
reached by helicopter. First of all, even though they said it was nearby, it 
would actually take six or seven hours if you were riding a horse or a 
mule. In addition, the temple was in the middle of a mountain. Although 
there was a road that could be used to reach it, very few people took it 
and it was uncertain whether it was even passable. 

The so-called “roads” in the Kunlun Mountains were as twisty as a 
sheep’s intestines and were so narrow that you could only place one foot 
down at a time. This was the kind of road we would have to walk if we 
couldn’t fly. 

When we got to the temple, we dropped a hanging ladder directly in 
front of the door and went down. This temple was actually just a house 
claiming to be a temple. If you had been to Dunhuang before, then you 
would know that there were many houses like this. The front eaves were 
set right up against the mountain wall and the back was actually a grotto 
that had been dug into the mountain. It was really just a cave with an idol 
in it. 

I didn’t see any cultural symbols, so I didn’t know whether it was a Taoist, 
Buddhist, or Bon temple. It was extremely dilapidated and covered an 
area of about a hundred square meters. The only thing inside was that 
earthen idol, which was so weathered that it looked like a wooden club 
now. 
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There were blue bricks on the ground, along with broken roof tiles and 
straw. The whole temple looked like it would collapse with the slightest 
breeze. 

“It’s said that this ancient temple existed in the period when there was a 
large number of dead people. This temple was very old, and there were 
various opinions about when it was built so it’s impossible to verify what 
time period it belonged to. But this god here, which they offered 
sacrifices to, is said to have been a new god at that time,” Xiuxiu said. 
“This god was created because of the high death toll of the population 
here. If you look carefully at the cave walls, you can see that there are 
reliefs from that time. The locals said that their older generations claimed 
that many people died here during that time and a monster came out of 
the ground. Later, the emperor sent people to build the temple before it 
finally became safe.” 

“Are there no details about this legend?” I asked her. 

Xiuxiu shook her head. “It seems like too much time has passed.” 

I walked up to the idol and found that it was basically just a block of mud. 
I couldn’t see anything, but for some reason, I thought that it was a bit 
familiar. 
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Chapter 73 Farewell 

I squatted in front of this short mud idol and asked Fatty, “Isn’t this thing 
pretty similar to the idol we saw in the Heavenly Palace?” 

Fatty also squatted down and touched his chin. “It’s very similar to the 
shit I took yesterday.” 

“Are you that healthy? Shouldn’t you have some problems in such a 
dangerous environment in order to show your respect?” 

“If I had held it in, the first thing that would’ve come out when I found 
Little Brother and Master Hua would be the urge to poop. How 
embarrassing would that be?” As Fatty spoke, he pointed to something 
behind the idol. 

This dilapidated temple was set in the north and was facing the south. 
The idol hadn’t moved from this place for thousands of years, so the sun 
would sweep across it at the same time every day. Over the years, the 
statue’s shadow was cast on the wall, which caused the color of the wall 
to change. 

This change was like a drop of water repeatedly hitting a stone; it had 
occurred for such a long time that there was now a vague outline. 

When we were in the Heavenly Palace, we saw murals depicting the local 
Eastern Xia people using hot oil to stop bug-like creatures from crawling 
out of the abyss. Their god had also looked like a wooden club, so the 
outline on this wall brought me back to that moment when I first saw the 
strange idol in the Heavenly Palace. 

This was not a humanoid god. 

“In the Kunlun Mountain region, the development of the Bon religion 
gave rise to many local gods,” Xiuxiu said. 

I shook my head and bit my lower lip while thinking to myself, this god 
isn’t a local god. It’s no mere coincidence that this thing appears in all the 
places with huge geological crevices and huge underground structures. 
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The distance between Northeast China and the Kunlun Mountains was 
very far. 

Based on my past experiences, we may even see the truth about this god 
next. 

“If a large number of people died, then did they worship this god because 
they thought it could save them?” 

“Maybe they hoped that this god would let them go,” I responded. 

At this time, Fatty suddenly bowed and paid his respects to the idol. 
When I looked at him, all he said was, “Just in case. It doesn’t hurt to be 
prepared.” 

“Based on the current development, our ultimate goal should be to kill 
this thing,” I said to him. “I’m afraid it’s useless to pay your respects.” 

Fatty looked at Xiuxiu and asked, “According to you Mystic Nine guys, is 
your brother Wu Xie considered too ambitious?” 

Xiuxiu turned on her flashlight, illuminated the wall with the strong light, 
and motioned for us to look at the relief while saying, “No, he 
accomplished everything he intended to do before.” 

Fatty and I followed Xiuxiu’s flashlight to look at the reliefs on the wall. 
They were completely weathered and almost unrecognizable, but we 
could see that the previous lines were very complicated. Looking at the 
wall now, however, it just looked like a mass of folds. But the mountain 
wall here seemed to be made of some kind of jade, so it had a glossy look 
to it when the flashlight shined upon it. I felt an indescribable sensation 
as I looked at that wall; even my throat felt uncomfortable. 

Fatty finally summed it up for us. He looked at it and muttered to himself, 
“Which immortal carved a big mouthful of phlegm here?” 

I breathed a sigh of relief, finally understanding the reason why I had felt 
so uncomfortable. With Fatty’s vivid description, Xiuxiu immediately took 
about three or four steps away from the relief. 
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I endured the nausea and continued to look at it. Now I could see that the 
whole relief could be divided into three parts. One part depicted the 
snakes entering people’s bodies—a large number of adult snakes had 
obviously directly parasitized the people back then—while the second 
part depicted some strange things mixing in among the villagers, just like 
what happened with Jin Xingsan. In the third part, one of the villagers was 
being burned to death. The snake in this person’s body was different 
from the other snakes in that it had very short viper horns that almost 
looked like a crown. There also appeared to be twelve other snakes in this 
person’s body. 

After the person was burned to death, all the “snake people” who had 
mixed in among the villagers were discovered. The soldiers killed all these 
people and made the snake disaster disappear, but it could be seen from 
the relief that the horned snake escaped. 

I felt like I was going blind after reading these parts since my eyes were 
practically pressed up against the stone in order to see what the lines 
showed, but fortunately, I was skilled at interpreting this kind of thing. If 
it were ordinary people, they wouldn’t know what these reliefs meant. 

“According to what you’ve said, it’s not Jin Xingsan who can confuse us. 
Only this horned snake can,” Fatty said. 

Yes, this horned snake could make people hallucinate and think that 
corpses were their companions. Plus, I believed that its IQ wasn’t all that 
low. 

So, this snake was regarded as a dragon by the locals and the emperor 
sent people to make a censer, set up a trap in the cave, and trap the 
horned snake within a human cage. The girl who was used as the cage 
was probably a Zhang family member. I just didn’t know if the Zhang 
family was around at that time, or if this person was someone with 
special abilities similar to the Zhang family. 

The girl was completely sacrificed, but for some reason, they actually 
managed to trap the horned dragon within her body. Fatty said that this 
definitely wasn’t the first time they had done this kind of thing; the 
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emperor’s mage must have dealt with this snake disaster in other places 
before. 

I didn’t know which emperor it was or which dynasty it was in; all the 
information was too vague. 

Now that I thought of it, this snake had lived for a really long time, and 
now it had fallen to its death. I was a little weak. 

“This whole relief has nothing to do with this strange god?” Xiuxiu asked. 

After looking at the eighty percent of the relief that I couldn’t make out, 
all I could infer was that there had to be a plot involving this god, but I 
couldn’t see anything. 

Tch, Fatty and I looked at each other at the same time. Our tacit 
understanding really was awesome. 

“This relief was destroyed by someone,” Fatty said. 

I nodded. Someone had thoroughly and accurately destroyed all the 
content related to this strange god a long time ago. We could tell because 
all the damage had a patina on it. This person had mainly destroyed the 
parts pertaining to this god, but in order to prevent others from seeing 
those parts, he also damaged other areas. The damage in those areas, 
however, wasn’t as thorough. 

We got back on the helicopter and headed towards the town. Tang Tang’s 
body was in a warehouse there so we were going to give our final 
farewells. 

On the way over, Fatty said to Xiuxiu, “If the Zhang family investigated 
this matter back then, it’s possible that they were the ones who took care 
of the information in the temple. It’s like the Zhang family has been 
covering up the existence of this wooden club thing. But for what reason? 
Do they think of themselves as wooden clubs?” 

I remained silent, my mind now completely blank. This information could 
basically be inferred, and Fatty had already deduced it. 
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When we arrived in the town, we landed in the crematorium’s parking 
lot. This Kunlun Mountain town had a lot of land and a large parking lot. 
Many people here preferred to have sky burials, so the crematorium 
wasn’t as full as it would be in the city. As a result, we were able to buy a 
spot without any problems.  

We didn’t open the bag holding his body because we didn’t want to scare 
the others. After dismissing the staff, the three of us performed a simple 
farewell ceremony. 

Fatty shed a tear, which he wiped away with his hand, “Tang Tang, we’re 
even. Take our money and go down and have fun. Hopefully there aren’t 
any little monsters in heaven.” 

As I looked at the shapeless sleeping bag on the morgue bed, my mind 
went back to the first time I ever met him. 

No matter how significant a role you played in an era, you’ll eventually 
usher in your own end. 

Goodbye, Tang Tang. 

Fatty and I moved the body to the furnace hearth, pushed it into the main 
body of the furnace, and then closed the door. After that, Fatty pulled 
down the ignition switch on the side. 

The whole furnace instantly turned red with the light from the flames and 
the sleeping bag started to burn, but at this time, we suddenly heard a 
scream. Then, something slammed against the furnace door and a 
strange face appeared behind the door’s glass. 

I thought Jin Wantang’s corpse had finally transformed, but when I saw 
that thing behind the glass, I realized that it wasn’t Jin Wantang’s face but 
that little monster Qi Yu’s face. 

Before I had time to react, the thing slammed into the furnace door 
again, hitting it so hard that it knocked the door open. A huge heatwave 
poured out, along with the smell of burning flesh. The little monster was 
on fire as it rolled out, knocked into us, and then threw itself directly at 
Xiuxiu. 
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Xiuxiu smoothly rolled to the side and dodged while supporting herself 
with one hand, but the little monster instantly turned and threw itself at 
her again. This time, Xiuxiu didn’t bother dodging at all and got ready to 
greet the little monster with an elbow. But before it could approach her, 
Fatty lifted the morgue bed up and smacked it away. I immediately picked 
up a nearby broom that was used to sweep up ashes and rushed over, but 
the little monster instantly broke the window and rushed out. 

Fatty and I chased it to the broken window, but there was a meadow 
outside so we couldn’t see anything. We both looked at each other. It was 
at this time that I suddenly realized that this thing had been hiding in Jin 
Wantang’s sleeping bag the whole time. Had we been carrying it with us 
the whole way? 

I turned to look at Xiuxiu, who closed the furnace door again as if what 
happened just now was only a small scene. When she saw me looking at 
her, she also gave me a suspicious look. 

“Explain,” she said. “Is Jin Wantang a corpse with two lives?” 
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Chapter 74 Dog and Cave 

We paid a lot of money for Jin Wantang’s ashes to be taken back to 
Beijing by special car. 

After that, we had the helicopter circle around the meadow outside, but 
we didn’t see the monster. The meadow here was full of grass and there 
were also a lot of holes in the ground, which looked to be rabbit holes. 
Finding that monster amid all of that was like looking for a needle in a 
haystack. 

Fatty asked me what we should do, but I just sighed and shook my head 
while saying that it couldn’t be helped. 

Xiao Hua said that in the plan the Mystic Nine came up with before, 
several families had to be present in order for it to succeed. The Hong 
family’s situation was currently unknown and the Qi family had become 
like this. It was all a huge mess. But Xiao Hua was still in a predicament, so 
I could only take it one step at a time. And most importantly, I didn’t 
know what Qi Yu was now or even if he was alive or dead. If an ordinary 
person had received those burns, they would soon die from an infection. 

But knowing how vengeful he was and how he had shown extremely 
strong killing intent as he charged at Xiuxiu, if he didn’t die and we 
allowed this thing to lurk around us, someone would definitely end up 
dying. 

After explaining this to Xiuxiu, she arranged for someone to come and 
continue looking while we flew back to the camp. The atmosphere in the 
helicopter was particularly bad. 

After getting out of the helicopter, I had someone inspect it. I didn’t know 
when this thing had entered Jin Wantang’s body bag, but I figured it had 
planned ahead and might have been on the helicopter long before us. 

But after searching the helicopter, nothing was found. At this time, it was 
sunset again and the team was preparing to lower the mules and 
equipment down into the cave. But the situation down there was unclear, 
so I told them to wait until we went down first before making a decision. 
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I carefully shaved, trimmed my fingernails, and took a half-bath with 
some boiled water. Once that was done, I put on a new set of equipment 
filled with rations, walked up to the hole again, and lowered the rope. At 
this time, the second helicopter arrived. I looked up at it and sighed; this 
one was bigger than the first one. 

Damn, Xiao Hua, you have another one? 

Six plastic cages were brought out of the helicopter, and when I saw 
them, I found that they belonged to the Wu family. Wen Binghui carefully 
opened the cages and six black dogs slowly walked out. 

Brother Xiao Man became enlightened a few years ago and was fond of 
life on earth as he grew older, so he made great achievements in 
breeding. These six dogs were his immediate children. There were three 
males and three females, all of whom were three years old. When I 
glanced at Fatty and saw him make an OK gesture to take credit for it, I 
knew that he and Xiuxiu had discussed it. 

Our breeding facility called this generation of dogs “San Man”. It was 
normally hard to give dogs names since they bred too quickly, but Brother 
Xiao Man had a special status and was a noble dog among dogs, so each 
of his children had its own name. 

His sixth child looked very similar to him. The first one was called San 
Man Fo, the second one was called San Man Yue, the third one was called 
San Man Ban, the fourth one was called San Man Pi, the fifth one was 
called San Man Gou, and the sixth one was called San Man Hei.(1)  

Although they were all named after the Mystic Nine, the third child was 
very talented and clever, so it was the boss. They also had their own 
nicknames, so San Man Ban was called Brother Gan Shan.(2)  

When Brother Gan Shan caught sight of me, he immediately ran over with 
his tail wagging. Like Brother Xiao Man, he also didn’t have a very serious, 
business-like expression. I scratched his fur as all the other dogs followed 
him over. “Do you remember what happened to Ping Lian?” I reminded 

 
(1) Just FYI: The San in “San Man” means three, Gou means dog, and Hei means black. I always translate Wu 
Xie’s Grandpa’s nickname as “Old Dog Wu” but it could be “Wu Lao Gou”. 
(2) Gan Shan can mean something like “overtake mountains”. 
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Fatty. “Jiang Siwang said that they didn’t dare bring any small animals 
here.” 

“Mr. Naïve,” Fatty said, “you’re dealing with the hei feizi. Are you sure 
you don’t want to bring a dog along? If you don’t, you might die. But if 
you do bring your dogs with you, you and your dogs may have a chance of 
surviving.” 

I thought about it and realized that I really was being unreasonable. 
People’s lives were at stake, so any method available should be used. 
Back then, the Wu family’s dogs were trained to deal with the hei feizi 
and a lot had died. 

If we were in a movie, Fatty would probably say, “This is war.” 

I rubbed Brother Gan Shan’s face and said to him, “Can you be smart? 
Don’t make me have to save you.” 

Brother Gan Shan was very clever, and he immediately turned to the 
other dogs and barked at them as if to say: Did you hear that? 

The dogs needed to adapt to the environment, so we needed to go down 
first. 

Fatty and Xiuxiu both brought their equipment over. When I saw that 
Xiuxiu was going down as well, I wanted to make some remarks out of 
habit, but I didn’t say anything in the end. 

The three of us quickly descended into the hole and passed by the censer. 

This was almost like the dividing line between reality and hell. As soon as I 
passed it, all the beautiful things above—the sunshine, the rain and the 
dew, and even the grass—disappeared from my mind in an instant and 
the depressing feeling from before returned within a few minutes. 

We turned on our flashlights, which were so bright that they practically 
illuminated the cliff like daylight. 

Fatty and I were both surprised by the intensity of the light, but we 
quickly swept the beams over the cliff face. There really were a lot of 
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crevices here. I wondered if the reason why we didn’t notice them when 
we climbed up before was because that snake had made us see dark 
shadows. 

There were a lot of corpses in these crevices, many of which had turned 
to white bones. When I glanced at Xiuxiu, who was being very well-
behaved, she also looked at me as if to say, “If you’re calling the shots, I’ll 
listen to you.” 

We found a big crevice and swung over to it. 

It was wide enough to allow us to enter sideways one by one, so Fatty 
took a look inside. It was bottomless. 

He climbed in first and shouted, “Mr. Naïve, there’s a secret chamber.” 

“What?” 

“No wait, isn’t there an idiom that says ‘another secret’ something?”(3)  

I decided not to pay any attention to him, but I was relieved that he was 
acting more normal now. I climbed in myself and found that the crevice 
went in for about six or seven meters before it gradually became wider. 
But there was no flat ground to stand on, so I still had to put my feet on 
both sides of the wall. 

I saw that the crevice walls here were full of rock paintings and there 
were bones under our feet. 

The bones were a mixture of human, animal, and snake bones, which 
were in scattered piles, but the rock paintings on both sides were well 
preserved. 

When we turned on our flashlights again, we saw that the crevice was 
very deep. We didn’t know where it led to, but the rock paintings that 
stretched into the darkness had pairs of animals, snakes, and wooden 
clubs at regular intervals. The lines were very simple and had been 

 
(3) Per Tiffany: There is a Chinese idiom “別有洞天”, which means “Another secret world”, but Fatty 

remembered the idiom wrong and said “別有洞房 / another secret chamber”, so that’s why Wu Xie 

immediately ignored him. 
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painted on using ground yellow stone that had been mixed with water. 
There was one pattern in particular that I didn’t quite understand, so I 
stopped for a moment and thought about it. It appeared to be a rock 
painting depicting sacrificial offers. 

A group of people were delivering offerings, which appeared to be 
humans. 

“Don’t go in,” I said to Fatty. 

He nodded in agreement. The cave system here was completely 
connected, so it was definitely very complicated. It would be easy to get 
lost if you went in too deep. We had just barely entered a crevice, so it 
would really be impossible to find them if we searched like this. 

When we withdrew, the three of us remained silent for a while. Xiuxiu 
was the one who eventually broke the silence, “Should we consider what 
I said? Let’s keep moving forward. They must be in front of us.” 

I felt uneasy, but I couldn’t think of a better way, so I said to her, “Let’s 
wait for the dogs.” 

We stayed on the cliff as Brother Gan Shan was soon lowered down. No 
matter how amazing the dog was, it was difficult for it to function 
vertically on a cliff. As I tied Brother Gan Shan to my chest, he latched 
onto me, trembling. 

I petted him and then had him smell Poker-Face’s T-shirt, which Fatty 
happened to be carrying in his backpack. Now that Brother Gan Shan 
knew his mission, I began climbing the rock wall, letting him smell the T-
shirt and the rock wall in turn. 

I won’t bother describing the process here, but both Xiuxiu and Fatty 
remained in place, waiting for me. I was extremely patient and let Brother 
Gan Shan sniff around and around, but since I knew the last place where 
Poker-Face had been, I kept encouraging Brother Gan Shan towards that 
area. 

When I came to a very narrow crevice, Brother Gan Shan finally started 
barking. I put him into the crevice, and he was finally able to recover his 
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composure now that his feet were on solid ground. He barked into the 
crevice and looked back at me again and again. 

I tried hard to get in but found that this fucking crevice was too small for 
normal people to get into. Both Poker-Face and Xiao Hua could do bone 
contraction, but I couldn’t. At this time, Xiuxiu swung to my side. She was 
petite enough to go in, so she gave me a look and said, “I’ll go in and 
check it out.” 

I shook my head. “Never act separately. Come on, Fatty, kick me in.” 

Fatty came over, looked into the gap, and said to me, “This gap isn’t quite 
right. Don’t you think the stones inside look like human teeth?” 
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Chapter 75 Set Off Again 

This crevice really was somewhat different from the others. I had studied 
geology, so I knew that these toothlike crystalline protrusions occurred 
when the stone contained borax. This kind of ore was sometimes very 
similar to human teeth, so it gave off the feeling that teeth were growing 
out of the rock. 

I pulled out my mountaineering pick—I usually didn’t like to carry this 
thing since it was so heavy, but my only weapon last time was my 
flashlight, so I decided to suck it up and bring it this time—and hit these 
stone teeth until a gap appeared. Now it looked like a mouth that had 
some teeth knocked out of it. 

Fatty and I were each carrying bronze pieces, which were actually very 
heavy, so dragging them into the crevice was also a hindrance. 

When I squeezed in, I could see that it would be a little more spacious 
inside. Fatty used his feet to push me about a dozen feet in, but then I got 
stuck in the crevice and couldn’t move forward or backward. 

Finally, Fatty used a flying kick to break me free, but I found that my nose 
was against the wall in front of me while the back of my head was against 
the wall behind me. I was completely stuck inside now, and even if I 
wanted to move, I could only manage the slightest movement. 

The gap was so narrow that if I turned my head too quickly, the tip of my 
nose and the back of my head would simultaneously be scraped by the 
rock walls in front and behind me. 

This kind of situation was almost like having a broken hand and foot. Even 
a dedicated mosquito could slowly kill me. 

The gap in front of me showed no signs of improvement, either. Brother 
Gan Shan, who was right in front of me, took a few steps forward 
cautiously. Even he could barely look back at me in this narrow space. 
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I continued following him forward. It took about fifteen minutes to move 
about ten meters, and I was so tired that I felt as if dark circles had 
appeared under my eyes. 

I looked back at the entrance where Fatty’s flashlight was shining on me. 
Considering how there was no end in sight up ahead, this ray of light 
almost felt like the sunshine outside. 

“What’s the plan?” Fatty shouted from ten meters away. 

I wanted to withdraw, but it was even harder because the texture of the 
stone felt like small barbs against my skin. I put down my flashlight, eased 
myself back a bit, and then picked up my flashlight again, ready to try and 
back out of this crevice. 

I would have to follow Xiuxiu’s idea and continue moving forward, 
because at the rate I was going, it would take me two years to travel ten 
kilometers in this crevice. 

But at the very moment I lifted my flashlight up, I saw a long-haired 
woman at the end of this crevice who also appeared to be stuck like me. 

She was at the end of my flashlight’s reach, which was about thirty 
meters away. I was startled and confused, but then the woman suddenly 
disappeared. 

My whole body was covered in a cold sweat. It wasn’t that I was afraid of 
the long-haired woman, I just knew that if anything happened while I was 
in this trapped state, I’d definitely die. 

At the same time, I saw Brother Gan Shan looking at that place very 
quietly. I could tell that he was very nervous. 

At this age, I no longer believed in hallucinations. 

As I attempted to withdraw from the crevice very carefully, I tried to 
remember if I had seen this long-haired woman before. I thought it was 
the female corpse from the censer, but she should have been flattened 
after falling from that height. How could she appear here now? 
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I didn’t dare put my flashlight down, but this kind of bright flashlight was 
very heavy and it was difficult to hold with one hand. After retreating 
about three or four meters, my hand was too sore to lift it anymore. 

Fatty’s flashlight was still shining in, but my body was blocking the light, 
which caused an absolute shadow to form. “Smash the entrance a bit 
more,” I said to Fatty. “Smash all those teeth.” 

“What’s wrong?” 

“I think if I put my flashlight down and raise it again, something I don’t 
want to see will appear in my flashlight’s range.” 

Fatty started knocking at the ore without saying a word. I tried to endure 
it until I couldn’t anymore, but my tired arm eventually lowered, plunging 
the area in front of me into darkness. 

I shook my sore joints out and then lifted the flashlight up again. 

This time, nothing happened. 

Thankfully, I didn’t see that long-haired woman crawling towards me bit 
by bit in the crevice. This time I was blessed; next time, I might not be so 
lucky. 

Eventually, I was pulled out of the crevice and Brother Gan Shan was tied 
to my chest again. Completely exhausted, I patted Xiuxiu and said to her, 
“It’s impossible to track them in this crevice. Let’s go down and follow 
your plan.” I looked inside the gap again. I couldn’t see anything, but I 
knew there had to be something inside. 

I didn’t know how they got in there, but I’d definitely die if I went in any 
further. 

“No one should descend directly to the bottom or get close to the 
crevices. They should first descend to about ten meters from the bottom 
and burn it with flame-throwers,” I said to Xiuxiu. “The main goal is to see 
whether that female corpse is there or not and whether the snake inside 
is there or not.” 
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Xiuxiu looked at me. “Why would we have flamethrowers?” 

“You can just make a few yourself with gasoline and pesticides,” I said to 
her. 

We continued to descend until we reached the area where the corpses 
from before were hanging. Fatty shot the ropes until they broke and then 
the corpses fell. Not only did we not know what condition these bodies 
were in, but we were afraid to find out what happened to them. 

After continuing to descend to a height of ten meters, I hovered in the air 
and carefully looked below with my flashlight. 

I immediately broke out in a cold sweat. 

There were several broken bee corpses below, but I didn’t see the female 
corpse. 

You definitely wouldn’t be fine if you were to fall from this height. In fact, 
your body would basically turn into a pile of mush. 

This female corpse didn’t fall to the ground, which meant that the special 
snake in her body somehow didn’t fall to its death and was now free. 

There would definitely be some entanglements in the future considering 
how cause and effect were like an arrow that had been shot from the 
bow. 

To make a long story short, we burned the bottom with gasoline. We 
used so much, in fact, that the air temperature below reached at least a 
hundred degrees Celsius. When we finally went down, there were no 
dead bodies left since they had all been burned to ash. 

I wasn’t worried about snakes hiding in the rock crevices as we waited for 
the fire to die down, and soon, the mules, luggage, and other dogs came 
down. 

When Brother Gan Shan landed, he immediately took the other dogs and 
began patrolling the area. I observed them for a while. In terms of 
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hearing and smell, the Wu family’s dogs would greatly improve our range 
of detection. 

Their sense of smell was millions of times better than humans—well, 
maybe; I haven’t investigated it—while their hearing was sixteen times 
better. Dogs had average eyesight, but their range of vision was 270 
degrees. Moreover, dogs were dusk animals. This meant that they were 
most comfortable in the dim light at dusk, which was exactly the kind of 
environment we were in with our flashlights. 

I felt a little relieved when I didn’t see them alert to anything. 

“Do you really want to stop looking?” Fatty asked me. 

“Sometimes, making a decision is more important than making the wisest 
decision,” I said to him. 

The facts were here; we had to make a decision now. 

Wen Binghui came down, but Director Tie didn’t. Doctor Xiao and all the 
others also came down one right after another. I told them that they 
should turn their attention to the dogs first whenever strange things 
started to happen. 

“Do you know how many people in the last team came out of here alive?” 
Fatty asked them. 

I noticed that everyone who came down seemed indifferent. Fatty 
continued, “I think those who can go up should go up. There’s a good 
chance that you’ll die before you can spend this money.” 

Doctor Xiao looked at me and said, “Isn’t there a rumor in the business? If 
you haven’t followed Wu Xie underground, then you’re not considered a 
true grave robber.” 

When I looked at her, she added, “You’re wrong if you think we’re here 
for the money. No one here is short of money.” 

I sighed and motioned for them to stay close to the people with the 
bronze pieces. As the group continued to move forward, Wen Binghui 
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came and stood next to me. This time, we all had a crutch, so it looked 
like we were a little more relaxed. 

“How far do you think it is to the next point where you can reach the 
surface?” He asked me. 

I looked at the endless darkness in front of me and said, “Don’t think 
about this kind of thing. Just keep moving forward like a fool. It’s the 
lucky fools who will make it to the end.” 
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Chapter 76 Endless Night 

We were practically crawling forward on the gravel. Although I was very 
used to it, the newcomers still needed a certain amount of time to adjust. 
We couldn’t ride the mules in this situation, so we just used them to 
transport the goods. 

There were many large and small packages among the goods, but there 
was a leather box in particular that I cared about the most. Wen Binghui 
told me that it held a spare set of ancient women’s clothes for Bon 
religious sacrifices. Their team had been carrying one before, but it 
should be in Black Glasses’ hands now. 

This was the last set. Xiao Hua had stipulated in advance that it had to be 
brought with them, so the team had to take extra care of it. 

Along the way, I asked Doctor Xiao what the difference was between 
looking at something with your peripheral vision and looking at it head-
on. She told me that the cone cells in your eyes controlled what you could 
see in front of you while the rod cells controlled what you could see with 
your peripheral vision. Rod cells perceived the shape of objects rather 
than their color while cone cells perceived color. 

If we used our peripheral vision to look at a night sky that wasn’t 
particularly clear, we could easily see the stars, but we often couldn’t see 
them when we looked at them head-on. This was because the rod cells 
were better at perceiving things in the dark. 

This meant that if I could see strange things with my peripheral vision 
before, then if there weren’t any strange supernatural phenomena, that 
first ray of light I saw was fake. 

I always thought that I was in a relatively bright place, but I was actually 
in a very dark environment. This brightness was all just an illusion. 

In this dark reality, if my rod cells were a little more sensitive than others, 
I could see the blurred outlines of figures but I couldn’t see them when I 
looked at them head-on. 
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The only problem with this explanation was that if I were to shine my 
flashlight on Fatty and Poker-Face, I wouldn’t be able to see them either. 

In the end, she’d have to experience it at least once herself before she 
could determine how it worked. 

After listening to Doctor Xiao’s professional explanation, I asked her if she 
was Black Glasses’ doctor. She nodded, “Yes, my specialty is 
ophthalmology. Boss Hua is our boss.” 

I asked her what was wrong with Black Glasses’ eyes, and she said, “You 
just need to understand that he can see everything you can only see with 
your peripheral vision. So, what he sees here is definitely different from 
what everyone else sees.” 

After that, there was nothing else to say the whole way, but every day 
was just like a lesson. In the morning and evening, every satellite phone 
and walkie-talkie was turned on, but there was no signal. 

This cliff seemed to have suffered a huge crisis at some point because 
everything had flattened out, but the topography of the crevices didn’t 
change much. 

This trip took two whole weeks. Starting from the second week, I woke up 
every day not knowing whether I felt relieved with my decision to have us 
keep moving forward or not. 

Unlike my team, almost everyone was getting restless after three days, 
and with the exception of Doctor Xiao, everyone in Xiao Hua’s team was 
basically very cold. 

Ming Er Nagqu was particularly unsociable. Apart from exploring the path 
ahead, she basically didn’t talk to us and sat far away from us. 

Brother Gan Shan and the other dogs gave us a great sense of security. 
They would basically stay at the edge of our group, run out very quickly 
into the darkness, and then come back from their patrol. Some dogs kept 
watch while others would leave their scent marks along the path. These 
dogs had definitely earned the Wu family its status. 
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I also wasn’t interested in making new friends either. The group walked 
until noon on Monday of the third week—the sun should be shining 
brightly outside—when we finally saw a different landscape. 

A cluster of steaming hot springs of various sizes was distributed among 
the rocks at the point of the crevices. 

Fatty and I exchanged a glance. He tested the water temperature, put a 
little bit of the water into a water quality cup, and then dipped a test 
paper into it. This thing could test the water’s pH, because I knew that 
some hot springs were filled with sulfuric acid. 

Everything was normal, and the Geiger counter on Ming Er Nagqu’s body 
didn’t make a sound (Xiao Hua had stipulated that it must be brought 
along in order to monitor the radioactivity of the stones here). 

We unloaded the equipment silently, divided the men and women into 
two sides, undressed, and began soaking in the hot springs. 

After I sat down and leaned back, I found that Brother Gan Shan was 
looking at the hot springs while keeping his distance. He didn’t raise an 
alarm or anything, but he was obviously looking at us very suspiciously. 

Fatty also found his behavior odd and asked, “What’s the matter, silly 
dog?” 

I scanned the area with my peripheral vision and didn’t see anything, but 
when I turned my head, I saw a big stone by the hot spring behind us. It 
was in a very strange shape, just like a wooden club. 

The stone was in the shadows and our flashlights weren’t shining on it, so 
I just sat there and stared at it for a moment. My flashlight had been 
placed on the edge of the hot spring, so I silently moved over to grab it 
and point it at the stone. 
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Chapter 77 Wooden Club God 

When the light hit the stone, I found that it really wasn’t a stone. I didn’t 
know what it was, but my first impression was that it was a long, thin 
pool of mud that could move. 

At this time, this thing was just standing there, as still as a statue. 

Everyone also noticed it and immediately started to go ashore silently. 

This showed that the people here were well trained because ordinary 
people were more likely to stay put in this kind of situation. 

The thing continued to remain motionless. Please note that I would 
describe it as a giant leech if I could, but the whole aura of this thing 
definitely wasn’t that of a bug. 

A male team member went to pull his gun out but I quickly stopped him. 
This thing was exactly the same as the idol we saw in the Heavenly 
Palace. 

This was something the ancients regarded as a god. 

If the ancients called it a god instead of an animal, then there had to be a 
special reason for it. Mammoths were much larger than this thing, yet 
they weren’t enshrined as ancient gods. 

I also retreated to the water’s edge, grabbed my underwear, and put 
them on while glancing back at the girls’ side. They still had no idea what 
was going on over here, but none of the men could give them a warning 
since everyone’s attention was focused on this thing. 

Under my flashlight’s glow, I saw that this thing’s skin was transparent 
and the inside had the luster of colored glaze. To my surprise, I saw a 
figure inside of it. 

No, that wasn’t right. It wasn’t a person’s shadow but a part of a 
costume. There was even a hat that looked like a phoenix crown resting 
above the costume. 
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There was no body inside of this thing, just that costume. 

I tried hard not to jump to any conclusions, but I really didn’t know what 
to do. 

Then, without showing any interest in us, that thing moved and slowly 
sank into a crevice between the rocks. 

It moved so slowly that it took about fifteen minutes before it had 
completely entered the crevice. 

At this time, Fatty called out to the girls. They put their clothes on and 
came over, but were baffled when they found that there was nothing to 
see. 

I rushed to the mules, opened the special box, and took out the crown 
from Xiao Hua’s spare ancient costume set. It was exactly the same as the 
one I saw just now. 

Fatty saw my solemn expression and asked me what was wrong, but I 
didn’t know how to explain it. If what we saw just now was the kind of 
god enshrined in the Heavenly Palace, then many people must have been 
offered up as sacrifices over the years. These sacrifices should have 
entered here in full costume but were probably completely digested after 
being swallowed, leaving only the crown and clothes behind. 

So, what I saw may have been the crown of another sacrifice that hadn’t 
been digested and remained in that thing’s body. 

But the crown from that era shouldn’t be the same as Xiao Hua’s crown. 

Moreover, the crown I saw just now was the same as the spare crown in 
my hand, which meant that the crown inside of that thing was brought in 
by Xiao Hua. There were two in total: the one in my hand and the one in 
this ancient god. 

What did this mean? 

It meant that a sacrifice had been carried out. 
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But I remembered that the costume wasn’t in Xiao Hua’s hands at that 
time. It was with Black Glasses, who was always at the front of the team. 

This whole thing was very confusing. I only saw the clothes in the wooden 
club god’s body, but I didn’t see any traces of a human body. 

At present, anything could happen. 

Fatty walked back to the hot spring, obviously refusing to give up the 
opportunity to soak in the hot water. The other guys hesitated, but the 
girls began to put all of their clothes back on. 

I climbed up a tall rock where I could see the place where the wooden 
club god had slunk away to. It was also a small hot spring, and there was a 
big spring hole at the bottom that was visible to the naked eye. As it 
turned out, this spring hole was actually a very deep crevice between the 
rocks here. Wen Binghui crawled over, set off a cold firework, and threw 
it in. 

The cold firework sank into the depths of the hot spring hole before 
disappearing completely. 

“I’ll go down and take a look,” Ming Er Nagqu suddenly spoke up from the 
side. I looked back and saw that she had taken out a small oxygen tank, 
hung it on her waist, and then jumped directly into the spring right over 
the hole. This oxygen tank could provide oxygen for about seven minutes. 

The spring was very small and could only accommodate one person. This 
was the kind of cave exploration that was very dangerous, but I couldn’t 
stop her in time. 

At this moment, Xiuxiu came up behind me and tapped me on the back. 
When I turned to look at her, she held up a satellite phone in front of me 
and said, “There’s a strange signal here.” 
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Chapter 78 Bat Sutra 

I took the satellite phone and listened to the sounds coming from it while 
looking at the hole in the hot spring. Amid the white noise, I began to 
hear the very faint sound of someone talking. 

I knew deep down in my heart that the calm of these past few weeks was 
about to be broken. 

It was hard to understand what was being said even though I strained my 
ears, but I knew that it was a recording of someone talking. 

I was very familiar with this voice and probably knew this person, but it 
must have been a long time ago because the voice was stirring up some 
of my old memories. What I was most definitely certain of, however, was 
that this was the voice of an elderly woman. 

But the voice was so faint that I couldn’t understand it. I handed the 
satellite phone back to Xiuxiu, who recorded the voice with an app on her 
cell phone and then amplified it in the app. 

The old woman’s voice was now much clearer. She seemed to be talking 
to herself, saying some short sentences that were incomprehensible. 

Xiuxiu suddenly glanced at me, a surprised look flashing through her eyes. 
She listened for a while and then said to me, “Isn’t this my grandmother’s 
voice?” 

I froze for a moment as my memories came back like a flood. 

After listening carefully, I found that this was indeed Granny Huo’s voice, 
which I hadn’t heard for a long time. 

Fatty moved closer to us, but I pointed to the hot spring hole and told him 
to manage the situation. We couldn’t let anybody die by any means. 

Huo Xiangu’s death had been absolute and I had witnessed it myself, so 
how could her voice appear here? 
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Xiuxiu’s expression was very calm, so I also restrained my mood and 
joined her in listening to the vague words played on the app. 

After listening for a few minutes, I came to the conclusion that it was a 
ritual. 

But it wasn’t a Taoist ritual, because I had studied the tone of Buddhist 
scripture incantations before. Although she was speaking Chinese, I had 
never heard of what she was reading. It almost sounded like a very 
primitive scripture, which was the kind of scripture that would deviate 
from philosophical and abstract concepts and become very specific. 

Xiuxiu beckoned Wen Binghui over, and once he squatted down to listen 
with us, Xiuxiu asked him, “You’ve done so much research on religious 
systems, can you tell me what this is?” 

“This is the Bon religion’s ‘Bat Sutra’,” Wen Binghui said. He only listened 
for a moment before his face suddenly turned pale, “Where did this come 
from?” 

“What’s so special about it?” Xiuxiu asked him. 

“In the Bon religion, bats act as messengers between the people and the 
gods,” Wen Binghui said. “This scripture represents the connection, which 
means that she wants something that needs to be communicated to the 
bats first.” 

Xiuxiu had a very confused look on her face, so I said, “You’ll see all kinds 
of hallucinations here; don’t worry about it too much. This may be some 
sentient being trying to torture you.” 

Xiuxiu looked at me. “No, when I was a child, I heard my grandmother 
recite this scripture. She was in a completely dark room. The Huo family 
had many diseases, and my family said that Grandma was reciting that 
scripture to alleviate their pain.” 

I froze for a moment as Xiuxiu continued, “I never would’ve thought that 
my grandmother believed in the Bon religion.” 
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But why were we hearing Huo Xiangu chanting here? Xiuxiu used the app 
to record the rest of the sounds coming from the satellite phone. 

As we listened quietly, the sounds of chanting suddenly stopped and Huo 
Xiangu’s painful shrieks started coming from the satellite phone. 

It was very painful to hear. Even if we didn’t amplify the sound with the 
app, I knew that she was screaming. 

Then, the voice on the satellite phone disappeared. I looked at Xiuxiu and 
found that she wasn’t shaken by this at all. She opened the app and 
listened to the scripture that had just been recorded. 

Wen Binghui listened as the Bat Sutra was recited at least six or seven 
times and was then followed by another passage. With his ear practically 
pressed up against the cell phone, he said, “My God, it’s the Luozeng 
Sutra.” 

When I gave him a questioning look, he said, “It’s a scripture in the Bon 
religion that’s meant to be recited silently. It’s a secret scripture that only 
a few people can listen to several times in a lifetime. It’s my first time 
hearing it, but based on the pronunciation of the key words, this scripture 
isn’t from Tibet but from Baozuo.” 

Baozuo in Sichuan? I asked myself. 

“What does the Luozeng Sutra do?” Xiuxiu asked him. 

Wen Binghui was silent for a moment before saying, “This kind of 
scripture has many functions. I don’t know which version she’s reading, 
but the meaning of this kind of scripture is basically the same. It’s similar 
to praying for the Bon god to appear immediately and eat you.” 
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Chapter 79 Mental Problem 

Wen Binghui quickly explained to us, “In Bonism, not just anyone can be 
used to feed the gods. It’s written in the Ghost Sutra that in ancient 
times, it was necessary for mages to choose who would be eaten since 
the ancient gods didn’t eat sick people. If the ancient gods chose you and 
you happened to be sick, they would cure you first. 

“As a result, people with incurable or chronic diseases who couldn’t stand 
the pain would use this scripture to invite the gods to eat. If the ancient 
gods answered, your illness would improve every time you recited the 
scripture.” 

After he said this, I asked him, “How do you know so much?” 

“I’ve read all the existing Bon scriptures and even translated many of 
them. The texts state that the Luozeng Sutra doesn’t use actual words but 
is a mix of many ancient dialects. These dialects are as old as the Stone 
Age. In fact, there are some very ancient dialects in many religious 
scriptures. If you encounter this kind of scripture, it’s basically considered 
the Luozeng Sutra.” 

I nodded before asking, “Then what about this scenario: When my illness 
is almost better, but I’m not completely cured, I blacklist the ancient gods 
and burn the scriptures. Will I be fine in this case?” 

Wen Binghui looked at me and said, “I don’t know. After all, you’re not all 
that delicious. It may not want to eat you.” 

I glanced at Xiuxiu. I had personally seen Huo Xiangu’s dead body back 
then. Although I knew that I wasn’t responsible for her death, outsiders 
seemed to think that I had killed her faster than any old immortals who 
wanted to collect her soul. 

Xiuxiu continued to fiddle with the satellite phone. We heard a faint noise 
and then a new round of incantations started up. 
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“This is a timed broadcast,” Xiuxiu said. “The black stones here can reflect 
the signal. This isn’t a supernatural phenomenon; someone’s satellite 
phone is playing this.” 

If that were true, then it was very possible that things could go in a 
direction that I didn’t even want to think about. 

The Bon sacrificial ceremony had already been completed, but this 
broadcast snippet may have been recorded and brought in long ago. 
Black Glasses wasn’t very good at using the looped playback function on 
cell phones, so he may have used the satellite phone to incessantly play 
that snippet of the Luozeng Sutra. 

He may have also put on Xiao Hua’s ancient costume and served as a 
sacrifice himself. 

When I thought of this, I suddenly remembered something and asked 
Wen Binghui, “When you guys initially set out, how were Master Black’s 
eyes?” 

“Not very good,” Wen Binghui answered. “He didn’t have much time to 
move around freely throughout the journey. It was only at night when he 
could be more active.” 

I looked at Xiuxiu, “Based on my understanding of Black Glasses, if he 
knew that the ancient gods would cure his illness before eating him, I 
think he’d experiment on himself.” 

It was simply a tailor-made way for him to die. At the bottom of the 
Kunlun Mountains, he put on his friend’s costume with a smile, played 
the Luozeng Sutra that would call the ancient gods, and then watched as 
one of them emerged from the darkness and swept towards him. 

If there really was an ancient god, it didn’t matter whether it was a 
wooden club or not; he would definitely look at it with a smile and maybe 
even open a bottle of beer while he was at it. 

Hell, if the ancient god really managed to cure his eyes, he’d even have 
time to pull out a grenade and fight back. 
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That’s certainly one way to make Xiao Hua owe you a big favor. Black 
Glasses, ah, Black Glasses, your motives might truly be unfathomable, but 
I understand you. 

But our knowledge of this primitive Bon religion was too scarce. We 
didn’t know what spells and gods were recognized by the ancients at that 
time. It was important to know, however, that all the particularly ancient 
legends and gods before the Yin Shang Dynasty involved blood sacrifices, 
as well as a large number of deaths and corpses. 

Based on the current cultural system, all the gods in those days could be 
considered evil gods. 

So, Black Glasses must have experienced something completely 
unexpected. He didn’t die, but he didn’t escape unscathed either. 

“The analysis should be complete, but don’t rush to get an answer.” As 
Xiuxiu said this, I saw Ming Er Nagqu come up from the hot spring. Fatty 
went to help pull her up, but she smacked his hand away. 

“Ok, let’s walk through it one more time,” I said to Xiuxiu. “I heard Black 
Glasses’ voice before, and he was trying to lure us in. Assuming that the 
satellite phone he was holding at that time was A, then the satellite 
phone that’s emitting a signal now is B. Are A and B the same phone?” 

“Is that important?” Wen Binghui asked. 

It is, I said to myself. If it’s the same phone, then we’re now in extreme 
danger. Because it’s probably a trap. 

As I was thinking this, I noticed that something was wrong with Ming Er 
Nagqu. She was soaking wet, but instead of going to dry off, she went 
straight to the box that was holding the ancient costume. 

Wen Binghui wanted to call out to her, but I quickly stopped him. Then, I 
saw her suddenly start dancing her way towards the costume box as if 
she were possessed. 

“Big Brother, can you hurry up and tell us your analysis?” Xiuxiu asked 
me. 
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I shook my head. It was too late to say it. We had played the scripture at 
least three times, so if the legend was true, something was going to 
happen here. 
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Chapter 80 Sacrifice 

I glanced at Fatty, who spread his hands out and said, “I didn’t do 
anything.” 

“Get your gun out,” I said to him. 

Everyone started to pull their guns out of their backpacks. Some of them 
were trained and acted very quickly, but they obviously weren’t as skilled 
as me and Fatty. 

Once the bullets were loaded, we squatted close to Ming Er Nagqu and 
watched her slowly dance as she opened the box and took out the crown. 

Brother Gan Shan and the other dogs were all at a loss because they 
didn’t know what these silly humans were doing.(1) I made a gesture 
telling them to stay alert and to attack at will in addition to giving a 
warning bark. 

But after thinking about it, I felt that this was wrong, so I went over, 
kicked Ming Er Nagqu to the ground, and snatched the crown from her. If 
she put this on and we used her as bait, I wouldn’t know what to tell her 
family. 

Xiuxiu’s satellite phone was still playing the incantation, and it was 
becoming clearer and clearer by the minute. Xiuxiu and I looked at each 
other. It had to be because the phone emitting the signal was 
approaching us, but who—or what—was holding the satellite phone? 
Was it Black Glasses or something else? 

I motioned to Xiuxiu to turn the satellite phone off, so she quickly pulled 
the battery out. 

Quiet was instantly restored to our surroundings, and all of us held our 
breath. I went to lift the crown up and saw that Ming Er Nagqu was 
getting up slowly while staring straight at the crown. 

 
(1) I used silly, but the term “yaoezi” (幺蛾子) is actually slang from Northern China. It’s used when you want to 

express that something is a “strange/wicked/bad idea.” This article has an interesting exposé on it. 

https://www.echineselearning.com/blog/beware-of-yao-ezi-call-someone-on-their-bluffing
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Without the evil background chanting, her actions seemed very 
embarrassing now. I moved to confront her, but she rushed to grab the 
phoenix crown, so I threw it directly to Fatty. 

She turned her head violently to follow it, but I hit her on the back of the 
head with the butt of my gun, knocking her out. 

Everyone else relaxed a little, but I waved my hand and pointed to the 
crown in Fatty’s hand, silently telling him to throw it away. 

Fatty didn’t understand what I meant and made a gesture, thinking that I 
would let him keep it, so I anxiously said to him, “Throw it away.” 

Fatty thought for a moment and then threw the crown towards the hot 
spring. Almost at the same time, all the dogs looked in the direction of 
the hot spring. I also stood up to look at it and saw that bubbles began to 
appear in all of the hot springs. 

Then, we all felt a slight vibration under our feet. Everyone immediately 
pointed their guns at the ground, but we obviously couldn’t see anything. 

Fatty shined his flashlight into the crevice of the stones beneath our feet 
and I immediately saw a “liquid” that looked like colored glaze flowing 
under the stones. 

One could argue that it was a kind of mollusk or a stream, but it was huge 
and flowing quickly under the rocks beneath our feet. 

Brother Gan Shan appeared very anxious and was shaking all over as he 
quickly climbed to a high spot, but he still tried his best to restrain himself 
and suppress the other dogs so as to prevent them from losing control. 

In about half a minute’s time, the thing passed and all the bubbles in the 
hot springs disappeared. I looked at the crevice beneath our feet again 
and found that there was water in it. As it turned out, all of the water in 
the hot springs was connected under the rocks here. 

That thing was swimming under the water just now. 
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After waiting for a while, everyone finally dared to move again and Fatty 
asked me, “What was that?” 

I shook my head, put my hand into the crevice, and touched the water. 
Recalling what I saw just now, I suddenly felt that the huge thing wasn’t a 
single entity but a cluster of countless tiny things. 

Did this mean that the wooden club god wasn’t a single entity but a 
cluster of things? 

Just as I was thinking this, Xiuxiu turned on the satellite phone again. 
Everyone’s expressions immediately changed, but Xiuxiu staggered the 
frequency modulation a little bit so that only white noise could be heard 
instead of specific words.  

“I’m going to follow that thing,” she said. “Binghui, you’re in charge.” 

We could already hear the white noise gradually starting to fade, so 
Xiuxiu simply put her bag on her back and rushed out without waiting to 
hear our opinions on the matter. I turned to Wen Binghui and said, 
“Those who can keep up will follow; those who can’t keep up will move 
forward according to the original plan.” 

Wen Binghui said anxiously, “Little Master Three, Sister Xiu, don’t 
separate!” 

But Xiuxiu had already given chase. I asked Fatty to leave three dogs here 
to guard and then took Brother Gan Shan and two other dogs to chase 
after Xiuxiu. 

I had only taken a few steps when I found that everyone was moving to 
catch up. Even the mules were urged on until they were practically flying, 
Ming Er Nagqu slung across one of their backs. 

Xiuxiu went to the hot spring, fished out the crown, threw it directly to 
Wen Binghui, and then moved on. Fatty and I followed close behind her. 
Although I didn’t approve of this radical behavior, I had to agree with her 
approach. 
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Based on the situation just now, the satellite phone should be in that 
thing’s body, so we might be able to figure out something by following 
the strength of the signal. 

The team was spread out in a long line that stretched on for a kilometer, 
but we didn’t lose anyone because the signal sometimes stopped moving 
and Xiuxiu didn’t dare press on. Most of the time, we didn’t know where 
it was or if it was in our range of sight. 

After chasing it for about four hours, something I didn’t expect to see 
suddenly appeared in front of us—trees. 

When we got closer, we found that there were not only bare stones in 
this rocky area but also many fallen leaves and soil that formed from 
decayed vegetation. The trees behind the ones we initially saw became 
denser and denser, and all of them appeared to be pine trees or trees you 
would find near the snow line. 

Fatty walked over and was very surprised to find that all of the trees here 
were actually alive. 

I looked up and found that there was a crevice at the top of this area 
which seemed to lead to the outside, but it was very high up. 

“The sunlight shouldn’t be able to penetrate this far down; you’d only see 
a sliver at most,” Fatty said. 

It should be night now, and since it was only during the daytime that we 
could tell what was going on here, Xiuxiu fired a signal flare into the 
depths of this narrow forest. 

An ancient, three-story building with flying eaves suddenly appeared out 
of the darkness in front of us, but we couldn’t tell how old it was since it 
was completely covered in fallen leaves. 

Fatty and I looked at each other, completely surprised. The signal of the 
satellite phone in Xiuxiu’s hand was very strong, meaning that the strange 
thing should be in front of us, probably in this building. 
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Chapter 81 The Last Stop 

We rested on a big rock while the people behind us came up one right 
after another. 

I took out my binoculars and used a bright flashlight to illuminate the area 
in front of me. From this distance, I could see that this ancient building 
with flying eaves was very old. It was a mystery how it had managed to 
stay so well preserved up until now. 

I used my flashlight to illuminate the rock walls in the mountain crevices 
on both sides and found that they actually contained a lot of plateau 
moss, which indicated that the area wasn’t closed off enough. In this 
relatively open environment, wooden buildings would easily be damaged. 

The damage wouldn’t be that of decay, but more of the wood in these 
buildings turning to fine dust because of the drastic changes in 
temperature. 

But that wasn’t the case with this building. Although the surface had been 
severely oxidized, the shape of the building was still well preserved. 

I had never seen flying eaves like this before. The earliest wooden 
building in China was generally considered to be the Nanchan Temple(1), 
which had been preserved since the Tang Dynasty. No one had seen 
similar buildings that could be dated earlier than that period. The flying 
eaves on this building looked to be from an earlier period than the Tang 
Dynasty because they weren’t as delicate. 

“Do you know anything about this?” I asked Wen Binghui. 

“I have just two things to say,” he replied. “First, the roof tiles on this 
building are standard of the Western Zhou Dynasty. The differing 
thicknesses of the tiles and this kind of curvature show that this tiled 
building had just recently been invented. In fact, the main body should 
have been built in the late Western Zhou Dynasty. Second, the flying 

 
(1) Nanchan Temple is a Buddhist temple located near the town of Doucun on Wutaishan, Shanxi Province, 
China. It was built in 782 during China’s Tang dynasty, and its Great Buddha Hall is currently China’s oldest 
preserved timber building extant. Info here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanchan_Temple
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eaves are from the Eastern Han Dynasty. If you look closely, you’ll find 
that they’re made of ceramic, which is a characteristic of the Eastern Han 
Dynasty. This thing must have been refurbished at that time.” 

“How do you know everything? Are you sure? ” Fatty asked him. 

“If I make a mistake, I’ll offer you my head.” 

“Can’t you just give me money? I don’t want your head.” 

I smacked Fatty to get him to stop talking and then asked Xiuxiu, “How is 
it?” 

“The signal isn’t moving anymore. The monster appears to be under the 
building in front of us.” As she spoke, she turned off the satellite phone. 

“Is this the old lair of the ancient gods?” Fatty asked. “Are we already 
beneath the Kunlun Mountains? Let’s use our magical powers. I’ll become 
a moth and you become a maggot and then we’ll go and investigate.” 

“If I become a maggot, can I keep up with you?” I snapped at him before 
looking ahead. “Be careful, there’s something here that wants to give us 
the heavenly gift. Although we have the bronze pieces protecting us, this 
thing has been plotting against us in various ways. The signal that led us 
here was both fast and slow for a while, so maybe it was deliberately 
leading us here. This may be the old nest of an old black mountain 
demon.” 

Everyone remained silent as I looked up and continued, “I suggest that we 
wait until dawn. Once the sunlight filters down here, we can continue 
exploring. Fatty, you’ve got the most accurate aim among us. Climb up 
the cliff on the left and cover us with your gun.” 

Fatty narrowed his eyes in thought, “I’m a little leery of climbing up cliffs 
now—hey, what’s that smell?” 

He sniffed the air, and when we looked into the darkness, we found that 
there was fire coming from the depths of the woods in the direction of 
that wooden building. 
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Fatty thought for a moment. “Did that flare just now set the forest on 
fire?” 

Everyone just stood there but the fire was indeed getting bigger and 
bigger. As I was standing there in a daze like an idiot, Doctor Xiao 
suddenly took off her backpack. 

“What are you doing?” I asked her. 

“The last clue may be in this building,” she said. “Boss Hua and your 
friend may also be in this building, but it could also be a trap. I’m being 
paid to be expendable, so I have to do a good job of it. I’ll try to put out 
the fire, so watch me and analyze the situation.” 

With that said, she started to run into the forest. I could tell by her 
movements that she was very good at sports, but she didn’t practice 
martial arts. 

I gave Fatty a look, and he picked up a stone and threw it at the back of 
her knee, causing her to fall to the ground with a thud. 

I started to take off my clothes at this time but quickly found that Xiuxiu 
was doing the same. We both looked at each other, and then Xiuxiu said, 
“It’s not fair to you, Big Brother. You’ve already handled your matter. Let 
me go.” 

“It’s not fair to anyone, but I’m luckier than you, so I should go.” 

“When it comes to this matter, no one has absolute luck.” 

“Not necessarily.” I pulled out a grenade belt that had seven grenades on 
it and checked it over before saying, “Fatty, cover me.” 

Fatty patted Xiuxiu, “Let Mr. Naïve go. When the situation is unknown, 
he’s more crafty than you are. You’ll get your chance to be a hero in the 
second wave.” 

As he pulled the bolt back on his gun, I ran over to Doctor Xiao to help her 
up. She looked at me and was about to say something, but I quickly 
interrupted her, “No time to talk. I can put out the fire with a grenade. 
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But you’ll have to use your clothes to stop the flames from spreading for 
half an hour.” With that said, I quickly rushed towards the place where 
the fire was burning. 

Soon, I entered the forest and found that all of the trees were growing 
out of the crevices in the rock. There was a thick layer of fallen leaves on 
the ground here, which was really easy to catch fire. 

With very light steps, I quickly rushed to the area that was on fire. I saw 
that the wooden building was dozens of meters behind it and the fire was 
already very big. Three or four trees had already completely burned up, 
making the fire particularly bright. Under the firelight, the building almost 
felt like a dungeon in the raging flames of hell. 

I found a bunker—it was really just a big rock—pulled out the safety pin 
on one of the grenades, and then threw it at the center of the fire. 

********* 

End of Part II: Ten Thousand Mountains in the Extreme Night
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Part III: Queen of the West’s Ghost Banquet 
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Chapter 1 Explosion 

I didn’t know in which film I saw the common knowledge that grenades 
could extinguish fires, but it was said that they could consume oxygen in 
an instant and produce a lot of non-combustible gas, which could quickly 
extinguish any flames within the explosion range. 

The moment I ducked my head back behind the rock, the grenade 
immediately exploded. Those trees were very thick, so most of the 
explosion’s impact was absorbed by their trunks. As I continued to hide 
behind the rock, the tree closest to the grenade was blown up and slowly 
fell down. When I peeked my head out to take a look, I saw that this 
method actually worked. Most of the flames were extinguished, but 
countless small fires had been blown out by the grenade and were 
scattered everywhere. 

After observing the surrounding environment, I noticed that both Xiuxiu 
and Fatty were approaching me. “You just don’t listen, do you?” I asked 
angrily. “What, are you too old to listen to good advice now?” 

“You’re not putting out the fire, you’re setting it on fire,” Fatty argued. 
“You can’t do it alone.” 

In fact, I had come to the same conclusion just now and wanted to take a 
moment to observe how to put out the fire again, but then I suddenly 
heard the sound of heavy rain falling on the tree canopies. 

But we’re underground, how can it be raining? I wondered. I looked down 
at myself and saw that there weren’t any raindrops on my body, plus the 
sound seemed to be coming from the place where I threw the grenade 
just now. 

The three of us immediately looked around. As it turned out, when the 
grenade exploded in the woods just now, the shock wave blew across a 
large area. The trees were shaken by the shock wave, which caused what 
appeared to be fruit to fall down in piles. 
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When these things landed on the ancient building, it made a sound like 
rain falling on the tree canopies. As they kept bouncing on the eaves, it 
created a rhythmic sound. 

“What kind of fruit is that?” Fatty asked curiously. 

One of the fruits coincidentally bounced in front of us, rolled along the 
various crevices in the stone, and then fell into a larger crevice. This 
crevice wasn’t very deep, so the fruit was within easy reach. 

It looked like an almond. 

Fatty and I glanced at each other. Then, the almond-like fruit suddenly 
opened up. I thought that it was going to turn into a bug or something, 
but it really turned out to be just a fruit. It even retained its shape after 
landing in the crevice. 

I looked up at the place where the fruits were falling down in a dense 
cluster. I didn’t know what kind of trees these were, but how could there 
be so many fruits? They kept falling and making that pattering sound for a 
long time. 

Fatty was also very cautious now. He leaned over and quickly took a 
close-up photo of the fruit with his cell phone, then pulled back and 
showed it to me. 

I looked at him and said, “Fuck me. Did you learn to be crafty after 
watching me all these years?” 

“Who learned from you? It’s obviously Fat Master who’s the crafty one. I 
just passed it on to you.” When Fatty showed us the photo, we saw that it 
was a black fruit, which looked like a black sarcoma and was very ugly. 

The three of us looked at each other, and then Xiuxiu looked at the trees 
in the distance, “Those trees are very common. They’re high-latitude 
trees that grow very small fruits, so how can they possibly grow these 
sarcoma-like fruits? And so many at that.” 

“Let’s take one back and let Wen Binghui examine it. Doesn’t he know 
everything?” Fatty said. “If that’s not enough, we’ll have him eat one.” 
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I looked at the photo Fatty had taken and suddenly felt that the shape of 
the fruit was familiar. After looking at it for a while, I said to him, “Fatty, 
have you noticed that this fruit is very similar to something we’ve seen 
before?” 

Fatty turned the phone towards him to take a closer look, but shook his 
head, “Like what? I’m getting old and my memory is bad. Just hurry up 
and tell me. I swear, you’re becoming more and more like your Uncle 
Three.” 

“If you look carefully, you’ll definitely remember,” I said to him.
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Chapter 2 Flat Peach 

After my reminder, Fatty finally understood and asked me, “Shigong’s 
mole?” 

“Doesn’t it look similar?” I poked my head out and looked at the building 
in the distance, “But weren’t these things made of stone? How could it 
fall from a tree?” 

Fatty also looked at his phone in bewilderment. Noticing that his 
expression seemed a little embarrassed, I asked him what was wrong. 
“Maybe I really am getting too old,” he said. “I couldn’t remember.” 

I thought his face didn’t look too good and wanted to ask what was 
wrong, but Fatty shook his head and told me not to worry about it. I 
immediately understood what was on his mind—maybe the things he was 
thinking of weren’t that important, and he didn’t want to discuss them 
now. 

After waiting for a while, the forest grew quiet again and those 
stone/mole-like fruits didn’t change in any way. 

It didn’t make much sense for all of us to stay here and keep an eye on 
things the whole time, so I said to Xiuxiu, “Fat Master and I will take the 
left and right sides. You stay here and continue to observe. Based on how 
the situation looks, we’ll improvise.” 

What I meant by improvising was that if we could beat that thing, then 
we’d destroy it. If we couldn’t beat it, we’d run. 

Xiuxiu nodded. Fatty and I pulled the bolts back on our guns and gave 
each other a meaningful look that seemed to say: If you die, wait on the 
road to the underworld. The other one will definitely arrive soon. 

Then, with one going left and one going right, we leapt out from behind 
the rock we were hiding behind like we were leaping out of a war trench, 
and crept towards the ancient building. If we saw flames along the way, 
we would stamp them out with our feet. 
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The underground forest’s terrain was very complicated, with fallen leaves 
and rocks mixed together on the ground. The roots of these trees must 
have been coiled deep in the rock crevices below; otherwise, they 
couldn’t have grown so tall. It was common for tree roots to coil around 
rocks in the tropics, but we were at a high latitude, and the roots looked 
very deformed. 

When I arrived in front of a tree, I involuntarily looked up and felt my 
scalp go numb—the trunk was covered in a dense layer of Shigong’s 
moles. 

It didn’t look like the fruit was growing on the tree, but more like an 
insect had laid a dense pile of eggs all over the tree. Trees at high 
latitudes grew ramrod straight, but these sarcoma-like fruits were sticking 
to the trunks in dense clusters like eggs. 

I noticed that Fatty was also looking—it seemed that we were both 
equally curious—so I tapped out a message in our secret code: “This thing 
looks like some kind of fungus.” 

If it was a fungus and it could grow on rock, then it made sense that it 
could also grow on trees. 

Fatty tapped out a response: “I don’t have a good feeling. Let’s stop this 
operation first.” 

I felt tears in my eyes. Fatty had finally grown up and understood my 
cautiousness. But at the same time, I felt like something was wrong. The 
Fatty of the past would never make such a decision. 

Even so, his decision was correct. I now highly suspected that these 
fungal sarcoma things were the eggs of some kind of creature. If we 
entered the ancient building and these eggs hatched (which was very 
likely), then we would end up trapped inside. And if whatever hatched 
from them was aggressive, there was a high chance we’d die. 

As I was thinking this, I noticed that there was another fruit in one of the 
crevices off to the side. I focused all of my attention on it and found that 
half of the fruit had turned into a mass of black liquid, which had seeped 
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into the stone like it had melted into it. The pattern formed after the 
black liquid had seeped into the stone was like the shadow of a small 
baby. 

I immediately looked around, wanting to find a second fruit because the 
shadow of the baby was too strange to have formed by chance. I soon 
found a second one, and saw that this one was in exactly the same 
condition. The fruit had basically melted and seeped into the stone, but 
the shape that was formed from this one was that of a small man with a 
big head. 

Just as I was puzzling over it, Wen Binghui’s voice suddenly came over my 
headset, “Gentlemen, you must listen to me very carefully right now. You 
need to go into the ancient building at once. Do not linger around those 
fruits for too long.” 

“What’s wrong?” Fatty asked him. 

“Have you heard the story of the Queen of the West’s Jade Lake?”1 

 
1 Jade Lake (or Yaochi, 瑶池) is the jade lake on Mount Kunlun where the Queen Mother of the West resides. 

The Queen of the West is a mother goddess in Chinese religion and mythology that has numerous titles, one of 
which is Golden Mother of the Jade Lake. She’s the ruler of western paradise and the goddess of immortality. 
Her garden supposedly has a special orchard of longevity peaches (also known as flat peaches) which would 
ripen once every three thousand years. She’d hand them out to guests, which would make them immortal. 
Seph has provided the Chinese wiki link for Jade Lake here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Mother_of_the_West
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_peach
https://zh.wikipedia.org/zh-tw/%E7%91%A4%E6%B1%A0
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Chapter 3 Fungus Nest 

Almost everyone in China knew the story of the Queen of the West’s Jade 
Lake. For Fatty and I, we had not only heard of it, but had also probably 
been there. 

That happened many years ago in Tamu-Tuo. If I remembered correctly, 
the Queen of the West’s Jade Lake was a huge muddy pool.1  

But I didn’t want to show off in front of Wen Binghui at this time, so I 
merely said to him, “You’d better speak quickly.” 

“You go into that building first, and I can finish explaining along the way.” 
When Wen Binghui said this, I saw Fatty raise his hand and signal to me 
that he was going to listen to Wen Binghui and go into the building first. I 
raised my head and signaled to him that I agreed with this plan. Then, the 
two of us—armed with our guns—began to carefully approach the 
ancient building from two directions. 

Wen Binghui continued speaking into our headsets, “If you’ve read 
‘Journey to the West’, you’ll have noticed two details: one is that the flat 
peach and ginseng fruit have very similar effects and growth cycles, but 
the flat peach’s name is very strange. The Chinese character for ‘flat’ has 
always been considered evil,2 so isn’t it kind of unlucky to use it to 
describe a type of food? In fact, this is all a misunderstanding. In ancient 
times, there was a kind of tree called Panqu, which looked like a snake 
covered in bugs. The fruit this tree bore was called flat grapes. As time 
went on and the story became distorted, these flat grapes became flat 
peaches, and the tree became a peach tree.”3  

As we listened, Fatty and I finally arrived in front of the ancient building’s 
door. It was made of wood that had rotted with time, and there were 

 
1 I think he’s referring to chapter 22 of “Graveyard of a Queen”. 
2 The character is 蟠 (pinyin is pán) and it means “to coil”. 
3 Per Seph: ginseng fruit in “Journey to the West” is a mystical fruit that is shaped like a child and will give 
longevity to whoever eats it. It can’t touch the ground; otherwise, it will be absorbed into the earth and 
disappear. Baidu link here. And as mentioned in last chapter’s TN note, flat peaches are peaches of immortality 
that the Queen of the West grew and gave to guests. 

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%BA%BA%E5%8F%82%E6%9E%9C/2606527
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three drum patterns carved on both sides. They were very special, but 
they were so old that the wood had rotted and was full of holes. 

“The things that really prolong your life if you eat them are the flat 
grapes; in other words, the things that fall from the trees here. Later, 
some scholars said that this kind of tree doesn’t exist, and it’s actually just 
a kind of bacterial sack produced by plants that are infected with a 
fungus.” Wen Binghui continued, “Wherever this thing falls, it will start to 
take root and grow a root sack, just like a baby. If it happens to fall on 
you, it will immediately take root under your skin.” 

“This root sack doesn’t change with the sun and the moon and turn into a 
person, does it?” Fatty asked. “Like by sucking my flesh and blood?” 

“That I don’t know, but be sure you don’t get hit by this fruit. Wherever it 
hits you, it will blossom and bear fruit. Do you remember that saying that 
ginseng fruit will disappear once it hits the ground? Actually, it doesn’t 
disappear but turns into hypha that immediately takes root.” 

There was a porch in front of the huge door, which Fatty and I stepped 
onto. We found that the ancient building must have been hit by this fruit 
for many years, because there were black, baby-shaped stains covering 
almost every inch of the outer walls. 

We could also see some small, fleshy, bud-like things on top of these 
black stains, but I didn’t know what they were. 

“If you get infected with fungi whenever you touch it, how can you obtain 
immortality after eating it?” I asked. “Your words are too contradictory.” 

“Obviously, you don’t eat it raw,” Wen Binghui said. 

I used my flashlight to take a look at those baby-shaped shadows on the 
walls and found that all the fleshy bud-like things were growing from the 
shadows’ eyes. Not only did it look very strange, but they were so densely 
packed together that they looked like barnacles on dry land. 

To be honest, I had a very bad feeling at this time. It was already 
unbelievable that we found an ancient building deep beneath the Kunlun 
Mountain, but now, upon closer inspection, there was even this strange 
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fungus all around the building. The whole building was almost like some 
kind of giant fungus nest. 

But this thing was in our way, and the satellite phone’s signal was coming 
from under the building, so we’d have to go through it anyway. 

Fatty obviously didn’t believe Wen Binghui’s words and started shining 
his flashlight on the huge decayed wooden door. 

Not only were the gaps in the wood very big, but the whole door was 
skewed, so we could directly see the situation inside. In the space behind 
the wooden door, there was a statue of a beast’s head hidden in the 
darkness. Although the flashlight could only give us a rough picture, we 
could definitely tell that there was something big behind it. 

Fatty and I examined it for a long time and felt that this statue should be 
part of a huge bronze censer. The thousand layers of rust on it were very 
exaggerated, which seemed to indicate that it was extremely old. It may 
have even been made when bronzeware first appeared. 

It was full of various-sized holes that had formed from decay, which made 
it look like a hornet’s nest. Fatty shined his flashlight through these holes 
and said to me, “More likely than not, this is another coffin. It’s probably 
just like that one we saw before, except it’s four times bigger.”
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Chapter 4 Monkeys and Baboons 

After approaching the wooden door, I took a special look at the ancient 
building’s floor and found that many sections had rotted away and the 
whole floor was pretty much just that—nonexistent. There were, 
however, some rotten wooden planks that were stuck to the floor joists.1  

The space under these joists was dark and empty. I couldn’t see the 
bottom, but there did indeed appear to be an open space under this 
ancient building. 

The only reason that copper censer didn’t fall was because it got caught 
in the joists, which seemed to be made from a special material. It didn’t 
look like metal or wood, but something more along the lines of ivory. 
There were more than a dozen of these joists, all crisscrossed together. I 
couldn’t tell how many ivory mortise and tenon joints—all as thick as the 
mouth of a bowl—had been used to hold them all together. 

The ivory was so old that it was all yellow and black now. Fatty and I 
slowly pushed the door open, trying to get a closer look, but the door 
ended up falling directly onto the joists. As it turned out, these joists were 
exceptionally strong. Although the door was riddled with holes, it still 
weighed a lot, but these joists remained motionless even as the door was 
smashed to pieces and fell to the level below. 

Fatty and I stayed huddled outside the door. In general terms, we were 
screwed. If there was something down below, even a deaf person would 
have been awakened by all that noise. So, we hid by the door for a while 
and got ready to fight. But in the end, there wasn’t any movement down 
below. 

“Is that thing gone?” Fatty asked me. 

 
1 The raw had “keel” but that’s for ships so I went with joist. A joist is a horizontal structural member used in 
framing to span an open space, often between beams that subsequently transfer loads to vertical members. 
When incorporated into a floor framing system, joists serve to provide stiffness to the subfloor sheathing, 
allowing it to function as a horizontal diaphragm. Le visual. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joist
https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/image-22.png
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I tapped on my headset and heard Xiuxiu say, “No, the signal is still very 
strong. It’s right below you.” 

We carefully crawled in and stepped onto the ivory joists. I couldn’t help 
but give a thumbs up upon finding that they were very strong and didn’t 
shake at all. This structure must have been built with long-term 
preservation in mind, so the ivory must have been processed and soaked 
in some kind of anti-corrosion medicine. 

But the joists were only the width of a palm after all, so it was still 
inconvenient for us to walk on them. We could only half-squat and use 
our hands to keep our balance as we slowly moved forward bit by bit. 

The level below was pitch black, but it seemed to be a huge hole. The 
ancient building had apparently been built over a vertical pit. 

At this time, we could clearly see the huge copper censer. The way those 
thousands of layers of bronze rust on it were flaking layer by layer was 
very spectacular and almost made it look like the pages of a book. 

The place with the worst rust had almost completely rusted through, 
revealing a dark interior. Fatty shined his flashlight inside but still couldn’t 
see clearly. He was just about to make a joke when he suddenly sniffed 
the air and made a face, “Mr. Naïve, a gun’s been fired here.” 

“How can you tell?” 

“Your nose doesn’t always work properly so don’t ask me how I can tell 
these things,” Fatty said in a low voice. “If Fat Master says that a gun’s 
been fired here, how can it be wrong?” He then looked down at our feet 
and back up at the damaged spots on the copper censer and added, 
“Would you believe me if I said I think the floor was here originally? Did 
Black Glasses have a fight here and cause the dried-up floor to collapse?” 

“Then in your opinion, was the hole in this copper censer also made by a 
gun?” 

“This censer is already brittle, so while a bullet wouldn’t necessarily make 
a hole, it could cause a breach. These holes may indeed be from a gun,” 
Fatty said. “Do you think Black Glasses won or lost?” 
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I didn’t know if he lost, but he most certainly didn’t win. Otherwise, we 
wouldn’t be in this situation. 

If there really had been a fight here and the whole floor collapsed, then 
everything, including Black Glasses himself, the satellite phone, and the 
crown and costume, might have all fallen into the deep pit below. 

I lifted my head up and looked towards the ceiling—the upper portion of 
this building was empty so I could directly see the roof beams. They were 
very old and all made of yellow ivory. That was why this building hadn’t 
collapsed until now. 

“If this is a building set up by the Zhang family, then it must have been 
used to seal the hole below. This hole may be where the sacrificial altar is 
located. In other words, Black Glasses was up to something here! It seems 
like he fell for the trick. If so, did Little Brother and Xiao Hua also go down 
into this hole?” 

If they got here before us, they’d definitely go down to rescue him. 

“There’s no rope on these joists and the hole looks dozens of meters 
deep. How did they get down?” Fatty looked at me and asked. 

Those two people didn’t need ropes, right? They were simply the 
difference between monkeys and baboons. 

“Let’s go down,” I said. 

“Why do you sound so determined?” 

“I’m telling you, there’s bound to be an adventure down there,” I said to 
him. “But we need to slow down a bit. Otherwise, they won’t let us go 
when they return. It’s a bit frustrating, isn’t it?”
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Chapter 5 Altar 

Fatty and I went out, told Xiuxiu about the general situation, and then 
hammered a piton into the rock outside to act as an anchor point for the 
rope. After returning to the joists, we lowered the rope down and then 
quickly descended. 

The space below was a natural cave. Except for the entrance that had 
been smoothed by humans, the rest of the cave was very irregular. There 
were protruding rocks everywhere, which made me think that this cave 
was probably a small vertical collapsed hole that had formed after tens of 
thousands of years of geological processing. 

We were holding onto the cold fireworks all the way down, so we could 
see that the hole became narrower and narrower until it was about the 
width of a well. Then, it gradually widened again. By the time we reached 
the bottom, the hole had become about half the size of a basketball 
court. 

The bottom was full of rocks, but there was a flat stone in particular that 
caught my eye before we landed. I could see that there were many small 
stone piles similar to Mani piles sitting on top of it. 

Once we finally landed, we turned on our brightest flashlight to take a 
closer look. We found that there were human heads in these small stone 
piles, and almost all of them were completely broken, leaving only some 
bone fragments behind. We could only assume that they were human 
skulls based on the shape of the orbital bones. Fatty turned around and 
found that there were countless primitive murals on the walls here. 

They really were primitive murals, just like the ones found in African 
grassland caves that were usually shown in textbooks. This kind of mural 
was so abstract that it couldn’t be interpreted, so we could only roughly 
guess what the ancients’ way of life was like by looking at what was 
depicted. 

“It really is something from the Stone Age,” Fatty murmured. “These 
things are worthless.” 
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Most of the paintings on the murals showed strange people’s postures 
and movements, which should be related to offering up sacrifices to the 
gods. I looked at the flat stone in the center of this cave and realized that 
it must have been a sacrificial platform at that time. 

I looked around the bottom of the cave again and saw that there were 
cracks everywhere on the rock walls. When we walked over to get a 
closer look, we found that the cracks in the rocks under our feet were full 
of debris from the floor above. 

“Take a guess. Have Little Brother and Xiao Hua been here?” As Fatty 
spoke, I had already found the mark Poker-Face left behind. Over the 
years, I had become very familiar with the details and habits pertaining to 
his marks. 

—The mark was engraved close to the ground, on the side of the flat 
stone that served as a sacrificial platform. 

It was a mark clearly meant for me. If he had left it for himself, he 
wouldn’t have drawn it in the middle, so this mark had been left for me to 
see whenever I caught up. 

The mark meant: This place is a node.93  

I squatted down to think while Fatty leaned in and said, “Oh? Once Little 
Brother accepts the title of guide, look how much trouble we can avoid.” 

Yes, he had started looking after us. 

But this wasn’t a particularly good sign. He wasn’t the type of person who 
wouldn’t look after others, it was just that in the past, he didn’t bother 
because he was absolutely certain of the situation. Now, however, he had 
left a mark, which wasn’t a good sign. 

Maybe the questions he left us with were so difficult that he thought it 
would be impossible for us to figure them out if he didn’t give us a hint. 

 
93 A node can be defined as a point at which lines or pathways intersect or branch; a central or connecting 
point. In telecommunications networks, a node is either a redistribution point or a communication endpoint. 
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“What does the mark mean?” 

“This place is a node.” 

“Node, what node?” 

I looked at the altar, “I think his meaning is very clear. If we want to move 
on, this is a key point. Something must be sacrificed here.” 

“But according to the rules, isn’t Xiao Hua supposed to be the sacrifice?” 

“Black Glasses may have replaced Xiao Hua as the sacrifice now, but he 
probably pulled out a grenade or something at the last minute. If the 
sacrifice blows up at the final stage of the ritual, there’s no way to tell 
whether the sacrifice was completed or not. We also don’t know what 
happened here at that time. If we want to know more, we’ll have to make 
another sacrifice.” 

“Is that what node means?” 

“I think so.” 

“I think it means saving some ammo,”94 Fatty said. “What about the two 
of them?” 

I looked around at the crevices in the rock and figured that they must 
have gone in one. The so-called node…did they have to offer up another 
sacrifice? Probably not since Xiao Hua didn’t have any equipment on him. 
So, did that mean that they chose to force their way through? Or, did this 
so-called node mean that I should wait here since it would be too difficult 
for us to catch up to them with our current abilities. 

“That monster is right under our feet.” Fatty looked at the ground. “Are 
you going to do the ritual again? Who’s going to be the sacrifice?” 

“I have to think about it.” At this time, I suddenly saw something shining 
in the crack on the stone beneath Poker-Face’s mark. “I feel like 
something isn’t quite right here.” I reached my hand towards it and found 

 
94 Per Seph: “Node” (节点) and “saving some” (节约点) are homonyms that use the same characters in 

Chinese. “Node” is the compound term and “saving some” is what the Chinese characters mean individually. 
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that it was a watch. I took it out and looked at it, only to find that the 
electronic numbers on it were counting down: 24 minutes and 14 
seconds, 24 minutes and 13 seconds… 
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Chapter 6 Sacrifice 

“What do you mean?” Fatty asked me. 

I looked at the watch. My forehead was covered in sweat and even my 
fingertips began to tremble. 

Poker-Face had left me this mark, so Xiao Hua must have left this watch 
for Xiuxiu. It seemed that they only had twenty minutes left to do 
whatever they were doing, and after those twenty minutes were up, they 
might die. 

Fortunately, I still knew Xiao Hua well and was familiar with a lot of his 
habits. 

I could basically predict that when they came here, they somehow figured 
out how much time Black Glasses had left, so they set a time to rescue 
him and started the countdown on this watch. After leaving the watch 
here, they must have gone into one of these crevices to save Black 
Glasses. 

But there was a problem: if they didn’t want us to follow them in, then all 
they had to do was let us know with a mark. But they also gave us this 
countdown, which showed that they weren’t sure what the situation 
would be like when they went in, and they needed our help. 

So, they needed to remind us that there was a time limit once we went 
inside the crevice. 

A little over twenty minutes…was this long or short? 

If the countdown had already ended by the time we got here, then we 
wouldn’t need to go in at all—they’d probably all be dead—but there 
were still more than twenty minutes left. This meant that they weren’t 
dead yet, but they didn’t have any intention of coming out either. 

What was this countdown? 

It was a node. 
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Neither of them had left any extra words because they believed that I 
could understand what they were trying to tell us. There was enough tacit 
understanding between us, after all. So, what was the most concrete 
theory in my mind? After thinking about it, I found that it was actually 
very simple: this was the countdown for the sacrifice. In other words, 
Black Glasses’ sacrifice may have caused something to open, and after 
this thing opened, it would gradually close, thus resulting in this 
countdown. 

Twenty minutes…it meant that the time limit for Black Glasses’ sacrifice 
was coming, and the thing that was opened by the sacrifice was about to 
close. 

Yes, that was definitely what it meant. 

Feeling absolutely certain now, I immediately said to Fatty, “Have Xiuxiu 
send that costume down.” 

“You want to sacrifice Xiuxiu? So heartless.” 

“Bullshit, I mean I’ll do it,” I said to him. “Give me all the grenades. Before 
the countdown is over, we’ll get an extension and buy more time for the 
three of them.” 

Fatty looked me in the eye and immediately understood what I meant. 

“Why does it have to be you?” 

“If you dance in that costume, the ancient god will throw up last night’s 
meal,” I said to him. “Have some self-awareness.” 

“How do you know that the ancient god doesn’t like to eat fat?” He 
argued. “Fat Master may be fat but I’m not greasy; I explode in the 
mouth.” 

I pressed down on Fatty’s shoulder and looked at him, “I don’t know how 
Black Glasses could wear that costume when it was fitted for Xiao Hua, 
but you, I’m confident that you can never wear it.” 
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Fatty thought it over for a while, but when he looked at the countdown 
and realized that there wasn’t enough time left, he eventually nodded. 
“Fine! But when Xiuxiu comes down, you know she’ll want to do it 
herself. Have fun trying to persuade her by yourself when the time 
comes.” With that said, Fatty left. 

After he walked so far away that he couldn’t see me anymore, I stood on 
the sacrificial platform, wearing the watch. 

It was very quiet all around. I suddenly recalled everything that had 
happened before and began to think about what Black Glasses would do. 

He had taught me, which meant that our train of thought should be 
similar. What would he have done at this time? He shouldn’t have died 
after he acted at that time, which was actually quite difficult to 
accomplish. 

When I first studied under him, he taught me some basic underworld 
techniques, such as going to the supermarket and secretly stealing some 
goods right in front of the sales clerk as practice (of course, it was just a 
simulation and not real theft). When I tried it for the first time, he directly 
reported me to the security guard, and I had to run three blocks just to 
get away. 

This was a simple rule in our business. In fact, he just wanted me to 
understand that even if you trusted someone, you still needed to have 
certain habits that would keep you completely safe. 

So in the supermarket, what I should have done was: while he taught me, 
I would secretly finish “stealing” without letting him find out. That way, 
he would keep waiting for me to steal even though I had already done it, 
thus giving him no chance to betray me. 

If he was a good person, then I would have successfully completed the 
homework; if he was a bad person, then I gave him no chance to harm 
me. 

This was the relationship between taking the initiative and remaining 
passive. Essentially, if you wanted to become stronger, you had to be 
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more proactive and do things faster, earlier, and more covertly than 
normal. 

What would he do? I squatted down and thought hard. Of course, I could 
simply detonate the grenade when the ancient god touched me, but in 
that case, I’d definitely be a goner. So, I had to detonate it when the 
ancient god saw me while also leaving a certain amount of distance 
between us. 

But that thing could flow through the rock crevices. Rather than a living 
creature, it seemed more like a collection of many things. Where should I 
blow it up? Where was its weak spot? 
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Chapter 7 Offering 

When I thought about all of this using Black Glasses’ way of thinking, 
everything suddenly became very simple. 

The ancient god either came from the crevices in the wall, from the 
crevices under my feet, or from both sides. Not only was it a soft-bodied 
thing, but if it was a collection of many small living things, then the 
lethality of the grenade’s shrapnel wouldn’t be powerful enough. This 
meant that the lethality had to be more dependent on the shockwave. 

The smaller the space, the more powerful the grenade’s shockwave 
would be, so I couldn’t detonate it on this altar. That meant that I needed 
to rush into the gap on the side after luring the ancient god here. If it 
followed me, I would detonate the grenade in the gap. 

The amount of danger involved in this scenario was beyond imagination. 
If Black Glasses hadn’t been fully prepared to put his life on the line, he 
wouldn’t have resorted to this strategy. 

I looked for a crevice on the side and soon found one with obvious 
explosion marks on the inside. Black Glasses had used more than a dozen 
grenades, but the rock in this crevice was obviously very hard since it 
didn’t collapse even though there were more than a dozen black spots 
and a few small blast cracks inside. 

The crevice was very narrow. For the sake of success, Black Glasses 
wouldn’t worry about himself. I used my flashlight to illuminate the 
depths of the crevice and saw that there was a sharp downward turn 
further inside. In other words, at the end of this crevice was a vertical 
drop that Black Glasses could jump into at the moment the grenades 
exploded so as to avoid being killed directly. 

The explosion caused violent vibrations to travel up the rock, which 
knocked the decaying floor down from above. That was why this place 
was such a mess. 

As Fatty and Xiuxiu climbed down, I could hear other people’s voices 
coming from above. It looked like they had all gathered at the ancient 
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building. When Xiuxiu came down, I saw that she was already wearing the 
costume. 

The costume didn’t look good on just anyone, but she was originally a 
very beautiful girl and the Huo family had always looked like models. I 
suddenly wasn’t sure if the costume looked good because it seemed to 
give her the mysterious air of a beautiful ghostly sorceress from a 
thousand years ago, or if it was the Huo family’s genes playing a role in 
unifying that evil costume representing death with the aesthetics of 
feminine curves. 

I couldn’t help but feel a headache coming on. Persuading girls had never 
been my strong point, and based on the fact that she was already wearing 
the costume, she was obviously prepared not to listen to me. 

“The Huo family can’t afford to lose another head,” I said to Xiuxiu. 

Since the Huo family was matriarchal and passed their skills down to only 
one heir in a generation, that meant that Xiuxiu was the only one left. Of 
course, it didn’t really matter, but Xiuxiu must not die. 

“The Mystic Nine has been doing this kind of business for years, and the 
families have died out one by one. Didn’t they already expect this?” 
Xiuxiu looked at me. “I’ve already made up my mind, so can we stop 
arguing about it? Just let me go. My skills may even be better than 
yours.” 

I looked at Xiuxiu, “We don’t have to argue.” She seemed relieved, 
thinking that I had agreed, but then I glanced at Fatty. He immediately 
leaped into action and moved to hit the back of her head with a flashlight. 

Xiuxiu dodged the blow by tilting her head slightly, which caused Fatty to 
lose his balance and almost fall. She didn’t even look back at him but 
continued to stare at me. Her hair was immaculate and her face was 
persistent. 

I knew that Fatty’s sneak attack was difficult to avoid for ordinary people, 
so I was slightly surprised. 

“Does it have to be like this?” Xiuxiu asked me. 
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I pointed my flashlight to the crevice on the side. When she turned to 
look at it, I said to her, “The trap needs to be done here. After the ancient 
god appears, flee to this crevice and detonate the grenades inside. If you 
want to accomplish this, you need to entertain the god at the altar and 
then quickly enter the gap and bypass the trap. You also have to quickly 
take off this costume during the whole process; otherwise, you won’t be 
able to move flexibly in the crevice. I think that’s why we saw Black 
Glasses’ costume inside the ancient god’s body.” 

Seeing that Xiuxiu kept her distance from me and didn’t give me the 
chance to knock her out, I said to her, “You’ve grown up. I won’t bother 
lecturing you. Do you remember how we finally solved the problem when 
we were fighting over candy when we were younger? We played rock-
paper-scissors. You know that I’ll never let you go to your death, and I 
know that you’ll never let me go to my death. So how about instead of 
standing here at a stalemate, we leave it up to fate? Let’s play rock-
paper-scissors.” 

Xiuxiu looked at me, and I looked at her. At that moment, it was like we 
had returned to that huge house during the Chinese New Year. I couldn’t 
remember clearly whether it was my house, Xiao Hua’s house, or Xiuxiu’s 
house, but at that time, Xiuxiu was very small. She was using her small 
hands to tightly cling to the candy in my hand while looking at me 
stubbornly. 

I had completely forgotten that stubborn little face in my early years, but 
now everything was clear. 

If I had known this day would come, I would have given her all the candy, 
but unfortunately, I didn’t give her any of them back then. 
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Chapter 8 Candy 

Xiuxiu looked at me for a while. If she remained stubborn, then she would 
be acting just like a child because adults would accept such a proposal 
once they reached a certain point. 

But I didn’t plan on letting her take any risks. 

Speaking of which, I was still a child at heart. I would never lose when 
playing rock-paper-scissors because I still remembered Xiuxiu’s micro-
expressions very clearly from that time. I could use the same method I 
used to beat her back then to win right now. 

But Xiuxiu slowly shook her head, “Big Brother, I won’t let you get 
involved again. It was agreed before that we would handle the second 
half.” 

Fatty got a little annoyed and pointed to the watch, as if to say “how 
much longer do you plan on taking?”. After thinking about it, I realized 
that I really didn’t have time to keep arguing. But if Fatty and I rushed up 
now and knocked Xiuxiu out, we’d probably consume most of our 
physical strength, which wouldn’t be worthwhile in the long run. 

“Fine! Since you and I both refuse to leave, then we’ll do it this way: you 
listen to your big brother and give me the costume. I’ll be the bait and 
you’ll detonate the grenades,” I said to Xiuxiu. “There’s a rational reason 
for doing it this way.” 

“Explain,” Xiuxiu said. 

“Little Brother didn’t know you were coming. He left a mark here for me, 
which means that he definitely made a lot of preparations for me further 
up ahead. I can figure them out, but you’re not familiar with him so you 
won’t be able to do it.” 

Xiuxiu looked at me. 

“I have to be on the front line, but you don’t have to go. We’ll face it 
together,” I said to her. 
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She thought about it for a moment before finally seeming to agree. As 
she took off the crown and handed it to me, Fatty spoke up from the side, 
“Then I won’t leave either.” 

“No, it’s one thing if we’re killed in the explosion or eaten, but if we 
become trapped…Fatty, you must be in the third echelon. Otherwise, 
there won’t be anyone left to rescue us.” 

“If you all become trapped, who do I ask to come and save you?” Fatty 
asked angrily. “You just want me to sweep your graves, isn’t that right? 
Damn it, you’re looking down on Fat Master, aren’t you? What, do you 
think I’m only good for sweeping graves? Starting from Pan Zi, you’ll all be 
lined up in a row, and I’ll have to drive a truck every Qingming Festival to 
burn paper for you.” 

I illuminated the crevice with my flashlight, “If you can get in there, you’re 
welcome to go.” 

Fatty squatted down, stared at the gap in a daze, and then covered his 
face, “Shame on you, Fatty Wang, shame on you. Your heroism died 
because of poor weight management.” 

“If something goes wrong, go find those surnamed Zhang,” I said to him. 
“You can still find a few.” After I finished speaking, I put on the crown and 
looked at the watch again. There were only seventeen minutes left. Xiuxiu 
took off the costume—she was wearing a special tight-fitting sports suit 
underneath—and then whistled to those above. When several grenade 
belts slid down the climbing rope, she grabbed them and then went 
directly into the crevice to start laying the trap. 

Fatty lit a cigarette and looked at me. I winked at him, and he 
immediately understood what I meant. 

The crevice I showed Xiuxiu wasn’t the one I wanted to set the trap up in. 
It was clear that Fatty had understood this long ago as he put the 
grenades in my bag, “I’ll be up top, ready to come down at any time. 
Don’t force it.” 
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“I’m afraid that ancient god will force my hand,” I said in response. “If it 
were up to me, I’d definitely be extremely careful. Don’t worry.” 

I immediately entered the crevice I had chosen and quickly set up a wire 
grenade trap. Once I climbed back out, Fatty helped me change into the 
fancy dancing costume. 

Xiuxiu used her flashlight to signal me from the crevice, letting me know 
that she was done. When the time came, all I would need to do was rush 
into that crevice. 

Fatty and I looked at each other again. There were only thirteen minutes 
left. “Which dance are you going to do?” Fatty asked me. 

“Radish Pulling,” I said. 

“What if it doesn’t like radishes?” 

“I can also dance flamenco,” I said. “Guess when I learned it.”
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Chapter 9 Fearless 

Fatty obviously didn’t want to keep messing around with me, because he 
pulled out two cigarettes and stuck one in my mouth and the other 
behind my ear. Then he hung the lighter on my other ear and made a 
“don’t make any mistakes” gesture at me. 

Before I could even finish my joke, he was already climbing up the rope. It 
was too difficult to catch him and explain that I could dance flamenco 
because I helped the villagers keep an eye on the ears of rice and scare 
sparrows away during the harvest season. Since sparrows were very 
courageous and ordinary movements wouldn’t scare them away, I started 
dancing. But some of the naughty brats in the village took a picture and 
posted it on the internet, saying that I was a Fujian farmer with dreams of 
becoming a flamenco dancer. 

After Fatty went up, a flashlight was lowered down from above to provide 
some overhead lighting for me. At the same time, a cell phone was also 
lowered down. Wen Binghui spoke into the headset at this time, “It has 
the chant saved on it. Remember to play it when you dance.” 

I looked at the watch and saw that there were only ten minutes left, so I 
turned on the music player, started playing the chant, and then lit my first 
cigarette. 

The chant sounded a lot more normal coming from the cell phone’s music 
player, which meant that it must have been recorded in advance. It had a 
very primitive feeling to it, as if there was the rhythmic sound of someone 
tapping on a rock. 

The costume was very heavy, and it was only when I put it on that I 
realized that it might not be easy to take off quickly. Moreover, it made it 
even more difficult to dance. 

It stood to reason that sacrificial dances would have special movements 
and gestures. Black Glasses may have learned the dance by watching Xiao 
Hua practice at that time, but I had a hunch that the dance movements 
weren’t the key. This was because if there were special gestures, then 
Xiuxiu may have learned them as well. Xiao Hua had factored her into his 
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plan after all, so he may have taught her. But if that were true, then 
Xiuxiu would have brought it up when we were arguing just now and I 
wouldn’t have been able to refute her at all. 

But she didn’t bring it up, which showed that she knew in her heart that 
the dance itself wasn’t very important. 

This costume and the chant may be the most important things, so doing 
the Radish Pulling dance should solve the problem. 

“Attention, all units!” I shouted before immediately making the first 
radish pulling move.95  

I hadn’t been very flexible since I was a child, so the skills I had now were 
all obtained through hard training. Many of them were due to my 
developed brain, which made up for some of my lack of skills. So, if I 
wanted to dance like I did as a child, I needed to hum the song in order to 
determine my own rhythm. 

Anyone who did this dance when they were a child would know that it 
wasn’t the type of dance that was performed by one person. At the very 
least, you needed two people: one to play the role of the twisting delicate 
radish and the other to play the role of the person pulling it out. 

Without an ounce of hesitation, I chose to act as the radish because that 
was the role I had played when I was a kid. The first dance move was a 
ridiculous twist, but I had no sense of shame and no fear at this time. 

Pull the radish, pull the radish, aiya, aiya. 

I held the cigarette in my mouth as I hummed the song, and found that I 
could still remember the dance moves from my childhood, almost like a 
conditioned reflex. 

While this would look extremely absurd to any outsiders, only I knew that 
I was merely one step away from death. It seemed that after all this time, 
I was completely used to such absurd but extremely dangerous situations 
because my heart was very calm. 

 
95 Please watch this video and join me in envisioning Wu Xie doing this dance lmao. 

https://youtu.be/F2UFvQSXNl0?t=56
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After dancing for about three minutes, I finished the first part, followed 
by the chorus. I also finished my cigarette. I looked at the watch and then 
glanced around before starting to dance again without hesitation. As I 
danced, I said in my heart, come on, brother. I’ve put everything out 
there. Don’t leave me hanging. At this time, I suddenly saw Xiuxiu in the 
crevice send several signals with her flashlight. 

She must have seen something from that angle. 

I spit out my cigarette butt, slowly turned my head, looked out of the 
corner of my eye, and immediately saw a slender, black, soft-bodied, 
leech-like thing. It had stretched out from a crack in the underground 
rock at some point and was standing quietly about an arm’s length away 
from me.
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Chapter 10 Shameless 

My mental fortitude was quite strong considering the fact that I was 
portraying a radish on an empty altar while my childhood friend (who I 
considered a sister) looked on. But there was no way I could remain 
strong if an unknown creature suddenly appeared behind me. 

As I stared at it out of the corner of my eye, my movements obviously 
became more awkward and felt very perfunctory. At the same time, all of 
my muscles began to stiffen. 

The stick-like creature was slowly getting bigger and taller. I still couldn’t 
tell what it was made of in this dim light, but seeing how it was able to 
squeeze out of the crevices and reassemble, it had to be made up of a 
collection of tiny creatures. 

Then I saw that the rocks underneath it began to shift, and the costume 
that had been swallowed up by it was also lifted out of the crevice. 

The scene was very strange because it almost looked like a ghost wearing 
a dancing costume and a crown was growing out of the ground. 

I was suddenly feeling really scared, so I simply turned around and faced 
it. This time, I was able to see that it really was just a costume, and there 
weren’t any signs of Black Glasses’ digested skeleton inside. 

As soon as I was facing that thing, it suddenly became like a snake, and 
the head of its stick-shaped body began to unfurl like a cobra’s hood. 
Rather than slow, the whole process was very sudden and didn’t even 
exceed a quarter of a second. 

After opening, it looked very similar to the multi-headed snake statues 
found in temples in Southeast Asia and outside of some temples in 
India.96  

This kind of snake usually had five heads, but I had also seen some with 
seven or nine heads. 

 
96 Visuals here. 

https://merebear474765851.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/image-24.png
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I immediately realized that the situation wasn’t good, because this speed 
showed that this thing could move slow, but it could also move very fast. 

I immediately turned and ran right as that thing coiled around the altar 
and lunged. I was just a hair’s breadth away from being swallowed whole, 
which meant that I would have definitely died if I hadn’t run way when I 
did. 

Xiuxiu kept signaling to me with her flashlight, but I ignored her and 
rushed directly to the right crevice beside her. In the process, I threw off 
the crown and made it to the crevice. 

The costume was so cumbersome that I couldn’t fit into the crevice, so I 
immediately tried to take it off. Unfortunately, the sleeves got stuck, and 
I couldn’t take it off even after spending a minute or two struggling. 

With my whole body drenched in sweat and the costume completely 
stuck somewhere, I let out a furious roar and used a frantic burst of 
strength to try and tear it. 

But Xiao Hua’s tailoring skills were so good that even with my explosive 
strength born of desperation, the clothes couldn’t be torn at all. 

Then I turned my head and saw that the five-headed stick had not only 
become even bigger, but it had fully opened its hood like a giant snake 
and was standing more than one meter behind me. 

“Help take care of my parents for me,” I said to Fatty over the headset. 

I knew that as soon as I finished speaking, that thing would swallow me 
whole. 

I still said a last-minute prayer in my heart, hoping that someone would 
suddenly appear from behind and save me, but the thought was barely 
finished before the serpent-like thing wrapped itself around me. 

As my vision immediately went dark, I thought to myself, my life is over! It 
felt like the inside of my nose and all the skin on my body were instantly 
covered in a slug-like sensation, and then I was instantly pulled down by a 
force. 
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At that time, my range of visibility was almost zero, but from the vague 
shadow I saw at the last second, I knew very clearly that the thing had 
pushed through the gravel on the ground and pulled me into the gap that 
had been created. 

The rocks were very sharp, so I knew that it was game over for me. It 
would only take ten meters of getting dragged along by that thing before 
all the flesh on my body would be scraped off. 

 

 


